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FOREWORD
This is the thirty-ninth annual Economic and Social Survey o f Asia and the Pacific (until 1974 entitled the
Economic Survey o f Asia and the Far East). As in previous years, the Survey 1985 is presented in two parts. Part
one contains a survey o f recent economic and social development in the region in the context o f the world economic
situation. Part two is devoted to an analysis o f international trade, trade policies and development in the countries
of the region.
Economic growth in the developing economies o f Asia and the Pacific was generally less robust in 1985 than in
1984, though the region’s performance remained stronger than that o f other regions. In general, economies which
are reliant on endogenous stimuli for growth and nurtured under sound principles of economic management fared
better. The slow-down was most marked in export-oriented economies hit by protectionism and slipping demand
for manufactures and extremely low prices for primary commodities. In regard to the latter, the island economies of
the Pacific, the least developed countries and several others dependent upon depressed commodity markets were
severely affected. Some growth was achieved in the region’s least developed countries although there was no
increase in the net inflow o f resources from abroad. Generating stronger stimuli for self-sustaining growth remains
an important concern across the region, and improvements in the international environment would facilitate and
hasten the achievement o f this objective. Initiatives to foster healthier international financial conditions and a more
stable exchange rate regime have been taken since late 1985. It is expected that these initiatives will be pursued
vigorously and will help bring about increased inflows o f capital at lower interest rates to improve the growth
prospects of developing countries everywhere.
Among problem areas in the international environment, perhaps the most important to developing countries in
the Asian and Pacific region, is that o f trade. Part two examines the experience o f developing member countries in
their efforts to expand, diversify and otherwise promote foreign trade, and analyses both statistical material and
policies relevant to trade, trade policy and development. A brief appraisal of selected institutional arrangements for
trade promotion in the region is also presented. The conclusions o f these analyses have direct relevance to policies
in countries in the region for the development of their domestic economies and the expansion o f their international
trade.
Like previous Surveys, this issue is published on the sole responsibility o f the secretariat and the views expressed
herein do not necessarily reflect those o f the Governments of the members and associate members o f the Commission.

S.A.M.S. Kibria
Executive Secretary

February 1986
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
The term “ESCAP region” is used in the present issue of the Survey to include Afghanistan, Australia, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Brunei Darussalam, Burma, China, Cook Islands, Democratic Kampuchea, Fiji, Guam, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, th e Islamic
Republic o f Iran, Japan, Kiribati, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Maldives, Mongolia, N auru, Nepal, New Zealand,
Niue, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, th e Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Samoa, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Tonga, Trust Territory o f the Pacific Islands, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Viet Nam. The term “developing ESCAP region” excludes Australia, Japan and New Zealand.
The designations employed in this publication do not imply the expression o f any opinion whatsoever on the part o f the Secretariat o f the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country or territory or o f its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers.
The abbreviated title Survey in footnotes refers to Economic and Social Survey o f Asia and the Pacific for the year indicated.
Figures relating to national accounts and public finance are on a fiscal year basis and are assigned to the calendar year which
covers th e major part or second half o f the fiscal year.
Reference to “tons” indicates metric tons.
Values are in United States dollars unless specified otherwise.
The term “billion” signifies a thousand million.
In the tables, three dots (. . .) indicate that data are n ot available or are not separately reported, a dash ( - ) indicates that the
am ount is nil or negligible, and a blank indicates that the item is not applicable.
In dates, a hyphen (-) is used to signify the full period involved, including th e beginning and end years, and a stroke (/) indicates
a crop year, a fiscal year or plan year. The fiscal years, currencies and 1984 exchange rates of th e ESCAP countries are listed in the
following table:

Country or area

Fiscal year

Afghanistan ........................................
21 March to 20 March
1 July to 30 June
Australia ...............................................
B a n g la d e s h ............................................
1 July to 30 June
Bhutan ..................................................
1 April to 31 March
Brunei D aru ssala m ...............................
1 January to 31 December
B u r m a .....................................................
1 April to 31 March
China .....................................................
1 January to 31 December
Cook I s l a n d s ........................................
1 April to 31 March
Democratic Kampuchea ...................
1 January to 31 December
Fiji ........................................................
1 January to 31 December
Guam .....................................................
1 October to 30 September
Hong K o n g ...........................................
1 April to 31 March
India .....................................................
1 April to 31 March
I n d o n e s i a ...............................................
1 April to 31 March
Iran, Islamic Republic o f ...................
21 March to 20 March
Japan .....................................................
1 April to 31 March
Kiribati ..................................................
1 July to 30 June
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
1 July to 30 June
Malaysia ...............................................
1 January to 31 December
Maldives ...............................................
1 October to 30 September
Mongolia ...............................................
1 January to 31 December
N a u r u .....................................................
1 July to 30 June
Nepal .....................................................
16 July to 15 July
New Z e a l a n d ........................................
1 April to 31 March
P a k is ta n ..................................................
1 July to 30 June
Papua New Guinea ............................
1 January to 31 December
Philippines ...........................................
1 January to 31 December
Republic o f K o r e a ...............................
1 January to 31 December
S a m o a .....................................................
1 January to 31 December
S in g a p o r e ..............................................
1 April to 31 March
Solomon I s l a n d s ..................................
1 January to 31 December
Sri L a n k a ..............................................
1 January to 31 December
Thailand ..............................................
1 October to 30 September
T o n g a .....................................................
1 July to 30 June
Tuvalu ..................................................
1 January to 31 December
Vanuatu ...............................................
1 January to 31 December
Viet N a m ...............................................
1 January to 31 December
Sources: United Nations, Monthly Bulletin o f Statistics, various issues;
Statistics, various issues; and national sources.
a From middle o f September 1985.

iv

Currency and abbreviation

Mid-point rate o f
exchange for $US 1
as o f June 1985

Afghani (Af)
50.600
Australian dollar ($A)
1.503
Taka (Tk)
28.000
Ngultrum (Nu)
12.432
2 .2 2 3
Brunei dollar ($Br)
Kyat (K)
8.611
Yuan renminbi (YRMB)
2.878
New Zealand dollar ($NZ)
2.113
Riel (KR)
1.175
Fijian dollar ($F)
1.000
United States dollar ($US)
7.761
Hong Kong dollar ($HK)
12.432
Repee (Rs)
Rupiah (Rp)
1 118.000
92.459
Rial (Rls)
Yen (Y)
248.950
1.503
Australian dollar ($A)
New Kip (NK)
35.000
2.490
Ringgit ($M)
7.050
Rufiyaa (Mal Rf)
Tughrik (Tug)
3.800
1.503
Australian dollar ($A)
Rupee (NRs)
18.100
2.113
New Zealand dollar ($NZ)
Rupee (PRs)
16.000
1.025
Kina (K)
Peso (P)
18.465
Won (W)
873.800
2 .2 8 4
Tala ($WS)
Singapore dollar ($S)
2.233
Solomon Islands dollar ($SI)
1.501
Rupee (SLRs)
27.420
Baht
27.420
Pa ’anga (P)
1.518
1.503
Australian dollar ($A)
Vatu (VT)
110.140
New Dong
__________
15.000a
International Monetary Fund, International Financial
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Part One
RECENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

I. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE ESCAP REGION

A. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
WORLD ECONOMY
1. An overview
opes for spreading and sustained growth in the world
economy connected with the continued strength of the economic
recovery in the United States of
America began to fade in the
second half of 1985 with increasing
uncertainty about the viability of
high growth in the world’s largest
national economy.
The sharp
deceleration o f the growth rate of
the United States GNP to 1 per
cent per annum in the first half of
1985 in contrast to the 6.6 per
cent during 1984 inescapably
brought out the need for strong
measures to avoid the onset of
another recession.
In order to
achieve a growth rate o f 3 per cent
during 1985, the United States
economy had to accelerate to an
annual rate o f 5 per cent during
the second half of the year, which
failed to materialize as the year
ended.
Growth in other developed
market economies, except Japan,
continued to be weak although the
disparities with the United States
began to narrow down considerably.
The developing countries’ hopes
raised in 1984, which were based
on a strong upsurge in import
demand in the United States, a
limited reversal of the falling trend
in commodity prices and some
attenuation of the debt problem,
began to diminish as more sombre
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developments began to unfold in
1985. The changes in some major
macro-economic parameters during
the last quarter of 1985 make forecasts for 1986 extraordinarily
difficult.
Amid undiminished concern
about the existence of the two
basic imbalances which have characterized the United States economy
in recent years, the fiscal and trade
deficits, other imbalances in the
world economy began to arouse
considerable
disquiet.
These
included mounting current account
surpluses of Japan, rising capital
inflows to the United States, falling
capital inflows to developing countries and low rates of growth of
output and continuing high unemployment in most developed
market economy countries. In the
United States itself, the trade deficit aroused increasing concern and
engendered strong protectionist
sentiments. In Japan, there were
some attempts to raise domestic
demand. The rest o f the world,
however, was more worried about
the continued upward pressure on
interest rates in the United States
and the value of the dollar, both of
which were among the major
contributory factors causing large
capital flows into the United States.
Towards the end of 1985, it
became apparent that one hope for
saving the momentum of the
recovery in the world economy
lay in some moderate degree of coordination among macro-economic
policies o f the major developed
market economy countries.

The performance of the world
economy in 1984 was the best in
the decade to date. The annual
average rate of growth in world
output, less than 2 per cent during
the prolonged recession of 19801983 (see Figure 1.1 overleaf),
jumped to about 5 per cent in
1984. The acceleration was most
pronounced in developed market
economies; in the developing countries as a whole, the recovery was
modest; and in the centrally
planned economies the rate of
growth was higher than the world
average.
In 1985, the rate of
growth o f the world economy fell
substantially
from
the
peak
attained in 1984. The fall was most
marked in the developed market
economies. The pattern of growth
in developing countries was mixed
in 1985 with the growth momentum slowing down in most of them
while some, such as China, India
and Brazil performed well.
Among
developed
market
economies, the largest two, the
United States and Japan, performed much better than the others
in 1984, their GNP growth rates
being 6.6 and 5.8 per cent, respectively (see Table 1.1 overleaf).
The limited spread of the recovery
to the rest of the world cast doubt
about its sustainability in the
United States in 1985 and beyond.
The changing pattern of growth in
the economy of the United States
in 1985, with greater weight of
investment in domestic demand
than in the earlier phase of the
recovery, tilted the demand for
1

Figure I.1. Growth in world output and import volume, 1979-1985a
(Percentage)

a

Preliminary estimates for 1984 and 1985.

imports in favour of the developed
market economy countries, which
export machinery and equipment.
Perhaps o f much more concern to
developing countries is the fact that
this imbalanced growth pattern has
resulted in and been sustained by
large capital movements towards
capital rich and away from capital
poor countries. This perverse trend
in capital movements has very
undesirable implications for the
development prospects o f developing countries.
An interesting feature o f the
recent swings in activity has been
that fluctuations in trade were
much larger than in output. In
1982, during the trough o f the
recession, while output grew by
0.7 per cent, the volume of world
imports fell by 1.2 per cent; and in
1984, at the peak of the recovery,
the percentage increase in the
volume of world imports was twice
as high as in output (see Figure
I.1).
The slow-down in world
output in 1985 and the likely
further deceleration during 1986
may cause even sharper drop in the
rate of growth o f world trade.
The two additional major uncertainties casting their ominous
shadows on trade and development
prospects of developing countries,
especially of those in the ESCAP
region are protectionist sentiments
in developed market economy
countries and a secular decline in
2

the demand for primary commodities. These problems are discussed
in section B o f this Chapter and at
greater length in Part Two of this

Survey.
2. Recovery and growth in the
world econom y: performance
and prospects

(a) Developed market economies
The GDP of the developed
market economies grew almost
twice as fast in 1984 as in 1983
(4.6 and 2.4 per cent, respectively)
and slowed down to 2.8 per cent in
1985. The impressive performance
of the United States economy in
1984, with the highest annual
growth rate (6.8 per cent) in the
last two decades, provided the main
stimulus to the growth of the world
economy.
A combination of
domestic policies stimulated growth
and was aided by external factors.
A large fiscal deficit, expanded tax
incentives to business, restraint in
monetary expansion and flexibility
in wages were the key domestic
factors which helped to accelerate
growth and to reduce inflation to
the lowest level since 1967. The
fall in the rate of unemployment
from about 11 per cent in 1982 to
about 7.5 per cent in 1984 was
another remarkable outcome of
these policies. The massive inflow
of external capital and the con-

tinuing deterioration in commodity
prices, especially of oil, provided
valuable assistance to sustain
growth and to dampen inflation.
In the United States, economic
recovery in 1984 was concentrated
largely in the first half, when GNP
grew at the annual rate of 8.25
per cent. A slow-down started in
the second half and the annual rate
fell to 3.5 per cent. The slowdown was caused by a weakening of
domestic demand after the second
quarter, as interest rates rose in
response to restrictions on credit
and generally tighter monetary
policy. Tighter money and credit
significantly affected private consumption as well as business investment, both of which grew at
markedly lower rates in the second
half of 1984 than in the first.
A significant feature of the recovery in the United States was the
strong growth in fixed investment,
especially in its early phases in
1983
and
1984. With lower
interest rates, moderation in wage
increases and improved expectations of profit, fixed investment
rose at the annual rate of over 17
per cent from mid-1983 to end
1984.
Similar, though weaker,
revivals in investment took place in
other developed market economies,
especially the Federal Republic of
Germany, Japan and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. The investment
boom tapered off and registered
much weaker growth in 1985.
A major factor contributing to
lower growth in GNP in the United
States was the substantial leakage
of purchasing power into imports.
The deficit in the current account
of the balance of payments in the
third quarter of 1984 was at the
rate of $134 billion per annum.
Imports grew by 24.0 per cent on
the average in 1984; in contrast,
exports grew by 7 per cent. The
increase in the deficit on current
account (including official transfers) from $40.8 billion in 1983 to

$101.5 billion in 1984 accounted
for a 1.75 per cent decline in the
growth rate of GNP. This rise in
the current account deficit and the
decline in the United States interest
rates in the second half of 1984
notwithstanding,
the
tradeweighted value of the dollar increased by 11 per cent during
1984. The upward pressure on the
dollar continued until the first
quarter of 1985, when increases in
the current account deficit began
to be seen as unsustainable and
policies to reduce the deficit
started to receive urgent consideration in the wake of intensified
protectionist pressures in the
United States.
The rising external value of the
dollar kept down prices of imports
to both producers and consumers,
and the rate of inflation fell to 1
per cent. However, there was an
easing of monetary policy from the
latter half of 1984. Together with
the fall in the exchange value of the
dollar in the last quarter of 1985, it
may be more difficult to maintain
this level of price stabilization in
1986.
In 1984, the current account
deficit of the United States was
more than twice that of all developing countries combined. The large
deficit hurt many import competing industries in the United States.
It also brought some temporary
relief to the United States economy
in the form of $100 billion of
capital inflows from abroad, which
doubled the funds available for net
investment in the United States and
kept real interest rates from moving
higher. The fiscal deficit of the
United States federal budget also
continued to cause much concern.
It declined from $195 billion in
1983 to $175 billion in 1984,
consequent upon the strong economic recovery. Yet the structural
(cyclically-adjusted) deficit deteriorated still further by 0.75 per cent
of GNP.1
In 1985, with the weaker pace

Table I.1. Industrial countries. Changes in real GNP, 1982-1986a
(Percentage)
From preceding year
1982

1983

Canada

-4.4

3.3

United States

-2.1

3.7

1984

1985b

1986c

5.0

4.0

2.4

6.6

2.6

3.3

4.4

4.3

Real GNP

Japan

3.3

34

5.8

Franced

1.8

0.7

1.3

1.0

1.8

Germany, Federal
Republic of

-1.0

1.3

2.6

2.4

2.7

Italyd

-0.5

-0.4

2.6

2.7

2.6

2.1

3.0

2.7

3.2

2.2

Other industrial countries

0.3

1.8

3.1

2.6

2.5

All industrial countries

-0.3

2.6

4.9

2.8

3.1

United Kingdom

e

Of which:
Seven major countries
above

-0.4

2.8

5.2

2.8

3.2

European countries

0.4

1.4

2.3

2.3

2.4

Source:

IMF, World Economic Outlook (Washington D.C., 1985).

a Composites for the country groups are the average o f percentage changes for in dividual countries weighted by the average United States dollar value o f their respective
GNPs during the preceding three years, b Preliminary estimates. c Forecasts. d GDP
at market prices. e Average of expenditure, income, and output estimates o f GDP at
factor cost.

of recovery, both the structural and
the cyclical components of the
federal fiscal deficit were expected
to have increased. The increase in
the structural deficit alone was
estimated at half a per cent of GNP
in 1985. The outlook for the fiscal
deficit in 1986 depended largely on
the passage through Congress of a
package of legislation on fiscal
reform.2 The benefits which the
world economy may receive as a
result of a lower United States
fiscal deficit, largely through the
reduction of real interest rates, may

1 OECD Economic Outlook, No. 37
(Paris, June 1985), p. 72.
2

Although legislation was passed
by Congress at the end of 1985 to
eliminate the federal budget deficit by
1991 through increasingly stringent
deficit-reduction targets, its immediate
impact in 1986 will be limited to only
$11.7 billion or a little over 5 per cent
o f the current budget deficit.

be considerably offset if imports
were to be restricted in 1986.
The purchasing power streaming from the United States
economy did provide considerable
stimulus to the world economy in
general and to the industrialized
countries in particular. The pace
and pattern of growth in the developed market economies were,
however, markedly different from
those in the United States. Although most of them, especially
those in Europe, continued to lag
behind the United States even
after the slow-down in the latter
half of 1984, a convergence to wards a lower level of growth has
continued since mid-1984.
Among the major industrial
countries, the economic recovery in
Japan was the most closely comparable to that in the United
States. Although its growth rates
in the first half of 1984 and in the
year as a whole (6.2 and 5.8 per
3

cent, respectively) were lower than
that in the United States in comparable periods, Japan’s 5.6 per
cent growth in the second half of
1984 was stronger than in the
United States.
The estimated
growth rate of GNP in Japan in
1985 was, at 4.4 per cent, higher
than in any other major industrial
country and almost 50 per cent
higher than the OECD average.
In contrast, the industrialized
countries in Europe were unable to
achieve significantly high growth
rates. The average growth rate of
GNP in the four major European
developed market economies (the
Federal Republic of Germany,
France, the United Kingdom and
Italy) was 2.3 per cent in 1984. In
the United Kingdom, there was a
marked improvement in the early
phase of the recovery, GNP growing
at around 3 per cent in 1983.
However, it slowed down to 2.7 per
cent in 1984, principally because of
the coal miners’ strike and tighter
fiscal policies.
In the Federal
Republic of Germany, where the
recession continued over a longer
period, GNP grew in 1983 by 1.3
per cent and climbed to 2.6 per
cent in 1984 in spite of the effects
of the metal workers’ strike. Strong
export demand provided the main
stimulus to growth. GNP growth
in France and Italy was more subdued in the 1983-1984 period,
averaging a little over 1 per cent
per annum, with neither economy
receiving any significant stimulus
from exports.
Growth in the smaller European
economies was generally weaker
than in the larger ones and depended
even more on export growth. In
several countries, such as Denmark,
Ireland, Norway and Sweden,
growth reached quite high rates in
1984, but most others made little
progress in absorbing the productive slack created during the recession.
In contrast, growth in Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, did not
4

lag too far behind that in the
United States and Japan.3 In
Canada, whose economy is closely
linked with that in the United
States, GNP grew by 5.0 per cent
in 1984, in large part due to growth
in exports to the United States. In
Australia, after virtual stagnation in
1983, real GDP grew by 6.25 per
cent in 1984 and slowed down
significantly during the second
half of 1984; GDP growth fell to
below 4 per cent in 1985. In New
Zealand, the economy had grown
at rates of about 5 per cent per annum during 1983-1984. However,
serious fiscal and external imbalances emerged during the period,
necessitating adjustment measures.
These measures included a 20 per
cent devaluation in July 1984.
Measures to contain inflation, including high rates of interest,
depressed domestic demand. As a
result, despite buoyant exports, real
GDP in 1985 was unlikely to be
higher than in 1984.

(b) Developing countries
In developing countries, as a
whole, income per capita increased
by about 2 per cent in 1984 after
stagnation or decline in the
previous three years. The rate of
growth of 4.4 per cent in GDP can
be regarded as satisfactory only
when viewed against the dismal performance in the early 1980s (see
Figure 1.2). In most o f Africa per
capita GDP continued to decline;
in much of Latin America there
were only modest gains in growth
in GDP, while in the Asian and
Pacific region as a whole, GDP
growth was higher than in 1983.
The
uneven
growth
among
developing
countries,
causing
extreme stress and deprivation in
many o f them, was a major source
3

For a more detailed discussion of
the macro-economic performance of the
legion’s three developed market economies, Australia, Japan and New Zealand
see Chap. II, section D, pp. 49-52, this
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of anxiety in the world economy.
The variations among developing
countries arose from a mixture of
differences in growth impulses in
their economies and in the severity
of the international environment,
in the inadequacy of domestic
policies pursued and, partly, in the
incidence of natural calamities.
The developing countries which
benefited most from the improved
international environment during
the recovery of the United States
were “exporters of manufactures” ,
which achieved the highest rates of
growth in real GDP in 1984 among
all subgroups of developing countries classified according to their
major exports. In comparison with
the average growth rate of 4.4 per
cent in real GDP in all developing
countries and 5.6 per cent in nonfuel exporters, the rate of growth
in the GDP of exporters of
manufactures was 8.5 per cent in
1984.
Both fuel and non-fuel
primary product exporters, whose
GDP grew by 2.2 and 3.5 per cent,
respectively and exporters of services and labour (for- remittance),
whose GDP grew by 3.1 per cent,
performed
below
the overall
average in all developing countries.
The differences in the degree
to which growth impulses are
endogenous in the efficiency of
economic management are revealed,
to some extent, in the difference in
rates of growth in developing
countries with recent debt-servicing
problems and those without.4 According to estimates of IMF, the
rates of growth in real GDP in 1984
in the two groups of developing
4 The distinction is based on
whether countries have or have not
experienced debt-servicing difficulties.
IMF defines a country experiencing
debt-servicing difficulties as one which
has incurred external payments arrears
during the period 1981 to 1983 or has
rescheduled its debt during the period
from 1981 to mid-1984 as reported in
the relevant issues o f the IMF’s A n -

nual Report on Exchange Arrangements
and Exchange Restrictions.

countries were 2.8 and 7.0 per cent,
respectively.
These analytical differences
were reflected in disparities among
regional groups of developing countries. The African developing countries, in common with other
developing countries, were victims
of the dramatic fall in the prices of
primary products and the reduction
in concessional capital inflows. In
addition, they were also subjected
to drought and famine, the severity
of which was somewhat reduced in
1985. Although real GDP in the
African region, as a whole, grew by
2.6 per cent in 1984, after stagnating in 1982 and falling by 1.2 per
cent in 1983, real GDP in subSaharan Africa declined by 0.6 per
cent in 1984, per capita income
having fallen by 16 per cent in that
subregion since 1980. The pace of
growth in Western Asian countries
continued to be slow under the
weight of falling oil prices. In 1984,
their economies grew by 1.7 per

cent after experiencing continuous
decline and stagnation in income
levels since 1980. In the Latin
American countries, where problems associated with the heavy
burden of debt had caused a continuous decline in GDP since 1981,
real GDP grew by 3.1 per cent in
1984, but in a majority of these
countries, per capita GDP declined.
Much of the increase in GDP was
used to finance the large trade
surplus, which in 1984 rose to
about $40 billion or 6 per cent of
GDP, to service the external debt.
Domestic expenditure on investment and consumption was severely
limited and in some cases continued
to fall.
The countries of the Asian and
Pacific region continued to be
bright spots in the otherwise
gloomy picture of growth in developing countries. Their high growth
rate of 8.1 per cent in real GDP in
1984, however, hides many differences within the region and is

somewhat illusory. The high growth
rate is largely the result of strong
economic performance in China,
where the rate of growth rate in
the net material product (NMP) was
12 per cent, and in India where
GDP grew by 4 per cent in 1984.
Many countries in the region which
previously had high growth rates,
have shown signs of deceleration
since late 1984 as the stimulus of
the demand from the United
States began to weaken.5 Many
low-income countries o f the region,
especially the least developed and
Pacific island countries, continued
to suffer from low commodity
prices, in addition to constraints to
5 While the growth rate of major
exporters of manufactures (by share in
total world export o f manufactures) in
1984 was only 4.6 per cent that of
exporters of manufactures (as a predom inant export) was 8.5 per cent. The
main difference is due to the inclusion
o f China and India in the latter and their
exclusion from the former category of
countries.

Figure I.2. Developing countries. Growth of real GDP, 1983-1985a

Source:

IMF, World Economic Outlook (Washington, D.C., 1985).

a Except where otherwise indicated, arithmetic averages o f country growth rates weighted by the average United States dollar
value o f GDPs over the preceding three years; preliminary estimates for 1985.
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domestic supply and inadequate
foreign capital inflows.
In 1985, the stimulus of the
United States import demand began
to lose momentum and growth in
developing countries, including
those in the ESCAP region, began
to slow down. In some of the
strongest economies in the region,
which had successfully ridden
out the recession of 1980-1983,
growth rates fell to unprecedentedly low levels; in the Philippines and
Singapore, growth rates turned
negative. Those economies in the
region with strong endogenous
growth impulses, China and India
being the
most
prominent,
continued to do well, the adverse
international environment, notwithstanding. In other regions, where

growth was weaker in 1984, the
slow-down in 1985 had a much
more serious impact and GDP per
capita began to fall in most instances
after the temporary reprieve in
1984.
Africa continued to be
gripped by problems in agricultural
development and the fall in
earnings from exports. In Latin
America, the adjustment process
brought almost unbearable reductions in investment and consumption. The recovery in the world
economy in 1984, along with
domestic
reforms
and
some
rescheduling of debt, provided a
breathing space. The slow-down in
1985 and major natural disasters in
Bolivia, Colombia and Mexico worsened prospects for improvement in
growth in Latin America. As oil

prices weakened further, prospects
for growth in Western Asia became
even more depressed.
The consequences of major
changes
in
the
international
economy are as yet insufficiently
clear for assessing their impact on
developing countries, generally, and
on those in the ESCAP region,
especially. The fall in the value of
the United States dollar in the last
quarter of 1985 will probably reduce the demand for imports in
that economy. Exports as an element of final demand in other
economies will probably exert a
depressing effect.
Success in
reducing the fiscal deficit in the
United States will create pressure
in the same direction. However, a
fall in the value of the dollar will

Box I .1 . Recent developm ents in international economic co -o p eratio n
The Fortieth Annual Meetings of
the Boards o f Governors o f the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank in Seoul, Republic of
Korea, 5-11 October 1985, were
events of considerable significance in
setting the tone and pace o f international efforts to improve the environm ent for development in the second
half o f the 1980s.
The Meetings
were marked by the emergence o f a
broader consensus and convergence o f
views among developed and developing
countries than has been in evidence for
a long time.
The Meetings were
preceded by the meeting of the
Ministers o f Finance and Central Bank
Governors o f the five leading industrial
market economies held in New York
two weeks earlier, at which it was
decided to co-ordinate their policies to
facilitate
“some
further
orderly
appreciation o f the main non-dollar
currencies against the dollar” .
The focus o f attention o f the IMF
and World Bank Meetings in Seoul
continued to be the debt problem o f
developing countries.
However, a
subtle change in emphasis was discernible.
The link between growth
and debt was given clear recognition
and was reflected in the term “growing
out o f d e b t” employed by the IMF
Managing Director.
It was also
reflected in the emerging consensus
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for a greater role for the World Bank in
the solution o f the debt problem,
which was beginning to be viewed as a
long-term development problem rather
than a short-run liquidity or adjustment problem. In the same connection, the United States Treasury
Secretary, Mr. James Baker, put
forward a plan that would make
available $20 billion in new lending
to major debtor countries over the
next three years.
Regarding concessional flows, an
encouraging new development was the
endorsement by the IMF Interim
Comm ittee o f the use o f an expected
SDR 2.7 billion in Trust Fund reflows
that will becom e available during 19851991 for concessional lending to lowincome countries eligible for IDA
(International Development Association) resources.
China and India,
the two largest countries eligible for
such assistance, advised the Interim
Committee that they would not avail
themselves of the new facility in 19851991, enabling the Fund to concentrate these resources o n the poorest
countries. However, this would not
adversely affect the eligibility of lowincome countries not utilizing Trust
Fund reflows to other sources o f concessional development finance.
The
Development Committee
(Joint Ministerial Com m ittee o f the

Boards o f Governors o f the Bank and
the Fund on the Transfer o f Real
Resources to Developing Countries)
expressed the need for providing the
World Bank with increased resources
to enable it to substantially expand
its lending programme “in order for it
to respond more effectively to the
needs of its borrowing members and
to stimulate the flows from other
sources” . Among the measures recommended by the Committee for the
consideration o f the Executive Board
was the possibility o f a general capital
increase. The Committee reaffirmed
the need for giving the highest priority
to increasing ODA flows to low-income
countries and endorsed th e report of
th e Task Force on Concessional
Flows, which strongly recommended
that measures be taken to revive such
flows. The Development Committee
urged th a t a successful and adequate
eighth replenishment o f IDA, negotiations for which were due to commence
in early 1986, be achieved by
September 1986.
The question o f a further distribution o f special drawing rights to
member countries was again raised in
the Interim Committee b ut failed to
obtain the approval o f members
holding 85 per cent o f the total voting
power in the Fund. The Group o f 24
had called for an immediate allocation

reduce the burden of debt service
of countries whose debts are
denominated in that currency. A
reduction in deficits in the balance
of payments and the fiscal budget
in the United States will most
likely reduce interest rates, which
will provide further relief to countries in debt, A fall in the deficit in
the balance of payments will probably reduce the intensity of
protectionist sentiment. An expansion in domestic demand in the
economies o f the major developed
market economy countries outside
the United States may invigorate
demand for exports from both the
United States and developing countries.
The measures proposed at the
annual meetings of IMF and the

o f at least SDR 15 billion by the end
o f 1985 and annual allocations o f a
similar am ount thereafter. Although
the Fund’s policy on enlarged access
was continued for 1986, the borrowing
limits were slightly low ered.
Both the Interim Committee of
the Fund and the Development Com mittee had a preliminary exchange o f
views on the reports on the international monetary system presented by
the Group o f 10 and the Group o f 24,
but substantive discussion on them
was deferred until their next meetings
in April 1986.
Another encouraging developm ent during the year was the agreement in th e field o f trade, reached at
the forty-first session o f GATT, to
hold a Ministerial Meeting in September 1986 to consider the programme
o f negotiations to be prepared by the
Preparatory Comm ittee established for
that purpose.
Although these developments did
n ot am ount to m uch in term s o f im m ediate tangible results, they did provide
a ray o f hope that multilateral efforts
to solve the m any problems facing the
world economy will be revived. Clearly
the question of reactivating resource
flows and stemming the protectionist
tide are among the most im portant
issues on the agenda o f multilateral
negotiations in the coming years.

World Bank in Seoul, October
1985, to increase the net availability of resources to developing
countries
would
further
improve the climate for development. However, all these measures
and changes in direction, although
seemingly likely at the end of
1985, are by no means certain.
Therefore,
the
international
environment for development in
1986 and the near future will
very much depend on the statesmanship and farsightedness of policy
makers (see Box I.1).

(c) Centrally planned economies
Though generally less dependent on the outside world, the
centrally planned economies, especially in China and those in Europe,
have been increasing their participation in the world economy. The
Eastern European economies had
experienced a considerable slowdown in the early 1980s owing to
adjustment demanded by the second
oil shock, the world-wide recession
and the international debt crisis of
1982. Their problems and responses
were not dissimilar to those in
major debtor developing countries
in trying to limit imports and increase the availability of goods and
services for export.
As a result of these policies and
the recovery in the world economy,
the
performance
of Eastern
European
economies improved
markedly in 1983 and 1984: the
combined NMP of these economies
grew by 3.9 per cent in 1983 and
by 5.1 per cent in 1984, and was
expected to grow by 4.8 per cent
in 1985.
In the Soviet Union,
which was much less affected than
the others by changes in the
external economic environment in
the early 1980s, the growth rate
was much more modest, with 3.0
per cent growth in NMP in 1984
and 3.5 per cent expected during
1985. The continuing stagnation
in agriculture and the depressed

prices of oil put pressure on its
balance of payments.
However,
because of the decline in the
demand for non-agricultural imports, after the completion of large
import-intensive oil pipeline projects and an increase in non-oil
exports, there emerged a slight
increase in the external surplus in
1984.
3. Macro-economic policies for
sustaining growth
The preceding brief review of
the developments in the world
economy in 1984 and the sketch
of trends in 1985 and beyond
demonstrate the large degree of
interrelatedness among its different
segments.
The brevity of the
recovery in the world economy
since 1983 has underscored the
unfavourable repercussions that
economic policies formulated and
pursued in narrow national contexts
can bring upon the rest of the
world. In recent years such policies
have given rise to a series of imbalances and defensive chain reactions which threaten to constrict
the scope and undermine the
fabric of interdependence which
had previously sustained and reinforced growth in the world
economy.
In an increasingly interdependent world, the tendency to weaken
multilateral arrangements and to
resort to closed group, bilateral or
even unilateral arrangements and
beggar-thy-neighbour policies present one of the great policy
paradoxes in modern times.6 The
tendency to insulate the domestic
economies from the immediate
unfavourable external influences is
becoming contagious and widespread. Although in the short run
6

See G.K. Helleiner, “ The new
global economy: problems and prospects” , paper presented to the Committee for Development Planning, United
Nations, New York (CDP/21R/BP9),
21 March 1985.
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such policies have proved to be
popular in most developed market
economy countries, their long-term
effects are to aggravate mutual
injury and to reduce the momentum of growth in the world
economy. At the end of 1985,
there were some signs that an international
consensus might
be
emerging slowly to reverse the more
extreme forms of such negative
policy stances.
However, much
more vigorous and positive efforts
will be needed if the current slide
of the world economy into another
prolonged recession is to be prevented.
In recent years, macro-economic
policies in major developed market
economy countries have been conducted largely in obedience to
domestic
compulsions,
often
cavalierly disregarding the imperatives of “ open economy macroeconomics” which require a closer
co-ordination among them. The
emergence of various imbalances
in the world economy, referred to
earlier, have partly resulted from a
complacent notion that they would
prove to be self-correcting, without
deliberate measures for policy coordination. The twin deficits of the
United
States economy were
tolerated because they were perceived to exercise a benign effect
in both the domestic and the international setting.
They have
provided a considerable stimulus to
both domestic and international ex-

pansion, however uneven, during
the current recovery.
The counterpart to the increasing United States trade deficit
was the increasing trade surpluses
in the Federal Republic of
Germany and Japan and a rapid
improvement in the balance-ofpayments situation of European
countries.
The improvement
in the overall current account
(excluding
official
transfers)
balance in Japan and in the
European members of OECD between 1982 and 1984 was $27
billion and $25 billion respectively,
while the deterioration in that of
the United States was $92 billion.
These large and diametrically
opposed changes in current account
balances reflect differences in the
pace and pattern of recovery between Europe and the United
States.
Although since 1984
there has been some narrowing of
the gap between rates of growth in
the United States and in the rest
of the developed world, the patterns of stimuli for growth in Japan
and Europe have been at considerable variance with those in the
United States. There is a substantial
difference in the composition of
final demand between the United
States and the rest of the industrial
world. In the United States, the
rate of growth of domestic demand
considerably exceeded that of GNP,
while the reverse was the case in
Europe and Japan (see Table I.2).

Table I.2. Growth rate of domestic demand relative to growth rate in GNP
United States

Japan

OECD Europe

1983

1.32

0.56

0 79

1984

1.28

0.69

0.78

1985a

1.42

0.82

0.91

Rate o f growth o f real domestic demand
Rate o f growth o f real GNP

Source:

IMF,

World Economic Outlook, Statistical Appendix (Washington,

D.C., 1985).
a

8

Preliminary estimates.

A related explanation of the
differences in the pattern of
recovery and the nature of imbalances in the United States and
other developed market economy
countries can be found in the
marked differences in their labour
productivity,
investment
and
savings during these years. Thus
the competitiveness of the Japanese
economy arises from a markedly
better performance in all three
areas. On the other hand, the low
growth rates of productivity of
labour in recent years and the
extremely low investment and
savings rates compared with other
developed market economy countries account for the United States’
recent loss of competitiveness in
world markets.
The
European
developed
market economies, while maintaining a reasonable performance in
productivity growth, have nevertheless lagged behind both the
United States and Japan in reducing
labour market rigidities and have
thus been unable to grapple with
the
worsening
unemployment,
which is the most worrying dimension of their macro-economic
problem. During the first half of
1985, the rate of unemployment
in the developed market economies
of Europe was 11 per cent of the
labour force, the highest during
the last 50 years. There were 19
million unemployed, 80 per cent of
them youth. However, the most
important
reason
for
recent
differences in rates of growth and
the
emergence of imbalances
between the United States and
other developed market economies
is to be found probably in the
nature of policies and interdependence in the evolution o f their
policies.7
The policy mix adopted in the
United States to stimulate recovery
has evoked responses in other
developed market economy countries which have served to weaken
rather than reinforce the momen-

turn generated by the strong
recovery in the United States
economy which began in the
second half of 1983. The mix
chosen by the United States has
been tight monetary policy to control inflation and expansionary
fiscal policy to raise output. The
rise in the rates of interest and the
accompanying rise in the value of
the dollar and the increase in the
volume o f imports, allowed the
United States economy to postpone
the tasks of restoring fiscal balance
and raising savings and productivity.
The other developed market economy countries stimulated growth
by expanding exports to satisfy
demand in the United States rather
than by raising domestic demand
because they wanted to avoid
inflationary pressures and balanceof-payments deficits. A continuation of stimulus from the United
States has proved unfeasible. A
resumption of growth on a wide
scale depends on greater coordination in policies among the
developed market economy countries.
A major difficulty in coordinating macro-economic policies
among developed market economies has been the volatility of
exchange rates during the past few
years. At the time of adoption of
the floating exchange rates in 1973
the general expectation was that
exchange rates would be stable and
would more closely reflect relative
costs and prices. This has proved
unrealistic.8
The liberalization of capital
movements and the international
integration of markets in financial
assets facilitated by the technolog7

For a discussion of the declining
importance of the foreign trade multiplier and the new emphasis on policyinduced interdependence, see Paul R.
Krugman, “U.S. macro-economic policy
and the developing countries” , U.S.

Foreign Policy and the Third World:
Agenda
1985-86, John W. Sewell
and others (Overseas Development Council, Washington, D.C., 1985).

ical revolution in telecommunication services have made short-run,
non-trade-related and speculative
transactions the most important
determinant of fluctuations in
foreign exchange rates.
The
fluctuations have become largely
independent of changes in the real
variables of the economy. Thus
changes in real exchange rates
provide increasingly tenuous guides
to the allocation of resources.
What has caused even greater
concern is the fact that these
movements, though fluctuating,
were generally in the direction
opposite to that needed to reestablish a stable pattern of current
account balances among the major
developed market economy countries.9
At the same time, the steadily
rising strength of the United States
dollar in 1984 and the better part
o f 1985 put upward pressure on
prices in Japan and the European
countries, just as it kept inflation
down in the United States. As a
result, most European countries
were forced to pursue tighter
monetary and fiscal policies than
they would otherwise have chosen.
These policies prevented a resurgence of domestic demand and
retarded the pace of recovery in
these countries. In addition they
contributed to the continually
rising unemployment in most
countries and the emergence of
current account surpluses in some
of them.
A reduction in the
considerable slack in the European
economies and in Japan’s trade
surplus by raising domestic demand
in these countries can help to bring
about an international economy
8 For a perceptive summary of
issues, see S.K. Verghese, “ Functioning
o f foreign exchange and financial
markets: some key issues” , Economic
and Political Weekly (Bombay), vol.
XX, No. 18 (4 May 1985), pp. 797-800.
9
For illustrations of this point,
see IMF, Annual Report 1985 (Washington, D.C., 1985), p. 31.

less riddled with imbalances.
A beginning to such a coordination began with the meeting
of the Finance Ministers of the
five largest developed market
economies, in New York in
September
1985, when
they
decided to reduce the exchange rate
of the dollar. Their intervention in
foreign exchange markets countributed to reducing the value of
the dollar by 15-20 per cent by
the end of 1985. However, the
domestic efforts of the intervention were “sterilized” , so as not
to bring about changes in the
money supply in countries selling
or buying their currency in
exchange for dollars. Co-ordination
of policies in major developed
market economy countries needs to
be on a broader spectrum if growth
is to be sustained and the current
large imbalances in the world
economy are to be eliminated.
One objective of such coordination would be to hold down
disparities between rates of growth
in the United States and the other
developed market economies. If
this were attempted by applying
monetary and fiscal brakes in the
United States, it might push the
world economy into a deep depression. If Japan and other developed
market economies were to reduce
domestic demand to maintain a
surplus in the balance of payments
in response to the fall in the
demand for imports in the United
States the world economy would
certainly come to such a pass.
However, if the reduction of the
fiscal deficit in the United States
were to be accompanied by expansionary policies in other developed
market
economy
countries,
exchange rates and trade balances
could adjust to more desirable and
realistic
levels.
Under
these
circumstances growth in the United
States could be sustained with an
expansion in its exports, which
would considerably relieve protectionist pressures that threaten the
9

growth of the world economy.

B.
IMPACT OF WORLD
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS
ON THE ESCAP REGION
1.

Impact o f changes in growth
o f world trade

International trade is one of
the main vehicles o f transmission of
growth impulses in the world
economy. Changes in the volume
of world trade, often resulting from
changes in policy and in the level of
economic activity in developed market economies, have far reaching
effects on developing economies.
Such changes did occur in 1984 and
1985. The impressive growth in the
volume o f world trade in 1984 by
9 per cent was the largest since
1976. It was led by exports of
manufactures which grew by 12 per
cent, compared with 5 per cent in
1983.
Exports o f agricultural
commodities and minerals, which
had been more severely affected
by the recession, grew at 7 and 3
per cent, in the respective years.
The buoyancy in world trade
was largely the result o f a strong
recovery in the United States
economy and the resurgence in its
demand for imports. The rising
value o f the dollar, which partly
helped generate such demand, however, meant that export prices
expressed in dollars declined and
the 9 per cent growth in the volume
o f world exports translated itself
into only a 6 per cent growth in
value. Yet, this rise in the value of
exports was not only significantly
high in itself but also the first
increase since 1980.
In 1985,
because o f slower growth in the
volume of world trade and the
continued rise in the value of the
dollar until the last quarter of
1985, the dollar value o f world
trade is likely to have declined
again.
In 1984, the developed
market economy countries’ exports
10

grew slightly faster in value terms,
at 6.5 per cent, than the developing
countries’ exports, at 6.0 per cent.
However, the difference between
rates o f growth o f imports in developed and developing countries was
much more marked, 8.0 and 0.5
per cent in dollar values, respectively.10 As a result, the combined
merchandise trade deficit of the
developed market economy countries increased to about $50 billion,
the largest since 1980. In non-oil
developing countries, however, the
trade deficits declined to about
$25 billion, the lowest since 1978.
In
1984, the
developing
countries were helped in reducing
their deficits to some extent by a
transitory recovery in the dollar
prices o f agricultural commodities
exported by them. The terms of
trade o f the developing countries,
as a whole, however, did not
improve as a result o f unfavourable
developments in the prices for
minerals and fuels. Most o f the
improvements in the trade balances
of developing countries were made
possible by an increase in volume
rather than in prices. The upsurge
in the United States import demand
favourably affected the growth of
export in developing countries.
Imports to the United States from
Asian developing countries, for
example, increased by some 80 per
cent
during 1980-1984, with
growth concentrated in the years
1983-1984. In contrast, imports
from developing countries to other
developed
market
economy
countries remained substantially
below the 1980 level until 1983,
and rose very mildly in 1984, the
commodities
imported
being
mainly manufactures.
The marked acceleration in the
growth in imports into the United
States in 1984 was unequally
shared by developed and developing
10

If fuels are excluded, the growth
in the value of exports from developing
countries was 16 per cent and that in
value o f im ports was 1.5 per cent.

countries. The share of Japan and
the developed market economy
countries in Europe in the increase
in imports into the United States
rose in 1984 compared with that
in 1983, while that of developing
countries fell.
In contrast, the
share in incremental imports of the
United States from the developing
economies in the ESCAP region
fell between 1983 and 1984, from
46.5 to 16.2 per cent in respect of
all commodities and from 32.0 to
15.5 per cent in the case of manufactures.11
One contributory
factor for the shift in favour of
Europe and Japan in 1984 was the
change in the United States
domestic demand from an essentially consumption-oriented pattern
in 1983 to a more investmentoriented pattern in 1984, as
pointed out earlier.12 The developed countries were better placed
to cater to this new demand.
The forecasts for growth in
world trade in 1985 and beyond
were tinged with stronger shades of
pessimism as the year progressed.
The prediction made earlier in the
year by most forecasters of a
growth of 6 per cent in the volume
of world exports was revised to
below 4 per cent by the end of the
year. GATT predicted even lower
growth in the volume o f trade,
between 2 to 3 per cent, in view of
the protectionist measures gaining
strength in various parts o f the
world.
A disquieting feature of the
developments in international trade
has been the slump in commodity
prices which had temporarily been
reversed so that prices reached their
peak in early 1984.
Since the
second half of 1984, most prices
started to slip back and appear to
have fallen almost unabated through
September 1985 (see Table I.3).
11
See UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report, 1985 (United Nations
publication,
p. 22.
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Table I.3. Monthly indices of free market prices of principal commodity exports of developing countriesa
(1979-1981 = 100)
Annual
average

January

February

March

April

May

September

June

July

August

88

87

75

76

October

Novem ber

December

87

87

75
87

75
87
79

87
76

Combined index in terms o f current dollarsb
1981

93

106

102

100

97

94

91

1982
1983
1984

79
83
84

86
76
89

86

77
89

83
78

82
81

81
83

77
83

90
76
84

90

89

89

86

81

87
81

1985c

75

77

77

77

78

75

74

73

73

102
92

100
92
94

100
89
97
108
96

99
88
98
104
93

99
88

99
87
104

Combined
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985c

index in terms o f SDRsd
105
104
99
94
90
96
98
87
89
103
108
107

Source:

95

100

101

90
106
100

107
99

100

100
90

100
89

86

81
72

80

95

95
88
103
102

88
103
102

94
89
104
100

88
77

94
88
106
98

88

UNCTAD, M onthly Commodity Price Bulletin, October 1985.

a Free m arket prices (excluding sales under long-term contracts or at preferential prices) in terms of current dollars.
Weighted
b
according to the relative importance o f each group in the value o f exports o f developing countries in 1979-1981.
cPreliminary estimates.
Calculated
d
in terms o f special drawing rights as defined b y IMF.

By September 1985 commodity
prices had sunk below the lowest
post-war trough, which was reached
in 1982.13 The continuous appreciation of the United States dollar
since 1981 served to further erode
the dollar value o f prices quoted
in other currencies (see the dollar
and SDR index of prices in Table
I.3). The continued fall in prices
put severe strains on a few international commodity agreements,
including the International Natural
Rubber Agreement and the sixth
International Tin Agreement under
the International Tin Council, in
which several developing countries
in the region are vitally involved.
The situation reached crisis proportions in late October 1985 with the
virtual collapse of the international
tin market (see Box I.2).
The global recovery in export
earnings in 1984 was widely shared
by developing countries in the
ESCAP region.14 With only a few

13 See Survey, 1984, Chap. V,
especially Box I .13.
14
The foreign trade and balanceof-payments developments of Pacific
island economies are discussed in Chap.
III o f this Survey.

exceptions, noted below, most
countries enjoyed high growth
rates, well above the global average
of 9 per cent (see Table I.4). The
resurgence of exports was not
confined to exporters of manufactures alone; some of the primary
producers, such as Bangladesh,
Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka
experienced a growth rate of
exports of 30 per cent or more.
Among the major exporters o f
manufactures, the highest growth
rate in exports was in Hong Kong
(29.0 per cent), followed by the
Republic of Korea (19.6 per cent)
and Singapore (10.4 per cent).
Others, with sizeable exports of
manufactures, such as Malaysia and
Thailand, also had export growth
rates substantially above 10 per
cent.
In predominantly commodity
exporting countries, the impact on
total earnings varied according to
the extent of recovery in prices of
their principal export commodities.
For example, Bangladesh benefited
from the rise in the prices o f jute
and tea, Sri Lanka from the rise in
the price o f tea, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Sri Lanka and Thailand from the
rise in the price of rubber. The

prices of sugar and rice failed to
recover which had an adverse impact on the value of exports from
Burma,
the
Philippines
and
Thailand, with the latter as a
major exporter of both commodities in the region, being doubly
hurt. Prices o f minerals and metals
failed to recover sufficiently and
started to fall back further in the
second half of 1984, adversely
affecting exports from India,
Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand.
Gems and jewellery
exports, however, were buoyant
and favoured exports from India,
Sri Lanka and Thailand, the three
leading exporters in the region.
The exports o f three major oil
producing countries o f the region,
Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia and
the Islamic Republic of Iran, were
deeply affected by the continuing
weakness in oil prices.
Brunei
Darussalam’s export earnings have
been falling continuously since
1980 and in 1984 their value
dropped to two thirds o f that in
1980, while the Islamic Republic
of Iran’s earnings from exports,
which revived strongly in 1982
as a result of the resumption of oil
exports, grew modestly in 1983 but
11

fell sharply in 1984 owing to the
combined effects o f weakness in
oil prices, a tightening o f quotas for
production under OPEC and disruptions to oil supplies by armed
conflict in the Gulf region. The
Indonesian export earnings, which
fell in 1983, recovered partially in
1984, owing to improved performance of some non-oil exports,
such as rubber.
Among the other countries of
the region whose exports did not
perform well in 1984 were Burma,
India and Pakistan. While Burma
has been experiencing a steady fall
in export proceeds since 1981, the
lacklustre performance in India
and Pakistan is mainly connected
with a decline in agriculture-based
exports, such as cotton and

textiles.15 The growth in exports
from the Philippines in 1984,
though below the world average, is
a substantial recovery from the
decline since 1981 and in the
perspective o f the depressed level
o f activity in the economy.
The uneven recovery in the
three major export markets, the
United States, Japan and EEC, had
its differential impact on the
exports o f countries in the region.

15 There is some discrepancy betw een th e growth rates used in Table I.4
and those used in th e estimates by
national sources owing to differences in
methods o f converting fiscal year estimates to calendar year estimates and in
the rates of foreign exchange applied to
convert rupee values to dollar values.

Since the recovery was the strongest
in the United States, followed by
Japan, and the weakest in Europe,
countries with major shares of
exports going to the United States
and Japan generally seem to have
fared better than those whose
major trading partners were in
Europe.
In contrast to 1984, the
developing countries in the region
faced a generally depressed prospect o f export growth in 1985.
Although the slow-down in the
world economy in 1985 had not
assumed the dimensions o f another
recession, the export performance
o f the developing economies in the
ESCAP region in 1985 was disappointing.
It appeared probable
that, when complete records for the

Box I.2. World tin crisis
The problems o f the international
tin market reached a crisis in 1985
w hen trading in tin in the London Metal Exchange was suspended and operations under the International Tin
Agreement could not support the
prices at the levels then prevalent. The
International Tin Agreement was
established in 1956, and was the
longest running com m odity agreement in operation.
Before the
emergence o f the present crisis it was
considered one o f the more successful
com m odity agreements.
Through
buffer stock operations and export
controls the International Tin Council
decided to maintain a floor price of
$M 29.15 ($11.7) and a ceiling of
$M 37.89 ($15.2) per kg. The international Tin Council is an intergovernmental trading organization o f tin
producing and consuming countries.
Of the 22 members, 6, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Nigeria, Zaire and
Australia are major producing countries.
The 16 consumer countries
include Japan and the members of
EEC. The United States and the Soviet
Union, among major consumers, and
Bolivia, Brazil and China, among
significant producers, have stayed out
o f the Agreement.
Partly reflecting the composition
o f its membership, the Agreement
has for years worked in the interests
o f b o th producers and consumers.
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The producers were assured protection
from falling prices which jeopardized
production and employment in tin
mining, while the consumers were
protected from high prices or inadequate supplies.
Nevertheless, since 1980 tin prices
have been under pressure owing to
th e rising production o f tin in the
non-member countries such as Brazil,
Bolivia and China, while demand for
tin has been falling. In 1985, the
share o f those countries who were not
members o f the Council increased to
40 per cent o f world tin production,
partly because o f restrictions o n production by member countries im posed by the Council to prevent
prices from falling. At the same time,
demand for tin fell from 180,000
tons in 1980 to 154,000 to n s in 1985.
The significant shrinking o f the market
was to some extent caused by the
increasing substitution of tin with
aluminium and plastic in response to
the price o f tin maintained b y building
buffer stocks.
However, w ith burgeoning stockpiles, it became in creasingly difficult and expensive to
absorb supplies and maintain prices.
By 1985 the stockpiles accumulated
b y the Council had grown to 65,000
tons, or 42 per cent o f annual consumption.
The critical point was reached
w hen the International Tin Council

ran out of money to pay for its buffer
stock operations, resulting in the
suspension o f tin trading in London
and other centres since late October
1985. By the end o f October 1985,
the Council’s debts to both bankers
and brokers had am ounted to nearly
$900 million and it was unable to raise
additional loans. Part of th e crisis is
due to the refusal o f some key
European member countries to meet
their obligations. The continuing disarray in the world tin market is adversely
affecting the developing exporting
countries, notably Malaysia, Indonesia
and Thailand, and forcing informal
dealings in the metal. By the end o f
November 1985, in Malaysia, the
largest producer, 338 gravel pump
mines and 30 dredges which had been
operating in October had closed and
about 30,000 people had been thrown
out of work; Indonesia and Thailand
had suffered similar losses.
The Council’s failure to support
purchases for its buffer stock has
struck a blow to the underlying confidence in other com modity agreements that rely on member-financed
market intervention to buttress prices.
Moreover, th e collapse of the tin
market has shaken the confidence in
th e London Metal Exchange which
plays the role o f world-wide price
setter for the seven metals — aluminium , copper, lead, nickel, silver, tin

year become available, it may turn
out to be as bad as in 1982, the
worst year of the previous recession. Internationally comparable
data published by the United
Nations for the first quarter of the
year indicated a decline in exports
from most developing economies
in the region, including Burma, the
Islamic Republic of Iran, Pakistan,
the Philippines, Samoa and Sri
Lanka.
Singapore recorded a
growth of 0.8 per cent in the first
half over the corresponding period
of 1984 (see Table I.4), but far
more
adverse
changes
were
indicated for the rest of 1985.
Among relatively large economies
in the region, Thailand achieved an
export growth of close to 10 per
cent in the first quarter o f 1985,

but the trend reversed sharply since
then and total exports during the
first nine months of the year were
3.6 per cent lower than during the
corresponding period in 1984.
According
to
statistical
information available by the end of
1985, most countries of the region
seem to have experienced either
declines or slow growth in their
exports for the year, as a whole.
For example, in the Philippines,
during the first half of 1985,
exports declined by 11 per cent in
value against a 7.7 per cent increase
in 1984. The Republic of Korea’s
exports during the first eight
months of 1985 were 2.9 per cent
lower compared with the same
period in 1984. Sri Lanka’s export
earnings were projected to have

declined by 13 per cent (in terms
of special drawing rights) in 1985
compared with 1984. Indonesia’s
export revenues were down by
7.4 per cent in the first quarter
of 1985 and were likely to have
fallen further during the year.
China’s total exports, which
grew by 9.6 per cent in 1984, were
likely to grow much more slowly
in 1985, despite volume increases in
petroleum exports. Hong Kong’s
exports grew by 21.8 per cent in
the first half of 1985, compared
with 29.0 per cent in 1984. India’s
exports during fiscal year 1985/86
were projected to increase at a
much lower rate in rupee terms,
compared to an impressive rise
of 20.2 per cent in 1984/85
(according to provisional estimates).

and zinc. Prices o f some o f these commodities traded on the Exchange have
dropped since tin trading was suspended, with volume in some markets
reduced by as much as 50 per cent.
A number o f rescue packages are
being considered to help finance the
Council’s obligations. Unless a quick
solution is found to its financing
problems, the crisis is likely to deepen
further and adversely affect the price
o f not only tin but other metals as
well. This was confirmed when trading
resumed in Kuala Lumpur tin market
on 3 February 1986, fixing the official
tin price at 18.00 ringgits ($7.3) per
kg, well below the last traded market
price of 29.50 ringgits ($12) per kg.
The tin producing countries in
the region, along with those in other
regions, will have to carefully assess
the prospects o f increasing the production and use o f tin as a primary
metal and find means o f effective
co-operation among themselves. They
need to strengthen these efforts
through the Association o f Tin
Producing Countries set up in June
1983 to complement the buffer stock
operations o f the International Tin
Council.
A major effort needs to be
made b y them to improve technology,
foster demand and support research
which would revive the production
and stabilize th e price o f tin.
a See Survey, 1983, p. 53.
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Table I.4. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual growth rate of exports and imports, 1981-1985
(Percentage)
Exports (f.o.b.)
1981

1982

1983

1984

Imports (c.i.f.)
1985

1981

1982

1983

1984

January-March
Afghanistan

1985
January-March

-1.6

2.0

3.0

9.3

...

12.7

11.7

21.7

4.8

Bangladesh

-10.3

0.8

3.4

35.4

...

-8.1

-4.2

-8.6

28.7

Brunei Darussalam

22.5

-0.8

-10.0

-6.3

-11.1

...

...

6.0

Burma

1.1

-17.4

-3.8

-18.0

-37.0a

5.7

China

18.0

1.6

1.1

9.6

-0.8

10.3

-12.2

12.6

19.6

Hong Kong

10.3

-3.5

4.6

29.0

21.8a

10.1

-4.6

1.9

19.0

8.5a

India

-0.1

5.2

-1.1

-0.3

...

11.1

-8.2

-6.5

1.6

-27.5

Indonesia

5.1

11.3

-5.3

3.4

-7.4

22.5

27.0

-3.0

-15.1

-25.9

-10.8

54.2

-14.3

2.4

-8.0

.......................

....................................

...

-4.6

Iran (Islamic
Republic of)
Lao People’s
Democratic Republic

6.4

4.3

-34.7

9.4-34.3

-10.8

66.0a
56.7

......................................

Malaysia

-9.2

2.3

17.3

11.7

...

7.0

7.5

6.5

2.9

Maldives

12.5

11.1

30.0

38.5

...

7.7

39.3

33.3

5.8

Nepal

75.0

-37.1

6.8

27.6

...

7.9

7.0

17.5

-18.1

Pakistan

11.3

-16.8

28.4

-15.7

-5.5a

3.7

-3.0

-0.8

10.2

1.1a

Philippines

-1.1

-12.2

-0.3

7.7

-10.8a

-4.2

3.9

-3.3

-18.9

-11.5a

Republic o f Korea

21.4

2.8

11.9

19.6

4.1a

17.2

-7.2

8.0

16.9

-7.7a
-6.8a

Singaporeb

8.2

-0.8

5.0

10.4

0.8a

17.0

2.0

-

2.0

Sri Lanka

0.2

-2.8

5.0

35.9

-16.1 a

-9.1

-4.2

0.9

3.3

Thailand
Viet Nam

8.2

-1.3

-8.3

16.4

9.8

8.0

-14.1

20.3

-0.5

-13.0

27.4

-9.6

15.2

...

7.9

2.9

-13.8

7.3

2.7a
-9.1

Sources: United Nations, M onthly Bulletin o f Statistics, vol. XXXIX, No. 11 (November 1985). Data for Afghanistan (1983,
1984), Cook Islands, Kiribati, Maldives and Viet Nam are from ADB, Key Indicators o f Developing Member Countries o f ADB
(Manila), vol. XVI (April, 1985), and for the Philippines (1984), Malaysia and Thailand (1985) from national sources
a

January-June.

b Including trans-shipment to and from Peninsular Malaysia.

2. Balance-of-payments
developments
Some important changes have
occurred in the structure of the
world balance of payments as a
result of domestic policies of major
industrial countries and the inadequacy of international liquidity in
developing countries, especially
those with large accumulated debt
borrowed from commercial sources.
Among these, perhaps the most
important are the transformation
of a $3.2 billion surplus in the
current account of the developed
market economy countries in 1981
into a deficit of $35.1 billion in
14

1984 on the one hand, and a sharp
curtailment of the deficit of developing countries from $99.9 billion
in 1982 to $42.1 billion in 1984 on
the other (see Table I.5).
Within
developed
market
economy countries, there has been
a sharp deterioration in the current
account of the United States, which
turned from a surplus of $10.8
billion in 1981 to a deficit of $93.0
billion in 1984, while Japan’s current account surplus strengthened
from $6.2 billion in 1981 to $36.4
billion in 1984. Along with these,
there has been a sharp improvement
in the balance-of-payments surplus
of European developed market

economy countries, especially the
Federal Republic of Germany,
which have converted their current
account deficits into substantial
surpluses with some off-setting
decline in the current account
surplus o f the United Kingdom.
The changes in the balance of
payments of the non-surplus
developing countries is largely the
result of their increasing efforts to
reduce the large deficits created by
external shocks, facilitated by the
relative ease in the availability of
commercial loans until 1982. The
steep reduction in the current
account deficit of non-surplus
developing countries, from $113

Table I.5. Summary o f world balance o f payments on current account,
1980-1984a
(Billions o f US dollars)

Industrial countries
Canada

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

-61.0

-18.4

-

20.6

-19.0

-59.7

1.0

-5.1

2.2

1.4

2.0

1.9

6.3

8.1

4 0 .8

-101.5

6.9

20.8

35.0

12.1

-4.5

0.1

-

United States
Japan

-10.7

4.8

France

-4.2

-4.8

Germany, Federal Republic of
Italy

-15.8

-5.5

3.4

4.1

6.3

8.2

-5.5

0.8

-3.0

14.1

8.6

3.9

20.0

-16.0

-4.7

1.4

-55.9

-99.9

-68.5

-42.1

-

-9.7

United Kingdom
Other industrial countries
Developing countries

-

8.1
-29.6
22.8

-

-

-

By region:
Africa

-5.3

-25.3

-25.1

-15.7

Asia

-21.9

-23.5

-

20.2

-16.4

Europe

-12.3

-

Middle East
Western hemisphere

11.6

-7.9

10.1

-6.7

-5.1

-2.7

92.5

46.4

-5.7

-19.6

-14.9

-30.3

-43.5

-42.2

11.6

-5.0

-

By analytical criteria:
Fuel exporters

100.1

34.9

-23.2

-13.8

-3.2

Non-fuel exporters

-77.3

-90.8

-76.7

-54.7

-38.9

Market borrowers

-36.5

-72.7

-74.7

-29.4

-7.2

Official borrowers

-16.0

-19.0

-17.6

-15.7

-16.3

2.8

2.6

4.9

6.7

-55.4

-94.8

-60.8

-70.6

Other countriesb
Totalc

Source:

a

-3.0
-19.0

-

IMF, World Economic O utlook (Washington, D.C., 1985).

On goods, services and private transfers.
bCovers estimated balances on current account transactions only in convertible currencies o f th e USSR and other nonmember countries of Eastern Europe.
Reflects
c
errors, omissions and asymmetries
in reported balance-of-payments statistics on current account, plus balance o f listed
groups w ith countries n ot included.

billion in 1981 to $60 billion in
1983, was brought about mainly
through a sharp curtailment of
imports, which dropped by $80
billion, or by about 8 per cent in
real terms, as export receipts
declined and interest payments
increased with an abrupt drop in
the availability o f finance from
banks abroad.
The pressure on the balance of
payments of developing countries
eased somewhat in 1984, helped by

an increase in exports. Although
there was a modest increase in imports mainly into the two major
low-income countries, China and
India, import compression remained
significant in the heavily indebted
countries o f Latin America and in
many parts o f Africa where exports
continued to stagnate or decline.
The current account deficits in
the balance of payments of almost
all developing countries in the
region recorded a marked reduction

in 1984 (see Table I.6 overleaf).
The reductions were made possible
largely through the increase in
export earnings during the year
unaccompanied by any significant
easing o f restraints on imports.
Imports had been either reduced
or held in check in most countries in the region in response
to the alarming rise in deficits on
current account and the escalation
in external indebtedness during the
period 1979-1981. Some countries
were compelled to seek the
assistance o f IMF to carry out fullfledged adjustment programmes,
requiring the limitation of imports.
For oil-importing countries, the fall
in imports was helped by a fall in
oil prices.
Most developing countries in
the ESCAP region ran substantial
deficits on their merchandise trade
account which, in turn, formed the
largest component of the current
account deficits. However, in 1984
some countries provided significant
exceptions to the general pattern of
improvement in trade balance. For
instance, in Bangladesh, the impressive growth of exports was
offset by two unfavourable factors.
First, food grain imports to meet
shortfalls in domestic production
caused by bad weather increased
total
imports
substantially.
Secondly, higher deficits on the
services account and lower receipts
in private transfers, largely due to a
decline in workers’ remittances
originating from Western Asia,
widened the deficit on current
account to more than $1 billion.
Similarly, in China, although
exports expanded by 9.6 per cent,
imports rose by 19.6 per cent under
a more liberal policy environment
to reduce substantially the surplus
on trade account which China had
enjoyed since 1981. The surplus on
trade account was sharply reduced
and the deficit which appeared in
the last quarter of 1984 widened
further in 1985. Later, in 1985,
China announced measures to cut
15

back imports, particularly of consumer goods, to contain the
pressures on the trade balance
aggravated by growing difficulties
in expanding exports.
In Indonesia, the trade surplus
fell sharply in 1982 and 1983 as

export earnings tended to decline
with the fall in oil prices. The
government announced measures in
1983 to cut back imports which
fell by 3 and 15 per cent in 1983
and 1984, respectively.
With
growth in export earnings o f only

Table I.6. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region.
1982-1985

3.4 per cent, made possible by
rapid increases in non-oil exports,
Indonesia nevertheless succeeded in
generating a trade surplus of $5.5
billion in 1984, which partly helped
to overcome the record deficit of

Balance of payments: principal components,

(Millions o f US dollars)
Current account
balance

Merchandise
Trade balance

Service and
income balance

Private
transfers

Export

Im port

-1 405
-848
-1 153
-294

768
724
932
273

2 221
1 948
2 366
584

-1 453
-1 224
-1 434
-311

-347
-273
-325
-75

394
650
606
92

Bangladesh

1982
1983
1984
1985a

Burma

1982
1983
1984

-558
-418
-308

423
375
364

913
728
596

-490
-353
-232

-75
-73
-83

7
8
7

India

1982
1983

-2 842
-2 365

9 226
9 770

14 046
13 868

-4 820
-4 098

-621
-917

2 599
2 650

Indonesia

1982
1983
1984

-5 458
-6 442
-2 228

19 747
18 689
20 754

17 854
17 726
15 254

1 893
963
5 500

-7 351
-7 405
-7 728

Malaysia

1982
1983
1984

-3 622
-3 404
-1 722

11 966
13 722
16 367

12 719
13 251
13 628

-753
471
2 739

-2 816
-3 840
-4 398

-53
-35
-63

Nepal

1982
1983
1984

-194
-239
-195

88
102
132

406
468
424

-319
-367
-292

91
89
62

34
39
35

Pakistan

1982
1983
1984b

-1 162
-234
-558

2 341
2 877
1 315

5 744
5 592
3 225

-3 403
-2 715
-1 910

-552
-635
-212

2 793
3 116
1 564

Philippines

1982
1983
1984

-3 364
-2 986
-1 521

5 021
5 005
5 391

7 667
7 490
6 070

-2 646
-2 485
-679

-1 040
-738
-960

322
237
118

Republic o f Korea

1982
1983
1984
1985b

-2 702
-1 632
-1 396
-991

20
23
26
12

473
967
371
004

-2 594
-1 763
-1 036
-550

-555
-435
-876
-693

447
566
516
252

Singapore

1982
1983
1984

-1 287
-977
-987

19 380
20 284
22 344

26 196
26 252
26 733

-6 816
-5 968
-4 389

5 630
5 161
3 595

-101
-170
-193

Sri Lanka

1982
1983
1984

-711
-636
-196

1 014
1 061
1 462

1 794
1 726
1 699

-780
-664
-237

-194
-246
-236

264
275
277

Thailand

1982
1983
1984

-1 112
-2 998
-2 210

6 835
6 308
7 340

7 565
9 169
9 270

-731
-2 861
-1 930

-1 074
-1 136
-1 226

693
999
946

Source:
a

16

879
204
335
454

23
24
27
13

IM F, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXVIII, No. 12 (December 1985).

January-March.

b January-June.

-

-

$7.7 billion on service and income
accounts.
Faced by similar pressures,
Malaysia, like Indonesia, took measures to cut back imports, which
had the effect o f reducing the rate
of growth o f imports from 7.5 per
cent in 1982 to 6.5 per cent in
1983 and 2.9 per cent in 1984.
With an 11.7 per cent growth in
exports, Malaysia’s trade balance
turned into a robust surplus of
$2.7 billion in 1984, while the
service-and-income
deficit
rose
from $3.8 billion in 1983 to $4.4
billion in 1984.
The recession-induced fall in
the tourist trade, which is a source
of net income for most countries in
the region and a substantial one for
some, rising interest payments on
external debt and increasing net
payments on account o f foreign
direct investment in some countries,
especially among the ASEAN countries, were responsible for the
general deterioration in the balance
on this account. It also affected
some of the region’s least developed
countries, whose export earnings
significantly depend on tourism
(see Box I.3).
Shipping freight
payments, usually a negative item
in most countries, remained subdued because of a fall in cargo
volume and excess tonnage in world
ocean shipping.16
Private transfers have provided
substantial support to the balance
of payments of several countries in
the region. These transfers have
been remitted by emigrants to
labour markets in the Persian Gulf
region.
In the major countries
receiving such remittances, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Sri
Lanka and Thailand, remittances
have, in the past, constituted a substantial proportion of total foreign
exchange earnings, almost equivalent to earnings from merchandise
16 For a detailed discussion of trade
in services in the region, see Chap. III,
Part Two of this Survey.

exports in some cases, and financed
large proportions of the deficit on
merchandise and service accounts.
In 1984, however, receipts on this
account were considerably reduced
owing to the drastic decline in
the revenues of oil-exporting countries in Western Asia and the consequent effects on the demand for
emigrant workers.
Preliminary
balance-of-payments data for 1985 for many
countries of the region indicated
that the picture was not bright.
Imports, under continuous restraint
over the past several years, showed
tendencies to rise in many cases.
Service and income accounts generally turned more unfavourable
because of the larger outflow owing
to debt service and other payments
and lower receipts from tourism.
The tourist trade, the largest source
o f service receipts for the countries
in the region, had not fully revived
even at the height of the recovery
in 1984, and the 1985 slow-down
in the world economy did not help.
Private transfers in the form of
workers’ remittances were expected
to fall further in 1985. The current
account in the balance of payments
remained under serious pressure in
most countries in 1985.
3. Trends in capital flows
The availability of external
finance to developing countries
started to decline sharply in mid1982 and continued to worsen,
largely due to the drying up of
commitments from commercial
banks, which had provided the bulk
of capital inflows since 1975. The
decline in long-term borrowing
from official creditors and non-debt
creating flows was less severe and
has stabilized at around $50 billion
annually since 1983.
Countries
which depended predominantly on
market sources suffered most, for
not only did total commercial bank
lending to developing countries
decline sharply, from $132 billion

in 1981-1982 to $33 billion in
1983-1984, but the share of such
borrowing also fell, from 90 per
cent in the former period to about
60 per cent in the latter. Even
these smaller magnitudes do not
fully reflect the tightness in
markets, as the net inflows were a
part o f concerted lending packages
related to debt restructuring.
Since the sudden fall in new
bank lending to developing countries
in 1982, there has been a major
structural change in international
financial markets away from bank
loans and in favour of securities and
new
financial
instruments.17
During 1984 and the first half of
1985, this trend continued and
reduced the share o f syndicated
bank loans both in total and to
developing countries (see Figure
I.3). In effect, the international
private capital market has become
tightly segmented, with three
layers: first, those countries, mainly
developed, which have high credit
ratings having access to the coveted
markets for international bond
issues; secondly, some of the relatively more creditworthy developing countries such as Indonesia,
Malaysia and the Republic of Korea
and, more recently, India and
Thailand, having access to commercial bank loans; and thirdly, a
number o f countries, among which
a large majority are developing
countries, having virtually no access
to international capital markets
either because their past creditworthiness has been adversely
affected by debt problems or
because their economic prospects
have remained too poor to make
them creditworthy.
These structural changes in the
international capital markets have
been directly connected with
changes in the balance-of-payments
position of the groups of countries
17

Bank

for

International

Settle-

International Banking and
Financial Market Developments (Basle,
ments,

October 1985).
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Box I.3 . Tourism in the least developed countries
Severe limits on im port capacity
in most o f the least developed countries
seriously constrain their development
efforts.
The range o f commodities
exported by them is extremely narrow
and in recent years even these limited
exports have been adversely affected
by falling commodity prices and limited
access to external markets. As a result,
many of the region’s least developed
countries are increasingly turning to
other avenues of earning foreign
exchange, o f which tourism seems the
most promising.
Five of the region’s least developed countries, Bhutan, Maldives,
Nepal, Samoa and Vanuatu, have
considerable potential for and have
placed
significant
emphasis
on
developing tourism. These countries
have made efforts to turn their adverse
geographical conditions which hinder
development into tourist-attracting
assets. Thus, in Bhutan and Nepal, the
Himalayan land-locked countries, the
major tourist attractions are opp ortu nities for mountaineering and the
well-preserved cultural heritage, while
travel to the remote island countries
o f Maldives, Samoa and Vanuatu
provides access to secluded beaches
and coral seas.
In annual tourist arrivals, Nepal
is the most im portant destination
among the five, w ith about 177,000
tourist arrivals in 1984, 34 per cent
of whom were from Western Europe,
and about the same percentage from
India. Nepal has experienced a phenomenal increase in the number of
tourist arrivals since the 1960s when
it received only 6,000 tourists per
year. The contribution of tourism to
total foreign exchange earnings reached
about 15 per cent during 1979/80 but
dropped to an estimated 9 per cent
(or $32 million) in 1983/84, partly
reflecting the effects of the world
recession.
The Sixth Nepalese Development
Plan (1980-1985) lays considerable
stress on the development o f tourism
w ith a view to increasing b o th the
num ber of tourist arrivals and the
average period o f stay. Target figures
for 1989 are set at 290,000 tourists
per year. In order to improve tourist
facilities, a training programme in
hotel management, servicing o f travel
and trekking agencies, and related
fields has been in operation since
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1980.
The construction o f new
resorts outside Kathmandu is being
encouraged, mainly with the help o f
the private sector. A second tourism
master plan is under preparation.
In Maldives tourism plays a major
role, accounting for 13 per cent o f
GDP in 1984. Since the first resort
was established, tourism facilities have
rapidly multiplied, with the number
o f visitors leaping from 1,100 in
1972 to 83,800 in 1984. In order
to ensure balanced economic and
social development, the Maldivian
Government has adapted a tourism
development plan delineating zones for
tourism development. Tourism originally centred on the Male Atoll, but
this zone has reached its saturation
point, and a second tourism zone has
been opened on the Ari Atoll which is
to be the focus o f future tourism expansion. The Government does not
envisage extending tourism beyond
these areas. The main thrust o f the
development plan is on improving
existing facilities and services. Official
grading o f the quality o f tourist resorts
and price regulations are part o f a com prehensive government scheme to
prom ote tourism.
The 1983 South Pacific Games
gave the Samoa’s tourism industry a
considerable boost, and tourist arrivals
reached 40,430 persons in 1984, the
target figure for 1987 is 50,000.
However, the am ount of foreign
exchange earnings from tourism ,
estimated at $WS 8.6 million in 1984,
is still modest particularly in relation
to remittances from emigrant labour
and other private transfers. Within a
general policy o f controlled growth to
ensure adequate infrastructure developm ent and to avoid socially and culturally disruptive effects, the Government
is currently engaged in a num ber o f
tourism prom otion activities, such as
the improvement o f hotel facilities,
and the activation o f th e tourist bureau
through the new Visitors Association
and the Visitors Bureau. The facilities
at Faleolo Airport are being expanded
to enable the landing o f larger aircraft
and to accommodate expanded d u ty free shopping facilities.
In Vanuatu, tourism has been
developing over the past 15 years, with
tourist arrivals doubling from roughly
13,000 in 1971 to 26,000 in 1984.
A significant decline during the political

disturbances following V anuatu’s independence briefly interrupted this
trend in 1980.
The majority of
tourists come from Australia and
New Caledonia, and tourism from
Japan has been gaining m om entum in
recent years. The Government is pursuing a balanced national programme o f
tourism development with due regard
to the co untry’s cultural and environmental heritage. Tourism expansion is
restricted mainly to Efate, Espiritu
Santo and Tanna, upon consultation
and agreement with the islands’ local
people. To increase the retention rate
o f tourism revenue, policies have been
adopted towards increasing th e use o f
local inputs and encouraging local
participation and ownership in tourist
business. Tourism prom otion activities
aim at expanding hotel capacity and
restaurant facilities w ith a view to
attracting more affluent tourists. A
national airline, 60 per cent government-owned, was established in 1981.
It is envisaged to further increase the
number o f direct flight connections to
Port Vila.
Bhutan is pursuing a cautious
tourism development policy with
2,000 tourists entering the country
on group tours in 1984. It is planned
to raise tourist arrivals to 4,700
during
1986/87.
The country
was first opened to tourism in 1974,
and over the past 10 years, tourist
arrivals increased more than fivefold.
The contribution o f the tourism sector
to GDP is still very small, however.
Initially, the tourism sector was strictly
controlled and budgeted for by the
Government. In 1982, it was partly
commercialized through the establishment o f the private Tourism Commercial Corporation which functions
parallel to the government Department
o f Tourism. The current fifth plan gives
priority to the development o f new
tourist areas. It is proposed to expand
existing hotels, improving hotel services, and raise the standards o f restaurants and cafes. The Government
lays emphasis on increasing the average
period o f stay rather than the number
o f tourists. This emphasis is on account
o f the G overnm ent’s concern for preserving B hutan’s cultural and religious
heritage, and its environment, and for
minimizing investment expenditures.

Figure I.3. Aggregate international financial market activity, by market
sectors and borrowers, 1982-1985
Developing countriesb 1982
1983
1984
1985c
United States 1982
1983
1984
1985c
Other developed
countriesd

1982
1983
1984
1985c

Totalb 1982
1983
1984
1985c
(Billions o f US dollars)
a Induding revolving underwriting facilities, multiple-component facilities (if they
include a note issuance option) and oth er Euro-note facilities. b Excluding nonspontaneous lending. c January-June only. d Countries contributing to th e Bank
for International Settlem ents international banking statistics and other developed
countries.

discussed earlier. In the mid-1980s,
the major surplus countries (Japan,
the Federal Republic of Germany
and other European countries) as
well as the major deficit countries
(principally, the United States) are
the developed market economy
countries, unlike a decade earlier
when both groups consisted largely
of developing countries, with banks
in developed market economy
countries as intermediaries. The
risk preferences and credit instruments have changed to suit the
requirements of the new creditors
and borrowers.
Consequent upon the sharp
decline in new lending to developing countries, the rate of growth of
the external debt of developing
countries, expressed in United
States dollars, slowed dramatically,
from 18.5 per cent per annum in
1980-1981 to a little over 5 per
cent per annum in 1983-1984. This
was
accompanied
by
severe
domestic adjustment policies and a

restructuring o f debt. There was a
sharp reduction in short-term debt,
especially that owed by Latin
American countries. The refinancing of long-term debt falling due in
1983-1984 was helped by renegotiating about $40 billion in formal
multilateral agreements. The introduction o f multi-year rescheduling
for a limited number of large
debtor countries in 1984 also had
a potentially stabilizing influence
on the debt problem.
In 1984, debt-service ratios of
developing countries fell as a result
of rescheduling agreements, lower
nominal rates of interest on variable
interest rate debt and the generally
strong growth rates of exports of
debtor countries.
The major
favourable impact of these factors
was on Latin American countries,
whose average debt-service ratio
declined from 51.5 per cent in
1982 to 39.5 per cent in 1984.
Despite this considerable improvement, the region’s debt-service ratio

remained almost twice the average
for developing countries in all
regions. More disturbing is that this
fall is likely to be temporary and
will rise as current debt-rescheduling arrangements expire and previously rescheduled debt falls due
for payment. In Africa, the debtservice ratio rose dramatically,
from 7.5 per cent in 1982 to over
28 per cent in 1984, despite rescheduling arrangements involving a
number of countries. The Asian
countries, on average, have continued to maintain and even
improve their already low debtservice ratios, which fell to below
11 per cent in 1984. The deterioration in export growth, which all
developing countries faced in 1985
and are likely to continue to face
unless there is a marked improvement in the world environment
for growth and trade, is likely to
raise the debt-service ratio in all
regions.
While the problems of commercial borrowers among developing
countries are matters of great concern because of their implications
for the world financial system,
those of official borrowers, consisting largely of low-income countries,
stem from the stagnation of official
flows at very low levels and the
relative poverty of such borrowers.
In spite of the more favourable
terms of concessional loans, the
debts of official borrowers are so
large and their export earnings so
low that debt-servicing is becoming
a problem of increasing concern
to them. In 1984, official borrowers
in Asia (excluding China and India)
recorded a debt export ratio of 382
per cent, while those in Africa had
a ratio of 333 per cent; their debtservice ratios were 21 and 26 per
cent, respectively. In 1985, with
no significant increase in official
capital inflows and the steep drop
in prices of primary commodity
exports on which official borrowers
are largely dependent, these ratios
may have risen to alarmingly high
19

levels, jeopardizing the ability of
these countries to service their
debts.
In many developing countries
in the ESCAP region, official trans-

fers still provide a substantial part
of the external resources needed to
finance current account deficits.
These are especially important in
the least developed countries, such

as Bangladesh and Nepal. However,
although substantially high in some
cases, unilateral official transfers
generally have been falling during
the past three years (see Table I.7).

Table I.7. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Balance of payments: sources o f financing and
capital flows, 1982-1985
(Millions o f US dollars)
Current account
balance
Bangladesh

1982
1983
1984
1985c

Official
transfers

Long-term
capital

Short-term
capital

-1 405
-848
-1 153
-294

749
769
726
186

610
463
517
81

1982
1983
1984

-558
-418
-308

59
74
74

329
213
196

32

India

1982
1983

-2 842
-2 365

318
411

1 116
1 532

Indonesia

1982
1983
1984

-5 458
-6 442
-2 228

134
104
114

Malaysia

1982
1983
1984

-3 622
-3 404
-1 722

21

1982
1983
1984

Burma

Nepal

Errors and
omissions

-121

67

-19

-16

-59
-37

-43
16

11

Overall
balancea

Change in
reservesb
(— = increase)

-92
363
-3
-41

44
-322
25
45

26
72
23

-147
-25

-16

147
25
16

-659
512

369
-826

-2 037
-1 006

2 037
1 006

5 096
5 322
3 027

526
731
401

-2 151
462
-400

-1 879
172
940

1 879
-172
-940

26
25

3 605
4 005
3 092

140
-255
-123

-406
-388
-1 133

-389
-45
5

390
42
11

-194
-239
-195

109
93
93

61
62
72

2

24
30
24

4

45
-10

-59
-45

-4
59
45

-

Pakistan

1982
1983
1984d

-1 162
-234
-558

360
258
213

524
432
242

47
350
19

33
-14
-10

-194
820
-234

170
-846
166

Philippines

1982
1983
1984

-3 364
-2 986
-1 521

152
235
268

1 565
1 156
248

1 281
-1 550
502

-364
-356
99

191
-4 205
-256

-203
2 750
-391

Republic of Korea

1982
1983
1984
1985d

-2 702
-1 632
-1 396
-991

52
26
25

1

1 797
1 791
2 923
1 305

2 159
524
-113
-608

-1 301
-945
-884
-578

74
-171
527
-929

-74
171
-527
929

Singapore

1982
1983
1984

-1 287
-977
-987

-13
-14
-13

1 880
1 372
1 374

335
1 337
750

263
-660
392

931
784
1 152

-931
-784
-1 152

Sri Lanka

1982
1983
1984

-711
-636
-196

162
170
203

519
409
370

-18

1

36
-20

15
-45

-29
-27
312

-51
25
-238

1982
1983
1984

-1 1 1 2

108
124
109

1 384
1 464
1 734

58
662
797

-520
587

-120
-188
433

120
188
-433

Thailand

Source:
a

-2 998
-2 210

86

IM F, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXVIII, No. 12 (December 1985).

Including counterparts to valuation changes, monetization/demonetization of gold and allocation of SDRs.
Changes
b
in
reserves plus liabilities constituting foreign authorities reserves and exceptional financing items (not shown in Table) equal overall
balance. Thus the balance-of-payment balances.
January-March.
c
dJanuary-June.
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Long-term capital inflows,
and large, retained their creditfrom both official and private
worthiness and can still perhaps
sources consisting mostly of loans
resort to market borrowing on a
but also o f direct investment in
substantial scale. However, as part
some countries, constitute the
o f their usually cautious policies,
largest source to finance the current
most countries chose to adopt an
account deficit in most developing
austere path and exercised restraint
countries in the ESCAP region.
on foreign borrowing to avoid
Long-term net capital inflows fell in
possible greater future difficulties
1983 and 1984 in most o f these
in the face o f already rising debtcountries.
Significant and even
service burdens.
drastic declines took place in
Burma,
Indonesia,
Malaysia,
4. Official development assistPakistan, the Philippines and Sri
ance to the least developed
Lanka.
countries in the region
Long-term capital inflows in
1984 increased over those in 1983
(a) Trends in ODA flow s to
only in the Republic o f Korea and
developing countries
Thailand. In the Republic of Korea,
the increase in capital inflow
The annual average increase in
accompanied by a substantial narnet disbursements of ODA in real
rowing o f the current account
terms from all sources (DAC, OPEC
deficit enabled that country to
and CMEA) to all developing counincrease its reserves by half a billion
tries, through both bilateral and
dollars after allowing for some
multilateral channels, during the
short-term capital outflow.
In
1960s and 1970s has been estimated
Thailand, the long-term flow was
to be between 4 and 6 per cent.18
insufficient to meet the current
As confirmed by the OECD secreaccount deficit exceeding $2.2
tariat, this “official development
billion. As a result, a significant
assistance has been a major factor
amount o f short-term capital inflow
o f support and stabilization for
was needed to finance the deficit
many developing countries in a
and to enable some addition to
period o f serious external and
reserves which had been drawn
internal economic difficulties” .19
down over the two previous years.
The International Monetary FundShort-term net flows, although
World Bank Development Compositive in many other countries,
mittee Task Force on Concessional
remained small except in Indonesia,
Flows explicitly recognized such
the Philippines and Singapore. The
relatively large inflows enabled
18
The estimates vary depending on
Indonesia and Singapore to add to
th e exact time period covered and the
reserves. In the Philippines, they
base year chosen for correcting price and
helped to finance the country’s
exchange rate variations to arrive at
rates of growth in real terms. The secreotherwise
difficult
balance-oftariat of OECD found a growth rate of
payments deficit and contributed a
more than 4 per cent a t constant prices
small addition to reserves, which
and exchange rates over a 10-year period
had fallen precipitiously in 1983.
ending in 1982/83. The Task Force
Official capital transfers and
found growth rates of 4 and 6 per cent
the decades o f the 1960s and
long-term
loans,
on
whichduring
the
1970s.
See OECD, Development Copoorer countries in the region have
operation: 1984 Review (Paris, 1984),
depended, have not shown enp. 71; and IBRD, Report o f the Developcouraging
signs o f growth
as
m ent Committee Task Force on Concesindicated by data on inflows to
sional Flows, August 1985, p. 9.
19
these countries since 1982. DevelOECD, Development Co-operaoping countries in this region, by
tio n . . .

aid flows as an important vehicle
for international development cooperation which was still urgently
needed “to tackle the fundamental
problems o f poverty, particularly
in the poorest countries” .20
Although ODA as a proportion
of GNP of DAC members (the
largest donor group) remained at
about half the level o f 0.7 per cent,
which was set as a target in the
International Development Strategy
for the Third United Nations
Development Decade, the absolute
value o f aid in real terms increased
to $34 billion in 1982-1983
(average) or by about one half
during a decade.
Concessional aid flows from
DAC members to developing countries have, however, considerably
weakened “under the pressure of
world economic conditions and
sustained efforts by many governments to compress public expenditure generally” .21 As a result, as
succinctly summarized by the Task
Force, “total ODA levels from
1980 to 1984 remained essentially
stagnant” .22 Total ODA received
by
the
developing
countries
declined from an average of $35.9
billion in 1980-1981 to $33.8
billion in 1983 (at 1982 prices and
exchange rates). In 1984, net disbursement of aid from the DAC
members increased by $1 billion
amounting to 0.36 per cent of their
GNP, as in 1983. OPEC disbursements in 1984 decreased by $900
million to $4.5 billion equivalent to
0.86 per cent o f their GNP compared with 1.05 per cent in 1983.
The impact o f recent changes
in the flow o f aid on individual
recipients has varied depending on
the source of assistance. Difficulties
recently
encountered in
20

IBRD, Report o f the Developm ent C om m ittee. . .
21

OECD,

Development Co-opera-

tion. . .
22

IBRD, Report o f the Developm ent Committee. . .
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funding multilateral programmes,
especially those of IDA, IFAD and
the United Nations agencies and
programmes, have also had an
adverse impact on aid receipt of
poorer countries, where the impact
is more severe because multilateral
aid is usually concentrated on these
countries, is free from procurement
tying and is directed mainly
towards priority sectors.

(b) Flows to the least developed
countries in the ESCAP region
(i)

Volume

The stagnant or declining trend
in overall ODA flows to the developing countries since 1980 has
particularly affected the least developed countries in the region
which receive a very large proportion of their total external
resources in the form of ODA.
Consequently, the aid target under
the Substantial New Programme of
Action for the 1980s for the Least
Developed Countries has not been
fulfilled.
The target of increasing their
ODA to least developed countries

to 0.15 per cent o f their GNP or to
double their ODA by 1985 is
unlikely to have been achieved and
the shortfall is likely to be very
large. In 1983, the latest year for
which figures were available, ODA
flows to least developed countries
from DAC member countries
amounted to 0.07 per cent o f their
GNP. Some of them contributed
as little as 0.02 per cent while
some others exceeded the 0.15
per cent target. The amount of
ODA available to least developed
countries in 1983 fell short o f the
target necessary to double ODA
by 1985 by 45 per cent in nominal
terms and 73 per cent in real terms.
In view o f the stagnating level of
commitments, any significant increase in disbursements in 1984 and
1985 is unlikely to have taken
place.23
The average nominal
amount of ODA received by the
seven least developed countries in
23

UNCTAD,
“ Mid-term
global
review of progress towards the implem entation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for
the
Least
Developed
Countries”
(TD/B/AC. 17 /25/A dd.2 (A)).

Table I.8. Net disbursement of ODA (in nominal terms) from all sources
to the least developed countries in the ESCAP region, annual averages for
1976-1980 and 1981-1983a
(Millions o f US dollars)
1976-1980

1981-1983

Afghanistan

177

235

Bangladesh

942

1 171

Bhutan
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Maldives
Nepal
Samoa
All least developed countries in
the ESCAP region

5

11

79

92

9

10

101

194

22

25

1 335

1 735

Sources:
OECD, Geographical Distribution o f Financial Flows to Developing
Countries and Development Co-operation (Paris), various issues.
a Data for Afghanistan and th e Lao People’s Democratic Republic include
estimated gross disbursement from CMEA sources. For other countries net disbursements from DAC members, multilateral agencies and OPEC members only.
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the region during the period 19811983 was $1,735 million (see Table
I.8), only 30 per cent higher than
the average level during the period
1976-1980.
Since during 19841985 the increase is highly unlikely
to have been more than marginal,
it is quite clear that for most least
developed countries the 1985 ODA
levels have fallen far short o f the
Substantial New Programme of
Action target o f doubling them in
that year. Moreover, per capita aid
receipts o f at least four o f the seven
least developed countries fell below
the average in all least developed
countries (Table I.9).
Development assistance to
Afghanistan averaged $235 million
during 1981-1983 compared with
an annual average o f $177 million
during 1976-1980. Aid to Afghanistan from non-CMEA sources fell
off sharply after 1980 lowering the
average level of such aid to $15
million during 1981-1983 from an
average o f $84 million during 19761980.
Assistance from CMEA
sources, on the other hand, rose
from an average o f $93 million
during 1976-1980 to $220 million
during 1981-1983, thus raising the
overall average from $177 million
during 1976-1980 to $235 million
during 1981-1983. CMEA assistance
to Afghanistan reached its highest
level in 1980 and has been lower
since then. Afghanistan’s total aid
receipts per capita fell from $20 in
1980 to $15 in 1983.
The net aid receipts of Bangladesh averaged $1,171 million over
the three-year period 1981-1983.
Since 1980, disbursements to
Bangladesh have stagnated even in
nominal terms according to the
official statistics on disbursements
to that country during the period
1979/80 to 1984/85, as shown
in Table I.10. Disbursements in
1983/84 and 1984/85 amounted to
$1,268 and $1,267 million, respectively which were lower than the
level o f disbursements in 1982/83
by $78 million and $79 million in

the two respective years. Receipts
per capita fell from $14 in 1980 to
about $12 in 1983 (Table I.9) and
are likely to have fallen further in
1984 and 1985 in view of the
constant level of disbursements
indicated in Table I.10.
One reason for the slow disbursement of aid to Bangladesh has
been a lack of local resources to
match project aid disbursements.
Bangladesh receives more than 50
per cent of its aid in the form of
food and commodity aid. Counterpart funds generated by the sale of
food grain and other commodities
have been an important source of
local finance for implementing
projects. More emphasis by donors
on project aid and stagnation in
food and commodity aid have
resulted in a shortage of local currency resources. This has become a
constraint on the utilization of
project aid.
Delays in project
approval and prolonged disagreements on terms of tender and procurement o f materials are other
causes of slow disbursement of aid.
Terms o f aid have tended to
become more stringent, with
bilateral donors often insisting on
procurement tied to their own
markets, which proves expensive
from the recipient country’s point
of view.
Bhutan was the only least
developed country in the region in
which the Substantial New Programme of Action target o f
doubling ODA by 1985 was likely
to have been met.
External
assistance to Bhutan rose from an
average of $5 million during 19761980 to $11 million during 19811983.
Receipts per capita rose
from $6.5 in 1980 to $9.5 in 1983,
which still left Bhutan receiving one
of the lowest levels of aid per
capita. The increased aid to Bhutan,
which had received a major part of
its assistance from India, is
accounted for by the stepping up
of assistance from other donors in
recent years.

Table I.9. ODA receipts per capita of least developed countries in the
ESCAP region, 1980-1983
(US dollars)
1980

1981

Afghanistan

20.3

16.9

10.0

15.2

Bangladesh

14.4

12.2

15.0

11.6

Bhutan

1983

6.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

22.7

23.0

24.0

20.1

148.1

77.4

33.7

67.9

11.1

12.2

13.2

12.8

163.1

159.7

150.4

168.3

24.1

22.3

22.9

21.6

Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Maldives
Nepal
Samoa

1982

All least developed countries in
the ESCAP region

Source:

UNCTAD, “ Mid-term global review of progress towards the implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the Least
Developed Countries” (TD/B/AC.17/25/Add.2(A)).

Aid to Maldives has fallen considerably since 1980.
Average
receipts during 1981-1983 at $10
million were only $1 million above
the average in 1976-1980 and less
than half of the level in 1980.
Receipts per capita, relatively high,
declined from $148 in 1980 to
$68 in 1983. The Organization of
Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) has been the principal donor to Maldives. The fall
in their oil revenue and a decline in
their contribution to global ODA
flows have adversely affected Maldives’ aid receipts.

In Nepal, aid receipts per
capita in 1982-1983 at $13 showed
small improvement from $11 to
$12 in 1980-1981. The nominal
value of aid disbursements went up
from $181 million in 1981 to $200
million in 1983, the same as in
1982. The average nominal value
of disbursement went up from
$101 million during 1976-1980 to
$194 million during 1981-1983.
According to official statistics,
disbursements in 1984/85 were
estimated at $234 million compared with $168 million in 1983/84
(Table I.10).

Table I.10. Disbursement of foreign aid to Bangladesh and Nepal, 1979/80
to 1984/85
(Millions o f US dollars)
1979/80

1980/81 1981/82

1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

Bangladesh
Total aid o f which:

1 222

1 147

1 236

1 346

1 268

1 267

Grants

652

594

650

709

734

701

Commodity aid

378

393

421

452

439

432

Food aid

375

194

230

255

276

244

Project aid

470

560

584

638

553

591

112

130

130

145

168

234

67

72

75

76

58

90

Nepala
Total aid o f which:
Grants

Sources:

Ministries o f Finance, Bangladesh and Nepal, respectively.

a Data for 1984/85 are estimates. All figures are converted from rupee values
reported by the original source by using the average exchange rates for the relevant
period published in IMF, International Financial Statistics, various issues.
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Development assistance flows
to Samoa have remained unchanged
at roughly $25 million since 1980.
They declined to $23 million in
1982 from $26 million in 1980 and
went up to $27 million in 1983 and
are reported to have declined again
in 1984. The average for the period
1981-1983 was $25 million compared with $22 million during
1976-1980. Receipts per capita at
the relatively high level of $150 or
more have fluctuated in line with
changes in absolute value of aid
receipts during the period 1980
to 1983.
Australia and New
Zealand are the major donors of aid
to Samoa.

(ii) Quality o f aid
When the volume o f aid is
not expanding, its effective utilization becomes especially important.
This requires considerable effort on
the part o f both donors and recipients. The donors’ preference for
more project-tied aid has to be
balanced against the recipients’
need for greater flexibility. Projecttied aid, apart from depriving the
recipient o f autonomy for flexible
planning according to its changing
needs, is known to be slow in disbursement. For example, World
Bank assistance to Bangladesh is reported to have had a disbursement
rate of only 16.5 per cent of commitments during the fiscal year
1984/85 and was expected to be 20
per cent during 1985/86. In addition, more flexible forms o f aid,
such as commodity aid and import
financing, help in generating counterpart funds and foreign exchange
savings.
In general, the terms of aid to
least developed countries have been
more liberal than to other developing countries. DAC members, in
principle, have given aid to least
developed countries on highly
concessional terms, the grant
element generally exceeding 90
per cent. In the ESCAP region,
Bangladesh and Nepal have received
24

more than 50 per cent of their
assistance in the form of grants.
Action taken by a number of
donors under UNCTAD resolution
165 (IX-S) on debt and development problems o f developing
countries also helped to relieve the
debt problems o f some least
developed countries in the region.24
In recent commitments, however,
the terms o f assistance appear to
have hardened somewhat.
For
example, in commitments to Nepal,
loans have tended to rise faster than
grants, with the result that the
proportion of grants in aid commitments fell from 58 per cent in
1979/80 to 30 per cent in 1983/84.
Similarly, the proportion o f grants
in total disbursements fell from 60
to 38 per cent during the same
period (Table I.10).

(iii) Indebtedness o f the least
developed countries
Despite the generally soft
terms of assistance, indebtedness
and debt-servicing problems are of
increasing concern to the least
developed countries in the region
in view o f their sluggish economic
growth and slow rise in export
earnings.
In Bangladesh, for
example, the debt-service ratio,
taking account only of long- and
medium-term debt, rose to 18.2
per cent of export earnings in
1984/85 compared with 14.6 per
cent in 1981/82. The debt-service
burden of Bangladesh, including
that on short-term loans, had
already exceeded sustainable limits.
The outstanding external debt of
Maldives was estimated to have
24

Among the DAC members which
have taken action under this resolution
are the Federal Republic of Germany,
accounting for more than 64 per cent
o f the $2.9 billion cancellation of
the debt of the least developed countries, and the Netherlands. The latter
recently announced the cancellation of
all remaining debts of least developed
countries to the Netherlands am ounting
to 30 million guilders.

increased from $25 million in 1980
to $59 million in 1983 and the
debt-service ratio from 4 to 70 per
cent during the same period.
Nepal’s outstanding external debt
increased from $19 million in 1980
to $348 million in 1983. Samoa
had an outstanding external debt of
$68 million with a debt-service
ratio o f 11 per cent and payments
in arrears amounting to $3 million
at the end of 1983. The debtservicing problems o f most of the
least developed countries in the
region were expected to worsen in
1985/86.

(iv) Concluding observations
Development assistance has
contributed to the development of
essential infrastructure, agricultural
research and development, and
human resources in the least
developed countries in the region.
Together with the recipient countries’ own efforts at mobilizing and
utilizing their own resources, it has
enabled many o f them to reach a
higher level o f development than
would otherwise have been possible.
The targets for ODA set in the
Substantial New Programme of
Action to assist these countries to
bring about the structural transformation o f their economies,
however, have not been met and
are unlikely to be met during the
current decade unless renewed
efforts are directed to that end.
The stagnation in the overall
quantum o f aid in recent years has
not permitted more aid to be
allocated in favour of the least
developed countries by diverting
such aid from other recipients.
Such diversion does not seem to be
a feasible option. Increase in the
quantum of aid through budgetary
appropriations in donor countries
remains the best available option.25
The increased flow o f aid to
the least developed countries in the
region together with its greater
effectiveness remain urgent needs.

The effectiveness o f aid can be
increased by a number of measures,
among which are improved policies
and procedures in donor countries
25

The Report o f the Development
Committee Task Force on Concessional
Flows reached this conclusion after
examining various options, including
changes in existing country allocations
and supplementing aid flows by encouraging increased voluntary contributions and contributions from new donors
(see IBRD, Report o f the Development
Committee. . . , p. 10).

arising from a greater awareness of
the impact o f aid and economic
policies on the development prospects o f recipient countries, institutional and policy reforms in
recipient countries, a more effective
dialogue between donors and
recipients on policies and action
needed to promote development
and better co-ordination o f aid by
both donors and recipients. In this
context, there is a strong case for
channelling a high level o f ODA

through multilateral agencies which
are able to obtain a more comprehensive view o f overall economic
and sectoral conditions in recipient
countries, can give greater weight
to development criteria in allocating resources, and can play a major
role in a policy dialogue with
recipients and in co-ordinating aid
between recipients and donors.26
2 6
IBRD, Report o f the Development Committee. . . , pp. 2-3.
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II. MACRO-ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE
ECONOMIES IN THE ESCAP REGION

sudden drop in growth rates of
many economies in the
ESCAP region, especially in the
South-East Asian and other exportdependent countries, was the most
striking feature of economic and
social development during 1985. It
tarnished the impressive record of
resilience in these economies during
the world recession of the early
1980s, when in most other developing regions there were declines
in output or per capita incomes.
Most developing economies in the
ESCAP region were able to survive
the rigours of the recession, although at the expense of some
deceleration in the high rates of
growth enjoyed in the earlier
period. They were also able to take
advantage of the remarkable growth
in world trade in 1984. However,
the slowing down of the United
States economy in the first half of
1985 and the accompanying deceleration in the growth of world
trade had a considerably more
adverse effect on their economic
performance in 1985 than during
the 1980-1983 recession. These
effects serve to question the complacency bred in recent years about
the sustainability of rapid growth in
developing economies in the
ESCAP region.
The extent to which the
developing economies in the region
suffered a set-back in 1985 varied a
great deal and depended, first, on
the degree to which external
demand was important as a determinant of growth. Secondly, it
depended on the composition of

A
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their exports and on the level of
economic activity in their traditional trading partner economies.
Thirdly, in countries where the
legacies of high inflation, large
budgetary deficits and inappropriate price policies had accumulated over the years, growth
depended largely on success in
domestic economic management
within a less favourable external
environment.1
The loss in the momentum of
growth in some of the more
dynamic middle-income developing
economies in the region in the past
years has, to a large extent, been
compensated for by vigorous
growth in the two large low-income
countries in the region, China and
India. China’s economy has grown
at an average rate of 9-10 per cent
during the first half of the current
decade.
Despite some pressures
on key resources such as transport,
energy and foreign exchange, and
the desire of the country’s policy
makers to avoid overheating the
economy, the pace of growth in
1985 remained robust and was
expected to continue to be so.
The Indian economy, whose
growth rate, despite consistently
high domestic savings and good
overall economic management,
had doggedly failed to rise above
3.0-3.5 per cent per annum on
average, seemed to change pace
1
Owing to lack o f availability of
reliable data for recent years, it has n ot
been possible to include a discussion on
the economies of the Islamic Republic
o f Iran and Democratic Kampuchea.

in 1983. An average growth rate
of 5 per cent per annum now seems
highly probable. After an exceptionally high growth rate of 8 per
cent in GDP in real terms in 1983,
the Indian economy grew at the
rate o f 4.0 per cent in 1984; in
1985, the growth rate was expected
to be about 5.0 per cent.
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, with
per capita incomes considerably
higher than the average in South
Asia, have had higher but less
steady growth rates in recent years.
Their economies are not only relatively more open but less diversified
and dependent on a few primary
commodities for export earnings.
Another factor that has caused
considerable fluctuation and uncertainty in the growth rate of GNPs
(GDP ± net factor payments from
abroad) of these economies is the
decline in the rate of growth of
remittances from migrant workers
in Western Asia.
The economic performance in
the seven least developed countries
in the region remained very much
at the mercy o f changes in weather,
which determines output in the
agricultural sector, by far the most
important contributor to GDP in
most o f the least developed countries.
Four o f the seven least
developed countries, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Maldives and Nepal, belong
to the new subregional grouping,
the South Asian Association of
Regional Co-operation (SAARC)
(See Box I.4); two, Afghanistan and
the
Lao People’s Democratic
Republic are included in centrally

planned economies; and Samoa is a
Pacific island State.2 The yearly
variations in economic performance
in these countries do not fall into
any definable pattern since random
shocks very often dominate systematic elements.3
Three main factors have adversely affected growth in the least
developed countries. First, the fall
in the prices o f primary commod2

Through a resolution o f the
United
Nations General Assembly
(40/233), Vanuatu was designated a least
developed country, raising the number
o f least developed countries in the
ESCAP region to eight. Its experience
along with Samoa’s are discussed
together with other Pacific island countries in Chap. III below.
3
For an analysis o f the year-toyear changes, see Survey, 1984, Part
One, Chap. III.

ities has reduced foreign exchange
earnings. In Bangladesh, for example, low prices for jute and tea have
led to a sharp decline in export
earnings. Secondly, other sources
o f foreign exchange earnings have
also been adversely affected. The
export o f manufactures, especially
textiles, is facing protectionist
barriers in developed countries.
Remittances from workers in
Western Asia have been declining
as a consequence o f the declining
level of economic activity in the
host countries, which is due to a
continuing fall in oil prices, and
receipts from tourism have also
been declining. Thirdly, the quantum o f external aid, which not only
provides foreign exchange but often
finances a considerable proportion
o f development expenditure in

these countries has been steadily
falling. These factors have seriously
impaired import capacity in the
least developed countries of the
region. The high hopes raised five
years ago by the adoption of the
Substantial New Programme of
Action for the 1980s for the Least
Developed Countries have not been
realized, and the economic conditions of these countries have
steadily worsened.4
A. SOUTH ASIA
The recently improved growth
trends in the economies of South
4

For a detailed evaluation of
international support
measures under
the Substantial New Programme of
Action in favour of the least developed
countries of the region, see Chap. I,
section B.4 o f this Survey.

Box I.4 . T he South A sian Association for Regional
Co-operation (S A A R C )
The first meeting o f the Heads o f
State or Government o f the member
States of th e South Asian Association
for Regional Co-operation (SAARC),
held at Dhaka on 7 and 8 December
1985, was th e culminating event in
a series o f efforts, b o th governmental
and non-governmental, to give institutional expression to a long-felt desire
for co-operation among the countries
and peoples of Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka. At the initiative of the Government o f Bangladesh, the Secretaries o f
the Ministry o f Foreign Affairs in each
o f the seven countries met at Colombo
in April 1981.
Meetings o f senior
officials were held subsequently in
K athm andu, Islamabad and Dhaka to
explore and decide upon areas and
modes o f co-operation. Together with
the Association of South-East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and the South
Pacific Forum , th e establishment of
SAARC at the meeting in December
1985, provides another institutional
mechanism in the framework for
subregional co-operation in the ESCAP
region.
In th e Dhaka Declaration, the
heads o f State or Government
expressed the conviction that the
launching of SAARC would place

regional co-operation on a firm foundation, play an im portant role in
accelerating the pace o f economic and
social development in their countries,
prom ote the objectives of individual
and collective self-reliance and further
the cause o f peace, progress and
stability in their region and the world.
They acknowledged that the
countries of South Asia, which contained one fifth o f all hum anity, were
faced w ith formidable challenges of
development posed by poverty, low
productivity, unem ployment and the
pressure o f population on resources.
They felt th a t, bound as their countries
were by many com m on values rooted
in social, ethnic, cultural and historical
traditions,
regional
co-operation
provided a logical response to those
challenges. They were conscious of
their individual and regional strengths,
their potential as a huge m arket, their
substantial
human
and
natural
resources and the complementarities of
their economies. They were confident
that with
effective regional cooperation, they could make optimum
use o f those capacities for the benefit
o f their peoples, accelerate the pace of
their economic development and raise
national and collective self-reliance.
The Heads o f State or Govern-

ment welcomed the progress made in
the implementation o f the Integrated
Programme o f Action in th e nine areas
for co-operation mutually agreed upon
at the Meeting of Ministers o f Foreign
Affairs held at Delhi in Ausut 1983:
agriculture;
rural
development;
meteorology; health and population;
telecommunications; transport; postal
services; science and technology; and
sports, arts and culture. It has been
reported th a t 21 projects under the
Integrated Programme o f Action were
being im plemented.
Trade and
industry, two im portant areas for
regional co-operation, have not been
included in the Programme.
The
renewal and extension o f trade and
economic contact between India and
Pakistan immediately after the summit
meeting is perhaps indicative o f the
importance that these questions may
eventually assume in the enlarged
agenda of future meetings. Contentious bilateral issues also have been
kept o ut o f the purview o f SAARC.
These reservations are the consequence
o f a deliberately cautious approach,
a moderate pace and a gradual path
to co-operation, enabling the Association to consolidate gains as it moves
along.
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Table I.11. Selected developing South Asian economies. Growth rates of
GDP at constant prices, 1976-1980 and 1981-1985
(Percentage)
Annual average growth rates
Industry

Total

Agricultural

Bangladesh
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

5.2
7.0
- 0.6
4.7
3.6
3.8

3.2
7.0
- 0.6
4.7
3.6

Burma
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

6.3
6.4
5.6
4.8
6.6
6.9

6.8

8.1

7.7
6.0
5.3
5.3
5.3

7.3
63
4.0
12.4
12.8

India
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

3.7
4.6
1.7
7.4
4.0
5.0

1.6

4.7
3.8
3.4
4.8

5.6
7.1
6.4
7.4
.

b.
. . .b

.c
. . .c

. . .d

-4.8b

16.0c
3.4C

Maldives
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

15.2
7.9
9.6
5.9
12.8

Nepal
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a
Pakistan
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a
Sri Lanka
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

Sources:

a

2.4
8.3
3.8
-1.4
7.4
2.8

5.3

6.6
6.6
6.2

3.4
8.4
5.5
5.8
5.1
5.0
5.1
5.0

2.8

3.3
- 2.6
9.0

5.1b

6.5

62
2.4
-

1.8

6.3
4.3

Services
8.1
4.5
2.7
4.1
4.6
5.0
5.5
5.0
5.0
4.6
5.8

62

d
18.2d
6.7d
14.1d

12.4b

10.0c

-1.0
10.4
3.5
-2.5
8.7
1.7

------9 .0 ------5 .5 -----------4 2 -----------0 .4 -----------5 .5 -----------4 .5 ------

3.9
3.7
3.6
3.5
-6.1
9.9

7.2
9.4
10.4
7.4
9.0

5.4
7.0

6.6

7.2

7.9

62
8.0

2.6

6.4
3.5
3.4

5.7
63
69

5.3
-0.5
4.8

1.8

6.8

7.0
3.8

7.0
5.7

4.4
6.9

National sources and secretariat estimates.

Provisional estimates.
bPrimary sector comprising agriculture, fisheries and
coral and sand mining. c Secondary sector comprising construction and m anufacturing and electricity. d Tertiary sector comprising distribution,transport, tourism, real
estate, banking and other services.
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Asia continued into 1984 and 1985.
A general feature, except in Bangladesh, has been an improvement in
agricultural production and a
degree of immunity against severe
crop losses resulting from the
vagaries of the weather. While gains
in agricultural growth, obtained
largely through the more intensive
use of new inputs, need to be consolidated, the main hope for the
acceleration o f growth seems to lie
in expanding industrial and service
sector activities, with a view to
providing
more
income
and
employment as well as increasing
exports.
The foreign trade sector in
most South Asian economies
remains weak, and large trade and
current account deficits persist,
despite efforts to keep imports to
the barest minimum and to expand
export earnings in the face of falling prices. External capital flows
on concessional terms, which in the
past had played an important role
in the development of the subregion, have been declining since
1980.
Commercial borrowing, a
remote possibility for the poorer
countries and an expensive luxury
even for the few whom commercial
creditors perceive as creditworthy
in the region, is unlikely to provide
resources on adequate terms. None
the less, resort to such borrowing is
becoming unavoidable, raising considerable concern about ability to
service debt in the future. Both the
improved performance of these
countries and their still very low
levels of income are strong argu
ments for increased flows of concessional capital to them.
Hit by the worst floods in
three decades, the rate o f growth of
GDP in Bangladesh in 1984/85
was 3.8 per cent, considerably
lower than the target of 6 per cent
laid down in the second five-year
plan and a marked deceleration
from 4.2 per cent in the previous
year (Table I.11). Despite floods,
there was an increase in agricul-

tural output, mainly in food
grains, by 2.8 per cent in 1984,
compared with 3.6 per cent in the
previous year.
The performance in the industrial sector was, however, disappointing in 1984 as the growth in
value added in manufacturing at
5.1 per cent fell short of both the
plan target of 8 per cent and the
actual growth rate o f 8.7 per cent
in 1983/84. Shortages o f local and
imported raw materials, frequent
disruptions in
power supply,
despite rapid growth of electricity
and gas output in 1984/85, and
weak internal demand were among
the major factors affecting the performance o f the industrial sector.
The growth o f the Bangladesh
economy in the first half o f the
1980s was severely affected by
natural calamities and unfavourable
external demand for its major
export commodities. As a result,
the annual average growth rate of
3.8 per cent in the (real) GDP
estimated for the second plan
period (1980/81 to 1984/85) was
considerably lower than that envisaged in the revised plan, 5.4 per
cent, which itself was only slightly
higher than that actually achieved
in the second half o f the preceding
decade. With an unchanged rate
of population growth, per capita
incomes rose, on the average, by
only 15 per cent annually (Figure
I.4), which not only compared
unfavourably with 25 per cent
achieved during 1975-1980 but was
also considerably lower than that
envisaged in the revised plan.
The main short-term constraint
hindering the growth o f the Bangladesh economy has been a substantial trade deficit, with commodity
exports financing only about a
third of the import bill and consequently an increasing dependence
on foreign loans and grants, and
workers’ remittances to finance the
current account deficit. The recovery in export earnings which began
in 1983/84 was sustained in 1984/

85.
The value of merchandise
exports rose by 19.5 per cent to
$939 million in 1984/85 from
$786 million in 1983/84.
The
growth in export value was mainly
attributed to a temporary rise in
the prices o f jute, jute goods and
tea. However, Bangladesh could
not take full advantage o f the
favourable market, primarily because of supply constraints; the
production of jute and tea declined
in 1984/85. Among non-traditional
items, exports o f ready-made garments registered impressive growth
in 1984/85, rising to $116 million
from $31 million in 1983/84.
Exports o f tobacco and fresh
vegetables also increased moderately.
Government
policies
were
generally geared to providing continued incentives to exports. The
taka was depreciated further by 8.4
per cent in relation to the United
States dollar between July 1984
and June 1985, lowering the
exchange rate to Tk 27.50 per
dollar in June 1985, and a floating
exchange rate regime was maintained with a trade-weighted basket
o f major currencies (with the
United States dollar as intervention
currency). Entitlements under the
Export
Performance
Benefit
Scheme were further expanded and

made more attractive for export
products with higher value added.
Concessional export credit, duty
drawback, as well as income tax
rebate on export income and lower
import duty on capital equipment
for export industries were continued in 1984/85.
Bangladesh received some relief
for the losses suffered as a result of
steep fall in the prices of its
commodity exports since 1980/81.
Apart from the short-term balanceof-payments support received under
the IMF Compensatory Financing
Facility, it is likely to benefit from
a decision by EEC to extend the
STABEX scheme under the Lome
Convention to all least developed
countries.
The establishment of
the International Jute Organization
in Dhaka in early 1984 was a
welcome development in commodities, though financial difficulties
hamper the implementation of R
and D projects in jute. For various
reasons, Bangladesh has derived
very little benefit from the recent
improvements in GSP schemes.
Among other factors, quotas and
other restraints imposed by the
United States, Canada and EEC on
textile imports from Bangladesh are
important threats to the growth of
this nascent industry, which can
potentially provide substantial em-

Figure I.4. Selected developing South Asian economies. Annual percentage change in real GDP per capita, 1982-1985
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ployment, especially for women.
Remittances from Bangladeshis
working abroad have become an
important
source
of import
financing. Remittances increased
rapidly from $384 million in
1981/82 to $628 million in
1982/83 and were equivalent to
27 per cent of the import bill in
that year. The volume of remittances rose with high net emigration and incentives in the form of
a premium on transfers under the
Wage Earners’ Scheme. However,
with a slow-down in development
activities in the Gulf States,
workers’ remittances declined to
$552 million in 1983/84 and were
not expected to be above $400
million in 1984/85.
Merchandise imports increased
by 13.6 per cent in nominal terms
to $2,674 million in 1984/85 from
$2,353 million in 1983/84. The
increase in imports is almost entirely accounted for by food grains,
fertilizer and petroleum products.
The volume of imports of commodities other than food grains, fertilizer and petroleum products rose
by about 8 per cent in 1984/85 to
satisfy growing demand in the
manufacturing and service sectors.
There is considerable uncertainty
about means for financing the
import programme for 1985/86
because of bleak prospects for an
increase in exports and workers’
remittances. The present estimate
of imports is $2,775 million, projected on a significant rise in production
and
investment and
increased
flows
of
external
assistance.
For 1985/86, the official target
for growth in GDP is 5.5 per cent.
Some of the non-agricultural
sectors are expected to grow considerably faster than the agricultural sector. Manufacturing output,
for example, will probably grow by
7.5 per cent, and electricity and
gas by 16.0 per cent. In addition,
there should be a considerable
revival in construction activity.
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Growth in agricultural output is
expected to come from an increase
in the production of food grains
by 4 per cent to 16.5 million tons,
in jute by 26 per cent to 5.8 million
bales and considerable increases in
the output of other major crops.
Some easing of supply constraints
and a turnaround in domestic
demand are likely to lead to higher
capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector. Construction activity
should rebound as public and
private investments pick up.
It is too early to judge whether
the modest GDP growth target for
1985/86 will be realized.
The
prospects for growth in agriculture
look favourable; the current year’s
jute crop has exceeded the planned
target. However, so far the main
crop has not had to withstand
unfavourable weather conditions.
Export earnings this year are likely
to be lower because of a sharp fall
in the prices o f jute and tea. The
decline in export earnings, along
with depleted foreign exchange
reserves, will make financing of
imports difficult, especially if net
disbursement o f foreign aid, particularly commodity aid, is not
increased.
Shortages of credit,
particularly foreign loans, will
undoubtedly restrict private investment. The level o f public sector
investment in nominal terms is
likely to remain at the 1984/85
level.
The small land-locked and
mostly mountainous least developed country, Bhutan, has largely
recovered from the set-back to its
growth in 1982/83, when GDP
grew by only 2.2 per cent, mainly
because o f the drought which
affected agricultural production.
In 1983/84 and 1984/85, GDP in
real terms grew by 6.5 and 6.7 per
cent, with a recovery in agricultural output which accounted for
60 per cent o f GDP in 1980/81.
While Bhutan has pursued the
path o f planned development of its
resources to raise the living stand-

ards of its people, the policies
adopted have been cautious and
have aimed at maintaining a balance
between economic growth and the
preservation of its basic social and
cultural value system. The acceleration of growth has not been easy
owing to deficiencies in physical
infrastructure, especially in power,
transport and human resource
development. The power constraint
is likely to be eased in western
Bhutan with the commissioning of
the Chukha hydroelectric project,
bringing along with it a substantial
increase in government revenues.
Despite extensive road construction, high transport costs continue
to constrain development efforts.
The shortage of indigenous labour
has been alleviated to some extent
by the import of skilled and unskilled labour from neighbouring
countries.
Bhutan’s limited export base
and rising import needs for development have resulted in current
account deficits of about 30 per
cent of GDP in the 1980s. However, in view of the generous
foreign aid receipts which have not
been fully utilized because of difficulties in stepping up public investment arising from constraints
imposed by inadequate infrastructure, it has been possible to
accumulate substantial reserves of
convertible foreign exchange.
The economy of Burma has
continued on a path of steady
growth, averaging 5.7 per cent
during the first three years of its
fourth four-year plan, launched in
1982/83. In 1984/85, the growth
rate accelerated to 6.6 per cent.
Growth in the industrial sector was
12.4 per cent, the highest in recent
years (Table I.11). The rate of
growth in agriculture has remained
consistently above 5 per cent since
1981 but the average annual growth
rate during 1981-1985 was 1.5 percentage points lower, compared
with 7.1 per cent in the 1976-1980
period. Growth has been especially

marked in paddy, owing to the systematic application o f new seed
varieties, fertilizer and pesticides.
Agriculture, including forestry,
livestock and fishery, provides the
mainstay of the economy. It not
only accounts for 38 per cent of
GDP but also provides employment
to two thirds of the labour force
and generates 75 per cent of
earnings from exports, with rice
and teak contributing 40 and 25
per cent, respectively of total
exports.
Industry contributes
about 16 per cent of GDP, o f which
60 per cent is generated in the
public sector.
In recent years,
public sector industrial investment
has expanded at a fast pace, providing considerable stimulus to industrial growth. The service sector,
largely informal and low in productivity, accounts for the remaining 46 per cent of GDP (Figure I.5).
Burma’s external trade and
balance of payments have suffered
recently because o f its narrow
export base and the fall in the price
of rice, its principal export. Its low
level o f exports of oil was also
eroded in the early 1980s. The
volume of exports grew by 8.5 per
cent per annum between 1981/82
and 1984/85, but was more than
offset by the decline in prices. The
terms of trade during these three
years declined at the rate of 8.9 per
cent per annum.5
As a result,
Burma’s overall balance o f payments deteriorated from a surplus
of $33 million in 1980/81 to a
deficit of $103 million in 1982/83.
The deterioration in the balance of
payments has forced Burma to
borrow in the international capital
market and has increased the debtservice burden earnings in recent
years.
The government’s target for
5

Report to the Pyithu Hluttaw
on the Financial, Economic and Social
Conditions o f the Socialist Republic
o f the Union o f Burma for 1985/86
(Rangoon, Ministry
Finance, 1985).

of Planning and

Figure I.5. Selected developing South Asian economies. Average sectoral
shares of GDP at constant prices, 1976-1980 and 1984-1985
Bangladesh 1976-1980
1984-1985
Burma

1976-1980
1984-1985

India

1976-1980
1982-1983

Maldives

1981-1982
1982-1984

Nepal

1976-1980
1984-1985

Pakistan

1976-1980
1984-1985

Sri Lanka

1976-1980
1984-1985

(Percentage)

growth in GDP in 1985/86, the
fourth year of the fourth four-year
plan, is 6.9 per cent, with 5.1 per
cent in agriculture, 13.8 per cent in
mining and 14.1 per cent in manufacturing. Its realization is predicated upon improvements in the
price o f rice and other exports,
better performance in public sector
enterprises and some easing of debtservice burdens to permit the
financing o f severely needed
imports o f capital and intermediate
goods. Over the medium term a
considerable
diversification
of
exports and some revival in commodity prices, along with improved
performance in public enterprises in
mining and manufacturing, appear
essential for success in sustaining
high growth in the Burmese
economy.
After a strong performance in
1983, when GDP in real terms grew
at 7.4 per cent in India, the growth
of the economy moderated in
1984. While the growth rate of
about 4.0 per cent in 1984 was
above the long-term average of 3.5
per cent since 1960, it was significantly lower than the average
growth rate of 4.5 per cent in the
1980-1984 period and the targeted

growth rate of 5.0 per cent in GDP
in 1985.
The slow-down was
accounted for mainly by slower
growth in agriculture, which contributes about 40 per cent of GDP
and remains subject to the vagaries
of the weather although to a considerably smaller extent than
earlier.
The rate of growth of
agriculture in 1984 fell to 1 per
cent as a result o f poor monsoons,
in contrast to an 11 per cent
growth in 1983 when it had
recovered remarkably from the
previous year’s severe drought.
Industrial output, helped by a 13
per cent increase in energy production, grew about 5.5 per cent in
1984, while the service sector grew
about 5-5.5 per cent. (See Box I.5
overleaf).
The somewhat modest growth
in 1984 amid the turbulence and
transition in the political sphere
was itself a considerable achievement. The fall off in the growth
rate was accompanied by deceleration in the rate of inflation as
upward pressure on prices began to
ease after mid-August 1984. There
was some renewed pressure on
prices after the announcement of
increases in the prices of petroleum
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Box I.5.

India: on the road to sustained high grow th?

Economic growth in India in
recent years, especially since 1980, has
improved markedly, although the
average growth rate for the period
1980-1985 is still below 5 per cent.
The gain of about 1.5 percentage
points in the average annual growth
rate over that which prevailed between
1960 and 1980 (a period often characterized as that of “growth stagnation”)
has reinforced the expectation that
India’s growth rate can be significantly
stepped up in the medium and the long
term. The recently announced seventh
five-year plan (1985-1990) hasa target
of an annual increase of 5 per cent in
GDP, on the average, during the plan.
The higher GDP growth rate during the
first half of the current decade has
yielded an annual rate of growth of 2
per cent in income per capita during
1980-1985. This rate is double that
during the previous two decades.
A number of factors in recent
years have significantly changed the
perceptions about India’s growth
prospects, which many in the past had
considered as rather unpromising.
Among the most hopeful developments
in the Indian economy has been the
performance in the agricultural sector.
India has not only achieved a remarkable degree of self-sufficiency in food
grains, but has also attained the capacity to export while stocks have
burgeoned. More important, agricultural production has become less
sensitive to changes in weather. The
growing resilience of India’s agriculture
was evident from the fact that in
1984/85, despite a lean monsoon
season, production levels were maintained at the level of the previous
year’s bumper food crop and there was
record high production in cash crops
such as jute and cotton.
The high rate of growth in agricultural production in India in recent
years has been partly the reflection of
the resumption of rise in yields in the
two major crops, wheat and rice, which
had slowed down in the 1970s. The
annual average rate of growth o f wheat
yields rose to 4.4 per cent during 19811984, compared with 2.2 per cent
during 1971-1980 and 3.5 per cent
during 1951-1970. The corresponding
figures for growth in rice yields were
3.0, 1.8 and 2.6 per cent, respectively.
An increased area under irrigation,
more extensive use of fertilizer and
greater availability of credit to the
farmers were among the factors which
brought about these significant improvements in yields and total output.
However, considerable room for im-
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provement remains in the agricultural
sector. Agricultural growth has been
largely imbalanced, being confined
mainly to wheat and rice in terms of
crops and with a high degree of
regional concentration.
It is, however, in the pace and
efficiency of industrial production that
a much greater degree of improvement
is necessary for India to break the past
stagnation in growth rates and to
sustain them at a level which enables
rapid increases in per capita incomes.
During the sixth plan period (19801985), the average annual rate of
growth of industrial production was
5.5 per cent. The rate of growth of
manufacturing
production,
which
accounts for over 80 per cent of total
industrial production, was, however,
1 percentage point lower than the
growth in average industrial production. The low recorded rates of growth
of industry are, however, partly due to
an underestimation of output in smallscale units whose number has increased
threefold between
1973/74 and
1984/85.
The slow growth of industrial,
especially manufacturing, production
in India has been attributed to several
factors,
including
infrastructural
constraints, especially in electric power
generation and transport, a slow
growth in effective demand, both
domestic and external, and inadequate
development in technology. There is
increasing evidence, however, that
these impediments to industrial growth
are beginning to be overcome and will
exercise a less restraining effect on
industrial growth in the future. There
seems to be a general easing of the
infrastructural constraints as a result of
increase in energy supplies in recent
years.
Between 1977 and 1982,
infrastructural bottle-necks (comprising
electricity output, coal production and
movement of railway freight wagons)
are estimated to have caused a loss in
industrial output of 5 to 8 per cent per
year.3 Since 1984/85, however, there
has been a considerable improvement
in the growth of infrastructure output,
especially electricity and the movement of railway freight wagons.
The problem of lack of effective
demand as an explanation of low rates
of growth in the Indian economy has
aroused considerable debate among
Indian economists.
It has been
invoked to explain the apparent puzzle
of increasing rates of savings (rising
from 10 per cent in the 1950s to
around 22 per cent of GNP in 1984/85)
having little impact on the growth rate

of the Indian economy and causing a
considerable rise in the capital-output
ratio. The explanation offered is that
incremental growth of output is
inequitably distributed in favour of the
higher income groups whose pattern of
consumption is biased in favour of
capital-intensive goods and that such
re-distributive effects narrow the
market for manufactured goods.
Although the debate has not been
conclusive, it has pointed to the need
for more vigorous distributive policies,
especially for increasing employment.b
A more recent perception of the
cause of the slow growth of Indian
industry is related to its limited absorption of new technology.c The factors
contributing to the technological lag in
Indian industry are to a large extent
related to the regulatory environment
in which much of India’s industrialization took place. However, the role of
technological development is much
more clearly realized now and underlies the seventh five-year plan’s
stipulated target of increasing the rate
of industrial growth to 8 per cent per
annum, as compared with 5.5 per cent
per annum during the sixth plan period
(1980-1985).
A number of measures have recently been taken by the Government to
upgrade technology and revitalize
growth in the industrial sector through
the liberalization of licensing procedures and the minimization of physical
controls. These include permission for
foreign firms to operate in areas from
which they had been kept out so far
and the creation of a competitive environment through liberalization of trade
policies. For example, to reduce the
scope of discretionary controls and
encourage optimum capacity utilization, a policy of “broad-banding”
product categories was introduced in
the case of automobiles and was later
extended to other industries.

a S. Madhur and P. Roy, A Small
Macro-econometric Model for India
Incorporating Infrastructural Bottleneck (New Delhi, The Policy Group,
May 1985) (mimeographed).
b S. Chakravarty, “Aspects of
India’s development strategy for the
1980s,” Economic and Political Weekly
(Bombay), vol XIX, Nos. 20-21,19-26
May 1984.
c Ashok Desai, “The slow rate of
industrialization: a second look,” “Economic and Political Weekly (Bombay),
vol. XIX, Nos 31-33, August 1984.

products in March 1985. For the
fiscal year, as a whole, the inflation
rate, based on the weekly average
o f the wholesale price index, was
7.4 per cent compared with 8.9 per
cent in fiscal 1983.
The Indian balance-of-payments situation showed continued
improvement in 1984, with the
trade deficit remaining below $6
billion and the current account
deficit contained within $2.5
billion, as in 1983. A significant
development in the financing of the
balance-of-payments deficit was the
considerable increase in private
borrowing, which rose from $366
million in 1982 to $528 million in
1983 and $844 million in 1984.
This increased the share of commercial borrowing from about 10 per
cent of the current account deficit
at the beginning o f the decade to
about 30 per cent in 1984. Gross
disbursements o f commercial loans
reached a level greater than $1
billion in 1985. In view of the
increased requirements of foreign
savings for financing higher growth
targets in the seventh plan and the
diminished prospects for ODA
available to India, this proportion
is likely to rise further. As a result,
the debt-service ratio may rise to a
much higher level than at present .6
The increase in India’s external
borrowings at commercial, rather
than concessional terms, is a cause
for concern rather than comfort.
The fact that India is able to
borrow commercially on a scale it
was unable to do a decade earlier
6

According to available estimates.
the 5 per cent GDP growth target in
the seventh plan will require almost
doubling the capital inflow required in
the sixth plan, which amounted to a
total of $17.5 billion.
Since the
available ODA is expected not to
exceed $2.5 billion per annum, India
may have to resort to commercial
borrowing to the extent of $4.5 billion
per annum, which might take India’s
debt-service ratio to over 25 per cent
by the end of the seventh plan, compared with the currently modest level
of only 15 per cent.

bespeaks its increased creditworthiness, which it has earned by pursuing prudent policies o f growth and
development over a number of
years. However, access to commercial borrowing has become
available to India at a time when
its cost in real terms is much higher
and when the banks and other
commercial institutions do not find
many other developing countries
which can afford to borrow at such
high cost. The disproportionate
rise in debt-service burdens which
increased
reliance on
private
borrowing is likely to bring about,
rather than the rise in total borrowings, is a cause for considerable
concern in India. It will, therefore,
have to tread with extreme care the
path o f transition from borrower
mainly on concessional terms to
one mainly on commercial terms,
in incremental stages, in order to
avoid the dangers o f a sharp and
sudden transition. In borrowing
such large sums, it will have to
choose a judicious mix of instruments and sources o f borrowing,
including
trade-related
credits.
Increased international efforts to
augment the flow of concessional
assistance would greatly attenuate
the risks o f future debt-servicing
difficulties.
As a result o f considerable
diversification of the economy, the
growth of GDP in Maldives began
to revive again after 1982, when
the slump in the shipping industry
caused a fall of 8.1 per cent in
GDP. Although the slump in shipping has continued in subsequent
years, growth in other sectors was
high enough to offset the shipping
losses and to accelerate the growth
of the economy. After recovering
by 5.9 per cent in 1983, real GDP
rose by 17.8 per cent in 1984 and
showed an increase o f 11.2 per cent
over that in 1981.
Real GDP,
excluding shipping, has been rising
at about 10 per cent per annum
since 1982. Real GNP is about one
fourth lower than GDP, owing to

high net income transfers abroad.
As a result, GNP fell by 10 per cent
in 1983 and rose by only 22 per
cent in 1984, with a net increase
of 12 per cent over the two years.
Much of the increase in income
has been generated by the service
sector, especially tourism and
public services. The primary sector,
mainly fisheries, has had slow
growth and output has fluctuated
from year to year. In 1984, the
fish catch was 38.8 thousand tons
compared with 38.5 thousand tons
in 1983 and 30.3 thousand tons in
1982, and the volume of exports
increased but prices remained
depressed. Efforts to increase the
catch of fish by ensuring regular
fuel supplies for fishing boats in
different atolls and to increase the
value added in fish processing were
likely to generate more stable
incomes from this rich resource,
which provides livelihood to more
than three fourths o f the population.
The manufacturing sector is
still small, although growth has
been high. In order to provide
employment and income to the
population in the widely scattered
atolls, efforts have been made to
establish them outside the Male
region.
Construction activities,
which contribute about 8 per cent
of GDP, have also been growing at a
high rate.
The slump in world shipping
has affected Maldives adversely in
recent years. Its shipping fleet was
gradually halved between 19811984; deadweight tonnage, cargoes
carried and gross shipping revenues
have similarly declined. The future
of tramp shipping is uncertain and
a revival seems unlikely in the near
future.
Receipts from tourism have
been adversely affected, largely as
the overspill of the communal disturbances in Sri Lanka and the
limitation on duty-free imports by
Indian tourists imposed by their
Government.
Tourist receipts
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stagnated in 1983 but have picked
up since 1984. Increased direct
flights to Male and the increase in
the number of tourists from
Australia, Japan and South-East
Asia, have favourably affected
tourist receipts in 1984 and 1985.
In 1985, the growth of the
economy continued to be strong
and GDP was expected to have
grown by about 10 per cent.
Tourism and fishing provided the
main sources of GDP growth, with
favourable effects on other sectors.
Construction
activities
were
stimulated by the increase in
government expenditure on infrastructure, including housing, water,
sanitation, roads and ports.
The deficit in the current
account on the balance o f payments, which rose sharply by $5.1
million in 1983, narrowed by $1.8
million to $22.0 million in 1984,
mainly owing to an improvement in
tourism receipts. Foreign exchange
expenditure has grown annually by
about $10 million between 1981
and 1984, from $50.6 million to
$79.8
million, while foreign
exchange receipts (including grants)
have risen from $30.4 million to
$57.4 million during the same
period. The balance-of-payments
deficit
has been increasingly
financed by inflows o f private
capital which rose to $22.4 million
(gross inflow) in 1984.
The rate of growth of real GDP
in Nepal doubled in 1984 to 7.4 per
cent from the average rate of
growth achieved during 1981/82
and 1982/83, the GDP in the latter
being severely affected owing to the
drought and showing a decline of
1.4 per cent over that in the
previous year.
The agricultural
growth rate in 1984 was 8.7 per
cent, while non-agricultural growth
also increased by 5.5 per cent,
following only a nominal growth
in 1983. GDP growth in 1985 was,
however,
again
affected
by
unfavourable weather conditions in
the form o f unseasonable winter
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rains, reducing the real GDP growth
to below 3 per cent.
The external payments position of Nepal has also fluctuated
with its performance in the agricultural sector. In 1984, along with
the improvement in agricultural
output, Nepal’s exports increased
by 28 per cent (owing largely to
the recovery of rice and other agricultural exports) and imports
declined by about 18 per cent
(owing to a sharp fall in droughtinduced imports of food grains).
The improvement in the merchandise balance was partially offset by
some fall in net earnings from
services and private transfers.
Nevertheless, the current account
deficit narrowed to the equivalent
o f 6 per cent of GDP in 1984,
compared with 9 per cent in 1983.
Notwithstanding
the
improved
balance-of-payments position, gross
official international reserves continued to decline in 1983/84.
The balance-of-payments position
further deteriorated during 1984/
85 and reserves fell further.
To keep agricultural production rising above the population
growth rate and to keep the food
supplies available to remote hill
areas are major objectives of
Nepal’s economic policies.
The
raising of standards of living,
however, requires productive investments in both agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. In view o f the
declining trend in external assistance,
Nepal
has
undertaken
significant policy measures to
improve internal resource mobilization and to correct the imbalance
in the current account of the
balance of payments. As a result
of both improved agricultural supplies
and
improved
demand
management
policies, inflation
moderated to 8 per cent in 1984,
about half the level in 1983.
Pakistan’s economy in 1984
regained the momentum which
had been lost because of the decline
in agricultural production in the

previous year and the debilitating
effects of a fall in remittances
which have been a major source of
its growth in recent years. The
growth rate in GDP, which had
fallen below 4 per cent in 1983/84,
rebounded to 8.4 per cent in
1984/85, propelled mainly by
high growth in agriculture and a
revival of industry under the impact
of new policies. The growth rate
o f GNP was, however, only about
7.4 per cent owing to the decline in
remittances. In 1985/86, the GDP
was likely to grow by 6.5 per cent
with the growth in industrial sector
providing the main impetus.
Output in agriculture grew by
10 per cent, recovering from the
loss in the previous year, when
output fell by 6.1 per cent. Output
in the main food crop, wheat,
remained stagnant at 11 million
tons, the same as in fiscal 1983/84.
This was more than compensated
for by a bumper cotton crop after
the crop’s failure in the previous
year and by high growth in other
crops.
The industrial sector
achieved a growth rate o f 7.9 per
cent, continuing a remarkable
resurgence in this sector, which has
recorded growth at an average rate
o f about 9 per cent per annum
since the beginning of this decade.
The service sector grew at 8.0 per
cent, slightly above the average
growth rate in the last five years.
As a result of slow growth in the
agricultural sector, its share in GDP
declined from 32.2 per cent in
1976-1980 to 26.3 per cent in
1984, largely in favour of the industrial sector which at present outranks agriculture in contributing to
GDP; the service sector has further
increased its share at the expense
of commodity producing sectors.
(Figure I .5).
Pakistan’s balance of payments
was under considerable pressure in
1984/85, with both merchandise
exports receipts and remittances
falling below those o f the previous
year by 5 and 10 per cent, respec-

tively. Imports grew by only 2 3
per cent in 1984. As a result, the
increase in the trade gap was 8 per
cent higher than in the previous
year and rose to $3.6 billion in
1984/85. The increase in the trade
deficit coupled with the reduction
in the invisibles balance surplus,
largely owing to the decline in
remittances, worsened the current
account balance to a $1.7 billion
deficit in 1984/85 from $1.0 billion
in 1983/84. In 1985/86, considerable improvement in the external
sector is expected in view o f the
continued
recovery
in
both
merchandise exports and remittances.
Pakistan’s external resource
requirements have traditionally
been met mainly by official loans
and grants from a variety of
sources. In recent years, resort has
increasingly had to be made to
commercial sources. Commitments
of official assistance, consisting
primarily of bilateral concessional
loans and grants and of multilateral
concessional loans, have amounted
to about $2.2 billion in 1984/85,
representing an increase of 18 per
cent over the previous year. A
slightly higher level of official
assistance is likely to be available
in 1985 and the following two
years. This higher level of aid is
making an important contribution
to Pakistan’s structural adjustment
efforts and other requirements of
external capital.
Pakistan has been a latecomer
to commercial borrowing, which
still remains at a low level. Pakistan
began borrowing on commercial
terms in 1979 to avert the financial
crisis following the second oil
shock.
Most of the loans were
short term in the beginning, but
with the improvement in Pakistan’s
standing in international capital
markets, medium- and long-term
loans, totalling about $1.7 billion,
were obtained during 1978-1983.
Although the maturity of its commercial loans has increased, the

terms of commercial borrowing
available to Pakistan have remained
relatively harsh, with interest rates
averaging about 0.7 per cent over
London Interbank Offer Rate.
Both the requirements of
external aid which exceeds available
concessional assistance and the
readiness o f creditors to lend
indicate the likelihood o f an
increase in dependence on commercial loans in coming years. The
share of commercial loans in total
disbursed and outstanding public
external debt was less than 10 per
cent at the end o f 1983. The
dominance of concessional assistance has kept Pakistan’s debt
profile relatively low compared
with that of other low-income
Asian borrowers, both in average
maturity and interest cost.
If
Pakistan continues its efforts to
enhance
its
creditworthiness
through increased exports, stable
receipts from remittances and
prudent financial management, it
will be able to obtain and service
the increased commercial borrowings.
Larger borrowing on
commercial terms will be necessary
to compensate for the continued
unfavourable climate for concessional assistance expected to prevail
in the near future.
The inflationary pressures which
were built up in 1983 owing to
the decline in agricultural production accompanied by excess
liquidity interrupted the steady
decline in prices that had characterized Pakistan’s growth since
1980.
In 1984, however, the
inflation rate moderated somewhat,
though it did not recover to the
levels achieved in the recent past.
A major contributory cause of
inflation was the substantial depreciation in the foreign exchange
value of the Pakistani rupee during
1984/85. The impact of some of
the proposals introduced in the
new budget presented in June
1985, such as indexation of civil
servants’ salaries, liberal income

taxation measures and increased
indirect taxes has also been
inflationary.
A
significant
new
fiscal
measure in the 1985/86 budget was
the floating o f Special National
Fund Bonds to mop up “black
money” . A similar measure to
attract accumulated savings of
Pakistani
workers abroad was
through
the sale of Foreign
Exchange
Bearer Certificates.
Although the response to both has
been good and the target of PRs 5
billion for the sale of bonds has
reportedly been exceeded by about
threefold, their net effect on
resource mobilization is uncertain.
The bond purchases have been
financed by allowing bank borrowings up to 75 per cent of the
purchase value of the bonds,
without regard to ceilings laid down
for credit expansion by the banking
system.
This is likely to have
inflationary effects which would
erode some of the real value of the
funds mobilized through the sale of
bonds.
To the extent that the
sales of Foreign Exchange Bearer
Certificates may adversely affect
the future level of remittances,
the net gain is likely to be reduced.
Even so, however, these measures
are likely to result in a substantial
mobilization
of
savings
for
financing development expenditures, which are expected to rise
by 20.6 per cent during 1985/86.
Despite continuing civil strife
and the vulnerability o f its economy to changes in external demand
and to variability in the weather,
the Sri Lankan economy has
maintained a consistent growth rate
o f 5.0 per cent or more in GDP
since 1982.
The unfavourable
factors have caused its growth to
be distinctly below potential, yet
the country has largely been able
to avoid any significant fall in
output.
In 1984, GDP grew by 5.1
per cent, spurred on by a 9.2 per
cent growth in industrial output
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and strong recovery in tea production. Tea output grew by 16.2
per cent after two years of successive decline caused by drought,
low prices in world markets and
general stagnation in the tree crop
sector. The rise in tea prices in late
1983,
which was maintained
through 1984, along with readjustments to the tax structure and
government efforts to rehabilitate
the tree crop sector with management reforms, substantially improved opportunities for higher tea
production.
The value added in the agricultural sector, on the whole, however,
declined marginally by 0.5 per cent
in 1984, the strong recovery in tea
production notwithstanding. The
main crops that were adversely
affected were paddy and coconut,
whose output fell by 3.5 and 7.0
per cent, respectively, while the
output of rubber grew by 3.7 per
cent after a strong recovery in
1983.
The fall in paddy output
was due to poor weather, and this
drop interrupted the healthy progress towards self-sufficiency in
rice.
Imports during 1984
amounted to 40,000 tons o f rice,
equivalent to about 2 per cent of
total annual consumption.
The exceptionally high growth
in manufacturing in 1984 was
partly the direct result of the
increase in tea production, as
indicated by the 9.0 per cent
growth in the export processing
subsector. The acceleration in the
growth of manufacturing output in
1984 was also helped by an improvement in energy supplies, the
shortage of which had seriously
constrained industrial output in
previous years. The commissioning
of some hydroelectric plants in the
Mahaweli project enabled increased
capacity utilization in 1984. A
part of the increase in manufacturing output was to satisfy more
buoyant export demand, especially
for
garment
exports,
which
increased by 47 per cent.
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Since early 1985, prospects for
growth in Sri Lanka have worsened
somewhat; yet the GDP growth of
5.0 per cent per annum is likely to
be maintained for the fourth year
in succession. The main adverse
factors are lower tea prices in 1985,
while output is likely to remain
unchanged. The performance of
the agricultural sector, as a whole,
however, is likely to improve substantially over that in 1984 owing
to recovery in paddy and coconut
production. The industrial sector
in 1985 is likely to grow at the
rate o f 4-5 per cent, considerably
lower than that achieved in the
previous year.
The continuing ethnic strife in
Sri Lanka has adversely affected
two important areas which have
clouded the overall prospects of the
economy.
First, investment,
especially by the private sector,
has declined sharply since 1983.
The drop in private investment is
partly attributable to the ethnic
problems, which have induced
investors, both domestic and foreign, to adopt a cautious attitude.
The second economic activity
seriously affected by the country’s
ethnic problems has been tourism.
Tourism has continued on a downward trend since 1983. The total
number of tourist arrivals in 1984
dropped to 320,000, from 337,530
in 1983. The Ceylon Tourist Board
projected tourist arrivals to reach
370.000 in 1985.
However, as
tourist arrivals in the first half of
1985 were about 20 per cent lower
than in the corresponding period
last year it is unlikely that the
target was achieved. Receipts from
tourism have also steadily declined
and are unlikely to be higher than
in 1984, when they fell to $115
million from $126.9 million in
1983.
The balance-of-payments situation in 1984 was considerably
stronger than in 1983; the current
account deficit narrowed to $196
million and declined to below 4

per cent o f GDP, the lowest since
1978. Exports increased by $400
million to $1.75 billion, while
imports remained constant at about
$2.1 billion.
Net international
reserves, which had declined since
1980 to be virtually depleted by
1983, rose by $238 million during
1984; at the end of 1984, gross
official reserves stood at about
$600 million, or the equivalent of
3.1 months o f imports. Preliminary
estimates indicate a considerable
deterioration in the balance of
payments in 1985 owing to lower
prices o f tea and the sluggishness of
other exports, although industrial
exports generally continued the
growth evidenced in 1984. The
current account deficit is likely to
have widened to about $500
million in 1985.
B. EAST AND SOUTH-EAST
ASIA
Most economies of East and
South-East Asia were significantly
affected by the slow-down in the
world economy and the sharper
deceleration in growth in world
trade. While in 1984 only the
Philippine economy had registered
a negative growth rate, in 1985
Singapore, which has been one of
the fastest growing economies in
the region, fell into the same
predicament. Hong Kong and the
Republic o f Korea, whose growth
had begun to revive to the levels
attained previous to the 1980-1983
recession, saw their growth rates
whittled down again to around 5
per cent per annum. Indonesia and
Malaysia, the two major exporters
of primary commodities, along with
Brunei Darussalam, saw their
growth rates sharply reduced because of the steep decline in
primary commodity prices, both
oil and non-oil. Thailand, which is
an oil-importing country, suffered
nevertheless, owing to the fall in
the price of rice, sugar, tin and
other commodities as well as to

slower growth in exports of
manufactures than in 1984. Malaysia and Singapore, in particular,
were adversely affected in 1985
by the collapse in the export
demand for electronic components
which had boomed in 1984.
As these difficulties began to
surface, several countries, including
Malaysia and Thailand, concerned
about their current account deficits
and the rising debt burdens, which
were still quite low in comparison
to those in other developing
regions, became more cautious
and rescheduled large projects and
put stricter controls on foreign borrowing. At the same time, most
governments in the subregion tried
to cope with large fiscal deficits by
reducing the public sector’s direct
role in economic activity, often
cutting back substantially on current as well as development expenditure.
The economic fortunes of
Brunei Darussalam which is heavily
dependent on oil and natural gas
production, the mining sector accounting for about 80 per cent of
GDP, have varied largely with the
demand for oil. The economy of
Brunei Darussalam has been adversely affected by the glut in the
world oil market and the consequent
fall in oil prices which continued in
1984. As a result, real GDP growth
in 1984 is estimated to be low at
3.5 per cent compared with 3.8
per cent in 1983. The value of
total exports is estimated to have
fallen from $3,100 million in 1983
to $3,022 million in 1984, a drop
of about 2.5 per cent. The value of
imports continued, however, to
grow at an estimated rate of about
20 per cent in 1984. The comfortable surplus on trade account
fell from $2,229 million in 1983
to $1,977 million in 1984. The
rate of inflation, which had been
falling since 1981, is estimated to
have increased in 1984 at a rate of
about 5 per cent compared with 4
per cent in 1983. With the con-

Table I.12. Selected developing East and South-East Asian economies
Growth rates of GDP at constant prices, 1976-1980 and 1981-1985
(Percentage)
Annual average growth rates
Total
Hong Kong
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

Agriculture

Industry

Services

10.7
8.7
-1.4
3.0
7.5

9.4
9.7

12.3
9.4
2.9
5.1
9.4
5.0

Indonesia
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984b
1985a

2.2

2.1

4 .2
5.8
4.0

4.8
5.9

Malaysia
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

8.6

7.1
5.6
5.9
7.2
5.6

5.5
4.2
7.4
-1.0
3.0
3.4

5.8
4.8
9.3
11.9
6.5

Philippines
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

6.3
3.8
3.0
1.0
4- .6
-4.0

5.4
3.7
3.1
-2.1

4.4
2.4
0.7

0.8

-10.6

5 3.
3.1
3.5
3.6
-2.5

7.6
6.9
5.5
9.5
7.9
5.0

-2.4
24.5
4.1
6.3
0.4

13.0
5.0
6 9.
13.1
10.9

9.8
3 .2
4.8
7.4
7.8

8.7
9.9
6.3
7.9

3.3
0.9
-3.4
-1.8
3.9

Republic of Korea
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

7.9
7.9

Singapore
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

-1.7

Thailand
1976-1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

7.6
6.3
4.1
5.8
6.0
4.0

8.2

4.0
4.9

11.0

8.1

5 2.

4 .6
4 2.

8.7
10.6
6.8

6 .9
6.4
5 9.

9.8

9.1

11.0

1 1.2

3.2
9.8
10.7

8.8

1.0

11.5
3.9
3.0

3.8
3.5

7.0

7 .9
7.6
6.5
6.3
6.7

3.3
6.8

6.8

8.1
8.0

Sources:
National sources and secretariat estimates.
a
Preliminary estimates.
Calculated
b
based on 1980 constant prices while the
other years were based on 1973 constant prices.
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tinuing fall in oil prices in 1985,
the economy o f Brunei Darussalam
is not expected to grow faster in
1985 and 1986 than in 1984.
With the successful conclusion
of the Sino-British Joint Declaration on its political future, the
economy of Hong Kong, which
had earlier successfully recovered
from the recession, regained the
vitality necessary to face the
deteriorating external environment.
There were unmistakable signs that
it was among the few developing
economies in the subregion in 1985
which had enough resilience to continue its growth despite the general
slow-down in world economic activity and the gathering storm of
protectionism on the horizon.
In 1984, Hong Kong recorded
an impressive growth rate of 9.4
per cent in GDP compared with
5.1 per cent in 1983 (Table I.12),
largely as a result of the strong
performance in exports. In real
terms, domestic exports expanded
by nearly 18 per cent and reexports by 30.4 per cent, compared with 14.4 and 15.4 per
cent, respectively, in 1983; total
exports of goods in real terms
expanded by 21.9 per cent in
1984, compared with 14.3 per
cent the previous year.
A number of factors contributed to the impressive growth in
exports: first, the strong upsurge in
the United States import demand
which in 1984 helped absorb 47.8
per cent o f Hong Kong’s domestic
merchandise exports; secondly, the
depreciation of the Hong Kong
dollar in terms of most major currencies, especially the United
States dollar, during most of 1984,
which enhanced the competitiveness of Hong Kong’s domestic
exports; and thirdly, the rapid
expansion of exports to China
stimulated by the recent economic
reforms. The value of domestic
exports to China expanded by 81.3
per cent in 1984, while re-exports
recorded an increase o f 42.8 per
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cent.
The volume o f domestic
exports to China increased by 60
per cent in 1984 and is estimated
to have grown by about 69 per cent
during the first half o f 1985. The
rapid and continuous expansion of
exports to China stood in sharp
contrast to the falling growth in
exports to other major trade
partners. Domestic exports to the
United Stales fell, for instance, by
11 per cent in real terms and 6
per cent in value terms during the
second half o f 1984. As a result,
the growth rate of domestic exports
started to decline significantly in
the second quarter of 1984 and
continued to do so in 1985.
Recent economic indicators
point towards a marked slow-down
in the economy of Hong Kong in
1985 and a further deceleration in
1986. Real GDP growth in 1985 is
estimated to be in the range of
4.5-5.0 per cent. With a further
slow-down in the growth of world
trade in 1986, overall GDP growth
was not expected to be more than
4.5 per cent in that year. The
major factor affecting growth of
the Hong Kong economy in 1985
was the sharp decline in the growth
rate of exports. Weaker external
demand, in particular from the
United States economy, tightening
protectionist regulations in importing countries and the appreciation
of the Hong Kong dollar against the
currencies caused a considerable
slackening in export growth. This
trend was already apparent towards
the end of 1984.
The fast pace of growth of
domestic exports collapsed during
the first half of 1985, with a
decline in volume o f 6 per cent and
in value o f 4 per cent. Real
domestic exports might not have
grown at all over the whole year in
1985.
Total exports, however,
continued to grow, albeit at a
much slower pace than in 1984, as
re-exports recorded a rapid expansion o f 36 per cent in real terms
and 41 per cent in value in the first

half o f 1985. Both in domestic
exports and re-exports, it is the
continued strong demand from
China which has sustained Hong
Kong’s exports. The total growth
rate o f volume of exports in 1985
was probably half that recorded in
1984, i.e. not more than 10 per
cent.
The growth momentum in the
economy of Indonesia considerably
accelerated in 1984, with an
estimated 5.8 per cent real increase in GDP which followed the
rather slow rates of recovery of
4.2 per cent in 1983 and 2.2 per
cent in 1982.7 The main factors
behind this impressive performance
were
the resurgence in the
agricultural sector, sound policies
of economic management and the
recovery in the economies of Indonesia’s main trade partners.
Following the sharp weakening
of the international oil markets and
the decline in oil prices in 1982,
Indonesia undertook a series of
stabilization and adjustment measures which removed major structural disequilibrium and helped
to strengthen the balance of payments, restore price stability and
improve
resource mobilization.
Besides tight monetary and fiscal
policies and an austerity budget
in 1984, these measures included a
reduction in government subsidies,
in particular on fuel, a large-scale
rephasing of the public sector
investment programme, a devaluation of the Indonesian rupiah from
703 to 970 per United States dollar
in March 1983, a major financial
sector reform in June 1983,
simplified licensing procedures and
an overhaul o f the tax system,
including the introduction of a
value added tax in 1983 and 1984.
As a result, the overall balance of
7

The 1984 growth rate is based on
constant 1983 market prices, whereas
prior to 1984, national accounts are
based on 1973 market prices. The 1984
growth rate would probably be higher if
based on 1973 market prices.

payments registered a record surplus of $1,652 million in 1984, up
from $160 million in 1983. The
merchandise trade surplus jumped
to $5,507 million from $963
million in 1983. The 11.04 per
cent gain in exports in 1984 was
largely due to a 15.6 per cent
increase in non-oil exports and a
38.3 per cent increase in petroleum
gas shipments. Expressed in United
States dollars, the value of exports
of petroleum oil and oil bituminous
crude decreased by 12.3 per cent in
1984. At the same time, austerity
measures and weak investment
demand resulted in a drop in the
f.o.b. value of imports by 17.8
per cent.
The economic reforms did have
some adverse short-run effects
on fixed investment.
In constant market prices, gross domestic
fixed capital formation in 1984
declined by about 7.1 per cent
compared with that in 1983. With
both private and public consumption expenditure growing slowly at
4.8 and 4.2 per cent, respectively,
growth in 1984 originated largely
in the external sector, with strong
growth in exports accompanied by
a substantial decline in the growth
of imports. Growth in manufacturing industries remained sluggish,
with a real growth rate of 5.6 per
cent in 1984. Activity in the construction sector actually fell by 1.5
per cent as a consequence of the
austerity measures, especially the
fall in investment. Slow growth
in these sectors has led to some
concern about employment prospects in the medium term. The
performance of the agricultural
sector improved remarkably as a
result of policy reforms. Following
a good year in 1983, agriculture
grew even faster in 1984, at a rate
of 5.9 per cent. Rice production
increased by 7.6 per cent in 1984,
following 5.1 per cent growth in
1983. Self-sufficiency in rice could
thus be achieved. The Government
continued to pursue a cautious

budgetary policy in 1984. The
1984/85 budget was intended to be
only very mildly expansionary.
However, actual development expenditure in 1984 was only 0.5
per cent higher in nominal terms
than in 1983. Current expenditures
rose by a moderate 12 per cent.
The continued depression in oil
markets and the collapse in the
prices of most of the country’s
primary export commodities caused
a severe set-back to Indonesia’s
growth performance in 1985. This
has been further aggravated by the
decline in the growth of manufactures’ exports owing to a less
favourable
international
trade
environment.
Despite a moderately expansionary 1985/86 budget, with overall government spending planned to
increase by around 12 per cent in
nominal terms and some relaxation
in monetary policy, domestic demand, in particular investment expenditure, remained weak in 1985.
The manufacturing sector remained
relatively depressed, as did the
construction and service sectors.
The agricultural sector is likely to
provide some stimulus to the
economy with another record rice
harvest.
Total exports during the period
January-March 1985 declined by
7.4 per cent compared with the
same period in 1984 but nonpetroleum and non-gas exports increased by 4.2 per cent. The value
of imports declined by 22.6 per
cent during the first quarter of
1985 compared with the figure for
the fourth quarter of 1984. The
current account deficit, which had
shown considerable improvement in
1984, worsened in the first quarter
of 1985 to reach the same level as
in the first quarter of 1984.
On current estimates, it is
likely that growth in the Indonesian
economy in 1985 was 1.5-2.0 per
cent lower in 1985 than in 1984.
Unless oil and commodity markets
stage a major recovery the growth

rate will remain unchanged in
1986.
The recovery in the economy
of Malaysia which started in the
third quarter of 1983 gained
considerable momentum in 1984
resulting in a growth rate of 7.2
per cent in GDP, mainly owing to
a buoyant export sector. Private
domestic demand, in particular
private
investment,
remained
relatively subdued and contributed
only moderately to overall growth
in 1984. With the weakening in
the export stimulus after the third
quarter of 1984, when the
annualized growth rate peaked at
8.5 per cent, the Malaysian economy started to slow down and in
the fourth quarter the growth rate
fell to 6.7 per cent. First quarter
growth in 1985 was estimated on
an annual basis at not more than
4.5-5.0 per cent and overall growth
during the year was likely to be
even lower (Figure I.6 overleaf).
The Malaysian Government
countered the effects of severe
recession in the early 1980s by
following counter-cyclical fiscal
policies and stimulating the economy through increase in public
expenditure and tax cuts. This was
necessary as both export and
domestic private demand, especially
investment demand, had markedly
slackened. However, the countercyclical measures, taken at a time
when government revenue was
falling owing to depressed commodity prices, led to an unprecedented increase in the overall
budgetary deficit, which rose from
15.3 per cent of GNP in 1980 to
23.1 per cent in 1982. At the
same time, the balance of payments on the current account,
which traditionally had been in
surplus, turned into a deficit in
1980 and rose to $M 8.3 billion or
14 per cent of GNP in 1982. As a
result, it became necessary to
pursue vigorous adjustment policies
to reduce the deficits in the budget
and the balance of payments. The
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Figure I.6. Selected developing East and South-East Asian economies.
Annual percentage change in real GDP per capita, 1981-1984
(Percentage)

Federal
Government
sharply
reduced
its
development expenditure and substantially curtailed investment activities of
non-financial public enterprises.
Total expenditure of the Federal
Government, which had been
budgeted to grow at a rate of 5.3
per cent in 1984, declined by 0.3
per cent in the out-turn. Federal
Government development expenditure declined by 19.1 per cent in
1984, while operating expenditure
increased
by
9.2 per cent.
Following a rise in revenue of
9.7 per cent, the overall deficit
declined from 10.8 per cent of
GNP in 1983 to 7.1 per cent in
1984.
Thus, in a clear departure from
the immediately preceding years,
the dominant stimulus to growth in
the Malaysian economy in 1984
came essentially from foreign demand. Exports of goods and nonfactor services expanded by 17.9
per cent in value and 13.6 per cent
in volume. Nominal exports of
manufactured products recorded an
exceptionally high growth rate of
26.1 per cent, fuelled by a 24.7
per cent growth in the export of
electronic components and related
products,
mainly
owing
to
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sustained demand in the United
States. Manufactures accounted for
a record share of 31.3 per cent of
total export earnings in 1984,
against a share of 28.8 per cent in
1983.
A sharp recovery in the
palm oil market resulted in agricultural commodity exports growing
marginally faster in 1984, at a rate
of 12.1 per cent compared with
10.8 per cent in 1983. Despite
declining export receipts for tin and
lower petroleum prices, the export
of minerals increased by 10.4 per
cent in 1984 as a result of larger
volumes o f export of liquefied
natural gas and oil.
Continued
restraint in government expenditure
led to a low growth in merchandise
imports of only 2.9 per cent in
1984, compared with 3.4 per cent
in 1983.
Lower intermediate
imports (in particular petroleum
products) and fewer imports of
certain important capital goods,
such as aircraft and equipment for
the offshore oil industry, accounted
for the slow growth in overall imports. As a consequence of these
developments, the balance of payments, a major source o f concern
in
previous years,
improved
markedly in 1984.
The trade
surplus rose sharply to $M 6.3

billion, a record after the $M 6.9
billion surplus in 1979.
Although during the first
quarter of 1985, exports earnings
remained well sustained at an annual growth rate of 11.1 per cent
compared with 12.7 per cent
in the fourth quarter of 1984,
the growth rate of total exports of
goods and non-factor services is
likely to fall to 3.8 per cent in 1985
from the 13.8 per cent in 1984.
Receipts from all major primary
commodity exports from Malaysia
stagnated in 1985. While exports
of liquefied natural gas were
expected to increase moderately
from the 1984 levels, exports of
petroleum
were
expected to
decline. Finally, the slump in the
electronic goods market
badly
affected
manufactured
goods
exports.
In contrast to all other East
and South-East Asian economies,
which showed robust growth in
1984, the Philippine economy
continued its decline in
1984.
Sharply reduced imports and
austere monetary and fiscal policies
led to a substantial decline in real
output. GDP in real terms fell by
4.6 per cent in 1984 in contrast to
an increase of 1 per cent in 1983.
Sectorally,
while
agriculture
recovered slightly from a 2.1 per
cent fall in output in 1983 to grow
at 0.8 per cent in 1984, real value
added in industry fell by 10.6 per
cent and in the service sector by
2.5 per cent. Net factor income
payments abroad increased sharply
by a further 51.5 per cent from
1,301 million in 1983 to 1,971
million in 1984, largely as a result
of declining remittances from
workers in the Gulf region. GNP in
real terms declined by 5.3 per cent
in 1984 and GNP per capita fell by
7.6 per cent.
Major policy reforms and
stabilization measures implemented
in 1984 aimed at solving the problems of serious disequilibrium in
the balance of payments and the

high inflation which reached a peak
in October 1984 at a rate of 63.8
per cent per annum. First, the
Philippine peso which underwent
a series of depreciations, with its
value falling from an average of
11.22 Philippine pesos to the
United States dollar in 1983 to
16.63 in 1984, was allowed to float
freely in October 1984. Secondly,
in order to provide adequate
incentives to producers and improve supplies, price controls on all
commodities
were
abolished.
Thirdly, with a view to achieving a
sustainable
budgetary
balance,
public investment and consumption
expenditures were cut sharply;
government consumption fell by
9.1 per cent in 1984 in real terms.
At the same time, various reforms
were implemented to improve the
structure and yield of the tax system, raising government revenues in
1984 to 56.9 billion, an increase
of 22 per cent in nominal terms
over the 1983 level. Fourthly, to
improve the trade balance, imports
were severely restrained with tight
controls on credit. The value of
imports contracted by 18.9 per
cent, while exports grew by 7.7
per cent, thereby reducing the
trade gap; the current account
deficit fell by more than 50 per
cent, from $3.0 billion in 1983 to
$1.5 billion in 1984. The substantial decline in the inflow of longterm loans and direct investment
necessitated increased reliance on
short-term capital inflows, which
rose to $623 million in 1984
mainly by taking advantage of
more trade-related credits and
rescheduling payments of some
maturing obligations.
Finally, to combat inflation,
monetary expansion was severely
restricted in 1984, resulting in a
nominal growth rate of only 6.5
per cent in total liquidity or broad
money supply compared with the
rates of 15-20 per cent per annum
during 1980-1983. The effects of
the tight monetary policy were felt

with the sharp deceleration in
rates of inflation during the last
quarter of 1984.
Inflation as
measured by the consumer price
index fell to 50.8 per cent per
annum in December. The inflation
rate decelerated sharply in 1985
and recorded for the first eight
months of the year an average of
27.2 per cent.
The adverse effects of the
financial crisis which confronted
the Philippine economy in 1984
persisted in 1985.
Economic
activity continued to contract in
1985 with strong structural adjustment measures in force. For the
year as a whole, real GNP is likely
to have declined at least by 4 per
cent during 1985, on the basis of
estimates for the first half of the
year, which indicated a decline
of 4.6 per cent in GNP on an
annual basis. The indicators for
the second half of 1985 showed
some further improvement and, if
the trend continues, GNP may
grow by a small margin in 1986.
The five-point recovery programme launched by the Government in 1985 includes measures
for restructuring loans, economic
stabilization, reordering economic
priorities, structural adjustments
and sustenance of social gains.
As a result, there has been considerable improvement in the
balance of payments, the budgetary
position and the inflationary situation, though vigorous efforts
continue to be needed.
The
Philippines secured an IMF standby credit in December 1984, and
the Paris Club and its advisory
committee representing commercial
creditors approved a loan restructuring programme up to December
1986.
The adjustment efforts in
the Philippine economy received
a set-back in 1985 with the deterioration in the international trade
environment and depressed commodity prices.
The value of
merchandise exports fell by 10.8

per cent between January and
June 1985, lower than corresponding period of the previous
year and is estimated to have
declined by 14 per cent by
September 1985.
Traditional
exports declined much faster, by
31.5 per cent during the first half
of 1985.
Merchandise imports
declined by 11.5 per cent during
the period January-June 1985 compared with the same period of the
previous year, and by September
the fall was estimated to have
reached 16 per cent (on an annual
basis). The deficit on the current
account improved substantially.
After the restructuring of loan
repayments, the total balance of
payments is estimated to have
reached a surplus of $2,977 million
during the first eight months of
1985.
In October 1985, the
current
account
deficit
was
estimated at 1.3 per cent of GNP,
compared with 2.9 per cent in
1984.
One of the remarkable achievements o f the stabilization measures
has been the deceleration in the
inflation rate. The annual inflation
rate for January-July 1985 was
down to 34.5 per cent. The rate
decelerated to 18.8 per cent in
July. At year end, the rate was
estimated at 22 per cent.
Growth in the economy of the
Republic o f Korea decelerated considerably in 1984. The growth rate
o f real GNP in 1984 fell to 7.5
per cent from 9.5 per cent in 1983.
However, the slower growth took
place in a more stable and balanced
economy, with inflation at 2.3
per cent, a sound fiscal budget
position and an improved balanceof-payments outlook
The very
rapid growth in the economy
during the first half of 1984 led the
Government to tighten monetary
controls in order to reduce the
growth in imports and avoid
overheating the economy.
Economic
activity slowed down
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markedly during the second half of
1984.
Growth in 1984 was led by
the manufacturing sector which
expanded by 14.6 per cent, up
from 10.9 per cent in 1983.
Export demand, particularly for
transport
equipment,
general
machinery and rubber products,
sustained growth in manufacturing
during the first half of 1984. The
rise in production in transport
equipment was 60.5 per cent, in
electric appliances 33.5 per cent,
in general machinery 26.6 per cent
and in rubber products 27.0 per
cent.
Output in the traditional
manufacturing industry such as
textiles rose much more slowly
(2.4 per cent), while in the leather
products industry, there was a
decline of 0.5 per cent. Output
in the agriculture and construction
sectors was almost stagnant.
Growth in fixed investments
and exports provided further
stimulus to the Korean economy
in 1984, though both grew slower
than in 1983. Spurred by the
strong demand in the United
States, export of goods grew by
9.9 per cent in volume, substantially below the 15.1 per cent
growth in 1983. Service exports
decelerated with the fall in earnings
from overseas construction projects.
Growth in service exports in real
terms was 1.6 per cent. The total
volume o f exports rose by 7.9 per
cent.
Growth in imports decelerated from 9.1 per cent in 1983
to 7.6 per cent in 1984.
Being a net importer of raw
materials, the Republic of Korea
benefited from the decline in
commodity prices, especially oil,
and terms of trade improved by
about 2.1 per cent in 1984. This
improvement
was
helpful in
reducing the trade deficit from
$1,763 million in 1983 to $1,036
million in 1984. Despite the slight
deterioration in the invisibles trade
balance on account of increased
interest payments and decreased
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earnings from construction overseas, the current account deficit
narrowed to $1,396 million in 1984
from $1,632 million in 1983. The
total external debt increased by
$2.7 billion to $43.1 billion in
1984;
the
debt-service
ratio
increased marginally, from 15.7 per
cent in 1983 to 16.5 per cent in
1984. The ratio reached 20.1 per
cent in 1984, if interest on shortterm loans was included.
Tight monetary and fiscal
policies as well as stable import
prices resulted in continued overall
stability in prices. As measured
by the consumer price index, the
inflation rate reached a historical
low o f 2.3 per cent in 1984 compared with 3.4 per cent in 1983.
This improvement was made in
spite of several increases in food
prices consequent upon adverse
weather which reduced the production of key agricultural products.
In the Republic of Korea,
GNP grew at 3.2 per cent during
the first half of 1985. Several
factors accounted for the slowdown from 1984.
External
demand, which was a major source
of growth in 1984, contributed
only marginally during the first half
of 1985. Real exports grew by 0.7
per cent, with merchandise exports
growing at 1.6 per cent. Total
imports grew by 0.4 per cent.
However, during the first half of
the year, the current account
deficit fell substantially to $ 1.0
billion from a $1.4 billion deficit
during the same period in 1984.
The reduced deficit was largely due
to an improvement in the trade
balance as the deficit on invisibles
deteriorated further.
Besides
exports,
the
agriculture
and
construction sectors performed
poorly in 1985, the former because
of a failure of the barley crop, the
second major food grain after rice
in the Republic of Korea.
In the second half of 1985,
growth seems to have accelerated
in response to steps taken to

increase investment and the gradual
depreciation of the won against the
United States dollar. Some easing
of monetary and fiscal policy was
also likely to have provided some
stimulus to the economy during
the second half of 1985. In spite
of this, the Korean economy is not
expected to have achieved an
overall real GNP growth rate of
over 5 per cent in 1985. Provided
exports and investments recover
substantially, GNP growth in 1986
could reach between 5.5-6.0 per
cent.
In 1984, the economy of
Singapore continued to have one of
the highest growth rates in East and
South-East Asia, with real GDP
growing at 8.2 per cent per annum.
By achieving an average rate of
growth of 8 5 per cent during the
period 1980-1984, the economy
had proved itself both tough and
resilient. Per capita income reached
$6,620 in 1983, the highest in Asia
after Japan and Brunei Darussalam.
The main growing sectors in
the economy in 1984 were manufacturing, financial and business
services, and transport and communications (Figure 1.7). The manufacturing sector which accounts
for 20.6 per cent of GDP grew
at 9.5 per cent in 1984. With
61.3 per cent of manufacturing outout being exported, strong export
demand was the major source of
growth in manufacturing. Domestic exports grew by 13.2 per cent,
mainly to satisfy sustained United
States demand for electronic products and components. Domestic
exports to the United States
represented 24 per cent o f exports
and grew by 31.6 per cent in 1984.
Among the fastest-growing domestic exports were those of office
machines, which increased by 264.9
per cent in 1984, on top of a
similar boom in 1983 when they
grew by 214 per cent. Exports of
machinery and transport equipment
represented 33.1 per cent o f total
domestic exports in 1984.

Among the slower growing
domestic exports were mineral
fuels, which represent about 38.6
per cent of exports and grew by
only 4 .5 per cent, following a
decline of 13.6 per cent in 1983.
The export of oil bunkers, which
accounted for 9 per cent of
exports, decreased by 1.5 per cent,
while the export of other manufactures including textiles and small
manufactures such as watches, toys,
etc., which account for 10.5 per
cent of domestic exports, grew by
8.7 per cent.
If re-exports are
included, the total value of the
exports of Singapore grew by
10.4 per cent in 1984, compared
with 5.0 per cent in 1983. In
1984, domestic exports replaced
re-exports as the major source of
growth in total exports.
The manufacturing sector in
Singapore began to run out of
steam by the end of the second
quarter o f 1984. The construction
sector, which was a major engine
of growth during 1979-1984, with
an average annual growth rate of
22 per cent and a share in GDP in
1984 o f 12 per cent, grew by 15.6
per cent during the year, as a
whole. However, growth in construction decelerated sharply during
the last months of 1984, its growth
rate declining by nearly 2 per cent
during the last quarter of the year
and setting in motion a cumulative
recession in the economy. The
service sector, contributing 74.3
per cent of GDP in 1984, had
grown at a rate of 8.0 per cent.
Despite its impressive performance
during the year as a whole, the
Singapore economy started slowing
down substantially during the
fourth quarter of 1984.
The major source of weakness
was in domestic demand. The rates
of growth consumption expenditure and gross domestic fixed
capital formation declined to 4.5
and 5.7 per cent, respectively in
1984, from 7.5 and 8.3 per cent in
1983. The deceleration in invest-

Figure I.7. Selected developing East and South-East Asian economies.
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charges and import duties are included in GDP in Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore.
b Calculated from current price series.
ment growth was particularly
disturbing, especially in manufacturing, where net investment grew
by 1.3 per cent in 1984 compared
with 4.1 per cent in 1983.
With a current account deficit
of $S 2,135.1 million, which was
slightly larger than in 1983, a capital account surplus of $S 5,365.7
million and an overall surplus of
$S 3,230.6 million, a low inflation
o f 2.6 per cent and high sectoral
growth rates, the main indicators
o f the Singapore economy appeared
healthy in 1984. However, a few
danger signals were already apparent.
The sudden change in the
fortunes of the Singapore economy,
in less than one year, from growth
at near double-digit rates for over
two decades to a decline in 1985,
has baffled nearly everyone. The
figures showing this transformation
are indeed striking. Growth in GDP
started to slow down in the third
quarter of 1984 and suddenly
decelerated faster in 1985. Real

GDP growth, which was 2.7 per
cent during the first quarter of
1985 (10.1 per cent for the same
period of 1984), declined by 1.4
per cent during the second quarter
and by 3.5 per cent in the third
quarter. The growth rate during
the first half of the year was 0.6
per cent. Despite some government
intervention to stimulate the
economy, a continued decline in
activity was widely expected for
the fourth quarter. The decline in
GDP in real terms according to
official estimates was 1.7 per cent
during 1985. The plunge in the
growth rate of Singapore is clearly
the result of a combination of most
unfavourable circumstances. Both
cyclical and structural factors converged in the beginning of 1985 to
bring about the unprecedented
plunge in activity in the economy.
(See Box 1.6 overleaf).
The pace of economic growth
in Thailand in 1984 was fairly
similar to that in 1983.
Real
GDP grew by 6 per cent in 1984,
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B ox I.6

Recession in S in gap ore: the anatomy o f structural change

The sharp reversal in the fortunes
of the Singapore economy in 1985 has
been one of the most startling developments in the economies of the ESCAP
region. From the consistently high
record of near double digit growth
rates in the past two decades and the
achievement of the highest growth rate
(8.2 per cent) among ASEAN countries
in 1984, the GDP declined by 1.7 per
cent in 1985. Although the slow-down
in the international economy has
played a major role, as in other
economies of South-East Asia, Singapore’s difficulties were compounded
by some of the distinctive features of
its economy and domestic economic
policies adopted to promote its growth.
The structural transformation of
the. mainly entrepot trading economy
of Singapore in 1960 to a largely
manufactures producing and service
economy has been the basic factor
behind its success story of achieving
the highest per capita income among
developing economies of the region,
with the exception of Brunei Darussalam.
Singapore’s success has been
based on its ability to perceive the
emerging opportunities in international
trade and commerce and to adjust its
economy through disciplined economic
management. Thus it shifted from
entrepot trade to labour-intensive
domestic manufactures such as food
processing, textiles and garments
manufactures in the initial phase and
later to the more capital-intensive and
higher value added industries such as
petroleum, chemicals, machinery and
transport equipment. More recently
it has concentrated on developing
tradeable services, especially tourism,
transport
and
communications,
financial and business services.
In
manufacturing, a significant new
element in recent years has been the
emergence of more skill-intensive hightech industries.
The current slow-down in Singapore’s economy arises from a combination of long-term, cyclical and
short-term factors. Among the former,
the most important are the issues
relating to labour and wage policies.
Although Singapore started its development mainly with a view to the absorption of its labour force and raising its
productivity, the fast pace of growth
of the economy soon began to run
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against the constraint of labour availability. By the early 1970s, Singapore
had virtually achieved full employment
and was unique among the developing
countries to have an unemployment
rate below 3 per cent.
The danger that labour shortages
may raise wage rates above productivity increases and thus give rise to both
inflation and loss of competitiveness of
exports induced the Government to set
up a National Wages Council in 1972
whose function was to formulate wage
policies and to set wage guidelines.
This seems to have worked well in the
early years in moderating wages during
the boom period. The unfortunate
effect of depressing wages, however,
was that it encouraged the inefficient
use of labour and lowered labour productivity.
During 1976-1978 the
average rate of increase in real wages in
Singapore was 11 per cent or about
half that in the Republic of Korea,
Hong Kong and Taiwan (province of
the People’s Republic of China) during
the same period but growth in labour
productivity was slow.
To accelerate the pace of productivity growth, the National Wage Council adopted a wage correction policy
during 1979-1982, with the objective
of encouraging capital- and skillintensive industries. As a result, during
1979-1982, unit labour costs in manufacturing rose by an annual average
rate of 12 per cent, as nominal wages
rose by 13 per cent and labour productivity rose by 1 per cent. In 1983,
however, unit labour costs rose by only
5 per cent, due both to a moderation
of wage increases to about 9 per cent
and a rise in labour productivity to
about 4 per cent. Much of the escalation in unit labour costs occurred
during the 1979-1982 period when an
active high wage policy was pursued to
facilitate industrial restructuring. Cost
escalation was thus not an immediate
cause for the downturn in Singapore’s
economy in 1985.
In the process of restructuring its
economy in the early 1980s, the main
impulse for growth did not come from
manufacturing but from construction
and business and financial services.
The average annual growth rate of
manufacturing in Singapore fell from
8.7 per cent in 1975-1979 period to

8.3 per cent in 1980-1984 and its share
in GDP, which by 1979 had risen to
29 per cent fell to 25 per cent in 1984.
Construction became the fastest
growing sector in the economy and
helped Singapore to maintain its high
growth rate during the recession. Its
average annual growth rate rose from
4.9 per cent during 1975-1979 to 21.9
per cent during 1980-1984 and its
share in GDP doubling between 1979
and 1984 to 12 per cent.
The fast growth of construction
since 1980 could not be maintained
indefinitely and was bound to slow
down to a more normal pace once the
residential and hotel construction
boom subsided. In the event, however,
the construction began to peter out
towards the end of 1983, particularly
in the private sector, as major building
projects were completed. Construction acitivity in public non-residential
buildings started slowing down in
1983. However, public construction
continued to grow strongly aided by
such large projects as the Mass Rapid
Transport System and the Housing
Development Board’s five-year building
programme to construct 155,000
dwelling units about half of which
were to be completed in 1984-1985.
But this was not enough to compensate
for the slow-down in other construction activities which fell markedly in
1984-1985. Construction was responsible for the brunt of the slow-down in
1985, with a decline in output of 13.1
per cent.
The recession in construction,
which many consider as having triggered the Singapore’s downturn was
fueled by unfavourable expectations
in the property market whose values
declined sharply creating serious
liquidity problems and resulting in the
increase in business failures. A major
depressing influence on construction
activity and property values was caused
by the much slower growth in tourism
in recent years than anticipated on the
basis of past trends resulting in a glut
of hotel accommodation and sharp fall
in hotel occupancy rates. Since construction is a cyclical activity the
present slump in it may last for some
years before it picks up again.
The problems facing manufacturing industry in Singapore are the result

of a fast changing pattern of external
demand and the rapid emergence of
alternative sources of supply of manufactures in which it has attempted to
specialize. For example, Singapore’s
attempts to strengthen its position as
the regional centre for entrepot trade
and a conduit for processing crude
petroleum which accounted for about
one half of such trade were partly
upset by the efforts of its neighbouring
oil producing countries to industrialize and develop their own refining
capacities. It has, however, tried to
maintain this position through massive
investments in upgrading its refinery
capacity to produce lighter and higher
value petroleum products and in
attempting to become the “swing”
refiner in the region by balancing
the supply of and demand for refined
oil in the region. Singapore’s more
recent attempts to switch to the
production of high technology and
high value added electronics products
for exports to the United States and
other markets suffered a sharp setback due to the collapse of external
demand in 1985. Since these industries had come to constitute about 70
per cent of total non-fuel manufacturing output in Singapore, the fall in
their demand brought about a 7.5 per
cent decline in the value added of the
manufacturing sector in 1985. The
best performing sector in Singapore’s
economy in 1985 was the financial
sector, which now contributes about
25 per cent of GDP.
For a small country with no
natural resources and high export
dependence, it is no doubt a difficult
task to find a safe niche in the rapidly
evolving pattern of international division of labour, brought about by
technological change, emergence of
new sources of supply and other
dynamic forces. Despite its current
difficulties, the fundamentals of Singapore’s economy continue to be sound,
with near full-employment, low inflation, zero foreign debt and large
foreign reserves.
With a dedicated
work force and highly efficient economic management, the Singapore
economy can be expected to successfully ride out the current economic
storm by finding new avenues for its
growth and by shedding some of the
flabbiness that develops with growth.

up from 5.8 per cent in 1983.
Government policies in 1984
focused mainly on reducing the
external deficit and related external
borrowing requirements, and, in the
last months of the year, on controlling the deterioration of the
fiscal situation. To reduce both
fiscal and current account deficits,
the Government adopted a number
of measures aimed at restraining
expenditure and generating additional fiscal revenue and at reducing
the growth of imports. Finally, in
November
the
currency was
devalued by 17.3 per cent and
pegged to a basket of currencies.
Monetary policy was tightened at
the end o f 1983 and remained
restrictive throughout 1984.
In spite of the austere economic policy environment, growth
was slightly higher in 1984 than in
1983. For the second consecutive
year, the agricultural sector continued to record a satisfactory
growth rate of 3.5 per cent compared with 3.8 per cent in 1983.
In the industrial sector, growth
accelerated somewhat, to 7.0 from
6.8 per cent in the previous year.
The performance in the various
non-agricultural sectors was, however, very uneven, with deceleration
o f growth in some. Mainly owing
to large increases in output in
natural gas and oil mining, there
was a growth in industrial output
o f 17.0 per cent in 1984 compared with the decline of 0.4 per
cent in 1983. Construction activity
registered a marginal deceleration
primarily because of a substantial
decline in private construction.
Growth in the manufacturing
sector, which accounted for 21.1
per cent of GDP in 1984, slowed
down from 7.3 per cent in 1983 to
6.5 per cent in 1984. Much of the
slow-down originated from lower
domestic demand. Manufactures
for exports recorded substantially
higher growth rates due to strong
demand, in spite of the high value
of the Thai currency until its

devaluation in November 1984.
Mainly as a result of the strong
demand for imports in the United
States, exports of manufactured
goods in 1984 grew impressively
by 20 per cent in nominal terms.
Despite unfavourable world prices
for major commodities (especially
tapioca and sugar) and trade
restrictions in industrial countries,
Thailand’s agricultural exports,
which account for over 50 per cent
of export earnings rose substantially in 1984 mainly because of
large increases in volume. The eight
principal
agricultural
exports
registered a growth of 13.2 per cent
in value.
Total export earnings
increased by 19.6 per cent in 1984
to reach a value o f 175,237 million
baht. As a result of several monetary and credit restrictions imposed
after the sizeable trade deficit in
1983, imports grew by only 3.6 per
cent in value in 1984, compared
with a 20.3 per cent increase in
1983, substantially contributing to
the sharp decline in the trade
deficit from
90,137 million in
1983 to 69,918 million in 1984.
In spite of higher interest payments
on foreign loans, an increase in
profits repatriated by foreign oil
ventures and lower remittances
from Thai workers abroad, the
current account deficit narrowed
to $2.2 billion in 1984 from
$3.0 billion in 1983.
There was a marked deterioration in the government budgetary
situation, the deficit rising from
26.7 billion in 1983 to
34.9
billion in 1984.8 Although government expenditure rose by only
7.6 per cent in 1984, owing to
restrictive fiscal policy there was a
large shortfall in revenue collection.
This was mainly due to lower
collections from indirect taxes
because of reduced consumer
expenditure and lower levels of
imports.
The economy of Thailand
slowed down markedly in 1985.
8

Ending 30 September 1984.
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Estimates for real GDP growth are
between 4.0 and 4.5 per cent, down
from 6.0 per cent in 1984. Most
forecasts for 1986 do not indicate
a significant improvement in economic conditions and generally
project the same growth rate as in
1985.
Production and domestic
expenditure showed a marked
tendency to slow down in 1985
owing to austere domestic economic policies, the less favourable
world trade environment and very
low commodity prices for most of
Thailand’s agricultural products, in
particular rice and sugar. Among
non-agricultural sectors, construction activity slowed down substantially, while the mining sector
(including petroleum and natural
gas production) continued to
expand.
Despite good harvests, the
agricultural sector experienced
severe difficulties in 1985 due to a
drop in prices of most agricultural
commodities. In the manufacturing
sector, all industries oriented
towards the domestic market
experienced a marked slow-down.
Several factors contributed to this
decline: higher costs of imported
raw materials following the baht
devaluation, upward adjustment in
custom and excise taxes (in April
1985), a slow-down in transportation activity, and high domestic
interest rates leading to destocking.
On the other hand, petroleum
related industries as well as exportoriented industries, in particular
agro-industries, continued to grow
substantially.
Despite a slow-down in world
trade in 1985, Thai exports performed relatively well, partly
because of the devaluation and
other measures to promote exports.
During the first half of the year,
total merchandise exports grew by
18.7 and 13.1 per cent respectively,
compared with the first half and
second half of 1984.
Corresponding figures for 1984 were
16.9 and 22.6 per cent.
The
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growth in exports stemmed mainly
from larger export volumes as, on
the average, export prices declined.
Both trade and current account
deficits in baht terms increased
slightly during the first half of
1985 compared with the two
previous semesters of 1984. On a
yearly basis, the trade deficit might
have decreased somewhat, from
$2.9 billion in 1984 to $2.4 billion
in 1985. The current account is
likely to have improved to a deficit
of $1.6 billion in 1985 from $2.2
billion in 1984. The government
budgetary position deteriorated
further during the first half of 1985
compared with the same period in
1984. While expenditure slowed
down marginally, revenue fell short
of expectations.
The debt-service ratio of
Thailand has steadily increased
since the beginning of the 1980s.
The ratio, which stood at 17.4 per
cent in 1980, increased to 23.7 per
cent in 1984, up from 23.2 per cent
in 1983. The acceleration in the
ratio, however, slowed down considerably in 1984; between 1982
and 1983, the ratio had increased
from 20.9 to 23.2 per cent.
C. CENTRALLY PLANNED
ECONOMIES
Economic performance in the
five centrally planned economies in
the region has varied considerably
on account of differences in
resource
endowment,
external
environment and domestic policy
orientations. Afghanistan and the
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
are least developed countries and
face many of the problems common to other such countries.
Along with Mongolia, these countries are land-locked and face severe
difficulties in the conduct of
foreign trade. Viet Nam and the
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
are in urgent need of resources for
the reconstruction and development of their economies. Except

for China, the other centrally
planned economies have their trade
primarily with those of Europe and
most such trade takes place in nonconvertible currencies. China continues to have a most impressive
growth record, spurred on by the
recent measures to restructure and
modernize its economy. Some difficulties which China may encounter in the near future are
highlighted in Box I .7. Growth in
the other centrally planned economies, however, has been more
severely constrained by the limited
range of policy options available
domestically
and
the sterner
external environment faced by
them, especially regarding the
availability of external assistance.
The real GDP of Afghanistan
grew by 2.1 per cent in 1984/85.
For 1985, a growth rate of 3.7 per
cent was planned, with an increase
of 2 per cent in agriculture and 8.6
per cent in industries, mines and
energy.
Agriculture remains the
dominant
sector,
contributing
about 60 per cent of GDP.
In 1984, the proportion of
domestic resources in development
expenditure was 53.3 per cent and
was projected to remain at the same
level in 1985. In total foreign assistance utilized in 1984/85, the
share contributed by the USSR
was 84.2 per cent and amounted to
$115 million.
The total value of the foreign
trade of Afghanistan in 1984/85
was $1,624.8 million, of which
$660.1 million was exports. The
total value of exports declined in
1984/85, because of the unfavourable external environment.
Natural gas, dried and fresh fruits,
medicinal herbs, carpets and rugs
were the main commodities exported. Their value was $569.3
million and comprised 86 per cent
of all exports. In 1984/85, 35 per
cent of all exports went to the
USSR.
A number of measures were
implemented to promote export

earnings.
These include greater
quality control o f export products
and the diversification o f the
range o f export goods by identify-

ing new products with export
potential.
Some of the items
currently being promoted are olives
and olive oil, animal casing, animal

wool, medicinal herbs and some
vegetables. The value o f exports
is anticipated to increase in
1985/86 by 6.2 per cent over that

Box I.7. C hina: is growth too fast?
The first four years of the sixth
five year plan, 1981-1985 of China
have witnessed a period of unprecedented acceleration in the growth of
total product of society in real terms,
accompanied by equally impressive
gains in the standard of living of the
people.
The growth rate of total
product of society in real terms
continuously increased from 4.6
per cent in 1981 to 13 per cent in
1984. Similarly, the growth rate of
real per capita product of society
more than trebled, from 3.2 per cent
in 1981 to 11.9 per cent in 1984. The
major targets under the current plan
1981-1985 have been fulfilled one or
two years ahead of time. However, in
1985 there was increasing concern that
the economy may be overheating and
that there was a need to adjust to a
lower rate of growth sustainable in the
long run.
Among the major areas of concern to the planners were very rapid
industrial growth, the booming investments in capital construction, rising
inflation
and
dwindling
foreign
exchange reserves.
For example,
industrial production rose by 23 per
cent in the first six months of 1985
against the targeted growth rate of 8
per cent for all of 1985. There is
growing apprehension among policy
makers that if industrial growth
continues to exceed 10 per cent a
year, severe imbalances may emerge
a Total product of society differs
from the concept of gross national
product (GNP) in the sense that (a)
the former excludes income from
services provided by non-material sectors such as education, public health,
armed forces, etc., whereas they are
included in GNP; (b) consumption of
raw materials and power in the process
of material production is included
in the total product of society, but
excluded in GNP. For definition and
calculating methods of the total
product of society, see State Statistical
Bureau, Statistical Yearbook o f China
1984 (Economic Information and
Agency, Hong Kong, 1984), p. 557.

in the economy.
Investments in
construction in the first half of 1985
jumped by 44 per cent from a year
earlier, compared with the planned
growth of 1.1 per cent for the whole
year. The dramatic jump in imports in
the first half of 1985 by 61 per cent
coupled with the fall in exports by 2.1
per cent in the same period, the first
decline in nearly a decade, has resulted
in a $6.41 billion trade deficit.
Foreign
exchange reserves from
September 1984 to March 1985 have
plunged by 33 per cent to $11.2
billion, though still very comfortable
in absolute terms.
The extraordinary pace at which
the economy has grown during 19841985
has also uncovered many
structural weaknesses in the Chinese
economy. Most infrastructure facilities such as energy and transport,
particularly the electric power supply
and railways, remain severely strained,
while the supplies of raw materials
and
semi-finished
products
are
becoming
increasingly
inadequate
relative to the high level of demand for
them.
Secondly, the structure of
industrial production and the composition of manufactured output has failed
to keep pace with changes in consumption patterns induced by rapid
economic growth and exposure to new
products.
Despite the high growth
rates of agricultural and industrial
production, the imbalances between
market supply and demand are quite
pervasive. Though some poor-quality
or basic consumer goods are in
abundant supply and often overstocked, many
consumer goods
manufactures of higher quality, as
well as some non-staple foodstuffs, are
generally in short supply. Thirdly,
consumption funds have increased
faster than the availability of goods,
creating inflationary pressures. Thus
bank disbursements to cover wages and
bonuses increased by 22.3 per cent in
1984 over the previous year, or almost
twice the rate of growth of real
national income. This, together with a
considerable increase in investment
funds, created excessive liquidity and

led to increases in prices of a number
of goods.
The Government has already
taken several measures to moderate
excessive demand pressures and solve
supply-side problems, including the
mismatch between demand for and
supply of particular kinds of products.
The interest rate charged on loans extended to rural industries was raised in
April 1985 from 8.64 to 11.52 per
cent a year in an attempt to put a
brake on the rapid growth of rural industrial products, mostly light industrial goods and daily consumer items.
Similarly, the interest rate for three
year loans on capital construction projects has been raised from 5.76 to 8.64
per cent.
In order to restrain consumer
demand, the Government has now
imposed taxes on bonuses and has
raised the interest rate on savings.
Moreover, the State Council has
decided to curb wage increases and
regulate the issuance of bonuses and
allowances. Beginning in 1985, controls were restored over wage funds.
Enterprises, institutions, government
departments and public organizations
are now required to enter their payroll
funds into special bank accounts.
The disbursal of these funds is
regulated by the banks which have
been assigned a supervisory role.
A basic difficulty with China’s
explosive growth in recent years is
the inadequacy of investment in infrastructure. In countries where manufacturing production has grown very
rapidly, such as the Republic of Korea
during 1965-1974 and Japan during
1951-1965, infrastructure and services,
which are vital for industrial efficiency,
have absorbed a much larger share of
resources.
For example, in the
Republic of Korea in 1965-1974, investment in manufacturing accounted
for 27 per cent of total annual nonresidential fixed investment, while
in Japan it was around 30 per cent
during 1951-1965.
In China, the
share of investment in manufacturing
in the period 1980-1984 seems to have
been close to 40 per cent.
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in 1984/85. The main exports are
expected to be natural gas, wool,
ginned cotton and karakul pelts,
with a value of $360 million and a
share o f 51.3 per cent of all
exports.
The value of commercial imports rose by 17.6 per cent to
$964.7 million in 1984/85. This
increase was accounted for mainly
by imports of machinery, equipment and transport vehicles. The
majority of imports, 56 per cent,
amounting to a value of $541
million, came from the USSR.
Wheat, tea, sugar, oil products,
edible oil, textiles, machinery,
equipment and vehicles were the
main commercial imports, worth
$708.6 million or 73 per cent of
total value. In 1985/86, imports
are expected to decline by 6.1
per cent. The decline will be in
commercial imports, as imports
from the USSR are on a grant
basis.
In 1984, the economy of
China continued its uninterrupted
advance along the high growth
path on which it started in the late
1970s. Its total social output in
real terms went up by 13 per cent
against 9.9 per cent in 1983.
Agriculture and industry grew by
9.9 and 15.9 per cent, respectively.
1984 was another year of bumper
harvests. Grain output was more
than 407 million tons, a rise of 5.1
per cent over 1983. While it is
estimated that the grain output in
1985 was slightly lower than in
1984 largely owing to a reduction
of the sowing area in some localities, its growth was expected to
surpass the target of 4 per cent.
The output of cotton is expected
to have dropped in 1985, while
output of other cash crops, like oiland sugar-bearing plants, jute and
tobacco were likely to have continued registering considerable increases.
The output of light and heavy
industry in 1984 had a balanced
growth, with that in the latter
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having a slight edge. The targets
for 89 per cent of the major industrial products in 1984 were fulfilled
or exceeded, with considerable
increases in the output of most
textiles and other light industrial
goods, such as television sets, tape
recorders, washing machines and
other consumer durables.
Substantial increases were also recorded
in the output of such heavy industrial products as rolled steel,
cement, plate glass, automobiles,
tractors and power generating
equipment. The pace of industrial
production accelerated considerably
in the second half of 1985 and rose
by 23 per cent, over-fulfilling the
target of 8 per cent growth for
1985 as a whole.
Foreign trade played an increasingly
important
role
in
stimulating growth in 1984, with
exports and imports rising by 9.6
and 19.6 per cent, respectively over
the 1983 levels. Exports of manufactured goods, with slightly more
than half the total weight in total
exports, grew half as fast as those
of primary products. However, imports of manufactured goods, constituting more than 80 per cent of
total imports, rose four times faster
than imports of primary products.
With the continuing high growth in
industrial and agricultural production and the increase o f investment
in fixed assets, the structure of
imports and exports has been
rapidly changing.
For instance,
grain imports have been significantly reduced and in cotton China has
become a net exporter. On the
other hand, there have been significant increases in imports of products such as rolled steel, chemical
fertilizers,
raw
materials
for
chemical industries and timber.
China’s imports continued to
surge in the first half of 1985 and
rose to $18.4 billion, which was 61
per cent above the level at the end
of the first half of 1985. This
dramatic jump in imports has
resulted in a trade deficit of $6.41

billion.
Declining exports and
swelling imports have drained
foreign exchange reserves, which by
March 1985 had plunged by 33 per
cent of the level in September
1985 to $11.2 billion, by no means
an uncomfortable level of reserves.
Growth in the Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, a least developed country, is largely a function
of changes in rice production.
Owing to favourable weather conditions in 1984, rice production
increased by 15 per cent and real
GDP grew by 8 per cent. This has
considerably improved the food
supplies, which had suffered in the
previous two years because of
declining harvests. It also helped to
keep inflation in check.
Growth in non-agricultural sectors, especially manufacturing, was
subdued.
Manufacturing output
declined
largely
because
of
shortages of imported raw materials. Value added in mining and
electricity, however, grew substantially.
Despite a sharp reduction in
the ratio of its current account
deficit to GDP, from 16 per cent in
1983 to 8 per cent in 1984, the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic faced
a considerable shortage of foreign
exchange and, as a result, had to
sharply reduce imports by 25 per
cent in 1984. The sharp compression of imports resulted from a
decline in foreign aid disbursements, a decline in export earnings
and the low level of foreign
exchange reserves.
The decline
in foreign aid inflows, as well as
the loss of revenue resulting from a
fall in imports, caused fiscal difficulties and a reduction in investment
expenditure.
Economic
reforms, along the lines already in
place in other centrally planned
economies, to stimulate growth,
especially o f exports, are under
consideration.
In 1984, the pace o f economic
growth in Mongolia was moderate
compared with that in 1983. The

national income increased by 4.5
per cent and personal income by
3.8 per cent. With an expected
increase of 16 per cent in fixed
capital formation, national income
in 1985 was expected to increase
by 6 per cent.
Annual agricultural production
during 1981-1984 increased by less
than 4 per cent, but milk and milk
products increased by more than
8 per cent in 1984. Industrial
production in 1984 increased by
8.9 per cent compared to 1983.
Power, fuel, textiles and food
processing were among the faster
growing industries. The stagnation
in labour productivity in the
industrial sector, however, is a
cause for concern. The social and
cultural sectors continue to receive
high priority, resulting in a rate of
growth of 13.1 per cent in 1984.
Construction and housing projects
have been making steady progress.
The volume of foreign trade
increased by 7.4 per cent in 1984.
Imports included mainly equipment, raw materials and fertilizers.
Since 99 per cent of import trade
and 95 per cent of export trade is
conducted with other centrally
planned economies, it is expected
that long-term trade agreements
will continue to ensure a steady
growth in foreign trade.
The growth of GDP in Viet
Nam slowed somewhat in 1984.
With an increase of a little over 5
per cent over that achieved in 1983,
the growth rate in 1984 was slightly
lower than that registered during
the previous three years. One of
the major factors accounting for
lower growth was a slower increase
in industrial output, which grew by
7.2 per cent in 1984, compared
with 13 per cent in 1983.
This was largely compensated
for by the higher increase in agricultural production which rose by
6.3 per cent in 1984, compared
with 3.8 per cent in 1983. Total
food grain production amounted to
17.9 million tons, raising per

capita production up to about 200
kilograms. Multiple-cropping, intensive application of fertilizer and
the wider use of new seed varieties
helped to considerably mitigate the
effects of natural disasters which
affected Viet Nam in 1984. The
substantial increase in paddy
production was also brought about
by an increase in cropping intensity
in the southern provinces. The output of food crop products other
than paddy increased only slightly
in 1984. However, the planting of
maize
and cassava is being
encouraged by raising the purchase
price of these crops and by
earmarking certain areas for their
permanent cultivation.
The slow-down in industrial
production was accompanied by a
reduction in the disparity between
rates o f growth in light and heavy
industries. While the former still
grew faster, its growth rate of 9.1
per cent in 1984 was only half the
rate o f growth for 1983. The
growth rate of heavy industry, by
contrast, almost doubled in 1984
although it was still only 3.7 per
cent. The completion o f certain
major heavy industry projects may
account for this improvement, although heavy industry continues to
account for approximately 34 per
cent of total industrial production.
A worrying factor in Viet Nam
has been inflation, which was
estimated to have risen to 50 per
cent per annum in 1984. As a
result, a number of measures were
introduced to exercise stricter control over the money supply and to
reduce the budget deficit, which,
though it was considerably lower
than in 1983, still amounted to
8.8 per cent of GDP in 1984.
In September 1985, Viet Nam’s
national currency, the dong, was
demonetized and a new currency
unit equal to 10 units o f the old
dong was introduced.
At the
same time, the exchange rate
against the United States dollar
was established at 15 new dong.

One of the objectives of this reform
was to reduce the illegal transactions in foreign exchange.
In 1984, Viet Nam’s overall
trade deficit
reached
$1,065
million, a quarter of which was
payable in convertible currencies.
About 75 per cent of Viet Nam’s
foreign trade is with centrally
planned economies of Eastern
Europe. Total exports rose by 15.2
per cent in 1984, as against a 9 per
cent decline in 1983. Among the
exports which grew faster in 1984
were minerals, fish, handicrafts and
textiles. The export of pharmaceuticals and construction materials
fell in 1984. Coal, which constitutes the third largest source of
convertible currency, fell by 7 per
cent in 1984 as a result of a drop in
production.
Imports, which were expected
to grow by no more than 10 per
cent, however, increased by only
7.3 per cent in 1984. The growth
in imports was primarily caused by
increased demand for fertilizers,
insecticides and cotton cloth. Fuel,
raw materials and intermediate
goods accounted for three quarters
of all imports.
Recent measures taken to
boost
exports
include
the
strengthening of local importexport organizations, the establishment of a national system of
quality control, and the reorganization of the information system for
international trade. A new investment code has now been adopted
with a view to encouraging foreign
companies to set up in Viet Nam
or to form joint ventures, while the
establishment of export processing
zones is being actively considered.
D. REGIONAL DEVELOPED
MARKET ECONOMIES
The three developed market
economies o f the region, Australia,
Japan and New Zealand (Table
I.13), which have strong trade and
financial links with the developing
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Asian and Pacific countries, generally performed better than other
developed
market
economies.
Japan’s outstanding performance in
the international economy was
especially notable, although it gave
rise to some problems, which were
briefly discussed in the previous
Chapter.
The basic economic
characteristics of Australia, Japan
and New Zealand are presented in
Table I.16; the macro-economic
performance of these countries is
discussed at some length in the
following section.
The rate of growth of GDP in
real terms in Australia, which had
been stagnant at 0.5 per cent
annually
during
1982-1983,
recovered
particularly strongly
during the first half of 1984 to
reach 5 per cent for the year as a
whole. The stimuli included a high
rate of growth in public sector consumption, averaging 6.4 per cent
annually over 1983-1984, a higher
export demand which grew by 15.2
per cent and an upswing in private
investment and in non-farm stock
building. A rise in private consumption by 3.6 per cent and in
domestic investment by 6.2 per
cent was expected to yield a growth
rate o f 3.6 per cent in GDP in real
terms in 1985.
The trade deficit of $A 1.1
billion in 1984 was considerably
widened by higher payments for
non-factor services, the remittance
of profits and debt-service payments.
Payments of interest
absorbed over 12 per cent of
export receipts in fiscal 1983/84,
up from 4.5 per cent in 1979/80.
The current account deficit reached
$A 9.4 billion in 1984. At the
same time, a large fall in foreign
direct investment and an increase
in Australian overseas investment
was offset by increased borrowing
overseas.
With
increased
economic
activity, employment grew by 5.2
per cent, while the rate of unemployment fell from 10.3 to 8.5
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per cent in the seven quarters
ending in March 1985. Meanwhile,
there was a marked slow-down in
the increase in consumer prices, to
4 per cent per year during 19831984 (Figure 1.8). This contributed to and also was the result
of the considerable moderation in
the rate of increase in wages.
The main objective of macroeconomic policies has been to
counter unemployment and inflation simultaneously.
The rapid
growth in domestic demand and the
resulting wider deficit in the current account of the balance of
payments generated upward pressures on interest rates. The Government brought forth cuts in forward
estimates of $A 1.3 billion in fiscal
1985/86.
Monetary conditions
firmed in early 1985 and bank
liquidity was kept under control.
There were extensive market
deregulation measures, including
the floating of the Australian dollar

and removal of exchange controls
in December 1983, the removal
of ceilings on lending and borrowing rates of banks in August
1984, and licensing 16 partly and
fully foreign-owned banks to
operate in February 1985. The tax
structure and business regulations
also came under review.
The
Government also indicated a longterm intention to reduce protectionism.
The outlook for the Australian
economy changed substantially in
1985. The most important factor
was the decline in the Australian
dollar, which, on a trade weighted
basis, amounted to more than 25
per cent between the third quarter
of 1984 and the same quarter of
1985. Another factor was a more
restrictive fiscal stance. Together
with other underlying trends in the
economy such as the peaking of
residential investment in 1984 and
above average harvests in the

Table I.13. Basic statistical data on developed market economies in the
ESCAP region, 1984-1985
Australia

Japan

New Zealand

15.72

120.76

3.26

2

322

12

6.49

57.66

1.3 3 a

11 252

10 275

6 839b

5.0

5.8

3.7c

20.7b

31.5

18.0d

Population and employment
. — Total Population, 1985 (millions of
persons)
— Population density, 1985 (persons/
sq km)
— Total employment, 1984 (millions
of persons)
National accounts, 1984
— Current GDP per capita (United
States dollars)
— Real GDP growth over previous
year
— Domestic savings/GDP ratio (percentage)
Trade and aid, 1984 (percentage)
— Merchandise exports/GDP ratio
— Merchandise imports/GDP ratio
— ODA/GDP ratio

15.30
15.10
0.49

14.70
11.80
0.33

24.00
26.90
0 2. 8

Sources: OECD, Economic Outlook and Country Surveys, various issues; and
ESCAP secretariat estimates for population data.
a
Including employment from job-creation programmes.b
Fiscal year 1983/84.
c Growth over fiscal 1982/83. d 1983.

previous two years, these factors
considerably decelerated the GDP
growth rate in 1985 estimated to
be lower than 4 per cent. The
policy changes, however, are likely
to increase private expenditures and
domestically produced goods at the
expense of public expenditure and
imports, giving greater vitality to
the economy in the medium term.
The Japanese economy has
been the most robust developed
market economy in recent years.
Led by rising exports and fixed
investment, real GNP rose by 5.8
per cent in 1984. The considerable
deceleration of growth in the rest
of the world economy in 1985
affected the Japanese economy
little and the growth rate was
expected to be 5 per cent. The rise
in the volume of exports in 1984
was 16 per cent. Of total exports
in 1984, 35 per cent were sold in
markets in the United States. The
corresponding percentage in 1980
was 24 per cent.
Private nonresidential fixed investment, which
grew by 11 per cent, was closely
connected to rising exports and
technical progress. Almost three
fourths of the increase in investment was estimated to have
stemmed directly or indirectly from
exports.9
Private domestic con9
OECD Economic Survey 1984/
85: Japan (Paris, August 1985).

sumption grew only by 2.7 per cent
in 1984.
This pattern of growth with
heavy dependence on exports,
notably to the United States,
created its own problems in the
second half of 1985. With a fall
in the demand for imports into the
United States during the third quarter of 1985, it became necessary
for Japan to raise domestic consumption in order to maintain the
traditionally high levels of employment.
However, these policies
were inhibited by fears about
inflation and adverse effects on the
external account. There are also
fears o f borrowing domestically to
raise government expenditure as
this would further raise interest
on the national debt. Some policies
for fiscal expansion were being put
into effect in 1986. These include,
among others, an increase in
defence expenditure by 6-7 per
cent in fiscal 1986. The spending
on foreign aid will also be stepped
up.
The growth in the volume of
exports from Japan slowed down
.to 7 per cent in 1985, less than half
as fast as in 1984, owing to the
lower rate of growth in the world
economy.
Although the slower
growth of the United States economy in 1985 caused a fall in the
growth of overall imports from

Figure I.8. Developed market economies in the ESCAP region. Movements
in consumer prices and unemployment,a 1984

a

Defined in terms of total civilian employment.

Japan, a favourable factor for Japan
was the expansion of car exports to
the United States, which resulted
from the rise in the voluntary
export ceiling from 1.85 million
units to 2 .3 million units. On the
other hand, exports to China,
a major source of export growth in
1984, began to slow-down in the
second half o f 1985.
Despite
continued efforts to expand imports, they grew less strongly than
exports and the trade surplus in
1985 was estimated to be slightly
larger than the $44.3 billion
recorded in 1984. The fall in the
service deficit by about $1 billion
further increased the current
account surplus. The full effect on
the balance o f payments o f the
appreciation of the yen since late
September 1985 would be reflected
with some lag.
Japan’s growth in fiscal 1986
(beginning 1 April) is likely to slow
down as a result o f a significant fall
in the stimulus provided by the
growth of exports to the United
States and China. China’s huge
trade deficit in 1985 is likely to
bring about a shift in its import
policy with an adverse effect on
Japanese exports to China, especially steel, colour television sets
and videotape recorders, which
have already started to slow down.
On the other hand, the sharp fall in
the price of oil and continuing
depression in the prices of other
commodities will have positive
effects on the balance of trade and
payments o f Japan.
As a result o f the continuing
strength of the yen, the inflation
rate, which was 2.5 per cent in
1985, is likely to fall further in
1986,
Profits and investment
have, however, been adversely
affected by depressed output and
employment growth. The unemployment rate is likely to edge
from 2.5 per cent in 1985 to 2.75
per cent in 1986.
The growth rate of GDP in real
terms in N ew Zealand was 3.7 per
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cent (or $NZ 33.9 billion) during
fiscal 1983/84 and was expected to
reach 5 per cent in 1984/85 despite
some deceleration since the' second
half of 1984. Private consumption,
which accounted for three fifths of
GDP, grew by 2.9 per cent in
1983/84 and was forecast to
expand by 3.7 per cent during
1984/85. This strong upswing was
due largely to purchases in anticipation o f post-freeze price hikes,
the relaxation of hire-purchase
restrictions (in September 1983)
and lower interest rates, and an
anticipated devaluation of the currency. There was a strong stimulus
from the export sector as well, with
total export earnings in real terms
growing by 10 per cent in 1983/84.
Merchandise exports rose because
of
increased
competitiveness
brought about by a freeze in the
wages and prices (introduced in
June 1982), a devaluation of 6
per cent in March 1983, and the
steady recovery in the markets of
major trading partners. Growth in
exports started to slow down from
mid-1984 to a forecast growth rate
of 6.5 per cent in real terms in
1984/85 because of difficulties
with access to the traditional
markets and large overseas stock-
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piles. Total expenditure on imports
in real terms fell by 0 4 per cent in
1983/84 and grew by an estimated
12.8 per cent a year later, following
the upturn in domestic activity and
in anticipation of devaluation. The
deficit on current account in the
balance of payments in 1983/84
was $NZ 1 billion, which grew to
an estimated $NZ 2.7 billion in
1984/85.
In response to the recovery
and the marked decline in real
wages domestic employment began
to rise at the end of 1983 and grew
by 0.8 per cent up to June 1984,
and by another 3 per cent (or
38,000 persons) during 1984/85.
Registered unemployment consequently fell to 3.7 per cent of the
labour force, from an average
o f 5.2 per cent (or 70,500 persons)
during 1982-1984.
Wages and
salaries rose very little due to the
wage-price freeze instituted in June
1982 and remaining in force with
some adjustments through to the
second half of 1984. The rate of
increase in consumer prices was,
on the average 6.75 per cent per
annum during 1983 and early 1984.
In contrast, prices began to rise
sharply in the second half of 1984
and the annualized rate of price

increase stood at 16.6 per cent as
of June 1985 due to a pick up in
labour earnings in April, the 20 per
cent devaluation in July, and the
ending of the price-wage freeze in
late 1984.
After two years of strong
growth, the New Zealand economy
slowed down in 1985 without any
significant real GDP growth. The
main reason for the slow-down was
major
domestic
adjustments,
including
reduction
in fiscal
deficit and high interest rates.
These were necessary to remove
structural imbalances in the economy which had caused stagnation
resulting from efforts to stabilize
cyclical fluctuations in a basically
agricultural
economy.
Farm
incomes in 1985 were under
pressure, not only because output
had peaked in 1984/85, but also
because subsidies were reduced and
prices of inputs went up as the
effects of devaluation fed through.
In addition, public sector investment fell as major projects came to
completion. In 1986, the economy
is likely to turn around and achieve
significant growth. Despite present
difficulties, the New Zealand economy appears to be having a longterm underlying recovery.

III. THE PACIFIC ISLAND ECONOMIES

A. AN OVERVIEW

T

he 13 Pacific island countries
and territories which are
members or associate members of
ESCAP are highly diverse in their
economic structures and in development prospects. At one end of
the spectrum are the continental
islands of Fiji, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands and Vanuatu,
which have a large primary resource
base,1 although much of this
remains to be fully exploited. Fiji
also has the advantage of a skilled
work-force, plus a relatively welldeveloped tourist sector and associated infrastructure on the main
island. Papua New Guinea is among
the few Pacific islands endowed
with rich mineral deposits, gold and
copper in particular, and hydrocarbon deposits possibly in commercial quantities. The country also
has the largest population in the
subregion (see Table I .14).
Economies at the other end of
the spectrum include the Cook
Islands, Kiribati, Niue, Tuvalu and
several island groups within the
Trust Territory of the Pacific
1 Phosphate-rich
Nauru
is a
special case. This very small island has
the highest population density.
Its
phosphate resources, expected to last
until the end of this century, and the
accumulated income from phosphate
exports has made Nauru one of the
world’s richest countries measured in per
capita income. The country is not an
aid recipient, but provides small amounts
of assistance to others in the subregion.
Guam also has a very high standard of
living largely owing to its special relationship with the United States.

Islands. These are very small, and
mostly volcanic or coral islands
(also known as atolls), with highly
limited
natural
and
human
resources.2 They suffer, in addition, the serious economic disadvantage o f both greater geographical
isolation from the main large markets in the region and wide geographical dispersion among the
component islands.
The island
groups o f Kiribati, for example,
cover 690 square kilometres o f land
area.
Yet the distance between
Kiritimati Island in the east and
Banaba Island in the west is about
3,870 km; that between Washington Island in the north and Flint
Island in the south is approximately
2,050 km.
The small size o f the largely
undiversified economies, coupled
with their isolation at sea, makes
them highly dependent on external
trade and investment.
Lack of
adequate transport and communications is a major constraint on economic co-operation among the
island economies and with those in
the ESCAP region. In addition, the
surrounding sea is often visited by
severe storms, cyclones and hurricanes (see Box I.8, p. 55).
The statistical data base is
2

Several islands possess potentially
significant commercial fishery resources
consisting largely of tuna stocks, within
their exclusive economic zones. However, until the local economy is able
to initiate activities to raise value added
in exploiting these resources. or the
Government is able to extract rent from
others exploiting the resources, they are
of no value to the domestic economy.

generally weak in Pacific island
economies and only in a few countries such as Fiji, Papua New
Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands
and Vanuatu, reliable economic
data are available on a regular basis.
Per capita income among Pacific
island countries is known to vary
widely.
The Cook Islands, Fiji,
Guam and Niue are among the
higher income economies, with an
average per capita income above
$1,000, while Kiribati, Samoa,
Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and
Vanuatu are among the poorer
nations, with considerably lower
per capita incomes.3 Samoa and
Vanuatu have been officially
designated as least developed countries by the United Nations. Kiribati and Tuvalu have sought to be
so designated.
B.
AGGREGATE INCOME,
OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT
Estimates of GDP and related
data currently available indicate
that, in general, 1984 was a good
year for the island economies of the
3

These per capita income figures,
however, need to be interpreted with
care whether as indicators of economic
and social well-being or of development
stage or potential. The local cost of
living and of other basic needs are by
and large higher than in most other middle and upper middle income economies
in the ESCAP region, such as in ASEAN,
Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea.
Further, the disparity between the
incomes of a large population of
expatriate workers and that of the
indigenous population
considerably
distorts the meaning of these figures.
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subregion (see Figure I.9). The improved economic situation was
largely attributed to high export
demand, which stemmed from the
recovery in developed market
economy countries. In most island
economies, export earnings increased substantially with the rise
in prices o f several commodities o f
significant importance to the subregion.
In Solomon Islands, real GDP
grew by 21 per cent between 1980
and 1984. However, much of that

growth was concentrated in 1984
when GDP grew by 13 per cent.
There was a rise of about 7 per cent
in domestic income per head
between 1980 and 1984. As in the
previous
year, the economic
upsurge in 1984 was attributable
largely to the sharp rise in the
world prices of vegetable oils and
oil-seeds. The domestic production
of copra, the most important crop,
was 42,600 tons in 1984, which
was about 72 per cent higher than
in 1983. The responsive boom in

copra output illustrated once again
that domestic supply, particularly
from village smallholders in several
Pacific islands, was more price
elastic in the short run than had
often been assumed in the literature.4
4

Central Bank of Solomon Islands,
“Copra production” , Mid-Year Economic Review 1985 (August 1985),
appendix A, pp. 15-18. See also N.V.
Lam, The Commodity Export Sector in
Papua New Guinea, Monograph 22
(Boroko, Institute of Applied Social and
Economic Research, 1984), pp. 174-175.

Table I.14. Pacific island subregion. Principal physical and economic characteristics, 1983 and 1984
Population 1984b

GDP/GNP 1983d

N et overseas aid
1983e

Sea
a
area
(Thousands
o f sq km )

Total
(Thousands
o f persons)

Densityc
(Persons/
sq km )

240

1 830

17.6

75

20

18 272

1 290

686.0

38

1 200

1 790

32.8
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Guam

541

218

113.2

209

478f

4 223f

7 3 .5g

693g

Kiribati

690

3 550

63.5

92

29h

478h

16.8

265

21

320

3g

1 080g

Land
area
(Sq km )

Cook Islands
Fiji

Nauru
Niue
Papua New Guinea
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Trust Territory of Pacific islands
— Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands
— Federated States
of Micronesia
— Marshall Islands Republic
— Palau Republic
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

7.3g

348g

259

390

3.4g

13g

462 840

3 120

3.3i

7

Total
(Millions
o f US
dollars)

2 510

Per head
(US
dollars)

1 360

Total
Per head
(Millions
(US
dollars)
o f US
dollars)
9.3

534

5.6

1 088

780

332.8

104

2 935

120

159.0
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100

635

26.8

170

28 530

1 340

260.0

9

160

640

27.5

109

18.0

183

134.0

893

4 .2

500
218

699

700

99.6

142

88

904

1 847

7 561

155.9

84

130j

1 030j

471

1 823

19.6

42

701
179
494

2 978
2 131
629

88.4
34.9
13.0

126
195
26

111

1 302

26
11 880

900
680

8.4k
127.8

323

3

11

431
356l

27.0

Sources:
ADB, K ey Indicators o f Developing Member Countries o f ADB (Manila, April 1985); R eport o f the Committee to
Review the Australian Overseas A id Program (Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1984); Department of Commerce,
A n n u a l Economic Review and Statistical A bstract - Guam 1984 (Tamuning, 1985); United Nations, M onthly Bulletin o f Statistics,

vol. XXXIX, No. 3, March 1985; United Nations, Economic and Social Council, “Assistance to Vanuatu —report of the SecretaryGeneral” (A/39/388); “Assistance to Kiribati - report of the Secretary-General” (E/1985/67); “Assistance to Tuvalu - report of the
Secretary-General” (E/1985/68); South Pacific Commission, South Pacific Economies 1981 - Statistical Summary (Noumea, SPC,
April 1984); OECD, Development Co-operation: 1984 Review (Paris, 1984); 1984 Trust Territory o f the Pacific Islands, 37th Annual
R eport (United States, 1984); and official national sources.
a Unofficial estimates based on 200-mile exclusive economic zones made by the South Pacific Commission. b Mid-year estimates. c Figures rounded to the nearest unit. d Figures rounded to the nearest million and dollar respectively. e From member countries of. DAC, multilateral organizations, OPEC and bilateral sources, f Declared taxable income for 1983. g 1980 only.
h 1982 data. i Millions of persons. j GNP estimates for 1982. k Mid-1983 estimates. l Ni-Vanuatu population only.
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Box I.8 . Tropical cyclones and hurricanes
Among other disadvantages, Pacific islands have suffered more than
their share of natural disasters when
compared with their counterparts
particularly those on the continents.a
Most of them have risen as volcanoes,
many of which are still active (particularly in Papua New Guinea, Solomon
Islands and Vanuatu), or as a result
of volcanic activity in the Pacific
ocean. They lie along weak ridges of
the earth’s crust that are highly prone
to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions,
which in turn generate tsunamis and
flooding. The impact of the latter
could be disastrous on smaller atolls,
which are rarely more than 3 metres
above the high-tide level.
Most Pacific islands are located
in latitudes between 5 and 15 degrees
south or north of the equator, where
tropical cyclones and hurricanes tend
to originate. A hurricane zone exists
in the northern Pacific in an arc which
covers many groups of islands in the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
A similar zone in the south extends
across the Cook Islands, Fiji, Samoa,
Tonga and Vanuatu. The recognized
season of tropical cyclones in this
part of the region runs from November to April, when sea temperatures
often reach the critical range.
There are, on the average, about
seven storms a year in the South Pacific. Their formation can occur anywhere between Papua New Guinea
and the Cook Islands, although they
occur more commonly in the western
a E. Dommen, “Some distinguishing characteristics of island States” ,
World Development, vol. 8, No. 12,
December 1980, pp. 933-935.
b A special set of ingredients are
required to trigger such storms. These
include relatively warm sea temperatures of 26.5 degrees Celsius or above
to produce a high column of moist
air. Air currents and barometric pressures must also be of the right combination (the vorticity factor).
A
cyclone is of hurricane strength when
wind speeds exceed 120 kilometres (or
64 knots) an hour.
c Hurricane Bebe, which devastated parts of Fiji in October 1972,
was the only tropical cyclone to occur
outside the recognized season in four
and a half decades. Development (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, New Zealand),
vol. 5, No. 2 (June 1982), p. 5.

waters.
Tropical cyclones, which
have brought considerable damage to
Solomon Islands, numbered about
seven during 1952-1982.
There
were, however, some 32 cyclones
which passed through Vanuatu waters
from 1940 to 1981, although the
damage was generally not severe.
Tonga went through 28 hurricanes, 22 earthquakes, 5 periods of
severe drought, 4 volcanic eruptions
and 3 known tsunamis in the 100 years
to 1975.e The worst storm in modern
times, however, was hurricane Isaac,
which struck all three main island
groups and wrought appalling physical
damage in March 1982. About 2,400
houses had to be replaced at a cost of
P7 million. Losses included up to
90-95 per cent of the main cash and
subsistence crops of coconuts, bananas
and breadfruit; one half of yam and
cassava; and about 16 per cent of the
poultry stock.
In financial terms,
direct agricultural losses were estimated
at over P I6 million, or almost 23 per
cent of GDP in fiscal 1981/82. The
reconstruction programme took about
two years to complete.
Fiji occupies a part of the South
Pacific which is often visited by
tropical storms.
The country has
suffered one or more cyclones of
hurricane strength every year since
1979. There were three cyclones in
the first four months of 1980 and the
last one, Wally (3-5 April 1980) proved
to be the most destructive. Apar t from
the loss of several lives, there was
serious damage to housing, physical
infrastructure and agriculture, including livestock, owing to wind surges
and extensive flooding. The three-year
rehabilitation programme for the areas
devastated by cyclones Tia (2-4 March
1980) and Wally, was estimated to cost
about $F 40 million, or 4 per cent of
the 1980 GDP. The damage caused by
cyclones Oscar and Sarah during the
first quarter of 1983 reinforced the
effect of a prolonged drought to cause
a fall in sugar production by almost
d “Consideration of the report
of the WMO/ESCAP mission” (NR/
CCSP/3), paras. 65-66 and 79.
e
f

Development, p. 6.

Speedy responses by the
Government of Tonga, by donor Governments and by international relief
agencies contributed significantly to
relieving the expected food shortages
in May-August.

one half. There was also a decline of
about 6 and 13.5 per cent (or $F 17
million) in the number of visitors and
receipts from tourism, respectively.
Damage from cyclone Oscar alone was
estimated at $F 33 million.
Most recently, in January 1985,
cyclones Eric and Nigel passed through
Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu.
These
storms were accompanied in Vanuatu
waters by cyclone Odette. Then in
March, both Fiji and Tonga had a
brush with cyclones Gavin and Hina.g
Nigel, of hurricane strength, carved
through Vanuatu’s major copraproducing island of Espiritu Santo,
stripping nuts and fronds off palms
and uprooting up to a quarter of the
trees in several plantations. It also
passed through the eastern islands
where food crop losses as high as 100
per cent were reported in South
Malno and North Pentecost. A threephase rehabilitation programme was
estimated to cost several million dollars. The three cyclones in Fiji caused
direct damage to properties estimated
at $F 80-100 million.
Comprehensive planning for protection from disasters involves not
only improvements in cyclone warning
services to Pacific islands, but also
co-ordination among various authorities within a country and across the
island subregion.
In this context, a
meeting jointly convened by ESCAP
and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and held in Vanuatu
in February 1985 decided that an
intergovernmental body, namely the
Tropical Cyclone Committee for the
South Pacific, should be set up by
WMO within the framework of its
tropical cyclone programme.
The
major focus of the Committee would
be to assist island members to improve
their cyclone warning services and the
overall development of meteorological
services in the island subregion.i
g This was a super-cyclone with
wind speeds of up to 160 knots.
h Sir Colon H. Allan, “Bureaucratic organization for development in
small island States” , The Island States
o f the Pacific and Indian Ocean:
Anatomy o f Development, R.T. Shand,
ed. (Canberra, The Australian National
University, 1980), pp. 398-400.
i “Report of the Meeting on the
Establishment of a Cyclone Council
for the South Pacific” (NR/CCSP/7),
pp. 3-5.
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Other major contributions to
improved economic performance
in Solomon Islands in 1984 came
from log production, which rose by
16 per cent (to 458,000 cu m),
palm oil output which was sustained at a high level, and the fish
catch, which, at almost 36,000 tons
o f tuna and related species,
remained high for the second year
running, with cannery output 12
per cent higher than in 1983.
Lower prices and marketing problems, however, rendered export
earnings from fisheries stagnant
during the year.
The return o f normal weather
conditions to Fiji contributed to
the estimated growth rate of 8.5
per cent in real GDP during 1984.
During 1981-1984, however, per
capita income was almost stagnant
in this island country, as a result of
a series of set-backs beyond Fiji’s
control5. The stagnation in per
capita income and the rise in unemployment constituted matters of
serious concern in the formulation
of the ninth development plan for

the period 1986-1990.
Output o f the most important
cash crop, sugar, recovered in 1984
to reach 480,000 tons, which was
74 per cent higher than in cycloneaffected 1983. Likewise, paddy
production rose by about one third,
helping to reduce imports of rice by
about 19 per cent. However, ou tput o f other major exports, such as
coconut and log products, increased
only modestly. Fish production
expanded by 17 per cent, but its
export value was stagnant owing to
unfavourable prices and some stock
accumulation.
Industrial production grew by
21 per cent as a result o f the
recovery of sugar production in
1984; excluding sugar, the index
5 Lower export prices and earnings
from sugar and fishery products had
contributed to a fall of just over 1 per
cent in real GDP during 1982. Aggregate
income fell by another 3.9 per cent in
the following year largely owing to the
adverse effect of the prolonged drought
and the cyclones on sugar production
and tourism (see Box I.8).

Figure I.9. Selected Pacific island economies.
1982-1984
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Real GDP growth rates,

showed an increase o f 7 per cent.
The vulnerability o f Fiji’s industrial
growth is derived from frequent
fluctuations in the markets for
commodity exports and, to a much
less extent, in the ratio of investment to GDP. The completion of
major public sector projects, particularly the electricity and water
supply schemes and Suva-Nandi
highway upgrading, caused the
investment/GDP ratio to fall from a
peak o f 27 per cent in 1981 to 22
per cent in 1984. Consequently,
there has been a considerable slowdown in building and construction
activities in recent years, except in
1983 when major rehabilitation
work in the wake of the two
cyclones helped improve performance in this sector. Against this
relatively unfavourable setting, the
volume of employment in the
formal sector was estimated to have
been largely stagnant in the early
1980s; unemployment had risen
steadily, from 5.9 per cent of the
labour force in 1981 to 8.3 per cent
in 1984.
Preliminary estimates for 1984
indicate a modest increase of 3.5
per cent in real GDP in Papua New
Guinea, the highest rise since 1978.
Growth in real GDP since 1978 has,
on the average, been less than 1 per
cent per annum. Given the annual
population growth rate of about
2.2 per cent, there is a cumulative
fall of 8 per cent in per capita
income between 1978 and 1984.
The main stimuli behind Papua
New Guinea’s economic growth in
1984 came from the improved performance of the export sector and
a further rise in consumer spending.
As a result of more intensive harvesting by smallholders in response
to booming prices, and an increase
in the number of oil palms reaching
maturity, exports of palm oil went
up by two thirds. Output of other
major agricultural crops, such as
coconuts and cocoa, and of forestry
products also rose by between 15
and 30 per cent. Their combined

impact on earnings from merchandise exports more than offset a
decline of 10 per cent in the
volume of gold and copper exports
and a slight fall in coffee shipments.
Domestic consumption and
business
activity
strengthened
further under the impetus of rising
export incomes; the pick up was
strongest in the highlands and New
Guinea islands which benefited
directly from higher commodity
prices.
Investment expenditure,
however, declined significantly,
reflecting the completion of several
major
construction
projects,
notably phase I of the Ok Tedi
mines and the new Parliament
House. Generally, investment in
plant and equipment remained
sluggish, although there was a turnaround in inventories in response to
higher levels o f commercial activity.
By and large, however, employment in the formal sector started to
decline in 1981 and aggravated the
rise in unemployment which had
persisted in urban areas for a
number o f years. In addition, the
construction labour force decreased
by one third after the completion
of stage I of the Ok Tedi mine.
The prospects for an accelerated
rate of job creation in the medium
term were not very bright. Public
sector employment was unlikely to
grow markedly in the medium
term, owing to declining Australian
support for the budget in real terms
and limited opportunities for
domestic resource mobilization.
Samoa's economy recovered in
1984 with growth in real GDP
reaching an estimated 2.2 per cent
in real terms. The high rates o f
external migration (largely to New
Zealand, American Samoa, the
United States and Australia),
resulted in a population growth rate
of just under 1 per cent annually.
This moderated considerably the
impact of several years of declining
or stagnant output; the cumulative
fall of almost 14 per cent in real
GDP implied a reduction of about

19 per cent in per capita income
during 1980-1984.
The
economic
expansion
originated from a sharp improvement in the (net barter) terms of
trade for vegetable oils and some
other food items. There were, in
addition, large inflows of remittances from Samoans overseas and
o f external grants and assistance
during 1983-1984.
The upturn
would have been much more robust
but for the considerable set-backs
to production in major crops.
Owing to the lagged effect o f the
severe drought extending from
March 1982 to September 1983,
copra output fell by 15 per cent
over 1983-1984, and cocoa production by one half in 1984. Banana
output was reduced three quarters
by disease and adverse weather.
The recovery permitted higher
levels of manufacturing production,
services and construction activity.
Private consumption, for example,
expanded by one fifth in 1983 and
by another 16.5 per cent in 1984.
Public sector investment rose by 56
per cent during 1982-1984, more
than filling up the vacuum created
by the fall in the volume of private
capital formation.
Government
consumption, however, increased
only modestly in line with the
wide-ranging
stabilization
programme to restore external balance
and promote stable domestic
growth.
The decline in employment
opportunities, caused by set-backs
to agricultural production, was
accentuated by restraints on current
expenditure by the Government in
Samoa.
There were, however,
compensating increases in employment in manufacturing, services and
construction activities during 19821984. These were not sufficient to
absorb the additional work-force,
despite lower wage adjustments;
there was a government-induced
freeze on most categories of wages
and salaries in 1983, while the pay
rise in 1984 was limited to 10 per

cent. As a whole, the overall unemployment rate was estimated to
have reached 15 per cent in 1984.
Information on the trends in
aggregate output from other Pacific
island economies is more limited
and less up to date. The strong
economic performance of Vanuatu
continued, and real GDP was estimated to have risen by 5 per cent
in 1984. Per capita income, however, remained by and large unchanged between 1981 and 1984;
the cumulative expansion in real
GDP totalling 12 per cent over
1981-1984, was largely eroded by a
high rate of population growth at
3 per cent per annum.
As elsewhere in the subregion,
economic growth in Vanuatu in
1984 was stimulated largely by the
export sector. Production of the
most important commodity, copra,
rose by 31 per cent to 49,700 tons;
this output was about two fifths
larger than in 1982, a year of
depressed prices. There was, in
addition, considerable investment
spending. A major cocoa development project (costing $A 21.4
million) was set up in Malakula
with plantings projected to cover
440 ha during the 1983/84-1984/
85 seasons; this is just under 10
per cent of the estimated area
under cocoa cultivation at present.
A new cement plant was opened
in 1984, and work commenced on a
new tourist resort complex which,
when completed in September
1985, will have added 20 per cent
to the number of available hotel
rooms.
Tonga’s high rate of growth in
real GDP, averaging almost 15 per
cent annually during fiscal years
1980/81 -1981 /82 decelerated sharply to 5.8 per cent in the fiscal
year 1982/83. This was largely due
to the impact of highly adverse
weather conditions on commodity
production and the exportable
surplus and on tourism activity.
Hurricane Isaac in March 1982, the
subsequent drought which stretched
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into late 1983, and the resulting
food shortages reduced the country ’s principal exports drastically.
The volume of whole coconuts and
coconut oil exported fell by 75 and
86 per cent, respectively, in fiscal
1982/83. There was, in addition, a
smaller inflow o f overseas transfers,
partly on account of the recession
in the rest of the world.
Although firm estimates are
not yet available, economic growth
in 1983/84 was expected to be
modest. The value o f exports did
not return to pre-cyclone levels
despite higher prices for coconut
products. Receipts from tourism
and remittances declined slightly.
The rehabilitation of cyclonedamaged areas, which was completed only in late 1983, absorbed a
large amount of aid resources and
necessitated an adjustment of development priorities. Meanwhile, the
apparent population drift to Tongatapu and the rising number of
school leavers actively seeking wage
and salaried employment constituted a cause for concern.6
Tuvalu's real GDP tended to
fluctuate
considerably,
largely
reflecting changes in such external
factors as demand from philatelists
and aid flows. The sharp downturn
in aid-financed construction and
stamp sales, as well as the losses
incurred by the fishing vessel Te
Tautai, reduced aggregate income
by almost 22 per cent in real terms
during 1982. Real growth in 1983
was modest and GDP was expected
to decline in 1984 largely owing to
depressed
external
philatelic
demand, which was expected to
continue into 1985.7 The impact
of the fall in real GDP, 12.5 per
6 Central Planning Department,
Mid-term Review - Fourth Development
Plan 1980-85 (Nuku’ alofa, June 1985),
p. 1/8; and Ministry of Finance, Budget
Speech for the Year 1985-86, p.2.
7
“Assistance to Tuvalu - Report
of the Secretary-General” (E/1985/68),
p. 11; and Minister of Finance, Budget
Speech, Bill No. 12/84, p.3.
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cent during 1981-1983 on per
capita income, was made more
severe by developments which were
primarily of external origin. There
was a significant inflow of returning
Tuvaluans after the cessation of
phosphate mining on Banaba
Island, Kiribati, in 1979 and from
Nauru in 1982. Consequently the
population, which was 7,249 persons in the 1979 census, expanded
to 8,364 persons in mid-1983,
implying an average annual growth
rate o f 3.4 per cent.8
The prospects for sustained
growth in 1985 were much dimmer
for most island economies discussed
above. There were lower world
prices for vegetable oils and oilseeds; coconut oil prices, for example, came down sharply in the third
quarter of 1985 and averaged one
half o f those prevailing during the
second half of 1984. In addition,
Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu suffered
considerable physical damage owing
to a spate of tropical cyclones in
the first quarter of 1985. Government spending continued to be
under restraint or became restrictive in many island economies; the
fiscal stimulus in Papua New
Guinea was weakened somewhat
by the lower kina value o f Australian budgetary support plus
lower mineral prices. Moreover,
monetary policy became tighter in
support of fiscal policy and in
response to higher trade deficits.
C. EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS
1. Merchandise trade
The main exports o f Pacific
island countries consist o f primary
products with generally a small
degree o f processing. The degree of
commodity concentration of their
exports continues to be high, with
coconut products, especially copra
and to a less extent coconut oil,
8

The natural growth rate averaged
1.6 per cent annually during 1980-1981
and 2.1 per cent in 1982.

being the major common commodity (see Table I .15). During 19831984, these products accounted for
an average o f about 95 per cent of
total earnings from exports in the
Marshall Islands, four fifths in the
Federated States o f Micronesia, one
half in Kiribati, Samoa and Vanuatu, and two fifths in Tonga. In
Nauru and Tuvalu, commodity
exports were almost wholly dominated by a single product, phosphates and stamps, respectively.
The Cook Islands, Fiji, Papua New
Guinea and Solomon Islands had a
comparatively more diversified, yet
essentially narrow export base.
Sugar and copper concentrates
(plus their gold and silver content)
yielded around 40-45 per cent of
trade receipts in Fiji and Papua
New Guinea, respectively. Around
75 to four fifths o f export proceeds
were derived from fruit and garment products in the Cook Islands,
and from copra, logs and frozen
and canned fish in Solomon Islands.
A striking symptom of the
underdevelopment of the Pacific
island economies is provided by the
negligible contribution to either
direct exports or local value added
from the vast fishery resources of
the island subregion.
Though
fishing licences provide a relatively
important source o f fiscal revenue
in the very small economies such
as Kiribati and Tuvalu, they are
insignificant in absolute amount
and in relation to the resources harvested. The gradual development
of a local fishery industry to
exploit the subregion’s substantial
coastal and offshore resources is
widely recognized as o f immediate
and crucial significance, especially
to the smaller island States.9
The large degree o f concentration in primary commodities discussed above has rendered the
Pacific island subregion highly
vulnerable to economic and financial disruption on account of
unpredictable
fluctuations
in
overseas demand and prices, and

in weather conditions (see Box
1.8 ).10

As a result o f a marked improvement in world prices for
edible oil-bearing primary commodities since late 1983, export earnings
from
coconut
products
increased in 1984 fourfold in
Solomon Islands, threefold in the
Cook Islands and Kiribati, and by
around 75-100 per cent in Fiji,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa and
Vanuatu.
Following the same,
trends, receipts from palm oil
exports nearly tripled in Papua
New Guinea and more than doubled
in Solomon Islands. The net result
was a substantial increase in the
overall export earnings o f many
economies in the subregion during
1984.
In spite of a steep fall in sugar
prices in 1984, Fiji’s export
earnings from sugar remained
steady at around $F 110 million,
owing to a 10 per cent rise in
volume and to long-term contracts
at higher than current prices.
Accompanied by a considerable
increase in export proceeds from
gold due to a rise by one third in
9

The estimated catches of skipjack
tuna (Katsuwonus pelainis) in the
Pacific island exclusive economic zones
but landed and processed mostly elsewhere were about 363,000 tons in 1978.
This volume was worth approximately
$245 million in terms of export value
of production; it also constituted almost
one half of world landings of skipjack
tuna. In addition, there were about
121,000 tons of yellow fin tuna
(Thunnus albacares), the next most
important commercial species, caught
within the Pacific island economic
zones but landed largely elsewhere.
D.J. Doulman, “The developing skipjack
tuna fishery of the central and western
Pacific ocean” , Renewable Resources
in the Pacific, H.E. English and A.
Scott, eds.
(Ottawa, International
Research and Development Centre,
1982), pp. 157-158.
See, for example, Survey, 1982,
pp. 182-188; and ESCAP, Domestic
Stabilization o f International Trade
Instability in the South Pacific (ST/
ESCAP/222), pp. 11-76.

Table I.15. Selected Pacific island economies.
merchandise export earnings, 1981-1984

Cook Islands (Millions o f N Z dollars)
T otal
Of which: Fruit products
Clothing
Copra
Fiji (Millions o f Fiji dollars)
Total
Of which: Sugar
Gold
Coconut
Fishery productsa
Kiribati (Millions o f A dollars)
Totalb
Of which: Fishery products
Copra
Papua New Guinea (Millions o f kina)
Total
Of which: Gold
Copper
Coffee
Coconut productsc
Forest products
Cocoa
Palm oil
Samoa (Millions o f tala)
Total
Of which: Coconut oil
Coconut cream
Taro
Cocoa
Solomon Islands (Millions o f S I dollars)
Total
Of which: Copra
Logs
Fishery products
Palm oil
Tonga (Millions o f pa ’anga)
Total
Of which: Coconut oil
Vanilla beans
Desiccated coconut
Manufacturesd

1981

1982

1983

1984

5.0

5.0

4.9

6.0
1.6

2.0
2.0

0.3
269.0
135.6
11.9
6.4
16.3
3.6
0.7
2.6

Vanuatu (Billions o f vatu)
Total
Of which: Copra
Beef
Cocoa

1.6

2.6
0.3

2.7

267.6
125.1
15.6

245.0
111.9
16.9

279.4

6.2

4.0
1.5

2. 2

13.0
2.3
7.0

687.4
200.9
161. 0
94.7
44.0
54.7
41.4
23.7

823.7
185.2
134.2
110.7
88.5
81.7
67.0
75.7

122.8

77.8
25.0
61.7
31.8
21.7

2.2

1.3

0.8

57.6
8.0
14.7

56.6

27.5
11.1

1.3
2.7
4 .2

7.1

6.8

71.2
8.4
18.8
29.2
7.8

7.5

4.3
1.3

2.1

1.2

0.3
0.8
0.3

2.1
2.1

8.1

21.4
14.0

0.6
0.2

2.2

3.1

1.8

2.8

0.3

0.3

1.3

0.9

2.8

22
.

1.1

0.7

0.2

0.2

4.2
2.4
118.6
32.2
25.1
28.8
17.1

0.6
0.5
0.8

1.1

37.2

20.8
1.6

6.4

0.4

0.2

0.1

20.5
18.5
14.2

2.4
0.6
1.5

15.8
4.1
0.7

22.0

110.0

14.8

11.6
2.2

10.6

1 .0

9.1

570.4
171.8

0.6

1.1

1.9
0.4

565.9
158.9
134.6
74.2
31.8
43.9
34.1
14.2

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands:
Marshall Islands Republic (Millions o f US dollars)
Total
3.0
Of which: Coconut oil
2.3
Copra cake
0.3
Tuvalu (Millions o f A dollars)
Total
Of which: Philatelic sales
Fishery products

Major components of

0.6
0.2

2.9
1.3

0.2

2.6

0.1

0.1

0.1

4.3

Sources: Official national sources.
a Prepared, preserved and canned. b Excluding philatelic sales. c Copra and
coconut oil only, d Mainly knitted clothing, sporting equipment and handicrafts.
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production, the country’s overall
export earnings were 14 per cent
higher in 1984 than in 1983, when
cyclones had played havoc with the
sugar crop.
Among other countries whose
exports rose in 1984, Papua New
Guinea achieved an expansion in
export earnings by one fifth, attributable, in part, to higher prices for
and pro duction of a wide range of
commodities
including
cocoa,
coffee and logs. A part of this rise
was offset by a fall in the prices of
gold and copper by around 15 per
cent. Higher log production and
export earnings therefrom contributed to raising by two thirds the
export earnings of Solomon Islands
to $SI 119 million in 1984.
With virtually stagnant export
earnings in the long run, economies
in the subregion persistently incur
heavy trade deficits. Almost all
petroleum energy products and a
considerable proportion of food
requirements, particularly in urban
areas, are imported. Food imports
consist largely of rice, wheat, flour,
canned and frozen meat and fish,
and sugar. There appears, generally, to be an inverse relationship
between the (physical) size of the

country and the relative share of
food (excluding beverages and live
animals) in total imports.
The
share o f food imports is above one
fifth in the Cook Islands, Kiribati,
Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Niue,
Palau, Samoa, Tonga, Tuvalu and
Vanuatu (see Table I.16).
The high dependence of the
Pacific island subregion on net
transfers from abroad is indicated
by the fact that their export
receipts, except in the case of
Samoa and Vanuatu, were grossly
insufficient to pay the cost of imported food. The ratio of export
earnings to expenditure on food
imports in recent years ranged from
15 per cent in Micronesia, and
about one half in the Marshall
Islands and Guam, to two thirds in
Niue and Tonga and to 95 per cent
in Kiribati (see Figure I .10). The
degree of dependence on imported
food seems to have stabilized in Fiji
and Papua New Guinea and
declined slightly in Vanuatu in the
1980s. This was attributable, in
part, to vigorous efforts to promote
domestic substitutes as well as to a
declining expatriate population.
Petroleum energy products
generally accounted for between

15 and 25 per cent o f total imports
o f Pacific island economies. They
constituted
another
significant
burden, absorbing a high proportion o f earnings from merchandise
exports in the smaller economies.
The scope for energy conservation
and substitution was generally
limited, although in Fiji, Papua
New Guinea and Samoa, there was
a measurable reduction in the
degree o f dependence on imported
energy.11
In most Pacific islands, expenditure on imports increased in
1984; the rate of increase was
highest in Solomon Islands where
it rose by almost 19 per cent (or
about SSI 14 million) to $SI 83.8
million. Apart from higher disposable income, this considerable rise in
real import value was facilitated by
several measures to liberalize
11
Relevant policy measures on
energy conservation and substitution and
their impact are discussed at length in
H.M. Gunasekera, “Fiji” and Development Planning Division, ESCAP secretariat, “Papua New Guinea” in
Energy in the ESCAP Region: Policies,
Issues and the Potential for Regional
Co-operation (United Nations publications, Sales No. E.84.II.F.22), pp. 23-36
and pp. 71-88.

Figure I.10. Selected Pacific island economies. Percentages of expenditure on imported food and petroleum
energy products to merchandise export earnings

a
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1982 data. b 1984 export data excluding proceeds from the sale of used aircraft. c 1981 data.

Table I.16. Selected Pacific island economies. Major components of merchandise imports, 1981-1984
O f which
Total
value

Food and
animals

Beverages
and
tobacco

Mineral
fuels

Manufactured
goodsa

Machinery and
transport
equipment

(Percentage)
Cook Islands (Millions o f N Z dollars)
1981
28.7
1982
26.9

5
5

18

21

8

40
43

13
19

Guam (Millions o f US dollars)
1983
610.7

12

4

47

14

19

22

5
5
6
5

16
15

21

34
28
23
37

1

26
29
23

21

Kiribati (Millions o f A dollars)
1981
22.8
1982
22.8
1983
19.9
1984
23.4

23
27
23

Fiji (Millions o f Fiji dollars)
1981
539.9
1982
475.6
1983
493.2
1984
487.1

14
15
16
15

1
1
1

Niue (Millions o f N Z dollars)
1981
3.8

24

Papua New Guinea (Millions o f kina)
738
1981
752
1982
815
1983
1984
867

18
18
17
18

Samoa (Millions o f tala)
1981
1982
1983
1984

69.5
60.2
71.2
90.6

Solomon Islands (Millions o f S I dollars)
66.1
1981
57.4
1982
1983
70.6
1984
83.8
Tonga (Millions o f pa ’anga)
1981
1982
1983
1984

35.1
41.2
41.7
46.6

12

9

27
29
24

22

22

32
33
36
38

7

19

27

20

1
1

21
19

29
30
29
28

17
19
18

1

20

1

18

28
28
31
32

22

1
2

3

26
35
35

35
18

21

17
15
18

11

3
4
4
4

23
25
25
23

32
31
31
30

29
23
26
24

25

5

22

6
6

17
14
16

32
36
33

16
15
16

10
12

16
23

33

12

20

12

14

24

24

13

15

15

25

15

19

15
12

16

24

21

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands:
Marshall Islands Republic (Millions o f US dollars)
1980
1982

17.2
16.2

27
32

Federated States of Micronesia (Millions o f US dollars)
1983
48.9
23
Palau (Millions o f US dollars)
1983

13.6

25
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Table I.16 (continued)
O f which
Total
value

Food and
animals

Beverages
and
tobacco

Mineral
fuels

Manufactured
goodsa

Machinery and
transport
equipment

(Percentage)
Tuvalu (Millions o f A dollars)
1981
1982
1983
Vanuatu (Millions o f vatu)
1981
1982
1983b
1984b
Sources:
a

2.6

30

2.9
2.9

22

5.1
5.7
5.2
5.8

31
35
34

24

6

5
5
5

14
14

35
39
38
38

20

21

19
21

11

10

12

17
21
22

Official national sources.

Including chemical products, basic and miscellaneous manufactures. b Imports cleared for home consumption only.

imports. In part it also arose from
the need for a higher volume of
food imports, particularly rice. The
higher imports were necessary to
meet higher demand in the rural
sector and compensate for less output due to pests. A shortfall in
food production owing to adverse
weather conditions, was responsible
for Tonga’s higher food import bill
during 1983.
However, a slowdown in economic activity reduced
considerably the nominal value of
imports of manufactures, and the
value o f total imports remained
unchanged in 1983. Following the
rehabilitation of hurricane damage
and economic recovery, imports
began to rise in 1984.
In Samoa, the value o f imports
grew by 27 per cent during 1984,
although in United States dollar
terms total expenditure on imports
increased by only about 6.6 per
cent. The value of imports in real
terms, which had fallen rather
sharply in 1982, has, in general,
continued to decline since 19801981 as a result of concerted
efforts to raise a better balance on
external accounts. In 1984 the
Tariff Act was revised and the
average rate of import duty rose to
an estimated 27 per cent from 16
per cent in 1983.
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16
17
14

14
16

28

5
4
5

The growth rate in the nominal
value o f imports fell marginally to
6.4 per cent in Papua N ew Guinea
during 1984. There was, however,
a slight reduction in the volume of
imports owing largely to a decrease
in imports for the Ok Tedi mine
after the completion of the first
stage. The nominal value of F iji’s
imports fell by about 2 per cent in
1984 after the commissioning of
the large Monasavu hydroelectric
scheme, and the rehabilitation of
facilities damaged in 1983 by
cyclones.
The direction of Pacific islands’
merchandise trade as a whole
showed a heavy concentration in
certain markets. The two largest
markets absorbed more than three
quarters of merchandise exports
from the Cook Islands, Guam,
Niue, Tonga and Solomon Islands,
and between 55 per cent to two
thirds from Kiribati, Papua New
Guinea, Samoa and Solomon
Islands. The most notable exception is Fiji, whose three most important external buyers absorbed
less than one half of the country’s
merchandise exports.
There was marginally less concentration in sources of imports;
only in the very small island economies, such as the Cook Islands,

Niue and Tuvalu, did the two most
important suppliers account for
over three quarters of merchandise
imports.
In most others, the
relevant shares ranged mostly from
about one half (e.g. Fiji, Guam,
Papua
New
Guinea,
Samoa,
Solomon
Islands, Tonga and
Vanuatu) to two thirds (Kiribati).
The
industrial
economies,
Australia, Japan, New Zealand and
the United States in particular,
constituted by and large the most
important trading partners o f the
economies in the subregion. With
the possible exception o f Guam and
Vanuatu, there had been very little
change in the traditional directions
of trade in the past decade or so.
Neither has there been any significant increase in the low level of
trade among island countries in the
subregion.
Apart from the low
degree o f complementarity, the
serious diseconomies o f scale in
trade and transportation are among
the constraints that inhibit the
growth o f such trade. There have
emerged, however, relatively important distribution centres in Fiji
and Guam. Those in Fiji re-export
to neighbouring island economies,
whereas those in Guam re-export to
several island economies in the
Trust Territory.
The scope for

significant cost reductions through
co-operative bulk purchases o f the
major, common import items
appears considerable and deserves
careful consideration.
2. Services and financial flows
With the exception of Solomon
Islands, most Pacific island countries in the subregion have large
trade deficits.
In 1984 these
deficits generally declined.
In
Solomon Islands, the small deficit
turned into a large surplus of
SSI 33 million (see Table I.17).
However, the deficit on the services
balance, which nearly doubled from
SSI 21.7 million to $42.6 million,
more than offset the trade surplus.
Service transactions were also important in the other islands, both as
a source of receipts, mainly from
tourism, and as payments for nonfactor services such as shipping and
insurance and for factor services
such as interest payments and the
repatriation of profits.
Tourism was an important
income-generating sector in the subregion, especially in Fiji, Guam,
Northern Mariana Islands, Palau,
Samoa and Tonga.12 Data relating
to export earnings from tourism
are, however, available for only a
few countries. Fiji’s tourist sector
resumed its strong growth in 1984
after being badly affected by the
cyclone in 1983. The number of
visitors rose to 235,000 and the
amount of receipts from tourism
reached almost $F 155 million
(equivalent to 32 per cent of
12

Guam had the largest number of
incoming tourists, totalling over 361,000
with about four fifths coming from
Japan in 1984, followed by Fiji and
the Northern Marianas. The Northern
Mariana Islands, however, registered the
highest ratio of tourists to resident
population, which was about 7:1 in
1983. The corresponding ratio averaged
about 3:1 for Guam, 1:1 for the Cook
Islands and 0.5:1 for Palau and Tonga.
The ratio was much smaller for the more
populous islands of Fiji and Samoa.

merchandise import expenditure) in
1984. The rates of expansion were
16 and 25 per cent, respectively,
over the corresponding levels during
the pre-cyclone year of 1982.
Earnings from tourism were more
than sufficient to cover the relatively large outflow o f investment
income o f about $F 35 million; the
increasing amount of freight and
insurance payments on imports
were, by and large, offset by
receipts from refuelling o f foreign
aircraft and associated service
charges. This helped to offset the
large trade deficit of $F 174 million
in 1984 and to reduce the deficit of
$F 89.4 million in 1983 on the
goods and services account by more
than half in 1984.
The surplus in Tonga’s services
account, averaging about one
quarter o f the trade deficit, during
fiscal years 1981/82 and 1982/83
largely came from tourist receipts.
The volume o f tourist arrivals,
however, remained stagnant in
1982/83 owing to hurricane Isaac
as well as the recession and the
devaluation in New Zealand,
Tonga’s main market for tourists.
Sam oa’s tourist receipts, boosted
by an estimated 70 per cent largely
on account o f the convening o f the
South Pacific Games in 1983,
remained at a high level in the
following year. They were, however, insufficient to meet the rising
service payments on imports,
including the debt-service payments
on the high level o f government and
government-guaranteed debt. The
services deficit was equivalent to
almost one fifth o f its merchandise
trade counterpart during 1983-1984.
The substantial deficit on the
services account grew by 23 per
cent in Papua N ew Guinea. Its
larger deficit of 392 million kina
(or just under one half o f merchandise export earnings) was due to a
higher level o f investment income
remitted abroad. This outflow had
declined slightly owing to falling
profits in mining and some rein-

vested earnings in 1982-1983. It
rose by 15 per cent, to around 180
million kina, still comprising over
one half o f total net payments on
services. In addition, there was a
considerable rise o f over one quarter in interest payments on government and Ok Tedi external debt,
and o f one third in business
management fees paid by local
subsidiaries of overseas corporations often as a way of reducing tax
liabilities.
These outflows accounted for one fifth and 17 per
cent, respectively, of total payments on services in 1984.
The deficit on services in
Solomon Islands grew by $SI 21
million to absorb 25 per cent of
merchandise export proceeds in
1984. There were lower receipts
from port services, insurance and
domestic expenses of overseas
companies which were not offset
by higher interest earnings on
official reserves. At the same time,
services payments went up by
$SI 17 million, owing to significant
increases in commissions and fees
paid to overseas companies, a
higher outflow of investment
income and larger debt-service
payments.
Transactions on the transfers
account, both official and private,
play an important role in the island
economies. With few exceptions,
Pacific islands had long received
substantial amounts o f external
assistance, which helped underwrite
much of the imbalance in the goods
and services account. Most such
assistance is normally in the form
of government-to-government budgetary support and is discussed
in the section on public finance
below.13 In addition, there were
high levels o f remittances from
13
The large inflow o f o fficial
transfers resulted in a surplus o f varying
magnitudes in the current accounts o f
K irib a ti, Samoa and Solomon Islands,
while reducing the (corresponding)
deficits to manageable proportions in
other island economies.
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overseas m igrants o f several Pacific
islands, in cluding th e C o o k Islands,
Fiji, Kiribati, N iu e , S am oa, Tonga
and
Tuvalu,
providing
strong
b alan ce-o f-p a y m en ts support.
In
S am oa, for ex a m p le , th e y rose b y
a lm o st o n e fifth and w ere equivalent in value to to ta l earnings from
m erch and ise ex p o r ts or tw o fifth s
o f to ta l spending o n im p orts in
1 9 8 4 . R em itta n ces represented on e
quarter o f Kiribati’s trade deficit

(excluding the sale o f an aircraft)
in 1984, while in Tonga (for fiscal
1982/83) they formed nearly half
of the trade deficit.
Of equal importance were the
appreciable outflows o f private
remittances from most of the subregion.
These originated largely
from the employment of a sizeable
expatriate population with skills
required in the public and private
sectors. These expatriates tended

Table I.17 Selected Pacific island economies. Balance of paymentsa and
exchange rates, 1981-1984
(Millions o f local currencies)
1982

1981

1984

1983

Fiji
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Official
Current accounts balance
Non-monetary capital (net)
Private
Official
Errors and omissions
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/$F)
Kiribati
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Officialb
Current accounts balance
Capital (net)
Privatec
Official
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/$A)
Papua New Guinea
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Official
Current accounts balance
Non-monetary capital (net)
Private
Official
Errors and omissions
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/Kina)

64

-224.9
65.7
-159.2
14.6
-7.5

-174.8
72.7
- 102.1
16.3

22.1

19.1
-85.8
72.1
32.6
39.5

-144.6
117.1
53.8
63.3
10.2
-17.3
1.1721
-19.3
-

0.1

-19.4
14.1

1.8
12.3
-5.4
-0.7
-0.7
-

6. 1

1.1493
-172
-283
4
- 55
104
-85
189
-352
267
189
78
46
-39
1.4871

-2.8

-

6.0

-19.7
1.0733
20.0
-0.7
-20.7
15.6
2.6
13.0
-5.1
0.3
-0.7
1.0

4- .8
1.0174
-184
-274
4- 5 8
101
-91

192
-356
358
283
75
-24

22

1.3559

-207.4
118.0
-89.4
25.3
-1.9
27.2
-64.1
73.9
39.3
34.6
-15.7
-5.9
0.9842
-16.0
-1.9
-17.9
19.7
2.7
17.0
1.8

0.4
1.5
-

1.1

2.3
0.9025
-124
-319
4- 4 3
134
-81
215
-309
389
262
127
3
83
1.1989

-173.7
130.3
4- 3 .4
15.8
4- .3

20.1
-27.6
38.0
26.3
11.7
-0.3
10.1

0.9250
-7.0

0.2

-7.2
17.5
2.7
14.8
10.4
-

1.2

-0.4
-

0.8
9.2
0.8796

4- 5
-392
4- 3 7
147

86
233
-290
235
220
15
87
32
1.1183

to remit most o f their savings
overseas.
During 1983-1984,
private
remittances
stabilized
around an average o f 12 per cent o f
exports earnings in Papua New
Guinea, 8 per cent in Solomon
Islands and 6 per cent in Fiji.
3. Capital account
Capital
inflows were an
important source o f financing merchandise trade and service deficits
in the larger Pacific islands. In
most of them they fell substantially
in 1984, creating pressure on
import capacity. For example, in
1984 they fell by one half due to
a reduction of $F 22 million in net
borrowing by the public sector,
notably the Fiji Sugar Corporation
and the Fiji Electricity Authority,
while the repatriation of working
balances by foreign companies involved in mining, exploration and
construction works resulted in a fall
of $F 13 million in net private
capital inflows. New capital inflows fell by 40 per cent in Papua
New Guinea in 1984. A substantial
reduction in borrowings by the Ok
Tedi mining project, following the
completion of the first phase of
mine establishment, resulted in a
net decline o f 40 million kina in
private capital inflows accounting
for 27 per cent of the decline in net
capital inflows.
Net capital inflows fell by
about one quarter in both Samoa
and Solomon Islands. Most o f the
decline (totalling $WS 3 million)
in Samoa, a least developed economy, was due to lower net receipts
o f private capital, while net public
sector borrowings remained constant at $WS 6.4 million.
In
Solomon Islands, the fall in net
capital inflows of $SI 4 million in
1984 was contributed almost equally by the public and private sectors.
A higher level o f direct investment
was negated by lower borrowings
and higher repayments, particularly
of short-term loans by the fishing
industry.

Despite the favourable effect
of a temporary upturn in commodity prices in 1984, the balance-ofpayments position of most island
economies remains fragile and
needs continued inflows o f official
transfers
and
private
capital
inflows, which have shown a declining trend.
In 1985, the trade
deficits are likely to be higher
owing to a weakening o f commodity prices. The need for strengthening both corrective domestic
policies and international support
measures will have increased correspondingly.
D. INFLATION AND PUBLIC
FINANCE
1. Consumer prices
As in other developing countries in the ESCAP region, in most
Padfic islands countries there was
a considerable deceleration in inflation during 1984. In Fiji, Niue,
Northern Mariana Islands, Papua
New Guinea, Samoa, Tonga and
Tuvalu, the rate of growth in consumer prices averaged 5.7 per
cent in 1984, compared with 9.5
per cent in 1983 (see Figure I.11
overleaf).
The common factors
accounting for the fall in the general
price level in the subregion were improved local food supplies, relatively
restrictive fiscal and monetary
policies and a fall in the price of
imported food as well as other
essential consumer goods.
The sharpest decrease in inflation, from 9.8 per cent in 1983 to
0.1 per cent in 1984, was in Tonga.
This was attributable largely to
lower food prices in 1984. Food
prices had risen by 9.6 per cent in
1983 owing to the delayed impact
of hurricane Isaac in 1982 on food
production and the tendency for
domestic production to lag behind
demand.14 Improved food availa14
Central Planning Department,
Mid-term Review . . p. 5/10.

bility reduced the annualized food
price index by 14.6 per cent as of
September 1984. In 1985, however, the inflationary trend was
reversed and the overall price index
of most categories o f consumer
goods rose by 8.3 per cent between
the second quarters o f 1984 and
1985. Food prices rose by 4.5 per
cent during the period owing to
cyclonic weather, while the prices

of other locally produced and
imported goods and services rose
because o f higher fiscal levies and
the depreciation o f the currency
against the United States dollar.
In Samoa, by comparison, the
pace of deceleration in consumer
prices has been gradual, falling from
33 to 11.9 per cent between 1980
and 1984. The slow-down in prices
was brought about through a series

Table I.17 (continued)
1981
Samoa
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Official
Current accounts balance
Non-monetary capital (net)
Privateb
Official
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/$WS)
Solomon Islands
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Official
Current accounts balance
Non-monetary capital (net)
Private
Official
Errors and omissions
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/$SI)
d
Tonga
Trade balance
Services (net)
Goods and services balance
Transfers (net)
Private
Official
Current accounts balance
Capital (net)c
Overall balance
Exchange rate ($US/P)e
Sources:

-42.2
-7.5
-4 9.7
34.1
19.2
14.9
-15.6
6.4
0.8
5.6
-9.2
0.9649
-8.4
-24.9
-33.3
10.2
-5.0
15.2
-23.1
5.9
2.5
3.4
11.5
-5.7
1.1492
-25.4
6.1

-19.3
12.9
10.8
2.1

-6.4
7.0
0.6
1.1414

1982

-38.4
-6.2

-4 4.6
36.7
22.4
14.3
-7.9
2.3
0.9
1.4
-5.6
0.8297
-0.8

-16.0
-16.8
6.7
4- .8
11.1
- 10.1

16.0
9.6
6.4
15.3

1983

-4 5.5
-7.8
-53.3
54.9
31.3
23.6
1.6

10.8
4.5
6.3
12.4
0.6496
0.6
-21.7
-

21.1

14.1
-3.0
17.1
-7.0
15.9
8.2
1.1
8.0

1.0298

16.9
0.8706

-27.6
8.0
-19.6
23.0
12.7
10.3
3.4
-1.4
2.0
1.0102

-28.0
6.4
-21.6
19.9
15.2
4.7
-1.7
1.2
-0.5
0.9001

21.2

1984

4- 7 .0
-8.8
-55.8
56.7
37.2
19.5
0.9
7.9
1.5
6.4
8.8

0.5441
33.0
-4 2.6
-9.6
16.4
-2.2
18.6
6.8

12.0

6.4
5.6
-2.6
9.4
0.7851

Official national sources.

a The trade balances were not strictly comparable with commodity export and
im port data owing to time lags in actual dates o f shipments or arrivals of the relevant
merchandise relative to those on customs warrants or letters of credit etc.b Including
c
d
aid-inkind and technical assistance.
Including errors and omissions.
Fiscal year
ending in June. e Average rate for the whole calendar year.
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Figure I.11. Selected Pacific island economies. Movement in consumer prices, 1983-1984 and January-June 1985
(Percentage change from the corresponding period o f the previous year)

Cook Islands

a

Fiji

January-June only.

b

Guam

Kiribati

Northern Papua
Mariana New
Islandsb Guinea

Samoa

Solomon
Islands

Tonga

Tuvalu Vanuatu

Point-to-point changes for the year ending in December 1983 and September 1984 quarters, respectively.

of tight fiscal and monetary
policies, and wage restraints implemented since 1983 to contain
growth in domestic demand and
restore external balance.
The
decline in inflation took place
notwithstanding the depreciation of
the local currency by 35 per cent
against the United States dollar and
about 15 per cent against the
New Zealand dollar between 1982
and 1984 along with upward
adjustments in a number of administered prices and the upward
pressure on food prices due to a
prolonged drought over 1982/83.
The further depreciation of the
currency by almost one fifth
against the United States dollar
during the first half of 1985
moderated, but did not reverse, the
falling trend in prices.
Inflation in Fiji declined for
the fourth consecutive year to 5.3
per cent in 1984, compared with
6.7 per cent a year earlier. In the
prices of food and the cost of
housing, there was a marked
slow-down from the high rates
prevailing during the time of
rehabilitation after the cyclone in
1983. The effect of expansionary
fiscal spending to repair damage
was partly offset by a relatively
tight monetary policy. The Reserve
Bank’s minimum lending rate was
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Niue

raised by 1 per cent to 10.5 per
cent in November 1983 and
another 0.5 per cent at the end of
May 1984. The statutory reserve
deposit also was raised by 1 per
cent to 6 per cent in early December 1984 to partly neutralize the
effect on bank liquidity following
large salary payments made by the
Government in the previous month.
Pressures on consumer prices
continued to ease in Fiji with the
annualized
rate
of
inflation
reaching no more than 4.4 per cent
as of June 1985. The increase took
place during the first quarter.
Inflation in Tuvalu, at 3.5
per cent in 1984, continued to
show a sharp decline, despite
moderate increases in the prices of
major imports. The major reason
for the moderation in inflation was
a wage freeze, mainly on account
of budgetary restraint. Inflation in
Papua N ew Guinea remained stable
at around 7.5 per cent in 1984.
The causal factors included stronger
demand from producers for exports
in rural areas, and an upward
adjustment of 5 per cent in labour
earnings. There were, in addition,
higher fiscal charges, fares and fees,
as well as considerable liquidity in
the banking system.
The rise in consumer prices
eased
significantly,
with
the

annualized
rate
of inflation
reaching only 3.3 per cent as of
the first half of 1985. There were
more stable prices for food and
other essential consumer goods and
services, as well as a decrease of one
third in betel nut prices. However,
nominal labour earnings went up by
only 4.4 per cent in March 1985, in
line with the current partial wages
indexation agreement. The fall in
real wages and salaries, together
with softer commodity prices,
served to restrain growth in
aggregate demand.
The Cook Islands, Guam and
Solomon Islands were among the
countries that experienced a sharp
acceleration in inflation in 1984,
with the rates of inflation remaining high until the second quarter of
1985. Vanuatu’s consumer prices
also went up from 1.7 per cent in
1983 to 5.5 per cent in 1984,
reflecting largely the effects of
higher import duties and other
levies and charges as well as a
depreciation of the local currency
relative to the major trading currencies. Inflation fell substantially to
an annualized rate o f just 1.2 per
cent as o f June 1985, in spite o f a
downward adjustment o f 9.3 per
cent in the vatu exchange value
(relative to special drawing rights)
in April. In fact, consumer prices

fell by almost 1 per cent between
the first and second quarters o f
1985.
Inflation in Solom on Islands
went up sharply, from 6.7 per cent
in 1983 to just over 11 per cent in
1984, reversing a declining trend
since 1980. The inflationary pressure in 1984 arose from a number
of factors. First, there was a strong
rise in overall demand owing to the
export boom and increases in real
wages. Secondly, local supplies of
fresh staples were reduced partly
because of the shift of labour from
market gardening to more remunerative copra production.15
Thirdly, the financial sector became
highly liquid with non-bank currency holdings expanding by two
fifths, and demand and nondemand deposits by two thirds and
30 per cent, respectively in 1984.
Retail prices continued to rise at a
high rate during the first half of
1985 owing, in part, to sustained
growth in demand; nominal wages
went up by about 12 per cent in
mid-1985 in response to the upturn
in inflation. Domestic bank credit
expanded by almost two fifths
despite a fall in net foreign assets.
15 Retail prices of sweet potatoes
tripled between February and September, while the prices of fresh fish and
meat were 17-20 per cent higher.

The rate o f inflation slowed down
in mid-1985 as monetary policies
became more restrictive.
2. Public finance
There was a noticeable improvement in the budgetary position of
several island economies in 1984.
Substantial increases in traderelated receipts doubled the average
rate of growth of revenue to 26.6
per cent in Papua New Guinea,
Samoa, Solomon Islands and
Tuvalu during the year (see Table
1.18). They also helped lower the
ratio of the budget deficit to total
spending, despite higher recurrent
costs and/or capital outlays. In
recent years there has been an increasing reliance on indirect taxes,
particularly on imported consumer
goods and other products with
highly inelastic demand, which
tend to be generally regressive. A
general feature of public spending
has been the rising share of wages
and salaries, normally at the
expense of capital outlays, which
were at relatively low levels. These
trends constituted matters of
serious concern to policy and
planning in several island economies.
(a) Government revenue
Fiscal revenue in Samoa continued to expand at the high rate o f

almost 43 per cent (or $WS 17.6
million) in 1984 owing to the
economic recovery induced, in part,
by an upsurge in external grants,
booming export earnings, and
higher import volume. There were,
in addition, several measures which
both widened and deepened the
tax base. Revisions in the customs
tariffs, for example, removed the
exemption o f duties on imports by
new firms and by the Government.
Excise duties were raised and
shifted from specific to ad valorem
rates so as to sustain tax yields
from both the production and
consumption o f luxury products.
As a result, indirect taxes contributed an extra $WS 14.3 million
in 1984, or four fifths o f the total
increase in government revenue,
while there was only a modest rise
in other sources of revenue.
Government
revenue
in
Solomon Islands rose sharply by
$SI 13 million or 38 per cent in
1984. The bulk of the increase was
accounted for by indirect taxes on
exports and imports and by the
introduction o f several discretionary measures. The latter included
the reimposition o f export duties
on copra and cocoa, and the introduction o f a reforestation levy in
addition to the current export tax
on timber.

Table I.18. Selected Pacific island economies. Percentage change in government revenue and expenditure,a 19831985
Recurrent expenditure

Total revenue

b
Fiji
Kiribati

1985

1983

1984

1985

1983

10.6

6.1

13.4
-6 .5

17.5
25

-1.5

0.8

0.6

3.6
48.5

1983

1984

11.0

0.8
8.2

11.8

22.7
9.7

6.6

5.7

12.1

Samoad

45.2

42.8

8.8

12.0

13.8

Solomon Islandsb

3.6
-3.2
15.2

38.0
14.0
16.5

12
2.4

11.3

8.5
20.5

4.5

6.1

8.6

23.4

3.2

10.2

2.3
15.1

c

Papua New Guinea

Tuvalu
Vanuatu
Sources:

Development expenditure
1984

1985

-37.4

17.5

21.0

-13.0

13.4
12.5

1.1

29.6
-18.9

-7.4

12.3
-29.1

156.1

-18.9

43.6

6.0

Official national sources.

a

Revised budget estimates for 1984 figures and budget estimates for 1985 figures.
Development
b
expenditure includes net
lending. c Development expenditure includes capital and maintenance works. d Development expenditure incorporates net treasury advances and capital accounts.
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The 1985 budget provided for
a much lower revenue growth rate
o f 7.2 per cent, or SSI 3.4 million,
derived almost entirely from higher
non-tax receipts.
Indirect taxes
were to rise marginally, but import
duties were expected to grow owing
to sustained import demand, while
export tax receipts were projected
to remain at the previous year’s
level as lower prices o f export commodities would offset higher
volumes. However, the steep fall in
copra exports in mid-1985 may
cause a shortfall in actual revenue
during the year.
Vanuatu had sustained a robust
rate o f resource mobilization in real
terms with revenue growth reaching
16.5 per cent in 1984 and averaging
over 18 per cent annually during
1982-1985.
Such fiscal efforts
were necessitated, in part, to counterbalance the decrease in foreign
resources for budgetary support.
The newer and faster-growing
sources of fiscal
receipts were
derived from the status of Vanuatu
as a financial centre and a tourist
destination.
Fees from business
licensing plus corporate and shipping registrations doubled between
1981 and 1984; so did receipts
from the turnover tax which had
been introduced in 1982. These
revenue categories accounted for 16
per cent of tax revenue during
1984-1985, compared with 14 per
cent in 1982.
The growth of government
revenue in Tuvalu by 14 per cent
during 1984 followed the trough in
public receipts in the previous year;
revenue expanded by 10.3 per cent
between 1982 and 1984. Over four
fifths of this growth was due to
higher indirect taxes arising mainly
from increases in import duties
since 1980 and the introduction of
a sales tax in 1983. Their impact
was partially offset by general
stagnation in import spending and
a compensatory reduction in personal income taxation. Collections
from direct taxes in 1983 remained
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considerably lower than in 1981 or
1982 and total tax revenue was
budgeted to fall marginally in 1985
(see Box I.9). Higher fees and
charges, notably fishing licences,
more than offset the reduction in
property
income,
particularly
dividends from the Philatelic
Bureau.
The sources o f Papua N ew
Guinea’s comparatively modest rate
of revenue growth o f 11.8 per cent
(or 49.3 million kina) in 1984 were
almost equally attributable to
direct and indirect taxes; non-tax
revenue fell marginally.
The
increase in the former was largely
due to improvements in tax collection, and higher corporate profitability and dividends following the
economic upturn since 1983.
Higher commodity prices and the
reimposition of the coffee and
cocoa export levies and a larger
volume o f imports and excisable
production contributed to the rise
in indirect taxes.
Government revenue was expected to increase, although at the
slightly lower rate o f just under 10
per cent, in 1985. New revenue
measures were all indirect in nature,
including higher taxes on general
imports, higher excise duties on
beer and cigarettes, and the removal
from import duty o f automotive
diesel used in power generation.
Fiji was one o f the few island
economies
which
experienced
modest revenue growth in 1984.
Two thirds of the resources, totalling $F 30 million, came largely
from higher personal income taxes
($F 12.3 million) owing to the
strong growth in wages and salaries,
particularly in the public sector.
Corporate income taxes expanded
by only $F 3.5 million because of
lower incomes in the sugar industry
and tax concessions given as investment incentives. The combination
o f higher import and excise duty
rates on a wide range o f products
and a broadening o f the excise tax
base resulted in an increase of

$F 12 million in revenue. The
1985 budget,however, provided for
a lower rate of revenue mobilization, amounting to $F 19 million,
or just 6 per cent higher than in the
previous year. Most o f the increase
would come from im port taxes.
Higher excise tax yields were
largely offset by direct tax losses of
$F 5.5 million owing to several concessions and incentives, the removal
o f the 5 per cent surcharge, and low
incomes in the sugar sector.
3. Government expenditure and
deficit financing
In a number of countries
including Fiji, Samoa and Solomon
Islands,
significant growth in
revenue has made feasible higher
nominal government expenditure,
partly necessitated by unforeseen
circumstances, w ithout incurring
excessive deficits. Solomon Islands
recorded an increase o f one quarter
in 1984 (or $SI 13.5 million) in
public spending, compared w ith a
budgeted target o f 3 per cent; yet
the deficit went down from 11 per
cent o f GDP during 1983 to 4 per
cent in 1984.16 The increase in
expenditure was totally absorbed
by recurrent outlays, mainly by
increases in salaries o f government
servants, higher costs o f goods and
services purchased by government
and interest payments. Development spending, however, fell for
the second year to 16 per cent o f
total expenditure in 1984, compared w ith one third during 1981
and 1982. Allowing for inflation,
the capital formation in the public
sector in real terms declined by
about 50 per cent between 1980
and 1984. The substantial increase
in the capital spending (including
16 Between one quarter and one
third of the 1984-1985 deficits were
financed by cash grants from donor
countries, principally Australia, Japan
and the United Kingdom. Most of
the remainder came from concessional
borrowing from international agencies.

net lending) in 1985, by $SI 16.7
million or by almost 150 per cent,
provided for the implementation
of several projects in agriculture,
fishery and forestry which had been
delayed previously and for maintenance and repair o f existing infra-

structure. By mid-1985, however,
less than one fifth o f the planned
development outlays had been
carried out. However, the increase
in recurrent expenditure is likely
to exceed the budgeted rise of
$SI 2 million (or 4.5 per cent) in

1985 because this rise did not allow
for the 8 per cent increase in wages
at the beginning of the year.
In Tuvalu public spending
increased sharply by just over one
quarter (or $A 1.6 million) during
1984; the large bulk of this increase

B ox I.9. Public finance issues in very sm all econom ies:
the case o f Tuvalu
Tuvalu, formerly known as the
Ellice (or Lagoon) Islands became an
independent sovereign State on 1 October 1978. Tuvalu consists of nine
widely dispersed atolls in the South
Pacific, with a total land mass of 24
square kilometres and a population of
about 8,364 persons as of mid-1983.
The country has few inland exploitable
natural resources. Although its exclusive economic zone covers approximately 900,000 square kilometres of
oceanic waters, fishing in the area is
currently carried out exclusively by
overseas companies under licence.
The Government’s capital development programme under the 19841987 Third Development Plan to
achieve socio-economic progress is
based almost wholly on assistance from
the international community. At the
same time, considerable efforts have
been made by the Government to
restrain recurrent expenditure through
a careful scrutiny of expenditures and
to select projects which ensure
improvements in productivity and the
cost-effectiveness of public facilities
and services. Additional internal
resources have also been mobilized to
maintain a modest range of socioeconomic infrastructure and services
already in existence.
However, given Tuvalu’s very
small and fragmented economy, with a
highly inadequate human and natural
resource base, there are serious
constraints to these efforts.
The
prospects of any major break through
the “ low-level equilibrium trap” are
not encouraging in the near futufe.a
The level of internally generated government revenues, already approaching
60 per cent of the country’s GDP in
1983, is way above the average ratio of
one fifth in 17 other developing
economies in the ESCAP region.b The
scope for any significant additional

b Data for 1980 only. SeeSurvey,
1982, p. 105.

a “Assistance to Tuvalu - Report
of the Secretary-General” (E/1985/68),
p. 8.

c Mainly owing to returning
Tuvaluans from Banaba Island, Kiribati
and Nauru.

resource mobilization is further limited
by the adverse impact of a wider tax
net and higher rates of taxes on consumer prices and consequently, wage
adjustments. During 1981-1984, there
was a marked reduction of public
services per head of population in real
terms, given the relatively high rate of
population growth averaging 3.4 per
cent per year during 1979-1983c and
an inflation rate twice as high as the
rate of growth of revenue.
The net result of these severe
constraints was that internal revenue
during 1984-1985 was sufficient to
meet only about three quarters of
recurrent expenditure, even though the
ratio improved markedly from two
thirds in 1979. Tuvalu, in common
with many other low-income developing economies, faces a classic
dilemma in development financing.
The implementation of capital development programmes, whether externally assisted or domestically financed,
will inevitably enlarge the size of the
recurrent budget. Yet, any significant
scaling down of development outlay
would not only adversely affect the
currently low standard of living in
Tuvalu, but also depress local economic activity and hence the basis
for internal revenue growth.
The
recurrent budget deficit would widen
further, necessitating deeper cuts in
development spending and leading
possibly to a self-reinforcing cycle
of economic decline.
Tuvalu’s capital expenditure,
almost wholly financed by external
aid sources, amounted to $16.2 million during 1982-1985. A conservative current/capital cost ratio of 15
per cent would require annual
maintenance expenses of $A 2.4 mil-

lion, or two thirds o f the estimates for
current expenditure in 1985. Current
revenue, however, grew by only $A
0.5 m illion between 1982 and 1985.
Current
capital expenditure and
external assistance thus involve resource commitments well into the
medium and long terms.
It then
becomes imperative that external support to meet the current costs be
made available so as to ensure the
provision and maintenance of hardgained services w ith infrastructure
facilities created w ith capital expenditure.
A number o f options are open
to the donors to help solve Tuvalu’s
budgetary dilemma.
Donor countries can, for example, assume responsibility for the recurrent costs of
projects that they finance. Long-term
assistance commitments on a bilateral
or m ultilateral basis, or in the form o f
interest on an international trust fund,
are other alternatives.
Indeed, a
Committee reviewing the Australian
overseas aid programme recommended
that, in exceptional circumstances,
budgetary support be provided to
the very small Pacific island States.
Continuing support o f this nature w ill
require commitments from donor
countries and/or funding sources for
resources over a number o f years. It
is well recognized that appropriations
for grants from abroad have to be
authorized annually by legislatures
in donor countries.
This technical
requirement, however, is unlikely to
prove an insurmountable d ifficu lty
given a spirit o f understanding between
donor and recipient countries. The
series o f five-year aid agreements
between Australia and Papua New
Guinea are a good instance o f the fruits
o f such understanding.

d Report o f the Committee to
Review the Australian Overseas Aid
Program (Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1984), p. 6.
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was accounted for by the rise in
externally financed development
expenditure.
Current outlays,
which had been under severe restraint, expanded by $A0.4 million,
or 8.6 per cent, during 1981-1984
and were budgeted to rise by
2.3 per cent in 1985.
The
recurrent budget deficit, averaging
around 36 per cent of internal
revenue during 1981-1984, was
financed by grants from the United
Kingdom. However, such budgetary support, averaging $A 0.9
million per year during 1981-1985,
was scheduled to fall by $A 100,000
annually from 1987. The United
Kingdom also underwrote one third
of Tuvalu’s capital development
programmes during 1983-1985;
other major donors included
Australia (one fifth), the European
Development Fund (13 per cent),
New Zealand (11 per cent) and
Japan (9 per cent).
Kiribati had to reduce significantly the real value of public
services per head of population,
largely through a fall in real wages
and employment growth in the
public sector, as dictated by constraints on revenue. Consequently,
recurrent outlays, which had
reached $A 17.4 million in 1981,
have remained stagnant at around
$A 16 million per year since then.
The recurrent budget deficit, falling
from an average of 35 per cent of
internal revenue in 1981-1982 to
just over one fifth during 19841985, was largely financed by
grants-in-aid from the United Kingdom. Such aid, however, declined
rapidly after 1982 and averaged
$A 3.2 million per year over 1981 1985; it was scheduled to be phased
out in the late 1980s. Capital
spending in Kiribati, which was
mostly
financed by external
sources, also remained largely
stagnant at $A 4.3 million (or one
fifth o f total expenditure) per year
during 1981-1985.
The largest
donor was the United Kingdom
which accounted for over one half
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of external project aid during the
first two years of the current 19831986 National Development Plan.
Other major sources included Australia, Japan, New Zealand and the
European Development Fund.
In contrast, there was a large
expansion in government spending,
totalling $F 59 million (or 17.5 per
cent) in 1984 in Fiji.
Of the
increase of $F 49 million in recurrent costs, about one half was
absorbed by wage and salaries
adjustments and another 45 per
cent went to higher subsidies and
transfers. Capital spending was cut
from the budgeted level of $F 80
million to $F 67 million so as to
reduce the fiscal deficit. Most of
the postponed projects were in the
agriculture sector including further
development of rice cultivation,
drought rehabilitation, road and
airstrip construction, and the
extension of the water supply
system. The budget deficit in 1984
(at $F 83 million) amounted to 6.3
per cent of GDP, compared with
4.6 per cent in 1983. Fiji was one
of the few Pacific island economies
where foreign grants, largely from
Australia, New Zealand and EEC,
were a minor source of budgetary
support (see Figure I.12). The external assistance rose by one half to
$F 15 million while external borrowing doubled to $F 10 million.
Domestic financing from the banking sector, however, rose substantially, from $F 7 million to $F 22
million owing to the limited funds
(totalling $F 4 million) available
from non-bank sources, particularly
the National Provident Fund.
The 1985 budget aimed to
lower the budget deficit by about
one fifth, to $F 68 million, with
almost one half of the deficit to be
financed by foreign grants and
loans. Current spending was projected to fall by 1.5 per cent (or
$F 5 million), while capital outlays
(including net lending), were
budgeted to rise in 1985 by $F 9
million or 13 per cent.
The

increased capital expenditure was
allocated to agricultural, forestry
and infrastructural projects which
had been started earlier while new
activities were on regional and agricultural development, including rice
and cocoa cultivation.
Samoa and Vanuatu registered
a more modest rate of growth of
public expenditure in 1984 although the underlying policy
orientation was rather different. As
a crucial part o f the domestic stabilization programme in Samoa, the
rate o f overall expenditure growth
declined from a peak o f over 31 per
cent in 1983 to just under 11 per
cent in 1984 and was budgeted to
fall by 6 per cent in 1985. Approximately 68 per cent o f the increase
o f $WS 8.2 million in total expenditure was due to higher capital
spending. The proportion of such
spending financed by project aid
grants reached 52 per cent in 1983
as a result of a large rise of two
thirds in external assistance. The
ratio fell to 38 per cent a year later,
owing in part, to airport construction in advance of foreign reimbursements.
The 1985 budget provided for
a further reduction o f two fifths in
deficit spending, to $WS 15.5
million or 24 per cent o f government revenue.
This was to be
achieved through a respective fall of
$WS 9.7 million and $WS 5.1
million in capital and overall
spending. Project aid and grants,
estimated to reach $WS 21.1
million, would thus underwrite
slightly over one half o f development expenditure and be more than
sufficient to cover the budget
deficit.
Recurrent expenditure17 in
Vanuatu was rising rapidly in real
terms, averaging about twice the
rate of domestic inflation during
1982-1985. Owing to a high rate of
domestic resource mobilization, the
17
The Government has not tabled
a capital budget in Parliament to date.

recurrent budget deficit fell rapidly,
from over one half to just 16 per
cent o f internal revenue between
1981-1982 and 1984-1985. Most
of this deficit was met by budgetary aid from France and the United
Kingdom. As is the case elsewhere
in the Pacific island subregion,
however, such assistance was declining in nominal value and was
scheduled to terminate in the near
future.
Expenditure from the Development Fund was relatively low,
equivalent to about one fifth of
recurrent spending during 19821983. This was because expenditure out of the Development Fund
represented only one third of the
estimated total capital outlays in
Vanuatu.
The main souices of

financial support for the Development Fund included the United
Kingdom, which provided 237
million vatu or 36 per cent o f total
receipts in 1982-1983, Australia
(one fifth), France (18 per cent),
the European Development Fund
(21 per cent) and New Zealand
(8 per cent). The Government also
had access to loan funds from
international agencies, particularly
for large commercial projects.
Public expenditure growth in
Papua N ew Guinea, at 5.2 per cent
in 1984, was among the lowest
within the Pacific island subregion.
In fact, nominal public spending
had been considerably restrained
since 1982 to be more consistent
with revenue availability and to
strengthen the external position;

Figure I.12. Selected Pacific island economies. Average ratio of external
budgetary aid over total domestic revenue and total expenditure, 1984-1985

Fiji

a

b
c
a
Kiribati Papua Samoa Solom on Tonga Tuvalu V anuatu
New
Islands
Guinea

Including cash and commodity grants plus project aid grants.
Fiscal
b
year
ending in June 1984. c Recurrent budgetary support and recurrent expenditure
only.

it was consequently rising at three
fifths o f the cumulative inflation
rate during 1982-1984. Most of the
growth in government spending,
totalling 36.6 million kina in 1984,
was absorbed by higher recurrent
costs. Capital outlays, which had
been falling considerably in real
terms since 1980, constituted 11.5
per cent o f total expenditure in
1983-1984, compared with over
14 per cent during 1980-1981.
Stagnant capital outlays combined
with strong revenue growth reduced the overall deficit by 5 per
cent (or 13 million kina) in 1984.
At the same time, Australian
budgetary support went up by 9.4
per cent (to 232 million kina),
reflecting an increase in assistance
under the revised 1983 agreement
and the lower average value of the
kina against the Australian dollar;
such aid was equivalent to almost
one half o f domestic revenue.
These favourable developments
made it possible to cut foreign
loans by 70 per cent (to 32 million
kina) while repayment of domestic
commercial obligations actually
exceeded new borrowings for the
first time since 1978.
More moderate revenue yields
combined with strong expenditure
growth raised the budget deficit by
21 per cent to 337 million kina in
1985.
Australian budgetary support increased by 13 million kina,
to provide an estimated 73 per cent
o f the excess spending. Foreign
loans were projected to rise to 72
million kina (or by 125 per cent),
with two fifths at commercial
terms, while domestic non-bank
borrowings expanded from 14
million to 20 million kina. The
higher deficit in 1985 was equivalent to an estimated 5 per cent of
GDP as a whole, however, the ratio
had remained largely unchanged at
4 to 5 per cent between 1979 and
1985.
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IV. DEVELOPMENTS IN MAJOR SECTORS

A. AGRICULTURE
gricultural production in most
developing countries in the
ESCAP region continued to grow at
reasonably satisfactory rates in
1984, and these trends continued in
1985, aided by favourable weather
conditions in most countries.
However, there was considerable
variation in performance among
countries and in the production of
different crops.
While production increased in both food and
non-food crops, the rate of growth
in cereals production was generally
lower in 1984 than in the previous
year. The slower growth rates of
production of major cereals, rice
and wheat, did not affect overall
food security situation in the
developing economies in the
ESCAP region. While output was
satisfactory, agricultural incomes
were depressed as commodity
prices remained low. The price of
sugar further deteriorated, causing
serious problems in sugar exporting
countries.

A

1. Overall trends in aggregate
production
The rate of growth o f agricultural production in developing
countries in the ESCAP region was
4.4 per cent in 1984 and was
significantly lower than the rate of
increase in global agricultural production. The better performance
was very much the outcome of high
growth rate in China, which was
more than 65 per cent above the
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regional average. In most other
major producing countries in the
region, the rate of growth of
production was considerably lower
than the average.
The lower
growth rate in India in 1984
followed bumper cereal harvests in
1983. In some of the smaller countries, production increased quite
significandy, partly because of
recovery from earlier declines and
partly because of sustained efforts
to achieve self-sufficiency in food
(see Table I.19).
In China, 1984 marked another
high point in a series of good
harvests, the seventh in a row. The
high growth was partly due to
agricultural reforms and the introduction of the contract responsibility system, under which a direct
link had been established between
output and remuneration.
The
growth rate of total agricultural
production in 1984 was 7.6 per
cent, compared with 7.4 per cent
in 1983, with impressive growth in
the production of cotton, jute,
rice and wheat. Growth in agricultural output in India slowed down
to 1.5 per cent in 1984, compared
with the extraordinarily high
growth of 13.5 per cent in 1983.
Although the rate o f growth o f
agricultural output in Burma in
1984 was 5.3 per cent, cereals production grew much more slowly,
largely owing to near stagnation in
its major crop, rice. Agricultural
production in Indonesia grew, in
1984, by 5.0 per cent, due to
impressive gains in the production
o f rice and other cereals.

In the relatively small but
efficient agricultural sector in the
Republic o f Korea, the rate of
growth o f total agricultural production was below 1 per cent in 1984.
The production of its staple crop,
rice, continued to increase, raising
the self-sufficiency rate for grain
from 51 per cent in 1983 to 53 per
cent in 1984.
Agricultural production recovered in Pakistan in 1984 after
a brief set-back in 1983. In 1984,
the aggregate agricultural production of Thailand went up by 1.4
per cent compared with the better
than average rate of 6.1 per cent in
1983.
Although growth in the
overall output of cereals was 2.0
per cent, rice output declined
marginally from the bumper harvest
in 1983, when it grew by 15.8 per
cent. The production of sugar-cane
declined in response to lower
returns to farmers.
In the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Mongolia and the Philippines,
there was considerable decline in
aggregate agricultural production in
1984. In the Islamic Republic o f
Iran, where the decline was sharp,
production was 4.8 per cent lower
in 1984 than in 1983, largely
because of a significant drop in
cereals production for the second
year in succession. The 5.2 per
cent decline in production in
Mongolia occurred after three years
o f uninterrupted growth, while
production fell in the Philippines
for the second year in succession
and was 1.5 per cent lower in 1984
than in 1983.
The index of

aggregate production did not
recover to the level in 1981, with
the production of almost all the
major crops either remaining
stagnant or falling in 1984.
In Sri Lanka, the agricultural
production did not increase in
1984 and there was a decline in
per capita production. Although
tea output increased considerably,
the decline in the production of
rice and natural rubber was so
steep as to result in stagnation in
total agricultural production. In
1985, aggregate production was
likely to be higher owing to an
improvement in the Maha crop,
although weather conditions had
adversely affected the Yala crop.
Viet Nam had another good
harvest in 1984, with an aggregate
growth rate of 6.0 per cent. The
growth in agricultural production
in both food and non-food crops
in Viet Nam has been quite steady
during the last few years. Among
Pacific island countries, Fiji made a
strong recovery in 1984, with
aggregate agricultural production
rising by as much as 55.0 per
cent. This was exclusively due to
a phenomenal increase in sugarcane production, which had been
affected by bad weather in 1983.
(a) Cereals
The output o f cereals, which
is the main component of agricultural production in the developing
countries in the ESCAP region,
was 718 million metric tons in
1984. The increase in output by
3.4 per cent from 1983 was slightly
above the growth in population.
Nearly one third of the increase
was attributable to higher yields.
The annual output o f cereals in
1984 in developing economies in
the ESCAP region was 44 per cent
higher than the annual average
production
during
1974-1976,
largely owing to higher yields
(Figure I.13). However, the rates
of growth are still insufficient to

Figure I.13. Trend of cereal production, yield and area under cultivation in
developing economies in the ESCAP region

Table I.19. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Growth in agricultural
output, 1982-1984
(Percentage change over previous year)

Agricultural production
1982

1983

Afghanistan

1984

3.1

Food production
1982

1983

1 .0

1.9

1984

Bangladesh

3.4

3.3

0.8

4.3

2.5

0.8

Bhutan

2.6

3.4

1.6

2.6

25

2.5

Burma

7.4

2.7

5.3

8.1

2.0

5.3

China

8.9

7.4

7.6

9 .0

6.8

6.3

-3.3

14.3

1.5

3.7

5.0

-4.6

-4.8

0.7

17.3

India

-3.3

13.5

1.5

Indonesia

-0.8

4.5

5.0

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

3.2

-3.9

-4.8

Lao People’s Democratic
Republic

0.7

0.7

16.7

Malaysia

4.0

-3.9

4.8

3.8

-4.4

62

Maldives

4.7

5.4

0.9

4.7

5.4

0.8

-5.1

3.1

Mongolia

6.9

6.5

-5.2

9.0

7.3

Nepal

-9.4

21.7

-0.8

-9.4

21.7

Pakistan

5.6

-

0.8

5.3

4.8

Philippines

2.3

-2 .2

-1.5

1.5

2.6

2.5

0.8

-6 . 1

8.9

Republic of Korea
Sri Lanka

-

3.1

0.8

0 .8

-2.3

1.7

33

1.6

-6.3

11.1

-1.3

Thailand

2.3

6.1

1.4

1.6

6.1

1.4

Viet Nam

5.2

4.3

6.1

5.2

4.3

6.1

Developing economies in
the ESCAP region

4.0

7.0

4.4

3.2

7.0

3.7

All economies in the
ESCAP region

2.5

6.6

4.6

2.5

6.6

3 .9

World

2.6

5.1

2.6

0.9

4.2

Source:

FAO computer printout dated 16 December 1985.
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permit any substantial increase in
the per capita availability of cereals,
except in a few countries (see Box
I.10).
On the basis of production
estimates available, cereals production in 1985 was generally at a
high level in most developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
However, the net increase in
aggregate production was not likely
to be significant owing to an
expected slow-down in the exceptionally high growth rates in

recent years in China. The production of wheat in China is likely
to be 7 per cent lower in 1985,
according to recent estimates.
Approximately three fourths
o f the total cereals in the developing economies in the ESCAP
region continued to be produced
in China and India (Table I.20,
p. 76). In most other major cerealsproducing countries in the region,
growth- was mixed in 1984. In
Burma, Indonesia, the Philippines
and Viet Nam, growth was moder-

ate while in the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Malaysia and Pakistan cereals
production fell sharply. In Pakistan,
aggregate cereals production declined by 7.5 per cent in 1984
because of adverse weather conditions.
In 1985, production in
India and Pakistan is likely to
have gone up marginally.
Rice
production is estimated to have
risen in most developing economies
in the region in 1985. The major
exception is China, where economic
reforms have had the effect of

Box I.10. The increase in malnutrition amidst rapid agricultural
Despite a 22 per cent growth in
per capita food production and increased ability to import food over the
last decade or so, malnutrition remains
one of the most disquieting problems
in the developing countries. Although
nutritional deficiency also arises at the
aggregate level in many countries in
the region, it is most widespread in
and serious among vulnerable groups
such as rural poor and urban slum
dwellers. In the early 1980s, there
were at least 10 countries in the region
where aggregate food supplies were
inadequate to ensure per capita food
availability (dietary energy) which
could satisfy internationally-acceptable
minimum dietary requirements. The
average dietary energy supply indicates
the maximum dietary level (in caloric
terms) that a country can currently
achieve on a per capita basis. However,
the distribution of aggregate supply of
food (and hence dietary energy) is
based on the purchasing power commanded by different social groups
resulting in the deprivation of lowincome vulnerable groups such as
landless farmers in rural areas and slum
dwellers in urban areas. Food selfsufficiency or adequacy of total
supplies in a country is by itself not
sufficient to ensure that the. battle
against malnutrition can be won.
Food availability, as measured by
supply of calories per capita per day
in the developing countries in the
ESCAP region, increased by approximately 9 per cent between 1970-1972
and 1980-1982 (see table). Although
the normative dietary energy requirement at the aggregate level for the
developing countries in the region
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is 2,282 calories per capita per day,
the requirement of individual countries
depending on their age and occupational structures varied between 2,160
and 2,430 (see table) as estimated by
the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO). During
the 1970s, progress in achieving the
goal of better nutrition was mixed in
the developing countries in the ESCAP
region. In most of these countries
the proportion of availability of
dietary energy to requirements went
up, reflecting the generally good
performance in the agricultural sector and in the achievement of selfsufficiency during the decade. In many
countries such as Burma, China, Indonesia, Mongolia and the Philippines,
the improvement was high enough to
make per capita energy availability
exceed normative requirement levels.
However, in Bangladesh, the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic and
Nepal, three of the eight least
developed countries in the region, the
supply of average dietary energy went
down further, making the problem
more acute and widespread. Among
the Pacific island countries, while the
average dietary energy supply increased
considerably in Fiji, Samoa and Tonga,
it declined in Papua New Guinea and
Vanuatu to significantly below the
normative level. Among the other
countries of South Asia, while the
nutritional situation in India and
Pakistan remained relatively unchanged, with average per capita
energy supply in both countries
remaining below the normative level,
the situation in Sri Lanka worsened
somewhat during the decade of the

1970s, though it was still considerably
better than in India or Pakistan.
The bulk of dietary energy supply
in the developing countries in the
ESCAP region is derived from cereals,
of which rice contributed more than
50 per cent. The improvement in the
caloric supplies between the periods
1970-1972
and
1980-1982
was
brought about largely by the increase
in the share o f cereals, and a lowering
of the proportion of pulses and animal
products, with adverse effects on the
intake of protein. The supply of
protein in some of the developing
countries is as low as 40 grams per
capita compared with 110 grams
in a developed country such as New
Zealand. Except for Mongolia, where
livestock production is a major
economic activity and protein consumption was comparable to the
developed countries, the per capita
supply o f protein in other developing
countries was generally unsatisfactory.
The improvement in protein intake
was generally lower than in overall
energy intake.
Among countries
where protein intake fell were
Bangladesh, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua
New Guinea, Sri Lanka, Thailand and
Viet Nam.
As pointed out at the outset, the
problem of malnutrition is not simply
one of augmenting aggregate food
supplies but also of improving their
distribution and o f increasing effective
demand.
Indeed the problem of
malnutrition cannot be solved without
addressing larger questions of population planning, employment generation
and income distribution. Otherwise,

shifting production away from
cereals to cash crops.
In 1984, rice production in
developing economies in the
ESCAP region reached a peak, with
aggregate production exceeding 400
million metric tons, accounting for
88 per cent o f world output. Rice
production increased by 3.5 per
cent, and was approximately 14
million tons higher than in 1983.
However, the average rate of
growth in the developing economies
in the region was about 1 per

cent lower than the global growth
rate. The bulk of the growth in
rice production in 1984 in the
region was concentrated in a few
countries, including China and
Indonesia, with rates of growth of
5.2 per cent and 7.8 per cent,
respectively.
In 1985, rice production in Indonesia is likely to
have continued its high growth.
After an exceptionally good harvest
in 1983, the rate o f growth in
India slowed down to 1.6 per cent
in 1984. The prospect for 1985

was for a continued rise in production,
although
weather
had
adversely affected the crop in some
parts o f the country.
Among the region’s traditional
rice exporters, output in Burma
rose by 2.1 per cent, while in
Thailand production declined by
1.3 per cent. Strong growth is
likely in 1985 in both countries
because of timely rains. In Pakistan,
where rice is mainly an export crop,
production rose by nearly 4 per
cent in 1984 after decline in pro-

growth in the region
the paradox of increasing food supplies
and falling nutritional levels will
become increasingly apparent. While
malnutrition remains widespread in
rural areas, the situation in urban areas
is generally worse, since low-income,
the unemployed and other under-

privileged groups have only a lim ited
access to marketed supplies. In the
rural areas some access to cultivation o f land, however marginal, is still
available fo r subsistence, attenuating
the situation to some extent. As a
result, on average, “ caloric intake in

rural areas is usually higher than in
urban areas” .a

a FAO, The State o f Food and
Agriculture, 1984 (Rome, 1985),
p . 103.

Food availability: total calories and protein per caput per day, 1970-1972 and 1980-1982 averages
Protein (gms)

Total calories
Normative
requirement
Bangladesh
Burma
China
Fiji
India
Indonesia
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Malaysia
Maldives
Mongolia
Nepal
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Republic o f Korea
Samoa
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Tonga
Vanuatu
Viet Nam

Per cent o f availability
to requirement
1970-1972

1980-1982
80.9
109.2
105.5
126.7
91.9

2 220

81.7
98.2
91.1
108.1
91.0
91.4
93.2

2 230

112.8

2 210

81.4
96.5
91.2
96.5
97.5
87.7
114.1
93.3

2 310
2 160
2 360
2 280
2 210

2 160

2 430
2 200

2 310
2 280
2 260
2 350
2 280

110.0

87.2
115.2
92.3
113.1
88.1

96.6
90.4
106.4
125. 0

1970-1972

1980-1982

41.2
54.5
55.5
52.1
49.6
41.1
56.3
50.4
59.4
90.9
48.8
60.2
45.9
47.8

40.4
62.1
58.8
68.0

49.2
50.5
52.1
59.0
58.1
97.5
47.1
57.3
39.9
54.3

68.6

82.1
48.9
58.8
2 220
99.4
101.6
44.2
42.8
102.3
2 220
104.1
49.5
46.4
132.5
2 280
137.1
49.4
77.6
2 160
105.0
98.0
59.1
59.9
2 160
101.8
97.4
53.3
48.0
Source: Food and Agriculture Development in Asia-Pacific Region, 1974-1984,RAP A Monograph No. 1985/5 (Bangkok,
FAO, 1985).
111.0
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duction in the previous year. The
Republic of Korea and Viet Nam
were among the countries in which
growth continued in 1984, with
rates of 4.8 and 5.9 per cent,
respectively. Although the production o f rice went up marginally (1.2
per cent) in the Islamic Republic of

Iran in 1984, it was still lower than
average annual production during
1974-1976. The production of rice
in the Philippines went up by 5.4
per cent. It fell in Malaysia and
Sri Lanka, by 2.8 and 3 5 per cent,
respectively, in 1984.
Although for developing econ-

omies in the ESCAP region wheat is
one of the more important cereals
crops, their total production forms
only 30 per cent of global production (Figure I.14).
Against the
global growth rate o f 5.9 per cent,
in 1984 the rise in wheat production was only 4.5 per cent in these

Table I.20. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Production of cereals, 1982-1984
(Thousands o f tons and percentage change from previous year)
Wheat

Rice

Afghanistan

1983

1984

1982

1983

1984

480

2 862
(0.4)

2 927
(2.3)

2 850

( )

(- 2 .6 )

1 167
( 0 .1 )

1 183
(1.4)

1 180
(-0.3)

(2 .0 )

21 950
(0.9)

967
(-11.5)

1 095
(1 3 2 )

1 212
(10.7)

48
(-9.4)

42
(-12.5)

60
(1.7)

61
(1.7)

10
( 11 ..1 )

10

(-)

98
(2.1)

14 288
(- 0 .6 )

14 588
(2.1)

(6 .0)

130
(4.8)

214
(64.6)

164 848 172 184
(4.5)
( 12.1)

181 198
(5.2 )

68 472
(14.8)

81 392
(18.9)

21 325
(4.3)

Bhutan

59
(5.4)

Burma

14 373
( 1.6 )

China

Total

1982

473
(-0.4)

Bangladesh

Coarse grains

1984

1982

1983
480
(1.5)
2 1 751

124

10

1982

1983

1984

4 503
(0.3)

4 590
(1.9)

4510
(-1.7)

38
(-9.5)

40
(3 .5)

888
(2.5)

23 199
(1.4)

101
(3.1)

104
(3.0)

166
(3.1)

171
(3.0)

175
(2 3. )

306
(16.3)

341
(11.4)

414
(21.4)

14 803
(1 .9)

14 760
(0.3)

15 215
(3.1)

87 822
(7.9)

82 149
(2.9)

92 169
( 12.2)

97 124
(5.4)

315 470
( 10.1)

345 744
(9.6)

366 145
(5.9)

()

India

70 772
(-11.4)

89 579
(26.6)

89 300
(0.3)

37 452
(3.1)

42 794
(14.3)

45 148
(5.5)

27 878
(- 11 .2 )

34 052
(22.1)

3 1 787
(-6.7)

136 101
(-7.8)

166 425
(22.3 )

166 235
(0 .1)

Indonesia

33 584
(2.5)

35 237
(4.9)

37 978
(7.8)

(...)

(. . . )

(...)

3 240
(-28.3)

5 100
(57.4)

5 364
(5.2 )

36 824
(-1.3)

40 337
(9 .5)

43 342
(7.4)

1 605

1 216
(-24.2)

1 230
( 1.2)

6 660
(0 .8 )

5 956
( 10.6)

5 500
(-7.7)

2 023
(13.0)

2 136
(5.6)

1 644
(-23. 0)

10 288

( - 1 .2 )

9 307
(-9.5)

( - 1 0 .0 )

Lao People’s Democratic
Republic

1 088
(-5.8)

1 002
(-7.9)

1 322
(31.9)

35
( 6 .1)

39
(11.4)

40
(2 .6)

1 123
(-5.4)

1 040
(-7.4)

1 263
(31.0)

Malaysia

1 832
(-15.8)

1 818

1 755
(-3.5)

(...)

(...)

(...)

9
(12.5)

( 122.2 )

22
( 10.0 )

1 841
(-15.7)

1 838

(- 0 .8 )

(-0.2 )

1777
(-3.3)

(...)

(...)

(...)

440
(48.6)

648
(47.3)

459
(-29.2)

(136.2)

165
(48.6)

128
(-22.4)

551
(60.6)

813
(4 7 .5)

586
(-27.9)

1 833
(-28.4)

2 757
(50.4)

2 760
(0.1)

526
(10.3)

657
(24.9)

634
(-3.5)

863
(-3.7)

897
(3.9)

888
( - 1 .0 )

3 221
(-18.1)

4 311
(33.8)

4 281
(-0.7)

5 167
(0.4)

5 009
(-3.1)

5 186
(3.5)

11 304
(-1.5)

1 2 414
(9.8)

10 882
(-12.3)

19 101
(5.7)

17 749
(-7.1)

8 108
(5.0)

7 731
(-4.6)

8 150
(5.4)

(...)

(...)

11 156
(-0.7)

11 590
(3.9)

7 308
(2 .2 )

7 608
(4.1)

7 970
(4.8)

66
(15.8)

2 156
(-3.3)

2 484
(15.2)

2 414
( - 2 .8 )

16 878
(-5.0)

19 549
(15.8)

14 169
(13.2)

14 732
(4.0)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Mongolia

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

Republic o f Korea

Sri Lanka

Thailand
Viet Nam

111

20

(2.6 )

18 076

1 605
(0 .1)

1 677
(4 .5)

1 681

(.. .)

3 126
(-5.0)

3 425
(9.6)

3 440
(0.4)

112
(69.7)

17
(-84.8)

( - 12 .2 )

934
(3.8)

956
(2.4)

8 274
(0 .5)

8 653
(4.6)

8 943
(3.4)

(...)

(...)

(...)

( )

47
(23.7)

54
(14.9)

2 194
(-3.2 )

2 530
(15.3)

2 468
(-2.5)

19 300
(-1.3)

(...)

(...)

(...)

3 246
(-13.0)

3 887
(19.7)

4 608
(1 8 .5)

20 125
(6.4)

23 436
(1 6 .5)

23 908
(2.0)

15 600
(5.9)

(...)

(...)

(...)

477
(-3.6)

509
(6.7)

519
(2 .0)

14 646
(1 2.5)

15 241
(4.1)

16 119
(5.8)

623 268
(3.0)

694 158
(11.4)

718 069
(3.4)

739 936
(13.4)

763 868
(3.2)

900
38

(0.2)

(- 0 .8 )

11 234
(2 .0 )

Developing economies in
the ESCAP region

367 010 399 212 413 244
(3.5)
( 8 .8 )
(3.1)

128 883
(8.4)

148 134
(14 .9)

154 747 127 375
(4 .5)
(-2.3)

146 812
(15.3)

150 077

All economies in the
ESCAP region

380 702 4 1 2 7 1 8
(8.4)
(3.0)

428 725
(3.9)

138 793
(1.9)

170 894
(23.1)

174 431

132 842
(-3.6)

156 324
(17.7)

160 713
( 2.8)

652 337
(1.3)

World

423 918 450 921
(6.4)
(2.9)

470 845
(4.4)

485 291

4 9 4 418
(1.9)

523 570 793 342
(0 5 )
(5.9)

697 408

809 270
(16.0)

1 702 551
(3.0)

Source:
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8 374
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(6 .8 )

(2 .1)

( - 1 2 .1 )

(2.2 )

1 642 746 1 803 686
(-3.5)
(9.8)

economies. Production in China
and India, which together constitute nearly 86 per cent of the
aggregate regional production, grew
by 7.9 and 5.5 per cent, respectively in 1984, with favourable weather
and a sustained growth in the use
of improved inputs. The production of wheat by one of the major
producers o f the region, Pakistan,
fell steeply by 12.3 per cent in
1984, largely because of unfavourable weather. This set-back made it
necessary to import wheat to maintain per capita availability. For the
second year in succession, the
Islamic Republic o f Iran suffered a
decline in wheat production. In
1984, annual production declined
by 7.7 per cent and in consequence,
it was more than a million ton
lower than in 1982.
The production of coarse
grains, such as maize, barley and
millets, in developing economies in
the ESCAP region went up by only
2 .2 per cent in 1984 against a high
rate of growth of 15.8 per cent at
the global level. One o f the major
reasons for this slow growth was a
decline in production by 6.7 per
cent in India. However, the production of coarse grains in China
went up by 3.6 per cent in 1984
on top of a 12.9 per cent growth in
1983. The fall in Indonesia was
by more than one fifth of the
output in 1983. In the Islamic
Republic o f Iran, it fell by 23 per
cent, after impressive growth in the
previous two years. Among other
major coarse grain producers in the
region, Thailand has made great
strides in recent years: its output
has risen by 40 per cent since
1980, and in 1984 the growth
rate was 18.5 per cent. The production in the Philippines went up
marginally (0.4 per cent) in 1984
after a fairly good recovery in
1983, and sharply in Indonesia and
the Islamic Republic o f Iran. The
production o f coarse grains in the
Republic of Korea and Viet Nam
increased modestly in 1984, by 2.4

Figure I.14. Selected developing ESCAP subregions. Output o f cereals as a
percentage o f world output, 1982-1984
Rice

1982
1983
1984

Wheata

1982
1983
1984

Coarse grain

1982
1983
1984

Total

1982
1983
1984
(Percentage)
South Asia and the Islamic Republic of Iranb
East and South-East Asiac
Centrally planned economiesdd
the rest of the world

a

A small amount of wheat was produced in the Republic of Korea.
Comprisb
ing Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, India, the Islamic Republic of Iran,
Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
Comprising
c
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
the Republic of Korea and Thailand. d Comprising China, Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Mongolia and Viet Nam.

and 2.0 per cent, respectively, the
rates o f growth being considerably
lower than in the previous year.
In Pakistan, where coarse grains are
relatively less important, their
production in 1984 remained
almost unchanged, while that of
other crops was seriously affected
by adverse weather conditions.
In 1985, the weather conditions have been generally favourable for coarse grain production in
the developing economies in the
ESCAP region. However the output of coarse grain in China is
likely to be lower than in 1984
because of adverse weather conditions in some areas. The production of coarse grains in Thailand is
forecast to be quite good owing to
above normal harvests of maize.
Output in Pakistan is likely to
have suffered from a shortage of
irrigation water.

(b) Cash crops
The output o f cash crops
generally fared better in 1984 than
in 1983 in developing economies
in the ESCAP region.
For a
number of products, the weather
was more favourable and for some,
the expectation of a turn-around
in prices from the low levels of
previous years induced higher production.
The exception was
sugar-cane, the production of which
declined for the second consecutive
year, by 0.9 per cent.
With
extremely low international prices,
there was a general disincentive to
increase production, especially in
the sugar exporting countries. The
overall decline in the region’s
production was heavily affected by
that in India, the largest sugar-cane
producer in the region, where it
declined by 6.6 per cent in 1984.
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The
annual
production
also
declined in two other important sugar producing countries, Indonesia
and the Philippines, by 2.8 and 6 .3
per cent, respectively. The production of sugar-cane in many other
major producers in the region had,
however, gone up in 1984. Production in Burma, China, Pakistan,
Thailand and Viet Nam went up
by 3.3, 20.9, 5.4, 2.0 and 4.3 per
cent, respectively. The production
of sugar-cane in Fiji recovered
remarkably with production in
1984 rising by more than 90 per
cent over that in 1983, when
almost the entire crop was destroyed by a disastrous hurricane.
Among the relatively small sugarcane producers, production in Sri
Lanka went up by more than 14
per cent, while it stayed unchanged
in Malaysia.
The aggregate production of
natural rubber in the ESCAP region
went up by 3.7 per cent in 1984,
despite declines in two of the three
largest producers, Malaysia and
Thailand. The substantial increase
in production in Indonesia by 15.3
per cent in 1984, however, more
than offset the declines in other
major producers.
Among other
producers in the region, annual
production increased in China,
India, Sri Lanka and Viet Nam,
by 9.9, 10.1,3.6 and 22.2 per cent,

respectively (Table I.21).
Favourable weather in the two
largest producing countries, India
and Sri Lanka, led to a strong upsurge in the production o f tea in
1984 in the developing economies
in the ESCAP region, where yield
increased by almost 6 per cent,
after having remained stagnant for
the last several years. The overall
regional production rose by 7.5
per cent in 1984, while that of
India and Sri Lanka rose by 10.0
and 28.5 per cent, respectively.
Despite the impressive increase in
annual production in 1984, regional
tea production has grown very
slowly during the last decade.
The production of jute and
jute-like fibres increased by 12.7
per cent in developing economies
in the ESCAP region in 1984, but
was still significantly lower than
its highest production in 1978.
The trends in production in the
major jute producing countries
were, however, very disparate.
Whereas in 1984 production in
China increased by nearly 50 per
cent and in India by 5 per cent,
production in Bangladesh and
Thailand declined steeply by 23.2
and 14.6 per cent, respectively, to
the lowest levels in both countries
in about a decade. On the other
hand, both China and, to a lesser
extent, India have substantially

Table I.21. Developing economies in the ESCAP region.
selected cash crops, 1982-1984

Output of

(Thousands o f tom )
Production
Sugar cane

Growth rate

1981

1982

1983

1984

1982

1983

1984

307 105

363 897

353 486

350 179

18.5

-2.9

-0.9

Natural rubber

3 509

3 532

3 773

3913

0.7

6.8

3.7

Tea

1 360

1 378

1 430

1 537

1.3

3.8

7. 5

Jute and jute like
fibres
Cassava
Cotton lin t
Coffee green
Palm oil

Source:
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4 051

3 589

3 707

4 178

-11.4

3.3

12.7

47 368

45 801

46 676

50 483

-3.3

1.9

8.2

5 263

5 918

6 470

8 520

12.4

9.3

31.7

748

698

631

655

-6.7

-9.6

3.8

3 916
4 743
5 254
4 370
FAO computer printout dated 16 December 1985.

21.1

-7.8

20.2

increased their jute production
during the decade. Production in
China has gone up consistently and
has more than doubled during the
decade. In India, the production
o f jute in 1984 was higher than
that in 1974 by nearly 40 per cent,
though lower by 6.8 per cent than
the peak production achieved in
1981.
A significant upsurge in the
production of palm oil in 1984
was due almost exclusively to a
high rate of growth in the largest
producer, Malaysia. Production in
Malaysia went
up, primarily
because of favourable weather,
by 23.2 per cent, and that in
developing economies in the region,
by 20.2 per cent. The gain in
Malaysia was largely a recovery
from a steep decline in production
in 1983. Nevertheless, there is a
clear trend of high growth in the
output o f palm oil in Malaysia during the last decade. Production in
Indonesia was also high, with a
growth rate in 1984 of 10.7 per
cent and the volume of production
nearly three times that in 1974.
2. Least developed countries
In the economies of the least
developed countries in the region,
agriculture, which plays a dominant
role, had a generally poor year in
1984 mainly because of adverse
weather.
As a result, imports
became a major proportion in the
total supply of food in these countries.
Cereals (rice, wheat and
coarse grains) constitute the bulk of
agricultural production in the least
developed countries in the region.
While rice is the primary staple in
Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic and
Nepal, wheat is more important
in Afghanistan.
In 1984, cereal production in
Afghanistan declined by 1.7 per
cent, despite the high priority
given to the sector as evidenced

by increased supplies to inputs,
such as chemical fertilizer, improved
seed,
insecticide
and
pesticides.
The organization of
new co-operatives for improving
livestock and the setting up of
agricultural machinery
stations
were among the measures taken to
strengthen agricultural output. In
1984, the number o f agricultural
co-operatives increased by 40 to
1,333; in 1985, 42 more were expected to be setu p . Progress under
the land reform programme continued with the distribution of
32,700 hectares of land among
6,200 families in 1984; while
another 52,000 hectares of land
were planned for distribution to
about 10,000 families in 1985.
In Bangladesh, the rate o f
growth of the agricultural sector,
which was 4.6 per cent in 1982/83,
declined in the next two consecutive years to 3.9 and 3.1 per cent,
respectively, owing to severe floods
and cyclones. In 1984/85, food
production was estimated to reach
15.8
million tons, against the
original target of 16.7 million tons.
As a result, in 1984/85, the food
situation became unfavourable and
it was necessary to import 1.25
million tons of food grains, largely
from its own resources and valued
at approximately $245 million.
In 1985, the outputs o f both rice
crops (aus and aman) were
expected to be below normal
because of a reduction in planting
and damage from floods and
insects.
Bhutan is far away from achieving the goal o f self-sufficiency in
food and currently imports 15,00025,000 tons of rice every year.
Growth in agricultural production,
largely rice, has been slow. Production of rice in 1984 grew at the
rate o f about 2 per cent, compared
with about 5 per cent in 1982.
Only 9 per cent of the available
land is under cultivation and
further increase in food production
will be predicated on the more

efficient use of irrigation facilities
and improvements in farm practices. Recently, the Government
has taken initiatives to increase
rice production by assisting small
farmers with training, applied
research and the transfer o f technology to increase productivity.
In the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, food production suffered
in 1982 <>.nd 1983 because of
adverse weather conditions, including late rainfall. However, production
rebounded remarkably
in 1984, achieving a record growth
rate of 32 per cent, largely as a
result of improved irrigation, use
o f higher yielding seed stocks,
fertilizer and pesticides.
The
modernization of agriculture is also
linked to the expansion o f the cooperative sector. The number of
agricultural co-operatives, each
comprising 20-30 families, increased from 2,100 in 1983 to
2,402 in 1984.
After the record increase in
production by 8.7 per cent in the
previous year, agricultural production in Nepal grew modestly by
1.7 per cent in 1984. The production of major cereals, namely rice
and wheat, was severely affected
by unfavourable weather. Growth
in major cash crops, with the
exception of sugar-cane, continued
to be high largely because o f the
increased application o f critical
agricultural inputs such as irrigation, fertilizers, and high-yielding
variety seed, the availability of
which was helped by the implementation o f several programmes
for agricultural development.
Agricultural production in
Samoa, which had declined by 2.5
per cent in 1983, showed a further
downturn in 1984. The production
o f copra, the major agricultural
product, declined by 12 per cent in
1984 compared with the figure in
1983, mainly because of adverse
weather conditions and lack of
appropriate services.
The introduction of a hybrid coconut plant

is, however, likely to increase
future production substantially.
The drought in late 1983 affected
cocoa production badly so that it
declined sharply in 1984 by 30 per
cent, compared with an 11 per
cent growth in the previous year.
With the introduction of a deferred
loan scheme and other incentive
measures, cocoa production was
projected to grow by 25 per cent
in 1985.

B. MANUFACTURING AND
MINING
1. Manufacturing
The growth in manufacturing
output in the developing economies
in the ESCAP region, which had
begun to show considerable improvement in 1983 and had continued in 1984, was generally
much weaker in 1985. Both the
strong growth o f the manufacturing
output in 1984 and the weakening
in 1985 were, however, unevenly
shared by the countries of the
region.
The rate of growth of
textiles output fell dramatically
from 10.1 per cent in 1983 to 1.8
per cent in 1984, largely because
o f rising protectionist pressures
in the export markets. In several
countries of the region, including
Bangladesh, Fiji, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea, Singapore and
Thailand, manufacturing output
grew at lower rates during the first
half o f the 1980s than in the
second half of the 1970s, in spite of
the vigorous adjustment policies
and industrial restructuring measures undertaken by them in recent
years (see Table I.22). The weakening of both domestic and external demand for manufactures
in 1985 caused a severe loss of
momentum
especially in the
region’s
newly
industrializing
economies.
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Table I.22. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Average
annual growth rates of value added in industry, 1976-1985
(Percentage)

Growth rates o f gross value added
Total
industry

Afghanistan
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity,
gas and
water

Construction

0.5

0.2

2.6

10.6

7.5
-3.8
4.6

24.3

-1.7
3.2
16.3
12.3

8.8

9.0

Bangladesh
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984a

63
1.7
7.5
3.0
-1.5
3.6

Burma
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984a

7.8
7.3
6.9
4.0
12.4

3.4
31.7

6.4
-6.1
6.3
-6.0
-6 .2

-18.9
17.9
24.1
48.0
-12.2

8.2

8.6

-3.2
52.5
23.7

5.4
1.5
5.4

13.9
8.3

12.7

11.1

100.0

1.6

-50.0

1.6

18.4
2.4
4.0

13.4
5.6
-1.7
1.5

12.2

21.4

13.7

6 .6

21.2

2.5
6.3
4.8
8.7

95.0
17.0
-75.0

4.5
9.4
15.8
4.2

5.2
6.4
7.6
5.3
3.4
10.5

12.2

1.8

16.9
7.6
16.6

Fiji
1976-1980
1981-1983
1981
1982
1983
1984
India
1976-1980
1981-1983
1981
1982
1983
1984

3.6
4.1
4.3
3.4
4.8

Indonesia
1976-1980
1981-1983
1981
1982
1983a
1984

10.6
0.8
8.7
-1.4
3.0

-12.1
1.8

Iran Islamic
Republic of
1976-1980
1981-1982
1981
1982
1983
1984

4.9
10.5
2.7
10.5

10.5
7.8
-3.4
7.8
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2.3
12.2
11.2

14.2
10.2

2.3
-5.1
3.3

6.6

-6.5
10.1

-2.7
-

10.2

4.3
3.3
3.3
1.7
5.0

2.7
4.0
4.4
3.1
43

5.4
6.9
93
6 .8

7.0

7.6
-

6 .6

1.3
-12.2
-0.9

1.5
3.3
4.0
5.1
1.6

16.4
1.7

12.2

10.1
1.2

15.4
17.8

13.6
5.7
12.7
5.4

2.2

6 .6

6.1

-3.3
11.9

12.9
14.3
17.2
14.3

-11.9
4.4
-12.2
4.4

6.6

11.9

14.2

(a)

South Asia

In Burma, the growth of net
output o f the processing and
manufacturing sector accelerated
considerably in 1984/85, with a
growth rate o f 10.5 per cent,
compared with 3.4 and 5.3 per cent
in the two preceding years. However, even this high growth rate fell
short of the planned target by 6.5
per cent. The output of all commodity groups, except wearing
apparel and the miscellaneous
group, showed an increase in
1984/85. Fertilizer and synthetic
fibres showed exceptionally high
growth (76.4 and 38.8 per cent,
respectively), while sugar and salt
showed moderate growth rates
(11.1 and 7.2 per cent, respectively). Cement production, on the
other hand, rose only by 1 2 per
cent.
The volume of manufacturing
production in India grew by 4.4
per cent in 1983/84 against 2.5
per cent in 1982/83. The output
o f capital goods (including consumer durables) and intermediate
goods generally grew faster than
those of consumer goods. During
the past eight months o f 1984/85,
the volume of manufacturing production recorded a growth rate of
5.3 per cent compared with 3.6
per cent in the same period in the
previous year. According to preliminary estimates for 1985/86,
manufacturing growth continued at
about the same rate as in 1984/85.
A major development in India
has been the significant progress in
the electronics industry in the last
decade, particularly in such items
as television and telecommunications, industrial electronics and
computers. The production of the
electronics industry has more than
doubled in the last three years, with
much of the growth occurring in
1984/85 (see Box I .11, p. 82). The
value o f electronic items produced
in India was Rs 9,250 million
in 1981/82: it increased to Rs

14,450 million in 1983/84 and is
expected to reach Rs 21,150 million in 1984/85. The production of
cement increased steadily after the
introduction of the policy of
partial de-control in February
1982. In 1984/85 (April-October),
cement production increased by
13.1 per cent after an increase of
15.1 per cent in 1983/84.
The factors which continue to
stand in the way of more rapid
growth in manufactures were infrastructural constraints, especially
power supply, inadequate technological upgrading and a low rate
of public sector investment. There
has been a considerable decline,
from 85 per cent in 1978 to 78 per
cent in 1983, in capacity utilization
in manufacturing during the sixth
plan period.
At the same time, the manufacturing subsector has seen a
substantial revival since 1984,
accompanied by a diversification of
production.
Among the new
activities recently revived and technologically upgraded are the
assembly of vehicles (such as cars,
trucks, buses and tractors) and the
production of refrigerators and
electronics. A high degree of selfsufficiency has been achieved in a
number of consumer and intermediate goods, such as sugar,
nitrogenous fertilizer, vegetable
ghee, engineering
goods and
cement. The rise in production
has made a number o f manufactures available for export.
At 8.6 per cent, Pakistan’s
growth rate in manufacturing was
slightly higher in 1984/85 than in
the previous year. The two major
non-textile consumer goods manufactures in the large-scale manufacturing
sector,
sugar
and
vegetable ghee, grew at 18 and 7.8
per cent, respectively.
Among
intermediate products, the output
of mild steel products, paper
products and soda ash grew at 15.6,
16.7 and 13.5 per cent, respectively.
Among other intermediate pro-

Table I.22 (continued)
Growth rates o f gross value added
Total
industry

Malaysia
1976-1980
1981-1985
1981
1982

9.6
8.2

Electricity,
gas and
water

Construction

9.6
7.3
4.9
3.8

10.9
10.3
9.9
6.3

14.2
8.7
15.1

18.5
17.2
4.9

6.6

11.2

9.3
7.0

11.5

9.5
7.3
13.2
8.1
4.2

7.6
9.9

11.7
9.2
10.9
4.6
7.8
17.4
7.1

Mining

Manufacturing

5.4
10.9
- 2.0

1985b

5.9
4.8
9.3
10.4
8.3

Pakistan
1976-1980
1981-1985
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985a

7.8
8.7
9.3
10.4
7.4
9.0
7.9

14.7

Philippines
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984

7.7
-1.5
4.5
2.4
0.4
-8.9

10.9
-7.3
-2.7
-7.3
-2.5
-19.3

Republic of Korea
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984a

11.5
10.3
5.0
6.9
13.1
10.9

0.4
4.8
16.1
-3.8
9.2
9.1

Singapore
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983
1984a

9.6
7.9
10.9
3.2
9.8
10.7

1.5
14.9
30.4
26.4

11.5
2.3
9.8
-4.9
2.3
9.5

11.8

2.0

6.4
6.9
3.7
8.1
7.3

29.8
17.8
39.7
34.1
15.6

3.1
5.7
5.2
4.8

14.6
65

12.6

1983
1984 b

Sri Lanka
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982
1983a
1984a
Thailand
1976-1980
1981-1984
1981
1982

2.8

2.2

20.2
- 2.0

10.6

13.7
9.2
8.0
8.6
7.5
-

0.2

3.4
2.4
2.3
-5.5

8.2

-5.2
9.7
4.4
-6.0

-19.2

11.6

15.0

12.8

9.8
7.2
3.9
10.9
14.6

10.6

13.7
-5.4

9.7
8.4
13.1
10.2

7.0

1.0

11.4

3.0

10.3
5.6
3.9
2.9

13.4
4.2
-3.3
-4.1
-0.4
17.0

9.3
0.7
6.4
4.4
7.3
6.5

11.2

7.0

8.2

4.9

1.6

6.6

1984

4.3
4.2
3.2
0.7

10.0

0.8

6.8

6.1

8.0
5.0
8.5
8.5

2.2

1983

8.3
6.5

12.0

5.1
4.3
4.2
4.1
7.8

5.6
4.2
3.5
3.5

95
.
10.6

12.0

9.8

8.8

13.8
6.7
8.8
10.8

20.0
21.2
-

0.1

0.4
-3D
-

2.0
1.0

13.5
2.5
-6.5
-

2.6

55
45

Sources: National sources.
a Provisional. b Estimated.
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ducts, while there was modest
growth in the output o f cement
(4.7 per cent), paper and chip
board (2.6 per cent) and caustic
soda (1.7 per cent), output in
phosphatic and nitrogenous fertilizers ( —18.4 and —7.7 per cent),
sulphuric add (—10.9 per cent) and

jute goods (—7.7 per cent) fell in
1984 relative to 1983. Manufacturing output during 1985/86 was
expected to grow faster under the
impact of fiscal incentives given to
the private sector in the new budget
and the accompanying liberalization o f industrial and trade policies.

In line with the Government’s
declared policy, a marked shift has
been taking place in the shares of
the private and public sectors in
industrial investment. Total private
investment in industry went up
from PRs 7 billion in 1983/84
to PRs 8 .9 billion in 1984/85,

Box I. 11. Electronics industry in India and China
The electronics industry is a
relatively new phenomenon based on
technological developments which
occurred mainly since the Second
World War. The electronics industry is
characterized by several key characteristics: short product life linked to
rapid technological innovation and
change; phenomenal growth, both
qualitative
and
quantitative, in
products and components produced;
and a production process dependent
on a highly integrated division of
labour.
Most countries in the ESCAP
region have realized the importance
of establishing electronics assembly
plants as part of their industrial structure. In particular, several South-East
Asian countries have declared it as a
strategic goal for the 1980s to achieve
“high tech” industrialization.
However, apart from industrialized countries, China and India are
among the few countries in the world
attempting to establish technological competence and manufacturing
capacity throughout the electronic
spectrum.a
Most other developing countries
have usually concentrated on a limited
segment of this sector, mainly consumer electronics and communications
equipment.
The size of the electronics sector
in the two major developing countries
in the ESCAP region, however, shows
great disparity. In 1980, the value of
electronics production in India was $1
billion compared with $11 billion in
China; the latter has the same value as
the combined output of Hong Kong,
a The electronics industry is
usually classified under the following
categories: (a) consumer electronics,
(b) communication equipment, (c)
aerospace and defence equipment,
(d) computers, (e) control, instrumentation and industrial electronics and
(f) components.
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the Republic of Korea, Singapore and
Taiwan (province of the People’s
Republic of China) in the same year.b
In contrast with the last four, which
specialize in export-oriented manufacture of consumer electronics and
appliances with heavy dependence on
foreign investment, China and India
have attempted to develop a broadbased electronics industry, largely with
their own resources.
Owing to the differences in price
distortions introduced by import taxes,
degree of overvaluation of exchange
rates as well as differences in the
degree of vertical integration of
industry, the dollar values of gross
output do not adequately reflect their
importance.
A more meaningful
indicator of their relative importance
in the industrial sector is provided by
their share in industrial value added.
This figure is 4.0 and 2.3 per cent for
China and India, respectivelyc. Among
ASEAN countries, only in Singapore
is electronics important in terms of.
value added, accounting for 15.6 per
cent of manufacturing value added in
1980. In the other ASEAN counb

However, compared with the
global electronics production of $346
billion in 1980, the output of all Asian
developing countries was less than 10
per cent; the United States and Japan
were the leading giants, with 46 and
16 per cent, respectively, of shares in
world production. J. Sigurdson and
P. Bhargava, “The challenge of the
electronics industry in China and
India”, Technological Trends and
Challenges in Electronics, S. Jacobsson
and J. Sigurdson, eds. (Lund, Sweden,
Research Policy Institute, University of
Lund, 1983), pp. 249 and 255.
c As a percentage of their GDP
the ratios are 1.6 and 1.0 per cent,
respectively. Sigurdson and Bhargava,
“The challenge of the electronics
industry in China and India” , p. 283.

tries, its share of manufacturing value
added was between 2 and 3 per cent.
However, electronics is a significant
export item in each country, contributing up to 50 per cent of exports
of the value of the manufactures in
Malaysia.d
In the group of industrialized
countries, three categories o f electronics products, computers, consumer
electronics and components, constitute
approximately two thirds of the
electronics sector, with shares of 30,
20 and 15 per cent, respectively. In
general, China and India have been
successful in developing consumer
electronics.
Similar successes have
also been achieved by other developing
countries in South-East Asia. In this
context it is relevant to note that,
until recently, the strength of the
electronics industry in Japan was
mainly based on consumer electronics.
Neither China nor India has,
however, progressed very far in the
manufacture of computers. Towards
the end of 1980, China had 3,615
general purpose computers, of which
318 were imported. By the same year
India had installed about 650 computers, of which roughly 150 had been
manufactured within the country. The
developments
since
1980
have
occurred faster, but few details are
available. Available evidence indicates
that the development of hardware has
not been matched by a commensurate
development of the necessary software
in China, while the reverse may be the
case in India.
Furthermore, the
development of peripheral equipment
has not been adequately emphasized
in either country. As a consequence,
d

Raphael Chaponniere, “The
ASEAN integrated circuit - the
electronics industry in ASEAN - issues
and perspectives” , A SE A N Economic
Bulletin (Singapore, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, November 1984),
p. 142.

almost making up for the fall in
total public investment from PRs
5.7 billion to PRs 3.7 billion during
the same period.
In Sri Lanka, the performance
of the export-oriented manufacturing subsector showed a substantial overall improvement in

the use of computers has been limited
mainly to scientific and specialized
purposes.
There are some basic similarities
in the development of the electronics
sector in these two countries. First,
they have both stressed diversification
to meet the requirements of a wide
range of users.
Secondly, in both
countries the outcome of pursuing
the policy of dispersal, geographic and
proprietary, of industrial activity has
led to a forgoing of the economies of
scale and consequent inability to
exercise a credible “technological
leadership” in the face o f serious and
persistent problems with low quality
of many products. Thirdly, there is in
both countries a weak integration
between R and D and production
activities.
There are some important differences, however. First, India currently
appears to have some advantage in the
degree of sophistication and marketability of many electronic products.
Secondly, the capability for software
and systems analysis appears to have
reached a considerably higher stage
in India, presumably owing to the
relative abundance of high-level
manpower in India. The situation is,
however, changing rapidly as both
countries are giving high priority to the
development of the electronics industry in all aspects.
Both China and India are trying
to formulate new and flexible policies
with regard to the electronics industry,
especially relating to its modernization and imports of technology. The
awareness of the need to formulate
new policies has not come too early
in either country. There is, however,
no doubt that both countries are
destined to establish a large-scale
and viable electronics sector which
would prove to be of great significance
not only to their own development
but also to that of the developing
world at large.

1984 as compared with the last five
years, with a rapid expansion of
exports, renewed emphasis on
investment, especially in garment
making, and the revival of investor
confidence. Value added in manufacturing is estimated to have
increased by 11.4 per cent, largely
due to activity in the private
sector.
The industries which
recorded high annual rates of
production were textiles, wearing
apparel and leather products (44
per cent), fabricated metal products (24 per cent), chemicals,
petroleum and plastic products
(18 per cent) and paper and paper
products (12 per cent). On the
other hand, the output o f basic
metal products decreased by 31 per
cent, non-metallic mineral products
by 9 per cent and wood and wood
products by 8 per cent, while food,
beverages and tobacco products
grew by 3 per cent.
The industrial sector in Sri
Lanka was expected to grow by
7 per cent in 1985, considerably
slower than in 1984. This was
mainly accounted for by the
closure of the petroleum refinery
for maintenance during the first
quarter o f the year. The rate of
growth o f the private sector is
likely to be much higher as a result
of continuing reforms in the
industrial structure.

(b) East and South-East Asia
Manufacturing industry is the
basis of the Hong Kong economy.
The rapid growth of Hong Kong
depends largely on success in
exporting light manufactured products such as textiles, plastic and
electronic products to overseas
markets.
These industries accounted for 75 per cent of Hong
Kong’s total domestic exports in
1984 and are expected to continue
to be predominant despite continuing efforts to restructure the
industrial sector. In 1984, domestic exports of manufactures grew
by 17 per cent in real terms, which

compared with an increase of 14
per cent in 1983.
The major
stimulus for growth in exports was
provided by the strong economic
recovery in the United States and
Japan and continued improvement
in the demand from other major
markets for its exports, especially
China.
The volume of the manufacturing output grew by 16 per cent
in 1984. High rates of growth were
achieved in chemical, rubber,
plastic and non-metallic mineral
products (32.7 per cent); followed
by basic metals, metal products and
non-electrical machinery (25.8 per
cent); textiles (11 per cent); electrical
and
electronic
products,
professional equipment and optical
goods (8.3 per cent); and wearing
apparel (7.3 per cent).
Based on the new index of
manufacturing
production
for
Peninsular Malaysia (1981 = 100),
the growth rate o f manufacturing
production in 1984 rose to 12.2
per cent, almost double that in
1983, largely reflecting buoyant
export sales and a moderate
increase in domestic sales. The
achievement of a high growth rate
has also been helped by the substantial expansion in capacity,
particularly in the basic steel,
non-metallic mineral products and
fabricated metal products industries, as well as the addition of a
new cement plant. In 1985, the
overall manufacturing base has
been further diversified with the
coming on stream of several heavy
industrial projects producing hot
briquetted
iron, iron billets,
methanol, ammonia, urea and car
production. The real value added
in the manufacturing sector in
Malaysia was estimated to grow at
7 per cent in 1985, about 2 per
cent lower than in 1984. The slowdown is largely due to the set-back
in the manufacture of electronics
which has been offset by the completion of a number of new
industrial plants.
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While the growth o f the m anufacturing output in 1984 was
broad-based, the most significant
increases
were
in
industries
producing metal products (50 per
cent), electrical machinery and
appliances (34 per cent) and basic
iron and steel (19 per cent). The
output of the textiles and wearing
apparel industry recovered, following two consecutive years of
decline, to increase by 9 per cent in
1984 as a result of the substantial
increase in external demand for
wearing apparel, especially from
the United States.
The financial difficulties faced
by the economy in the Philippines
in 1984 deeply affected its manufacturing subsector, mainly because
of its heavy dependence on imported inputs. The decline in value
added in real terms in the manufacturing subsector by 5.5 per cent
in 1984 was, however, relatively
less precipitous than the anticipated
decline by 9.0 per cent. The less
steep fall was mainly due to an
increase in the output o f processed
agricultural products, especially the
food manufacturing and beverage
industries, whose output rose by
1.0 and 5.5 per cent, respectively.
Moreover, the growing external
demand exercised a favourable
influence on the performance of
the country’s exports, such as
electrical machinery, basic metal
products, footwear and wearing
apparel and miscellaneous products,
which had high growth rates. On
the other hand, import-dependent
industries, such as the transport
equipment, chemical and chemical
products,
and
non-electrical
machinery industries suffered substantial declines in their value
added. The output o f the manufacturing sector was projected to
grow at 2 .3 per cent in 1985 in
response to the revival in domestic
demand and increased production
arising from the stabilization o f the
financial sector and dampening of
inflationary pressures.
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In the Republic o f Korea,
manufacturing output grew at the
rate of 14.6 per cent in 1984 compared with 10.9 per cent in 1983.
The share of manufacturing in
GDP went up from 29 per cent in
1983 to nearly 31 per cent in 1984,
and the composition of industrial
output continued to shift away
from labour-intensive products
(Figure 1.15). While most o f the
industries performed well, heavy
and chemical industries grew at a
much faster rate than other industries. For example, the output of
fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment grew by 32.1
per cent, followed by that of
chemicals, petroleum, coal and
rubber products (13.7 per cent),
basic metal (10.8 per cent) and
non-metallic mineral products (9
per cent). However, output of light
industries such as food, beverages
and textiles, rose at considerably
below the average rate o f growth of
manufacturing.
In contrast to the strong performance in 1983 and 1984, the
growth o f Korean manufacturing
output slowed down considerably
in the first half o f 1985 with only
4 per cent growth in value added
compared to the same period in
the previous years. The output of
several industries suffered declines.
These included the group of
miscellaneous industries (—7.6 per
cent); textiles, clothes and leather
( —2.3 per cent); non-metallic
mineral products (—2.0 per cent);
paper products and printing (—1.8
per cent); and wood and wood
products ( —1.3 per cent).
After a mere 2.3 per cent
increase in 1983 and a decline of
4.9 per cent in 1982, the manufacturing subsector of Singapore
made a remarkable advance in
1984, with a growth rate of 9.5
per cent in value added in real
terms. The growth, though widespread, was led by the electronics
and electrical industry, largely to
satisfy the growing demand for

disk drives, disk cartridges, computer key boards and printers in
the United States. The high growth
o f electrical goods output by 17
per cent was largely derived from
higher overseas demand for household electrical goods and helped by
construction-based local demand
for switchgears, control panels,
wiring accessories and distribution
transformers.
However, in 1985, Singapore’s
industrial fortunes took a turn for
the worse. While all newly industrializing economies in the region
were affected by the deceleration
in the growth o f the United States
economy, and rising protectionism,
the recession in Singapore was
deeper than in other newly industrializing economies in the region.
The recession in the United States
of the high-tech industries in early
1985 choked off the demand for
output from Singapore’s industries.
Another reason for the sudden
downturn in Singapore’s manufacturing has been the steady
erosion o f Singapore’s cost competitiveness vis-El-vis other Asian
newly industrializing economies in
recent years. From 1979 to 1984,
labour costs in Singapore increased
by 10.1 per cent per annum in
real terms, more than twice as fast
as growth in productivity, which
was only 4.6 per cent per annum
for the same period.
This has
gradually priced out Singapore’s
manufacturing output in many
labour-intensive activities.
Singapore’s garment industry
continued its efforts to find a niche
in the international fashion market.
Fashion designers and garment
exporters were able to receive
increased new orders with the more
intensive penetration
of new
markets. In 1984, the output of
the garment industry rose by 11
per cent after growing by 4 per
cent in 1983 and declining in the
two preceding years of 1981 and
1982. This was achieved largely
through restructuring the industry

to cater for the demand for higher
quality garments.
In Thailand, the growth in
value added in manufacturing
slowed down marginally to 6.5
per cent in 1984. The agro-based
and
export-oriented
industries
enjoyed high rates o f growth owing
to a rise in foreign demand, spurred
by the world economic recovery
and availability of adequate agricultural raw materials at low prices.
The output of such varied industries as foodstuffs, leather and
leather products, electrical machines and appliances, textiles,
and footwear and garments rose
by between 5.6 to 16.4 per cent.
By contrast, industries largely
dependent on domestic demand
rose much more slowly, owing to
depressed economic conditions.
Thus, output in transport equipment and parts, tobacco products,
beverages, and paper and paper
products rose more slowly in 1984.
The decline in the output of petroleum products by 2.5 per cent was
due to partial closure of two oil
refineries for repair and capacity
development.
The manufacturing subsector
in Thailand was expected to have
improved its performance in 1985
with a growth rate of 7.4 per cent.
Exports were expected to have
increased after Thailand regained
competitiveness as a result of the
devaluation of the baht.
The
output of export-oriented products
employing locally-available raw
materials, notably textiles, precious
stones, integrated circuits, canned
food, leather products and footwear surged ahead, whereas manufactured goods employing imported raw materials generally
suffered.

(c) Centrally planned economies
Industrial growth in China
continued under the momentum
generated by the recent reforms.
The total value o f industrial output

Figure I.15. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Share in
GDP o f value added by major industrial activities, 1976-1980 and 19811985
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increased by 14 per cent in 1984,
with the value o f output of light
industry rising by 13.9 per cent,
and that o f heavy industry by 14.2
per cent. Of the targets for the
100 major industrial products in
the State plan, 89 were fulfilled or
exceeded in 1984.
There was
considerable increase in the output
of textiles and most light industrial
goods, especially television sets,
tape recorders, washing machines
and refrigerators, which grew at
rates between 45 and 200 per cent.
A substantial increase was regis-

tered in the output of such heavy
industrial products as rolled steel,
cement, plate glass, automobiles,
walking tractors and power-generating equipment.
Of the 65
major industrial products in the
sixth five-year plan (1981-1985),
plan targets for 43 were fulfilled
one or two years ahead of schedule.
The continuous growth and
comprehensive development of
agricultural production have paved
the way for the development of
industry by providing it with more
raw materials, a wider market, more
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investment funds and an increased
labour force. At the same time,
the Government has adopted a
series of policies and measures
aimed at accelerating the development of light industry, and
reorienting heavy industry to better
serve the growth of agriculture and
light industry by providing better
linkages. All this has enabled light
industry to develop at a faster pace.
Its value of output registered an
average annual growth rate o f 11.2
per cent between 1979 and 1983,
and 13.9 per cent in 1984. The
output of many light industrial
products such as woollen fabrics,
television sets, washing machines
and refrigerators have increased
dramatically. There has also been a
steady improvement in the quality
of goods, and an increase in their
variety.
The growth of heavy
industry, which had slowed down
for a while owing to restructuring
measures, has picked up in recent
years. The value of its output rose
by 14.2 per cent in 1984, as against
12.4 per cent in 1983 and 9.8 per
cent in 1982.
Following several years of
stagnation or decline, industrial
production in Viet Nam has
increased rapidly since 1981. Gross
industrial output increased by 13
per cent per annum during 19811984 (7.2 per cent in 1984),
compared with an average decline
of 3 per cent during 1978-1980.
As a consequence of the greater
autonomy granted since the early
1980s to light industries under
local management, production of
these industries grew by 9.1 per
cent during 1984, compared with
3.7 per cent in heavy industries
in the same period.
Moreover,
production of basic consumer
goods has increased significantly
in recent years. Construction o f a
large paper mill was completed in
1983, but the plant is still operating
at less than 50 per cent of its
capacity, mainly because of a
shortage of pulp. A textile plant
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came into operation in 1983, and
a spinning plant in 1984. However, underutilization of capacity
in industry is a serious problem,
owing to the shortage of critical
inputs, including managerial skills,
raw materials and spare parts.

(d) Least developed countries
In Afghanistan, value added in
industry (including manufacturing,
mines and energy) at constant
prices of 1978/79 was Afs 35
billion in 1984/85, and increased
by 9.0 per cent over 1983/84.
In 1984/85, the output of the
manufacturing subsector grew by
7.1 per cent. Within this group,
the products of public and mixed
sectors, which account for the bulk
of manufacturing output, recorded
a growth of 9.8 per cent. During
1984/85, according to official
statistics, impressive increases were
recorded in the production of
ginned cotton and cotton textiles,
which increased by 76.5 and 19.0
per cent, respectively. Among the
food-processing industries, vegetable oils, bakery products and
wheat flour also showed high
growth rates of 72.3,18.0 and 10.7
per cent, respectively. Afghanistan’s
small-scale industries, as well as
sugar and textile industries are,
however, operating far below
capacity, mainly because of inadequate power supplies.
The socio-economic development plan envisages an overall
increase in gross industrial production by 8.4 per cent in 1985/86,
almost double the rate achieved
in 1984/85. As a result, the relative
share of industrial production in
the country’s GDP is expected to
rise from 22.0 to 23.5 per cent.
Much of the growth will be concentrated in the public and mixed
sector, whose gross value of output
is expected to grow by 14.5 per
cent. The private and handicrafts
sector are likely to have only
nominal growth.
In 1983/84, Bangladesh manu-

facturing output increased by 4.5
p ercent. The recession o f 1982/83
caused by a combination o f factors,
including a decline in domestic
demand following a succession of
crop failures, has eased somewhat
and indicators o f industrial production have begun to show signs of
improvement. However, the growth
in manufacturing output
for
1984/85 was estimated to be
around 3 per cent. This has been
due to severe set-backs in the jutebased
manufacturing
industry,
which accounts for one third of the
total manufacturing value added.
It is estimated that the production
of jute goods in the first half of
1984/85 decreased by about 8
per cent in comparison with
1983/84.
The second most important
manufacturing activity in Bangladesh is cotton textiles. Output in
both cotton yam and cotton cloth
fell in the first half of 1984/85.
Recent heavy investments in this
sector have not been matched
by a corresponding growth in
production, leading to falling rates
of capacity utilization.
Production in the sugar, petroleum products, iron and steel, tobacco and
pharmaceuticals industries was also
adversely affected by the recession.
The industrial development of
Bhutan is in its initial stages and is
focused largely on industries based
on the country’s natural resources.
The establishment of forest-based
industries by indigenous private
enterprises is being encouraged,
while the Gedu Integrated Forest
Products Complex has continued
to expand on schedule. Following
the opening of Phase I (the production of veneer for exports),
Phase II (plywood production)
commenced in the third quarter of
1984 and became fully operational
in 1985. Phase III (joinery, etc.)
is expected to commence towards
the end o f 1986. A particle board
project would also be completed by
the end of 1986. The Nanglam

Cement complex was expected to
be completed in 1986 and investigations for raw materials continued.
The establishment o f a calcium
carbide project, with a capacity of
22,000 tons a year, was in the
planning stage, while a high-density
polythene pipe manufacturing plant
commenced operations in 1984.
In Maldives, output in the
industrial sector grew at the average
rate o f 10 per cent per annum
during 1981-1984. Manufacturing
output
(including
electricity)
increased by 37 per cent between
1981 and 1984. In its first national
development plan (1985-1987),
projects are under way for increasing the catch and value added
in fishing through fleet mechanization, development of reef fish,
improvement in technology, exploitation o f the exclusive economic
zone,
investments
in
freezing, storage and canning, and
diversification of products and
markets.
The manufacturing sector in
Maldives is small but growing.
Besides producing consumer goods,
such as non-alcoholic beverages,
bread, furniture, clothing, fishing
boats for the domestic market,
industrial enterprises producing
handicrafts are engaged in manufacturing mainly for exports. Two
garment factories were built in
1981 and a third was under construction, the output of which is
largely aimed at export. Besides
these, there are three large industrial undertakings in the country.
One manufactures and exports
electronic components, the second
is engaged in fish canning for
export and the third is a Stateowned
commercial
enterprise
carrying out the activities of
fishing, fish purchasing, processing,
export and import, and the development o f marine fishery resources.
During the first four years of
the sixth five-year plan (19801985), manufacturing output in
Nepal increased at the rate o f 11

per cent per annum, making the
country self-sufficient in such basic
products as biscuits, confectionery,
soap, vegetable ghee and stainless
steel utensils. In spite of the progress achieved in establishing a few
light consumer industries, the
manufacturing sector is quite small,
contributing 5 per cent to total
GDP. Seventy per cent of industrial value added is concentrated in
a few, mainly public sector, factories producing construction m aterials,
textiles,
footwear, and
processed foods. The remaining 30
per cent is derived from a large
number of cottage and small industries, many in rural areas.
The rate o f industrial growth,
after reviving strongly in the early
1980s, seems to have suffered a
set-back in 1984 when the rate of
growth of manufacturing output
fell to a little over 2 per cent.
During the first nine months of
fiscal year 1984/85, manufacturing
growth showed a mixed trend, with
increases in output in all major
products, barring jute, beer, sugar,
cement, bricks and shoes. While
jute and sugar production have
shown decreases of 3.7 and 36.8
per cent, respectively, the output
o f cigarette matches and liquor
increased by 12.3, 11.9 and 17.1
per cent, respectively when compared with production during the
first nine months of 1983/84.
There was considerable improvement in capacity utilization in
major industries in 1984/85, when
concerted efforts were made to
improve the supply of electricity,
raw materials and labour.
The
capacity utilization o f all industries
improved, while those of cigarette
and jute manufactures were as high
as 103 and 107 per cent, respectively.
The implementation of
a special economic programme
showed good results in 1985. Of
the 32 industries envisaged to be
set up during the programme, 12
have come into operation among
which are: producing of dry cell

batteries, iron rods, cotton textiles,
paints, solvent extraction and processing ginger. In the seventh fiveyear plan (1985-1990), the target for increasing manufacturing
output has been set at 12.7 per cent
annually and additional employment at 95,255 persons.
2. Mining
The mining industry world
wide has encountered serious difficulties in the past few years as
prices of several metals and
minerals plummeted in real terms
to record low levels. Although
there was a limited reversal in the
recessionary situation in the latter
part o f 1984, downward pressure
on prices has continued owing
to weakness in demand and
abundance of supply of several
metals and minerals. Towards the
end of 1985, the dramatic fall in
tin prices and the suspension of
trading in tin highlighted the difficulties o f the main producers o f
tin and other minerals in the region.
The secular decline in rates of
growth of consumption in industrial countries, coupled with
sustained production in developing
countries, have resulted in excess
supply over demand for most
minerals. Pressing economic and
social imperatives, such as foreign
exchange needs and the domestic
employment objective, have often
compelled developing countries to
keep production above strictly
optimum levels.

(a) Energy minerals
To compensate for the continued weakening of international
prices since 1981, the three-year
decline in the ESCAP region’s
total crude oil and condensate
production since 1979 reversed in
1982. Although oil production in
Indonesia in 1982 declined for the
second straight year, it was offset
by healthy gains in China, India,
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Table I.23. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Mineral production, 1981-1984
(Thousands o f tons)
Naturala
gas
Afghanistan
1981
1982
1983
1984

125
145

Bangladesh
1981
1982
1983
1984
Brunei Darussalam
1981
1982
1983
1984
Burma
1981
1982
1983
1984

4
18

Crude
petroleum

11

389710
346 415
339 499

7 933
8 098
8 070

16 394
16 440
18 563

1 431
1 478
1 493

000
000
636
200

495
464
475
477

787
265
162
888

102 123
106 068
114 516

India
1981
1982
1983
1984

122 453
128 504
134 832
144 708

58
88
106
121

649
627
575
944

14 925
19 734
24 504
27 948

Philippines
1981
1982
1983
1984

88

101 221

104 590
107 320
113 660
121 920

16
16

1 500
1500

41
41
38
41

652 183
646 348
689 582

78
65
65
69

662
660
916
120

84c
144C
120c
84c

700
800

246 800
256 640
264 000

72
120
124
110

020
450
116
916

600
750

9 158
12 863
13 320

1 597
1 765
1 728
2 064
367
558
984
1 200

281571
303 709
318 984

12 383
14 541
18 972
21 700

532d
340d
120d
192d

212

35
34
27
23

59d
52

42d
41d

1 203
1 203
780
1 003

792d
589d
504d
672d
2

478
563
588
636

463
648
624

1 955
1 954
1 930
2 045

460
997
676
564

350
481
480
1 104

Malaysia
1981
1982
1983
1984
Pakistan
1981
1982
1983
1984

Bauxite
(gross weight)

6
9

49 582
64 322
78 808

599
635
687
736

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
1981
1982
1983
1984

Tin concentrates
(Sn content)

98 058
94 743
99 482

China
1981
1982
1983
1984

Indonesia
1981
1982
1983
1984

Iron ore
(gross weight)

3
4
3
6
7

Table I.23 (continued)
N atu rala
gas
Republic of Korea
1981
1982
1983
1984

Crude
petroleum

2
2

Total (of above countries)
1981
1982
1983
1984

744 470
787 389

Tin concentrates
(Sn content)

Bauxite
(gross weight)

555
553
588
552

19 865
20 116
18 948
20 640

Thailand
1981
1982
1983
1984

Iron ore
(gross weight)

9 776
50 058
56 972

2 307 668
2 344 430
2 460 947

9
8

312
972
289 280
333 127
350 698

62
27
41
60
147 889
151 138

31
26
20
22

160
139

5 452
5 249

Sources: United Nations, Quarterly Bulletin o f Statistics fo r Asia and the Pacific, various issues; Energy Statistics Yearbook,
1983; and national sources.
Note:
a

To convert from metric tons in to barrels per day, m ultiply b y the average specific gravity index o f 0 .0 2 0 0 5 .

Terajoules.

b

Gross weight.

c Iron sand.

the Islamic Republic of Iran and
Malaysia. In 1983, total production increased further, to about
351 million tons, with all major
producers in the region registering
significant gains. Production gains
continued
through
1984
as
Indonesia restored production cutbacks, Malaysia set production
records and China, India, Pakistan
and Thailand posted significant
production increases. While offshore production in China is yet
to begin, it is a major source of
production in India, Malaysia and
the Philippines.
China’s production increased
steadily, in line with its targeted
oil flow, at an average 2 million
barrels of oil per day (0.273 million
tons per day). China’s total production increased 3.9 per cent in
1983 and a further 8 per cent in
1984, raising its annual output
to 114 million tons (Table I.23),
Brunei Darussalam’s oil production
stabilized at about 8 million tons a
year during 1982-1984. Production is considerably below rates in
the later 1970s (a record of 12

d Peninsular Malaysia.

million tons in 1979) for a variety
of reasons, the main ones being
difficulties in reservoir management
and the need for conservation of
resources.
In Indonesia, where
production was cut back in line
with its OPEC quota in 1982 and
output was maintained at the same
level in 1983, output increased in
1984 by about 4.9 per cent to
about 70 million tons. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has made significant gains in total crude oil production since 1982, when production
increased by 67 per cent to 120.4
million tons.
Production fell
marginally by 3 per cent in 1983.
It declined by another 10.6 per
cent in 1984 to reach a level of
110.9 million tons.
With the
easing of restrictions on production imposed as conservation
measures, total crude oil production in Malaysia has been rising
steadily since 1982.
In 1984,
Malaysian crude oil output reached
an all-time high of 21.7 million
tons, having gained 14.4 per cent
over the previous year. The bulk of
the increase came from the offshore

fields of Peninsular Malaysia.
In South Asia, India and
Pakistan have made impressive
progress in both exploration and
production o f oil in recent years.
In India, oil production hit record
levels in 1984/85, with a total
output of 28 million tons, which
was a 14 per cent increase over the
1983 level and almost twice as high
as in 1980/81. This has brought
about a striking reduction in India’s
dependence on oil imports from
two thirds to one third during the
four year period.
In Pakistan,
domestic oil production increased
sharply to 0.636 million tons in
1984 from 0.588 million tons in
1983. Further increases were
reported in 1985 as a result of the
intensification of oil exploration
in which both private and public
sector companies of domestic and
foreign origin participated.
In
spite of the increase in oil production, dependence on imports is
unlikely to decline significantly as
many power and industrial plants
were switching from natural gas
to oil.
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In South-East Asia, Thailand
and the Philippines have recorded
the most significant production
gains in the region during the
period.
Thailand’s first onshore
crude oil production came onstream in 1982, at the rate of about
4,500 barrels per day in December
1982, from the Sirikit oilfield in
KamphaengPhet province. In 1983,
production from seven wells there
averaged 6,150 barrels per day
and in 1984 the production averaged 20,000 barrels per day for a
total 4.3 million barrels. Thailand’s
total crude oil production increased
sharply, by 211 per cent in 1984
over 1983 with a total output of
about 1 million tons in 1984. In
the Philippines, total oil output increased sharply by 118 per cent to
0.463 million tons in 1982 over
the previous year’s total production
of 0.212 million tons. The three
offshore oil field complexes produced a total o f 0.648 million tons
in 1983, a gain of 40 per cent over
the previous year.
However,
preliminary statistics indicate that
production declined to about 0.624
million tons in 1984.
Output of natural gas in 1984
increased in all the major producing countries o f the region such
as Bangladesh, Burma, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan and
Thailand. There was also increased
activity in gas processing, consequent upon increased production
and capturing o f associated gas
from oil production.
In recent years, coal has reemerged as an important fuel with
a promising future and the traditional coal producing countries in
the region registered a significant
increase in their production during
1984. China and India set new
production
records,
having
embarked on modernization and
mechanization programmes in the
coal industry.
While China planned to add 80
million tons of new coal to its
annual output by 1985 under its
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sixth five-year plan (1981-1985), it
exceeded its coal production target
two years ahead of schedule by
producing 688 million tons of coal
in 1983, compared with 599
million tons in 1981. This made
China the largest coal producer in
the world, just ahead of the United
States, with 680 million tons, and
the USSR, with 500 million tons.
Total coal production in 1984 was
estimated at about 736 million
tons, an increase o f 7 per cent over
1983.
Coal is India’s largest mineral
resource, with reserves estimated at
some 114 billion tons, of which
some 23 billion tons are of coking
quality. Total hard coal production
in India reached an estimated alltime high of 144.7 million tons in
1984, against some 134.8 million
tons in the previous year. Lignite
production in 1983 reached a
record level of 7.3 million tons,
which was estimated to have
further increased to about 7.9
million tons in 1984.
Indonesia pursued its energy
diversification in earnest with the
development of the coal sector
making rapid progress during 1984.
Total coal output in 1984 more
than doubled over the 1983 level,
reaching 1 million tons.
The
prospects for coal were further
enhanced with its increased use in
power generation.
The cement
industry announced a major conversion programme from oil to coal
burning and also announced that all
new cement plants would be
designed for coal burning.
Pakistan’s total production of
coal in 1984 is estimated to have
increased to 2.1 million tons.
Mechanization of the Lokhra coal
mines with a production capacity
of 1.4 million tons/year was being
upgraded to meet the needs of the
proposed mine-side 300 MW coalbased power plant. In the Republic
o f Korea, the production of coal
has received special attention as it
constitutes the only domestic

energy resource. Production of
anthracite increased in 1984 to a
peak o f 20.6 million tons. Total
reserves are estimated at 1,450
million tons, almost entirely of
anthracite,
with
recoverable
reserves of some 550 million tons.
Output comes from about 190
mines, 10 of which produce more
than 500,000 tons each a year.
The Republic o f Korea has no
reserves of coking/bituminous coal
and imports have been increasing
in recent years: 9.8 million tons
in 1982, 10.1 million tons in 1983
and 12.9 million tons in 1984.

(b) Non-energy minerals
World production o f and trade
in iron ore declined during 19801984 owing to depressed demand
for iron and steel in most industrial
countries. The profitability of iron
ore producers around the world is
being severely squeezed owing to a
combination o f low prices and low
shipments. Further, in recent years
there have been substantial changes
in steel mill feed requirements.
Besides requiring higher quality
feed, current blast furnace practice
has been strongly influenced by the
need to reduce costs, particularly
energy costs. As a result, there has
been increased demand for sinter
rather than for pellets or lump.
In spite of these generally
adverse trends, the steel industry
expanded in developing economies
in the ESCAP region. The most
outstanding example of growth of
the steel industry is the Republic
o f Korea, which produced less than
0.5 million tons in the early 1970s,
but some 12 million tons/year in
1983 and 1984. China has also
substantially increased its capacity
for steel production, with the
expansion o f existing iron and steel
complexes and the construction of
a new plant near Shanghai with a
capacity o f 3 million tons.
Annual iron ore production in
China was estimated at about 112

million tons, consisting mostly of
low grade ore containing about 30
per cent iron. Proven reserves in
China are estimated at over 40
billion tons. Iron ore production
in India declined by some 7.9
per cent in 1983 to a total of 38.7
million tons from about 42 million
tons in the previous year. The drop
in production was due to a decline
in exports resulting particularly
from the reduced offtake by Japan,
the largest buyer. Romania, the
second largest buyer in 1981/82,
virtually ceased its purchase in the
following fiscal year.
However,
in 1984 preliminary production
figures indicate resumption of
production to 1982 levels.
In Malaysia, the output of iron
ore from eight operating mines
declined substantially; the largest
mine at Gunung Jerain in Kedah
accounted for about 20 per cent of
the total output. Iron ore production in 1982, at 340,000 tons, was
down sharply by 36 per cent from
1981 and further dropped drastically to 120,000 tons in 1983.
Output in 1984 increased to
192,000 tons. Falling demand and
rising production costs, among
others, were cited as the main
causes for the decline in recent
years.
In response to persistent weak
tin prices, export controls have
been imposed by the International
Tin Council on producer member
countries since April 1982, when an
initial cut-back o f 15 per cent was
enforced. Subsequently, the cutback was raised to 36 per cent in
July 1982 and to 39.6 per cent in
July 1983. Throughout 1 9 8 4 ,the
export cut-back was maintained at
39.6 per cent or a total permissible
export quota of 22,000 tons per
quarter.
However, tin prices
crashed in October 1985 when
the international buffer stock ran
out of money with which to support a market that had been sagging
for months and could yet fall
much lower. The major tin pro-

ducers in the ESCAP region,
Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand,
have been affected severely by the
steep decline in production and the
price o f tin.
In 1984, Malaysia’s production
of tin concentrates declined for
the fifth consecutive year, by a
marginal 2 per cent to 41,000 tons,
compared with a sharp decline of
19 per cent in 1983. The lower
level of production reflected the
combined effects of an imposition
of export controls by the International Tin Council and further
closure of tin mines in the country.
During 1984,77 gravel pump mines
and 8 dredges were closed. Arising
from depleting ore reserves in the
existing areas, the tin mining
industry continued to encounter
the problem of rising costs o f
production. In the first half of
1984, the average cost o f production in the dredging sector,
including export duty and royalties,
increased at an annual rate o f 2 2
.
per cent of $M 21.8 per kilogram,
reflecting the higher cost o f overhead as a result o f having to operate
dredges at less than full capacity.
In the gravel pump sector, the
average cost of production, including export duty and royalties,
rose by 2.6 per cent in the first half
year to $M 28 per kg,mainly owing
to increases in overhead and higher
energy costs. While tin has already
been replaced by petroleum and
palm oil as an export leader in
Malaysia’s
rapidly
diversifying
economy, it was still expected
to earn $M 541 million from
exports in 1985. Future prospects
are,however, much more bleak.
In Indonesia, tin has remained
an important foreign exchange
earner, though far behind oil and
natural gas.
Despite the sharp
decline in production in tin-inconcentrates during 1981-1984,
Indonesia has maintained its position as the world’s second largest
producer after Malaysia. During
1983-1984,
output of tinin-

concentrate decreased by 15 per
cent after a 21 per cent decline in
the previous year. Production of
tin-in-concentrate in Thailand has
been on a falling trend since 1981
when its production was 31,000
tons. It continued to fall in 1982
and in 1983, declining by 35 per
cent over a two-year period. However, in 1984 tin-in-concentrate
output rose by about 10 per cent
the 1983 level. Although no firm
figures are available, China’s tinin-concentrate production was estimated at some 16,000 tons per year.
Several significant changes have
taken place in recent years in the
structure of international trade in
bauxite and alumina. First, the
traditional dominance of the
industry by a small number of
vertically integrated transnational
corporations has been slowly
eroded. Secondly, there have been
changes in the patterns of raw
materials supply, with bauxite
increasingly converted to alumina
at source rather than in the traditional consuming regions of North
America, Western Europe and
Japan. Escalating energy costs have
been largely responsible for the
shifts in the pattern of ownership
and control o f the industry noted
above.
The market share and
influence of the traditional major
producers will continue to decline
as developing countries increasingly
harness their energy potential and
expand smelting capacity.
In India, bauxite production
rose by 6 per cent i n 1984 to reach
2.04 million tons. Primary aluminium production in India has,
however, continued to be affected
by problems o f power supply which
have prevented existing aluminium
smelters from operating at their
installed capacities. In 1983/84,
for example, Indian plants operated
at 55 per cent of installed capacity,
and output fell short of domestic
requirements, necessitating import
of about 30,000 tons of aluminium:
In Indonesia, production and
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export of bauxite were drastically
reduced in 1983, with production
declining by almost 41 per cent
from 12 million tons in 1982 to
0.8 million tons in 1983. Nevertheless, with the increase in the
production of primary aluminium
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in Indonesia, which began in 1982
and reached over 100,000 tons in
1983, bauxite production increased
in 1984 to 1 million tons.
The production o f bauxite in
Malaysia was also affected by a
reduction in export demand,

particularly from Japan. It was
steadily cut back from 60,000 tons
in 1981 to 53,000 tons in 1982,
declining further to 42,000 and
41,000 tons in 1983 and 1984,
respectively.

V. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

T

and real wage movements and
he consistently high rates of
primary education. These constieconomic growth in most o f the
developing economies in the tute the basic elements o f the
dynamics o f social development in
ESCAP region in the past two
the region. Since these phenomena,
decades stand in sharp contrast to
unlike most other topics dealt with
the slow progress in social developin this Survey, are long-term in
ment. The nagging problems of
nature, the time frame for the aspoverty, unemployment and illitersessment of changes in them is
acy and the limited scope for
longer than one or two years. In
advancement of women in economic
addition, data on the relevant
and social activities continue to
variables are not always available
belittle claims of economic progress
with the same regularity as those on
in the region. This slow progress in
economic variables. Many of the
social development is partly the
data and information used in this
result of the meagreness of resources
chapter are based on secondary
relative to the magnitude of the
sources and derived from studies
problems faced, but cannot be fully
undertaken by the specialized
accounted for by this factor alone.
agencies o f the United Nations,
Clearly there is no linear relationship
especially ILO and UNESCO.
between economic growth and
social development.1
Whatever the
reasons, it
A. EMPLOYMENT: DIMENSIONS
remains important for the region’s
AND TRENDS
planners and policy makers to take
full cognizance o f the lag between
1. Employment
social and economic progress which
The employment problem in
continues to characterize developdeveloping countries is qualitatively
ments in the Asian and Pacific
quite different in character from
region. Although some gap is often
that in developed countries.2
a necessary feature o f the developEmployment in developing counment process, a growing chasm can
tries cannot be equated with the
only result in instability and the
enjoyment o f a full-time job under
negation o f the progress made in
regulated conditions o f work and
either field.
pay, as in the developed countries.
In this Survey an attempt has
2
been made to highlight the progress
For the classic contribution on
in three major areas o f social
this issue, detailing all the objections to
the Western concepts of unemployment
development, employment, poverty
and the formulation of the concept of

1

A.K . Sen, “Public action and the “disguised unemployment” for measurquality o f life in developing countries” ,
ing the degree of underutilization of

Oxford Bulletin o f Economics and
Statistics, vol. 4 3 (London, Blackwell,
1983), pp. 287-319.

labour in Asian economies, see Gunnar
Myrdal, Asian Drama, vol. II (New York,
Pantheon Books, 1968).

In
developing
countries, for
example, household employees
engage in arduous work for
non-monetary remuneration, unregulated except by tradition or
family needs. Unemployment is
not merely a question of waiting
for such a job during a period of
temporary inactivity, but a more
complex and pervasive problem.
Job searching, a key element in
developed
countries’
labour
markets, is conspicuous by its
general absence and where it does
exist it is largely conducted through
networks o f family and friends
rather than well-organized employment exchanges.
Yet the importance of gainful employment is
far greater in a developing country
since the dependency ratio, the
number o f mouths a breadwinner
has to feed, is much higher while
the earnings, related to labour productivity, are much lower. The
connection between unemployment
and poverty is not only close but
multiplicative: the unemployment
o f one person can lead to the
poverty o f an entire household.
Therefore, the measurement of
unemployment based on concepts
relevant to developed market
economies greatly underestimates
the severity o f the problem in
developing countries.
“Open
unemployment” , or unemployment
officially recorded using traditional
concepts o f measurement, is low
in most developing countries even
in comparison with developed
countries. Thus, ILO reported, on
the basis o f replies from 61
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developing countries (excluding
China) to a special survey conducted in 1980, that unemployment rates in all developing
countries were 6.0 per cent, almost
identical to those in major developed market economies in that
year.3 The rates were much lower
in Asia: 4.5 per cent for lowincome Asian countries (excluding
China) and 3.4 per cent for middleincome Asian countries (see Table
I.24). The only countries reporting
high open unemployment rates in
Asia were Fiji (16.5 per cent in
1983) and Sri Lanka (17.9 per cent
in 1981).
The differences in
reported open unemployment rates
in the region partly reflect the dif3

World Labour Report,
(Geneva, 1984), p. 7.
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ferences in the proportion o f wage
labour in the total labour force.
This is well illustrated by a comparison o f Sri Lanka’s high unemployment rate and Thailand’s
nominal rate of 0.9 per cent, with
the proportion of wage labour to
the total labour force which was 54
and 15 per cent in the two countries.
In view o f the large differences
in the definitions used, the methods
of measurement employed and
the limited nature o f reporting
arrangements available, it would
be naive to put much faith in the
comparability o f employment and
unemployment statistics among
countries or on inferences based on
such comparisons. However, the
disaggregation o f open unemployment rates within a country does

Table I.24. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Rates o f unemploym ent, 1975-1983
(Percentage)
1975
Afghanistan
Australia
Bangladesha

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

23.90 25.50 25.00
4.90 4.80 5.70

5.60

5.40

5.50

5.60

6.30

6.20

6.10

5.80

1982

1983

7.10 10.00

41.00 38.20 40.10 38.10 38.10 38.50 37.90 36.30 37.40
1.92 2.21
1.68
Brunei Darussalam
1.63
1.90 2.30 3.20 3.20 3.50 4.30 4.40 4.60
Burma
1.60
Fiji
15.70 16.50
6.70
Guam

9.00

9.70

7.30

8.20

8.00

Hong Kong

9.10

5.60

4.50

3.00

2.80

India

9.90

8.70

9.60

9.60
4.50

3.80

4.00

3.60

6.90

7.60

1.70
2.00

2.70
2.20

8.50
3.00

5.70

5.10

2.30

2.30

2.50

3.30

1.90

2.00

2.00

2.20

2.10

7.30

8.30

8.00

6.90

6.10

6.10

5.40

5.20

Maldives
New Zealand

0.40

11.23
0.40 0.60

1.80

2.00

2.90

3.60

3.5 0

5.70

Pakistan

1.70

1.70

1.70

1.70

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.90

Philippines

4.20

3.50

4.30

4.40

4.10

4.10

4.50
3.80

4.00

Republic of Korea
Singapore

5.00
3.90

3.50
5.20

3.80

4.40

4.10

4.50

3.90

5.50
3.50

1.50

4.60
18.30

3.20
3.60

2.90

2.60

3.30

0.40

0.80

15.30
0.80 0.70

14.70 15.30 17.90
0.90 0.90 0.90

3.60

Indonesia
Japan
Kiribati
Malaysia

Sri Lanka
Thailand

3.40

2.40

2.60

5.10

6.00

Sources:
ILO, Yearbook o f Labour Statistics 1984 (Geneva, 1984); and ADB,
Key Indicators o f Developing Member Countries o f ADB (Manila, April 1985).
a Including underemployment.
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provide some interesting knowledge
about both its limitation as a
measure o f unemployment and the
other dimensions o f the unemployment problem.
In most developing countries,
recorded unemployment has been
far higher for urban than for rural
areas, for the young than for
the old and, frequently, for the
educated than for the illiterate.
The evidence on unemployment by
sex is mixed and more complex.
These somewhat paradoxical trends
are partly explained by the fact
that the incidence of unemploym ent, as revealed by open unemployment rates, is closely linked
with the perceived range o f employment opportunities. It is mostly
people in the urban areas, the
young and the educated who “ seek
work” , while those in the rural
areas, the old and the illiterate,
conscious that there are few
employment opportunities available
to them, do not go out actively
looking for work and getting
counted as unemployed.
Table I.25 compares the rate of
urban unemployment with that of
overall unemployment in a selected
number o f countries. Except in
Bangladesh, where the overall
unemployment rate includes the
estimates of underemployment,
the urban unemployment rate is
generally much higher than the
overall rate. In India, there seems
to be a reversal in the trend o f
rural-urban unemployment shares.
During much o f the 1960s the rural
areas o f India had a higher share in
total unemployment than in total
labour force.
Since the 1970s,
however, the share o f the rural
areas in unemployment has been
lower than their share in the labour
force.4 Underlying the recent rise
in the “urbanization o f unemploym ent” is the acceleration in the rate
4 Raj Krishna, “The growth of
aggregate unemployment in India” ,
World Bank Staff Working Papers, No.
638 (Washington, D.C., 1984).

o f urbanization in the Asian and
Pacific countries. For example, in
India, the ratio o f urban to total
population increased by less than
2 per cent per decade in the 1950s
and 1960s. During the 1970s, it
edged up to 3.5 per cent (from 19.9
per cent in 1971 to 23.4 per cent in
1981). In the ESCAP region, as a
whole, urbanization increased by
2.6 per cent during the 1970s (from
23.4 per cent in 1970 to 26.0 per
cent in 1980).5
In the developing economies in
the ESCAP region, where a large
proportion o f the population is
concentrated in the younger age
group (in 1983, more than one
third o f the population was under
15 and one half under 22 years of
age) a major cause for concern is
the high rate o f unemployment
among those in the younger age
brackets.6 Unemployment among
young people accounts for over
60 per cent of total unemployment
in Sri Lanka (81.7 per cent),
Indonesia (78.0 per cent), India
(63.6 per cent) and Thailand (60.4
per cent). In Indonesia, for example, where the rate of open unemployment among workers under 24
is 11.3 per cent, compared with 1.7
per cent for the whole population.7
The lack of employment
opportunities for educated young
people, especially school-leavers
and university graduates, arouses
particular
concern
in
many
countries, including countries with
centrally planned economies like
China.8 For example, in Bangladesh, 44 per cent of the educated
(matriculates and
over) were
reported as unemployed in a recent
5 See Survey, 1984, pp. 115-116.
6 Ibid., p. 117.
7
M.D. Leonoi, ed., Unemployment, Schooling and Training in Developing Countries (London, Croom Helm,
1985), p. 176.
8

John Philip Emerson, “Urban
school-leavers and unemployment in
China” , The China Quarterly, No. 93
(London, March 1983).

Table I.25. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Rates o f urban and
total unemployment
Year

Bangladesha

Percentage o f urban unemployed
Female
Male
Both sexes

1983-1984

1.8

0.7

Total (rural
and urban)

1.1

37.4

Indiab

1978

6.4

17.8

8.8

3.0

Indonesiac

1980

2.7

3.0

2.8

1.7

Malaysiab

1975

5.8

10.1

7.2

6.9

Philippinesd
(Metro Manila)

1982

10.8

15.8

12.2

4.1

Sources: a Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1983/84 Statistical Yearbook o f
Bangladesh (Dhaka, December 1984), p. 144. b ILO-ARTEP, “Employment and
poverty alleviation in Asia” (Bangkok, July 1983) (mimeographed), p. 18. c Biro
Pusat Statistik, Welfare Indicators 1983 (Jakarta, 1984), p. 237, Table 9.1 1. d World
Bank, The Philippines Recent Trends in Poverty, Em ploym ent and Wages, World Bank
No.54-56-PH (Washington, D.C., 20 June 1985), p. 24, Annex 7.

study.9
In Indonesia, graduates
accounted for 12.8 per cent of
unemployed men and 26.5 per cent
o f unemployed women. In Thailand, although the proportion o f
graduates among unemployed was
low (11.5 per cent in 1982), their
number had doubled in the five
years previous to 1982 to reach
105,549 persons.10 In Sri Lanka,
on the other hand, the proportion
o f the unemployed university
graduates in the total number o f
unemployed decreased from 24 per
cent in 1973 to 14.25 per cent in
1978/79.
Where disaggregated data are
available, it shows that the incidence
of unemployment is higher among
female than among male graduates,
and is higher among arts and letters
graduates than among those with
degrees in the sciences or in the
professions. The wastage of human
resources constituted by unemployment among graduates is manifest
in many ways: the supply of graduates results from over-expansion
9

R. Islam, “Graduate employment
in Bangladesh: a preliminary analysis” ,
The Bangladesh Development Studies,
vol. VIII, No. 4 (Dhaka, Autumn 1980).
10 ILO-ARTEP, Em ploym ent Issues
and Policies fo r Thailand’s Sixth Plan
(Bangkok, September 1985), p. 21.

of secondary education or by the
voluntary extension of the period
of job-search by graduates in order
to find salaries and jobs more in
keeping with their expectations.
Some studies11 show that only
people with sufficient resources are
able to wait before taking their
first job and that their unemployment is, in a sense, voluntary. Moreover, young unemployed graduates
are more likely to register or be
counted as unemployed than other
categories owing to the higher
social visibility graduates have,
despite the low absolute number of
people in this category.
A review of unemployment
broken down by sex presents a
complex picture.
First o f all,
account has to be taken of the
generally lower female labour force
participation rates among women,
especially in South Asia. However,
during the 1970s, there appears to
have been a sharp surge o f entry of
women into the labour force and
differences between female and
total labour force participation
11 Alan T. Udall and Stuart Sinclair,
“The ‘luxury unemployment’ hypothesis: a review of recent evidence” , World
Development, vol. 10, No. 1 (London,
1982), and R. Islam, “Graduate employment in Bangladesh: a preliminary
analysis” , p. 52.
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Table I.26. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Labour force participation rates, 1970 and 1980
1970

Bangladesh
Hong Konga

1980

Female

Male

Female

Male

2 .5

58.0

3.4

56.9

28.8
11.9

54.8
52.5

37.2
14.4

62.1
52.7

Indonesia
Japan

22.0

23.3

47.9

36.3

Malaysia

20.9

46.0
63.2
44.2

61.9
48.5

India

39.1

Pakistan

26.0
7.5
27.5

5.2

55.6

Philippines
Republic of Korea
Singapore

21.3
23.2

25.8

46.3
47.4

18.5

46.0
42.8
50.8

32.6

59.3

Sri Lanka
Thailand

18.7

50.1

2 1 .2

46.0

52.0

45.7

53.1
50.4

Source:

53.4

ILO, Yearbook o f Labour Statistics 1984 (Geneva, 1984).

a The figures refer to 1971 and 1981.

rates have narrowed down, though
they remain very low in South Asia
(see Table I.26).
2. Underemployment: A
widespread phenomenon
As discussed earlier, open
unemployment is conceptually an
inadequate tool for analysing the
problem in developing countries,
and its application leads to greatly
understating the magnitude o f the
problem. A more promising and
relevant concept is that o f underemployment, which treats the
problem o f both the insufficient
volume o f work during particular
periods o f activity and that o f a
basic imbalance between labour and
other factors o f production.12
Various estimates indicate that,
in addition to reported open
unemployment, 30-40 per cent o f
the economically active population
in the developing countries is
underemployed. However, owing
to numerous technical difficulties
12 M.V.S. Rao and F. Mehran,
“Salient features of the new international standards on statistics of the economically active population”, Bulletin o f
Labour Statistics (Geneva, ILO, 1984).
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in defining and measuring the more
complex phenomenon, systematic
information on underemployment
is not generally available. Some
countries in the ESCAP region, such
as Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan,
the Philippines and Thailand, have
nevertheless begun to collect data
on underemployment.
In other
countries, the availability o f some
ad hoc studies also provides some
idea o f the dimensions of the
problem.
In Bangladesh, rural underemployment has been measured
using the criterion o f hours
worked.13 It was estimated that
the proportion o f people working
40 hours or less per week was 31
and 22 per cent in 1979 and 1983,
respectively. In the urban areas,
underemployment was estimated
at 23 per cent in 1983, with female
underemployment at 36 per cent.
In Indonesia, in a recent
study14 the percentage of underemployed was estimated at 32 per
13

ILO-ARTEP, Bangladesh: Selected Issues in Employm ent and Development (Bangkok, June 1985), pp. 5 ff.

14 ILO-ARTEP, “Employment and
poverty alleviation in Asia” (Bangkok,
July 1983) (mimeographed), Table 23.

cent o f the total work force and
39 per cent of the agricultural
labour force, if the minimum
number o f hours worked per week
was 24. If, instead, the ceiling o f
hours worked per week were raised
to 34, the underemployment rates
would rise to 48.6 and 57.5 per
cent, respectively.
In rural areas o f Thailand,
seasonal
underemployment
is
common. In 1983,15 it affected
18 per cent o f the economically
active population in rural areas
with a variation o f 43.2 per cent
between peak and slack seasons. In
urban areas, the criterion o f hours
worked is not relevant, as 75 per
cent of employees work more than
50 hours per week and only 1 per
cent o f the employees work less
than 40 hours, the standard
normally used for measuring underemployment.16
In Nepal, the National Planning
Commission in 1976/77, using the
criterion of hours worked, estimated that in 1967/77 about 63
per cent o f the economically active
population were underemployed.
Using more recent data and
more systematic methodology, an
ARTEP study1 7 came up with the
much lower estimate o f 30 per cent
o f the labour force as underemployed .
For Sri Lanka, it was estimated
that in 1978-1979 the overall
underemployment rate was 22.8
per cent, with 23.5 per cent being
the rate in rural areas and 12.8 per
cent in urban areas.18
In India, estimates o f underemployment on the basis o f a
normative time criterion alone have
been derived from five rounds of
the National
Sample Survey
15 ILO-ARTEP, Em ploym ent Issues
. . . , p. 16.
16 Ibid., p. 19.

17 R. Islam, A.R. Khan and E. Lee
Employm ent and Development in Nepal
(Bangkok, ILO-ARTEP, 1982).
18
ILO-ARTEP, “Employment and
poverty . .
p. 29.

between 1959 and 1967. “ Severe”
underemployment was defined as
employment for less than 28 hours
in the reference week, and
“moderate” underemployment as
employment for 28 to 42 hours in
the week. The use o f this criterion
yielded underemployment rates
ranging between 31 and 46 per cent
of the labour force, and aggregates
between 55 million and 77 million
people. Data on underemployed
persons were not collected by the
National Sample Survey after 1967,
although a number of studies by
individual researchers have arrived
at similar results since then.
In Pakistan, using the definition o f underemployment as the
proportion o f the employed working less than 35 hours per week in
each sector, the last two labour
force surveys conducted in 1978/79
and 1982/83 estimated underemployment in rural areas to be
19.8 and 20.1 per cent, respectively.
3. The role of policy
The empirical evidence on
open and disguised unemployment,
though scanty and lacking in detail,
clearly shows that the unemployment problem in the developing
economies in the ESCAP region has
very serious social and economic
dimensions and merits the highest
priority on the agenda o f planners
and policy makers. Despite the
reduction in the growth rate of
population from 2.4 per cent in
1970-1975 to 1.7 per cent in 1984,
in the developing economies in the
region, it is estimated that the
population will increase from 2.7
billion to 3.8 billion over the next
15 years, resulting in an urgent
need to create one billion jobs by
the turn o f the century for new
entrants to the labour force alone.
In some countries, such as Viet
Nam, the rapid rate in population
growth has a serious depressing
effect on their development pros-

pects (see Box 1.12 overleaf).
There are no simple policy
solutions, however. A high rate of
economic growth, for example,
while being helpful, can only be
considered a partial solution to
the unemployment problem. Moreover, in order for growth to make a
sizeable dent in the unemployment
problem, the growth rate of output
may have to be so high as to be
unfeasible in many of the region’s
economies. Even with very high
growth rates a considerable degree
of frictional unemployment may
continue to persist. Many economies in the region have, however,
been successful in both raising the
GDP growth rate to 10 per cent
per annum (for example, the
four Asian newly industrializing
economies in the 1970s, and China
in the present decade) and in
lowering the unemployment ratio
significantly.
These economies,
while following quite different
strategies o f development, did succeed in mobilizing their internal resources in a manner which made
possible the achievement o f high
rates of both GDP and employment.
Despite these differences, they did,
however, require certain basic
structural changes within the
economy to unleash the forces of
growth which made large-scale
labour absorption possible.
In the Republic o f Korea, a
first step was to transform tenurial
conditions and redistribute land.
This was followed by a number o f
measures to introduce technological
innovations and raise productivity,
including a massive investment in
primary education, later followed
by similar expansion at secondary
and higher levels. The Republic o f
Korea, like many other countries in
the region, had its labour force as
its only abundant resource but it
managed to raise its skill levels,
thereby enabling the economy to
overcome the paucity of natural
resources. It was then possible to
launch an extremely successful

effort for labour-intensive industrialization, which was first based
on import
substitution
since
internal markets had already been
created through rural development
and tenurial reform. By the late
1960s, however, import substitutes
were largely exhausted and there
was a shift towards export-oriented,
labour-intensive development.
Developments in China were
more complex in view o f both the
larger size and diversity of the
country and the greater commitment to bring about an early
improvement in the minimum
standards o f living enjoyed by the
mass of the population.
The
extreme shortage of arable land
relative to population, and technological backwardness, were two of
the serious constraints faced by the
country. Following an initial phase
of property redistribution, poverty
reduction and employment generation were based largely on local
resources and initiative, with a
strong emphasis on technical
improvisations.
An essential
element has been the adoption of
radical policies to limit population
growth which both attenuates the
unemployment problem and makes
possible significant improvements
in the living standards. Although
the
unemployment
problem,
especially underemployment, remains significantly large, the high
growth
performance
of
the
economy in recent years is likely
to make a serious impact on the
solution of unemployment and
underemployment problems and
make their virtual elimination
possible in the medium term.
The choice o f an overall
development strategy, o f which
reduction in unemployment is only
a part, however, can be determined
only in the context o f each country ’s specific economic and other
constraints. Nevertheless, in most
Asian developing countries the
objective o f employment growth
has generally not found precedence
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over that of growth in output,
which so far has been the major
concern of policy makers. This has
been partly due to the nature of the
technology available but it has also
often resulted from the preference
for large capital-intensive projects
which are easier to manage than

small labour-intensive ones.
Given the need for raising
labour productivity, the obvious
limit to the rate o f employment
growth is set by the rate of increase
of output. However, within this
limit it is possible to achieve
different rates o f employment

growth for any given rate o f output.
In general, however, the
estimated employment elasticity of
output in developing economies in
the ESCAP region, especially in
manufacturing, has been low. Even
the overall employment elasticity in
many o f these economies is below

Box I.1 2 . Population policies in V iet Nam
One of the serious obstacles to
development faced by the Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam is its high rate
of population growth. Its population
reached 60 million in 1985 and the
official growth rate was 2.2 per cent
per annum, yielding an annual increase
of over 1.3 million.a The growth rate
of 2.2 per cent may have been underestimated because of some underregistration of births, but implies a
decline from the rate of 2.4 per cent
recorded in 1980. The average rate of
natural increase was 2.7 per cent
during the period 1960-1974; it was
2.4 per cent in 1974-1979 in the north
and somewhat higher in the south.
Of the total population of 60
million, 31 million live in the north
and 29 million in the south. The
density in the north is 208 persons
per square kilometre, compared with
161 in the south. The population
density is much greater in the most
fertile areas of the country, equalling
468 in the Red River Delta in the
north and 353 in the Mekong River
Delta in the south at the time of the
1979 census.c
Population growth
rates are higher in the south because
of three main factors: its lower
density, late introduction of family
planning programmes and internal
migration from the north.
The age and sex structure of the
population of Viet Nam has been
clearly affected by the series of wars
waged in that country. In 1985 there
a Stewart E. Fraser, “Vietnam
struggles with exploding growth” ,
Indochina Issues, N o. 57 (Washington
D.C., May 1985), pp. 1-7.

b

Gavin W. Jones, “Population
trends and policies in Vietnam ” ,

Population and D evelopm ent R eview, vol. 8, N o. 4 (December 1982),
pp. 7 8 3 -8 1 0 .
C Ibid., p. 787.
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were only 94.7 males per 100 females
in the population, the lowest sex
ratio in the world for a national
population. At the time of the 1979
census, the sex ratio among persons
aged 20 to 39 was only 74.6.d
The large and densely-settled
population, its high growth rate and
relative scarcity of young adult males
are among the unfavourable factors
affecting
Viet
Nam’s economic
development. The third five-year plan
incorporated the goal of a population
growth rate o f 1.7 per cent by 1985.
National targets of a rate of increase of
1.5 per cent in 1990 and 1.0 per cent
by the early 1990s have also been
established.
The achievement of
these targets was expected to hold the
size of the total population below 75
million in the year 2000. These targets
have proved too ambitious, however,
and unless the growth rate declines
more rapidly, the population is likely
to be in the 80-85 million range by
the end of the century.e
In 1984, the Council of Ministers
established the National Commission
on Population and Family Planning to
develop population policies, institute
goals for family planning programmes
and oversee demographic research.
The Commission is composed of
representatives of all the major government organizations responsible for the
formulation and implementation of
national population policies. Commissions on population and family
planning activities are also being
established in the major provincial
cities.
d N yuy ên Due N hu ân, “Constraintes d émographiques et politiques
de d éveloppement au Viet-Nam 19751980” , Population, vol. 39, No. 2
(Paris, March-April 1984), pp. 313-337.
e Fraser, “Vietnam struggles with
...”.

The Government strongly promotes a two-child family policy, yet
only 30 per cent of the married women
of childbearing age use contraceptives,
less than half the rate in Thailand, for
example. The government education
programme stresses delayed marriage,
postponement of first birth and
spacing of subsequent births. Mass
communication media, the formal
school system and adult education
classes are used to provide population
and family planning information.
A system of incentives has
been instituted to encourage small
families. Persons with two or fewer
children receive preference for promotions and bonuses and the opportunity
to move to an urban area. Family
planning advice and contraceptives are
provided without charge. International
assistance in support o f family planning efforts is generous and is channelled mainly through the UNFPA.
The emphasis on social development in Viet Nam has also resulted in
steady declines in mortality, which
has offset some of the gains in family
planning and the population growth
rate has remained high. Precise estimates o f the level of mortality are
not available. The General Statistics
Office recorded a crude death rate of
7 per thousand population for the
period 1977-1980, but this reflects
some underregistration of deaths. The
rate in 1985 is probably between 8
and 10, which, combined with a crude
birth rate of about 30 per thousand,
yields the current annual growth rate
of 2 2 per cent. The level o f mortality
in Viet Nam is much lower than in
most other countries at an equivalent
level of income because of its relatively
good village health care system. While
this is a commendable achievement,
it also emphasizes the need for
enhanced efforts to promote family
planning and reduce the birth rate
further.

0.5, which requires a rate of growth
of GDP to be more than double
that o f the rate of increase in the
labour force simply to keep the
backlog o f unemployment from
rising. The employment elasticities
are generally higher in the agricultural sector and the new technology
of new seeds and fertilizers has
tended to increase absorption in
agriculture when accompanied by
institutional changes.
The possibility o f labour
absorption in industry in most
developing economies in the
ESCAP region has generally been
low because of the high and often
rising capital intensity in it. Nevertheless, since the industrial sector
has generally grown faster than the
economy as a whole, it has absorbed an increasing proportion o f
the labour force. In China, for
example, during 1957-1977 the
proportion o f the industrial labour
force nearly doubled, from 6 to 12
per cent, while that of the agricultural labour force declined from 81
to 74 per cent.1 9
In India, there seems to be
increasing evidence o f a decline in
the proportion o f the labour force
employed in agriculture in the
1970s after it had remained static
or had even increased somewhat
during the previous two decades.
The 1981 census revealed that the
proportion of workers in agriculture had declined over the period
1971-1981 by about 3 percentage
points, from 69.8 to 6 6 5 per cent.
The decline in the case of male
workers was of the order of about 4
percentage points. In Pakistan, the
decline in the proportion of the
agricultural labour force between
1971/72 and 1982/83 was from
57.3 to 52.4 per cent.
19

S. Ishikawa, “China’s food and
agriculture: performance and prospects” ,
a paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on Soviet and East
European Agricultural Affairs, Giessen,
Federal Republic of Germany, 5-8 June
1981.

In East and South-East Asian
countries, the decline in the
agricultural labour
force was
generally much higher. Also, while
in the latter subregion the decline
in the proportion o f the agricultural
labour force seems to have been
primarily due to the pull factor
from urban industry and service
sectors, in South Asian countries
push factors arising from population pressure and tenurial insecurity
are generally more important.
Studies on underemployment
in agriculture undertaken at the
time o f the formulation and implementation of various rural works
programmes
and
employment
schemes during India’s sixth fiveyear plan (1980-85) indicated that
the nature of unemployment in
India was not “chronic” but “discontinuous” underemployment of
a section of the labour force whose
composition was subject to almost
daily change. This implied that the
rural unemployed needed a form of
irregular employment to fill the gaps
in the time profiles of their current
work opportunities. This considerations have been kept in view in
formulating the National Rural
Employment Programme, which
generated more than 350 million
man days per year during the sixth
five-year plan period.
B. MOVEMENTS IN POVERTY
LEVELS AND REAL WAGES
For millions o f people in Asia,
employment is mainly a means o f
providing income and sustenance
and its lack often results in poverty
and hunger. There is thus a close
association between poverty and
unemployment in the developing
economies in Asia and the Pacific
and sustained policies to reduce
poverty levels must aim at increasing employment opportunities.
Although the overlap between
poverty and unemployment may
seem obvious, the extent o f the
interconnection is not generally

realized. For example, in India it
was estimated that in 1978, while
there were 19.2 million unemployed people, the number of
people below the poverty line was
306.0 million in the same year.
However, the two figures are not
directly comparable, as the former
refers to economically active
persons who are unemployed, and
the latter to total number of
members o f poor households. In
order to obtain the equivalent
number o f workers whose earnings
fall short o f that, which would
provide an expenditure level
indicated by the poverty line, the
number o f poor (305.98 million
in 1978) has to be multiplied by
the ratio o f economically active
persons (or earners) to number o f
members in the household. This
gives an estimate o f 120.5 million
workers whose households live in
poverty, which is six times higher
than those who were estimated to
be unemployed in India in 1978.
This clearly shows that besides unemployment, low earnings o f the
currently employed are also a major
cause o f poverty.
However, there is also considerable evidence to suggest that
the incidence of unemployment is
positively correlated with that o f
poverty.
Figure I.16 (overleaf)
shows the percentage of economically active population unemployed
in
each
household
expenditure class for both urban
and rural households in India based
on the National Sample Survey
data. On the basis of this evidence,
there seems little basis for believing
that unemployment is a “luxury”
limited to the affluent classes.
While unemployment is not the
only cause of poverty, its greater
incidence among the poor should
make its reduction an aim o f antipoverty policies.
1. Rural poverty
Changes in levels o f poverty are
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Figure I.16. India. Poverty and unemployment, 1972/73
Unemployment rate
(Percentage)

Monthly per capita
expenditure (Rs)

.......... Urban unemployment_____ Rural unemployment
Monthly per capita expenditure class (Rs) class I 0.00 - 10.99; II 11.00 20.99; III 21.00 - 33.99; IV 34.00 - 54.99; V 55.00 - 99.99; VI 100.00
and above.

linked with those in levels o f
productivity and in the distribution
o f income. In the rural areas, the
main determinants o f poverty are
thus
agricultural
productivity,
employment and real wages and
access to land. It is not possible in
this Survey to deal with all these
determinants in a comprehensive
manner. However, the trends in
rural poverty will be analysed with
reference to these variables as far
as possible.
In the rural areas o f Asia and
the Pacific, the two variables
strongly correlated with poverty
are unemployment and lack o f
access to land. In a recent study
in India, for example, it was
estimated that when rural poverty
and unemployment (by head
count) are disaggregated by classes,
79.2 per cent of poverty and 78.3
per cent of unemployment is
concentrated in just two classes:
the landless workers and the small
farmers.20
20

K. Sundaram and S.D. Tendulkar,

Towards an Explanation o f Regional
Differences in Poverty and U nemploym ent, Delhi School of Economics Work-

ing Paper No. 237 (Delhi, University of
Delhi, August 1983).
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Only a few countries in Asia
monitor movements in poverty
levels on a regular basis. In India,
successive rounds o f the National
Sample Survey o f household consumer expenditure have shown that
over 50 per cent o f the rural
population have remained under
the poverty line and the proportion
had not fallen significantly until
1979/80, the last year for which
the official figures are available.
However, there are significant
regional differences in India. While
the overall percentage o f people
below the poverty line seemed to
have changed little, the situation
improved in Punjab and Kerala but
worsened in Bihar and West Bengal.
In some other countries o f Asia for
which unofficial estimates are
available, there seems to be some
decline in the percentage o f households below the poverty line. Thus
in Pakistan the percentage of households below the poverty line
declined from 51.5 to 39.8 per cent
between 1969/70 and 1979/80, in
Thailand from 56.0 to 31.0 per
cent between 1962/63 and 1975/76
and in Java from 51.0 to 46.0 per
cent between 1969/70 and 197621
(see Box I.13).
Both productive and institu-

tional forces seem to be at work in
determining the movements in
poverty levels. Thailand and the
Indian state of Punjab were able to
reduce poverty largely through
increases in agricultural output
unaccompanied by any significant
institutional changes. In Pakistan,
while agricultural growth was
considerably slower during the
1970s than in the previous decade,
the reduction in poverty was
attributable largely to the inflow
o f remittances
o f large-scale
migration to the Gulf region from
Pakistan, mainly from the rural
areas. It is significant that during
the 1960s when agricultural growth
was higher but when remittances
had no significant impact, rural
poverty increased. In both periods
concentration o f landholdings and
landlessness increased significantly,
however.
In Kerala, where the
reduction in poverty has been the
most significant, both productivity
and institutional factors have been
strong, but the latter seemed to
have played the greater role. Since
1960, major institutional reforms,
including abolition o f tenancy and
redistribution o f land, along with
better rural labour organizations,
have contributed to the reduction
o f landlessness and poverty. Additionally, since the mid-1970s remittances from workers in Western
Asia have played a significant role
in reducing poverty.
In recent years, with the rise
in landlessness and commercialization o f agriculture, wage employment has become increasingly
important in the developing economies in the ESCAP region. Table
1.27 (overleaf) presents data on real
wage rates in agriculture in some
economies in the ESCAP region.
Since the proportion o f wageearners in this sector varies from
about 20 to 50 per cent o f total
employment in South and South21 See A.R. Khan and Eddy Lee,
eds., Poverty in Rural Asia (Bangkok,
ILO-ARTEP, 1984).

East Asian countries,2 2 wage trends
in this sector are an important
factor in possibilities for alleviating
poverty.
The dominant feature
emerging from Table I.27 is a de22

A.V. José , Agricultural Labourer
in Asia: Some Recent Trends in Their
Real Wages (Bangkok, ILO-ARTEP,
1985).

cline o f or slow increase in real
wages, except in Japan and the
Republic o f Korea. In Pakistan, the
growth o f wages is largely attributed to shortages created by labour
migration o f Western Asia.
In
Indonesia, Malaysia and Sri Lanka,
there has been a stagnation of
wages over the past 20 years. The

decline in real wages is most severe
for Bangladesh, Burma and the
Philippines.
The basic features o f agrarian
structural change in these latter
countries23 are a decline in cultivated area per rural inhabitant and
23

Khan and Lee, eds., Poverty in
Rural Asia.

Box I.13. On poverty estim ates
The measurement of poverty the number of persons and the proportion of the total population in poverty
— in developing countries began to be
seriously attempted in the 1960s in the
wake of increasing dissatisfaction with
growth in GDP as a measure of increase in economic welfare. Although
historical studies of the relationship
between growth and inequality in
income distribution had indicated a
positive correlation between the two in
the early phase of growth, it was
expected that, on the average, the
number and certainly the proportion
of the poor would decline with growth.
The first empirical studies undertaken
on Asian economies revealed that
growth had had little or no impact on
the reduction of the number of persons
in poverty, especially in the rural
areas.a The main policy conclusions
derived from these studies were that
past strategies and policies in the
pursuit of development in many of
these economies had not given
adequate attention to reducing poverty. To remedy this, special measures
were necessary to ensure that the
fruits of development reached the poor
more directly.
There is, however, no unique
definition of poverty and there is
considerable variation in the methods
and techniques adopted by research
workers, even within the same country,
to draw poverty lines. A common
procedure is to choose a time-invariant
measure of economic position, such as
per capita or household income at
prices of a particular year and place,
which can sustain an individual or a
family at the minimum necessary level
a See A.R. Khan and Eddy Lee,
Poverty in Rural Asia (Bangkok, ILOARTEP 1984) and R. Islam, ed.,
Strategies for Alleviating Poverty in
Rural Asia (Bangkok, ILO-ARTEP,
1985).

of subsistence. Closely linked to the
concept of a minimum level of living
is that of a nutritionally adequate
diet consistent with the tastes and food
habits o f the poor. The cost of such a
diet (based on prices paid by the poor)
is used to infer the total income
necessary to enable the consumption
of this diet and other essential expenditure such as on clothing, housing
and transport, education and medical
services. Some of this information is
commonly derived from household
expenditure survey data.
The
minimum necessary amount of calories
for a nutritionally adequate diet after
taking into account the physical
characteristics of the average person in
a given country, is usually determined
by nutritionists and physicians. The
information from household expenditure surveys is then used to identify
that group of individuals or households
who buy no more than the minimum
necessary volume of calories as earlier
defined. The income level of the group
becomes a “poverty line”. For ease of
calculation, it is usually estimated for
some base year and adjusted by
changes in the price level to obtain the
poverty line in subsequent years. By
applying the poverty line to the distribution of incomes or expenditure
revealed in successive household
surveys, changes in poverty levels over
time are estimated.
There are a number of limitations
inherent in the procedure outlined
above. Household surveys often do
not contain sufficient data on expenditure on individual food items (cereals,
fish, meat, dairy products etc.) to
enable the precise calculation of the
caloric intake and hence a clear
identification of those falling below
the “poverty line.” Often such information is in money values, making
it difficult to convert them into
quantities, especially in countries
where prices are subject to substantial

seasonal and regional variations. More
critically, it is assumed that expenditure on food and non-food items is
simultaneously at the minimum necessary level.
Consequently, analysts
have experimented with a variety of
refinements in the basic techniques;
one of these is that of conducting
sensitivity analysis using a basic
poverty line. Although estimates of
poverty levels are quite sensitive to
changes in the poverty line, the direction of such changes is generally
invariant. Provided the methods and
techniques are clearly spelled out and
used to indicate broad changes in a
country’s poverty profile rather than
to indicate precise numbers of the poor
at a given time, the analysis can serve
a useful purpose in increasing public
awareness about and policy guidance
on the poverty problem.
A word of caution is in order
about international comparisons of
poverty lines and poverty estimates.
The inadequacy of foreign exchange
rates in converting per capita GDP
figures for international comparisons
is well known. The problem is much
more acute in comparisons o f estimates
of poverty where many of the goods
consumed are not only “non-traded”
but also “non-marketed” . Relative
prices of goods consumed by the poor,
especially between food and non-food
items, vary markedly among countries.
For example, the rural poverty line in
the Republic of Korea was estimated
to be about double that in Thailand in
1977 ($223 against $114 per person
at 1977 prices). The difference is
largely the outcome of differences in
the domestic price of rice in each
country (63 cents against 12.4 cents
per kg in the same year). A uniform
poverty line, specified in United States
dollar terms, would inevitably overestimate poverty levels in the Republic
of Korea and underestimate them in
Thailand.
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Table I.27. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Real wage rates in
agriculture
(Indices: 1970 = 100)

1975

1981

Average annual percentage growth rate
(1970-1981)

1960

1965

Japan (M)

43.1

76.7

140.0

142.0

3.4

Republic of Korea (M)

61.5

71.5

136.0

135.0

9 3.

90.2

77.0a

93.7

97.4

0.2

East Asia

South-East Asia
Indonesia (P)

101.4

92.0

121.2

1.5

133.0

127.0

97.8

82.0

-2.2

104.4

112.8

75.3

69.7

Burma

82.4

116.2

45.8

45.3

-2.6
-7.2

India — Maharashtra

86.3

80.4

69.2

76.1

-2.6

89.3

91.1

92.9

104.5b

117.6

104.7

88.2

127.1b

Malaysia (P, M)
Philippines
South Asia
Bangladesh (unskilled)

— Kerala
— West Bengal
Pakistan (M)
Sri Lanka (P, M)

101.8

79.8

126.6

190.7

5.3

81.4

126.7

168.5

1.8

Source: ILO-ARTEP, “A review of some major employment issues for Asia” ,
a paper prepared for the First Meeting of the Asian Employment Planners, 26-29
November 1985, Bangkok,p. 68.
Notes:
a

M = male workers. P = labourers in plantations.

1966. b 1979/80.

in farm sizes, and thus an increase
in the number o f the rural population depending on agricultural
wages.
This declining trend in
wages shows the limited possibility
of the contribution o f wages to the
improvement o f income distribution in rural areas, often despite a
real growth in agricultural productivity, as in the Philippines or the
Indian Punjab. In Thailand, real
agricultural wages declined in the
late 1970s and early 1980s24 owing
to various factors, including the low
prices o f agricultural commodities
in the world market. The problem
is likely to worsen since the number
o f wage-earners is expected to
grow faster than employment
opportunities in agriculture.
24

ILO-ARTEP, Employment Issues
. . . , p. 57.
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2. Urban poverty and real wages

(a) Informal sector
The
massive
urbanization
process that has taken place in
developing countries has made the
informal sector an important source
for absorbing surplus labour from
the rural areas and providing it with
employment in a low productivity
sector.
Most o f the labour
employed is unskilled, although the
possibilities o f upgrading skills are
very high. Three other elements
distinguish it from the organized
industrial sector. First, the enterprises in question are small.
Secondly, the labour market
involved is flexible in regard to
both wages and supply o f labour.
Thirdly, its use of overheads, both
private and public, is small and it

causes only minimum strain on
existing social infrastructure.
The informal sector exists in
the urban areas o f every developing
country, although it is characterized by a great deal o f diversity.
Considerable work by international organizations and individual
researchers has resulted in describing its broad contours. Detailed
analysis o f the sector is, however,
handicapped by lack o f not only
data but also standard definitions
and measurement techniques. A
summary o f available data is
presented in Table 1.28.
The surveys recently conducted in Bangkok, Calcutta and
Dhaka25 indicate that over 60 per
cent o f the urban economically
active population are employed in
the urban informal sector.
In
Bangkok, 70 per cent o f the
workers in this sector are totally
unskilled and over 60 per cent
come from rural areas. A breakdown by sex shows that there are
more men than women in such
fields as construction, tailoring and
transport, while women predominate in the small trading and service
activities.
Overall, more women
work in Thailand’s informal sector,
unlike in most other countries
where men predominate.
In
addition, the working conditions
obtaining in the informal sector are
characterized by wage payment on
a daily basis and longer working
hours, especially for self-employed
persons. In Bangladesh, the working day is as long as 12.5 hours, the
work week is almost always seven
days and 83.5 per cent o f the
25 Prachom
Suwatte,
“Informal
sector: concept and appropriate policy” ,
World Structural Change and Its Impact
on A SE A N ’s Employm ent and Manpower, Chira Hongladarom, ed. (Human
Resources Institute, Thammasat University, Bangkok, 1985); Annapurna Shaw,
‘T he informal sector in a third world
urban economy: a case study of Calcutta, India” , Bulletin o f Concerned
Asian Scholars (Berthoud, 1985), vol. 17,
No. 1; and ILO-ARTEP, Bangladesh:
Selected Issues.. .

people employed in this sector have
no fixed holidays. Their income is
usually low, for example, it is less
than 2,000 ($80) per month in
Bangkok. In Bangladesh, for 12
hours of work per day, 59 per cent
of workers earn less than Tk 1,000
($30) per m onth, i.e. the average
wage for the country as a whole.
In Calcutta, 27 per cent o f heads
of families in the informal sector
earn less than the Rs 240 ($20) per
month, which constitutes the
minimum wage. The bulk o f urban
poverty is among the employed or
partially employed in the informal
sector.
Although incomes and productivity are low and working conditions are poor, the informal
sector does provide a source of
sustenance to a very high proportion o f the labour force in developing economies in the ESCAP region,
which the organized sector has
failed to do. Many governments in
the region are, therefore, taking a
more positive view o f the developments in this sector. In Bangladesh,
China, Indonesia, Thailand and Viet
Nam, the respective Governments
have adopted a number o f measures
to promote the establishment of
small production units.
These
measures include ways o f stemming
the rural-to-urban exodus by fostering rural development. In addition,
the public authorities have softened
the constraints on and restrictive
regulations governing the informal
sector by attempting to reorganize
it and by providing it a greater
share in infrastructure facilities,
including efforts to improve the
credit system for the benefit o f the
informal sector.
Appropriate
vocational training programmes
have also been set up and production and sales co-operatives have
been promoted.26
26 Sulabha Brahme, “Producers’ cooperatives. Experience and lessons from
India”, ISS Occasional Papers 99 (The
Hague, Institute of Social Studies, June
1984).

(b) Organized sector
Data on wages in the organized
urban manufacturing sector are
generally better than in agriculture
or the urban informal sector. Table
I .29 (overleaf) indicates some main
trends for the 1970s. In all cases
except Burma and the Philippines,
the rate of growth of wages in
manufacturing is positive. It was
exceptionally high in Pakistan and
the Republic of Korea for 19761981. In most countries, the rate
o f growth was highest in the second
half of the 1970s. Consistent with
the overall trend in wages, indus-

trial wages stagnated in Bangladesh,
India and Malaysia.
Singapore was the only country in Sourth-East Asia where
real wages have risen faster than
productivity. In the Philippines,
on the other hand, real wages
declined
despite
productivity
growth. In Malaysia and Thailand,
the real wages have grown at a
slightly slower rate than productivity growth.
These aggregate data, however,
need to be interpreted with caution
since there are important differences among industries within a
country.
Also the methodology

Table I.28. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Percentage of urban
labour force employed in the informal sector
Percentage o f urban labour force
em ployed in the informal sector
Bangladesha
Dhaka (1981 )b

50
65

Indiaac
Ahmedabad (1971 )c
Bombay (1971)c
C alcutta (1971)d
Delhi (1971)c
Madras M etropolitan (1 9 7 1)c
Valsad District Gujarat (1977)c

44–
46.5
39.5
40 –
53.8
50–
75

Indonesiae
Jakarta (1976)d

54
45

Malaysia
U rban areas in West Malaysia (1970)d

35

Pakistan (1972)d

69

Singapore (1970)d

23

Sri Lankaa
Colom bo (1 9 7 1)d

23
19

Thailand (1976)d
Bangkok (1 9 8 1)f

26
87

75
– 50.4
50
70

Sources: a Institute of Social Studies Advisory Service, “The informal sector:
concepts, issues and policies” (The Hague, May 1985) (mimeographed). b ILO-ARTEP,
Bangladesh: Selected Issues in E m ploym ent and Developm ent (Bangkok, June 1985),
pp. 1-86. c Meera Mehta, “Urban informal sector: concepts, Indian evidence and
policy implications” , Economic and Political Weekly (Bombay), vol. XX, No. 8 (23
February 1985). d S.V. Sethuraman, ed., The Urban Informal Sector in Developing
Countries: Em ploym ent, Poverty and Environment (Geneva, ILO, 1981), Appendix
table 4. e S.V. Set huraman, Informal Sector in Indonesia: An Assessment o f Policies
(Geneva, ILO, September 1965) (WEP 2-19/WEP 2-33), Technical Report No. 2.
f Prachom Suwatte, “Informal sector: concept and appropriate policy” , World
Structural Change and Its Impact on A SE A N ’s Em ploym ent and Manpower, Chira
Hongladarom, ed. (Human Resources Institute, Thammasat University, Bangkok,
1985).
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adopted differs greatly among
countries. Wage structures within
countries are highly segmented,
reflecting differences in wages by
occupation, skill, region, industry
and personal characteristics. The
lack o f disaggregated studies for the
ESCAP region limits the possibilities for the comparative analysis
attempted below.
In Bangladesh,2 7 real wages
appear to have stagnated in the
1970s with a tendency towards
some convergence both between
and within industries. Wages in
27

Nuimuddin Chowdhury, Kirimuilah Bhuiyan, “Wages in Bangladesh
industries, 1972/73-1981/82: levels and
structure” (Dhaka, Bangladesh Institute
of Development Studies) (mimeographed).

public sector industries are generally not higher, although employment in them is more stable.
In the Philippines,2 8 where
there was a clear decline in wages in
the 1970s, even legal minimum
wages did not increase in real terms
after 1980.
This trend corresponded to a slow but real growth
in labour productivity.
In Pakistan,29 real wage
28

Bruno Barros, “Real wages and
productivity in the non-agricultural
sector of the Philippines” (Bangkok,
ILO-ARTEP, April 1985) (mimeographed).
29

ILO-ARTEP, “A review of some
major employment issues for Asia” , a
paper prepared for the First Meeting of
the Asian Employment Planners, 26-29
November 1985, Bangkok, p. 68.

Table I.29. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Real wage trends in
manufacturing
(Percentage)
A verage annual
growth rates o f
real wages
East Asia
Hong Kong (1969-1981)
Japan (1971-1982)
Republic of Korea
South-East Asia
Malaysia (1970-1979)
Philippines (1969-1980)

Average annual growth rate
in real output per worker,
1970-1979

2.38
2.45

4.8
4.1

9.0

5.0

1.4

3.8

-6 . 6 a

2.1

- 5.6b

Singapore (1979-1983)
Thailand

6.5

Minimum wage (1973-1985)
(1972-1983)
(1978-1983)
South Asia

5.9
1.4
3.7

Bangladesh (1973-1981/82)

1.4d

Burma (1970-1982)

6.6

India (1969-1980)

2.0

Pakistan (1970-1976)

1.4e

(1976-1981)

7.6e
3.5

Sri Lanka (1969-1982)

1.9c
4.0

0.8

1.6

growth was a slow 1.4 per cent in
1970-1976, but increased in 19761981 to 7.6 per cent, partly reflecting the effect o f labour migration
to Western Asia, as noted earlier
(see Box I .14).
In Thailand,30 numerous factors contributed to the marked
rise in real wages. Development of
small-scale industry and public
sector projects are among the most
important.
Another important
feature o f the rise in wages was a
narrowing o f the wage differential
between Bangkok and the provinces.
In the Republic o f Korea and
Singapore, the rate o f growth o f
real wages was higher than that o f
productivity, especially for the
period between 1979 and 1983.31
Earlier, from 1965 to 1973, the
rate o f growth o f real wages in
Singapore was only 0.2 per cent,
while productivity grew by 4.0 per
cent per annum.
On the basis o f information
available, it appears that real wages
in most countries o f the region have
increased substantially over the last
15 years, especially since the
mid-1970s.
However, in countries where real wages declined, the
trend is more linked to problems of
economic management and production planning than to wage policy.
In the case o f the Philippines, for
example, minimum wage legislation
could not reverse the trend of
falling real wages.
Wage and
incomes policy does have a role in
combating inflation and maintaining competitiveness in international
markets.
It also has a role in
equalizing wage differences between sectors and regions within
a country.

Source: ILO-ARTEP, “A review of some major employment issues for Asia”, a
paper prepared for the First Meeting of the Asian Employment Planners, 26-29
November 1985, Bangkok.

30
Bruno Barros, Real Wage Trends
in Thailand (Bangkok, ILO-ARTEP,
April 1985).

a Unskilled. b Skilled. c For 1979-1983. d Nationalized industry. e Largescale manufacturing industry.

31 ILO-ARTEP, “A review . ..,"
p. 62, Table 20.
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Box I.14.

International migration for employment
countries in the region to Western Asia
reached a peak during 1981-1982.
Starting from a mere trickle in 1976,
gross departures reached peaks of
62,800 from Bangladesh (1982),
270,000 from India (1981), 153,000
from Pakistan (1981), 196,000 from
the Republic of Korea (1982), 55,000
from Sri Lanka (1982) and 105,000
from Thailand (1982) (see table).
In the Philippines, the outflow appears
to have reached its peak in 1983, when
380,000 land-based workers were
processed for overseas migration, in
addition to 54,000 seafarers.a,b
Compared with their peak year
gross outflows to Western Asia, those
in 1984 were 10 per cent lower in
Bangladesh, 23 per cent lower in India,
35 per cent in Pakistan, 22 per cent in
the Republic of Korea and 29 per cent
in Thailand. The highest annual rates
of decline have been experienced by
Thailand (20 per cent), Pakistan (18
per cent) and the Republic of Korea
(14 per cent).c
Along with declining gross outflows there is an increasing trend in

Emigration of workers from
developing countries in the ESCAP
region for employment abroad has
been taking place for a long time and
has served to reduce poverty and
population pressure.
By the late
1970s, however, it has assumed
significant proportions in many countries. The Western Asian oil-exporting
countries provided the main source of
demand for labour since 1973. Among
countries in the ESCAP region that
have experienced major outflows of
workers since the mid-1970s are
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea,
Sri Lanka and Thailand.
Of late,
China, Indonesia and Nepal have also
had sizeable flows of labour migration.
Although most emigrants to
Western Asia initially went on shortterm work contracts, extending over a
period of a year or two, these were
frequently renewed for much longer
periods.
Since 1982, however, the
demand for workers in the Gulf
countries has started to slacken, mainly
as a result of a fall in oil revenues. In
consequence, not only have the annual
outflows from the exporting countries
in the region fallen off, but sizeable
return migration is taking place as
contract periods are made shorter and
fewer of the old contracts are renewed.
Available data indicate that annual gross outflow of workers from

a The actual number migrating is
likely to be lower than the number
processed. In 1984, for which both
figures are available, the number
actually migrating was 300,000 out of
a total of 371,000 land-based workers
processed.

return flows of workers from Western
Asia resulting in a much sharper
reduction in net outflows of workers
from the region over the past two to
three years. Data on return migration, however, are generally scarce
and difficult to gather. Efforts are
under way in several countries to
collect information about return migration, which is an essential first step to
resolving a number of related issues.
The Philippines, which instituted a
monitoring system for return migrant
workers in April 1984, recorded the
b Data on stocks of emigrants
are much less reliable than on flows.
However, putting together information
from various sources it was estimated
that 3.6 million workers from the
ESCAP region were working in Western
Asia alone in 1983, with India and
Pakistan having over a million workers
each, followed by the Philippines with
above half a million workers. “An
assessment of West Asian demand for
migrant workers from the ESCAP
region” (DP/RILM/10), 30 August
1985.
c Where figures for Western Asia
are not separately available total
migration figures are used in the above
calculations.

(continued overleaf)

Selected developing countries in the ESCAP region. Annual gross migration abroad, 1976-1984
(Number o f persons)
1980

1976
(a)

(a)

(b)

Bangladesh

6 087

5 929

India

4 000

230 000

41 690

1982

1981
(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

1983
(b)

(a)

1984
(b)

(a)

62 805

59 216

56 754

270 000

240 000

225 000

206 000

133 397

153081

142 945

128 206

100 000

7 812

157 394

132 044 210 044

Republic of
Korea
37 692 21 269

146 436

120 535

Pakistan

Philippinesa 19 221

Sri Lanka
Thailand
Sources:
Notes:

30 573

29 778

27 000

1 500
1 287

55 787

54 376

183 582 250115 210 972 380 263 323 414 371 065 311 517

175 114 138 310
55 000

20 809

(b)

152 673

184 277

196 855
55 000

24 572

105163

64 527

75 021

National sources.
(a) Number of migrants to all destinations.
(b) Number of migrants to Western Asia.
Number
a
of land-based workers processed for migration including those who were rehired.
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C. PROGRESS EM ACHIEVING
UNIVERSAL PRIMARY
EDUCATION
1. Enrolments at the primary level
The goal of universal primary
education in the developing countries in the ESCAP region was first
articulated at the regional level in
1960 through the adoption o f the
“Karachi Plan” , which envisaged
“that every country of this region
should provide a system o f
universal, compulsory and free
primary education o f seven years or

more within a period of not more
than 20 years (1960-1980)” .3 2
Despite considerable progress, the
target had not been achieved in
many countries in the region well
beyond the deadline set in the Plan.
According to current assessments,
this goal will not be reached in
some o f the countries in the region
before 1995. The two main reasons
for the non-fulfilment o f the target
have been the rapid increase in
32

“Report of the Regional Meeting
of Representatives of Asian Member
States on Primary and Compulsory
Education” (Bangkok, UNESCO, 1960).

(continued from preceding page)
number of returnees at 124,000
during the year. However, the data
do not clearly indicate how many
had returned permanently.
In most countries of the region,
emigration to Western Asia has
generally helped in reducing national
unemployment. In the Republic of
Korea, for example, overseas employment constituted 1.2 and 1.4 per cent
of total employment in 1980 and
1981. For Pakistan, the estimated
number abroad as of 1983 constituted
4.6 per cent of the country’s total
labour force. In particular sectors and
areas within each country the effects
were often more pronounced. For
example, in the Republic of Korea
overseas employment constituted 8-9
per cent of employment in the construction industry in 1980-1981. The
projections of demand-supply balance
for labour in Pakistan for 1982/83
forecast excess supply in relation to
domestic demand in many occupational groups. Emigration absorbed
the excess to a considerable extent and
even created shortages for certain
groups such as engineers and technicians.
Such sectoral shortages and
the consequent wage pressures in
specific areas are among the societal
costs of such migration.
The decline in the net outflow of
labour to Western Asia gives rise to
concern on account of both employment and balance-of-payment effects
d Em ploym ent and Structural
Change in Pakistan - Issues fo r the
Eighties (ILO-ARTEP, January 1983).
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in the labour sending countries. A high
proportion of those emigration over
the years were unskilled workers,
especially from Bangladesh India and
Pakistan, provided them incomes and
opportunities for asset accumulation
which they could never obtain in their
own country. However, the pattern of
demand in the importing countries has
been shifting in favour of workers of
higher categories of skill, and the
unskilled workers are the worst
affected by the fall in demand. To
cater for this shift in demand would
be more difficult and might give rise to
domestic shortages of skilled workers
whose migration has higher societal
costs than that o f unskilled workers.
On the other hand, to re-absorb and
resettle the large number of predominantly unskilled returnees will
also pose considerable problems. A
large number of them may be unable
or unwilling to go back to their original
occupations such as farming. However,
if the acquired skills or job experience
of returning workers along with their
accumulated savings could be put to
productive use, the country concerned
could benefit greatly.
Few countries in the region yet
have a policy framework or an action
plan geared to this problem. While
formulating plans and policies to tackle
these issues, countries in the region
may benefit by co-operating among
themselves through sharing of information and co-ordination of efforts to
stabilize markets, and to regulate the
wages and working conditions of their
workers abroad.

population and the inadequacy of
resources devoted to education, in
general, and to primary education,
in particular. The inappropriate use
o f available resources, often arising
from an inability to relate educational targets to the prevailing
milieu o f social and economic
conditions, has also been a major
hurdle in achieving the goal of
universal primary education.
The number o f primary school
age children (6-11 years old) in the
Asian and Pacific region (excluding
China) rose from 133 million in
1960 to 227 million in 1982. The
percentage o f children enrolled has,
however, also risen quite rapidly
during the period, from 49 per cent
in 1960 to about 71 per cent in
1982.
The absolute number of
children aged 6-11 who are not able
to attend schools is still very large:
67 million in 1982, compared with
68 million in 1960, with considerably higher levels in intervening years.33 By 1985, the number
o f school age children not enrolled
in primary schools was still
estimated to be about 60 million,
which represented a formidable
unfinished task and continuing
challenge to social development
efforts in the region.
The primary school age population in the developing countries in
the region, including China, totalled
some 426 million in the early
1980s, while total enrolments were
318 million, or about 75 per cent
of school age population. There
have been marked differences
between the annual rate o f growth
of gross enrolments at the primary
level in China and in the rest o f the
Asian and Pacific region. In the
latter the average rates were 3.1 and
2.9 per cent, during the first and
second half of the 1970s, respectively. In China, by contrast, while the

33 UNESCO, Statistical Digest for
Asia and the Pacific 1984 (Bangkok,
1985), p. 70, Table 4.

average annual rate o f growth in the
first half o f the decade was 7.5 per
cent, in the latter half, enrolments
declined at the annual rate o f 0.7
per cent, as a result o f the sharp
decline in birthrates. By 1982,the
disparity between the annual rates
of growth of enrolments in China
and the rest o f the developing Asian
region had further enlarged, owing
to a further decline in primary
school age population in the former
and a continuing rise in the latter.
Considerable disparities in the
ratios o f gross enrolments to school
age population and the rate of

growth o f gross enrolments characterize the countries in the region34
(see Table I.30). By 1982, almost
half the countries in the region had
34

The gross enrolment ratio is
derived by dividing total enrolments for
a given level of education, regardless of
the age of the pupils, by the population
of the age group specific to that level.
Since such enrolments include pupils
who may be under- or over-age, all the
children in the 6-11 age group may not
be receiving primary education even
when the gross enrolment ratio is over
100. Thus all the countries in category
A have not necessarily attained universal primary education.

gross enrolment ratios of 100 per
cent or above (category A). Of the
rest, the majority had attained a
gross enrolment ratio between 70
and 100 per cent (category B). A
small group of countries, mainly in
South Asia, had a gross enrolment
ratio below 70 per cent (category
C). In Table I .30 data on the expansion of primary education are
shown for the three different
categories of countries.35
Although countries in category
A have attained high gross enrolment ratios, the need for expansion
of primary education facilities still

Table I.30. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Selected indicators o f the expansion of primary education,
1970-1982 (23 countries)a
Gross enrolment ratios
(Percentage)
1982
1970
Total
Total
Male Female

Disparity between sexesb
(Percentage)
1970 M-F

1982M-F

Enrolment: Average annual growth rates
(Percentage)
1970-1975

1975-1980

1980-1982

Category A (1 0 0 per cent and m ore)
China
Fiji
Indonesia
Lao People’s Democratic
Republic
Mongolia
Philippines
Republic o f Korea
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Tonga
Viet Namc

102
106
77

116
109
116

127

64
116
108
103
106
99
117
119

100
106
107
104
104
104
108
113

107
105
106
106
106
106

87
73
74
87
26
98
91

86

88

85
97
92
94
99
95

100

110
122

110
120

104
109
109

23

1

4
12

13

93
108
107
103

31
9

14
-3

2

-1

1

102

8

101
105
106

10

3
4
5
5
14

84
70
81
91
43

9
34
41
7
35

101

2

6
11

7.5
1.6
3.6
5.3
2.7
1.7
-0.5
-2.0
-3.0
1.5

0.6
-1.2
7.5

-0.9

8.6

4 .2

2.1

2.1
0.7
-1.7

2.3

0.2

0.6
2.8

2.3
7.7
-0.7
1.3

-2.2
1.5
-2.1
3.5

Category B (85-99 p e r ce n t)
Burma
India
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Malaysia
Nepal
Samoa
Thailand

112
93
141
97
98

93

8

4
30
31
2
98
-4
5

14
49

34
34
9
35
25

43
29
9
48
15

1.8
2.9
8.2
2.4
11 .9

3.3
2.0
3.1
1.3
14.1

2.1

0.2

2.9
4.4
3.5
1.5
19.2
-0.9

3.0

3.3

0.8

5.4
9.6
10.3
5.6
4.5

7.3
-0.3

6.4
3.2
10.9
4.6
4.3

Category C (below 70 per cent)
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea

Source:
Table 3.

25
52

6
40
52

36
64
15
58

66

57
78
19
81
73

10
33
58

11.1

6.1
4.7

UNESCO, Development o f Education in Asia and the Pacific (ED-85/MINEDAP/3) (Paris, 31 January 1985), p. 13,

a Within each category, countries are ranked according to the value of the gross enrolment ratio for both sexes (male and
female) in 1982. b Absolute difference in enrolment ratios. c Data for 1970 refer to 1975.
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exists there. Future expansion will
largely follow demographic trends
and efforts will be made to extend
schooling to children in remote
areas or belonging to underprivileged groups.
In countries in
category B, the goal o f universal
primary education can be easily
reached within a fairly short time
if the drop-out and grade repetition
35

Countries in the categories A, B
and C represent roughly 56, 35 and 9
per cent of the 1982 population in the
developing countries in the ESCAP
region.

rates can be substantially reduced.
Another important task in these
countries is to increase the enrolment o f girls and children in remote
geographical areas. The problems
of countries in category C are more
acute. Although the recent average
annual rates o f growth o f enrolment are high, they need to be
further stepped up if the goal of
universal primary education is to
be attained in the 1990s. The
constraints in this group are not
only due to lack o f resources,
although in countries such as

Table I.31. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Rate o f retention in
primary education for cohorts who start their studies between 1970 and
1980
Years o f
starting

Proportion o f cohorts who complete studies
1

2

3

4

5

6

571
595

Afghanistan

1973
1980

1 000
1 000

922
883

901
798

721
749

635
617

Bangladesh

1974
1980

1 000
1 000

433
575

323
374

248
291

189
204

Bhutan

1978

1 000

405

361

331

302

248

Brunei Darussalam

1972
1980

1 000
1 000

964
953

943
950

943
930

716
930

641
930

Burma

1972

1 000

865

640

461

321

Hong Kong

1970
1980

1 000
1 000

916
999

944
999

953
999

937
989

861
977

India

1972

1 000

682

548

447

380

Indonesia

1971
1980

1 000
1 000

974
972

907
916

800
833

677
755

580
681

Japan

1970
1980

1000
1 000

999
999

999
999

998
998

998
998

997
998

Malaysia

1970
1980

1 000
1 000

990
997

965
993

942
988

910
982

865
972

Philippines

1979

1 000

844

801

801

758

715

Republic of Korea

1970
1980

1 000
1 000

981
986

972
986

968
939

963
939

952
939

Singapore

1971
1980

1 000
1 000

1 000
1 000

1000

985
986

969
972

937
900

1971
1980

1 000
1 000

888
1 000

1000

874
1 000

874
959

908

Thailand

1973
1976

1 000
1 000

910
909

886
891

848
857

437
528

399
468

Viet Nam

1977

1 000

745

622

534

465

Sri Lanka

994
888

Source: UNESCO, Evolution de la deperdition scolaire dans l ’e nseignement du
premier degré dans le monde entre 1970 et 1980 (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 39, Ref. 2)
(Paris), 2 July 1985.
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Bangladesh, Bhutan and Papua New
Guinea this is likely to be the
binding constraint. In Afghanistan
and Pakistan, social and cultural
constraints, however, reflected in
the low female enrolment ratios
and rising disparities between sexes
in the enrolment ratios, seem to be
more important.
A major common problem
faced by all countries in the region,
though in varying degrees, in attaining and ensuring the goal of universal primary education is the low
level o f the enrolment ratio of
females. Girls form the majority,
sometimes up to three fourths, o f
children not enrolled in the primary
school age group.
Indeed, this
seems to be the core of the problem
o f universalization o f primary
education in the developing countries in the ESCAP region, especially in South Asia. In addition to
females, however, other disadvantaged groups such as the rural poor,
minority groups, people in mountainous or otherwise inaccessible
regions, urban slum dwellers, and
disabled children have low access
to primary education.
The second major problem
holding back the progress towards
universalization is high drop-out
rates, usually within the first two
years. Dropping out is a source of
waste o f human and financial
resources invested in the system
as no basic skills are retained,
especially if the drop-out occurs
within the first two years. The
causes o f dropping out are diverse,
but they seem to affect children
from poorer families more than
others. This also seems to be confirmed by intercountry comparisons, which show drop-out rates
to be more significant in poorer
countries.
Table I.31 gives some data
regarding selected developing economies in the region and shows
rates o f retention o f a cohort of
1,000 students. Between the 1970s
and 1980s, drop-out rates fell in all

of them. The differences in dropout rates were significant, ranging
from 60 per cent for the second
year in Bhutan to less than 10 per
cent in Thailand. For the fifth
year, this rate ranged from 80 per
cent in Bangladesh to 30 per cent
in the Philippines.
A number o f developing
countries, such as China, India,
Malaysia, Mongolia, the Republic
of Korea, Thailand and Viet Nam,
have taken specific measures to deal
with the drop-out problem and
have been successful in dramatically
raising retention rates within a
short period. The measures have
included better use o f teachers in
the first two years to sustain pupils’
interest, better training for the
teachers and some adjustment of

educational curricula to the specific
work and environmental needs o f
pupils and their parents.

63.7 per cent between 1970 and
1985, the number o f illiterates has
increased by over 80 million. The
gains in literacy rates have been
outstripped by the population
growth rate, while the low enrolment and retention rates at primary
school level help augment the ranks
o f adult illiterates.
Between 1970 and 1985, the
number o f illiterates has increased
in all countries of South Asia,
including Sri Lanka, despite rising
literacy and enrolment rates. On
the other hand, the number of
illiterates has declined in all
ASEAN countries, except Malaysia.
In addition, illiteracy has also risen
in the Islamic Republic o f Iran,
the Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Papua New Guinea. Fiji,

2. Trends in literacy
The slow progress in the past in
achieving the goal of universal
primary education has compounded
the problem o f adult illiteracy in
the developing economies in the
region, which in turn, affects not
only the productivity o f the labour
force but many other social and
economic characteristics o f the
population.
It is estimated by
UNESCO that 618 million illiterate
men and women aged 15-64 years
lived in the Asian and Pacific region
in 1985. Despite the increase in the
aggregate literacy rate from 53.6 to

Table I.32. Selected economies in the ESCAP region. Illiterate population and rate of illiteracy according to latest
national population census or survey data (20 countries)
Year

1980

Afghanistan

Age group

15 +

Rate o f illiteracy
(Percentage)

Illiterate population
(Thousands)
Female

Total

Male

5 742

2 488

3 254

237 925

73 269

164 656

Total

Male

Female

80.0

66.8

94.2

70.8

60.3
19.2

Bangladesh

1981

15+

China

1982

12 +

Fiji

1976

15+

66

24

42

21.0

16.0

1971
1980

15 +
15+

209 430
28 325

15+

65.9
32.7
63.5

51.8

Malaysia

10+

11 733
2 972

123 084
18 834
6 858

52.3
22.5

1976
1970

86 346
9 491
4 875
1 094

1 877

42.0

30.9

75.6
53.2

Maldives

1977

15+

14

7

6

17.5

17.7

Nepal

1981

15+

6 998

3 053

3 945

17.6
79.4

Pakistan

15+

33 597

15 512

Papua New Guinea

1981
1971

10+

1 107

513

18 085
594

Philippines

1980

15 +

4 627

2 200

2 426

Republic o f Korea

1970
1971

15+

2 264

550

15+
15+

1.6

0.8

1 714
0.8

301

75

15 +
15+
15+

1 336
3 297

452

226
884

1 050

2 247

12.0

15+

4 847

Indiaa
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Samoa
Sri Lanka

1980
1981

Thailand

1980

Tonga

1976
1979

Singapore

Viet Nam
Source:
N ote:

0.2

31.9

82.0
45.3
26.0
80.6
42.3

68.3

90.8
84.8

67.9

64.0
60.7

16.7

16.1

75.6
17.2

12.4

5.6

19.0

2.2

2.2

2.1

17.1

7.6

26.0

13.9

9 2.
7.7

73.8

18.8

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.3

16.0
0.5

1 340

3 506

16.0

9.5

21.7

UNESCO, Statistical Digest for Asia and the Pacific 1984 (Bangkok, 1985).
Owing to rounding, figures by sex on illiterates do not always add up exactly to the total.

a Preliminary figures from the 1981 census in India indicate an illiteracy rate o f 6 3.8 per cent for the total population (o f all
ages).
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Figure I.17. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Estimated
percentage variation in the number of illiterates aged 15 and over, 1970-1980

Decrease

Mongolia, the Republic o f Korea
and Viet Nam also show sizeable
decreases in the percentage who
were illiterate during the period
(see Figure I.17).
Table I.32 shows the size of
the illiterate population and illiteracy rates by sex in selected countries
in the developing economies in the
ESCAP region for the most recent
year for which a national population census or survey data are
available. The Pacific islands of
Samoa and Tonga have the lowest
illiteracy rates. However, this is not
a general characteristic of Pacific
island countries as Papua New
Guinea and, to a less extent, Fiji,
have high illiteracy rates. Although
illiteracy rates are generally higher
in South Asian than in South-East
Asian countries, Sri Lanka is an
exception.
Disparities between
males and females in the extent o f
illiteracy is as common as in enrolment
ratios
and
subregional
variations are less significant. As
a result, since in East and SouthEast Asia the inter-sex disparities
are lower in enrolments, the convergence between the male-female
110

Increase

literacy rates can be achieved in a
shorter time span than in South
Asia. This is a major cause for concern in South Asia since women’s
literacy has a much more decisive
influence not only on the overall
level o f literacy but also on social
and economic development, generally.
3. Issues and policies
Developing economies in the
ESCAP region are increasingly
concerned by the slow progress in
eliminating illiteracy and in spreading primary education. Literacy
rates and primary enrolment are
receiving special attention in the
different subregions, although the
nature o f constraints and emphasis
on policy detail varies considerably.
A brief review o f the major concerns and policy initiatives undertaken by different countries in the
recent past is given below.

(a) South Asia
High illiteracy rates are the
dominant problem in education
in South Asia, and women are

especially
disadvantaged,
with
literacy rates as low as 5 per cent in
some countries. In Bangladesh and
India, policy makers are largely
concentrating on efforts to raise the
skill levels o f rural labour through
better co-ordination between education and manpower planning.
In India, this function is being
undertaken by District Manpower
Planning and Employment Generation Councils.
Universal elementary enrolment programmes are continuing
throughout South Asia, save in Sri
Lanka where the goal has been
essentially achieved. Adult functional literacy efforts are being
strengthened. Aware o f the slow
spread o f literacy in the past,
Pakistan has launched a very large
literacy campaign which aims at
more than doubling the literacy
rate during the sixth plan period,
1983-1988.
Very large increases in primary
enrolment are planned, calling for
the virtual doubling o f rates of
increase in literacy in Bangladesh,
India and Pakistan during current
plan periods. However, there is
some concern about the adverse
effects on quality. For example, it
has been necessary to reduce the
length o f teacher training in
Pakistan. In some countries, the
availability o f school facilities is a
problem. In India, the emphasis is
on more efficient use o f existing
facilities, while Bangladesh is
undertaking a large expansion of
school facilities.
Pakistan will rely on local
initiative to increase facilities, as
part of general devolution o f its
educational system.
There are
three aspects o f this general
policy.36 First, responsibility for
basic education is being given to
local authorities. This is expected
to have several beneficial effects.
36 Planning Commission, The Sixth
Five Year Plan 1983-88 (Islamabad, May
1983), pp. 318-319.

It is hoped that local financial
contributions will increase along
with an increase in family motivation to educate children.
In
addition, school facilities are
expected to improve, and pressures
to maintain the quality o f education are likely to develop. Secondly, user charges will be instituted
throughout the educational system
to compensate for inadequate
government funds, while fees will
be balanced by assistance to the
poor. Thirdly, the establishment

o f private schools will be encouraged .
In India, the lack o f universal
primary education is still a cause
for much concern.37 Paucity of
resources is the main difficulty.
The share o f total educational
expenditure allocated to the primary sector dropped from 56 per cent
in the first plan to 36 per cent in
37

Ministry of Education, Challenge
o f Education: A Policy Perspective (New
Delhi, August 1985).

the sixth plan. As a consequence,
72 per cent o f primary schools do
not have library facilities, and more
than 42 per cent are without blackboards.
Thirty-five per cent of
schools have a single teacher to
teach three or four different classes.
The d ro p o u t rate is estimated at 73
per cent for the first level. Only 44
per cent o f educational expenditure
is devoted to rural areas, which
have a population of more than 70
per cent, with the result that the
lowest rate o f literacy is found

Box I.15. Schools in rural areas: China’s experience
China’s success in increasing
primary school enrolment in the rural
areas and sustaining it at a high level
is based mainly on maintaining a close
link between the schooling system and
the world of work. The effectiveness
of schools depends on both the overall
policy governing them and the specific
environment in which the schools
operate. After the spectacular results
achieved in spreading literacy in the
countryside, the first reforms introduced in the late 1950s were aimed at
increasing school enrolment in the
countryside and at making the education more relevant and practical in
orientation. The half study-half labour
schools, already in existence, were
considerably expanded. However, this
experiment was discontinued towards
the mid-1960s, as it had given rise
to a number of problems, including
the problem that the school-leavers
from such schools were at a disadvantage compared with those from the
formal educational system.a
A major problem was the neglect
of the quality of education in rural
schools owing to the inadequate
number of teachers, the low level of
their qualifications and the continued
employment of traditional teaching
methods based mainly on lessons read
out to the class and subjects to be
learned by rote rather than by understanding. Since 1979, the authorities
a Marianne Bastid, “A la recherche
d ’une stratégie de l’éducation: école
et développement économique depuis
1949” , Revue Tiers Monde, vol.
T.XXII, No. 86 (Paris, April-June
1981). Special issue on China.

have closed 58,000 primary schools
and 47,000 secondary schools, mostly
in rual areas, because they did not
meet minimum academic standards.
The interaction between the
school and the world of work has
become more pronounced since the
recent economic reforms. Recognition
that children in the countryside take
a more active part in family work was
strengthened after the introduction of
the responsibility system in the early
1980s pushed up the school drop-out
rate. In addition, adult education is
more important in rural areas than in
cities, as adults are the only source
from which children can learn about
their cultural heritage except for such
sources as libraries and books, which
are in very short supply. Furthermore,
empirical research tends to show that
education and literacy enhance the
receptiveness to innovation, making a
substantial difference between the productivity o f educated and uneducated
farmers.
Educational reforms undertaken
in China in recent years take into
account the foregoing considerations
and recognize rural schools as institutions with special problems and
requiring special treatment. In terms
of school timetables, for instance, an
effort has been made to make study
times more flexible to enable children
to participate in work activities.
Students can attend school full-time
or half-time, depending on crops and
seasons. School holidays have been
changed and school days shortened to
suit such requirements. Students can
stay at a given level for two consecutive years in rural schools, in contrast

to urban schools, where students must
complete their studies for each level
within one year.
Classes include
students of different educational levels
without adversely affecting the quality
of the education provided.
In terms of subjects taught, the
schools aim at solving problems
stemming from their rural setting by
combining work and study and ensuring that the two complement each
other. To smooth the transition from
primary school to secondary and
higher
education,
university-level
correspondence courses have been
established and extensive use has been
made of the available media. The
underlying idea is to initiate and then
strengthen certain facilities for continuing education in the rural setting.
Training and motivating teachers
is the second major element of the
current educational reforms. Bonuses
are offered to teachers who agree to
go to remote rural areas. The authorities plan to extend the practice of
giving these volunteers the right to
return to the city with their families
if they should so desire.
Lastly,
rather than making the students travel
to school in areas where dwellings are
far apart and where travel is difficult,
a system of itinerant teachers has been
introduced.
The reforms have substantial
financial implications. Both local and
central governments have borne all
education costs in the past. As the
responsibility system has spurred
individual demand for better technical
knowledge, it has therefore been
planned that families will make a
greater contribution in the drive to
improve rural schools.
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among females in rural areas and
among tribal populations.

(b) East Asia
Achievements in the field of
education in China are impressive.
The net enrolment ratio rose from
25 per cent in 1949 to 90 per cent
in 1983. It is intended to universalize lower secondary education in
rural areas by 1990 and nation-wide
by the year 2000. Some aspects of
primary education have caused
concern among policy makers,
especially drop-out rates and
quality o f education received by
those who complete the primary
level. Attendance appears low and
if the drop-out rate is not reduced,
the literacy rate will stagnate at
around 70 per cent. Among the
main measures adopted in recent
educational reforms are:
the
organization of spare-time primary
schools, itinerant teachers, flexible
class schedules and academic years
to accommodate the agricultural
cycle, the eventual introduction
o f a compulsory primary education,
and the improvement o f school
accessibility in rural areas (see
Box I.15).

(c) South-East Asia
Educational efforts at the
primary level in South-East Asia are
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mainly concerned with the expansion o f enrolment and literacy
programmes, the upgrading of
output, and adaptation to changing
needs. There are, o f course, significant differences o f emphasis in
each country. Indonesia is devoting
attention to increasing enrolment
and literacy rates.
Malaysia is
concerned
about
providing a
hterate work-force for its rapidly
expanding manufacturing sector,
and with improving the quality and
relevance o f the school curriculum.
The Philippines is attempting to
improve retention rates and the
quality o f its primary system,
particularly in disadvantaged regions.
Efforts to improve education
in Malaysia are quite comprehensive.
A large number o f new
primary classrooms will be built to
replace substandard ones and to
reduce class sizes. A new primary
curriculum is being developed to
give increased emphasis to basic
skills. Universal secondary schooling is to be extended from 9 to 11
years. Substantial secondary enrolment increases will take place, and
class sizes will be reduced. Vocational training will be substantially
expanded.
University education
will be oriented more towards
science, engineering and management, and away from the arts.

Primary and secondary teacher
training will be lengthened from
two to three years, and the number
of university graduate teachers will
increase.38
Education in Viet Nam has
received high priority for the last
10 years. As a result, the literacy
rate is around 90 per cent, and the
net enrolment rate is 90 per cent in
the northern provinces and 70 per
cent in the southern provinces.
Educational reforms introduced in
1979-1981 aimed at obtaining nine
years o f study in elementary education, reaching the level o f developed countries.
However, a
scarcity o f resources and the
quality o f education remain major
policy concerns.
Drop-out and
repetition rates reached 18 per
cent during the first five years of
study and 23 per cent during the
first nine years o f study.
The
introduction o f a new curriculum
with emphasis on practical and
technical subjects, the improvement of the programme of “half
study-half labour” , and the increased participation o f local authorities in school management are
among measures adopted for the
years ahead.
38

Economic Planning Unit, Fourth
Malaysia Plan 1981-1985 (Kuala Lumpur, 1981), pp. 354-356.

Part Two
TRADE, TRADE POLICIES AND DEVELOPMENT

I. GENERAL BACKGROUND

A. RATIONALE
nternational trade, trade policy
and development, subjects of
interest to both developing and
developed countries, will probably
dominate international economic
negotiations to an unprecedented
extent in the years to come. This
heightened concern is the result of
several changes that began in the
early 1970s and have come to
maturity in the mid-1980s. The
most daunting problem brought
about by these changes is the slowdown in the rate o f growth o f total
exports o f goods and services,
from 9 per cent per annum in
the years 1963-1973 to 2.5 per
cent per annum in the years 19731983; indeed, the volume of
world exports fell by 3 per cent in
1982.
This drastic fall in the rate of
growth o f the volume o f trade has
taken place during a short period o f
dramatic change in the economic
policies o f developed countries and
in the policy instruments used in
the management of international
economic relations.
The most
dramatic move away from the
norms of the decades 1951-1970
occurred in the exchange rate
regime: from “adjustable but
pegged” rates under the Bretton
Woods system to floating rates with
varying degrees of freedom since
the mid-1970s. The success o f the
developed countries in controlling
price inflation while tolerating
levels o f unemployment considered
politically unfeasible barely a

I

decade ago has been marked by two
features: historically unprecedented
high long-term real rates o f interest
in world capital markets and a
rising clamour in developed economies for protection from imports.
The worst economic recession in
half a century in the world economy in 1980-1983 and the apparent
recovery beginning in 1983 have
been marked by a drastic decline in
the prices and terms o f trade of
primary commodities.
The consequences of these
changes have had a stifling effect on
the rate o f growth of the international trade o f most developing
countries. The drastic falls in the
rate of growth of exports of developing countries have come at a time
when many of them direly need the
foreign exchange to service and
repay an enormously high volume
of international debt, a situation
that has resulted in a transfer
problem reminiscent of the 1920s.1
This has taken place against a backdrop of technological and economic
changes that have dramatically
shifted comparative advantages
among countries.
All developing economies in
the ESCAP region have been
adversely affected, some severely,
by these changes, and therefore to
gain control over them is an objective of the international community. Against these adverse effects is

the example of rapid growth in
several economies, including Hong
Kong, the Republic of Korea
and Singapore during the post-war
period of rapid expansion in international trade. An examination of
trade, trade policy and development is thus both necessary and
timely.2 The fears of an impending
restriction in growth in trade and
the allurement of rapid advance in
circumstances of flourishing trade
have contributed to raising the
interest of developing countries in
the subject.
The
relationship
between
foreign trade and development,
however, is neither direct nor
simple.
The effect o f trade on
development depends, among other
factors, on the size of the external
trade sector relative to the entire
economy, its structural link with
the rest of the economy, and the
capacity o f a country’s production
system to respond to opportunities
and challenges to which it is inevitably exposed when engaged in
international trade. In addition, it
depends on the strategies and
policy instruments in the sphere of
international trade and their interaction with other development
strategies and policies such as
2

Lester Thurow argues that the
major groups of developed countries
(North America, Europe and Japan) may
be forced to adopt policies of protecting
domestic industry and employment in
1
See Gottfried von Haberler, The the rest of this decade. See “America,
Theory o f International Trade (London,
Europe and Japan”, The Economist
William Hodge and Company Ltd.,
(London), 9-15 November 1985, pp.
17-26.
1936), chaps. VII and VIII.
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monetary and fiscal policy. Moreover, development itself affects
international trade. The volume
and composition o f traded goods
and services are significantly determined by domestic production and
consumption patterns.
Consequently, the array of forces that
determine changes in the volume,
composition and direction o f international trade is enormous and the
interaction of its elements is complex.
Further, issues in trade and
trade policy cannot be delinked
from those in international money
and finance.
This nexus has
become self-evident in recent years
as more and more developing
countries have found it difficult to
repay debt because o f slow growth
in export earnings owing to global
recession and large fluctuations in
rates o f exchange.
Moreover,
import liberalization policies likely
to exert pressure on the balance o f
payments, especially in the short to
medium term, cannot be sustained
without an assurance o f access to
external capital.
The complexity and wide range
of issues indicated above point to
the need for defining an analytical
framework with a view to narrowing down the scope of any study
undertaken on trade, trade policy
and development. The perspective
of the present analysis is that of the
developing countries in the ESCAP
region. As is well known, there is
a wide diversity in the size of
domestic markets and structural
characteristics among these countries. In consequence, the role of
trade and trade policies in development varies substantially among
them. Yet unanimity exists on the
importance of certain basic issues.3
3

Annual report of the Economic
and Social Council on its fortieth session,
Official Records o f the Economic and
Social Council, 1984, Supplement No.
14 (E/1984/24), paras334-335,541-545;
and on its forty-first session (ibid., Supplement No. 12) (E/1985/33), paras 329,
547-551.
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First, there is a clear recognition o f
the need for the expansion and
diversification o f trade. In this
connection, it is worth noting that
policies for import substitution are
fundamentally attempts to change
the composition o f imports rather
than to restrict them. The efforts
to increase exports are mainly to
pay for larger imports and not for
investment abroad. Secondly, in
expanding trade, developing countries are faced with several common
problems. These include restrictions on access to markets of
developed countries, a deterioration
in terms of trade and unfavourable
movements in prices o f primary
commodities.
This study is designed to investigate the nature of
these issues, evaluate the experience
of developing countries in the
region with regard to them,examine
selected domestic and international
responses relevant to these issues
and indicate the short- to mediumterm prospects for their resolution.
This chapter contains a discussion of the rationale underlying
these common concerns and a
description of the organization of
the remainder of the study.
1. Trade and growth: analytical
links and evidence
Perhaps the most important
explanation for the developing
countries’ earnest efforts to expand
trade lies in the perceived link
between trade and growth. The
mechanisms that link trade to
growth are several. Before examining these mechanisms, it is necessary to point out two important
qualifications to the subsequent
arguments. First, trade and trade
policies constitute but one of the
many determinants o f growth.
There are many others: factor
endowments, saving propensities,
skills, the work ethic, management
capabilities,
political
stability,
domestic macro-economic policies,
access to foreign capital and technology and others. Secondly, at

the risk o f emphasizing the obvious,
the nature o f the links between
trade and growth is significantly
determined by the relative size of
the foreign trade sector in the economy.
Evidently, where exports
constitute a small proportion of
GDP, the contribution to growth
from the export sector is likely to
be small.
Similarly, a domestic
market small in size would narrow
the scope for growth through
import substitution. The relative
importance o f foreign trade in
selected developing ESCAP economies is shown in Table II.1.

(a) Economic efficiency
One of the major benefits of
trade espoused in conventional
international trade theory is that it
permits specialization among countries in accordance with comparative advantage. Such specialization
enables an efficient allocation of
resources such that more output
can be produced with the same
input than otherwise would have
been possible. One can contest the
empirical validity of this deductive
conclusion on the grounds that in
the real world there are marked
divergences from the assumptions
underlying it. Nevertheless,empirical evidence appears to lend
support to the hypothesis that the
efficiency o f resource allocation
can indeed be linked to trade
policies.
One major study based on the
analysis of experience in a number
o f developing countries, including
India, Pakistan and the Republic of
Korea, concluded that the weight
of evidence supported the proposition that inefficiencies resulting
from inter-activity allocation were
relatively greater and that there was
a general disregard for opportunity
cost in the allocation o f resources
in countries with restrictive trade
policies practising detailed control
over imports and investment.4 In
spite o f some conceptual and measurement problems associated with

the estimation o f effective rates of
protection and domestic resource
costs on which this finding is largely based, the implication for policy
is that liberalized trade policies
tend to create an environment
conducive to an efficient allocation
of investment guided by opportunity cost.
In addition to the favourable
effect on resource allocation among
activities, trade policies affect the
efficiency o f resource use in specific
activities, given the pattern of
investment. An important measure
of efficiency is the degree of capacity utilization.
This determines
the capital/output ratio and the
volume o f output that can be produced with a given volume of
investment.
Another important
complementary consideration is the
amount of inventories o f raw
materials and intermediate goods
held by firms. An excessive holding
of inventories is clearly a waste of
investible resources. The evidence
cited in the above-mentioned study
indicates that restrictive trade
regimes aggravate inefficiency in
resource use by both reducing capacity utilization and raising inventories. Excess capacity is installed in
order to obtain premium-fetching
import licences, the issue of which is
linked to installed capacity. Inventories tend to be high because of
uncertainties regarding the allocation o f import licences. The general
adverse effects on exports further
reduce efficiency in resource use.5
A recent study o f developing economies, including Hong Kong, India,
Malaysia, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea, Singapore and
Thailand, concludes that the success o f economies with exportoriented policies is due, at least
4

See Jagdish N. Bhagwati, Foreign
Trade Regimes and Economic Development: Anatomy and Consequences o f
Exchange Control Regimes (New York,
National Bureau of Economic Research,
1978), pp. 85-97.
5 Ibid., pp. 103-112.

Table II. 1. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Share of
exports and imports of goods and services in GDP at current prices, 1970,
1975 and 1982
(Percentage)
Imports

Exports
1970

1975

Afghanistan

9.8

12.7

10.8a

Bangladesh

6.8b

3.0

7.8c

Burma

5.2

5.1

Fiji

48.4

Hong Kong

92.9
4.4

India

1970

1975

11.9

14.3

13.9a

14.0b

10.3

22.7c

6.5

8.7

6.1

14.1

43.0

43.1

51.6

43.6

49.2

82.9

85.4

89.4

81.8

89.3

4.5

7.6

6.5

1982

6 . 8c

1982

10.2 c

Indonesia

12.8

22.6

22.4

15.8

22.0

26.3

Iran (Islamic Republic o f)

19.9

41.0

12.0 c

20.5

32.1

19.0c

Malaysia

40.9

45.6

51.9

36.4

45.1

60.2

Pakistan

7.6

11.6

10.2

10.4

20.5

21.2

Papua New Guinea

18.7

42.6

36.5

50.4

48.4

60.0

Philippines

19.1

18.6

17.3

19.4

25.4

23.2

14.3

27.6

38.9

24.1

36.3

40.0

Singapore

113.2

138.4

207.6c

133.5

147.3

213.9c

Sri Lanka

24.6

27.0

29.1

27.6

34.4

47.9

Thailand

16.7

19.1

24.9

21.5

23.7

25.0

Republic o f Korea

Sources: Computed by the ESCAP secretariat, from data in United Nations,
Yearbook o f National Accounts Statistics (New York), various issues; World Bank,
World Tables (Washington, D.C.), various issues; and national sources.
a 1978.

b 1973.

c 1981.

partially, to the fact that such
policies tend to bring an economy
closer to an optimal allocation of
resources; marginal factor productivities tend to be higher in export
sectors.6
From the perspective of efficiency in the use of resources, there
is, in principle, no conflict between
export promotion and import substitution. At the margin, export
promotion helps earn an extra unit
o f foreign exchange whereas import
substitution saves a unit of foreign
exchange, in essence performing an
identical function. As long as the
cost o f earning or saving a unit of
net foreign exchange is the same,
6

Gershon Feder, “On exports and
economic growth” , World Bank Staff
Working Paper 508 (Washington, D.C.,
February 1982).

there is no reason for choosing
export promotion over import substitution.
The consideration of
allocative efficiency demands that
allocation among activities is
governed by relative cost. Within
the export sector, there may be
particular activities whose costs
are higher than certain importsubstituting activities, in which
event there would arise a case for
shifting resources from the relatively inefficient export activities to
more efficient import-competing
activities. The issue is not one of
choosing between exports and
import-competing activities per se,
but between efficient and inefficient use of resources among activities.
However, this does not
preclude a conscious choice of
particular activities with higher
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costs either in consideration of
dynamic gains, such as learning b y
doing, or in consideration o f noneconomic factors such as national
security.

(b) Savings
(i) Domestic savings
The propensity to save is determined by many factors, such as the
level and distribution o f income,
interest rates, rate o f inflation and
the level and structure o f taxes.
The external trade sector plays a
role in the accumulation o f domestic savings, but the process o f interaction is quite complex.
One
obvious connection is through the
effect o f trade on the growth
o f income. The level o f savings
may change because of a tradedetermined change in the level of
income with a constant marginal
propensity to save. Savings may also
be affected by the effect of trade
on the distribution of income between wage-earners and capitalists,
and between sectors and regions,
and therefore a change in the marginal propensity to save. External
trade policies may also have an
impact on government revenues and,
therefore, public savings. Further it
is argued that if the inability to
earn foreign exchange presents a
constraint on raising savings ex
post, as argued in “ two-gap”
models of developing economies, an
improvement in export earnings
would help increase savings. Moreover, good export performance may
facilitate the pursuit of monetary
and fiscal policies conducive to
increased saving.7
Several empirical studies have
been devoted to investigating the
relationship between exports and
domestic savings and have generally
found
a positive
association
7 For a lucid exposition of the complex relationship between foreign trade
regimes and domestic savings, and some
empirical evidence, see Jagdish N. Bhagwati.op. cit., pp. 128-160.
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between the tw o.8
In a pathbreaking work on the subject, containing a regression o f domestic
savings on GDP both in the
aggregate and in two separate components, namely the export and
non-export components, it was
found that the coefficient o f
exports was generally positive and
significant and in most cases the
inclusion of exports as an independent variable improved the coefficient o f determination.9
As
mentioned earlier, there are many
determinants of savings and, therefore, these results can by no means
establish a causative relationship
between exports and savings. It is
beyond the scope o f the present
study to develop suitable models
for explaining the savings behaviour
of countries. It should also be
borne in mind that even if trade
policies help increase savings, the
impact on growth will depend on
how efficiently the increased savings
are used. Hence the importance o f
other economic policies that
promote the efficient utilization of
savings.
In an adverse macroeconomic policy environment, for
instance, savings may be used to
construct luxury residences or
purchase jewellery rather than to
finance productive investment.

(ii) Foreign savings
The nature o f trade and trade
policies also affects the net inflow
of foreign savings. To the extent
that debt-servicing capacity assumes importance in the decisions
o f private financiers, official aid

agencies or multilateral financial
institutions, exports, as the principal determinant o f debt-servicing
capacity, have a significant effect
on inflows o f external capital. As
regards foreign direct investment,
opinions differ as to which trade
policy orientation is more conducive to attracting private investm ent.
On the one hand, it is
plausible that some investment
takes place to jump tariff walls
associated with restrictive trade
policies. A combination o f tariffs
and other restrictions on imports
may also induce private capital to
invest in the production o f importcompeting products in order to
exploit their high profitability. On
the other hand, outward-looking
trade policies may succeed in
attracting private investment in
export industries to take advantage
of cheap raw materials or labour.
Moreover, outward-looking trade
policies generally favour unfettered
repatriation o f profits and capital, a
consideration which is probably
quite important for the private
investor. The experience in developing countries in the ESCAP
region appears to be that foreign
direct investment has remained
heavily concentrated in countries
widely acknowledged to have
enjoyed better export as well as
overall economic performance.10

(c) Other mechanisms

8 See, for example, T. Weisskopf,
“The impact of foreign capital inflow
on domestic savings in underdeveloped
countries” , Journal o f International
Economics (Amsterdam), vol. 2, No. 1
(February 1972); and G.F. Papanek,
“Aid, foreign private investment, savings
and growth in less developed countries”,
Journal o f Political Economy (Chicago),
vol. 81, No. 1 (January/February 1973).
9 Alfred Maizels, Exports and

In addition to influencing
growth through effects on allocative efficiency and savings, there are
a variety of other mechanisms
through which the external trade
sector affects the growth process.
An important consideration in any
growth strategy is the development
o f indigenous entrepreneurship. It
is sometimes argued that a restrictive trade regime that grants a
high level o f protection to domestic
industries is necessary to generate
indigenous entrepreneurship. Con-

Economic Growth o f Developing Countries (Cambridge, 1968).

10 See Survey, 1984, pp. 197-198.

versely, it is also observed that such
regimes tend to create a rentier
class eager to make quick profits
out of scarcity premiums rather
than an entrepreneurial class willing
to assume risks. Hard evidence to
justify one or the other o f these
propositions is difficult to obtain,
but there are reasons to believe that
the latter proposition might be
applicable in some countries o f the
region.
Another aspect o f the relationship between trade and growth
concerns innovation and technical
change. There are several strands
to the argument that trade policies
may have an important influence
on the pace o f technological change.
First, most developing countries,
unable to devote large sums to
undertake research into and the
development o f improved technologies, depend on imports o f basic
technology, which are then adapted
to local conditions. Foreign trade
provides the vehicle for dissemination of knowledge regarding the
availability o f improved technology.
Moreover, exports provide the
foreign exchange required to
import such technology. Without
the vehicle of foreign trade, the
scope for the exchange of technology in the form of machinery and
equipment
between
countries
would indeed be severely restrained.
However, it is argued that unrestricted access to imported technology stifles the development of
indigenous technology.
A valid
infant industry argument can be
made for the development of technology, as much as for industry.
Secondly, it is contended that restrictive trade regimes tend to raise
domestic prices, reduce competition
and create a captive market for
many products. In consequence,
not only is there a loss of welfare
to consumers who have to pay
higher prices but also a protection
of markets for entrepreneurs who
can earn high profits with little
attention to either a reduction of

costs or improvements in the quality
of products. In contrast, exportoriented policies and liberal imports
would force entrepreneurs to pay
attention to these aspects in order
to be able to survive the international competition.
There are
others who argue that to the extent
pressures to reduce cost and improve product quality are the result
o f competitive pressure, export
orientation and liberal imports are
not necessary requirements. There
are other ways of increasing competition among producers for the
domestic market.
Thirdly, the
adoption o f some improved technologies may be profitable only at
fairly high scales o f output. Trade
policies geared to production for
home markets may militate against
the use of these technologies because
the size o f domestic markets may
be well below the relevant scale.
On the other hand, it is also argued
that a certain degree o f protection
and assurance of profits are required
to induce firms to adopt improved
technology, which generally requires additional investment.
In the light of arguments mentioned above, it is not possible to
pass any judgement a priori on the
effects o f trade policies on innovation and technical change. Empirical evidence on the subject is
scanty.
One study based on
evidence from Chile, Colombia,
India and the Philippines concluded
that no firm judgement could be
made.11 Another recent study in
analysing data on sectoral total
factor productivity in the Republic
o f Korea, Turkey and Yugoslavia
with Japan as a comparator identified a positive correlation between
export expansion regimes and an
improvement in total factor productivity; in the import substitution
regimes, a negative correlation was
found.12
Before concluding this brief
discussion on trade and growth, it
11 See Jagdish N. Bhagwati, op. cit.,
pp. 193-197.

may be pointed out that trade
policies may also influence growth
through their effects on smuggling,
flight of capital, loss o f entrepreneurial energy in expediting the
issuance of licences or subvertlng
regulations, resources devoted to
administration o f increasingly complex controls, and so on.
2. Statistical association between
trade and growth
In most empirical investigations
at the aggregate level, the focus is
on the relationship between exports
and growth. A number o f recent
econometric investigations suggest
that there exists a positive relationship between export performance
and growth performance. This is
so not merely because in many
developing countries exports constitute a sizeable component of
final demand, but also because
exports and export-oriented policies
may have had a beneficial impact
on a variety o f other determinants
of growth, as discussed earlier.
One study, based on a sample
of 41 developing economies, including seven from the ESCAP region
(Burma, India, Indonesia, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea,
Sri Lanka and Thailand), found a
positive relationship between the
rate of change of the proportion o f
exports in GNP and the rate of
change in per capita GNP. The
relationship is much stronger
among countries with relatively
higher per capita incomes. In fact,
among countries with the 1972 per
capita income level o f below $300,
there was practically no relationship,13 implying that a minimum
threshold income is needed before
export growth and economic
12

Mieko Nishimizu and Sherman
Robinson, “Trade policies and productivity change in semi-industrialized countries”, paper presented at the 1982
meeting of the American Economic
Association, Report No. 52 (March
1983).
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growth become related. Another
study using the same data found a
similar but statistically stronger
relationship between the growth
o f exports and the growth of nonexport outp ut.14 A more detailed
study based on data from 11
developing countries, including
three in the ESCAP region (India,
the Republic of Korea and Singapore), explored the relationship
between the following variables:
(a) Export growth and the
growth of ou tp ut;
(b) Export growth and the
growth o f output net of exports;
(c) Incremental export/output
ratios and the growth of output;
13

M. Michaley, “Exports and
growth: an empirical investigation” ,
Journal o f Development Economics
(Amsterdam), vol. 4, No. 1 (March
1977), pp. 49-54.
14 Peter S. Heller and Richard C.
Porter, “Exports and growth: an empirical reinvestigation”, Journal o f Developm ent Economics (Amsterdam), vol. 5,
No. 2 (June 1978), pp. 191-193.

(d) Incremental export/output
ratios and the growth of output net
of exports;
(e) Increments in export/output ratios and the growth o f output;
(f) Average ratio o f exports to
output and the growth o f output.
The results supported the hypothesis
o f a positive relationship between
exports and economic growth.15
A number o f subsequent works
have also presented statistical
evidence to support the hypothesis.16
The
relationship
between
exports and economic growth in
15 Bela Balassa, “Exports and
economic growth: further evidence” ,
Journal o f Development Economics
(Amsterdam), vol. 5, No. 2 (June 1978),
pp. 181-189.
16 See, for instance, Anne O. Krueger, “Trade policy as an input to development”, American Economic Review
(Nashville), vol. 70, No. 2 (May 1980),
pp. 288-292; and Gershon Feder, “On
exports and economic growth”, op. cit.

Figure II.1. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Relationship between annual growth rates of exports and o f GDP at constant prices

G row th rates
o f GDP (Percentage)

G row th rates o f exp orts (Percentage)

Note: Growth rates computed from semi-logarithmic regression covering the period
from the early 1970s to the early 1980s.
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developing economies in the
ESCAP region is portrayed in Figure
II.l. The figure suggests that, with
some exceptions explainable by
differences in structural characteristics or the size of the export sector,
countries with high export growth
rates have generally experienced
high growth rates in GDP. This
statistical association is by no
means sufficient to establish a
definite causal relationship because,
as mentioned earlier, there are
many other determinants o f growth.
Nevertheless, in view o f the nature
o f the links between exports and
growth already discussed, the association cannot be dismissed as
spurious.
While most empirical investigations focus on the relationship
between exports and growth, there
also exists a close link between
imports and growth. Imports provide much needed raw materials,
intermediate goods, capital equipment and technology required for
production for both the domestic
market and export.
In many
developing countries, import constraints severely limit the pace of
growth. Bottle-necks created by
failure to import raw materials,
intermediate inputs, capital goods
and technology need no elaboration.
A constraint on the import of even
consumer goods may retard growth
by bringing about rapid inflation,
which may in turn cause an outflow
of capital or distorted patterns of
investment. The adverse impact of
restraints on imports would differ
among countries depending on the
speed and efficiency with which
domestic substitutes could replace
imports.
No attempt has been
made here to relate the growth rate
of imports to GDP growth rate
because, as shown in a later chapter, there is a close correspondence
between the rates o f growth of
exports and imports in the countries in the region. The relation
between import growth rate and
GDP growth rate would therefore

broadly follow the pattern o f relations between export and GDP
growth rates, subject to such differences as may be introduced by
differences in access to external
financing.
Instead, Figure II.2 shows the
relationship between the rate of
growth of the proportion of
imports in GDP and the rate of
growth in GDP. No clearly discernible relationship is found.
There are countries with a high
growth rate in this proportion and
low growth rate in GDP (e.g.
Bangladesh and, to a less extent,
Nepal), with low growth rate in the
proportion and a high growth rate
in GDP (e.g. the Philippines and
Thailand) as well as with high
growth in the proportion and a high
growth rate in GDP (e.g. Indonesia
and the Republic of Korea). There
are even countries with negative
growth rates in the proportion
achieving reasonably high GDP
growth rate (e.g. Fiji and Pakistan).
This finding suggests the need for
an examination o f the changing
structure of imports.
In fact, the fundamental argument for a development strategy
based on import substitution was
built on the basis o f production
for domestic markets, which in a
“virtuous circle” would promote
an expanding series o f economic
activities each selling in markets
created by the purchasing power
generated by other activities.17
The variety of activities so emerging would both diversify the economies and make the impulses of
growth endogenous to the domestic
economy. The changed composition and higher level of activity
may, in fact, require a larger
volume of imported capital goods
and intermediate inputs. Therefore,
there is no necessary link between
17

See Lance Taylor, “Back to
basics: theory for the rhetoric in the
North-South round” , World Development (Oxford), vol. IV, No. 4 (April
1982), pp. 327-330.

Figure II.2. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Relationship between annual growth rates o f the proportion of import/GDP and of
GDP at constant prices

Growth rates of
GDP (Percentage)

Growth rates of imports/GDP (Percentage)

Note: Growth rates computed from semi-logarithmic regression covering the period
from the early 1970s to the early 1980s.

rates of growth of total imports and
of output. Rather, the significant
relationship is likely to be that
between the changing composition
o f imports and the growth of
output. An inquiry into this process in countries in the region
cannot be undertaken yet in the
absence o f the basic research to
support it. Indeed, there are not
yet available data comparable
among countries, classifying imports into consumer, intermediate
and capital goods.
3. Trade and employment
A major development concern
in countries in the ESCAP region
is the continued widespread unemployment in spite of sustained
and, in several cases, buoyant
growth in aggregate output and
income.
While a rapid rise in
population growth and subsequently in the labour force partly
explains this phenomenon, a widely
recognized causal factor has been
the failure of the industrialization

process to be adequately labourintensive. Although the share of
the industrial sector in total output
has increased considerably in most
countries in the region, its share in
employment has not recorded a
commensurate increase.18
Trade and trade policies may
influence labour absorption in a
number o f ways, all of which do
not necessarily work in the same
direction.
First, employment
effects can be linked to the growth
effects of trade. To the extent
that trade policies promote the
expansion of import-competing or
export production, an increase in
employment is likely to result
directly from such expansion. In
addition, there would be indirect
consequences. An increase in the
production o f exports and importcompeting products would possibly
lead to some increase in the
domestic
production
o f raw
1 8

For an indication of sectoral contributions to employment and output in
some countries in the ESCAP region, see
Survey, 1982, pp. 141-142.
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materials,
intermediate
inputs,
machinery and non-tradables such
as electricity, water supply, transport, storage and commerce. This
type o f linkage effect can be quite
substantial and the volume of
employment generated will depend
on the overall capital/labour ratio.
Secondly, employment can be
affected by trade through its
impact on the composition of
output. Thus, if trade policies are
of an export-promoting character
and exports are more labourintensive than alternative output
for the domestic market, the
reallocation of resources in favour
of export production would
increase employment. The composition of output can also be
affected by the effect of trade
regimes on income distribution and
the resultant changes in domestic
demand for more labour- or capitalintensive goods, as the case may be.
Thirdly, trade permits the release of
import bottle-necks, which often
prevent the full utilization of
capacity in developing countries.
An autonomous increase in exports
in a situation of constrained
imports would increase output
and employment not only directly
but also indirectly through the
whole
chain o f input-output
relationships, as a result o f the
release o f the foreign exchange
constraint.
In other words, in
developing countries there may be
a valid concept of an “import
multiplier” .19
Fourthly, trade
policies directly affect relative
factor prices and therefore employment, depending on the
elasticity of substitution. Here one
needs to make a distinction
between micro-economic effects
and macro-economic effects. For
instance, an import-substituting
trade regime with an overvalued
exchange rate, low import duties on
19

For an elaboration, see Jagdish N.
Bhagwati, Trade, Tariffs and Growth
(London, C. Tinling and Co. Ltd., 1969),
pp. 67-68.
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capital equipment and the direct
allocation o f import licences may
shift an individual entrepreneur’s
choice in favour o f a capitalintensive technique o f production,
be it in export or import-competing
production. Yet in such a regime
there is quite likely to be a reduction in the total availability of
foreign exchange and imported
equipment, the unsatisfied demand
being met from domestic substitutes whose prices may be higher.
In consequence, labour-intensive
techniques will be encouraged in
activities
using
domestically
produced capital goods.
This
aspect also must be taken account
o f in the employment outcome of
trade regimes.20
Finally, trade
policies affect employment through
their effect on factor endowment.
If trade policies permit a rate of
capital accumulation, through their
impact on the growth o f income
and domestic and foreign savings,
faster than the rate of growth of
labour, the wage-rental ratio will go
up; this would encourage the
substitution o f capital for labour.2 1
The above arguments demonstrate that a priori reasoning does
not
suggest an unambiguous
relationship between employment
and foreign trade policies. The
relative importance o f different
links is likely to vary considerably
among countries. Detailed empirical studies are not available for
many countries in the region. One
study drawing upon evidence from
Colombia, the Philippines, the
20 Jagdish N. Bhagwati, Foreign
Trade Regimes and Economic Development: Anatom y and Consequences o f
Exchange Control Regimes, op. cit.
pp. 113-114.
21
For a more detailed explanation
of the principles and assumptions underlying this outcome, see T.N. Rybczyjsky,
“Factor endowments and relative commodity prices” , Economica (London),
New Series (November 1955); and W.
Hong, Factor Supply and Factor Intensity o f Trade in Korea (Seoul, Korea
Development Institute Press, 1976), pp.
12-16.

Republic o f Korea and Turkey
concluded that there was a great
deal o f support for the view that
employment growth would be more
rapid under
export-promotion
strategies.2 2 A series o f detailed
country studies mounted to verify
this hypothesis provided more
rigorous support 2 3
In the case o f Indonesia, it was
found that the production of
manufactured exportables required
twice as much labour as importables. It was projected that a 15
per cent annual growth in exports
over the period 1971-1981 could
provide employment to about 11
per cent of the projected growth
in labour force over the same
period.24 According to the study
on Pakistan, more labour was
employed to produce a unit of
value added in export industries,
either in domestic or international
prices, than in import-competing
industries.25 Similarly, the study
on Thailand found that the policy
o f promoting manufactured exports,
especially those not related to a
natural resource base, was generally
favourable to employment.2 6
In a detailed analysis o f the
development experience of the
Philippines, it was concluded that
the pursuit of import-substitution
policies throughout the 1950s and
the 1960s had led to an exhaustion
of the scope for easy substitution
in
consumer
goods
imports.
Further attempts at import substitution brought about an increasing
22

Anne O. Krueger, Foreign Trade
Regimes and Economic Development:
Liberalization A ttem pts and Consequences (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Ballinger Publishing Company, 1978),
pp. 257-259.
23 For individual country studies,
see Anne O. Krueger, and others, eds.,
Trade and Employment in Developing
Countries, vol. 1, individual studies
(Chicago and London, The University of
Chicago Press, 1981).
24 Ibid., pp. 224-225.
25 Ibid., pp. 336-337.
26 Ibid., p. 429.

bias against labour-using technology, exports and the growth and
spread of medium- and small-scale
industries.
The urban industrial
sector failed to expand rapidly
enough to provide employment to
the urban labour force, which was
continuously
augmented
by
migration from the rural sector,
which stagnated on account o f the
combination of policies (e.g. high
protection to manufactured goods,
overvalued exchange rate, subsidized credit to large-scale industries
etc.) accompanying the importsubstitution regime. Some of the
consequences were stagnation in
real wages, persistence o f open and
disguised unemployment, slow gain
in labour income and a worsening
of income distribution. On the
basis of these findings, it was
recommended that a strategy of
export diversification based on
labour-intensive industrial exports
be adopted.27
An extremely
thorough study on the Republic
of Korea arrived at the conclusion
that “ the effect o f export prom otion on employment in Korea was a
rapid growth in total employment
in the 1960s, a relatively full
employment since about 1970, and
a change in the sectoral distribution of employment” .2 8
There
also exists evidence from India
suggesting that export promotion
is favourable to the generation of
employment opportunities and a
better distribution of income.29
Conversely, it can be argued that
poor export performance hurts
27

International
Labour
Office,
Sharing in Development: A Programme
o f Employment, Equity and Growth for
the Philippines (Geneva, 1974).
28

Wontack Hong, Trade Distortions
and Employment Growth in Korea
(Seoul, Korea Development Institute,
1979), p. 266.
29

Sharif
Mohammad,
“Trade,
growth and income redistribution: a case
study of India” (mimeographed), Yale
University Economic Growth Centre
Discussion Paper No. 331 (November
1979).

employment. In a recent study it
has been shown that the world
recession o f 1980-1982 reduced the
growth of both total and manufacturing employment in several
countries of the region because o f a
fall in the demand for their exports,
in investment outlay and in the
growth of output.30
However, trade policies are
hardly the sole determinant of
the growth o f employment. There
are many other policy instruments
that affect employment:
for
instance, interest rate policies,
minimum wage rate policies and
other fiscal and non-fiscal incentives or disincentives for creating
opportunities for employment.
Certain other qualifications
also deserve mention. First, import
substitution also promotes employment. Whether or not it promotes
employment as much as exports
depends on the capital/labour ratio
in the activities providing import
substitutes or exports; the capital/
labour ratio itself is a product of
the mix of incentives provided for
each purpose. Secondly, there may
arise
occasions
for
trade-off
between employment and other
considerations.
For instance,
within the export sector, emphasis
on excessive labour intensity may
affect export growth, because such
excesses
may affect product
quality. In the Republic o f Korea,
the capital/labour ratio in export
production had risen rapidly from
0.6 in 1960 to about 3.1 in 1975,
partly because o f subsidies on
capital use.
It was argued that
“Korea’s exports might have been
less capital intensive if there had
been no subsidy on capital use” .
At the same time, it was questioned
“whether
Korea
could
have
expanded its exports (and GNP) so
rapidly if it had insisted upon using
30

Rizwanul
Islam,
“Recession,
employment and poverty in the developing countries of Asia” , ILO/ARTEP
Asian Employment Programme Working
Papers (Bangkok, March 1984).

less capital-intensive
techniques” .3 1

production

4. Trade and the distribution
of income
Improved income distribution
is an important objective of
development. There has been an
increasing awareness in the developing countries in the ESCAP
region, especially since the early
1970s, that while growth-oriented
policies are o f fundamental importance, these cannot by themselves
be relied upon to reduce absolute
poverty or gross inequalities except
possibly over a politically unacceptable long period of time. This
concern is manifest in the development plans of many developing
countries.32
In theory, the functional distribution of income has been
strongly associated with liberal
foreign trade. The essence o f the
argument is that under conditions
of free trade, perfect competition
and identical technological conditions
of production across
countries, a country will specialize
in the production of goods using
more of its abundant and cheaper
resources.
Consequently, the
demand for these abundant factors
will rise and the demand for scarce
factors will fall. In consequence,
prices of the relatively abundant
factors will rise and those of the
relatively scarce factors will fall.
There will thus be a tendency
towards the equalization of factor
prices.33 It can be further demonstrated that, under the same
assumptions, a relatively scarce
31

Anne O. Krueger and others, eds.,
op. cit., p. 387.
32 Survey, 1982, pp. 154-156.
33 For an elaboration of the assumptions underlying factor price equalization theorem and its geometric proof as
formulated by P.A. Samuelson, see S.B.
Linder, An Essay on Trade and Transformation (Uppsala, Almqvist and
Wik sells, 1961), pp. 124-126.
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factor would lose both relatively
and absolutely from free trade,
whereas a relatively abundant
factor would gain both absolutely
and relatively.34
The
implications of this
analysis for the functional distribution of income within developing
countries are that the income of the
more abundant factor of production, labour, in these countries,
would rise and the income of
capital, the scarcer factor, would
fall. If the inequities in the distribution of income are largely
between wage-earners and owners
o f capital, policies oriented towards
more free trade and the promotion
o f exports would result in a more
egalitarian distribution. Similarly,
it can be argued that importsubstituting strategies based on
overvalued exchange rates and high
rates of protection of domestic
manufactures would
tend
to
discourage the export o f agricultural crops and reduce their
domestic prices. If inequities in
income distribution are largely
attributable to intersectoral differences between agriculture and
manufactures, export promotion
policies would tend to produce
more equitable distribution.
The validity of this line of
reasoning is heavily predicated on
the premise that trade between
countries takes place according
to differences in their factor
endowments; a country’s exports
comprise commodities that use its
abundant factors intensively; and
its imports comprise commodities
that use its scarce factors more
intensively. A number of alternative explanations have been offered
to explain why international trade
takes place.
These explanations
cast doubt on an unambiguously
34

W.F. Stolpor and P.A. Samuelson, “Protection and real wages” , reprinted in H.S. Ellis and L.A. Metzler,
eds., Readings in the Theory o f International Trade (Philadelphia, The Blakiston
Company, 1949).
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predictable link between trade and
income distribution.35
There are a variety o f other
reasons why a link between trade
and income distribution may not be
clearly discernible.
First, the
present world economy is characterized by a high degree of
internationalization o f production.
A large number o f multinational
enterprises engage in the production of both import-competing and
export products in developing
countries. The presence o f these
mobile carriers o f capital, technology and skilled labour greatly
complicates the distribution o f the
benefits from international trade
between and within nations.36
Secondly, in the real world and
especially so in the developing
countries, there are many divergences from conditions of perfect
competition and obstacles to factor
mobility within national frontiers.
In such circumstances, commodity
prices and factor prices may
become delinked.
There is no
guarantee that labour will benefit
from the promotion of labourintensive exports. Thirdly, many
complications
arise
from the
dynamic changes confronting all
economies, e.g. capital accumulation, technological change, change
in consumer preferences and the
nature of responses to such
changes.37 Consequently, it has
been persuasively argued that both
import-substituting and exportpromotion strategies may tend
to increase inequalities.
The
explanation for this apparent
paradox lies in the initial inegalita35 See, for instance, S.B. Linder, op.
cit., pp. 124-136.
36

Michael P. Todaro, Economic
Development in the Third World, 2nd
ed. (New York, Longman, 1981), pp.
351-352.
37 For further elucidation, see T.
Balogh, “Fact and fancy in international economic relations (Part I)” ,
World Development (Oxford), vol. 1,
Nos. X and 2 (February 1973), pp. 76-85.

rian distribution o f wealth and
power38
and in institutional
features that determine access to
education, capital, technology and
other productive resources.
Therefore there are no a priori
reasons to suggest unambiguously
any definite relationship between
trade and income distribution.
Empirical evidence on the issue is
generally inconclusive. The most
that can be stated is that the case
for a restrictive trade regime
cannot be sustained on grounds of
superior performance as an instrument for the more egalitarian
distribution o f income.3 9
5. Major trade-related concerns
of developing economies in
the ESCAP region
The discussion so far has been
concerned with the economic
rationale underlying the desire to
expand trade on the part of
developing countries. It has been
shown that a priori reasoning and
empirical evidence suggest plausible
links between trade and traderelated
policies
and
certain
objectives of development, especially growth and employment.
This section is devoted to a brief
examination of the basis of major
trade-related concerns of developing economies in the ESCAP
region.
One of the most important
concerns of these countries is
access to markets of developed
countries. Historically a large part
o f the international trade of
developing countries has been with
the developed market economies:
the European Economic Community, Japan and the United States
38
Paul Streeten, “Trade strategies
for development: some them es for the
seventies” , World Development (Oxford),
vol. 1, No. 6 (June 19 7 3 ), pp. 3-6.
39
Jagdish N. Bhagwati, Foreign

Trade Regimes and Economic Development: Anatom y and Consequences o f
Exchange Control Regimes, op. cit., pp.
197-201.

of America.
Some countries in
the ESCAP region have achieved
some success in diversifying their
directions o f trade. None the less,
for the majority of countries,
developed market economy countries remain by far the most
important trading partners. To the
extent that growth in exports and
concomitant import capacity have
an impact on development, access
to the markets o f developed market
economy countries is o f major
concern to them.
Another important concern is
instability in the prices of and
earnings from primary commodity
exports.
The bulk o f exports
from an overwhelming majority of
developing countries in the ESCAP
region comprises primary commodities. The instability in prices of
and earnings from these commodities has a significant impact
on their economies. The impact
differs among countries depending
on the relative size of earnings,
the structural linkages o f the
primary commodity exports with
the rest of the economy, policy
responses to instability and the
behaviour of private and public
decision makers under uncertainty.
Some of the likely costs of
instability are unstable income,
employment and capacity utilization, cost o f import controls in
periods of falling prices and
earnings, the opportunity cost of
holding additional reserves to mute
fluctuations, instability in government revenue and adverse effects
on planning and investment decisions in both the private and the
public sectors.
A special concern o f countries with a large proportion of
primary commodities in total
exports is the long-run deterioration in their terms o f trade. The
question of long-run decline in
the terms o f trade o f developing
countries has received considerable
attention in the literature on
international trade. Several argu-

ments have been advanced to
with a low content of imported
support the proposition that the
raw materials, which constitute
the principal exports of many
terms o f trade of developing coundeveloping countries;
tries with heavy dependence on
(b) The rising share of services
primary commodity exports would
in total output in developed counbe subject to long-run decline.
tries;
One set of arguments dwells on
(c) The low-income elasticity
the institutional features of markets
of
demand
for many agricultural
for primary commodities that
commodities;
developing countries mainly export
(d) Economy in the use o f raw
in contrast with those of manufacmaterials,
e.g. through reprocessing
tured
products
that
these
scrap,
miniaturization
and the more
countries mainly import.
The
efficient
use
of
material;
benefits of productivity improve(e) The
introduction
of
ments in the production of primary
synthetic substitutes.
commodities in developing counFinally, it has been argued
tries are passed on to developed
that secular deceleration in the
countries in the form of lower
rate of economic growth of
prices. The reason is that institudeveloped countries has adversely
tional features of factor markets
affected the demand for and prices
and high population growth rates
of exports of developing countries
in developing countries do not
and, therefore, reduced the potenenable them to retain the benefits
tial of trade as a source o f growth
o f technological progress in the
in the latter.42
form of higher rewards to domestic
The arguments regarding the
factors of production. However,
long-run deterioration in the terms
productivity
improvements
in
of trade of developing countries
manufactured
export products
have been subject to a number of
from developed countries are not
criticisms. The empirical validity of
associated with a decline in prices;
the claim that developing countries
benefits accrue to domestic factors
have, in fact, suffered such deterioof production.40
ration has been contested on the
Another set of arguments
grounds of both conceptual and
relates mainly to substitution in
measurement problems. Inevitable
both production and consumption
changes in output mix and product
causing a long-run decline in the
quality severely complicate the
demand for and, therefore, the
interpretation of any observed
prices of primary products. Some
change in terms of international
of the important explanatory
trade over a long period of time.
factors are:4 1
Questions
have
been
raised
(a)
The change in industrial
regarding the identification of
structures in favour of industries
developing countries with the
40 R. Prebisch, “Commercial policy
export of primary commodities
in the underdeveloped countries” ,
and developed countries with the
American Economic Review (papers and
export
of manufactures. It also
proceedings) (Nashville), vol. L, No. 2
(May 1959). There is a view that prices
of manufactures may also drop sharply,
as in the case of computers in recent
year. However, this may be the phenomenon of a new product whose prices
fall in the early stages of production. A
parallel lies in the behaviour of the prices
of motor cars in the first two decades of
the twentieth century. But prices of
motor cars have not declined over the
long term.

41

James Riedel, “Trade as, the
engine o f growth in developing countries:
a reappraisal” , World Bank Staff Working Paper 555 (Washington, D.C., 1983),
p . 4.
42
W. Arthur Lewis, “The slowing
down o f the engine o f grow th” ,
American Economic Review (Nashville), vol. 70, N o. 4 (September 1980),
pp. 555-564.
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has been noted that developed
countries themselves absorb a larger
share of manufactured exports of
developed countries
than do
developing countries and that to
regard a fall in the price o f manufactures as an exclusive gain to
the developing countries would
be tantamount to an oversimplification. It has also been argued to
the contrary that even if the terms
o f trade of developing countries
failed to deteriorate, “ the models
which predicted that they would
are not thereby ‘disproven’; indeed,
these models’ forecasts themselves
may have bred the policies that
led to alternative outcomes” .4 3
It cannot be contested that,
other things remaining the same, a
deterioration in terms o f trade
brings about loss in welfare. It has
further been demonstrated that,
under certain circumstances, an
expansion in output can lead to a
sufficiently acute deterioration in
terms of trade to impose a loss of
real income far outweighing the
primary gain from the increased
output.
This phenomenon has
been
labelled
“immiserizing
growth” 44
B. ORGANIZATION OF THE
STUDY
Section A contains a discussion o f the reasons the developing
countries in the ESCAP region are
concerned with trade expansion,
access to markets, the instability of
export earnings and their terms of
trade. This section is devoted to
indicating the organization of the
remainder o f the study.
Chapter II contains an analysis
o f the empirical information
43 Gerald K. Helleiner, International
Economic Disorder: Essays in NorthSouth Relations (Toronto and Buffalo,
University of Toronto Press, 1981),
p. 26.
44

Jagdish N. Bhagwati, “Immiserizing growth: a geometrical note”, Review
o f Economic Studies (Edinburgh), vol.
XXV (3), No. 68 (June 1958).
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regarding the merchandise trade of
developing economies in the
ESCAP region. In the light of their
avowed interest in trade expansion,
their actual experience with regard
to growth in exports and imports
has been reviewed and contrasted
with the performance o f countries
in other selected regions. Additionally, there is an examination
o f the structural change that has
occurred in the course of this
growth in trade. Two aspects of
the structural change have been
investigated: commodity composition and geographical direction.
These inquiries may have significant
imphcations for trade expansion in
the future as well as for some other
concerns of countries in the region.
In Chapter III are presented
data on trade in services. There is
no discussion of policy issues or
responses in respect of trade in
services either in this chapter or in
any of the subsequent chapters.
Within the time and resources
available, it was unfeasible to
venture into any pohcy analysis
with adequate regard for the
conceptual and statistical difficulties associated with the definition
and measurement of services, the
complexity and heterogeneity of
the various subsectors within
services and the paucity o f data at
the required level of disaggregation.
Nevertheless, it was felt useful to
present the available data on trade
in services to provide a basis for
further research, if any, and also in
view o f the current international
interest in the subject. Readers not
interested in trade in services may
skip the chapter and proceed to
Chapter IV and the subsequent
chapters without any break in the
continuity o f thought.
Chapter IV provides a more
rigorous treatment of some of the
indications emerging from the
analysis in Chapter II. The chapter
starts with an analysis of the
association between commodity
concentration and instability in

earnings at an aggregate level. The
interactions between short-term
instability and long-term trends are
also reviewed. This is followed by
an examination of patterns of
growth and instability o f selected
products or product groups, which
are the major primary commodity
exports o f the developing countries in the ESCAP region. The
chapter ends with a discussion of
the behaviour of overall terms of
trade o f the countries in the region
and an estimate, under certain
assumptions, o f their potential
income loss due to a decline in the
prices of 17 major primary commodity exports.
In Chapter V, the focus is on
trade policy instruments used in
response to the challenges in areas
of concern to developing economies in the ESCAP region. These
instruments include the exchange
rate, tariff and non-tariff import
control measures and those for
the promotion of exports.
An
effort has been made to evaluate
the impact o f these instruments
from the limited perspective of
trade expansion, while conceding
that these are adopted by Governments with much broader national
objectives in mind. There is also a
brief discussion o f national policy
responses to deal with problems of
instability in earnings and prices.
Chapter VI contains an analysis
o f international
responses to
international trade issues that
are of interest to developing countries in the region. The questions
of access to markets and tariff and
non-tariff barriers in developed
market economy countries are
examined.
Selected institutional
arrangements such as the generalized system o f preferences (GSP)
and the Arrangement Regarding
International Trade in Textiles
(Multifibre Arrangement) are then
picked up for a somewhat detailed
analysis. In the context o f trade
among
developing
countries,
regional institutional arrangements

such as the Bangkok Agreement
and Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTA) o f the Association of
South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
are reviewed. There is also a brief

discussion on trade with socialist
countries, followed by an examination of international responses
primarily to redress instability
and resolve other problems in

trade in primary commodities.
The principal findings and conclusions o f the study are shown in
Chapter VII.
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II. PATTERNS OF MERCHANDISE TRADE

A. DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
IN THE ESCAP REGION
IN WORLD TRADE
1. An aggregate view
espite a wide diversity across
countries covering a vast geographical area, the dynamism o f the
ESCAP region in international trade
is well recognized. Indeed, during
the period since the Second World
War, the world has witnessed the
emergence of new major world
trading nations in manufactures
from this region. Quite apart from
Japan, which has become one of
the industrially most advanced
countries in the world in part
because of its trade-oriented economic policies, several developing
economies in the region have
become classified as newly industrializing countries. Other developing countries in the region, with
different mixes o f import substitution and export promotion policies,
have also shown a tendency in
recent years to assign a greater role
to trade in their development
strategies. The developing economies in the region as a whole
are rapidly acquiring some weight
in the world trade circuit, not only
as important exporters of both
traditional
and
manufactured
products but also as major sources
o f demand for exports o f developed
and developing countries alike. In
fact, among the six new names
appearing on the 1984 GATT list
o f 20 leading exporters and im porters, there are four members and

D
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associate members of ESCAP,
namely China, Hong Kong, the
Republic o f Korea and Singapore.
The share in world trade (including
oil) for each o f these economies
ranges between 1.3 and 1.6 per
cent.1
Changes in the share of the
value o f world trade in the aggregate by regions or economic groupings should be interpreted with
caution as the value o f total world
trade and its composition have,
over the last decade, been subject
to several sharp and significant
increases in the price o f oil. This
has introduced elements o f discontinuity in levels of world trade
since 1974. Nevertheless, it would
not be entirely proper to conduct
an analysis o f trade flows excluding
oil because trade in oil has had a
significant influence on the growth
of non-oil trade.
The adverse
impact of increases in oil prices on
the balance o f payments o f oilimporting countries is very likely
to have led to conscious efforts to
increase exports. Besides, growth
in the demand for imports in oilexporting countries helped to
increase the exports of some
developing countries in the region.
If trade in oil were to be excluded
from total world trade, it would be
necessary to separate these consequences as well. It is not attempted
in this exercise.
Trade data inclusive o f oil, in
current prices and at current
1 GATT, “Prospects for international trade” (Press Release GATT/1374,
19 Sept. 1985).

exchange rates, clearly show the
emergence o f the developing
economies in the ESCAP region2
as major partners in world trade.
Except for the oil-producing region
of Western Asia, the ESCAP region
is the only one in the world which
increased its share o f world trade
over the last two decades. While
the proportion o f exports from
developed market economies and
the socialist countries o f Eastern
Europe together in total exports
fell by about 7 per cent between
1965 and the first years of the
1980s, the compensating increase
in
exports
from
developing
countries (apart from the petroleum-exporting
countries
of
Western Asia) originated essentially
from the ESCAP region.
The
share o f exports from the developing economies in this region3 in
world trade increased from 6.2 per
cent in 1965 to 9.5 per cent in
1982. With about 35 per cent of
exports from developing countries,
the ESCAP region has become the
most im portant developing region
in terms o f world trade. Over the
period
1965-1982,
developing
countries in the ECLAC region lost
about 1 per cent o f their share in
world trade, which in 1982 was
5.9 per cent, while Africa’s share of
world trade hovered around 4.0 oer
2

Australia, Japan and New Zealand
are included in developed market
economies.
3

Excluding the Islamic Republic
of Iran and developing countries/
territories of Oceania, but including the
socialist countries of Asia.

B ox I I .1. C om parability o f international trade statistics
For centuries, the regulation of
imports, exports and the balance of
trade has been a prime object of
practical statecraft.
Administrative
machinery has thus featured prominently in the conduct of international trade. It is no surprise that
administrative records, in the form
of customs documents, were and still
are the prime source of statistical
information on the international movement of goods. Data on the quantity,
value and direction of imports and
exports are generally assembled as a
by-product of customs administration.
Such an arrangement would seem to
imply complete and reliable information, yet international trade statistics
are fraught with several problems of
comparability.
Goods have been traded across
national boundaries for thousands of
years. But there was no universally
accepted system of classifying commodities so as to facilitate the intercountry comparison of trade. Indeed
in the early colonial days each
metropolitan country used its own
system of classification. While some
preparatory work was done by the
League of Nations, it was only under
the aegis of the United Nations that
the unique system known as the
Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) was first devised in 1950
and recommended for use by all countries. SITC has subsequently undergone a number of changes and its
third revision was recently adopted
by the Economic and Social Council.
Along with SITC, customs authorities
have generally found it expedient to
use another coding system known
as the Customs Co-operation Council
Nomenclature (CCCN) which classifies
internationally-traded commodities by
the material used in their production.
In recent years the Brussels-based
Customs Co-operation Council has
developed the Harmonized Commodity
Description and Coding System,
known as the Harmonized System.
Member States of the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance use the
system known as the Standard Foreign

cent over that period. Since the
beginning o f the 1980s, the share
o f the developing economies in the
ESCAP region in world exports in
current terms has become larger
than the share of the socialist

Trade Classification (SFTC).
The
use of these various classifications and
coding systems, which in many cases
are adapted for national needs, has
complicated the task of comparing
the trade statistics of different countries. However, intensive work by the
United Nations and other international
organizations is resulting in a set of
correspondence keys between the
various classifications, and detailed
commodity indices, which will help
alleviate the problems of trade analysts.
Apart from differences in the
classification of goods, many other
factors affect the comparability of
international trade statistics.
One
of these relates to the problem of
coverage. Practices differ, for example,
in the treatment of goods traded on
government account (goods under
foreign aid programmes, military
equipment and regular commercial
transactions). Problems of coverage
may also arise owing to trade transactions in goods not usually traded, such
as electricity and water.
Further
complications arise when transactions
are not accompanied by customs
documents. Coverage is also adversely
affected by the non-reporting of
certain trade flows, mainly in nondutiable goods and through smuggling.
Countries can compile trade
statistics on either the “general trade”
system, whereby the national boundary is treated as the statistical boundary, or the “special trade” system
which takes the customs frontier as
the statistical boundary.
The differences concern mainly the treatment
of customs bonded warehouses (such
as duty-free shops) and free-trade
zones. Both systems are in use in the
ESCAP region and both concepts
have their merits depending on the
issue under examination.
Another
source of non-comparability is that
there are sometimes problems in
determining the actual country of
origin of goods in international trade,
especially when a large proportion
of trade is routed through entrepot
ports. Moreover, the rules governing

countries of Eastern Europe and of
each o f the other main developing
regions, including the oil-exporting
region o f Western Asia.4
A similar picture obtains with
respect to trade in world imports.

the amount of processing required to
convert previously imported goods into
goods of national origin, i.e. to change
the country of origin, differ from
country to country.
The problem of obtaining international comparability in the valuation
of commodities in international trade
presents particular difficulties. Some
of these stem from the fact that the
recorded value of a commodity will
differ according to the market in which
it is recorded. The “transaction value”
between exporters in one country and
importers in another may be quite
different from the “resale value” in
the market of the importing country,
and from the “domestic value” in the
exporting country’s market. While it
has been agreed within the framework
of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade that the primary basis for
customs valuation shall be the transaction value, problems arise where this
value is not easily available or does
not exist, as with goods whose movements are not accompanied by a corresponding movement of currency or
credit.
In addition, since data on
imports are normally on a c.i.f. basis
and exports on an f.o.b. basis, the
value of trade between partners will
invariably differ, at least by the extent
of freight and insurance charges.
Generally, however, standard adjustment factors can be applied to reduce
this discrepancy.
A further factor adversely affecting the comparability of trade statistics
is the lapse in time between the export
and import of most goods. Shipping
time (and sometimes other delays)
may mean that partner countries’
trade for a specified reference period
(often a year) does not tally.
These are some of the major
problems that are connected with the
data for international trade. In order
to minimize the problem of comparability across countries, this study
has heavily depended on data compiled
by standard international sources such
as UNCTAD and IMF.

4

Based on UNCTAD, Handbook o f
International Trade and Development
Statistics, Supplement 1984 (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E/F.84.
II.D.12), p. 27, tables 1.9 and 1.10.
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The share o f world imports o f the
developing countries in the ESCAP
region increased from 7.5 per cent
in 1965 to about 10 per cent in
1982. The region has thus acquired
significant weight in the world
economy as a market for exports.
The interactions between the region
and the rest of the world have
become sizeable, so that in trade
between developed and developing
countries and among developing
countries the developing economies
in the ESCAP region have acquired
some importance.
An analysis of aggregate
growth in exports and imports
reveals more sharply the dynamism
o f the ESCAP region in world trade
over the past two decades. During
the 1960s, exports from South and
South-East
Asian
economies5
expanded at a rate somewhat lower
than the average for both developed
and developing countries. From
1970 to 1975 Western Asia was the
only region whose exports grew
faster than those from the developing economies in the ESCAP region.
During this period the value of
exports from South and South-East
Asia grew at a slightly higher rate
than exports from developing economies in the ECA and ECLAC
regions.
The growth rates were
29.7 in South and South-East Asia
and, 28.8 and 27.3 per cent, respectively in the ECA and ECLAC
regions.
Exports from Pacific
island countries also grew at the
reasonably high rate of 25.3 per
cent, while in the centrally planned
countries of Asia, the rate of
growth was 28.0 per cent.6 During
the period 1975-1982, economies
o f both South and South-East Asia
as well as the socialist countries of
5

Comprising all developing ESCAP
economies except the Islamic Republic
of Iran, the socialist countries of Asia
and countries/territories of Oceania.
(Ibid., tables 1.1 and 1.2).
6 UNCTAD, Handbook o f International Trade . . ., tables 1.5 and 1.6.
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Asia enjoyed the highest growth
rates in the value o f exports among
the developing regions.
Their
average export growth rate was
about 21 per cent compared with
the average rate o f 15.4 per cent for
all developing countries and 12.8
per cent for developed market
economies. The growth of exports
of
developing
Pacific
island
countries declined sharply during
the second half o f the 1970s and
the early 1980s.
Their average
annual growth rate for the period
1975-1982 was 8.4 per cent.
It is instructive to examine the
export growth figures for 1982, a
year in which the value o f exports
fell sharply.
The effect of the
recession on South and South-East
Asia was much milder than on
other regions; the value o f exports
o f South and South-East Asia
declined by 2.2 per cent compared
with an average decline of 5.3 per
cent in developed market economies and 12.8 per cent in all
developing countries. The socialist
countries of Asia were the only
subregion posting a slightly positive
growth rate of 0.8 per cent. However, in the Pacific island countries,
there was a sharp decline in
exports, by nearly 12 per cent,
reflecting the high degree of
vulnerability of their commodity
exports to world recession.
As regards imports, with an
average growth rate o f 20 per cent
in value, the countries of South and
South-East Asia were the fastestgrowing import markets during the
1975-1982 period. Even in 1982
the decline in imports to this group
o f countries was very marginal, i.e.
0.6 per cent compared with a
decline o f 6.2 and 3.6 per cent,
respectively in developed market
economies and developing countries
as a whole.
The Pacific island
countries and the socialist countries
o f the region, however, experienced
a larger decline in imports, 11.3 and
7.5 per cent, respectively.7 This
general picture is supported by data

on changes in the volume of trade.
Computations made from a detailed
trade matrix published by the
United Nations Department of
International Economic and Social
Affairs reveal that between 1965
and 1982 the volume o f exports of
South and South-East Asian countries grew at an average annual rate
o f 9 per cent, the growth rate
o f world exports for the corresponding period was 5.8 per cent.
The disaggregation o f data covering
the period 1965-1973 and 19741982 also shows that the volume of
exports o f South and South-East
Asian countries grew at faster rates
than that of the world as a whole.
During the period 1965-1982, the
average annual growth rate o f the
volume of imports into South and
South-East Asia was 6.7 per cent,
exceeding the growth rate o f world
imports which was 5.8 per cent.
2. Some issues of concern

(a) Relative smallness in world
export market
Despite the marked dynamism
in export performance by the
developing economies in the
ESCAP region in recent years, their
share in world exports remains
extremely small. While the region
comprises slightly more than half
o f the world population, its share in
world exports in 1982 was 9.5 per
cent.8 It is true that the region
includes some very large, diversified
and resource-rich countries for
which international trade might be
considered much less important
than for smaller and resource-poor
economies because of the differences in the size o f their markets.
However, the need for accelerated
development, progressive industrialization
and
technological
advance imply that the import

7 Ibid.
8

Excluding the Islamic Republic of
Iran and Pacific island countries.

requirements of such economies
might be higher than those of
industrialized economies o f equivalent size.
These requirements
cannot be met without improved
performance in exports if the
region is to avoid heavy external
indebtedness.
Only a few countries have
managed to increase their share of
world exports above 1.0 per cent.
In 1982, the exports from each o f
the economies, China, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, the Republic of Korea
and Singapore were slightly more
than 1.0 per cent o f world exports.
In 1984, exports from Hong Kong
and the Republic of Korea were
each about 1.5 per cent of world
exports (compared with 0.9 and
0.6 per cent, respectively in 1973).
The share o f China and Singapore
amounted to 1.3 per cent (compared with 1.0 and 0.6 per cent,
respectively, in 1973).9 In most
other countries, exports accounted
for much less than 1.0 per cent of
world trade. As of 1983, while
Malaysia’s share reached about 0.65
per cent, that o f India was 0.43
per cent, Thailand 0.37 per cent
and the Philippines 0.27 per cent.
Countries such as India and the
Philippines saw their share of
exports in world trade decrease
substantially in recent years, while
China, Indonesia, the Republic of
Korea and Singapore experienced
significant increases.
A comparison between some
of the largest exporting economies
in the developing ESCAP region
and some smaller European countries is quite revealing. In 1982,
exports from Hong Kong, the
Republic o f Korea and Singapore
taken together were slightly less
than those of the Netherlands. The
exports of Belgium-Luxembourg
represent approximately two and
a half times the exports from the
Republic of Korea, 4.5 times those
9 GATT, “Prospects for international trade” (Press Release GATT/1374,
19 Sept. 1985).

from Malaysia, 6 times those from
India and 20 times those from
Pakistan. The exports from India
were about the same size as those
from Ireland. From these broad
comparisons, it is obvious that even
the fastest-growing exporting economies in the developing ESCAP
region have still a long way to go
before reaching trade levels comparable with some of the smaller
European economies.
This should not, however, hide
the progress achieved by some of
the leading exporters in the ESCAP
region. In 1984, Hong Kong and
the Republic of Korea had overtaken some important traditional
exporters of manufactures such as
Switzerland and Sweden, while
China and Singapore acquired a
share in world trade equivalent to
that o f Switzerland.10

(b) Mixed performance
Average annual growth rates of
exports during selected periods are
presented in Table II.2 (overleaf).
These data show that the dynamism
in export expansion characteristic
of some developing economies
in the ESCAP region has not been
shared by them ah. Nevertheless,
despite the wide diversity between
these economies, certain generalizations can be made.
First, it may be noted that
even excluding the major oilexporting countries, i.e. Brunei
Darussalam and Indonesia, the
average growth rate in East and
South-East Asian economies was
consistently higher than in other
economies during the periods
1970-1975 and 1975-1982. In fact,
the lowest growth rate recorded in
any o f the East and South-East
Asian economies during these
periods was not exceeded by the
majority of countries in other
regions.
The picture changed
during 1982-1984 when the growth

10 Ibid.

rate turned negative in Indonesia
and the Philippines.
The second observation is that
there was a marked slow-down in
the growth of exports of most
countries during 1975-1982 period
compared with 1970-1975. The
slow-down in export growth started
in 1979/80 but became dramatic in
1981 and 1982 when many countries recorded sharply negative
growth rates in exports. These
years were characterized by growing protectionism
and global
recession both of which affected
world trade. Comparable data for
the period 1982-1984 are available
for only some economies in the
ESCAP region. They indicate that,
except in Sri Lanka, growth in
export values is much slower than
during the previous decade. All
indications are that this trend will
continue throughout the remainder
o f the 1980s. The sensitivity of
developing economies in the region
to world trade is sharply brought
out by the elasticity o f their
exports with respect to world trade.
A recent analysis o f these economies for the period 1965-1980
shows that in most o f them the
elasticity of export earnings with
respect to world trade substantially
exceeds unity, implying that a 1.0
per cent change in world trade
changes their export earnings by
more than 1.0 per cent.11 This
underscores the importance of an
open trading system and world
economic growth for the growth of
exports o f economies in the ESCAP
region.
Finally, as can be seen from a
comparison o f the information in
Table II.2 with that in Table II.3,
though the growth pattern of
imports follows closely that of
11 See Ashok Paiikh, “A quantitative analysis on patterns of trade and
price competitiveness in selected Asian
developing
countries” ,
Economic
Bulletin fo r Asia and the Pacific, vol.
XXXIV,
No.2
(December
1983)
(United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.85.II.F.3).
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exports, many countries found it
difficult to compress imports in
response to deceleration in export
growth.
Indeed, while export
growth generally slowed down
during the second half of the 1970s
and, for many countries, became

negative during the first years of
the 1980s, it appears that over the
same periods the deceleration in the
import growth rates was less
marked. Here again it should be
noted that though performance is
varied, in most economies in

Table II.2. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual
average growth rate of exports of goods in current prices
(Percen tage)

1970-1975

1975-1982

1982-1984

Burma
India
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

11.5
18.7
57.2
10.9
12.3

15.7
8.9
-6.7
16.9
10.4

-4.1
2.8

Unweighted average

2 2 .1

9.0

Unweighted average excluding Iran
(Islamic Republic of)

13.4

13.0

75.2
27.3
21.9
54.7
24.0

22.9
20.8
20.8

South Asia and Iran (Islamic Republic of)

3.6
11.4

3.4

South-East and East Asia
Brunei Darussalam
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Republic of Korea
Singapore
Thailand

49.2
34.3
31.8

24.1
18.0

Unweighted average

37.6

20.5

Unweighted average excluding Brunei
Darussalam and Indonesia

29.8

20.0

22.0

13.4
17.7
-3.8
9.4

20.2

21.1

19.1
14.8
22.6

8.3
9.8
-4.4
12.6

-1.3
10.9
4.8
0.3

6.5

Pacific island economies
Fiji
Guam
Kiribati
Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Vanuatu

26.0
42.7
46.5
20.7
26.2
4.9

Unweighted average

27.0

10.6

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Maldives
Nepal
Samoa

24.0
-6.4
13.1
8.5
14.0
13.2

19.8
13.1
9.0
26.8
1.3
9.3

Unweighted average

11.1

13.2

22.8

2.7
12.2

Least developed countries

B. COMMODITY COMPOSITION
6.5

Sources:
UNCTAD, Handbook o f International Trade and D evelopm ent Statistics, Supplement 1984 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E /F .84.II.D .12), pp. 2223, table 1.5; Trade and D evelopm ent Report, 1985 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.II.85.D .16), pp. 2 0 4 -20 5 , table A .7 ; United Nations Department o f International
Economic and Social Affairs trade matrix data; and national sources.
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East and South-East Asia the
import growth rate during the late
1970s was less than that o f exports.
For most other economies, the
opposite held.
The differences in growth rates
o f exports and imports are particularly noticeable after 1979.
In
1981 and 1982, imports in most
economies continued to increase,
while
exports
were
actually
declining. In 1982, imports for
South and South-East Asia declined
only marginally by 0.6 per cent,
while exports declined by 2.2 per
cent. Several factors contributed to
the observed differences between
import and export growth rates
during the late 1970s and the early
1980s. Higher oil prices in 1979/80
certainly contributed to sustaining
import growth rates. Attempts to
maintain desired economic growth
rates also restrained the ability to
reduce import growth.
As a
consequence trade balances of most
developing countries in the ESCAP
region deteriorated during the
second half o f the 1970s and the
early 1980s. For South and SouthEast Asia, the trade deficit
increased from $4,694 million in
1978 to $19,290 million in
1982.12
From recent data, it
appears that the majority of ESCAP
countries have been compelled to
sharply cut their imports subsequently.
Import growth has in
general been much slower than
export growth during the period
1982-1984, except in China and
Indonesia.

The analysis in the previous
section based on aggregate trade
data has identified a number of
issues of relevance to trade problems confronting the developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
This section presents a somewhat
12 UNCTAD, Handbook o f International Trade . . ., p. 260, table 5.1.

disaggregated view to identify patterns of structural change and to
examine the basis o f the claim that
developing countries suffer from
higher instability in export earnings
due, at least in part, to the concentration o f exports in a small num ber of products and a high share of
primary products in the export
product m ix.13 A greater diversification in traded products could
reduce instability, encourage the
acquisition o f a wider range o f skills
and knowledge and promote the
dynamic benefits of learning by
doing. Moreover, to the extent that
diversification includes the export
o f capital goods to other developing
countries, requirements o f appropriate technology may be better
served because capital goods imported from developed countries
are likely to be less appropriate to
factor endowments o f developing
countries.
The commodity structure of
exports in 1970, 1975 and 1983
analysed into some broad SITC
categories in developing economies
in the ESCAP region is presented in
Table II.4 (overleaf) . There are
several worrisome features.
1. Exports
A good number o f countries in
the region can be considered
heavily specialized in one or two
specific SITC categories. In Brunei
Darussalam
and
the
Islamic
Republic
of Iran, petroleum
products make up practically all
exports. In Indonesia, over three
fourths o f exports relate to mineral
fuels.
In all the Pacific island
countries, an overwhelming proportion o f exports is accounted for by
one or at most two SITC cate13
See for instance, Odin Knudsen
and Parnes Andrew , Trade In stability
and E conom ic D evelopm en t: A n E m pirical
S tu d y
(Lexington,
Lexington
Books, 1975); and B.F. Massell, “Export
instability and econom ic structure” ,
Am erican E conom ic R eview (Nashville),
vol. 60 (September 1970).

gories. There are many countries in
which more than one third o f
exports are contributed by foodrelated items alone. Several countries in the region rely nearly
exclusively on this group of
exports. About 90 per cent o f the

exports o f Fiji, Maldives, Samoa
and Vanuatu comprise food-related
items. In fact, all these countries
rely on one or two major primary
commodities for the bulk o f their
exports.
Three-digit-level SITC
data for 1981 show that Fiji relied

Table II.3. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual
average growth rate o f imports of goods in current prices
(Percentage)
1970-1975

1 9 75-1982

1982-1984

Burma
India
Iran (Islamic Republic o f)
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

6.3
26.2
43.7
16.4
17.5

8.3
15.8
3.3
17.4

-14.9
-3.4

20.6

Unweighted average

22.0

13.1

Unweighted average excluding Iran
(Islamic Republic o f)

16.6

15.5

4 .1

21.2

14.6
20.6
21.5
19.3

15.9
5.4

South Asia and Iran (Islamic Republic of)

2.1
0.1

-

South-East and East Asia
Brunei Darussalam
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Republic o f Korea
Singapore
Thailand

29.4
21.0
41.3
26.4
26.7
33.7
31.7
24.4

14.0
21.5
22.4
18.6

Unweighted average

28.4

19.5

Unweighted average excluding Brunei
Darussalam and Indonesia

27.6

20.2

23.2

21.1
25.9
24.5

14.0
5.1
3.3
15.4
1 6 .0
18.2
10.4

22.1

11.8

21.6
10.4
-14.1
5.1
13.3
22.7

10.5
20.1
13.7
9.4
12.2
9.6

9.8

12.6

22.6

2.8
7.1
-7.1
5.2
1.3
-3.3

3.5

Pacific island econom ies
Fiji
Guam
Kiribati
Papua New Guinea
Solom on Islands
Tonga
Vanuatu
Unweighted average

21.7
27.0
11.6

Least developed countries
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Maldives
Nepal
Samoa
Unweighted average

3.3

Sources:
UNCTAD, H andbook o f International Trade and D evelopm en t S ta tistics, S u p p lem en t 1 9 8 4 (United Nations publication, Sales N o. E /F .84.II.D .12), pp. 2223, table 1.6; Trade and D evelopm en t R ep o rt, 1985 (United Nations publication,
Sales N o. E .85.II.D .16), pp. 2 0 4-205, table A.7; United Nations Department o f International Econom ic and Social Affairs trade matrix data; and national sources.
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on sugar for 77 per cent of its
exports, Maldives on fisheries for
80 per cent o f its exports, and
Samoa and Vanuatu on oil-seeds,
nuts and kernels for 40 and 76 per
cent, respectively.14 Other countries such as Burma, the Cook
Islands and Solomon Islands also
are heavily dependent on foodrelated products. These account
for around 50 per cent of exports
from Sri Lanka and from Thailand.
Also worth noticing is the dependence
of Afghanistan, Burma,
Malaysia and Solomon Islands on
the exports of agricultural raw
materials for about one quarter of
their total exports. Care should be
taken in the interpretation of the
14 UNCTAD, H andbook o f International Trade . . ., table 4.3 (D).

final year data as in some countries
such as Afghanistan and Nepal
there can occur large year-to-year
fluctuations in export structure.
For instance, in 1981, 35 per cent
o f Afghanistan’s exports were
related to natural gas, while exports
o f agricultural raw materials fell by
more than half compared with
1977. In Nepal, exports of agricultural raw materials represented 48
per cent o f exports in 1980; these
fell to 35.8 per cent in 1981 and
to 10.4 per cent in 1983. Fluctuations o f such large magnitude show
that the export basis o f these least
developed countries is extremely
weak.
Of 24 economies covered in
Table II .4, 17 rely heavily on the
export of a narrow range o f primary

commodities.
Historically, some
of
the
primary commodities
exported from the ESCAP region,
such as rice, coffee, cocoa, tea,
sugar, rubber and ju te, have been
subject to wide fluctuations in
price or revenue.15 Few developing
economies in the region are price
setters for the commodities they
export. Therefore, in economies
heavily dependent on a narrow
range o f primary export products,
export earnings can fluctuate
significantly, and make mediumand long-term development efforts
15

See J.R. Behrman, “International
com m odity agreements: an evaluation o f
the UNCTAD integrated com m odity
programme” , P olicy A ltern atives fo r a
N ew International E conom ic Order,
William R. Cline, ed. (New York,
Praeger, 1979).

Table II.4. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Structure o f exports by main SITC categories,
1970,1975 and 1983
(Percen tage o f total exp o rts)
o f which
F o o d item s
1970

1975

Afghanistan

36.1

36.4

Bangladesha

5.8

7.2

Brunei Darussalam

0.3

0.1

A gricultural raw
m aterials

Cereals

1983

1970

1975

1983

19.3
50.3

1.8

0.4

5.6

4.0

5.0

0.8

34.8

12.3

6.3

3.6

1.0

0.1

Indiab

29.7

37.8

28.2

0.4

0.4

2.7

Indonesiac

19.6

8.1

6.2

0.3

0.1

2.6

0.6

14.1

3.4

15.2

23.2

15.9

0.1

0.1

50.0

34.1

92.0
12.2

24.7

21.4

Papua New Guineae

83.7

35.2

29.9

Philippines

44.0

57.4

30.7

9.6

13.2

5.0

Singapore

92.4
16.4

90.6
9.5

93.7
6.4

1.1

1.0

Solom on Islandsb

54.0

64.5

70.9

0.7

0.3

32.4

27.6

72.6

63.8

47.1

62.8

51.9

Vanuatu

88.3

88.7

9 6 .5

26.0

1975

1983

0.1
0.1

5.7

6.8

1.3

0.2

1.9

0.8

1.7

0 .5

0.4

18.5

15.0

8.6

32.8

74.9

76.4

11.4

3.5

3.5

88.6

97.0

0.4

1.2

0.2

85.8

96.4

84.6

14.0

6.4

21.3

0.1

7.4

10.9

28.7

22.8

1.
2

1.1

1.9

0.7

0.5

1.6

0.1

0.9

59.4

51.0

8.0

10.6
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0.4

1970

0.2

0.1

27.4

52.3

1.0

0.4

0.4

02

Sri Lanka

1.2

0.7

0.5

1.7

Thailandc

99.9

1.0

93.0

1.8

Republic o f Korea
f
Samoa

3.7

99.9

0.6

96.9

2.0

Pakistan

0.1
99.2

1.4

95.6

Nepalf

20.3

0.1

Fiji

12.6

17.0
15.4

1.2

80.6

Maldivesd

24.6

1975

30.2

58.9

Malaysiae

33.7

35.3

1983

1970

2.0

65.8
77.5

Kiribatid

35.8

1983

25.8

47.2

Burma

Iran (Islamic
Republic o f)

1 975

0.3

Cook Islands
Hong Kong

1970

Ores and m etals

Fuels

39.5

35.8

30.2

18.8

12.5

10.7

3.6

9 .9

25.8

10.0

5.9

1.6

1.7

2.2

22.1

13.3

11.4

7.1

1.8

0.8

1.1

2.0

2 .2

7.3

5.9

8.6

0.6

1.0
28.3

3.7
12.5

4.0
6.2

2.5

4 1.4

28.2

26.8

25.3

19.5

13.8

24.7

12.3

9.8

1.5

2.9

2.3
4.1

18.5

15.2
0.3

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1
2 0 .9

6.2

0.6

0.3
23.2

0 .3

33.6

0.6

2.4

2.6

1.6

0.2

9.3

0.7

5.3

0.8

0.4

14.9

7.7

5.9

4.0

8.6

28.0

3.6

Table II.4 (continued)
o f which
M anufactured
goods
1970

1975

Afghanistan

10.9

9.6

Bangladesha

58.8

67.8

Chemical produ cts

M achinery and transp o r t equ ipm en t

1983

1970

1975

1983

1970

1975

61.0

0.3

0.6

1.3

0 .3

0 .2

2.4

0.1

1.6

0.3

0.1

T extile y a m
and clothing

1983 1970

1975

9.6

8.6

F ootw ear

1983

1970

1975

9983

0.1
4 7.5

Brunei Darussalam

0.1

Burma

1.5

3.1

20.6

18.1

1.8

2.0

4.2

0.4

0.3

1.1

0.1

Hong Kong

95.2

96.7

95.3

0.9

0 .9

1.0

11.8

14.6

21.6

4 4 .2

52.5

33.4

2.4

1.1

0.9

Indiab

45.1

4 2 .2

57.5

2.3

2.7

4.2

4.7

7.3

8.3

24.7

18.2

23.1

0.8

0.5

0.6

Indonesia

1.2

1.2

6.4

0.5

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.6

0 .2

0.1

1.3

Iran (Islamic
Republic o f)

4.0

1.2

0.6

0.2

0.1

0 .2

2.9

0.7

Kiribatid

0.1

0.1

Malaysiae

6.3

17.1

22.8

0.7

0.9

0.8

1.6

6 .2

15.4

0.7

2.0

0.1

0.4

0.2

21.5

52.0

0.5

0.5

16.4

19.4

5 7.2

54.3

61.4

0.8

1.1

1.0

0.5

0.6

0.9

46.8

39.6

50.0

0.8

1.0

0.5

Papua New Guinea

4.6

1.8

3.3

0.3

0.1

0.1

Philippines

6.4

11.6

24.3

0.5

0 .9

1.9

0.1

0.5

5.1

0.6

2.4

7.2

0.1

0.1

1.1

74.9

76.8

83.4

1.4

1.5

3.0

7.2

13.8

32.2

36.0

35.4

25.0

2.1

3.8

5.0

1.3

4.8

2.1

0.1

02

0.3

2.8

0.6

26.7

39.9

48.2

2.7

31.3

5.4

4.6

3.9

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.8

19.5

0.1

0.2

1.3

5.6

1.4

6 .2

11.3

Cook Islands
Fiji

2.1

0 .2

0.1

0.3

2.6

Maldivesd
Nepalf
Pakistan

Republic o f Korea
Samoaf
Singapore
Solom on Islandsb

4.9

1.8

0.6
3.7

4.3

10.9

22.7

0.4

Sri Lanka

1.4

3.8

28.9

0.3

1.9

2.0

Thailandc

4.4

14.4

30.3

0.2

0.5

0.9

Vanuatu

1.5

02

0.6

0.1

1.2

1.4

Source: C om putations provided by ESCAP TISNET-MIS based upon UNCTAD, H andbook o f International Trade and D evelopm en t S tatistics, S u pplem en t 1 9 8 5 (United Nations publication, Sales N o. E /F .8 5 .II.D .1 2 ), pp. 136-159, table 4 .1.
a Starting year = 1974 and final year for cereals data = 198 2 .
Final year = 197 9 . e Final year = 1982.
Final
f
year = 198 1 .

more arduous than would otherwise
be the case.
Table II.4 also shows that
though several developing economies in the region have managed
to expand manufactured exports
substantially since 1970, there are
only seven with manufactured
exports accounting for nearly or
above 50 per cent o f total exports.
These are Bangladesh, Hong Kong,
India, Nepal, Pakistan, the Republic
o f Korea and Singapore.
One
should, however, distinguish between manufactures exporters that
are diversified and those that are

b

Final year = 198 0 .

not. The non-diversified manufactures exporters are essentially
dependent on textile yarn and
clothing for their exports. In the
cases of Bangladesh, Nepal and
Pakistan, exports of textile products (including jute products and
carpets) constitute the bulk of
manufactured exports.
These
countries will, o f course, be the
most affected by market arrangements and protectionist measures
on textiles such as the Multifibre
Arrangement.
Other economies,
such as China, Hong Kong, India,
the Philippines, the Republic of

C Final year for cereals data = 1982.

Korea, Sri Lanka and Thailand, are
also large textile exporters. These
economies present, however, a
more diversified export structure in
the sense that other industrial
exports, such as machinery and
equipment, chemicals and other
manufactured exports, are progressively assuming a growing share
of total exports. Between 1970
and in final year of observation, for
instance, the share of machinery
and equipment in total exports
increased from 11.8 to 21.6 per
cent in Hong Kong, from 4.7 to
8.3 per cent in India, from 1.6 to
135

15.4 per cent in Malaysia, from 0.1
to 5.1 per cent in the Philippines,
from 7.2 to 32.2 per cent in the
Republic of Korea, from 10 to 31.3
per cent in Singapore and from 0.1
to 5.6 per cent in Thailand.
Chemical exports increased from
2.3 to 4.2 per cent in India, from
0.5 to 1.9 per cent in the Philippines, from 1.4 to 3.0 per cent in
the Republic o f Korea and from 2.7
to 4.3 per cent in Singapore during
the same period. The aforementioned
economies thus have
relatively diversified export structures.16
Excluding textiles, manufactured exports as a share o f total
exports amount to about 60 per
cent in Hong Kong and in the
Republic of Korea, 40 per cent in
Singapore, 30 per cent in India,
15-20 per cent in Malaysia, the
Philippines and Thailand and 10 per
cent in Sri Lanka. Among the least
developed countries, this share is
relatively high in Bangladesh (about
15 per cent) and Nepal (about 30
per cent). However, as mentioned
earlier, export structure of the least
developed
countries
remains
basically weak. In all other countries, non-textile manufactured
exports comprise no more than a
small percentage o f total exports.
The general impression one
obtains from the above analysis is
that despite the rapid progress
made by developing economies in
the ESCAP region in expanding
exports over the last decade, only a
handful o f countries can boast of
an export structure which is diversified. The developing economies in
the region are still overwhelmingly
dependent on and remain vulnerable to fluctuations in primary commodity
market
conditions.
Stabilization schemes such as the
Integrated Programme for Commodities are, therefore, o f particu16 Com putations
provided
by
ESCAP TISNET-MIS based on UNCTAD,
H andbook o f International Trade . .
table 4.1
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lar significance to many developing
economies in the region. Beyond
stabilization, the long-term forces
affecting commodity markets, e.g.
development of synthetic substitutes,
technological
progress,
conservation measures, etc. are key
variables influencing the long-term
export prospects o f the region
unless vigorous export diversification programmes consistent with
comparative advantage are pursued.
Over the last decade, exports
o f textiles and related products
appear to have been the major
source o f growth in most middleand
higher-income
developing
countries; these exports seem to
have been the first step in the
process o f growth in manufactured
exports.
In this context, it is
interesting to examine the structure
o f exports from Japan in recent
decades. In 1962, three products,
together accounting for about 17
per cent of total exports, were
among Japan’s 10 largest merchandise export groups related to
textiles. In 1970, two o f these
groups remained in Japan’s top 10
exports, with a total share o f about
8 per cent. In 1982, textile-related
exports had disappeared from
Japan’s 10 major export groups.
An examination of the export
structures o f Hong Kong and the
Republic of Korea also reveals
similar features. In 1970, three
product groups related to textiles
were among the top 10 exports of
Hong Kong. Two of them were the
same products as those found in
Japan’s 10 main exports in 1962.
In 1970, three textile-related items
besides silk were among the Republic of Korea’s 10 major exports.
These were the same products as in
Japan’s principal textile export
products in 1962. By 1982, the
share of textiles in total exports
had declined in both Hong Kong
and the Republic of Korea. The
growth o f textile exports can thus
be viewed as a precursor o f a more
diversified manufactured export

structure.
However, in recent
years, the access of textile exports
from several im portant exporters
of the region to the markets of
developed countries has been subjected to a variety of restraints;
these are discussed in a later
chapter.
These new restrictions
cast doubt on the capacity of the
textile sector to play its historical
role at the initial stage o f export
diversification for new entrants to
the textile market. For such countries, uncertainties regarding access
to markets in developed countries
affecting the future of textile
exports should be a source of grave
concern.
2. Imports
The composition of imports
shown in Table II.5 appears to be
the reverse of the composition of
exports shown in Table II .4. Great
care should be taken in the interpretation o f the data, as import
structures between 1970 and 1983
have been dramatically affected by
several large increases in the value
of imports o f oil into almost all
economies in the ESCAP region.
Broadly, imports o f agricultural raw
materials are generally small or
falling in most countries, while
imports o f manufactured goods are
large with considerable variations
from one country to the other.
Excepting oil producers, in other
developing countries the import o f
fuels (SITC 3) has taken up a
substantial share o f total imports.
Imports o f ores and metals are
relatively stable and generally under
10 per cent o f non-fuel imports.
Among the main food importers
with an import share remaining
above 20 per cent of non-fuel
imports are Bangladesh, Cook
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Maldives,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Sri
Lanka and Vanuatu. While in the
Pacific island
countries food
imports are im portant and have
remained comparatively stable, in

Bangladesh, these imports fell from
57 per cent in 1975 to 22 per cent
in 1983. The reduction in cereals
imports was even larger. In India
too, imports of food fell significantly. In contrast in Nepal, food
imports increased
substantially
between 1975 and 1981. In many
developing countries in the region,
food imports have been declining,
albeit at a very slow pace. Agricultural raw material imports represent
generally less than 5 per cent of
non-fuel
imports,
except
in
Bangladesh and the Republic of
Korea, where these amount to
about 10 per cent.
As might be expected, fuel
imports have taken up a large share
o f imports in most countries during

the 1970s and the early 1980s.
During the last year o f observation
fuel imports accounted for 43.6
per cent of all imports in India,
28.4 per cent in Pakistan, 27.5 per
cent in the Philippines, 26.6 per
cent in the Republic o f Korea, and
about 24 per cent in Sri Lanka and
Thailand and about 23 per cent in
Fiji.
In Singapore fuel imports
were 31.3 per cent of all imports;
however, a good part of this was
re-exported. In Indonesia, where
the proportion was 25.4 per cent,
nearly three fourths of import of
fuel was from Singapore.
This
probably reflects import of refined
products, crude largely originating
in Indonesia itself.
In nearly all developing coun-

tries in the ESCAP region, the bulk
of imports comprise manufactured
goods and these imports have been
rising. In general, over 50 per cent
o f non-fuel imports are manufactured
products;
imports
of
machinery and equipment (SITC 7)
comprise more than one fifth o f
non-fuel imports. In 1970, if one
excludes Bangladesh, the lowest
share o f imports of manufactures
in non-fuel imports was in India
and Sri Lanka, where the share was
45 per cent; in the final year of
observation, the corresponding proportion in India was 55.8 per cent
and lower than in any country
excluding Kiribati and Maldives.
Import o f machinery and equipment (SITC 7) into India fell from

Table II.5. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Structure of imports by main SITC categories,
1970,1975 and 1983
(Percentage)
Percentage o f n o n -fu el im p o rts

Percentage o f
to ta l im p o rts

o f w hich
F o o d item s

F uel
1970

1975

1983

1970

1975

A gricultural
raw materials

Cereals

1983

1970

1975

1983

1970

1975

Ores and m etals

1983

1970

1975

1983

A fghanistan

6.1

7.7

21.9

26.5

4.8

05

1.6

1.7

1.6

.2

Bangladesha

3.8

7.6

10.7

52.9

56.8

22.4

45.5

51.3

10.4

8.2

7.1

82

4.6

5.3

9.3

Brunei Darussalam

2.2

1.5

1.4

17.6

14.1

17.3

3.3

2.6

2.6

0.3

0.2

0.3

17.6

24.8

9.4

Burma

6.0

7.7

73

8.0

1.9

0.6

0.6

1.6

0.8

9.8

16.3

Cook Islandsb

4.6

6.7

28.6

28.4

4.9

4.3

1.6

2.1

5.5

3.4

11.0

17.4

23.2

24.8

24.8

23.6

4.0

12

6.8

1.3

0.8

0.7

5.1

4.1

6.1

Hong Kong

2.9

6.4

6.6

2 0 .5

22.2

13.8

3.4

3.5

1.4

6.9

7.4

4.0

4.9

4.3

45

Indiac

7.7

22.6

43.6

22.7

33.3

15.2

16.0

30.4

2.4

10.0

2.7

4.5

19.4

14.3

24.6

10.3

2.6

8.9

2.2

1.7

3.0

3.5

11.2

12.9

11.5

17.4

17.3

Fiji

Indonesiad

2.6

Iran (Islamic
Republic of)

5.4

25.4

9.7

13.2

0.2

0.2

6.6

16.3

0.4

4.8

3.9

5.7

Kiribatie

7.0

10.2

14.5

45.6

43.5

46.8

14.9

14.3

11.4

42

2.8
1.6

1.9

2.3

1.3

2.4

Malaysia

12.1

12.0

15.1

24.5

20.7

13.8

7.9

6.0

42

2.4

2.3

1.6

11.8

11.6

11.3

f

Maldivese
Nepalc
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Republic o f Korea
Samoa
Singapore
Solomon Islandsg
Sri Lanka
Thailandh
Vanuatu

f

3.0

11.8

22.4

28.7

19.6

0.3

18.2

53.6

10.9
0.9

2.6

9.0

12.7

15.3

8.9

0.8

0.1

4.6

12.7

15.3

1 .9

3.9

4.3

5.4

6.5

17.9

19.1
28.4

3.3

10.7

19.2

20.9

24.4

24.3

5.8

7.3

6.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

4.6

4.1

3.7

12.0

21.2

2 7 .5

12.7

13.3

3.8

6.6

4.9

5.7

35

3.0

15.6

9.0

9.1

6.9

19.1

26.6

18.5

17.5

12.2
10.8

13.2

11.7

5.3

16.5

14.1

11.9

11.0

11.6

12.3

3.8

8.3

17.5

30.1

37.7

28.5

5.9

4.1

49

0.6

0.9

3.9

4.9

43

13.5

24.6

31.3

19.0

14.3

11.3

2.9

2.7

6.8
1.6

11.9

7.4

5.6

6.6

10.5

6.6

3.7

5.6

9.9

16.0

28.8

21.8

17.1

8.1

6.7

0.3

0.4

0.8

3.3

2.7

16.7

23.9

48.3

60.6

22.6

27.0

50.5

8.7

22

2.8

2.0

4.5

3.7

5.1

8.8

21.6
10.1

24.3

5.9

55

5.4

1.0

1.0

0.9

3.8

5.2

5.3

11.6

11.4

13.1

11.0

31.0

27.8

29.0

65

7.1

8.8

1.5

1.8

0.8

3.5

3.2

2.0

6.1
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25.4 per cent o f non-fuel imports in
1970 to 22.8 per cent in 1981.17
This share was 23 per cent in Hong
Kong in 1983. The relatively low
share of machinery and equipment
in some o f the other countries such
as Bangladesh, Kiribati, Nepal and
Vanuatu is probably attributable
to the small size o f their industrial
sector.
The share o f textiles and clothing in total non-fuel imports has
17

See Table II .5.

declined in several economies in the
region. From the previous analysis
of exports, one can infer that this
decline is a result o f the emphasis
on the development of the textile
sectors in these economies. Imports
o f chemicals have remained significant in many economies.
The foregoing analysis shows
that developing economies in the
ESCAP region remain largely
dependent on imports for fuel and
capital goods. Though declining,
food imports continue to absorb a

substantial share o f total imports
in most o f these economies.
C. DIRECTION OF TRADE
FLOWS
In addition to diversification
by commodities, diversification in
the geographical pattern o f trade is
desirable for several reasons. First,
given the prospects o f sluggish
growth in the demand for imports
in developed market economies,18
trade with other countries could be

Table II.5. (continued)
Percentage o f non-fuel im ports
o f which
M anufactured goods

1970

1975

Afghanistan

56.4

49.6

Bangladesha

33.8

28.7

Brunei Darussalam

62.6

60.3

Burma

80.9

74.6

Cook Islandsb

64.4

65.4

64.7

Fiji

67.0

1983

Chem ical p ro d u cts

1970

1975

7.3

7.7

59.8

7.7

8.7

69.4

5.1
7.4
7.6

66.1

M achinery and transp o r t e q u ip m e n t

7.3

1983

1983

Textile y a m and
cloth in g

1970

1975

1970

1975

23.2

16.4

1983

12.0

10.7

16.5

16.0

10.6

8.2

7.7

37.5

30.4

38.8

1.6

1.8

2.1

11.8

10.8

30.8

35.4

41.1

2 5 .2

12.6

11.5

6.3

15.7

23.1

9.2

10.7

23.4

24.5

23.4

8.7

9.1

7.7
19.7

5.5

25.6

Hong Kong

67.5

65.8

77.3

8.5

8.0

7.9

16.9

18.0

23.0

192

16.9

IndiaC

44.8

49.5

55.8

12.1

23.0

16.6

25.4

20.2

22.8

0.5

0.3

1.0

74.1

12.9

17.9

15.7

40.8

39.3

46.6

92

3.5

1.3

5.1

2.7

6.7

4.5

Indonesiad

77.3

70.9

Iran (Islamic
Republic o f)

7 0.2

63.5

47.9

51.9

Kiribatie
f
Malaysia

10.2

7.3

72

40.6

43.1

44.4

48.2

6.6

6.1

6.5

14.3

20.0

19.6

64.5

72.6

8.3

9.5

8.9

31.8

37.1

46.8

94.3

77.8

5.1

14.5

20.6

24.9

51.6

66.0

17.2

11.4

15.3

33.4

29.0

36.7

69.7

67.1

68.7

4.8

7.2

6.5

39.0

35.1

37.4

65.6

66.8

14.9

14.8

402

40.4

29.4

59.6

NepalC
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines

61.1
f

56.1

3.1

3.7

4.6

Maldivese

5.6

13.1

27.6
4.1

0.9

2.7

2.4

2.4

3.3
2.7

4.8

Republic o f Korea

54.0

56.8

64.5

8.9

13.4

11.9

315

32.5

39.3

6.9

4.4

Samoa

56.7

54.3

66.0

5.1

4.2

8.9

27.7

27.1

27.8

7.1

6.3

3.7

Singapore

60.0

65.9

74.0

6.0

7.7

7.4

26.4

34.7

43.1

13.5

7.1

6.5

Solom on Islandsg

66.3

73.1

81.7

7.5

85

6.1

32.6

325

46.7

Sri Lanka

45.0

Thailand

74.3

Vanuatu

59.5

33.7

2.6

7 .4

3.7

182

10.3

17.0

39.0

44.4

38.2

7.2

25.4

36.3

22.7

70.0

9.4

11.7

8.9

75.3

70.7

14.2

17.1

67.2

65.3

5.9

5.6

32.0

5 .9
8.4

11.1
3.4
7.5

Source: Computations provided by ESCAP TISNET-MIS based upon UNCTAD, H an d b o o k o f In tem atio n a l Trade and D evelo p m e n tS la tistic s. S u pplem en t 1 9 8 5 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E/F.85.II.D .12), pp. 160-183, table 4 .2 .

a Starting year = 1974. b 1973 and 1976. c Final year = 1981. d Starting year = 1971 and final year for cereals data =
1982. e Final year = 1979. f Final year = 1982. g Final year = 1980. h Final year for cereals data = 1982.
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a significant determinant o f growth
in the overall trade of developing
countries. Secondly, geographical
diversification
may reduce a
country’s instability in export
earnings because a sudden drop in
demand in some trading partners
may be counteracted by an upsurge
in others.
Thirdly, developing
countries often produce some
machinery and capital equipment
and other manufactured goods
under protection for a limited
domestic market. A diversification
o f trade flows could permit the
export o f some o f these goods and
production on a larger scale
enabling a country to reap the
benefits of economies o f scale
unavailable to it otherwise. Trade
of this nature may induce competition among developing countries
and
consequently
stimulate
managerial efficiency and organizational improvements.19 Finally, it
is argued that the historical links in
transport, finance and marketing
have constrained developing countries to undertake more trade with
developed
countries,
creating
dependence on particular markets
and
attendant
vulnerability.20
Efforts to trade with other countries would encourage an appraisal
of these constraints and promote
co-operation among them in trade
expansion.
These general arguments may
be kept in view while examining the
geographical pattern of trade of
18

W. Arthur Lewis, “The slowing
o f the engine o f grow th” ,
American Economic Review (Nashville),
vol.70,
N o.4
(Septem ber
1980),
pp. 5 5 5-564.
dow n

19

Helen Hughes, “ Inter-developing
country
trade
and
em ploym ent”
(M exico C ity, 1 9 80) (mimeographed).
20
Frances Stewart, “The direction
o f international trade: gains and losses
for the third w orld” , A World Divided:

The Less Developed Countries in the
International Economy, G.K. Helleiner,
ed. (Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1976).

developing countries in the ESCAP
region. Tables II.6 and II.7 (overleaf and p. 143) show the destination
of their exports to and the origin of
their imports from the main regions
and subregions.
1. Aggregate flows
(a) Exports
Since 1970, there has been a
consistent increase in the share of
total exports from some developing
countries in the ESCAP region to
other developing countries in the
region and to Western Asia. The
share o f intraregional trade among
developing countries in the region
increased from 20.3 per cent in
1970 to 27 per cent in 1983. Trade
with Western Asia increased from
2.3 per cent in 1970 to 6.0 per cent
of total exports from developing
countries in the region in 1983.
Trade with North America declined
by about 5 per cent during the
1970s but increased by 4.5 per cent
by 1983. This can probably be
explained by the early upturn in
the business cycle in the United
States of America which had
started to come out of the recession
from early 1983. Continued slow
growth in West European countries
is among the factors contributing
to the fall in their share of exports
from developing countries in the
ESCAP region. The small share of
exports going to countries in the
Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) appears to have
declined consistently. Trade with
the developed countries in the
ESCAP region increased substantially during the 1970s (by about 4
per cent) but dropped in 1983 to
the same level as in 1970. The
small share of exports to the two
developing regions of Africa and
South America has stagnated.
In general, one quarter o f exports
from developing countries in the
ESCAP region go to other developing countries in that region,

20 per cent each go to North
America and developed countries
in the ESCAP region, 15-20 per
cent go to Western Europe and the
remainder to countries in CMEA
and developing countries in other
regions.
The examination o f the main
trade flows of individual ESCAP
economies in Table II.6 provides
an instructive picture of the
economic interdependence between
countries in the ESCAP region and
those in other world regions.
Economies such as Hong Kong, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea
and Samoa appear to be particularly sensitive to the economic situation in North America. In 1983
about 35 per cent of their exports
flowed to this region. In addition,
their export shares increased significantly between 1980 and 1983,
indicating that these economies
are highly dependent on income
growth in North America. India,
Singapore and Sri Lanka sell about
20 per cent of then exports in
North America and have dramatically increased their share of
exports, to this region between
1980 and 1983. In the latter two
countries, the percentage of exports
to North America has also increased
consistently between 1970 and
1983. While Indonesia maintained
its share at about 20 per cent,
surprisingly the share of Malaysia
declined between 1980 and 1983.
There are indications that in
1984, with the rapid development
in the manufacture and export of
electronic components, Hong Kong,
the Republic of Korea and Singapore substantially increased their
dependence on the United States
market. Other countries, including
China,
the
Philippines
and
Thailand, also appear to have significantly increased their exports to
the United States market in that
year. These shifts in the directions
of trade have made these economies
vulnerable to developments in the
United States economy.
The
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expected substantial fall in the rate
of economic growth in these economies in 1985 compared with 1984
can, to some extent, be attributed
to their increased dependence on
the United States economy as a
main market for their exports. It
does appear that as several economies o f the region move into the
export
of
high
technology
products, their vulnerability to
changes in world economic conditions has increased significantly.
Fiji, Nepal and Papua New
Guinea are particularly dependent
on Western European markets, with
respectively 29, 53 and 39 per cent

of their exports going to this
region. They are also among the
few countries whose share of
exports
to
Western
Europe
increased significantly between
1980 and 1983.
Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka and Thailand are dependent
for about 20 per cent o f their
exports
on
Western Europe.
Exports to the European Economic
Community (EEC), o f course,
constitute the major part o f exports
to Europe. Except for Fiji, India,
Nepal, Papua New Guinea, the
Philippines and Thailand, there
is a noticeable tendency towards a

Table II.6. Selected economies in the ESCAP region.
1970,1980 and 1983

decline in the importance o f the
Western European markets for
exports from Asian and Pacific
countries.
This is particularly
striking
in
Singapore, whose
exports to Western Europe declined
from a share o f 18 per cent in 1970
to 10 per cent in 1983.
The Eastern European market
is particularly im portant for Afghanistan, with 55 per cent of its
exports being sold in this market.
Among others, South Asian economies have by far the strongest
links with CMEA countries. Nearly
14 per cent o f India’s exports go to
Eastern Europe, while in Bang-

Exports by destination to major regions or subregions,

(Percentage o f to ta l e x p o rt o f goo d s a t current prices)

To

N orth A m erica

Eastern Europe
and USSR

EEC

Western E urope

From

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

ESCAP developing
econom iesa

2 3 .0

17.7

22.2

20.0

172

14.1

18.0

15.2

12.3

29.8

33.7

23.7

24.9

28.9

20.6

18.9

20.9

16.7

19.7

Afghanistan

3.1

Bangladesh
Brunei Darussalam
Burma

0.3

China

1.4

2.1

10.2

15.4

8.6

8.1

1.9

2.4

6.2

8.7

13.0

16.1

15.0

12.2

20.6

11.2

12.0

12.8

11.1

Fiji

27.3

17.4

10.8

32.2

25.8

29.4

322

25.8

29.3

Hong Kong

38.4

28.1

35.0

25.7

26.9

19.1

21.4

22.4

15.8

India

15.3

12.4

22.7

20.1

25.6

20.8

18.9

22.6

18.6

Indonesia

13.0

19.8

20.3

14.9

6.6

4.7

14.9

6.3

4 .5

Lao People’s D em ocratic Republic 24.2

3.9

9.9

3.0

5.1

3 .2

2.5

5.1

3.0

14.9

16.8

13.9

21.0

1 8 .2

15.5

19.3

16.9

14.6

9.7

9.5

9.9

20.8

2 8 .2

53.0

20.3

27.4

50.7

13.1

5.9

6.8

26.9

22.6

19.0

24.0

19.0

16.1

Papua New Guinea 11.8

4.7

2.3

31.1

36.8

38.9

30.9

32.5

34.7

Malaysia
Nepal
Pakistan

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

5.8

3.4

2.4

40.7

48.0

47.6

39.6

50.0

55.4

24.1

13.4

15.6

7.7

10.5

39.7

36.8

84.9

88.4

65.6

62.8

0.7

0.7
24.1

2.0

1.6

1.6

7.1

4.4

5 9.8

56.0

56.0

27.3

44.5

46.1

232

28.0

32.6

0.3

0.3

20.2

20.2

1 3 .9

27.6

24.0

26.8

2.2

0.6

0.6

66.5

66.3

67.0

70.9

58.6

843

5.4

11.8

3 .2

3.8

41.9

28.6

37.7

8.6

1 8 .2

17.7

7.3

17.0

16.6

3 .5

Republic o f Korea 49.4

28.4

36.3

8.6

17.4

15.5

7.7

15.0

12.5

0.1

Philippines

E SC AP to ta l

5 2.9

56.5

62.0

69.1

58.2

36.8

4 .2

27.6

41.2

39.6

1.1

54.8

563

56.8

1.8

46.5

43.5

36.3

36.6

33.0

28.6

2 .5

6.7

6.0

32.9

40.0

49.5

13.6

35.6

41.7

13.6

48.9

32.6

4 5 .2

Singapore

12.3

13.2

18.9

18.3

13.9

10.4

16.3

12.3

9.1

4.9

1.8

1.0

545

54.8

56.5

Sri Lanka

9.8

12.6

19.2

33.3

22.3

21.0

32.9

20.1

19.3

8 .5

4 .2

5.0

25.7

23.2

20.7

13.6

13.0

15.8

20.3

28.6

23.3

18.4

25.7

212

0.4

2.1

0.1

7 2.9

10.8

8 .5

72.9

8.0

8.0

Samoa

Thailand
V iet Nam

2.8

1.5

54.9

445

45.0

7 .5

6.4

21.9

57.6

69.3

Australia

15.6

13.8

11.7

22.4

14.8

15.4

21.3

13.5

14.4

23

6.1

3.3

50.2

53.0

55.2

Japan

34.1

26.3

32.0

14.8

16.5

15.6

11.2

13.3

12.6

2.3

2.8

2.4

27.6

28.3

29.1

New Zealand

20.6

15.5

15.9

45.1

24.1

20.5

44.7

23.1

19.6

2.0

4 .5

4.9

22.5

44.6

48.2
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Table II.6 (continued)
To

ESCAP
d e velo p ed countries

E SC A P developin g
countries

S ou th A m erica

Africa

Western Asia

From

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

ESCAP developing
economiesa

20.4

24.1

20.7

20.3

23.9

27.0

3.7

3.4

2.7

1.3

2.4

1.9

2.3

4.4

6.0

Afghanistan

0.2

0.5

7.2

23.8

7.6

10.4

13.7

9.0

3.3

0.4

72.1

67.7

16.8

9.7

5 .2

0.8

23.6

21.4

2.7

2.4

25.6

18.9

Bangladesh
Brunei Darussalam
Burma

7.8

China
Fiji

20.1

12.8

8.4

32.1

26.4

12.8

20.7

48.8

53.1

32.4

34.6

7.3

19.0

27.2

52.1

1.8

1.8

1.3

1.2

5.4

6.4

2.1

1.9

2.3

10.1
4.1

4.9
5.4

1 .9
4.1

4.4

2.6

3 .5

0 .2

0 .2

Hong Kong

10.6

7.3

7.1

12.5

20.6

2 5 .5

4.7

4.4

2.7

2.4

3.1

1.1

1.9

4.0

India

15.9

11.0

12.0

11.7

13.1

14.8

8.4

6.1

4 .2

0 .5

0 .5

0.3

5.0

9.3

8.8

Indonesia

44.4

51.3

47.8

22.1

15.0

19.2

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.4

4.4

4.8

0.3

0.7

Lao People’s Demo cratic Republic
0.2

23.0

8.4

70.7

35.6

75.9

Malaysia

21.0

24.7

21.3

31.9

31.8

40.7

0.6
0.8

0.6

0.7

1.4

0 .5

0.6

1.3

1.9

Nepal

4.8

12.2

1.5

64.2

46.0

35.3

0.2

0.3

Pakistan

9.1

83

8.8

18.5

32.7

30.8

7 .5

6.4

5.0

3.6

1.7

1.1

7 .2

18.0

23.3

Papua New Guinea 53.9

52.1

44.2

0.9

4.2

12.6

0 .3

0.1

02

Philippines

28.4

21.6

5.9

15.1

14.7

0 .5

0 .9

0.4

0.2

1.4

1.1

0.1

1.8

1.8

8.0

1 4 .2

13.3

2 .0

4.3

3.0

0 .9

2.7

2.1

0.2

9.4

10.3

0.1

6.4

40.6

2 9 .5

3.9

0.2

1.9

0.3

Republic o f Korea 28.6

18.8

15.3

Samoa

48.9

32.4

38.8

Singapore

11.4

13.9

13.1

43.5

40.9

4 3 .5

3 .5

4.9

3.7

1.8

2.6

2.2

2.3

5.6

4.6

Sri Lanka

8.7

4.9

5.9

17.0

18.3

14.7

6.8

7.2

11.1

0.8

2.0

0 .9

2.8

14.2

13.3

Thailand

26.1

16.2

16.7

28.8

28.2

28.2

2.0

3.4

5.6

0.1

0.7

0.7

3.2

5.6

6.6

Viet Nam

10.4

28.4

17.8

11.5

29.2

5 1 .5

1.0

3.7

2.4

31.6

31.4

33.0

18.7

21.7

22.2

3 .5

3 .2

2.2

1.0

1.2

0.8

1.5

4 .5

4.1

3.6

3.1

3.6

24.0

2 5 .2

25.5

4.3

4.9

3.6

5.7

6.6

4.0

2.0

9.0

9.0

18.7

25.8

28.4

3.9

19.8

0 .5

1.1

1 .5

1 .8

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.6

Australia
Japan
New Zealand
Source :

18.8

2.9

Computations provided by ESCAP TISNET-MIS based upon IMF, Direction o f Trade (Washington, D.C.), various

issues.
a

Including intraregional exports.

ladesh the share is 10 per cent.
About 5 per cent o f exports from
Pakistan and Sri Lanka were taken
up by socialist countries o f Eastern
Europe.
However, there was a
notable decline in the share of
exports from India to Eastern
Europe, from 20 per cent in 1980
to 14 per cent in 1983. For other
economies in the ESCAP region
except China and Viet Nam, the
Eastern European market remains
of small significance.
Trade within the ESCAP region
accounts for the largest share of
exports from the region’s develop-

ing countries. In several countries,
exports to developed countries in
the region, in particular to Japan,
represent nearly two fifths or more
o f total exports. Oil exports to
Japan dominate the exports of
Brunei Darussalam and Indonesia,
with shares o f 67.7 and 47.8 per
cent, respectively o f their total
exports to developed countries in
1983. Forty-four per cent o f Papua
New Guinea’s exports also go to
developed countries in the region,
in particular to Australia. A large
part of Samoa’s exports also goes
to Australia.
The developed

countries in the region take up
about 20 per cent of exports from
China, Fiji, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam. The
direction of change in the importance of exports to the region’s
developed
economies
is not
uniform across its developing
economies. Since 1970, a decrease
in this share o f exports is observed
in Hong Kong, India, Nepal, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea,
Sri Lanka and Thailand. A slight
increase is noticed in Singapore. In
other countries, the share does not
show any noticeable trend.
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Trade
among
developing
countries in the ESCAP region has
generally been important and
increasing over the last decade. In
Burma, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Viet Nam, exports
to developing countries in the

region represent nearly or more
than 50 per cent of the total. The
corresponding share is more than
25 per cent in Bangladesh, China,
Fiji, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Nepal,
Pakistan, Singapore and Thailand.
In most other countries, exports

B ox II.2. C ountertrade
“Countertrade” is now familiar
jargon in the literature on international
trade. The basic idea underlying it is
the exchange o f goods or services
betw een countries w ithout parallel
transactions in m oney. However, the
concept is not w ithout ambiguity. In
practice, five to six variants o f countertrade have been identified, and the
major form s are the follow ing three:
•
Barter trade under which a
direct exchange o f goods or services
takes place. Both exports and imports
are usually covered by a single contract
and carried out simultaneously and no
m oney changes hands.
•
Counterpurchase is where an
exporter to a particular market undertakes to spend all or part o f the receipts from the export on the purchase
o f goods or services from the same
market. The details o f imports by the
original exporter are not usually
specified, but an agreed upon proportion o f export receipts must be spent
within a particular period. Generally,
the original export is paid for in cash
or in credit.
•
Buy-back occurs where an
enterprise setting up a plant in another
country agrees to buy part or all o f the
output o f that plant or when a patent
is sold w ith an understanding that the
seller would purchase a part or all o f
the goods produced under the patent.
The quantitative importance o f
countertrade is difficult to establish
because official trade statistics do not
distinguish countertrade from the rest.
In consequence, estim ates have differed widely ranging from 1 to 4 0 per
cent o f world trade. Whatever the true
figure, there is no denying that countertrade
has
assumed
increasing
im portance during the last few years.
The increased reliance on countertrade
is due to several reasons. Som e o f
these are: the need for saving foreign
currency to service growing debt liabilities, securing access to markets under
circumstances in which it would be
difficult to sell certain products w ithout countertrade and, in some cases,
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for
obviating
export
quota
or
minimum export price restrictions.
A dequate inform ation is not
available regarding total countertrade
undertaken by developing econom ies
in the ESCAP region. However, during
the period 1977-1983, there were
101 countertrade deals recorded betw een them and the countries belonging to OECD. Of these, Indonesia had
63 deals, China 22 and Bangladesh 5.
Countertrade in the form o f barter
betw een developing econom ies in the
region and the centrally planned
econom ies o f Eastern Europe has been
in operation for quite some time.
There also has been som e countertrade
among developing countries them selves.
The value involved in these
deals is not known.
Indonesia adopted an explicit
counterpurchase
policy
effective
1 January 1982. Malaysia appointed a
com m ittee in June 1982 to explore
potential markets and identify eligible
products for increasing countertrade.
Several countries in the region have
established special institutions to deal
with countertrade.
The principal advantages attributed to countertrade are that it
reduces the need for convertible
foreign exchange, encourages export
o f non-traditional products and helps
break into new markets.
On the
other hand, it is argued that by
promoting bilateralism, countertrade
jeopardizes an efficient international
division o f labour along the lines o f
comparative advantage. This problem
has been partially overcom e w ith the
intervention o f financial institutions,
such as commercial banks, in facilitating deals among several countries,
each country dealing bilaterally w ith
the other, w ith banks making the
deals multilateral. While the need for
cautious choice o f products cannot
be overstressed, countertrade may
be a useful supplementary means to
overcom e the problems o f access to
markets and the constraints o f foreign
exchange in financing trade.

to developing countries in the
region represent between 10 and 15
per cent o f total exports.
Western
Asian
countries,
including the major oil exporters
o f that region, have received an
increasingly im portant share of
total exports from several developing economies in the ESCAP region.
Exports to Western Asia are 23 per
cent o f Pakistan’s exports.
In
China, India, the Republic o f Korea
and Sri Lanka, the share is about
10 per cent, in Bangladesh and
Thailand, about 6.5 per cent, and
in Hong Kong and Singapore,
slightly more than 4 per cent.
Western Asia is the only developing
area outside the ESCAP region
which has assumed some importance
as a market for exports from developing countries in the ESCAP
region.
(b) Imports
Table II.7 shows the origin of
imports to selected developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
In many developing economies in
the region, more than 50 per cent
of imports come from within the
ESCAP region. A major share of
these imports originate in the
developed countries o f the region,
in particular Japan. In many countries, the share of imports from
developed countries in the region
has increased since 1970. However,
in the aggregate the share of
imports into the region’s developing countries from its developed
countries has declined and comprises about one quarter of total
imports. Imports from developing
countries in the region have increased substantially in most cases;
the average share o f imports from
these countries rose from 19 per
cent in 1970 to nearly 23 per cent
in 1983. In general, the dependence on imports from North
America has been decreasing in most
countries in the ESCAP region
except for a few such as Malaysia
and Singapore. Imports from North

America still represent about a
quarter of total imports into the
Philippines and the Republic of
Korea. In China, these account for
one fifth of total imports.
The share of imports originating in Western Europe is declining
substantially in developing economies in the ESCAP region. Imports originating in Eastern Europe
and the Union o f Soviet Socialist
Republics have also generally lost
ground; except in Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, China, India, Pakistan
and Viet Nam, imports from the
European socialist countries do not

account for more than 1 per cent
of total imports in most cases.
Imports from Africa and Latin
America represent together only a
small percentage of total imports
in all developing countries in the
ESCAP region.
As in exports,
Sri Lanka appears to have relatively
greater trade relations with Africa.
The Republic o f Korea and Viet
Nam have substantially increased
their imports from Africa since
1980.
China, India, the Philippines
and the Republic of Korea are the
only developing countries in the

region whose imports from South
America are significant. The share
of others remains very low.
Changes in the share of imports
originating in Western Asia mainly
reflect changes in the value of the
imports o f oil. As is to be expected, the shares have generally
declined after 1980.
(c) Some generalizations
Based on the analysis in the
preceding paragraphs, the following
generalizations appear to be in
order:
(a) There are a number of

Table II.7. Selected econom ies in th e ESCAP region. Im ports by origin from m ajor regions or subregions, 1970,
1980 and 1983
(Percentage o f total im po rt o f goods at current prices)

From

N orth America

Eastern Europe
and USSR

EEC

Western Europe

ESCAP total

1970

1980

1 983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

21.7

17.1

16.9

20.6

15.8

155

18.5

13.1

13.2

32

3.6

2.0

46.1

44.3

46.8

4.3

1.5

0.7

17.5

11.0

11.9

15.4

10.1

8.4

35.1

27.0

24.5

35.8

493

52.2

Bangladesh

17.0

16.1

17.7

20.2

14.3

15.5

4.4

52

B runei D arussalam

20.4

19.6

20.9

17.1

2 0 .2

16.3

5.3

2.7

33.3

42.9

27.3

39.5

ESCAP developing
econom iesa
A fghanistan

Burm a

8.1

23.8

China
Fiji
H ong Kong
India

27.9

17.1

20.4

5.6

7.4

4.4

22.4

13.9

12.5

11.7

21.8

15.1

13.3

19.8

36.5

25.7

14.1

18.4

6.8

15.1

02

0.8
6.3

03

0.1

68.8

18.2

12.1

11.5

0.5

0.3

0.4

52.2

60.4

17.9

21.1

22.0

14.9

10.4

6.9

15.0

25.0

27.0

21.6

13.3

14.0

0.6

0.6

0.6

48.2

54.4

54.8

58.0

71.7

74.8

0.6

0.5

57.1

52.9

56.6

86.2

79.1

8 0 .2

22.3

2 5 .5

30.9

71.4

82.7

84.0

45.1

37.9

37.6

52.0

38.5

39.3
80.2

17.5

0.2

0.1

14.3

19.2

15.8

14.0

17.5

14.4

0.8

23.3

15.6

14.1

0 .6

Malaysia

9.7

16.2

17.0

25.1

17.8

16.4

N epal

2.1

6.0

3.8

11.7

14.0

15.3

10.8

12.2

12.8

32.6

14.9

11.0

32.5

23.8

24.5

29.8

21.6

21.3

7.6

3.1

7.0

9.3

9.3

82

5.1

8.8

7.6

4.6

02

0.1

13.5

15.4

10.6

11.7

R epublic o f K orea 30.6

23.6

24.1
25.7

17.8

10.8

63.0

14.1

152

24.5

83.7

25.1

21.6

31.1

41.8

76.7

15.4

8.1

16.6

Philippines

49. 5

40.6

24.5

9.6

13.9

Papua New Guinea 14.2

57.6

21.1

17.8

Pakistan

54.6

24.2
56.9

8.9

11.3

Lao P eople’s D em o
24.1
cratic R epublic

Indonesia

1.0
7.6

31.3
55.4

12.3
8.4

10.4

10.5

7.1

0 5.

23

05

0.1

8.3

Samoa

15.7

8.7

11.5

11.9

8.4

55

11.9

8.3

5.1

0.7

71.6

79.4

Singapore

11.4

14.6

15.5

17.6

13.5

12.1

15.6

11.0

10.3

0.9

0.3

0.6

58.5

45.6

48.5

26.7

21.9

16.9

6.7

1.2

0.5

47.5

40.9

59.7

22.6

132

12.7

1.4

1.0

1.1

48.1

44.4

50.1
61.1

Sri L anka
T hailand
V iet Nam
A ustralia

8.6

5.6

8.3

27.4

24.8

20.5

15.6

15.9

14.1

26.4

16.6

15.9

84.7

0.2

4.0

23.4

32.1

13.7

21.6

25.1

10.9

29.4

24.5

23.9

39.9

26.5

24.7

35.3

22.2

21.0

0.7

9.8

25

42.9

43.5

0.5

05

22.3

33.7

37.0

32.9

33.8

46.8

51.5

Jap an

34.4

20.8

23.1

10.3

7.4

8.7

8.3

5.6

6.4

3.1

15

1.4

29.6

New Z ealand

17.4

16.4

17.8

38.1

22.7

22.6

35.8

19.8

195

0.4

05

0.2

37.1
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economies in the region heavily
dependent on particular markets,
especially for their exports.2 1
Historical trading links, political
relationships and other forms o f
contact (e.g. aid, travel) may
explain this. Whatever the cause,
the element of vulnerability introduced by such heavy dependence
cannot be lost sight of. The scope
21

An analysis o f exports o f individual com m odity groups indicates that
for som e countries and some com m odity
groups, the dependence on particular
markets is substantially larger than
indicated by aggregate exports.

flows, are some o f the probable
for geographical diversification
causes for this small share. Vigorous
should, therefore, be carefully
market prom otion measures based
explored by individual countries.
on an identification o f compleTo some extent, geographical
mentarities
between
import
diversification may be dependent
demand and domestic production
upon commodity diversification.
(b)
The share of trade withstructures may be rewarding.
(c) There has been a signifiEastern Europe and USSR and
cant expansion o f exports over the
developing regions such as Latin
1970s and the early 1980s to
America and Africa continues to
Western Asia. This trend may not
be very small.
Transport costs,
be sustainable in view o f the predifferences in business practices,
lack o f financing facilities, political
vailing oil glut and the resultant
differences, slow income growth in
decline in revenue from oil, which
some countries o f these groups, or
is the principal stimulant of import
simply inadequate information
demand in that region.
This

Table II.7 (continued)
ESC AP
de ve lo p e d countries

From
To

1970

1980

1983

ESCAP developing
economiesa

27.1

24.6

Afghanistan

17.5

Bangladesh
Brunei Darussalam
Burma

28.8

China

ESC AP developing
countries

A frica

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

1970

1980

1983

24.1

19.0

19.7

22.7

2.4

1.2

1.3

0.9

1.6

18.3

13.2

16.6

13.4

8.1

25.7

22.2

38.3

29.6

32.8

29.3

25.7

36.1

35.6

17.9

16.1

29.7

34.6

19.4

19.9

7 .9

12.4

0.1
0.4

Western Asia

Sou th Am erica

1970

1980

1983

2 .2

3.0

13.5

10.7

0.4
15.7

18.3

1.0

1.0

0.2

0.2

0 .3

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.1

4.3

7.0

0.3

0.9

2.0

1.9

0.1

Fiji

50.8

59.5

71.5

18.0

17.3

12.3

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.1

1.0

0.3

1.8

Hong Kong

26.4

24.9

24.9

25.8

35.5

3 8 .2

2.4

1.4

0.9

1.8

0.6

0.8

1.9

1.2

0.7

7.0

7.0

10.4

8.0

18.0

16.6

10.6

1.9

1 .5

0.9

2 .5

2.8

1.9

19.6

21.0

32.2

35.7

26.0

16.0

18.7

28.8

2.9

1.2

0.8

0.3

1.0

0.8

9.0

5.7

0.7

0.6

1.8

0.7

1.2

3 .2

8.4

4.9

1.9

1.2

3.1

29.2

0.1

0.6

0.2

0.4

India
Indonesia

Lao People’s Democratic Republic 14.8

11.8

17.5

43.2

5 9 .5

57.3

0 .6

Malaysia

29.3

30.3

33.1

23.6

26.3

0.4

-

24.0

0.1

0 .4

Nepal

10.0

21.0

19.8

76.2

5 8 .2

60.4

Pakistan

12.7

11.6

16.2

9.7

14.0

14.7

0.4

0 .5

1 .3

Papua New Guinea 64.4

62.9

66.1

7.0

19.8

17.9

0.1

0.1

0 .3

Philippines

27.3

35.9

23.9

20.5

9.2

14.0

17.1

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.7

1.7

2 .5

3.5

20.5

18.6

Republic o f Korea 41.8

29.7

27.9

10.2

8.8

11.4

0.3

0.6

2.4

0.3

1.6

3.8

3.7

23.1

13.7

Samoa

59.0

61.9

58.0

12.7

17.5

22.2

Singapore

24.4

20.6

20.2

34.0

25.0

2 8 .3

1.5

1.0

1.2

1.1

0.8

0.6

7.0

21.6

18.7

Sri Lanka

14.2

15.1

19.8

33.3

25.8

3 9 .5

4 .3

2.4

3.1

0.4

7.1

20.9

2 0 .5

1.8
1.8

0 .5

0.9

0 .5

12

1.4

13.3

26.2

38.6

5.8

7.5

0.1

0.3

1.3

0.1

2.9

Thailand

41.0

23.5

29.6

Viet Nam

29.6

17.3

22.6

15.1

20.5

25.5

7.3

132

11.5

1.1

0.9

0.6

0 .5

05

1.0

3.6

8.8

5.6

6.0

20.8

27.3

27.8

5.8

3 .2

2.6

7 .2

4.0

5.0

6.8

Australia
Japan
New Zealand
Source:
issues.
a
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1 8 .2

5.6

17.5

12.9

1.2
9.0

7.8

28.3

2 3 .2

3.2
3.4
10.1
0.8
1.3
14.1
1.3
7.5
0 .5
29.7
0 .9
32.8
0.9
37.5
14.0
Com putations provided by ESCAP TISNET-MIS based upon IMF, D irection o f Trade (Washington, D.C.), various

Including intraregional imports.

development further underscores
the need for exploring alternative
markets.
(d) Intraregional trade among
developing economies in the
ESCAP region has already had a
substantial boost. This momentum
needs to be kept up by strengthening such institutions as the Bangkok
Agreement, the Asian Clearing
Union
and other preferential
trading arrangements, with due consideration to avoiding unwarranted
costs o f trade diversion.
2. Bilateral flows
A more detailed analysis of
intraregional trade shows that, in
general, bilateral trade shares
among developing economies in the
ESCAP region are low.22 However,
a number o f economies have
emerged as important trading
partners for other developing economies in the region. China, Hong
Kong, India, Malaysia, Singapore,
and to a certain extent the Republic o f Korea, represent substantial
export markets for a number of
22

Detailed com putations o f such
bilateral trade shares, not reported
here, are provided b y ESCAP TISNETMIS based o n IMF, D irection o f Trade
(Washington, D.C.), various issues; see
also ESCAP, Foreign Trade Statistics
o f Asia and the Pacific (Bangkok),
various issues.

developing economies in the region.
China, for instance, absorbs
nearly 18 per cent o f Hong Kong’s
exports, 16.4 per cent of the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic’s
exports, and about 4.0 per cent
each o f Nepal’s and Papua New
Guinea’s exports. The Hong Kong
market absorbs about 5 per cent
or more of total exports from
several countries, e.g. Burma, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
More than a quarter of China’s and
Viet Nam’s exports are absorbed by
or in transit via Hong Kong. The
Indian market takes nearly 30 per
cent of Nepal’s and nearly all o f
Bhutan’s exports. Other countries
for which the Indian market is
significant are Malaysia (2.4 per
cent o f its exports), the Republic of
Korea (2.3 per cent) and Singapore
(2.8 per cent), 10 per cent of
Pakistan’s exports go to the Islamic
Republic of Iran. Malaysia also
represents an important export
market for Burma (5.3 per cent),
Fiji (8.3 per cent), the Philippines
(3.3 per cent), Singapore (16.2 per
cent) and Thailand (4.5 per cent).
Exports to the Republic of Korea
are important for Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea
and, to a certain degree, India. Oil
from Brunei Darussalam, agricultural raw materials such as wood
and rubber from Malaysia and

metals and ores from Papua New
Guinea are the main commodities
traded with the Republic of Korea.
Exports to Singapore are quite
significant for many developing
countries in the ESCAP region, in
particular, Burma (14 per cent of
exports), Indonesia (14.8 per cent)
and Malaysia (22.5 per cent).
Trade between Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore has, o f course, an
im portant re-export content. In
the
Philippines,
Samoa
and
Thailand, exports to Singapore
range between 6 and 8 per cent of
total exports. Trade flows between
Viet Nam and Singapore are also
large, representing 14 per cent of
Viet Nam’s exports. Sri Lanka is
an important market for Burma
(6.4 per cent), while Thailand
absorbs nearly 5 per cent o f the
exports o f Brunei Darussalam, the
Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Malaysia and Singapore.
It is thus clear that important
bilateral trade flows have developed
between several developing economies in the region. Asian newly
industrializing
economies,
of
course, play a leading role, but
China, India and Malaysia are fastgrowing export markets for other
developing countries in the region.
These developments provide further
support to the possibilities of
intraregional co-operation in trade.
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III. PATTERNS OF TRADE IN SERVICES

A. DEFINITIONS AND SOURCES
OF DATA
1. Conceptual and measurement
problems
erchandise trade constitutes
the major item in the current
account of the balance o f payments
o f most countries. However, other
items have become increasingly
more important in recent years.
These items are rather heterogeneous and do not easily lend
themselves to neat conceptual and
analytical treatment. Consequently, there exists considerable confusion and ambiguity regarding the
components o f current transactions
in the non-merchandise account
and in analysing the factors determining the levels and rates of
change o f such trade. The rubric
“services” is often used to cover
such diverse elements as shipping,
freight and insurance, tourism,
investment income and interest
payments, as well as workers’ remittances and other unrequited private
transfers. Recently payments for
royalties, and technological and
data services, which are lumped to gether as “other services” , have
assumed considerable importance as
essential imports of many developing countries.
An important reason for ambiguity in the treatment of trade in
services, unlike that in commodities, arises from the existence o f a
much looser correspondence between the classification schemes for
services production and trade than
for goods production and trade.

M
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This situation was not serious when
“trade in services” , which was often
synonymous
with
“invisibles”
trade, consisted mainly of shipping
and insurance. With the emergence
o f sophisticated services, both
traded and non-traded, which
has accompanied growth during
the past three decades, the links
between domestic production of
and trade in services have become
more complex.
In spite of the very complex
nature of trade in services and the
lack o f a consistent conceptual
framework for defining and measuring international service transactions, any analysis o f international
trade would remain woefully incomplete without an attempt at
assessing their im portance.1 The
present chapter is designed to provide an exploratory account of the
trade in services of the developing
countries in the ESCAP region.
Third section discusses the nature of
service transactions and problems
of concepts, definitions and data.
Section B presents the available
data on international service transactions and analyses them in global
and regional contexts.
Further
analytical work and discussions of
policy are left to later exercises.
1 The IMF in World E conom ic O u tlo o k (1 9 8 5 ) has introduced a new analytical subcategory o f non-fuel exporting
developing countries, entitled “ service
and rem ittance countries” , w hose receipts
from services and private transfers
am ount to at least 5 0 per cent o f their
exports o f goods and services. Six developing countries in the ESCAP region
belong to this subcategory.

The
distinction
between
“goods” and “services” is not easily
clarified. No universally accepted
criteria exist for distinguishing
them on a mutually exclusive basis.
Two suggested criteria may exemplify the difficulties. The first of
these is non-storability.
Since
services must be used instantaneously as they are produced, they
cannot be stored. However, certain
goods, because of their perishability, also cannot be stored and thus
approach, in varying degrees, the
nature of services.2 The second
criterion is the low ratio of the value
of goods embodied in services as
intermediate inputs to the value of
their o u tp u t .3 The definition based
on the observation that most commodities “to a much greater degree
involve the processing of physical
things” is somewhat begging the
question and even questionable.
Primary commodities, especially
natural resources, satisfy the criterion. However, goods produced
with high technology, such as electronic computers and compact disc
players, contain a very low proportion of “goods” in the value of the
product. In contrast, food catering
services contain a very high ratio of
intermediate commodities to value
2 See T.P. Hill, “On goods and services” , The Review o f Income and
Wealth (New Haven), vol. 2 3 , N o. 4
(December 1 9 7 7 ), pp. 315-338.

3

l.B . Kravis, Services in the Domestic Economy and in World Transactions,
Working Paper N o. 1124 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, National Bureau o f E conom ic Research, 1983).

of final output. Yet “food catering” is classified as a service.
These difficulties in defining
services to the exclusion o f goods
have persuaded most analysts to
take a pragmatic, rather than a
satisfactory theoretical approach.
For the boundaries between goods
and services based on any criterion
are ill-defined and are continually
shifting.4 It will be some time
before a satisfactory concept o f
services becomes available and
useful in the collection o f data. In
the light o f the increasing im portance and role o f services in
both production and international
trade, work in this direction cannot
begin too soon.
There are also problems o f
measurement.
The present data
available for analysing production
in the service sector have evolved
broadly in line with the sectoral
divisions defined under the United
Nations System o f National Accounts (SNA).
There are differences in opinion and national
practice regarding the coverage of
the service sector.
While the
broadest definition includes all
output other than from agriculture,
mining and manufacturing, the inclusion o f the output of utilities,
construction and public administration and defence is subject to controversy. When the same service is
provided by the Government in one
country and by the private sector
in another, international comparability is affected depending upon
whether the service provided by the
Government appears as general
government service or in that particular sector. For instance, maintenance of government housing
may appear either in general gov4

For an interesting analysis o f the
phenomenon o f the “splintering process
o f transformation o f goods into services
and vice versa, as a result o f technological change and economies o f scale, see J.
Bhagwati, “Splintering and disembodiment of services in developing nations” ,
The World Economy (London), vol. 7,
No. 2 (June 1984), pp. 133-144.

emment or in the housing sector.
The existence o f an informal service
sector o f unmeasured size in developing countries further complicates
the problems o f measurement.

2.

Sources of data on trade
in services
Much o f the output o f the service sector is non-tradable internationally and consumed domestically.

B ox II.3. T he impact o f inform ation
technology on trade in servicesa
In recent years revolutionary
developm ents have taken place in the
technology for processing and transfer
o f information. These developm ents
have created new opportunities as well
as new challenges for international
trade in services.
Advances in information technology have made possible trade in
new services and have widened the
scope for services already traded.
For instance, increased computerto-com puter com m unication has facilitated the growth o f trade in com puteraided design. It has revolutionized
international banking w ith tremendously increased capacity to collect
and exchange massive am ounts o f
financial data and to transfer funds
almost instantaneously.
There
has
been a sharp increase in the demand
for
the
professional services
of
scientists, engineers, designers, systems
analysts and computer programmers
for autom ated production processes
resulting from the introduction o f
information technology. The automated processes require less o f material
inputs and physical labour and more
inputs o f inform ation and knowledge.
O ften,
the
equipment
and
the
processes can be sold only with supporting services: engineering services to
demonstrate their use, consultancy
services for their installation, maintenance services to ensure their continued operation and so on. Trade in
such goods has becom e intimately
linked to trade in services.
A link betw een advances in inform ation technology and the growth
o f trade in services is also due to the
demand from multinational corporations w hose scope o f operations on a
global scale has required the application
of
advanced
information

a Based on Geza Feketekuty and
Kathryn Hauser, “Inform ation techn ology and trade in services” , E conom ic Im pact (Washington, D.C.), No.
5 2 ,1 9 8 5 /4 , pp. 22-28.

technology and provided a spur to the
demand for trade in information
related services. The principal functions in which the m ultinationals often
apply information technology are:
(a) production control, illustrated by
the growth o f robotics and computerassisted
manufacturing,
(b)
coordination among several aspects o f
research, (c) design, as in the case o f
computer-aided designs, (d) marketing,
specially for transmitting information regarding local market conditions,
and arranging credit, (e) distribution,
including scheduling, routing and producing required transport or trade
docum entation, (f) order processing, to
co-ordinate among independent production facilities, (g) after-sale services,
such as tracking defects and maintaining records, and (h) strengthening
international management processes
through improvements in and consolidation o f reporting and data
processing.
Furthermore, applications o f information technology have accelerated
the growth o f trade in services through
the creation o f new systems, known as
value added com munication networks,
linking users and providers o f information. Through a system using com puters, com munications circuits and
input-output terminals, information at
widely-scattered locations can be put
into or taken out o f networks.
These developm ents in the application o f advanced information technology raise issues o f new concern to
trade
policy
makers.
Access to
information and related services will
be decisive for the future com petitiveness o f many industries and other
activities.
Questions
concerning
barriers to trade in telecom m unications
equipment and services, the determination o f range o f such equipment which
can be plugged into international
com m unications system s and the rights
and obligations to set up and use networks w ill assume increasing significance
for
both
developed and
developing countries.
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Out o f the total world production
o f services, 8 per cent was estimated to have been traded internationally in 1980, while the
corresponding figures for agriculture
and industry were 45 and 55 per
cent, respectively.5 The situation
has been changing rapidly because
o f technological changes in the
infrastructure for telecommunications and the transmission o f
information. These improvements
have facilitated access to foreign
markets and helped to develop
world-wide service networks, especially in financial and travel services.
Data on trade in services are
compiled as part o f balance-ofpayments statistics. The current
account o f the balance o f payments
contains the merchandise account,
covering exports and imports of
goods generally corresponding to
the output o f the non-service sectors, and the invisibles account,
covering transactions in both factor
and non-factor services, and net
private transfers.
The invisibles
account itself, however, consists of
rather heterogeneous elements and
there is little unanimity among
either practitioners or theorists
about the elements in it that
should be included in the “services
balance” . According to one view,
the services balance includes transactions in non-factor services as
well as private transfers (or at least
that part of the latter that are
remittances by the country’s work
force employed abroad or o f the
expatriate work force employed at
home) on the basis that these constitute returns on services. According to another, these are transfer
payments and do not form a part of
trade in services.
In the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) system o f recording
balance-of-payments
transactions
there are two categories: the first,
according to the type o f transaction
5 UNCTAD, “ Services and the
developm ent
process” (T D /B /1 0 0 8 ),
p. 4.
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(e.g. income from investment and
royalty payments) and the second,
according to the nature o f the industry (e.g. shipping, banking, and
construction and engineering). The
transactions in these categories
include the following groups:
(a) Shipping, including associated insurance;
(b) Passenger
services
(or
other transportation);
(c) Travel;
(d) Direct investment income;
(e) Labour income not included elsewhere;
(f) Property income not included elsewhere (including royalties and licence fees);
(g) Other goods and services
not included elsewhere (including
non-merchandise insurance, communications, advertising, managem ent, and professional and technical
services).6
A basic distinction in internationally traded services is between
factor and non-factor services. The
treatm ent o f the former, in general,
is subject to far more intractable
conceptual and statistical difficulties
than the latter. Nevertheless, these
are quantitatively among the more
important service flows and are
responsible for sizeable debits to
developing countries, contributing
to a weakening o f their balance of
payments on the current account.
Factor services, such as investment
and labour incomes, are related to
the larger questions o f resource
flows, both financial and human,
rather than to questions o f trade
policies. However, if payments in
the form of interest for capital
resident abroad are included, there
is equal justification for the inclusion of net private transfers out o f
earnings of labour resident abroad.
The IMF definition o f the international service transactions, though
6

Incom e received from overseas
affiliates o f dom estic corporations engaging in such activities and paym ents to
dom estic affiliates o f foreign com panies
are included in the direct investm ent
category (d) above.

widely used, will prove more useful
when account is taken o f these
transactions as well.
The growing importance o f
trade in services is not fully reflected
in the balance-of-payments statistics
in the IMF publication Balance o f
Payments Statistics, the principal
source o f internationally comparable data. There are several reasons
for this. First, the international
transactions in services are included
in the general category o f invisibles,
a part o f which is not really separable from merchandise trade as all
sales in goods include an element of
services. Secondly, even when the
service sector transactions can be
separated, there is likely to be a
considerable underestimation owing
to the inadequacies in existing arrangements for reporting. Thirdly,
owing to the growing preponderance
of transnational corporations in the
service sector, many international
transactions in services go unrecorded.
The consequent underreporting o f transactions in invisibles
is probably mainly responsible for
large statistical discrepancies in the
world balance of payments on the
current account (estimated at $100
billion in 1982).7
B. TRENDS OF TRADE
IN SERVICES
1. General trends
On the basis o f statistics as currently maintained, world trade in
services grew at a rate faster than
the rate o f growth o f world GDP
during the 1970s, though at a
slightly lower rate than that of
merchandise exports.8 The high
growth rate o f the latter is partly
7

8

See, Su rvey, 1983.

The average annual com pound
rates o f grow th at current dollar values,
o f services exports (excluding official
transactions and investm ent earnings),
merchandise exports and GDP o f all IMF
member countries during 1 9 70-1980 were
1 8 .7 , 2 0.4 and 14.2 per cen t, respectively.

accounted for by the twelvefold
increase in the price of oil during
the decade.
The world trade in services (as
defined by IMF) is dominated by
developed countries to a much
greater extent than that in merchandise.9 By far the largest exporter of services in the world is the
United States of America. Its services exports in 1980 were twice as
large as those of either the United
Kingdom o f Great Britain and
Northern Ireland or France (which
were the next largest exporters of
services) and were larger than those
of all developing countries combined. Although the United States
was also the largest importer of
services, it had a considerable surplus in the invisibles account, which
has helped to reduce a sizeable (and
in recent years rising) trade deficit.
The balance of payments on services
accounts for the developed countries, as a whole, have been steadily
improving during the 1970s, while
their merchandise trade balances
have been deteriorating.
Thus,
while in 1970 the merchandise and
services balances of developed
countries amounted to $5.9 billion
and $3.9 billion, respectively, the
former fell to -$1.9 billion in 1975
and to -$78.8 billion in 1980,
whereas the invisibles balances rose
to $12.0 billion and $28.6 billion
in 1975 and 1980, respectively.
The macro-economic importance and the changes in the trade
in services of developing countries
are quite different from those in
the developed countries. Merchandise trade plays a much more important role in the balance of
payments of developing countries
than of developed countrie's.
Although the share o f developing
countries, as a whole, in the world
trade in services was rising during the
9 UNCTAD, “P roduction and trade
in services: policies and their underlying
factors bearing upon international service transactions” (T D /B /9 4 1 /R ev .l),
pp. 25-27, tables 14-18.

1970s, their services balance was
worsening, while their merchandise
trade balance was showing steady
improvement (largely due to a rise
in the value of oil exports). Thus
while the surplus on the balance on
merchandise trade of developing
countries, as a whole, increased
from $4.9 billion in 1970 to $21.9
billion in 1975 and to $111.9
billion in 1980, the corresponding
deficit on the services account rose
from $11.3 billion in 1970 to $28.2
billion in 1975 and to $86.5 billion
in 1980. But surpluses on the merchandise account were overwhelmingly attributable to oil-exporting
countries. The non-oil developing
countries
suffered
increasing
deficits on the merchandise account.
The deficits on services accounts
were about uniformly shared
between the two groups of developing countries. In the beginning of
the 1970s, the oil-exporting and
non-oil developing countries had
deficits of $5.9 billion and $5.4
billion, respectively. The deficits of
the former rose much faster during
the decade, reaching $15.9 billion
in 1975 and $52.4 billion in 1980,
while those of the non-oil developing countries rose to $12.3 billion
and $34.2 billion, respectively.
Besides services, an important
item in the invisibles balance of
payments of developing countries,
especially non-oil developing countries, has been private transfers,
largely consisting of workers’
remittances.
In 1980 these accounted for $14.3 billion gross and
$10.3 billion net foreign exchange
receipts o f non-oil developing countries, a substantial proportion of
which came from oil-exporting
developing countries. In many nonoil developing countries, this item
has been positive in the balance of
payments on current account. In
both developed and oil-exporting
countries, private transfers are of
relatively minor significance either
as credit or debit items.
The importance of receipts and

payments on account o f investments varies greatly among developed countries and between them
and developing countries. Of the
total investment income earnings of
$222 billion in 1980, the developed
countries accounted for $191
billion; of the $31 billion investment earnings in developing countries, $18 billion were accounted
for by oil-exporting developing
countries. However, the share of
all developing countries in investment income payments was about
a quarter, a third o f that share
being accounted for by the oilexporting developing countries.
Among developing countries,
the sources of services deficits vary
a great deal. For non-oil developing
countries, especially those in the
middle-income category, the deficit
in factor services accounts for the
bulk of the deficit. In these countries, the deficit on “other investment income” (which includes
interest and debt service payments)
increased sharply between 1975
and 1980. In oil-exporting countries, which had a substantial
positive balance on “other investment income” , and in low-income
countries the services balance
deficit was largely on account of
non-factor services (principally
shipping, other transport and
travel).
Among developing countries in
the ESCAP region, merchandise
exports formed generally over two
thirds of foreign exchange earnings
in countries in ASEAN, higher than
in countries in South Asia and in
the island countries in the Pacific in
1983. Nevertheless, the percentage
weight of total services receipts in
the foreign exchange earnings of
ASEAN countries was higher than
in South Asian countries.
This
seeming contradiction arises because
of the varying importance of unrequited transfers. In 1983, unrequited transfers (consisting mainly
of workers’ remittances) generally
constituted one fifth or more of
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total foreign exchange earnings in
countries of South Asia. The proportion was much lower in countries
in ASEAN (see Table II.8).
In the ESCAP region, a few
countries run surpluses on the current account. Indonesia and Malaysia have sizeable surpluses on the
merchandise account, while Fiji,
Nepal and Singapore have significant
surpluses on the services account.
Other countries have sizeable deficits on both accounts. Those countries that have a surplus in the
services balance, with the unique
exception of Singapore, depend on
one principal item to earn the
surplus, tourism. The importance
o f the balance on services is nowhere more apparent than in
South-East Asian countries, especially Indonesia and Malaysia,
where this balance contributes to a
large part o f the deficit on the current account. Thailand’s services
balance, which was substantially in
surplus in 1970 and only nominally

in deficit in 1975, contributed 39.5
per cent o f the overall current
account deficit in 1983; the
amount was over SDR 1.1 billion
and more than offset the positive
balance on remittances of earnings.
The services deficit in the Philippines has been increasing steadily
since the late 1970s and had risen
to SDR 600 million in 1983, contributing to over a quarter o f the
current account deficit. In Indonesia and Malaysia, where there
had been substantial surpluses in
the merchandise balance in the
1970s, the services account deficits
have been so high as to produce
large current account deficits in the
1980s.10
Singapore is the only
country in the region that has a
robust services balance whose
10 E xcept in 1 9 8 0 w hen a sharp rise
in revenue from o il revenue increased the
merchandise exports surplus so high as
to offset the deficit on services and
produce a substantial current account
surplus.

strength has still increased over
time and has enabled it to support
a large deficit on the merchandise
account (see Table II.9, p. 152).
2. Factors contributing to
services trade balances
The sources o f the large deficits
on the services accounts of developing economies in the ESCAP region
vary widely. While in East and
South-East Asian countries (excluding Singapore), deficits on investment accounts and other services
constitute the most important
elements of the overall deficits on
services, they are relatively unimportant elements in countries in
South Asia. In the latter group of
countries, the deficits arise mainly
on account o f net payments for
non-factor services: transportation,
shipping and travel. In contrast, in
1983, the deficit on investment
income constituted 48.8 per cent
of the total services deficit in Indo-

Table II.8. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Composition of foreign exchange earnings, 19701983
1975

1970
Merchandise
exports

Total
services
exports

Unrequited
transfers,
credit

Total
foreign
exchange
earnings in
SDRs

Bangladesh
78.5

7.9

13.6

149.6

Total
services
exports

Unrequited
transfers,
credit

Total
foreign
exchange
earnings in
SDRs
(Millions)

(Percentage)

(Millions)

(Percentage)

Burma

Merchandise
exports

39.9

9.2

50.9

77.3

14.0

8.6

172.9

3.4

253.8

663.3

Fiji

52.9

4 0.0

7.1

117.3

51.1

45.5

India

74.7

15.0

10.3

2 515.0

74.4

15.5

10.1

5 175.0

1 255 .0

97.7

1.9

0.4

5 808.0

85.0

13.6

1.3

3 653.0

Nepal

4 6 .7 a

3 1 .1a

22.1a

Pakistan

59.7

17.2

2 3 .2

21.0a

Indonesia
Malaysia

93.5

1.3

88.4

10.2

71.9

1 4 .2

5.3
1.3

1 854.0

13.9

935.0

68.2a

10.7a

64.7

25.9

Papua New Guinea

189.1a
1 446 .0
7 1 5 .3 a

9.4

2 882.0
5 110.0

Philippines

73.9

17.6

8.5

1 4 6 5 .0

Republic o f Korea

5 5.8

31.4

12.8

1 582.0

81.0

14.2

4.7

4 4 .4

23.1

32.4

10.8

25.1

25.9

4 9 .0

24.7

71.7

27.5

0.8

2 019 .0

62.1

37.1

0.8

6 736.0

Sri Lanka

86.0

10.1

4.0

394.1

7 7.0

11.1

Thailand

55.9

39.5

4.6

1 228.0

70.7
32.1

Samoa
Singapore

60.3a

S olom on Islands

Tonga

150

7 .4 a

3 2 .3 a

35.0a

11.8

5 9 3 .4

26.4

3.0

2 537 .0

34.2

33.7

19.0

nesia, 44.6 per cent in Malaysia,
240.2 per cent in the Philippines,
90.8 per cent in Thailand and 573.1
per cent in the Republic of Korea.
These large deficits partly reflect
the growing debt service payments
in these countries in recent years.
For countries in ASEAN alone, the
deficit on investment income rose
from SDR 4.5 billion in 1980 to
SDR 7.8 billion in 1983, although
their total services deficit rose
much more moderately, from SDR
5.9 billion to SDR 7.3 billion
during the same period (see Table
11.10, p. 154).
(a) Investment income balance
More than 40 per cent of the
ASEAN deficit balance on investment income in 1983 originated in
Indonesia, with sizeable contributions from the Philippines, Malaysia
and Thailand (in that order). Singapore’s deficit balance on investment

income was modest compared with
those of other countries in ASEAN
and it fell from SDR 355 million
in 1980 to SDR 312 million in
1983, while during the same period,
in the Philippines it tripled, in
Thailand and Malaysia it more than
doubled and in Indonesia it grew by
more than a third. The balance on
the investment account in the
Republic o f Korea deteriorated
sharply because of large debt
service payments and slow growth
in receipts from overseas investments.
In South Asia, investment
income deficits are generally a small
proportion of total services payments, though they grew at a
rather rapid pace in most o f the
countries in that subregion during
the 1970s. In Pakistan, the deficit
on investment income grew from
SDR 105 million in 1975 to SDR
209 million in 1980 and SDR 391
million in 1983, with the share in

the overall services deficit rising
from less than a half in 1970 to
about two thirds in 1983.
Sri
Lanka’s investment income deficit
shot up to SDR 128 million in
1983 from rather low levels of SDR
15-20 million during 1975 to 1980,
with the overall service balance
deficit about doubling between
1980 and 1983. Bangladesh and
Burma have shown similar trends
during the period.
Among countries in the Pacific,
Fiji and Papua New Guinea ran
substantial deficits on investment
income during 1980-1983 because
of the repatriation of profits
and debt service payments.
In
Samoa and Solomon Islands,
deficits on the investment account have been under SDR 10
million.
In general, the investment
income account in the services
balance in developing countries in
the ESCAP region has been negative

Table II.8 (continued)
1983

1980
Merchandise
exports

Total
services
exports

Unrequited
transfers,
credit

(Percentage)

Total
foreign
exchange
earnings in
SDRs

Merchandise
exports

Total
services
exports

Unrequited
transfers,
credit

(Millions)

(Percentage)

(Millions)

Total
foreign
exchange
earnings in
SDRs

Bangladesh

36.9

13.4

49.7

1 652.1

29.4

10.0

60.6

2 306.5

Burma

74.4

11.5

14.1

442.2

71.4

12.9

15.7

496.5

Fiji

5 2.8

39.5

7.6

499.0

38.9

52.6

8.5

India

53.0

25.7

21.4

12 045.0

55.4b

2 4 .8 b

19.8b

523.9
12 9 0 2 .0 b

Indonesia

97.7

2.0

0.2

17 105.0

93.4

6.1

0.5

18 742.0

Malaysia

86.3

13.2

0.5

11 454.0

84.6

14.9

0.5

15 561.0

Nepal

26.8

44.5

28.7

292.9

23.8

42.6

33.6

395.4

Pakistan

44.2

12.6

4 3.2

4 470.0

40.0

12.9

47.1

6 732.0

Papua New Guinea

71.5

7.5

21.0

1 058.3

65.7

10.6

23.8

1 174.4

Philippines

69.5

24.9

5.6

6 402 .0

58.1

36.3

5.6

8 060.0

74.5

23.1

2.4

29 177.0

Republic o f Korea

74.3

23.2

2.6

17 809.0

Samoa

28.5

16.7

54.8

46.0

Singapore

72.3

27.3

0.3

19 302.0

2 4 .9 C

9 .2 c

65.9

33.8

6 5 .9 c
0.3

4 2 .5 C
2 8 8 0 6.0

Solom on Islands

69.9

11.2

19.0

80.6

68.0

15.7

16.3

85.3

Sri Lanka

65.2

17.1

17.8

1 252.0

56.8

18.3

24.9

1 748.6

Thailand

73.2

19.9

6.9

6 773.0

66.2

21.8

12.0

8 910.0

Tonga

24.0

32.2

43.8

23.3

20.1b

3 4 .3b

4 5 .6 b

Source:
a

1976.

31.8b

IMF, Balance o f Payments Statistics Yearbook, various issues.
b

1981.

c

1982.
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Table II.9. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Composition of current account balance, 19701983
1970
Trade
balance

Services
balance

1975

U nrequited
transfers
balance

Current
accou nt
balance

Trade
balance

(M illions
o f SD Rs)

(Percentage)

Fiji

Current
account
balance
(Millions
o f SD Rs)

145.6

25.2

-70.8

-477

65.7

63.3

-29.0

-63

109.3

11.8

-

2 1 .1

212.6

-94.4

-18.2

-14

291 .8

-194.7

2.9

-66
-21

33.2

125.6

-58.9

-394

208 .4

359.8

-469.2

-107

-18.4

139.7

-21.3

-310

-128.0

230 .4

-2.4

-913

4 362.5

-3 5 2 5 .0

-737.5

8

7.1

-366

India
Indonesia
Malaysia

U nrequited
transfers
balance

(Percentage)

Bangladesh
Burma

Services
balance

Nepal

-

68.0

160.9

-280.1a

126 .7 a

2 5 2 .2 a

16a

80.7

37.2

-17.8

-667

110.2

28.2

-38.3

2 4 2 .0a

-304.1a

1 62 .1 a

24.1

486 .2

-410.3

-29

1 29.6

4.9

Republic o f Korea

148.0

-19.4

-28.6

-623

88.4

23.7

Samoa

145.1

2.0

-51.0

-5

2 07.8

-9.8

-99.0

-10

Singapore

149.5

-50.9

1.4

-572

394.6

-300.8

6.2

-498

-80.0a

-5 7 3 .3 a

7 5 3 .3 a

Sri Lanka

24.1

95.7

-19.9

-59

56.7

-72.7

-90

Thailand

184.8

-65.2

-19.6

-250

Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Philippines

Solom on Islands

Tonga

and has tended to deteriorate considerably during this decade. The
deterioration has been more severe
in countries in East and South-East
Asia mostly due to the rise in debt
service payments resulting from the
high interest cost of finance from
private sources to cover deficits in
the balance-of-payments.
The
deterioration in the investment
income account has caused some
anxiety in economies where prospects for foreign exchange earnings,
especially from merchandise trade,
are not very bright.
(b) Non-factor services
Although investment income
transactions are an important (as
well as the fastest growing) component of the non-merchandise
balance, they are not directly
affected by trade policies. Trade
in non-factor services is more closely comparable to merchandise trade
and raises problems in the determination of comparative advantage
152

116.0

UNCTAD (T D /B /941/R ev. 1).

46a

-34.5

-760

12.1

-1 531

-

2a

109.2

4.0

-13.2

-4 9 9

5 5 6 .2

-87.5

-375.0

-2

and o f trade and tariff policies encountered in the treatment o f the
latter. However, the analysis of this
aspect is severely limited by the
rather aggregate nature of the data
in respect o f most countries. The
balance o f payments on the nonfactor services account in developed
countries improved considerably
during 1970-1980: from a deficit of
$1.3 billion in 1970 to a surplus of
$9.8 billion in 1980. However, the
net balance on the non-factor services account o f developing countries deteriorated sharply from a
deficit o f $3.8 billion in 1970 to
that of $57.3 billion in 1980. However, much o f the increase in
the latter was accounted for by
oil-exporting developing countries,
whose non-factor services deficit
rose from $2.3 billion to $51.2
billion; in non-oil developing countries the comparable figures were
$1.5 billion and $6.1 billion.11
11

-866

The ratio of non-factor service
exports to merchandise exports has
been rising in most Asian and Pacific countries since 1970 (see Figure
II.3, p . 155). In 1983,Indonesia(3.1
per cent) and Malaysia (13.4 per
cent) had the lowest ratio among
countries in ASEAN, while the
Philippines (54.9 per cent) had the
highest, followed by Singapore
(44.6 per cent) and Thailand (29.3
per cent).
Among South Asian
countries, Nepal’s ratio was the
highest (170.2 per cent), with India
a far second (33.1 per cent),
followed closely by Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka and Pakistan (29.1, 28.0 and
26.7 per cent, respectively). With
the exception of Papua New Guinea
(9.0 per cent), the ratios were
typically high in Pacific island
countries, with the highest in Fiji
(129.2 per cent).
The ratio of non-factor services
imports to merchandise imports in
the Asian and Pacific region has
generally been lower than the cor-

Table II.9 (continued)
1983

1980

Trade
balance

Services
balance

Unrequited
transfers
balance

Current
account
balance

Trade
balance

Services
balance

(Millions
o f SDRs)

(Percentage)

Unrequited
transfers
balance

Current
account
balance
(Millions
o f SDRs)

(Percentage)

Bangladesh

206.9

34.9

-141.8

-579

938.4

202.3

-1 040 .8

-134

Burma
F iji

103.6

19.6

-23.2

-267

102.6

21.4

-24.0

-324

602.1

-368.6

-132.5

-19

319.4

-180.9

-38.7

India

315.6

-29.1

-186.4

-1 374

211.2b

Indonesia

320.4

-222.3

1.9

2 197

-16.1

117.8

Malaysia

-844.3

937.0

7.3

-219

-23.3

123.0

Nepal

57 9 .0

-203.0

-276.7

-30

259.6

Pakistan

333.5

57.8

-291.2

-662

-12 755.0

Papua New Guinea

11.4

140.0

-51.4

-240

40.4

Philippines

95.3

26.7

22.0

-1 559

Republic o f Korea

82.3

26.1

-8.5

-4 090

-

Samoa

288.4

37.5

-225.0

-11

Singapore

270 .4

-173.5

3.2

-1 202

6.4

255.3

-162.8

118.4

23.0

-41.4
-28.7

-1 587

202.2

-5

Solom on Islands
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Tonga

91.9

36.7

332.6

-32.6

-

-0.4b

-110.8b

-60
-2 2 8 6 b

1.6

-5 888

0.3

-2 663

-62.4

-97.2

-134

-2 975.0

15 830.0

20

102.4

-4 2 .8

-348

89.8

27.1

-17.1

-2 582

106.2

31.4

-37.4

-1 477

4 7 9 .0 c

7 4 .2 C

-

-451.6C

-6 C

615 .2

-526.0

10.8

-9

-8.9

314.3

-205.4

-6

-508

141.0

53.4

-94.3

-441
-2 691

99.5

39.5

-39.0

2 8 8 .4 b

-44.2b

-1 4 5 .3b

-894

-9b

Source:
N ote:

IM F, Balance o f Payments Statistics Yearbook, various issues.
For countries w ith a deficit balance in th e current account, a positive ratio implies a deficit in the relevant item and a
negative ratio im plies a surplus. The opposite holds for countries w ith surplus balance in the current account. It should also be
noted that the percentages relate to current account balance and, therefore, where this balance is small, percentages can be large, as in
the case o f Malaysia in 1970. The absolute am ount o f the relevant item can be calculated by applying the percentages to the current
account balances.
a

1976.

b

198 1 .

c

1982.

responding ratios for exports,
especially since 1975. The ratio has
fallen or remained stable in most
countries. Intercountry differences,
though less significant, are quite
considerable. In 1983, Indonesia
(24.7 per cent) and Malaysia (28.6
per cent) had the highest ratio of
non-factor services imports to merchandise imports among countries
in ASEAN, while India (23.0 per
cent) and Sri Lanka (23.8 per cent)
were the highest in South Asian
countries. Pacific island economies
had generally larger ratios o f nonfactor services to merchandise imports, with the highest in Solomon
Islands (40.5 per cent in 1983),
followed by Papua New Guinea
(34.2 per cent) and Fiji (30.9 per
cent).
Tonga and Samoa had
relatively smaller ratios o f non-

factor services imports to total
imports.
3. Trends in components of nonfactor service trade
The three main groups under
which data on non-factor services
are available from the IMF publication Balance o f Payments Statistics
are: transport and shipping service,
travel and tourism and other services. Although it is difficult to
analyse the trends in terms of such
aggregate categories, there seem to
be discernible patterns among countries and over time.
(a) Shipping and transport
Shipping and other transport
services, which are directly linked

to merchandise trade, were increasing at a considerably slower
rate than total merchandise trade
during the period from 1970 to
1980. This slower rate o f growth
was consequent upon a degree of
import substitution in shipping
services, economies of scale and
technological progress in the transport of cargo. The share of these
services in total world trade in nonfactor services also had declined
during the 1970s.
In the ESCAP region, with the
exception o f Singapore and recently the Republic of Korea, developing countries were incurring
large and increasing deficits on
shipping and other transport services during the period 1975-1983
(Table 11.11 overleaf). Most developing countries in the ESCAP region
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Table II.10. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Net balance o f trade in services, 1975, 1980 and 1983
(Millions o f SDRs)
Travel

Transport

Bangladesh

1975

1 980

1983

1975

-120

-230

-248

-3

-6

-21

-24

2

5

6

-8

-2

56

90

109

13

Burma

-15

F iji

1 980

Other services
1983

1975

Investment income

1980

1 983

1975

6

23

40

2

-1

7

5

34

12

India

-385

-1 123

-1 36 3a

142

1 105

Indonesia

-650

-1 272

-2 119

-46

-175

-119

-303

-974 -1 312

Malaysia

-180

-649

-882

-36

-312

-392

-123

-449

-542

-15

-22

29

28

38

73

-231

-246

-13

49

33

8

9

-139

-156

-10b

-4

-2

Nepal

-9b

Pakistan

-111

-74b

Papua New Guinea

6b

95 8a

69

19b
-15

15a

-13

Total

1980

1983

1975

1980

1983

-3

5

-76

-120

-202

-272

-6

-36

-59

-8

-53

-70

-13

-17

-33

41

70

108

-211

431

-1 105

-2 464

-3 384

-250

-642

-1 460

9

4

-209

-391

-138

-114

-561

4b
-105

-385

400

10

-2 104

-4 885

-6 934

-589 -2 052

-3 276

400a

20b

61

84

-244

-383

-595

-55

-85

-140b

-336

-357

Philippines

-218

-427

-493

68

165

229

216

406

1 247

-103

-1 684

-37

-417

-701

Republic o f Korea

-199

-538

467

91

15

38

78

1 073

-363

-1 069

-464

-6

3

2

1

2

1 690
_c

-333 -1 619 -2 659

-3

1

4

-5

207

1 039

548

1 498

2 086

4 702

Samoa
Singapore

-4c
1 255

_9 b

2C

234
_b

854

1 356

1 126

2 403

-21

-19

4

9

Sri Lanka

-48

-150

-171

13

50

60

-1

2

4

Thailand

-228

-652

-805

70

480

697

134

28

11

-1

-1

4

3

Solomon Islands

-6 b

Tonga
Source:

-2 a

1b

-48b

-2
-355

-69

-312

-6

-8

-24

-18

-15

-20

-128

-51

-117

-235

4

-438

-966

-20

-582 -1 063

-3b

-9b

1a

-2

5a

-2 C

1

2

4

IMF, Balance o f Payments Statistics Yearbook, various issues.

a 1981. b 1976. c 1982.

Table II.11. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual rates of growth and absolute value of
trade in shipping, various periods
Rates o f growth o f exports
o f shipping services

1970-1980

1970-1975

1975-1983

8.9

6.6

Burma

14.8

Fiji

14.9

12.5

9.3

11.7

India

1983

0.9

32.7

39.2

13.2

8.0a
22.1
1 8 .6 c

Nepal
Pakistan

18.4

21.9

15.6

14.9

Philippines

14.2
1 1.4C

Papua New Guinea

1970-1980

1970-1975

6
65
418b
674

Im port
values

1983
(Millions
o f SDRs)

9.5

273

9.6

-5.3

13.4

30

14.2

19.6

6.9

67

16.3

14.6

1 8 .3a

1 781b

24.5

35.3

15.8

2 163

23.5

19.1

22.0

1 556

14.5c

9
305

1975-1983

(Percentage)

25

Indonesia
Malaysia

Rates o f growth o f im ports
o f shipping services

(Millions
o f SDRs)

(Percentage)
Bangladesh

E xport
values

30

10.8

6.3

1 1 .3 c

175

17.9

9.8

618

19.4

1 807

19

6.8

125

16.4

2 274

27.4

22.5

18.8

22.4

12.4

551

Republic o f Korea

35.2

31.2

32.7

Samoa

16 .6d

-15.9e

3 2.0f

Singapore

22.7

19.7

19.8

2 688

17.8

18.2

8.2

9.1

13.3

64

15.5

10.6

15.9

235

23.3

28.3

18.4

390

19.8

17.6

17.5

1 195

0.1b

Thailand

-1.6a

Tonga
Source:
a

154

1b

3.5a

IM F, Balance o f P aym en ts S tatistics Y earbook, various issues.

1975-1981. b

16.3
1 6 .6 C

Solom on Islands
Sri Lanka

5 .8 f

1981. c

1976 -1 9 8 3 . d

1971-1980. e

1971 -1 9 7 5 . f

1975-1982.

5b
1 433
19

3b

had to rely on foreign shipping
services, giving rise to large net payments. Although many o f these
countries, especially China, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Republic of
Korea and Singapore, have been
acquiring large shipping fleets of
their own, much of their mechandise trade continues to be carried
on foreign merchant fleets. Most
low-income developing countries of
the region, especially the Pacific
island countries, are seriously disadvantaged in the conduct of their
foreign trade by high transport
costs. The complex structure of
the market for shipping services has
tended to make shipping charges
essentially administered prices with
discrimination
against
weaker
buyers of shipping services.12
A substantial surplus on shipping and transport in Singapore
(amounting to SDR 1,255 million
in 1983) notwithstanding, the
ASEAN countries as a whole
recorded a deficit o f over SDR 3
billion in the same year. Malaysia’s
deficit on this account, however,
grew at the fastest rate, rising
from SDR 180 million in 1975
to SDR 882 million in 1983.
The Republic of Korea, which
ran a deficit of SDR 538 million
in 1980 on this account, was
able to convert it to a surplus
o f SDR 467 million in 1983
through a rapid expansion o f its
merchant fleet. Among the South
Asian countries, whose deficit on
this account amounted to over SDR
2 billion in 1981, the largest contributor was India with a deficit of
SDR 1,363 million in 1981, while
Bangladesh and Pakistan had deficits o f around SDR 250 million
each and Sri Lanka o f SDR 171
million.
Burma and Nepal had

rather modest deficits of SDR 24
million and SDR 22 million, respectively. Among Pacific island countries, Papua New Guinea in 1983
had a shipping and transport
account deficit of SDR 156 million,
exceeding its merchandise account
deficit of SDR 141 million. This
excess illustrates the locational
difficulty that Pacific island countries face in the conduct o f foreign
trade.
(b) Travel and tourism

Net earnings from travel and
tourism are the only major nonfactor services component that
contributes a surplus to the balance
o f payments of most developing
countries in the ESCAP region.
The major exceptions are Indonesia
and Malaysia, which run sizeable
deficits owing, in part, to heavy
expenditure on travel and official
purposes such as embassies and
students abroad. The highest three
net earners from these services
in 1983 (Table 11.12 p. 157) were

Figure II.3. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Ratio of
non-factor services to merchandise exports and imports, 1970-1983
Exports
(Percentage)

12

See Alexander J. Yeats, “Market
access and transport problems are constraints to Asian regional integration” ,
in Two D ecades o f Asian D evelopm en t
and O u tlook fo r the 1980s (Tokyo,
Institute o f Developing Econom ies,
1982).
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Singapore (SDR 1,356 million) followed by India (SDR 958 million)
and Thailand (SDR 697 million).
As pointed out earlier, Indonesia and Malaysia have large deficits on these services. However,
these deficits result not so much
from poor export earnings (Malaysia’s SDR 510 million in 1983 was
among the highest), but because of
large imports on this account
(Malaysia’s imports of SDR 902
million being the highest in 1983).
In 1983, the total imports o f these
services in South Asian countries
were only one fourth o f their
meagre export earnings from these
services, while the ASEAN countries’ imports were nearly half of
the corresponding exports.

During the past two decades,
receipts from international tourism
have increased more than tenfold,
reaching a total o f $100 billion in
1982.13
Receipts from international tourism are still concentrated
in the developed countries; their
share in 1982 was three fourths,
practically the same as in earlier
years. The ESCAP region’s tourist
receipts, which were a mere 6 per
cent in 1964, rose to 10 per cent in
1982 (see Figure II.4, p. 158).
A notable feature in international tourism has been the growth
o f international air travel accompa13
This
excludes
receipts from
dom estic tourism , w hich would inflate
the figure to betw een $500 billion to
$1,000 billion.

Figure II.3 (continued)

Imports
(Percentage)
(Percentage)

nied by low fares for group travel.
Airlines have become a driving
force in international tourist activities, with the majority o f them
deriving a considerable proportion
o f their earnings from ancillary
activities, e.g. ownership of hotel
chains, tour operations and car
rentals. For some o f the developed
countries’ airlines, receipts from
these account for as much as a third
o f their total revenue. Although
there has been remarkable growth
in revenue o f the airlines of developing countries in the ESCAP
region, ancillary activities do not
provide more than 3-4 per cent of
the total.14
The Asian and Pacific region is
becoming an increasingly attractive
destination for tourists. During the
past decade, tourist earnings of most
developing Pacific countries have
emerged as a major component of
foreign exchange earnings.
The
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand
have had significant growth in net
earnings from tourism and travel.
The increase in tourist receipts has
been considerably helped by the
growth o f the service sector and the
construction and development of
tourist facilities, especially hotels.
The largest recipient o f tourist
and travel earnings in the region in
1983 was Singapore, with SDR
1,852 million. India and Thailand
also had earnings o f over SDR 1
billion in the same year. Hong
Kong and Singapore receive close to
three million tourists each per year,
Thailand two million and India, the
Philippines and the Republic of
Korea about one million each per
year. China has emerged as a major
tourist centre since the late 1970s
and its current tourist intake is
estimated to be around 10 million
each year. The total earnings of
14

Frederick F. Clairmonte and
John H. Cavanagh, “Transnational corporations and services: the final frontier” , E conom ic and P olitical Weekly
(B om bay), vol. X X , N o. 9 (2 March
1 9 8 5 ), pp. 361-377.
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Table II.12. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual rates of growth and value of trade in
travel, various periods

1970-1980

1970-1975

1975-1983

205

Malaysia

21.8
14.4
40.8
38.8
37.6

18.0
33.0
41.1
63.8

Nepal
Pakistan

28.9

24.6

Burma
F iji
India
Indonesia

Philippines
Republic o f Korea

10.0
31.0
1.6

Samoa

28.3
35.7
20.4

Singapore
Sri Lanka
Thailand

-1.1

43.6
16.1
24.8
32.1
11.7

26.7
11.6c
21.8
21.7
-8.8d

26.9
26.7
24.1
1.6a

Tonga
Source:
a

40.6
17.7
9.3
37.2a
38.1
20.1
14 .7 c

Papua New Guinea

1983

1970-1980

(Millions
o f SDRs)

(Percentage)
Bangladesh

Growth rate o f imports
o f travel services

Export
value

Growth rate o f exports
o f travel services

1970-1975

125
1 082b
371
510
47
179
15
435
557
2b
1 852
96
1 019

5.0
18.2
13.3
32.1
28.6

-17.8
19.1
-4.4
31.2
27.9

17.5

25.2

11.6

-4.0

36.5

15.8
9.9
32.6
-15.1
12.7

37.8
22.4
11.8

6b

1983
(Millions
o f SDRs)

(Percentage)

34
10

1975-1983

Import
value

18.8
27.2
12.7
35.5a
26.6
24.7
7.4c
17.6
0.4c
32.3
46.1
36.6
48.9
14.2
8.9

21

4
16
124b
490
902
19
146
18
206
519
496
36
322
1b

IMF, Balance o f P aym en ts S tatistics Y earbook, various issues.

1975-1981. b

1981. c

1976-1983. d

ASEAN countries from the export
of travel and tourist services in
1981 were SDR 3,166 million,
compared with SDR 1,362 million
for South Asian countries. Although
the growth rates of this component
of services exports have been high
for South Asian countries, they still
lag considerably behind ASEAN
countries in total earnings and far
more in per capita earnings.
In the East and South-East subregions, growth in tourism has
come mainly from intraregional
travel, with Japanese tourists providing the greatest stimulus. Singapore has been the major growth
centre for tourism in these subregions.
Over the past 20 years,
tourism in Singapore has expanded
phenomenally.
The inflow of
visitors (excluding Malaysians) by
air and sea increased almost tw entyfourfold between 1963 and 1982.
Reaching 2.45 million in 1981, this
inflow o f non-Malaysian visitors
exceeded Singapore’s population of
2.44 million. By 1982, the ratio o f
non-Malaysian visitors to Singa-

1975-1982.

pore’s population stood at 1.06, in
contrast to 0.06 in 1963. Primarily
because of a low base, tourism
recorded a high compound rate o f
growth o f 15 per cent a year in the
1960s. An even higher annual rate
o f 18 per cent occurred in the
1970s. Owing to the world-wide
recession, the first three years of
the 1980s were a period o f slower
growth in tourism, with growth at
11 per cent per annum. As a proportion of GDP, earnings from
tourism had increased from less
than 1.5 per cent in 1960 to 5 per
cent in 1970 and to 13 per cent in
1980. Similar increases have occurred in some of the Pacific island
countries, which have a natural
attraction for tourists.
The major tourist centres of
the region, especially Hong Kong
and Singapore, have been affected
by fluctuations in the world and
regional economic situation. The
two oil price shocks and the recent
world economic recession slowed
down the high growth rates in
tourism that were evident in the

early 1970s.

(c) Other services
This category covers a variety
o f transactions that have acquired
increasing im portance in international trade in services in recent
years. These include banking, n on merchandise insurance, com m unications, advertising, management,
subscriptions to periodicals, processing and repair, merchandising
and professional and technical
services.15 Besides these services,
which are largely private in nature,
the category also includes official
services (such as military, diplomatic and administrative services)
The latter subcategory is relatively
unimportant for m ost non-oil e x porting developing countries.16
The “other non-factor services”
15 Income received from overseas
affiliates o f dom estic corporations engaging in such activities, as w ell as paym ents to dom estic affiliates o f foreign
companies, are, however, included in the
direct investment category o f factor incom es, discussed earlier.
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have been the most rapidly expanding component o f non-factor services trade and constitute the core
o f the service sector activities that
are at present under intense debate
between developed and developing
nations. Many o f these activities
are carried out by transnational
corporations based in developed
countries. Of the world total of
$127 billion credit transactions of
other private services in 1980,
$105.6 billion were generated in
developed countries.
A total credit o f over SDR 10
billion was generated in 1983 in
the countries of the ESCAP region

16

Of the total credit transactions
am ounting to $31 billion in 1980, $25
billion were accounted for b y developed
countries, and o f the $48 billion recorded
as debit transactions in the same year,
$22.5 billion were accounted for by
developed countries, $20.9 billion by
oil-exporting developing countries and
$4.7 billion by non-oil developing countries.

B ox II. 4. Im port o f technology
Paym ents made for royalties,
patents, copyright, management and
technical assistance fees are an im portant source o f the deficit in the
trade in services.
These paym ents
are associated w ith the import o f
technology.
There are substantial benefits
from the import o f technology. It
quickens the process o f industrialization
by
bringing
in machinery,
production know -how and technical
expertise that could be developed
locally only over a long period o f tim e.
The faster process o f industrialization,
in turn, creates new job s and relieves
the pressures from the growing labour
force w hich cannot be absorbed elsewhere in the econom y.
However, the import o f technology is a m ixed blessing.
Quite
often , licensees find it difficult to
revoke agreements even though the
relevant technology becom es obsolete
or restrictions on the supply o f
im ported materials required for the
use o f the technology im pose additional costs. Licensors are often joint
venture partners and under such
arrangements there arise cases in which
profits are rem itted as paym ent for
technology and local taxes are evaded.

Som etim es
licensors also
impose
restrictions o n markets from which
materials can be purchased or in which
output can be sold. The import o f
technology also hinders th e emergence
o f an indigenous capability in technology, w hen this w ould otherwise be
feasible.
Clearly, the exten t to w hich the
import
o f tech nology w ould be
suboptim al w ould depend on the
terms o f particular agreements. Weak
bargaining
strength or inadequate
access to inform ation generally puts
the importers in developing countries
at a disadvantage in negotiating desirable terms.
In consideration o f the above
arguments, som e advocate the need for
regulating
import o f technologies
through, for instance, setting a ceiling
on royalty paym ents as a percentage o f
sales, or fixing a limit on the number
o f years o f the validity o f an agreem ent. On the other hand, there is the
apprehension that such regulations
may discourage foreign investment
w hich frequently goes hand-in-hand
w ith the import o f technology. The
im portance o f judicious choice cannot
be overstressed.

Figure II.4. Regional distribution o f receipts from international tourism,a various years
(Millions o f US dollars)

a
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Excluding international fare receipts.

for which data are available, but
this was concentrated mostly
in three countries (Table 11.13):
Singapore (SDR 3.9 billion), the
Republic of Korea (SDR 3.4
billion ) and the Philippines (SDR
2.1 billion).
The total credits
generated in South Asian countries were only SDR 1.3 billion,
with India’s total exports being
SDR 872 million. Much of the
Republic o f Korea’s export growth
in this field took place in the 19751983 period, while Singapore’s
export earnings from this item grew
fastest during the 1970-1975 period.
The Republic of Korea, Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia imported more than SDR 1 billion
each worth o f these services in
1983, with the latter two in deficit
on this account (SDR 1,312 million
and SDR 542 million, respectively)
and the former two in substantial
surplus (SDR 1,690 million and

SDR 2,403 million, respectively).
The Philippines also had a substantial surplus on this account
(amounting to SDR 1,247 million)
in 1983. Most of the other economies, especially those in South
Asia, recorded modest surpluses on
this account.
C. CONCLUSION
The analysis of the data on
trade in services undertaken in this
chapter remains incomplete mainly
because of the problems in concepts and measurement discussed in
its opening sections. Furthermore,
there is virtually no analysis of
policies, either here or more appropriately in Chapter V, for the simple
reason that the understanding of
problems regarding international
trade in services is far more imperfect than that of such trade in
goods. However, the continuing in-

crease in the importance o f services
in the domestic economies o f developed countries and perhaps in international trade makes the better
understanding of factors and the
processes forming them o f critical
importance to developing countries.
That developed countries perceive
international trade in services to be
of growing importance to them has
been evident in recent discussions,
especially in GATT. Evidence has
been presented in this chapter on
the magnitudes, relative importance
and rates o f growth of the total as
well as the components of trade in
services by developing countries in
the ESCAP region.
Further
research that would help countries to design and assess policies
and to respond to the major challenges in international negotiations
regarding trade in services would
be o f much value to them.

Table II.13. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual growth rate and value of trade in “other
non-factor services”
G rowth rate o f ex p o rts o f
“o th er non-factor services ”

E xport
value

1 9 7 0-1975

1983

19 70-1980

1975-1983

19 7 0-1980

(Millions
o f SD Rs)

(Percentage)
Bangladesh

G rowth rate o f im ports o f
“o th er non -factor services "
1 970-1975

19 75-1983

17.8

19.8

138

15.1

21.7

18.4

44

-4.7

F iji

20.3

37.2

17.4

73

23.6

-

1983
(Millions
o f SD Rs)

(Percentage)

Burma

Im port
value

98

20.6

19.1

37

22.3

23.8

39

India

19.3

16.8

21.8a

87 2b

16.7

4.9

Indo nesia

20.7

23.8

18.4

124

21.4

17.4

20.0

1 436

Malaysia

12.9

9.3

21.9

585

21.4

19.0

21.1

1 127

1 8 .2 c

105
235

Nepal
Pakistan

11.2

7.8

13.4

23.4

30.7

20.8

Philippines

1 2 .6 c

85 7b

32

6.2

2.6

12.5

120

2 013

18.0

16.9

16.4

766

3 353
3b

23.6

14.4

26.3

1 663

14.9

4.6

3 921

37.2

47.7

23.1

-3.0c

Papua New Guinea

2 7.7a

35

10.6

226

Republic o f Korea

19.0

-2.4

33.4

Samoa

23.1

33.0

-11.1d

Singapore

26.9

58.8

13.6

Sri Lanka

13.5

2.8

23.3

118

10.7

-0.9

22.4

114

Thailand

- 1.2

-3.4

4.2

319

14.6

11.8

15.7

308

10.4e

0.6b

2 6 .4 c

Solom on Islands

14.0e

Tonga
Source:
a

1 8.2c

13

0.5b

1.4d

3b
1 518
4

IM F, Balance o f Paym ents Statistics Y earbook, various issues.

1975-1981. b

1981. c

1976-1983. d

1982. e

1974-1981.
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IV. INSTABILITY AND GROWTH IN TRADE

A. AN OVERVIEW
n earlier chapter contained an
account of the growth of
merchandise exports of developing
countries in the ESCAP region.
One feature of that growth path is
a discernible slow-down in the rate
o f growth o f export earnings
during the late 1970s and early
1980s. It is widely recognized that
sluggish growth in export earnings,
through a variety o f direct and
indirect means, severely constrains
the potential for economic growth
in a majority o f developing economies.1
This constitutes the
fundamental basis o f two-gap
theories of development.2 Briefly,
the theory implies that in many
developing countries, the ex ante
savings may be frustrated and fail
to fructify in investment because
o f a shortage o f foreign exchange
to finance the import o f investment
goods. Import capacity may thus
emerge as the binding constraint on
accelerated growth.
Quite obviously, the constraint can be
relaxed by resort to external
finance. However, severe limits on
access to capital markets and

A

adverse consequences o f large-scale
borrowing, as amply demonstrated
by the recent debt problems of
many developing countries, especially in Latin America, dictate
judicious restraint.3
Hence the
need for sustained growth in export
earnings.
Of no less concern is stability
in such earnings. Instability imposes several costs on an economy.
Countries subject to instability
may be required to hold additional
foreign
exchange reserves to
cushion the shock of a drop in
export earnings, and there are
opportunity costs in the form of
forgone imports. Production, employment and incomes would
fluctuate with alternative overutilization and under-utilization of
production capacity in tandem
with variations in im port capacity.
The uncertainty about receipts may
promote
risk-averse behaviour,
affecting the quality and quantity
o f both government and private
investment.4
This chapter seeks to analyse
the experience of developing countries in the ESCAP region from the
perspective of short-term fluctuations in the prices o f and earnings

1
A. Maizels, “Recent trends in
3
Latin America’s exports to the indusFor an analysis o f the experience
trialized countries” , Latin A m erica in
o f developing countries in the ESCAP
the International E co n o m y, V .L . Urregion, see Survey 198 4 , pp. 193-207.
4
quidi and R. Thorps, eds.
(London,
For a summary o f divergent
M acmillan, 1 9 7 3 ), p. 35.
theoretical views and empirical findings
2
See, for instance, H. Chenery and
o n th e effects o f export instability, see
A . Strout, “Foreign assistance and ecoPeter Wilson, ‘T h e consequences o f
nom ic develop m en t” , Am erican E co export instability for developing counnom ic R eview (Nashville), vol. LVI,
tries - a reappraisal” , D evelo p m en t and
N o. 4 , part I (September 19 6 6 ), pp. 6 79Change (L ondon), vol. 1 4 ,N o. 1 (January
7 33.
1 983), pp. 39-59.
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from traded goods and the interaction of these fluctuations with
their long-term trends. In addition,
the chapter examines movements in
the terms of trade.
Although short-term instability
in export prices or earnings is
undesirable in itself, a more significant issue in most developing
economies is the nature of the
long-term trend around which
fluctuations take place. A declining
trend in prices and earnings is
that which irks developing countries most and would call forth
policy responses very different
from those were the trend rising.5
The structural characteristics
of international trade o f developing
countries in the ESCAP region were
discussed in a previous chapter;
these
characteristics
provided
evidence of probable relatively high
instability.
This appears to be
confirmed by further analysis. The
estimates of instability indices and
growth rates presented in Figures
II.5 and II.6 bring out a number of
facts.6 First, the rate o f growth of
the exports o f developing economies was considerably lower during
1974-1983 than 1969-1983.
A
continuation of this trend, as appeared likely, would foretell rather
gloomy prospects for the growth o f
exports of developing ESCAP
economies. Secondly, during both
periods, export and import in5
P. A d yy,, “International com m odity agreem ents” , E conom ic D evelopm en t and Stru ctu ral Change, I .G. Stewart,
ed. (Edinburgh, Edinburgh University
Press, 1 9 6 9 ), p. 33.

stability indices of developing
economies in the ESCAP region
had been much higher than those
of developed countries. Thirdly,
among developing economies in the
ESCAP region there exists considerable diversity between groups of
countries in respect of both export
and im port instability.
1. Features and determinants
o f instability

Among the developing countries in the ESCAP region, the
Pacific islands and the least
developed economies are more
vulnerable to vagaries in the international trading system.
These
economies, already recognized as
disadvantaged in several other ways,
have also suffered from the highest
levels of short-term instability in
merchandise export earnings and,
to a less extent, in import expenditure. The extent o f instability in
export earnings in these countries
was about two to four times
greater than in other developing
countries in the region. Cyclical
fluctuations in their expenditure on
imports, however, were substantially narrower. Among the Pacific
islands and the least developed
countries, instability in earnings
from exports was highest in the
Cook Islands, Maldives, Samoa,
Tonga and Vanuatu.
The export instability index of
countries in ASEAN and China
averaged 33 and 20 points, respectively, for the periods 1969-1983
6 Throughout this chapter, the
trend is estim ated as the coefficient o f
variable t estimated from the log-linear
regression o f the form log (X) = a + bt
where “X ” represents the relevant variable, and “t ” represents tim e. The instability index is defined as the ratio o f the
standard error o f estim ate obtained from
the same regression over the mean value
o f the relevant variable. It is a pure
number and indicates the magnitude o f
fluctuation around the trend. For ease
o f presentation, the decim al has been
moved three digits to the right.

and 1974-1983; these were less
than half the regional average.
The degree of instability in the
export earnings of the newly
industrializing economies was even
lower and was comparable to that
experienced by export receipts of
developed countries. The value of
merchandise imports to the ASEAN
and the newly industrializing
economies, by and large, has been
even more stable than the already
low short-run fluctuations in their
export earnings.
The characteristics o f instability in South Asia’s external trade
fall somewhere between those
exhibited by the newly industrializing economies at one end and
the Pacific islands and the least

developed countries at the other.
South Asian external trade, by and
large, is relatively free from serious
short-term
fluctuations.
The
average export instability indices of
the four South Asian countries
(excluding the Islamic Republic of
Iran), at 23 and 21 points, respectively, for 1969-1983 and 19741983, were the second lowest
among the subgroups o f developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
However, this picture would change
substantially
if
India
were
excluded; the instability index of
India is considerably lower than
that o f other countries in this
subregion (see Table 11.14, p. 163).
This pattern of export instability can be traced to certain

Figure II.5. Developed economies, and developing economies in the ESCAP
region. A comparison of average instability indices and growth rates of
merchandise exports, 1969-1983 and 1974-1983

a Consisting o f Australia, Canada, France, Germany (Federal Republic o f), Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, United Kingdom and United States. b Consisting
o f Cook Islands, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solom on Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu.
c Consisting o f Afghanistan, Bangladesh (1974-1983 only), Maldives, Nepal and
Samoa. d Excluding Singapore. e Consisting o f Burma, India, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka.
Consisting o f Hong Kong, Republic o f Korea, Singapore and Taiwan (province o f the P eop le’s Republic o f China).
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Figure II.6. Developed economies, and developing economies in the ESCAP
region. A comparison of average instability indices and growth rates of
merchandise imports, 1969-1983 and 1974-1983

a Consisting o f Australia, Canada, France, Germany (Federal Republic o f), Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, United Kingdom and United States. b Consisting
o f Cook Islands, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solom on Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu.
c Consisting o f Afghanistan, Bangladesh (197 4 -1 9 8 3 on ly). Maldives, Nepal and
Samoa. d Consisting o f Burma, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
Excluding Singapore,
f Consisting o f Hong Kong, Republic o f Korea, Singapore and Taiwan (province o f
the P eop le’s R epublic o f China).

structural features of developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
First, countries with a narrow
export base tend to suffer greater
instability in merchandise export
earnings than others.
This is
confirmed by the strong rank
correlation between the export
concentration index7 and the
instability index. The correlation
coefficient for a sample of 23
7

Obtained b y averaging the GiniHirschmann index derived at the threedigit level o f the Standard International
Trade Classification for the years 1970
and 1981. The yearly indices are com puted and published in UNCTAD,
H andbook o f International Trade and
D evelopm en t Statistics (United Nations
publication, Sales N o. E /F .8 4 .II.D .12),
pp. 204-207.
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developing economies in the
ESCAP region is found to be
+0.75,8 statistically significant at
the 1 per cent level.
Secondly, countries specializing
heavily in primary commodity or
agricultural exports appear to have
been subjected to greater instability
in merchandise export earnings
than others.9 To test the validity
of this relationship, the weighted
contributions of agricultural and
manufactured exports to the overall
8
Rank correlation betw een the
average o f the concentration index for
the years 1970 and 1981 reported in
UNCTAD, H andbook o f In tern ation al
Trade. ..,
and the instability index
derived in this study for the period
1969-1983.

instability and growth of merchandise exports and imports were
derived and summarized as in
Table 11.15 (p .1 6 4 ).10 Some general patterns, clearer after 1974,
emerge from this information.
Agricultural exports tend to contribute proportionately more to
short-term instability and less to
secular growth in export earnings.
For example, the share o f agricultural commodities in merchandise
export earnings of largely primary
or agricultural goods producers
averaged 59 per cent during 19741982. Yet agricultural commodities contributed about one fifth
less to periodic export instability
and also one third less to secular
export growth than warranted by
their export share. In comparison,
manufactured goods contributed
68 per cent of the earnings from
all exports from manufactures
exporters.
Their respective contributions to instability and growth
in exports, however, averaged two
fifths less and 7 per cent more than
9

Both th e demand for and supply
o f these com m odities are relatively price
inelastic in the international market.
However, the external demand facing
small, individual producing countries is
m uch more elastic than that o f the world
market as a w h ole. Shifts in the demand
and/or supply schedules w ill thus create
significant instability in any on e country’s export earnings.
Arithm etically, th e weighted contribution by merchandise category x to
export instability (WCIx ) or to export
growth (WCGx ) can be expressed as
follow s:

x 100 where Ix is the instability index o f
merchandise category x, and Sx is the
relative share o f export earnings o f merchandise category x.

x 100 where G is the com pound rate o f
growth o f earmngs by merchandise category x, and Sx is the relative share o f
export earnings o f merchandise category
x.

warranted by their export share. In
merchandise export earnings of the
developing economies in the
ESCAP region as a whole, agricultural commodities provided 39 per
cent to earnings, but generated 35
per cent of the instability and 27
per cent of the growth during
1974-1982.
The corresponding
figures for manufactured goods
were 43, 28 and 49 per cent,
respectively.
A parallel pattern is discernible
in commodity imports. Agricultural goods imports, averaging
around 19 per cent o f all imports,
contributed more to short-run
import instability and less to
secular
im port
growth
than
warranted by their import share.
Manufactured imports, however,
averaged 51 per cent of total
in the region. These contributed
only 40 per cent to overall instability and 51 per cent to growth in
imports during these two periods.

sustained by the least developed
economies during the same period
were due largely to impressive
growth in Afghanistan and Maldives.
Excluding these countries, the
average rate of growth of exports of
Bangladesh, Nepal and Samoa
dropped to 6.4 per cent per year
during 1974-1983.
It may be
recalled that these groups of
countries also had experienced high
instability.
In contrast, the newly industrializing economies and members
of ASEAN plus China have
achieved an impressive trend
growth in merchandise export

Table II.14. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Instability
indices and annual growth rate of merchandise exports, 1969-1983 and
1974-1983
E x p o rts in stability index

Afghanistan

2. Instability and secular growth
The preceding analysis shows
that countries specializing heavily
in exports of primary products
suffer from greater instability in
export earnings than others. Such
instability is undesirable in itself
because it subjects important
macro-economic magnitudes, such
as import capacity, government
revenue and monetary base, to high
degrees of uncertainty. It would
be all the more undesirable if
instability were associated with a
secular decline in export earnings.
As shown in Figure II.5, the trend
growth rate of merchandise export
earnings in the Pacific island and
the least developed economies, at
just over 10 per cent annually
during 1969-1983, was among the
lowest in the region. Of equal
concern was the marked slow-down
in the rate of growth of Pacific
islands’ exports to 6.8 per cent per
year during 1974-1983. Somewhat
higher rates of growth of exports

receipts. During 1969-1983, these
groups achieved growth rates of
22.1 and 21.5 percent, respectively,
almost twice that of other subregional groups.
The ASEAN
region, however, suffered a steep
decline in export expansion after
1974, the poorer performance
being common to virtually all members. Nevertheless, their growth
rate was higher than that in all
other groups o f countries excepting
the newly industrializing economies. They were able to sustain
an export growth rate o f almost
18 per cent per year during 19741983, a rate considerably lower

E x p o rts grow th rate
(Percentage)

1969-1983

1974-1983

1969-1983

1974-1983

22

24

18.3

16.8

Bangladesh

29

10.3

Brunei Darussalam

68

30

31.1

Burma

36

39

11.0

12.1

China

18

17

17.9

16.7
3.6

17.7

253

205

3.1

Fiji

49

45

12.5

9.2

Hong Kong

15

15

16.7

14.4

Cook Islands

India

15

8

12.4

9.0

Indonesia

40

15

25.7

14.9

Iran (Islamic Republic o f)

67

20

15.5

-4 .3

Malaysia

23

18

18.0

15.4

Maldives

16.8

208

143

9.3

Nepal

48

45

5.9

2.2

Pakistan

20

20

11.8

13.4

Papua New Guinea

70

32

15.8

5.3

Philippines

26

21

14.4

10.4
19.7

Republic o f Korea

32

14

27.5

127

126

9.1

6.7

Singapore

20

16

21.7

18.2

Solom on Islands

77

81

17.7

15.3

Sri Lanka

20

17

10.5

8.8

Thailand

24

17

18.5

13.9

Tonga

171

152

5.7

1.3

Vanuatu

101

117

7.7

6.4

Samoa

Sources: Computed from various issues o f United Nations, Monthly Bulletin o f
Statistics and Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics; UNCTAD, Handbook o f
International Trade and Development Statistics; and IMF, International Financial
Statistics.
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Table II.15. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Agricultural and manufactured goods: share in merchandise exports and imports and weighted contribution to total export and import instability and growth, 1969-1982
and 1974-1982
(Percentage)
Agriculturea

M anufactures

Weighted co n trib u tio n to
R elative share

W eighted con tribu tion to
R elative share

In stability

G rowth

In stability

Growth

1969-1982
Primary or agricultural goods
exportersc

61

39

45

12

16

19

Manufactured goods exportersd

20

25

17

69

48

70

Overall average o f above exporters
Commodity exports

40

32

31

40

32

45

19

20

13

52

36

46

Commodity imports

1974-1982
Agricultural goods exporters

59

46

39

13

12

22

Manufactured goods exporters

21

25

16

68

41

73

Overall average o f above exporters
Commodity exports

39

35

27

43

28

49

19

21

10

51

Commodity imports

40
51
Sources: Com puted from various issues o f United Nations, M on th ly B ulletin o f S tatistics and Yearbook o f In tern ation al Trade
Statistics: UNCTAD, H andbook o f In tern ation al Trade and D evelopm en t Statistics; and IMF in te r n a tio n a l Financial Statistics.

Consisting
a
o f agricultural foodstuffs and raw materials (SITC categories 0, 1, 2 and 4 less items 27 and 28).
Consisting of
SITC categories 5 , 6 , 7 and 8 less items 67 and 68.
c Consisting o f Fiji, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and
Thailand.
Consisting o f Bangladesh (1974-1982 only), Hong Kong, India, Pakistan, Republic o f Korea, Singapore and Taiwan
(province o f the People’s Republic o f China).

B ox II. 5. Regional co-operation in prim ary com m odities
As shown in this study, there are
m any countries in the region with
heavy dependence on primary com m odities for export earnings. These
countries tend to remain disadvantaged
in their developm ent effort owing to
a long-run decline as w ell as sharp
fluctuations in the real prices o f
primary com m odities in international
markets.
The importance o f global
action to resolve these tw in problems
afflicting trade in primary com m odities
has also been highlighted. There is a
strong need for intensified regional
co-operation to supplement global
efforts.
Such co-operation can be
particularly useful in exchanging inform ation, promoting technical progress relevant to specific com m odities,
identifying and studying com m on
problems
and in
developing
a
consensus on issues which becom e
the subjects o f global negotiations.
There are already several instances
o f regional co-operation regarding com m odities o f this nature, under which
som e organizations have been set up.
The earliest such organization, set up
in 1 9 6 9 , was the Asian C ocon u t C om m unity, since renamed the Asian and
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Pacific Coconut C om m unity.
The
major rubber producing countries in
the region took the initiative to
establish the A ssociation o f Natural
Rubber . Producing Countries in 1970.
There follow ed in 1972 the Pepper
C om m unity, subsequently th e International Pepper C om m unity.
The activities o f the three regional
com m odity organizations cover production,
processing,
marketing,
transport and shipping, research and
developm ent and training.
Among
their major activities are (a) the collection and publication o f statistics and
other inform ation on performance in
the com m odity in each o f the
producing countries as w ell as in international markets; (b) the study o f the
cost structure o f production and the
adequacy o f returns to farmers; (c)
the study o f shipping and transport
problems; and (d) the study o f
medium-term and long-term demand
prospects.
They have also arranged
consultancy
services to individual
countries on specific aspects o f production or processing, and provide
training courses and seminars.
The usefulness o f these regional

com m odity organizations is evident
from the increase in m embership o f all
three
organizations
since
their
establishm ent. Having started w ith six
founding members (India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka
and Thailand), the m embership o f the
Asian and Pacific Coconut Com m unity
has increased to 11. The additions are:
Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solom on
Islands, Trust Territory o f the Pacific
Islands and Vanuatu. In the Association o f Natural Rubber Producing
Countries, the founding members were
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka
and Thailand; it now includes Papua
New Guinea, Singapore and V iet Nam
as w ell. The entry in 1981 o f Brazil, a
country outside the region, has increased the membership o f the International Pepper C om m unity w hich was
originally set up w ith India, Indonesia
and Malaysia as the founding members.
In addition to forming com m odity organizations, countries o f the
region have attem pted to prom ote
co-operative activities in several other
com m odities o f interest to them . As
a result, regional co-operative arrangem ents have now been established for

than during the period 19691983. These impressive trends have
been realized with remarkably
modest short-term fluctuations.
3. Interdependence between
exports and imports
The behaviour o f merchandise
imports is strikingly similar to that
of exports. First, it can be seen in
Figures II.5 and 11.6 that the
ASEAN plus China and the newly
industrializing economies are subject
to less instability in imports and
have benefited from higher growth
rates. Secondly, countries with
higher instability indices o f exports
also had higher instability in
imports. Combining this information, it can be said that countries
with higher instability in exports
also experienced slower growth in
exports, greater instability in
imports and slower growth in
imports.
The statistical associations bear

out what is intuitively expected.
Low growth in export earnings will
severely constrain a country’s
secular capacity to import, other
things being equal. In a similar
manner, unpredictable and significant fluctuations in merchandise
export earnings in the short term
tend to produce a corresponding
instability in a country’s expenditure on imports. In general, the
average instability of expenditure
on imports is less than that of
export earnings.
Similarly, the
secular decline in imports is less
than that of exports. Some cushion
has been provided by capital

Table II.16. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Instability
indices and annual growth rate of merchandise imports, 1969-1983 and
1974-1983
Im ports instability index

Afghanistan
Brunei Darussalam

Im ports g row th rate
(Percentage)

1969-1983

1 9 7 4-1983

1 9 69-1983

1 9 74-1983

49

28

16.6

12.1

16.7

15.6

21

Bangladesh

jute,
silk
and
tropical
timber.
Bangladesh,
Burma, China, India,
Nepal and Thailand are members o f the
regional co-operative arrangements on
jute. In silk, the members are China,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand. In tropical timber,
the membership includes Indonesia,
Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, the
Philippines and Thailand. In jute, cooperation among producing countries
o f the region helped the establishment
o f the International Jute Organization,
a body consisting o f representatives o f
both producing and consuming countries, and aimed at the general improvem ent o f the jute econ om y.
With
a view to prom oting the sale o f
regional silk products, an Asian Silk
Fair was held in 1984 and is expected
to be repeated once every tw o years.
The experiences w ith these efforts at
co-operation can be evaluated and
drawn upon to both strengthen existing
channels o f regional co-operation in
specific com m odities and create new
arrangements, where beneficial.

inflows and changes in reserves.
Nevertheless, the correspondence
between movements in exports and
in imports is quite clear.
The
results deduced above from the
group level experience are more
rigorously confirmed by crosssectional analysis.
Based on
estimates of instability indices and
of growth rates of exports and
imports for each country (Tables
11.14 and 11.16, respectively), rank
correlation coefficients have been
computed
and
these
values
are presented in Table 11.17 (overleaf).
An analysis o f this table
yields the following conclusions:

29

24

9.1

6.6

Burma

31

28

China

26

23

18.2

Cook Islands

81

66

12.6

9.3

Fiji

32

28

13.3

9.6

Hong Kong

13

14

18.0

16.8

India

21

18

16.1

13.5
16.7

5.0
13.8

Indonesia

24

11

22.7

Iran (Islamic Republic o f)

48

25

18.1

3.4

Malaysia

19

17

18.7

16.8

Maldives

111
22

88

22.1

25.7

17

13.6

13.9

Pakistan

32

17

15.5

14.2

Papua New Guinea

21

22

12.3

11.4

Philippines

24

14

16.4

11.6

Republic o f Korea

22

16

21.8

17.2

Samoa

69

61

13.6

8.8

Singapore

17

14

20.4

17.0

Solom on Islands

62

62

14.3

13.2

Sri Lanka

36

34

13.8

14.7

Thailand

19

16

17.4

15.1

Tonga

83

66

13.8

10.2

Vanuatu

65

42

11.3

6.9

Nepal

Sources: Computed from various issues o f United Nations, M onthly Bulletin o f
Statistics and Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics; UNCTAD, H andbook o f
International Trade and D evelopm en t Statistics; and IMF, International Financial
Statistics.
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Table II.17. Coefficient o f rank correlation between indices of instability
and growth rates o f merchandise trade, various periods
1 9 6 9 -1 9 8 3

197 4 -1 9 8 3

Merchandise exportsa

-0.40b

-0 .4 6 c

Merchandise im portsd

-0.35b

-0 .4 8 c

Trade instabilitye

0.66c

0 .7 6 c

Trade growthf

0.68c

0 .7 3 c

Sources:

Computed from Tables II.14 and II.16.

a Rank correlation betw een export grow th rates and export instability indices.
b
c
Statistically significant at 5 per cent level.
Statistically significant at 1 per cent
level.
Rank
d
correlation betw een import grow th rates and import instability indices.
eRank correlation betw een export instability and import instability indices.
fRank
correlation b etw een export growth and im port grow th rates.

(a) There is a negative and
statistically significant relationship
between the degree of instability
and secular rate o f growth of
exports as well as imports; a high
degree o f instability is associated
with a low secular rate o f growth
and vice versa;
(b) There exists a positive and
statistically significant relationship
between export instability and
import instability. In other words,
countries experience instability in
exports and imports in roughly
parallel manner;
(c) There is a positive and
statistically significant relationship
between growth rates of exports
and imports; the long-run import
capacity is largely determined by
growth in exports.
The negative correlation between the degree of short-run
instability and the rate o f longterm growth in export earnings,
particularly those displayed by
small economies such as the Cook
Islands, Samoa, Tonga and Vanuatu,
is attributable largely to the composition of their exports. In their
exports, a few commodities or
products account for the bulk
(between 70 to 85 per cent) of
the export earnings. These goods
come
from
the
agricultural
(including fishery) sector where the
price elasticity of domestic supply
and income elasticity of external
demand tend to be low in the short
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term. At the same time, however,
they are subject to unpredictable
changes in demand as a result of
various factors, including improvements in the utilization of raw
materials and the use o f substitutes. Domestic supplies can vary
considerably owing to exogenous
factors such as natural calamities.
In these economies, the very
narrow export base, inelastic and
uncertain domestic supplies, inelastic and/or shifting external demand,
serve to constrain severely the rate
of secular growth in commodity
exports and to accentuate instability.
The only notable exceptions
to the negative relationship between export instability and growth
relate to Maldives and, to a much
less extent, Solomon Islands in
the period 1974-1983. These two
island economies were able to
achieve an export growth rate
which, at an average o f 16 per cent,
was considerably higher than the
combined average for the developing countries in the ESCAP
region.
However, they also
experienced comparatively high
short-term fluctuations in export
proceeds, particularly in Maldives.
These characteristics were due
largely to the strong, but highly
variable external demand and,
to a less extent, the domestic
supply of fishery products and, in
the case of Solomon Islands, of

copra.
In contrast, the countries in
ASEAN and the newly industrializing economies achieved very
high trend rates of growth in
merchandise export earnings with
relatively modest short-term instability. The newly industrializing
economies are exporters of manufactured goods. They were, by and
large, able to sustain an impressive
rate of annual export growth
despite adverse external circumstances during 1974-1983. Their
annual rates of export growth,
18.2 per cent for Singapore, and
14.4 per cent for Hong Kong, were
about 15 per cent lower than those
achieved during 1969-1983 as a
whole.
The relatively steeper
decline in the rate of growth of
exports experienced in the Republic o f Korea was not unexpected.
Merchandise export earnings had
expanded fast, averaging almost 30
per cent per year during 19641973.
Despite the post-1974
decline, the export growth rate,
averaging 19.7 per cent, over the
period 1974-1983 was the highest
attained by any developing economy in the ESCAP region.
In comparison, the annual
rate of growth of exports of
primary
producers
such
as
Indonesia, the Philippines and
Thailand slowed down to between
10.4 and 14.9 per cent during
1974-1983.
This decline, which
averaged over one quarter for the
latter two economies and reached
42 per cent in Indonesia, was much
steeper than the corresponding
decline in the newly industrializing
economies. The decline in the rate
o f growth of export earnings in
Malaysia, another primary producer, was much less steep, at
around 15 per cent during 19741983 (from 18.0 to 15.4 percent).
The difference with other primary
commodity exporters was largely
due to a sustained high rate of
growth in hydrocarbon and, to a
less extent, manufactured goods

exports. These products accounted
for over 20 and 18 per cent, respectively, o f Malaysia’s post-1974
export earnings.
Their exports
increased at the respective rates of
31 and 22 per cent. During the
same period, however, earnings
from agricultural and mineral products rose by an average rate of
10.5 per cent per year, far below
the rates during 1969-1982.
There also exists a negative
correlation between the share of
manufactured exports and instability in export earnings. The rank
correlation coefficient between
instability indices of countries
during 1974-1983 (Table 11.14) and
the share of manufactured goods in
exports is -0.52. Thus, it appears
that a reduction in the fluctuation
of export earnings and acceleration
in secular growth demand a diversification o f export structures in
favour o f manufactured exports.
B. PATTERNS OF COMMODITY
EARNINGS AND PRICES
The discussion so far has
concentrated on the behaviour of
earnings from exports and expenditure on imports in the aggregate. It
has been noted that exporters of
primary commodities experience
generally slower growth and greater
instability in earnings. There is
considerable controversy over the
behaviour o f the long-run trend in
the prices of primary commodities.
The conventional wisdom has been
that as a consequence o f diminishing returns in the production
of primary commodities from a
fixed stock of land and mineral
deposits and increased capital
accumulation, prices o f primary
commodities would tend to rise in
relation to prices o f manufactured
products.11 In the early 1950s, this
view was contested on the grounds
11
For an exposition o f this argum ent, see N. Kaldor, “The role o f com m odity prices in econom ic recovery” ,
L lo y d s Bank R e view (L ondon) (July
1 9 8 3 ), pp. 21-34.

of asymmetric market structure,
and it was held that real prices of
primary commodities were subject
to long-run decline.12 The theory
o f asymmetric market structure has
in turn been subjected to a number
of criticisms. There are a priori
arguments for both a long-run
decline and a long-run rise. The
issue, therefore, is to test the
validity of each argument against
empirical findings.
In a recent empirical study it
was concluded that evidence for
the
70-year period beginning
around 1870 provided support for
a declining trend. However, the
inclusion of post-Second World War
data up to the 1970s appeared to
throw doubt on this hypothesis,
though it could not be decisively
refuted.13 A subsequent study
including data up to the 1980s
again
supported
a
long-run
declining trend.14
Many difficulties surround the
estimation of long-run real price
trends o f primary commodities.
Some of these relate to the availability o f comparable nominal price
series over a long period of time,
the choice of an appropriate
deflator, changes in the quality of
commodities and so on.
These
difficulties notwithstanding, this
section is devoted to analysing the
long-run trend in the real prices of
12

R. Prebisch, “The economic
development o f Latin America and its
principal problems” , E conom ic Bulletin
fo r Latin Am erica (Santiago), vol. 7
(1950), pp. 1-22; and H. Singer, “The
distribution o f gains between investing
and borrowing countries” , Am erican
E conom ic R eview , Papers and P roceedings (Nashville), vol. 40 (May 1950), pp.

473-485. See also Chap. I of this study.
13
J. Spraos, “The statistical debate
on the net barter terms o f trade between
primary products and manufactures” ,
E conom ic Journal (Cambridge), vol. 90,
No. 357 (1 9 8 0 ), pp. 107-128.

14

D. Sapsford, “Real primary com m odity prices: an analysis o f long-run
m ovem ents” , IMF Departmental M emoranda (May 1985).

and earnings from 17 selected commodities and commodity groups, all
of which are o f substantial importance to the majority o f developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
1. Declining trends
The deflated unit values of the
large majority of export commodities in the region have been falling
over the past two decades. The rate
o f decline accelerated during the
difficult post-1974 period (Table
II. 18, p. 169). The steepest declines,
ranging from 6.6 to 10.5 per cent
per year over 1974-1983, were
recorded for pepper, rice and sugar
(in both raw and refined forms).
These declines were the consequence of weaker world demand
attributable to higher levels of selfsufficiency
in
food-importing
economies on the one hand, and
excess supplies on the other hand.
Other
commodities
displaying
significant declines in real unit
values over the last decade included
cocoa, coconut and palm oil, jute
and copper. Large supplies and an
increasing utilization of substitutes
for imported agricultural raw
materials and oil products were
largely responsible for the falling
trends.
During 1974-1983, only for
three commodities (banana, nonconifer sawn wood and tin) was
there a sustained rising trend of
over 2 per cent in unit values. Of
these banana suffered a large
decline if 1964-1983 period as a
whole is considered. Price movements o f the other two commodities (non-conifer sawnwood and
tin) reflect strength in world
demand, in part due to the inadequacy of competitive substitutes
and, in the case of tin, in part due
to the influence o f buffer stocking
carried out under international
agreements.15
15

Trading in tin on the London
Metal Exchange was suspended in
October 1985 w ith th e exhaustion o f
funds for buffer stock purchases.
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The adverse impact o f falling
world prices on earnings from the
export o f commodities in the
ESCAP region was more than
offset by an increase in quantities
exported in m ost cases. In real
(or deflated) terms, earnings from
food exports grew at the average
rate o f over 2 per cent annually,
despite a fall o f 1.7 per cent in unit
values over 1964-1983. The corresponding figures are 3.2 and
-1.3 per cent in the case o f vegetable oils and oil-seeds, and 5 and

-1 per cent in the case of metals
and ores (Figure II .7). The
accelerated decline in real unit
values during the post-1974 period,
however, reduced, in absolute
terms, earnings from the export of
food items, vegetable oil and oilseeds and agricultural raw materials
while lowering considerably the
rate of growth of earnings from the
export o f other items.
The free-market export price
o f sugar was the hardest hit.
Despite an increase in export

volume, earnings in real terms
from raw sugar declined at the
annual rate of 10.2 per cent and
from refined sugar, 3.5 per cent
during the 1974-1983 period. The
deflated value o f earnings from
copper fell by 2.2 per cent annually
in spite o f an expansion in volume
by 2.7 per cent on the average
during the same time span. Real
earnings
from
copra exports
dropped sharply, partly because of
a switch in the form of export
from copra to coconut oil, which

Figure II.7. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Average annual rates o f growth in current and deflated
value o f exports and export unit values of selected commodity groups, 1964-1983 and 1974-1983

a
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D eflated by the unit value index o f manufactured exports from developed market econom ies.

contains a comparatively higher
proportion of value added, and
partly because of a fall in price.
However, real earnings from
the export of jute products fell
substantially owing to both unfavourable prices and lower export
volume. The decline in earnings,
which averaged almost 9 per cent
per
year
during
1964-1983,
moderated slightly to 7.5 per cent
for the post-1974 years. Approximately one half o f the decline
came from lower export shipments.
Palm oil and rubber were also
confronted with adverse price
trends. Their prices, in real terms,
fell by an annual average rate of 0.5
to 1.0 per cent, respectively, during
1964-1983. The rate of decline
moderated to 0.5 per cent in
rubber during 1974-1983 but in the
case o f palm oil the annual rate was
almost 6 per cent. Nevertheless,
significant growth in export shipments o f palm oil, rising at an
annual rate of 14 and 11 per cent
during 1964-1983 and 1974-1983,
respectively, more than offset the
adverse impact of falling prices on
earnings. The real value of palm
oil exports rose by an average of
almost 5 per cent per year during
the post-1974 period, whereas the
overall average for all 17 commodities declined by 0.7 per cent.
Higher volumes of exports also
contributed to large increases in
real earnings from cocoa, coffee
and coconut oil despite a negative
price trend during the post-1974
years.
When there is a sustained
increase in the production of
export commodities despite falling
real prices over time, there is the
possibility that the real costs of
their production might also have
fallen. If so, a significant part of
the gain in productivity in several
instances, e.g. pepper, rice, sugar,
palm oil and copper over 19741983, appears to have been captured by the external consumers. It
is also possible that the increased

Table II.18. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual rates of
growth of deflated value of exports, export quantities and deflated unit
values of selected commodities,a 1964-1983 and 1974-1983
(Percentage)

1964-1983

1974-1983

D eflated
D eflated D eflated
D eflated
Q uantity
Q uantity
un it value
value
un it value value
F oodstuffs

1.9

3.5

-1.7

-4.1

2.3

Banana

-0.3

6.2

-6.5

2.6

0.5

Pepper

0.5

2.3

-1.9

-7.3

0.9

Rice

0.7

2.1

-1.3

-1.9

4.7

Sugar, raw

1.5

2.6

-

10.2

0.3

Sugar, refined

1.1

-

-6.4

2.1
-

8.2

-

6.6

-10.5
8.8

7.0

4.5

2.4

-3.5

5.3

-

Beverages

5.8

5.2

0.7

5.3

6.7

-1.5

Cocoa

10.9

8.0

2.9

7.2

11.4

-4.3

C offee

8.2

6.2

2.0

7.5

7.7

-2.9

1.1

1.1

0.0

-

0.1

1.6

1.3

Vegetable oils and
oil-seeds

3.2

4.4

-1.3

-1.9

1.8

-3.7

Coconut oil

4.1

6.7

-

2.6

2.9

6.6

-3.7

Tea

Copra
Palm oil

-

8 .2

-7.5

-0.7

-13.5

13.6

14.1

-0.5

4.9

-

-

12.1

-1.4

10.8

-5.9

0.6

0.8

-1.4

-1.7

-

2.2

0.5

-8.9

-3.8

-5.1

-7.5

-4.0

-3.5

Logs, non-conifer

6.6

4.7

1.9

2.3

-3.3

5.5

Rubber

0.5

1.5

-

1.0

0.2

0.7

-0.5

Metals and ores

5.0

5.9

-

1.0

1.3

1.5

-

11.8

14.4

1.1

1.5

4.2

1.9

Agricultural raw materials
Jute

Copper
Iron ores
Tin

-

-

2.2

2.7

-4.9

2.6

2.6

1.8

0.9

2.4

3.4

0.1

3.3

-2.7
-

0.2

-

Sources: Computed from various issues o f United Nations, Monthly Bulletin o f
Statistics and Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics; UNCTAD, Handbook o f
International Trade and Development Statistics; and IMF, International Financial
Statistics; also FAO, Trade Yearbook and Yearbook o f Forest Products, various issues;
and UNCTAD, Yearbook o f International Commodity Statistics, various issues.
a Deflated by the unit value index o f manufactured exports from developed
market econom ies.

production of these commodities
was sustained at considerable
unmeasured social cost in order to
satisfy the compelling need for
increased income for the producers
and export earnings for the country, in the absence of alternative
sources of either.
2. Patterns of instability
In the case of a large majority
of primary commodities, taken in

the aggregate, both nominal and
deflated unit values have shown
greater instability than has export
volume in the short run. This
confirms the hypothesis that on
balance, external demand exercised
a stronger influence on variations
in earnings. The relatively modest
instability in aggregate export
volumes is also due in some part
to statistical aggregation.
In
individual products, the magnitude
of instability in export volume is
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substantially high in cocoa, coconut
products, jute, rice and sugar.16
For these commodities, supply
factors play a more dominant role
in determining the degree of
instability in earnings.
Further, earnings from commodity exports and from other
categories of exports often do not
move in phase with each other.
Therefore, the degree o f instability
in earnings from commodities will
differ substantially from that from
all exports for any country. The
behaviour of such short-run overall
fluctuations was discussed at length
in the previous section.
In a
similar manner, movements in the
export volume and hence earnings
of
a
particular
commodity
16 UNCTAD,
“Compensatory
financing o f export earnings shortfalls”
(TD/B/1029/Rev. 1), annex V ,p p . 1-18.

experienced by various producers
in the region do not often
synchronize.
The magnitude of
commodity-specific earnings instability at the country level thus may
not be quite similar to the degree of
fluctuations in commodity-specific
export earnings at the regional
level.
The results (Table 11.19) indicate that the instability of unit
values in current prices is much
more pronounced than the instability of earnings Evidently, adjustments in quantity have acted in
a compensatory fashion. Further,
the behaviour of quantities has
been far more stable than unit
values.
However, this pattern
of behaviour in which movements
in prices have been partly offset
by movements in volume is
observable more sharply after 1974.

In contrast, changes in deflated unit
values and commodity shipments
tended to move in tandem, aggravating the degree of instability in
commodity-specific export earnings
during the period 1964-1983.
Further, periodic fluctuations in
volume, unit value and earnings
of most commodities exported
from developing countries in the
ESCAP region were lower in 19741983 than in any other period
during the past two decades.
However, during 1974-1983
the average rate of growth of the
value of exports of all groups of
commodities was far less than in
the earlier period (Figure II.7).
This raises the concern that low
instability in unit values of and
export earnings from commodities
may also be associated with low
secular growth of exports. There-

Box II.6. Instability in agricultural com m odities: sugara
There are many factors which
bring about instability in the prices of
and earnings from exports o f agricultural commodities.
These factors,
relating to conditions o f production
and consumption as well as to policy
interventions, are not identical for all
commodities.
The prices o f and
earnings from sugar, for example,
remain most volatile despite successive
International Sugar Agreements since
1937; this illustrates the complexity o f
forces at work. Stability in prices and
quantities is ensured by normal feedback relations among demand, supply
and price. These links are broken in
the case o f sugar by several factors.
First, the world free market
price o f sugar, as determined at the
London or New York exchanges,
which is used to measure instability
is not an equilibrating price. There are
and have been many preferential
agreements for trade in sugar.
In
a Based on Yoshihiro Iwasaki,
Cause and E ffect in the World Sugar
Market: Some Empirical Findings
1951-1982, Asian Development Bank
Economics Office Report Series Report
No. 29 (February 1985).
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consequence, during the period 19511982, the volum e o f trade on the
world free market outside the preferential agreements and bilateral contracts was never more than one half
o f total exports; in some years it was
one fourth.
Secondly, the link betw een prices
in international markets, including
b oth prices in the free market and
under special trading arrangements,
and dom estic price is broken b y a
variety o f protective measures and
subsidies, especially in industrialized
countries. The existence o f support
to producers in these countries renders
production, and therefore the demand
for im ports, inelastic w ith respect to
world prices. Besides, as sugar is an
essential consum ption item w ithout
many close substitutes, its consum ption is inelastic w ith respect to
dom estic price.
Thirdly, sugar is produced from
b oth cane and beet. During the last
three decades, cane provided about
60 per cent o f world sugar production
and beet, 40 per cent. The production
cycle is o f the order o f 15 m onths in
cane-sugar and 8 m onths in beet-sugar.
Thus, there is a considerable lag in the

response o f production to a change in
prices. Besides, a number o f successive
harvests can be made econom ically
from the same cane crop. This also
causes rigidity in the volum e o f production o f cane and, therefore, o f
sugar.
Fourthly, b oth cane and beet are
subject to rapid deterioration in quality and require processing soon after
harvesting. This requires the installation o f processing plants close to
fields, m ilitating against econom ies o f
scale in processing. Processing costs
account for a large proportion o f the
total cost o f production o f sugar.
Since the fixed costs o f plant and
equipment are high in the cost o f
processing, there is further inflexibility in response to changes in prices.
F ifth ly, crop yields and the sugarcontent ratios o f b oth beet and cane
are sensitive to clim atic conditions'.
Thus, exogenous changes in weather
conditions weaken the causal chain
running from prices to production.
These
factors
indicate
how
formidable is the task o f stabilizing
the world market in sugar. Similar
problems afflict m any other agricultural com m odity exports.

fore, while it may be desirable to
ensure stability in earnings from
commodities of developing countries through international action
to reduce the adverse impact of
uncertainty, slow growth may be
inescapable.
This reinforces the
desirability of national policies
to diversify exports with manufactures.

Table II.19. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Average instability indices of current and deflated value of exports, of export quantities, and
of current and deflated unit values of selected export commodities, 19641983 and 1974-1983
196 4 -1 9 8 3
Value

19 7 4-1983

Q uantity Unit value

Value

Q u antity Unit value

Current prices
All com m odities

58

28

106

47

20

77

F oodstuffs

70

33

103

47

24

62

Beverages

60

28

67

51

17

62

C. TERMS OF TRADE AND
INCOME LOSS

Vegetable oil and
oil-seeds

68

28

110

70

31

112

1. The terms o f trade

Agricultural raw
materials

35

20

97

34

14

71

Metals and oresa

45

54

156

33

68

87

48

28

42

43

20

41

The patterns of commodity
trade examined earlier indicate that
the net barter (or commodity)
terms of trade17 of most developing economies in the ESCAP
region were falling while their
income terms of trade (or capacity
to im port)18 moved in the opposite
direction. The results (see Table
II. 20 overleaf) confirm these general patterns. With the exception of
oil-exporting countries, the commodity terms of trade fell at varying
rates or became stagnant over the
last two decades. The number of
economies whose commodity terms
of trade declined rose significantly
(from 5 in 1964-1973 to 10 during
1974-1982) after the first oil price
shock. The rates of decline also
became higher for some economies
and, consequently, the unweighted
average rate o f growth in the
commodity terms of trade of
developing countries in the ESCAP
region as a whole fell after 1974,
in contrast to a marginal gain in
1964-1973.
Apart from the rise in oil
prices, the other major factor
responsible for these adverse move17

The terms o f trade is the ratio o f
the export unit value index over that o f
imports. A rising ratio implies that the
weighted average prices received for
merchandise exports are increasing faster
than those paid for imports.
18
Derived by multiplying the com m odity terms o f trade b y the relevant
export volum e index.

D eflated pricesb
All com m odities
F oodstuffs

58

33

50

46

24

41

Beverages

47

28

36

47

17

41

Vegetable oil and
oil-seeds

55

28

54

64

31

67

Agricultural raw
materials

34

20

30

28

14

27

Metals and ores

71

54

30

33

68

30

Sources: Computed from various issues o f United Nations, Monthly Bulletin o f
Statistics and Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics; UNCTAD, Handbook o f
International Trade and Development Statistics; and IMF, International Financial
Statistics.
a 1964-1982 and 1974-1983.
b Deflated by the unit value index o f manufactured exports from developed market econom ies.

ments in the commodity terms of
trade was the decline in real prices
of commodities over most of the
last two decades, the decline
accelerating after 1974, as discussed above. The fall in Malaysia’s
commodity
terms
of
trade,
averaging over 7 per cent annually
during 1964-1973, was the largest.
In the region there were relatively
unfavourable prices for a wide
range of primary products, with
the most serious declines in real
terms being registered in jute,
copper, banana, pepper, sugar,
coffee and coconut oil in the
1970s and the early 1980s. These
lower prices contributed significantly to the decline in the
commodity terms o f trade. During
the 1974-1982 period, the decline

was as high as 12 per cent in the
Philippines and 7 per cent in India.
It is relevant to observe that
the relative prices in external
trade received by the newly industrializing economies were unfavourable as well.
Hong Kong’s
commodity terms of trade remained
stagnant throughout 1964-1982,
while those of the Republic of
Korea fell during the same years.
The high price o f oil imports was
probably one o f the main causes o f
these adverse trends.
Another
contributory factor was the lower
relative prices of both labour- and
technology-intensive manufactures
as a result of competition on the
one hand and significant improvements in productivity on the
other.
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When changes in the volume of
exports are taken into account,
however,
a
different picture
emerges.
The income terms of
trade, or the capacity to import,
of most developing economies in
the ESCAP region improved, some
by significant margins, during most
of the last two decades. As expected,
the most substantial
improvements were in the newly
industrializing economies and, to a
less extent, the oil exporters of
the region (except the Islamic
Republic of Iran during 19741982). The income terms o f trade
of Hong Kong and the Republic
o f Korea rose annually by about 10
per cent during 1974-1982. Countries in ASEAN also made notable
gains in export volume and hence
in their capacity to import; the
annual rate of growth was 6 per
cent in Malaysia and Thailand, and
substantially higher in Brunei
Darussalam and Indonesia. However, the adverse terms of trade

experienced by the Philippines were
too steep to be totally offset by
the increase in volume.
The
Philippines’
capacity to import
fell by almost 1 per cent a year
after 1974, as commodity terms of
trade declined by 12.5 per cent
annually.
The falling income terms of
trade of India were also due to
the severe decline, reaching 7.2
per cent per year, in its commodity
terms of trade after 1974. The
export volume of Sri Lanka became
virtually stagnant after 1974 and
this largely accounts for its adverse
income terms of trade. The modest
gain in Bangladesh’s income terms
of trade, averaging 3.0 per cent per
year during 1974-1982, was due
almost equally to improved export
prices and a higher export volume.
2. Loss of potential income
As shown above, most developing economies in the region were

Table II.20. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Annual
average change in terms of trade, 1964-1973 and 1974-1982
fPercentage)
In com e term sa

C om m odity term sa

1964-1973

1974-1982

1964-1973

1974-1982

2.9

0.1
1.7
10.5
-0.4

5.5

7.9
3.6
12.4
3.2
0.0

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Brunei Darussalam

2.6

Burma

-3.2

Fiji

-0.9

Hong Kong

0 .1 b

India

0.4
-0.4
1.3

Indonesia
Iran (Islamic Republic of)

-7.1
4.2

Malaysia
Pakistan

0.7
1.3
0.2
0.7

Philippines
Republic o f Korea
Sri Lanka
Thailand

-5.0
0.4
-7.2
5.8
10.7
-0.4

-

10.9
10.6
-1.3
8.4b
1.5
10.3
14.4
5.2
9.4

-0.5
-12.5
-4.8
-4.1

4.0
28.6

-5.3

6.6

-

6.6

10.8
-2.9
8.8
-13.0
5.9
8.4
-0.9
9.1
-4.0
6.3

Sources: Computed from various issues o f United Nations, M on th ly Bulletin o f
S tatistics and Y earbook o f International Trade Statistics; UNCTAD, H andbook o f
In tern ation al Trade and D evelo p m en t Statistics; and IMF, International Financial
Statistics.
a
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Base 1 9 7 4 -1 9 7 8 = 100.

b

1969-1982.

able to compensate for the falling
trend in commodity terms o f trade
and raise import capacity by raising
export volumes. However, their
capacity to im port would have been
much larger had the commodity
terms o f trade been more favourable. This loss o f potential export
income is very difficult to estimate
from the aggregative information.
Among other reasons, merchandise
exports consist of a variety of
classes and categories o f goods
whose weights in the total are not
available separately. These classes
and categories o f exported goods
are subject to very different supply
and demand schedules. Definitive
and up-to-date estimates of price
and income elasticities o f demand
and the relevant supply and
demand schedules are not yet available. Any effort to estimate the
potential loss o f export earning due
to the declining net barter terms of
trade, therefore, would be subject
to margins of error on the basis of
the available information. Consequently, a different approach has
been adopted.
The estimates made below
relate to losses of potential earnings
by commodity producers consequent upon slower growth in prices
o f exports as compared with prices
o f imported manufactures. This
approach is made feasible by the
availability o f time series data on
quantities, as well as prices and
earnings in both current and constant terms, for the major commodity exports from this region. As is
common in any empirical estimates
o f this nature, there are a number
of assumptions concerning demand
and supply conditions; these are
explained in some detail below.
The results, presented in Table
11.21, indicate that producers of the
17 commodities of major importance to the region suffered a combined loss o f potential income of
over $3.0 billion during 1964-1974.
This amount was equivalent to two
fifths o f the increase in nominal

income earned from these commodity exports during the same period,
and to one quarter of their combined export value in 1974.
Commodities
with
losses
in
potential earnings at rates above
average included banana, rice,
refined sugar, tea, copra, jute,
rubber and iron ore. The major
factor behind such losses was falling
world prices which, in real terms,
ranged from between 2 and 5 per
cent (rice, copra, ju te, rubber and
iron ore) to 11 per cent (tea) per
year over 1964-1974. For refined
sugar and, to a much less extent,

copra the loss of income was largely
due to lower production.19
There were two commodities
for which producers were able to
sustain a rise in real income (vis-avis) the cost of manufactured
imports); such improvement was
very modest, however. The gain
realized by palm oil producers, at
$48 million, was 7 per cent of the
increase
in nominal earnings
between 1964 and 1974; thecorre19

Computed from various issues o f
FAO , Trade Y earbook and UNCTAD,
Y earbook o f International C om m odity
Statistics.

sponding figures were $101 million
and 12 per cent for regional copper
producers. These gains were made
possible largely through a substantial increase in export production,
which averaged over 17 per cent
annually for palm oil and 21 per
cent for copper.
As can be inferred from the
previous discussions, the loss in
potential income of commodity
producers became much more severe
with the collapse of commodity
prices after 1974. The estimated
total for the 17 commodities under
study, at $6.1 billion, was equiva-

Table II.21. Developing economies in the ESCAP region. Estimate of loss of potential income due to declining
commodity terms of trade, 1964-1974 and 1974-1983
(Millions o f US dollars)
19 7 4-1983

1964-1974
Changes in
current
earnings

Changes in
real
earnings

F oodstuffs

2 543

1 675

-868

Banana

30

-8

-38

Pepper

111

84

1 283

817

Sugar, raw

976

Sugar, refined

143

Rice

Total
p o ten tia l
incom e loss

Changes in
real
earnings

Total
po ten tia l
incom e loss

-640

-2 090

-1 450

70

20

-50

-27

4

-63

-67

-466

-163

-945

-782

757

-219

-704

-1 097

-393

25

-118

153

-5

-158
-747

Changes in
current
earnings

Beverages

229

-425

-654

1 437

690

Cocoa

46

41

-5

129

72

-57

C offee

168

110

- 58

684

402

-282

15

-576

-591

624

216

-408

1 045

810

-235

871

34

-837

385

324

-61

104

-138

-242

Tea
Vegetable oils and oil-seeds
Coconut oil
Copra
Palm oil
Agricultural raw materials
Jute
Logs, non-conifer
Rubber
Metals and oresa
Copper
Iron ores
Tin
All com m odities

1

-221

-222

-145

-198

-53

659

707

48

912

370

-542

2 214

1 155

-1 059

1 537

-436

-1 973

50

-85

-135

-57

-122

-65

1 208

1 176

-32

556

-197

-753

956

64

-892

1 038

-117

-1 155

1 552

1 345

-207

591

-493

-1 084

822

923

101

-89

-456

-367

32

-121

-153

216

70

-146

698

543

-155

464

-107

-571

7 583

4 560

-3 023

3 796

-2 295

-6 091

Sources: Com puted from various issues o f United Nations, M on th ly Bulletin o f Statistics and Y earbook o f International Trade
S tatistics; UNCT A D , H andbook o f International Trade and D evelopm en t Statistics; and IMF, International Financial Statistics.
a

1974-1982 only.
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lent to 160 per cent o f the increase
in nominal earnings from com m odity exports between 1974 and
1983; this amount also equalled 39
per cent of the export value o f
commodities in 1983. There was a
loss in potential income from every
one of these commodities. The
producers o f the main commodities
exported from this region, namely
rice, raw sugar, tea, coconut oil,
palm oil, non-conifer sawn logs,
rubber, copper and tin, experienced
the most serious losses in real
earnings.
Losses on account o f
these nine commodities were $5.2
billion and equivalent to 85 per
cent of all losses during 1974-1983.
These losses were caused mainly by
either declining or stagnant prices
o f exports, except in the case o f
sawn logs whose export volume fell
by an average o f 3.3 per cent per
year.
It is also significant that the
real value o f exports o f the 17 commodities declined markedly from
about $14 billion in 1980 to $12.7
billion in 1983. The reduction in
real earnings was shared by all comm odity categories. The principal
causal factors included the steep
fall in the real prices of rice, raw
and refined sugar, coffee, cocoa and
palm oil. These falls were far too
severe to be offset by the positive
impact of increased shipments of
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refined sugar, coffee, coconut oil,
palm oil and copper. In several
other cases (e.g. rice, raw sugar,
copra, agricultural raw materials,
and metals and ores), adverse price
impacts were compounded by
lower export volumes.
The estimates o f loss o f potential export earnings should be
regarded with caution. They are
based on several assumptions including: (a) that the volume of
commodities
exported
would
remain the same as in the initial
year; and (b) that the prices for
manufactured goods imported from
industrial market economies would
remain unchanged irrespective of
the level o f commodity prices.
These assumptions may not hold in
the case o f some commodity prices.
Besides, higher prices o f commodities can induce increased supplies in
the medium term and a subsequent
fall in prices in the longer term.
Higher incomes from exports and
the consequent higher expenditure
on imports may cause higher prices
o f some imports. The net overall
effect would be impossible to estimate without a formalized general
equilibrium framework, the construction o f which would be
beyond the scope o f this exercise.
These limitations notwithstanding,
the estimates are indicative o f
certain orders o f magnitude which

can be compared against certain
other developments in the external
economic environment.
First, the reduction in export
earnings in real terms from 17 primary commodities amounting to
$6.1 billion during 1974-1983 far
outstripped the increase in the
nominal value o f official development assistance to the developing
economies in the ESCAP region
(excluding Brunei Darussalam and
the newly industrializing economies), which rose by $2.7 billion
during this period.20 It also may be
recalled that during the latter half of
this period there was a severe decline
in the growth o f official development assistance, which increased by
only $0.8 billion during 1979-1983.
Secondly, the loss in real earnings
nearly equalled the increase in the
debt service payments borne by
these countries, which rose by $6.8
billion in the decade 1974-1983.
Viewed from these perspectives, the
impact o f the declining trends in
primary commodity prices and
earnings can be considered to have
had significantly adverse consequences on the developing economies in the ESCAP region that are
dependent on primary commodity
exports.
20
In the new ly industrializing econom ies there was, in fact, a slight decline
in official developm ent assistance.

V TRADE EXPANSION AND INSTABILITY:
NATIONAL RESPONSES

A. INTRODUCTION
he preceding chapters have
examined patterns of growth
of external trade in developing
economies in the ESCAP region and
related questions of instability and
terms of trade. This chapter principally examines the evolution of
trade policies adopted by these
economies from the limited perspective o f trade expansion. There
is also a brief discussion of selected
policy instruments for dealing with
instability in earnings from exports.
Some limitations to the analysis in this chapter should be stressed
at the beginning. First, the efficacy
of trade policies, even from the
narrow viewpoint of trade expansion, depends on (a) how they
interact with each other and (b)
how they interact with other policies for economic management.
Such interactions may be either
mutually reinforcing or contradictory. For example, a reduction in
tariff rates with a view to liberalizing imports may be counteracted
by a tightening of quantitative restrictions, or an expansionary fiscal
policy may frustrate the desired
impact of devaluation on the expansion of exports. Such interactions will not be examined at any
great depth in this chapter.
Secondly, trade policy instruments are adopted to serve multiple
objectives, e.g. the promotion of
exports in general or the encouragement of manufactured exports,
granting protection to importcompeting domestic industries in

T

general or increasing the capacity
utilization of particular industries,
containing the deficit in the balance
of trade, raising revenues or the
broader objectives of development,
including
industrialization
or
income distribution.1 The chapter
does not seek to evaluate trade
regimes against these diverse objectives; the focus is limited to an
identification of emerging broad
patterns of such regimes in developing economies in the ESCAP region
and their likely impact on trade
promotion.
For analytical convenience, the
instruments of trade policy are
divided into three broad groups.
exchange rate policies, tariff and
quantitative restrictions on imports
and export incentive schemes,
including export processing zones.
Major recent developments in the
region in respect of these instruments are described in separate
sections with a view to identifying
the broad directions of change.
These descriptions are followed by
an evaluation, as permitted by
available information, o f the overall
impact o f these developments.

1
For details o f trade measures
adopted by groups o f 48 developing
countries (including members o f ASEAN
and participants in the Bangkok Agreem ent), see Maciej T ym ow sky, “Initial
findings concerning trends o f trade
policy and trade control measures o f the
developing
w orld”
(mimeographed),
paper presented at the World Bank Conference held at Brussels, 28 February1 March 1984.

B. EXCHANGE RATE POLICIES
1. Official exchange rate regimes
The Bretton Woods system of
“adjustable but pegged” exchange
rates broke down in August 1971
when the United States terminated
the convertibility of the dollar into
gold at a fixed price. An attempt
was made to re-establish a new
pattern of par values through the
Smithsonian
Agreement
of
December 1971. The Smithsonian
pattern o f rates collapsed in
February-March 1973 when major
industrial countries started floating
their currencies on a day-to-day
basis either singly or jointly (as in
the current European monetary
system). Although many developing countries still peg their currencies either to a single currency or to
a basket o f currencies, the present
international monetary system is
broadly referred to as a generalized
floating system, in which the currencies of major industrial countries,
which dominate world trade, are
allowed freely to float in value.
Among Asian developing economies, there is a discernible move
towards what has come to be described as a managed floating
system of currencies. As shown in
Table II.22 (overleaf), in the late
1960s and early 1970s the currencies of all countries in the
sample other than the Republic of
Korea had their exchange rates
pegged either to the pound sterling
or to the United States dollar. The
change to floating currency par
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Peggeda to
US dollar.

Peggedi to
US dollar.
Managed
floating
after 16
Nov. 1978.

Peggede to Pegged to US
pound ster- dollar after 21
ling.
Aug. 1971;
back to pound
sterling peg
on 20 Dec.
1971.

Unsettled period
(Aug. 1971-March 1973)

Generalized floating period Pegged to Basket pegging
pound ster- within margins
(April 1973 to present)
ling.
after Sept.
Basket
1975.
. m
pegging
Managed
within
floating after
margins
1978.
after Aug.
1979.

Republic o f
Korea

Basket pegPegged to US Managed
floating
ging within
dollar after
after 20
Dec. 1974.
margins
Managed
June 1973. after May
1976.
floating after Basket
Managed
pegging
Jan. 1980.
within
floating
after Nov.
margins
after Sept. 1977.
1975.

Managedk
floating.

Pegged1to
US dollar.
Basket
pegging within
margins after
1 Nov. 1978. p
Managedq
floating after
Aug. 1982.

Pegged to US
dollar.

Pegged to US
dollar.

Peggedc to
pound
sterling.

Pegged to
pound
sterling.
Managed
floating
after June
1972.

Thailand

Sri Lanka

Fluctuating.

Pegged to
pound
sterling.
Pegged to
gold after
June 1972.

Pegged to
pound
sterling.

Singapore

Managed
floating.

Fluctuating
Pegged to
since 1965.
US dollard
Managed
floating after
Feb. 1970.

Philippines

IMF, Annual R eport on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, various issues; and national sources.

Pegged to
US dollar.
Managed
floating
after 8
Jan. 1982.

Peggedg to
US dollar.

f
Pegged to
US dollar.

Managed
Peggedj to
floating
US dollar.
Basket
after 21
June 1973. pegging
Basket
since June
pegging
1983.
within
margins
after
Sept. 1975.

Pegged to
US dollar.

Pakistan

Peggedb to
US dollar,

Nepal

a Devaluation with respect to the United States dollar in April and December 1970 and in August 1971. b Devaluation (change in the price (o
f the United States dollar in terms
o f local currency) by 25 per cent in December 1967. c Devaluation with respect to the pound sterling by 7.12 per cent on 26 November 1967.
Devaluation with respect to the
United States dollar in February 1970. e The taka was introduced in January 1972, replacing the Pakistan rupee. At the same time the currency was devalued by 34.6 per cent.
Devaluation (change in the price o f the United States dollar in terms o f local currency) by 4 per cent in February 1973. No change in the rate with Indian rupee. g Devaluation
(change in the price o f the United States dollar in terms o f local currency) by 56 per cent in May 1972.
Devaluation with respect to the pound sterling by 36.8 per cent in May
1975.
1 Devaluation (change in the price of the United States dollar in term s o f local currency)by 50.6 per cent on 16 November 1978. 1 Devaluation (change in the price o f the
United States dollar in terms o f local currency) by 15.5 per cent in October 1975.
Devaluation (change in the price o f the United States dollar in terms of local currency) by 7.3,
21.4 and 22.2 per cent on 23 June 1983, 5 October 1983 and 6 June 1984, respectively.
Slight devaluation with respect to the United States dollar in July 1973.
Changed
intervention currency from pound sterling to United States dollar after 11 January 1983.
n Devaluation (change in the price o f the United States dollar in terms of local currency)
by 27.5 per cent on 30 March 1983. 0 Devaluation (change in the price o f the United States dollar in terms o f local currency) by 21 per cent in December 1974 and by 20 per cent in
January 1980.
p Devaluation with respect to the United States dollar by 8.7 per cent on 15 July 1981. q Devaluation with respect to the United States dollar by 14.8 per cent on
2 November 1984.

Sources:

Pegged to
pound
sterling.

Peggeda to
US dollar.

Pegged to
pound sterling.

Adjustably pegged period
(July 1967-July 1971)

Pegged to
pound
sterling.
Pegged to
gold after
June 1972.

Malaysia

Indonesia

India

Bangladesh

Table II.22. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Official exchange rate regimes

values came in 1973. The classification o f exchange rate regimes
based on announced intervention
policy may not necessarily be a
correct guide to the actual policies
being implemented because the
float may be managed so as to
achieve a result little different from
formal pegging. Conversely, countries that maintain a formal peg
may resort to adjustments so
frequently as to have a floating
value of the currency in practice.
Nevertheless, the evidence in Table
11.22 clearly indicates that developing economies in the ESCAP region
had introduced a certain degree of
flexibility in the use of exchange
rates as an instrument of policy.
This contrasts with fixed exchange
rates policies under which the
exchange rate is often viewed as an
objective o f policy and various
measures including restrictions on
imports are adopted to defend a
predetermined exchange rate.
2. Movements in exchange rates
An analytical distinction can
be made between the exchange rate
and other instruments of trade
policy mentioned earlier.
The
impact o f other instruments is on
the level of trade, whereas the focus
o f the exchange rate is on the trade
balance.
Thus, for instance, a
devaluation generally seeks, among
other objectives, to improve the
balance of trade by stimulating
exports and reducing imports. In
practice, however, practically all
developing economies in the
ESCAP region persistently incur a
deficit in the balance of trade.2
Therefore, all export earnings are
spent on imports, which devaluations have not tended to curtail. In
fact, quite often restrictions on
imports have been relaxed following a devaluation. From the point
of view o f exchange rate policy as
an instrument of trade expansion,
2 See Table II.9 in Chapter III of
this study.

the important questions to ask are:
(a) whether devaluation is likely to
increase export earnings and (b)
what has been the direction of
change in exchange rate policies.
The concern that devaluation

may not increase the exports of
developing countries arises from
“elasticity pessimism” . It has been
argued either that demand for
exports from developing countries
is price inelastic or that their

B ox II. 7. D evaluation in T hailand
On 2 November 1984, Thailand
announced a major devaluation o f its
currency.
The exchange rate was
changed from 23 baht per one US
dollar to 27 baht per one US dollar.
This devaluation was also accompanied
by a change in the determination o f
the exchange rate system . Under the
new system, the baht was linked to a
basket o f major currencies used in
Thailand’s international transactions,
rather than the US dollar alone, as
was the case prior to the devaluation.
The devaluation was prompted by
tw o major objectives: to reduce the
deficit in the balance o f trade and to
increase incom es o f farmers w ho were
severely affected by adverse demand
in the international markets for
Thailand’s farm exports. An assessm ent o f the experiences after the
devaluation indicates that it succeeded
in making a positive contribution
towards the fulfilm ent o f these
objectives.
During the first nine months o f
198 5 , the total volum e o f exports
increased by 7.5 per cent relative to
the same period in the preceding year.
The volume o f som e specific products
rose even faster. There was a 12.8 per
cent increase in the volume o f export
o f rubber; the rates o f increase for
tapioca, textile products, shrimp and
sugar were 13.2, 30.7, 34.3 and 51.0
per cent respectively. Thailand also
succeeded in raising its share in world
export o f these products. The devaluation also helped reduce import value
in United States dollar. As a result,
the deficit in the balance o f trade
declined from $US 2.3 billion to
$US 1.9 billion, a decline o f over 17
per cent. There was also a marked
improvement in the balance o f services
w ith incom e from travel increasing
by 11.7 per cent in United States
dollar.
The devaluation softened the
impact on the farmer’s incom e o f the
depression in the world market for

primary com m odities.
The price o f
high quality rice on the world market
decreased by 17.1 per cent, while the
dom estic price in Thailand decreased
by 14.0 per cent during the first nine
m onths o f 1985. The price received
by Thai farmers fell by only 2.2 per
cent as against a fall in the price o f
rubber by 16.9 per cent on the
Singapore market.
The price of
tapioca in the Amsterdam market rose
by 13.4 per cent, whereas the faim
price at hom e increased by 48.5 per
cent.
Recognizing that the devaluation
could have brought about inflationary
repercussions leading to an undermining o f the initial benefits and an
adverse impact on the distribution o f
incom e, a number o f preventive
measures were undertaken by the
Government.
These included (a)
control over prices o f selected products
comprising fuel, raw materials and
essential consumer goods, (b) financial
com pensation to those w ho dem onstrably suffered as a result o f the
devaluation, (c) control over windfall
gains to financial institutions, and
(d) the reduction o f interest rates. The
success o f these measures can be
gauged from the fact that during the
first nine m onths after devaluation,
the consumer price index rose by no
more than 3 2 per cent, and the
w holesale price index by 1.3 per cent,
the devaluation notwithstanding.
The
experience
o f Thailand
dem onstrates the beneficial impact
o f a devaluation on the balance o f
trade. It also highlights the importance
o f supplementary measures to prevent
the emergence o f inflation.
The
intense controversy that follow ed the
devaluation also points to a high
degree o f public sensitivity attached to
a decision regarding any major change
in the exchange rate and the need for
adequate effort to explain the nature
and consequences o f the change to
the public.
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domestic supply elasticities are
too low for additional exports
to come forth at a higher local
currency price for foreign exchange,
especially where exports comprise
mainly
primary
commodities.
Other lines of reasoning also have
been used to support the view that
foreign exchange earnings are insensitive to changes in the rate. One
such argument is that devaluation
triggers domestic inflation, nullifying any beneficial impact of
devaluation on foreign exchange
earnings.
However, there are a number
of studies that provide some
empirical evidence that total
exports, in fact, performed better
in the countries where effective
exchange rates were favourable to
exports. In an early seminal work
on the subject, which examined 24
instances o f devaluation during the
1950s to the mid-1960s, mostly in
developing countries, it was found
that the volume of exports increased in all but five instances
during the following year. Even
after allowing for exogenous
growth in world demand, it was
estimated that in 14 instances
devaluation increased export earnings in foreign currency.3 Other
available studies also lend support
to the view that devaluation generally brings about an increase in
export earnings o f developing countries.4 One recent study using data
on total export earnings from 22
developing countries and on manufactured exports from 12 developing countries, including India,
Malaysia, the Philippines, the
Republic o f Korea, Singapore and
Thailand, found the real exchange
rate to be a significant explanatory
variable o f export earnings.5
Another recent study on India
found that the real effective
3

Richard N. Cooper, “A n assessm ent o f currency devaluation in developing countries” , G overnm ent and E con om ic D evelopm ent, Gustav Ranis, ed.
(New Haven and L ondon, Yale University Press, 1 9 7 1 ), pp. 4 7 2 -5 1 2 .
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exchange rate has significant positive effects on both gross export
earnings and net foreign exchange
earnings from manufactured exports.6
It needs to be emphasized that
currency devaluation can successfully redirect resources into exports
and import-competing activities
only if the adjustment is not
reversed by subsequent domestic
price increases. This underscores
the importance of complementary
fiscal and monetary policies. In the
case o f Indonesia, for instance, it
has been argued that the exchange
rate adjustment o f November 1978
accompanied
by
appropriate
demand
management
policies
resulted in a reduced growth of
private sector imports and increased
earnings from non-oil exports.
However, the subsequent expansion
of government expenditure and
domestic liquidity following the
relaxation of the
balance-ofpayments constraint (owing to the
1979-1980 oil price increases) led
to a rapid growth in aggregate
demand and, thereby, to greater
inflation. As a result, the competitiveness o f the non-oil export sector
was reversed.7 Against the backdrop of the above findings, it is
instructive to investigate the direc4
B.A. Devries, E x p o rt Experiences
o f D evelopin g C ountries (Baltim ore,
Johns H opkins Press, 1967); B. Balassa,
“Trade policies in developing countries” ,
Am erican E con om ic R e view (Paper and
Proceedings) (Nashville), vol. LXI, N o. 2
(May 1 9 7 1 ), pp. 178-187; H.B. Larry,
Im p o rts o f M anufactures fro m Less
D eveloped
Countries
(New
York,
N ational Bureau o f E conom ic Research,
1968); and I.M.D. L ittle, T. Scitovsky
and M. S cott, In du stry and Trade in
Som e D evelopin g Countries (New York,
Oxford University Press, 19 7 0 ).

5

R.M. Bautista, “Exchange rate
changes and LDC export performance
under generalized currency floatin g” ,
W eltwirtschaftliches A rchiv (Tubingen),
vol. 1 17, N o. 3 (1 9 8 1 ), pp. 4 4 3 -4 6 8 .

6

Ifzal Ali, I n d ia ’s M anufactured
E xports: A n A nalysis o f S u pply Sectors,
Asian Developm ent Econom ics Office
Report Series N o. 31 (February 1 9 8 5 ).

tion o f change o f exchange rates in
developing economies in the
ESCAP region.
(a) Nominal exchange rate
The nominal exchange rate is
the officially declared parity rate
registered with IMF. The data on
changes in nominal exchange rates
against the United States dollar and
special drawing rights are presented
in Table II.23. During 1971-1975
the countries in which the rate of
depreciation o f the nominal exchange rate against the United
States dollar and special drawing
rights exceeded 20 per cent were
Bangladesh, Burma, India, the Lao
People’s Democratic
Republic,
Nepal, Pakistan, the Republic of
Korea and Sri Lanka.8
In the
second period, 1975-1980, the
corresponding countries were Indonesia, the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Maldives, the Republic
of Korea, Samoa, Sri Lanka and
Tonga.
However, during 19801984 the exchange rate o f several
currencies depreciated more against
the United States dollar than
against special drawing rights, in
comparison with the earlier two
periods. During this period, practically all the currencies depreciated
against the United States dollar
except the Brunei dollar, the Maldives rufiyaa and the Tongan
pa’anga. The rate of depreciation
in the nominal exchange rate varied
from 4 per cent in Singapore to 367
per cent in Viet Nam. In fact, only
the Brunei dollar appreciated over
all three periods.
The nominal exchange rate of
the domestic currency against the
United States dollar fell continG. Russel Kincaid, “A test o f
7
efficacy o f exchange rate adjustment in
Indonesia” , IM F S ta ff Papers (Washingto n , D.C.), vol. 3 1 , N o. 1 (March 1 9 8 4 ),
pp. 62-92.

8

Throughout this study the exchange rate is defined as units o f local
currency per unit o f foreign currency.
A n increase in the exchange rate implies
depreciation.

uously in all three periods in
several
countries:
Bangladesh,
Burma, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, the Philippines, the
Republic o f Korea, Samoa and Sri
Lanka.
The currency o f China,
Malaysia, Mongolia, Papua New
Guinea, Singapore and Vanuatu
appreciated against the United
States dollar in the first two periods
but depreciated in the third period.

diversified, movement in bilateral
exchange rates (say in terms o f the
United States dollar) does not give
an accurate measure o f the country ’s international exchange rate.
Under the present regime, when
one currency floats in value against
others it is likely that the currency
o f one country may appreciate in
terms o f some currencies while
depreciating in terms o f others.
Hence the value of the concept of
nominal trade-weighted exchange
rate, which measures the average
change o f a country’s exchange
rate against all countries.
The

(b) Trade-weighted and real exchange rates
To the extent that the trade of
the ESCAP member countries is

nominal trade-weighted exchange
rate is calculated by weighting the
changes in the exchange rate against
currencies o f major trading partners;
the weights reflect the importance
o f each foreign country in the international trade o f the home country.
It will be recalled that devaluation seeks to increase exports and
reduce imports primarily through
its effect on the relative prices of
exports, imports and non-traded
goods. The pursuit of appropriate
macro-economic policies is required
to ensure that the intended consequences o f exchange rate change

Table II.23. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Percentage change o f nominal exchange rate for
the United States dollar and special drawing rights, 1971-1984
SD Rs

$U S
Currency

Afghanistan

(afghani)

Bangladesh

(taka)

Brunei Darussalam

(Brunei dollar)

Burma

(kyat)

China

(yuan renm inbi)

Fiji

(Fiji dollar)

Hong Kong

(Hong Kong dollar)

India

(Indian rupee)

Indonesia

(Indonesian rupiah)

Iran, Islamic Republic o f

(Iranian rial)

19711975

19751980
1.9

10.4

99.5

9.6

60.0

-21.3

-9.5

-

19801984

1.2

29.5
82.8

5.4

-8.3

44.5

-9.7

2.0

5 2 .2

22.8

-11.3

5 7.0

51.0

71.4

4.4

30.0

-9.3

-

100.0

Lao P eop le’s D em ocratic Republic

(new kip)

Malaysia

(ringgit)

Maldives

(rufiyaa)

-8.6d

M ongolia

(tughrik)

-4.1

-15.7
-4.0

3 1 .7 b
-10.3

Nepal

(Nepalese rupee)

23.5

Pakistan

(Pakistan rupee)

106.6

Papua New Guinea

(kina)

-5.4

7.8

11.0

-15.2

115.1

19.4

23.0

30.4

-

9.9
-15.2

4 0.4

0.1

-9.9

33.6

-3.3

20.7

7.8

64.6

31.7

2.2

13.8

-3.3

-6.5

12.0

-

2 5 0 .0

-14.1
23.3

19801984

-0.2a

22.2

22.1
20.2

19751980

19711975

9.1
-

6.6

-16.1
-28.2

33.0
50.0

33.1

4.6

5 5.2

123.4

8.6

2.1

13.4

-19.0

46.1

-

15.3
19.2
-

11.0

Philippines

(Philippine peso)

16.5

1.4

160.0

25.6

10.3

Republic o f Korea

(w on)

29.7

36.3

25.4

39.9

48.5

-3.6

Samoa

(tala)

13.5

21.1

135.0

22.3

32.0

80.6

-14.2

-15.9

4.1

-7.5

-8.4

-5.4

6.5

29.5

133.4

46.0

39.6

154.3

-2.5

1.3

31.6

5.1

10.2

-23.3

80.2

Singapore

(Singapore dollar)

Solom on Islands

(Solom on Islands dollar)

Sri Lanka

(Sri Lanka rupee)

Thailand

(baht)

Tonga

(pa’ anga)

Vanuatu

(vatu)

V iet Nam

(dong)

-5.0b

2 9 .3 e

99.8

-

20.0
29.5

12.2
1.1

-2 5 .3 e

-0.7

4 2 .1 e

13.8f

3 6 7 .3 e

8.1

Sources: IMF, In tern ation al Financial Statistics, various issues; Asian D evelopm ent Bank, K e y Indicators o f D evelopin g
M em ber C ountries o f A D B (Manila), vol. X V (April 1984); United N ations, M on th ly B ulletin o f Statistics, various issues; and United
N ations, Y earbook o f In tern ation al Trade S tatistics, 1982.
a

1 9 8 0 -1 9 8 2 .

b

1 9 7 3 -1 9 7 5 .

c

1 9 7 6 -1 9 7 8 .

d

1 9 7 2 -1 9 7 5 .

e

1 9 8 0 -1 9 8 3 .

f

1976-1980.
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Table II.24. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Trend of prices and exchange rates, April 19731979a
Nominal trade-weighted
exchange rate

Price variables

Real trade-weighted
exchange rate

Domestic inflation

Weighted foreign inflation rates

Trend

Trend

1

(2)

(3)

(4)

8.8

9.7

D

D

Indonesia

17.4

7.6

D

A

Malaysia

5.1

8.4

A

D

Nepal

8.5

10.0

D

D

India

Philippines

11.9

8.5

D

A

Republic o f Korea

20.0

10.9

D

A

Singapore

3.4

7.7

A

D

Thailand

7.2

6.1

D

A

Sources: Based o n Pradumna B. Rana, “The impact o f the current exchange rate system o n trade and inflation o f selected
developing member countries” , Asian Developm ent Bank Econom ic Staff Paper N o. 18 (September 1 9 8 3 ), p. 31.
a

Percentage change at annual com pound rates using least squares m ethod.
D = Depreciation. A = Appreciation.

are not vitiated by other changes in
their relative prices. For example,
domestic inflation following devaluation may result in a return to
pre-devaluation relative prices of
goods and services. Therefore, it is
necessary
to
compute tradeweighted real effective exchange
rates, taking into account the differences between rates of inflation
in the home economy and the
major trading partners.
Data on trend rates o f inflation, as measured by the wholesale
price index, available for a limited
number of countries, are presented
in Table II.24. Regarding the rate
of domestic inflation during the
period 1973-1979, one can distinguish between “high inflation”
countries (Indonesia, the Philippines
and the Republic of Korea, in the
range of 12 to 20 per cent),
“medium
inflation”
countries
(India, Nepal and Thailand, in the
range of 7 to 9 per cent), and “low
inflation” countries (Malaysia and
Singapore, in the range o f 3 to 5
per cent). The direction o f change
in the real trade-weighted exchange
rate indicates that in both “high
inflation” and “low inflation”
180

countries, changes in domestic
relative prices have dominated
exchange rate changes.
In the “high inflation” countries, the competitiveness gained by
the nominal depreciation o f currencies had been more than offset by
higher domestic inflation rates, so
that in real terms they lost competitiveness.
The “low inflation”
countries had, however, gained
competitiveness in real terms. The
“medium
inflation”
countries
(except Thailand) had been inflating at a lower rate than their trading partners, so that the relative
price changes reinforced the competitiveness gained through the
nominal depreciation o f currencies.
Thailand, however, had been inflating faster than its trading partners
and hence lost competitiveness in
real terms.
Its experience was
similar to that in the “high inflation” countries.
Thus,
during
1973-1979,
expansionary policies in Indonesia,
the Philippines, the Republic of
Korea and Thailand resulted in an
appreciation o f their real exchange
rates. The currencies o f Malaysia
and Singapore appreciated in

nominal terms, but because of their
success in maintaining domestic
price stability, depreciated in real
terms.
The Indian rupee depreciated in nominal terms and this
gain in competitiveness was reinforced by lower inflation at home
than abroad. However, from 19791980 onwards, the real exchange
rate appears to have appreciated
somewhat in India.9
This brief review of exchange
rate policies in developing economies in the ESCAP region shows
that most have depreciated their
exchange rate in nominal terms
against the United States dollar and
special drawing rights. This reinforces the earlier observation that
these economies have demonstrated
a degree o f willingness to use the
exchange rate as a policy instrument which, among other things, is
likely to promote exports. In some
instances, however, such depreciation has been eroded or even
reversed due to high rates of domes9 V .R . Panchamukhi, “Role o f
external trade and trade policies in
econom ic developm ent o f India: 19728 4 ” (m imeographed) (September 1985),
pp. 36-37.

tic inflation, and the full potential
of the intended exchange rate
adjustment has not been realized.
C. IMPORT POLICY
Tariffs, quantitative restrictions, including the outright ban on
selected items, and exchange
controls constitute the principal
hallmarks o f im port policies in
most developing economies in the
ESCAP region. There is a general
impression that in developing countries, non-tariff barriers constitute
the principal instrument o f import
restriction. Without a product-byproduct analysis, which cannot be
undertaken here, it is difficult to
generalize with certainty as to
whether tariffs or non-tariff barriers
are the binding form of import
restriction. Moreover, the infinite
variety in which both tariff and
non-tariff forms o f control are
administered and their year-to-year
variation bring about a formidable
degree of complexity in import
policies. An in-depth analysis of
the evolution of import policies in
developing economies in the region
is, therefore, beyond the scope of
the present study. In the following
paragraphs an attem pt is made to
piece together some evidence to
identify the broad patterns of import policies.
Average tariff rates in developing countries are generally higher
than in developed market economies.10
Within the developing
countries in the ESCAP region,
those in South Asia generally have
higher tariff rates than the others
(see Figure II.8). This information
needs to be treated with some caution for the following reasons.
Tariff rates, as shown in FigureII.8,
may overstate the degree o f import
restriction through tariffs. In virtually all countries, there are cer-

tain categories of goods free of
import duty. Also, the proportion
of imports under different tariff
categories is not identical. In consequence, there arise significant
differences between average tariff
rate and the actual ad valorem
incidence of tariff, defined as the
ratio of import duty collected over
the value o f imports. In quite a
few countries in the region, import
duties contribute a sizeable share of
tax revenue. Given the obligation
to maintain a certain level o f public
expenditure for social and economic reasons, and the difficulties
faced in raising revenue from alternative sources, high tariff rates
become an essential instrument of
fiscal policy. Short-term balanceof-payments considerations also
limit the scope for reduction of
import duties. In addition, high
tariff rates are a means of protecting domestic economic activity.
A time profile to indicate the
direction of change in tariff rates
is not readily available. A very
crude indicator of import liberalization is the ad valorem incidence of
tariff. The indicator is crude for

several reasons. The presence of
quantitative restrictions and various
ways o f avoiding them create a gap
between the actual price of imports
in the domestic market and the
landed cost plus tariff. The changes
in this differential over time (which
gives a less crude indicator) are not
captured by ad valorem incidence,
which also may change simply as a
result of a change in the composition of imports due to forces exogenous to any formal change in
tariff rates. Intercountry comparison also cannot strictly be made on
the basis o f data in Figure II.9
(overleaf) because the denominator
in some cases is the f.o.b. value of
imports and c i.f. value in others.
In spite of these and other limitations, the data on ad valorem incidence of tariff presented in Figure
II .9 can be considered rough
indicators of the direction of
change in import restrictions only
in so far as these restrictions are
administered through tariff measures.
The data in Figure II .9 show
considerable year-to-year variations
in virtually all countries. However,

Figure II.8. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Unweighted average tariffs, various years
(Percentage)

10 UNCTAD, “P rotectionism , trade
relations and structural adjustm ent”
(T D /274), p. 7.
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the trend lines suggest that in 9 out
o f 14 sample countries, the ad
valorem incidence of tariff appears
to have been declining. The exceptions are Burma, India, Pakistan,
Papua New Guinea and the Republic of Korea. However, in Papua
New Guinea and the Republic of
Korea, the incidence has remained
modest compared with that in

other countries where the trend is
upward.
There also exists other evidence that indicates that many
countries are making efforts to wards reducing and rationalizing
import tariff structures. Simultaneously, other measures are being
adopted to liberalize import policies. A brief indication of some

Figure II.9. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Actual
and trend estimates of ad valorem incidence o f tariff, various periods

major recent changes in this direction is given below.
Import policies in Bangladesh
have been under major reform since
1982. Bangladesh reduced import
duty slabs from 23 to 12 in the
1982/83 budget and to 7 in the
1983/84 budget.11 The licensing
required o f the private sector for
industrial imports was abolished
from 1983/84 and industrial enterprises were allowed to import
against authorized letters of credit.
From 1984/85 any item not
included in a negative (banned) or
restricted list was made freely
im portable.12
In China there has been a move
over the last few years to liberalize
imports, particularly o f consumer
goods. Regarding tariffs, China has
adopted a two tier system, viz.
general rates and minimum rates.
The latter are applied to imports
from countries having concluded
trade agreements with China, the
total number o f such countries
being 85; the former apply to
imports from other countries. The
minimum rates are subdivided into
21 steps ranging from 5 to 150 per
cent, while the general rates are
subdivided into 25 steps from 7.5
to 250 per cent. In general, lower
import duties are imposed on
modern equipment, machinery and
essential raw materials; consumer
goods are subject to higher rates.
Following the adjustment o f import
tariffs in 1981, rates on three categories of imports comprising 326
items were lowered.
Import policy in India is continuously modified to provide a
flexible and liberal response to the
growing needs of the economy.13
11

__________ Actual
__________ Estimated
N o te :
The estim ated values are derived from the regression o f the form x = a+b(t)
where x represents tariff rate and t represents tim e.
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Bangladesh, Ministry o f Finance
and Planning, B udget Speech (198384), p a r tI I (Dhaka, 1 9 8 3 ), p. 2.
12
Bangladesh, Ministry o f Commerce, Im p o rt Policy Order, 19858 6 (Dhaka, 1985).
13
India, Ministry o f Finance, E conom ic Survey 1984-85 (New Delhi,
1 9 8 5 ) ,p . 78.

Instead of the usual annual policy,
a three-year import policy was
introduced in 1985 for the first
time. Some of the major highlights
of this policy included a reduction
in licensing requirements and the
liberalization of imports of capital
goods, spare parts, design and drawings and computer systems.14 While
the Government has reduced tariffs
on
numerous
high-technology
items, the new policy is not expected to significantly decrease
import duties, which account for
more than 40 per cent of tax revenue. At present, there is a variety
o f import licences; the number of
these issued in 1977-1978 reached
143,000. After some decline in
1978-1979 and 1979-1980, there
has been a significant increase,
largely due to the increase in
licences that allow special import
facilities for registered exporters,
known as REP licences. In 19831984 the value o f licenced imports
still accounted for about 50 per
cent of total imports.15 The report
of the Committee on Trade Policies,
published in December 1984,
recommended that the licensing
(quota) system be gradually replaced by a tariff system. Several
reasons have been cited for this
recommendation.
First, as the
number of import transactions has
increased over the years, import
licensing has become too complex
to administer in a prompt manner.
Secondly, it may be easier for importers to assess costs and availability in a regime of tariffs than one
of quotas. Thirdly, fiscal controls
may be preferable to physical controls for administrative reasons, as
the former would reduce the incidence of delays and misuse.
Fourthly, in accordance with the
objective of reducing the scale of
protection over time, tariffs rather
14

India,

Ministry

of

than quotas would be more transparent and easier to comprehend by
import-competing firms.16
Following the intensification
16

India,

Ministry

of

Commerce,

Report o f the Committee on Trade
Policies (New Delhi, December 1984)
(hereinafter referred to as Report o f the
Committee ), pp. 47-48.

o f restrictions on imports since
1982, the Government of Indonesia
restructured the import tariff
schedule in early 1985. The new
schedule reduced the number of
rates by one half, lowered tariff
rates and reduced their dispersion.
In addition, measures were adopted
to simplify customs procedures.1 7

Figure II.9 (continued)

Commerce,

Press Note: Import and Export Policy
Order April 1985-March 1988 (New
Delhi, 1985).
15

Panchamukhi, op. cit., p. 38.
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In Pakistan, import policy has
been
progressively
liberalized.
During 1972-1982 there was a considerable improvement over the pre1972 situation. Up to June 1983
all goods included in either the free
or the tied list could be imported
into the country. The import of
other goods was banned.
The
imports under both lists became
subject to quota restrictions. Moreover, goods in the tied list could be
imported only from countries
mentioned in the list. Since July
1983, however, the import of all
goods except those in the banned
list has been permitted. A list of
goods that can be imported only
from specified countries has been
further maintained.18
In the Philippines, imports
were liberalized measurably in
1973. A new tariff system, which
simplified the schedule of tariffs by
reducing the number of rates from
34 to 6, took effect on 1 January
1973. A basic rate o f 10 per cent
ad valorem was established and a
schedule of five levels o f protective
rates, 20, 30, 50, 70 and 100 per
cent ad valorem was added.19 In
the last few years, there have been
further developments in tariff
reforms in the Philippines. A tariff
reform programme was started in
1981 as a part of a gradual implementation of trade liberalization
under the country’s structural
adjustment programme. The trade
liberalization scheme consists of two
17

Pisit Leeahtam, “Trade, trade
policy and development in ASEAN
countries”
(mimeographed)
(August
1985).
1 8

A.R. Kemal, “Incentive structure
for the manufacturing industries of
Pakistan” , paper presented at th e Pakistan Society of Development Economists, 17-20 March 1984, pp. 4-10.

at 51 per cent in 1976, rose to 67
components: (a) a restructuring of
per cent in 1979 and 77 per cent in
the tariffs, and (b) a liberalization
1982. The ratio is projected to rise
of import restrictions/regulations.
to 95 per cent by 1988.2 1
The restructuring o f tariffs under
the programme has been put
Following a major devaluation
into effect and was about to be
in 1977, Sri Lanka has liberalized
completed by December 1985. It
its import policies. In contrast with
was expected that by end Decemthe earlier practice o f subjecting
ber 1985, the import of a total of
all imports to individual licensing,
1,246 non-essential consumer and
quantitative controls were pracunclassified consumer items and
tically abolished. Except for a short
some 1,865 regulated commodlist, which included such items
ities will have been liberalized. The
as ammunition and certain capital
overall range of tariff rates from
equipment exceeding SLR 700,000
10-100 per cent was brought down
each in value, all imports were
to the range of 10-50 per cent in
brought under open general licens1985. Moreover, the average tariff
ing. Under this procedure, regisrate decreased from 43 per cent in
tered importers are allowed to
1981 to 28 per cent in 1985. These import without requiring prior
changes have reduced and evened
approval o f either exchange control
out effective protection rates across
or import control authorities.22
industries. However, the progresThailand was in the process of
sion of tariff rates from raw
implementing a structural adjustmaterials to finished consumer
ment programme. Its components
goods has been maintained, although
included the rationalization o f the
by the end o f the programme the
tariff structure and the lowering
rates will be less dispersed.2 0
of effective rates of protection for
Beginning in the early 1970s,
import-substituting industries. Rethe Republic of Korea has implecently tariffs were reduced for
mented three major tariff reforms:
some categories o f imports.
the first in 1973, the second in
The description o f changes in
1976 and the third in 1978. The
policy noted above does not permit
reforms in 1973 considerably
any definitive conclusions about
reduced the average tariff rates.
the extent o f import liberalization.
The second reforms did not signifiNevertheless it does indicate a tencantly reduce the average tariff but
dency towards liberalization of
there was a substantial reduction in
trade.
the dispersion of rates. There was
a further reduction o f tariff rates
D. EXPORT PROMOTION
in 1978. There has also been a
POLICIES
considerable relaxation o f quantitative controls.
Defined as the
The basic components of an
ratio of the number of automaticalexport promotion policy package
ly approved items to the total numare devaluation, price and non-price
ber of import commodity classes,
incentives specifically designed for
promoting the export of selected
the ratio of import liberalization
classes o f commodities and the
has consistently increased since the
mid-1970s. The ratio, which stood
21

19

Takahiko Haseyama, Akira Hirata
and Toru Yanagihara, eds., Two Decades

o f Asian Development and Outlook for
the 1980s: Papers and Proceedings o f a
Symposium held at the Institute o f
Developing Economies on 8-11 March
1982 (Tokyo, Institute o f Developing
Economies, 1983), p. 199.
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Philippine Tariff Commission,
“Tariff reform program: status and
development as o f June 1985” , 1 July
1985, pp. 2-4; and R.T. Haresco,
“Foreign trade regime: Philippines”
(unpublished papers), 5 October 1985,
p. 8.

Injune Kim, “Trade policies of
Korea: a review o f th e last two decades
and recom m endations for th e fu ture”
(mimeographed) (August 1985).

22 T.S.N. Fernando, “ Role o f external trade and trade policies in the economic development o f Sri Lanka (19711984)” (mimeographed) (July 1985).

establishment of export processing
zones. The configuration of these
elements in policy packages varies
across countries and over time. The
following discussion is devoted to
an examination of the role of
incentives and export processing
zones; exchange rate changes were
discussed in an earlier section. It
is worth while stressing that these
promotional measures in most instances represent efforts to only
partially offset anti-export bias in
trade and industrial policies. This
fact needs to be explicitly taken
into account by developed countries when postulating countervailing action on the basis of visible
export subsidies in developing
countries. Quite often, as the subsequent evaluation will show, the
apparent subsidy is inadequate to
wholly compensate for the implicit
taxes on exports. Though explicit
taxation of exports is not generally
of much quantitative significance
in countries of the region except
Sri Lanka, where export duties
constitute about one fifth of government revenue, implicit taxation
is quite common and takes many
forms. For instance, an overvalued
exchange rate reduces earnings
from exports, as if taxed; controls
on imports necessary to support
an overvalued exchange rate indirectly produce the same effects;
and other elements of import
policy that affect the price or the
availability of inputs required for
exports reduce net earnings from
exports. It is against this background that incentives offered to
exports need to be viewed.
1. Export incentives
The package of export incentives in Bangladesh contains a number of elements.
The major
elements are: a higher than normal
exchange rate at which proceeds
from selected export items can be
converted to taka, concessional
credit for exports, duty drawback

on imported raw materials used in
manufactured exports, the administration of an export credit guarantee
scheme, favourable rates of income
tax on income from selected
exports and a concessional rate of
import duty on machinery and
equipment
for export-oriented
industries.2 3
In the 1980s, new measures
to promote international trade,
especially exports, have been introduced in China. Reforms of the
trade management system can be
grouped into three categories: the
decentralization of decision making, the commercialization of the
operation of trade corporations and
the merger of trade and production
enterprises.
The export of principal and important products is handled by
national export and import corporations.
The export of other
commodities is allocated to branch
corporations in provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions,
which now have the power to
negotiate and enter into contracts
as well as handle the shipping of
traded commodities.
General
foreign trade offices have been set
up in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai
to conduct and co-ordinate their
trade with foreign countries. More
ports were opened to direct trade
as well. As part of the move to
decentralize control over foreign
trade and eliminate costly and
inefficient trans-shipment, eight
ports on the Yangtze River were
opened in April 1980. The ports
are in Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Hubei, Hunan and Sichuan provinces.
Moreover, to improve efficiency, state corporations have been
given more autonomy; they now
bear their own losses and profits.
The Government has raised the
share o f profits in excess of the
planned
target that can be
23
Bangladesh, Ministry o f Commerce, Export Policy July 1985-June
1986 (Dhaka, 1985).

retained by these enterprises and
even allowed them to keep a part
of their foreign exchange earnings.
As a result, the corporations have
been more active in finding new
markets and in supplying in commodities that satisfy foreign customers’ desire for quality, design
and prompt delivery.24
In India, in the 1970s, there
was a marked shift in favour of
policies for export promotion. A
complex set of export incentives
evolved for this purpose.25 However, the report of the Committee
on Export Strategy for the 1980s
made the point that the surge in
exports in the mid-1970s was
mainly due to “fortuitous factors”
like “sharp increases in unit values
of some commodities because of
international demand conditions” ,
and “temporary domestic surpluses”
of sugar and steel.
The report
added that “the required improvement in export performance will
not be easy to achieve and certainly
not by a continuation of past
policies” .26
Export incentives provided by
the Government in India include a
duty drawback system, market
development assistance including
cash compensatory support, fiscal
concessions and import facilities
for exports.27 Cash compensatory
support as a proportion o f the
24
Tien-tung Hsueh and Tun-oy
Woo, “ Reforms, problems and prospects
o f China’s foreign trade in the post-Mao
period” , Asian Affairs (Dhaka), vol. IV,
No. IV (December 1982), pp. 386-406.
25
On this point, see for instance,
A. Bagchi, “Export incentives in India:
a review” , Change and Choice in Indian
Industry, A.K. Bagchi and N. Banerjee,
eds. (Calcutta, Centre for Studies in
Social Sciences, 1981), pp. 297-328.
26
India, Ministry o f Commerce,
Final Report (Committee on Export
Strategy, 1980s), December 1980.
27 For detailed information on and
evaluation o f these measures and new
guide-lines for a policy framework see,
Government o f India, Ministry of Commerce, Report o f the Committee, pp.
20-41.
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f.o.b. value of exports has been
generally in the range of 11 to 14
per cent. There was a steady increase in disbursements on the duty
drawback system from Rs 420
million in 1973-1974 to Rs 2,040
million in 1981-1982. Since then
there has been a sharp decline
that is probably attributable to
the introduction of the advance
licensing system, which enables exporters to import inputs duty-free
for export production. The total
value of all import licences for
exports issued during 1983-1984
was Rs 22,945 million. This sum is
a little over one third of the f.o.b.
value of exports entitled to these
facilities.
In contrast, resources
provided
for
product/market
development in order to combat
non-price factors affecting the
competitiveness of exports are very
limited. Similarly, the attempt to
improve the relative profitability of
exports through fiscal concession is
o f small significance.
The 1984 report of the Committee on Trade Policies has recommended the rationalization of
export incentives, the elimination
of the multiplicity of incentives,
the simplification of import policy
for exporters by the introduction
of a passbook system for the exporters, the strengthening o f institutional infrastructure and other
measures for export promotion. A
number of these recommendations
have already been incorporated in
the new policy announced in April
1985. An import-export passbook
scheme was to take effect in
October 1985, enabling quick dutyfree access to imports needed for
export production.
In Pakistan, various schemes
were implemented to provide incentives to export during the
1960s.
However, following the
devaluation of the Pakistan rupee in
1972, not only were export incentives withdrawn but export duties
were also imposed on some exports.
Export duties on manufactured
186

goods were gradually removed.
However, certain exports during the
period 1972 to 1977/78 benefited
from tax rebates and exemptions.
During 1977/78 and later, exports
were made eligible for compensatory rebates.
These were initially
awarded to cotton textiles but subsequently extended to sports goods,
engineering goods, carpets, rugs and
footwear. Besides, under the Export Finance Scheme, credit is
made available to exporters for six
months at a concessional rate of
3 per cent per annum.28
The
newly
industrializing
economies in the ESCAP region
switched to export promotion
policies in the relatively early stages
of the industrialization process.
Realizing the future limitations of
import substitution possibilities,
these economies changed the source
of stimulation for industrial growth
away from domestic to export
markets.
In the Republic of Korea, for
instance, export incentive policies
initiated in the 1960s were pursued
throughout the 1970s.
Fiscal,
financial and tariff incentives for
export promotion have dominated
the Korean incentive system. The
incentives for export promotion
include: (a) the duty-free entry of
raw material imports for export
production;
(b)
the
wastage
allowance system that allows some
portion of the raw material imports
for export to be used for the
domestic market; (c) short-term
(usually 90 days) low-interest
financing up to certain limits; (d)
preferential access to loans; (e) a
low advance deposit rate for raw
material imports for export production; (f) an income tax reduction
(ceased in 1973) and an indirect tax
exemption for exports; and (g)
other institutional promotional
activities such as trade fairs, providing information channels through
such institutions as the Korea
28

Kemal, op. cit., pp. 11-21.

Traders Association and Korea
Trade Promotion Corporation and
the monthly Export Expansion
Meeting at the cabinet level.
Under tax incentives offered to
industries in general, there are
various exemptions and reduction
provisions. It is worth noting that
the ratio o f total exemptions and
reductions to total collections
increased from 11.0 per cent in
1969 to 23.8 per cent in 1975,
indicating that the fiscal incentives
governing the allocation o f resources
had become more important during
this period. However, during this
period fiscal incentives for export
promotion were each year on the
average of over 70 per cent of total
fiscal incentives.
Clearly, the
Korean fiscal incentive system
favours the export sector more than
the others.29
Moreover, in the
Republic of Korea, preferential
loans for exports as a percentage of
total domestic loans rose steadily
from 7.5 per cent in 1968 to more
than 25 per cent in 1975. The
interest concession to exports increased from 2.0 won per dollar of
export in 1962 to 9.0 won per
dollar in 1975. The aggregate won
value o f export incentives, including fiscal, financial and tariff incentives per dollar of exports, rose
dramatically between the early
1960s and the mid-1970s. Thereafter, however, its trend has been
downward.30
The ASEAN countries have
pursued their export promotion
and
diversification
strategies
through various means. In Malaysia,
the Investment Incentives Act was
introduced in 1968 to accord
special benefits to export-oriented
industries. From 1974, income tax
incentives have been given to manu29 Suk Tai Suh, “Growth contribution o f trade and the incentive system” ,

Planning Model and Macro-economic
Policy Issues, Chuk Kyo Kim, ed. (Seoul,
Korea Development Institute,
p . 414.
30
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factured exports.
In 1976, an
export credit insurance corporation
was set up and in 1977 the Central
Bank’s rediscount facility to provide cheap pre-shipment financing
facilities for exports was put in
effect.
Other fiscal incentives,
especially in export processing
zones, also have been provided.3 1
In the Philippines, the strategy
for export diversification has been
mostly concentrated on trade relations and supported by substantive
government efforts. In 1976, the
new “national export strategy”
renewed previous efforts to develop
new markets, under the supervision
of the Philippine Export Council.
Export goals were formally integrated into the planning process,
with the specific objective of diversifying trade away from Japan and
the United States in order to
minimize dependence on particular
countries. Goals for diversification
have been established. For 1987
these goals were that Japan and the
United States would absorb 50 per
cent o f exports, the ASEAN region
10 per cent, Western Asia 13 per
cent and Europe 16 per cent. For
the year 2000 it is expected that
the industrial nations will take
44-55 per cent of exports, the
ASEAN region 20-25 per cent and
the third world 20-25 per cent.
The Philippine International Trading Corporation and the Ministry of
Trade are paying more attention to
non-traditional markets in socialist
countries and the third world to
further diversify their trade.32
More liberal incentives were
offered to exporters of nontraditional manufactured products,
under the Export Incentives Act
promulgated in 1970. The incentives included exemption from
export taxes, tax- and duty-free
31
32

Leeahtam, op. cit.

Donald K. Crone, “Management
of international dependence: the case of
ASEAN” , Contemporary Southeast Asia
(Singapore), vol. 5, No. 1 (June 1983),
pp. 61-62.

import o f capital equipment and
spare parts, tax credit on export
sales and on excise taxes paid on
domestic capital equipment, raw
material and semi-manufactured
products used in production for
export. Firms eligible under the
Act were those exporting at least
one half of their output and whose
products were listed in the Export
Priorities Plan prepared by the
Board of Investments.
Several measures were adopted
to accelerate the development of
infrastructure for export industries.
An export processing zone was
established in Bataan, the Philippine
International Trading Corporation
was created, and some effort was
made at simplifying export procedures and documentation.
For quite some time, the Bank
of Thailand has been operating a
rediscount window from which
concessionary credit at low (around
7 per cent) interest is extended to
finance exports.
Since 1972,
several export incentives such as
investment promotion privileges
and tax rebates have been administered. In 1978, a number of additional measures were adopted.
These included a more effective
marketing
strategy,
especially
through setting up international
trading companies and more extensive use of Thai embassies abroad
in assisting the marketing effort.
All categories of exports requiring
imported raw materials have been
made eligible for import duty
rebate since 1983.33
The Pacific countries also
administered a variety of export
incentives. For example, income
earned from non-traditional exports
is granted partial exemption from
domestic taxation in Papua New
Guinea. Duty drawbacks on imported input and preferential duties
on the import of machinery required for export production are
prevalent in Fiji and Tonga.34
33

Leeahtam, op. cit., p. 34.

2. Export processing zones
Beginning about 1970, export
processing zones (EPZs) became an
important feature of the industrial
landscape of several economies in
the ESCAP region. By 1981, there
were about 26 such zones, in
addition to which there were also
a similar number of industrial
estates in Hong Kong, the Republic
of Korea and Singapore that
shared many, but not all, the
characteristics of EPZs.
Since
then, several other zones have been
in various stages of completion.3 5
These zones consist of limited
areas of land lying in a sense outside the normal customs jurisdiction of each country. Imported
goods may be brought into the
zones duty-free for processing
provided all output is sold abroad.
In practice, although not all EPZs
conform exactly to this description, the emphasis on export
distinguishes EPZs from other types
of industrial estates. Most firms
operating in the zones are either
partly or wholly owned subsidiaries
of companies located in high-wage
Western industrialized countries,
and these firms typically produce
relatively labour-intensive light
manufactured goods such as garments, electronics, processed food
and light machinery.
The investing firms have seen
the zones as a means of reducing
costs by transferring the labourintensive parts of their products
and processes to low-wage countries.
Governments in the host
countries have seen EPZs as a
means of generating employment
opportunities, foreign exchange
earnings and “technology transfer”
Substantial incentives have been
34
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offered to attract foreign firms into
the zones.
In various countries
these have included combinations
o f the duty-free import o f raw
materials and manufactured intermediate goods, company income
tax holiday, subsidized provision of
factory space and/or utilities,
streamlined administrative procedures to avoid costly “red tape” ,
exemptions from industrial regulations applying outside the zones,
and the guaranteed repatriation of
profits.
In the context o f trade policy,
EPZs constitute a physical as well
as a policy enclave that permits
free trade and export promotion
policies to be pursued without
disturbing the given trade regime
and structure o f protection applicable in the industrial sector as a
whole. EPZs can be designed to
remove obstacles that are seen to
reduce the ability or willingness
of investors to take advantage of
the
underlying
comparative
advantage o f a country.36
The Government in Bangladesh
set up the Bangladesh Export
Processing Zones Authority in 1980
and entrusted it with the responsibility
of
establishing
export
processing zones in the country.
The first project was the Chittagong
EPZ, where some enterprises have
already gone into production. The
industries in which investments
have taken place include garment,
towel
manufacturing,
textile,
leather products, electronics, steel
chain, chemicals and engineering
products. Similarly, several investment proposals have been received
for the proposed Dhaka EPZ.
In China, special economic
zones (SEZs) have developed as an
integral part of the policy of the
“ four modernizations” initiated in
1978/79. Among the objectives of
the four modernizations was the
36 David Wall, “E xport processing
zones” , Journal o f World Trade Law
(Twickenham), vol. 10, No. 5 (September-October 1976), pp. 47 8 -488.
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opening o f China to the outside
world to obtain foreign investment
and advanced technology. In 1980,
four SEZs were established in
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and
Xiamen.
In April 1984, the
Chinese Government decided to
open 14 coastal cities and three
delta cities to foreign trade and
investment, based partly on the
SEZ pattern o f regulations and
administration.
Among the distinctive features
of China’s SEZs is the opportunity
they provide to foreign investors to
sell a part of their output in the
Chinese market. The Government
has been flexible on the proportion
of production (generally 20 per
cent) allowed to be sold in China.
The proportion depends on the
characteristics of the products.
Products in short supply that
China would otherwise have to
import or those that contain
mostly Chinese raw materials,
components or spare parts, or
those produced by using high
technology, are preferred for sale
in the Chinese market.
The promulgation in 1967 of
the Pioneer Industries Ordinance
effectively turned the whole of
Singapore into an EPZ for preferred
types of industrial activity; by
extension, Hong Kong could also
be considered an EPZ. Malaysia
followed in 1971 with the Free
Trade Zone Act, which led to the
establishment of some 10 EPZs
throughout the country.
The
Philippines initiated the Bataan
Export Processing Zone in 1972.
In Sri Lanka, the Katunayake
Investment Promotion Zone was
set up in 1978.
It can be seen from Figure
11.10 that there has been great
variation in the contribution that
EPZs have made to exports in
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore
and Sri Lanka. The gross exports
generated by the zones in the
Philippines and Sri Lanka have
been modest and substantially

below the levels attained in
Malaysia and Singapore.
The
differences are not solely due to
the greater development o f EPZs
in the two latter countries but
also to higher net exports per
EPZ worker in their countries.
The net exports per EPZ worker
were $546 in Sri Lanka, $1,769
in the Philippines, $2,345 in
Malaysia and $5,653 in Singapore.37 These large differences in
productivity per worker probably
emanate from differences in the
composition of industries in EPZs
in different countries.
In the
Philippines and Sri Lanka, garments
and miscellaneous light manufactured
products
predominate,
whereas in Malaysia and Singapore
the dominant industries are electronics and precision instruments.
Although the EPZ in Sri Lanka had
been in operation for only three
years up to the year to which the
data refer, EPZs in the Philippines
had been in operation for as long as
those in Malaysia and Singapore.
In part, therefore, differences in
net exports per worker reflect
differences in the nature of products.
The benefits suggested by gross
exports in Figure 11.10 have to be
qualified by several considerations.
Net exports were much lower than
gross exports, especially in the
Philippines and Sri Lanka. This is
the result o f the large import content in industries in EPZs. Both
the imports and the exports are
largely handled as intra-firm trade
by
transnational
corporations,
which may use transfer pricing to
reduce net export earnings below
levels that would prevail in arm’s
length trading. Moreover, benefits
generated in EPZs in the form of
greater exports should be appraised
against the direct and indirect costs
involved. First, there is the direct
cost o f investment in special
infrastructure for EPZs. This was
37
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particularly pronounced in the cases
o f Sri Lanka and the Philippines,
where special zones away from
established industrial centres were
created. In Sri Lanka, the total
investment in infrastructure for
the zone amounted to some $15
million, while in the Philippines it
was $92 million.
These were
equivalent to approximately $ 1,000
and $4,000 per unit of direct
employment created in the zones
in Sri Lanka and the Philippines,
respectively. The costs of infrastructure investment were lower in
Malaysia and Singapore because the
zones were extensions of industrial
estates in established urban centres.
In addition to these direct costs,
there also were subsidies implicit
in the rates at which land, factory
sites, utilities and other services
were made available to enterprises.
Precise estimates o f these implicit
costs are not available, but in
Sri Lanka the pricing of land,
telecommunications, water and
electricity services appears to have
been below their social cost. The
same appears to have been true in
the Philippines, where the zone
administration even failed to cover
its operating expenses, quite apart
from the question of providing for
the adequate amortization of the
investment.
In Singapore, the
subsidy element was lower, being
confined to the preferential interest
rate at which the investment cost
of infrastructure was financed.
Another important cost item
that has to be taken into account
is that arising from the concessions
and incentives offered to firms
within EPZs.
The incentive
package offered to investments in
the zones typically included tax
holidays and other allowances such
as accelerated depreciation allowances: the revenue forgone has to
be counted as a cost. Even though
incentives are extended to firms
outside the zones as well, the
incentives offered to EPZ firms are
typically greater than those offered

to firms elsewhere in the economy.
This is particularly clear in the cases
of the Philippines and Sri Lanka.
Sometimes preferential treatment
to firms within the zones has
resulted in the displacement of
local producers outside the zones.
This seems to have occurred in
Sri Lanka where preferential treatment in the allocation of quotas for
the export of textiles and garments
to producers within the zone was
to the detriment of local producers
and exporters outside the zones.38
In India, the first EPZ was set
up in Kandla in 1965. In 1974, the
Santa Cruz Electronics EPZ was
established, and in 1980 the 100
per cent export-oriented unit
(EOU) scheme was instituted. In
1983, the value of exports from
the Kandla Free Trade Zone was
about 2 per cent of total Indian
exports,3 9 much of it representing
net exports since the import
content of the goods exported
(garments, etc.) was low. However,
in the Santa Cruz Electronics
38
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EPZ, the value of exports during
1982/83 was Rs 544 million, but
90 per cent of it had been spent on
im ports40 However, the performance of both EPZs has shown a
distinct improvement in recent
years and an exhaustive social
cost-benefit analysis has shown
that they were beneficial to the
economy of India.41 In 1983, the
Government decided to set up four
new EPZs at Cochin, Haldia,
Madras and the New Okhla Industrial
Development
Authority
(Ghaziabad). The export performance of these zones varies substantially.
In 1973 an EPZ was established in Jakarta under the control
of a state company. It is at present
the only EPZ in Indonesia and was
established as a “pilot project”
under the Ministry of Trade with a
view to assessing whether similar
40
For inform ation o n the impact of
EPZs in larger countries such as China
and India, see Survey, 1984, p. 80.
41
India, Ministry o f Commerce,
Report o f the Committee on Trade, p.
32; and Rajiv Kumar, Export Processing
Zones in India: A n Evaluation, Indian
Council for Research o n International
Economic Relations Working Paper 23
(New Delhi, February 1985).

Figure 11.10. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Contribution o f EPZs to exports, various years
(Millions o f US dollars)

Sri
Lanka
(1980)

Philippines
(1979)

Malaysia
(1978)

Singapore
(1980)
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zones should be established elsewhere in Indonesia.
Recently,
plans were formulated to establish
EPZs in eight other locations.42
An export certificate or “drawback” scheme was introduced at
the time o f the 1978 devaluation
to encourage the use o f domestic
raw materials.
Access to the
scheme is not confined to the EPZ
but its influence on production
within the zone has been substantial.
Until early 1982, 95 per cent
o f foreign exchange receipts had to
be deposited with Bank Indonesia,
but this restriction has now been
lifted. The repatriation o f profit
is not subject to special controls.
In common with all other firms,
domestic and foreign, operating
in Indonesia, EPZ firms may
convert Indonesian rupiah earnings
into foreign exchange (and vice
versa) quite freely at the current
exchange rate. This is not a common feature of EPZs. In many
countries in Asia, the existence of
exchange controls frequently complicates and delays the handling
of foreign exchange receipts and
the repatriation of profits.
The official incentives package
offered to attract foreign firms
into the Jakarta EPZ has four
main features: duty-free import of
raw materials and capital goods
together with duty-free export of
finished products; a three- to fiveyear holiday on company income
tax; an export certificate or drawback scheme to encourage the use
o f domestic raw materials; and free
convertibility of foreign exchange
earnings into domestic currency
together with free repatriation of
profits.
An official management fee of
0 3 per cent is applied by the
Government to the ci.f. value of
42 Peter G. Warr, “The Jakarta
Export Processing Zone: benefits and
costs” , Bulletin o f Indonesian Economic
Studies (Jakarta), vol. XIX, No. 3
(December 1983), p. 29.
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imported raw materials and capital
goods and to the f.o.b. value of
exports. However, these rates are
still low in relation to the rates of
duty on imported raw materials
paid by domestic garment producers operating outside the zone.
These range from 100 to 300 per
cent, depending on the textile
involved.43 In 1980 and 1981,
exports of garments from the
zone comprised 18 and 28 per cent,
respectively, of total Indonesian
garment exports by value and
roughly 1.6 and 2.3 per cent of
gross Indonesian production of
garments by volume.
Imported inputs comprised 87
per cent of the value of exports in
the 1977-1978 period, compared
with 45 per cent in 1981. The use
of locally produced raw materials
increased from a negligible level in
1977-1978 to 29 per cent o f the
value of total raw material inputs
in 1981 and 41 per cent in the early
months of 1982. Over the 19771978 period gross value-added per
worker in garment production was
$834 per annum, while in 1981 it
was $1,409.44
One of the instruments used
by the Republic of Korea in its
shift away from an import substitution trade policy in the late
1960s was the establishment of
EPZs.
It was hoped that these
zones would attract foreign investment
in
export-oriented
manufacturing activities and would
thus contribute to export-led
growth.
Two export processing
zones were established, one at
Masan on the south-eastern coast of
the Korean peninsula and the
second at Iri on the mid-western
coast. These zones began operation in 1971 and 1973,respectively.
The official list of incentives
available to firms operating in
EPZs in the Republic of Korea
has remained largely unchanged
43
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since 1970. The fiscal incentives
include a complete exemption from
all customs duties applying to
imported and exported commodities.
The exemption applies to
imported capital goods, provided
their import is approved.
The
enterprises also are permanently
exempted from business activity
tax and value-added tax. Foreign
employees o f firms operating in
the zones are exempted from
earned income tax, and profits
and dividends remitted abroad
are also untaxed. In addition, there
is a temporary exemption from
corporate income tax, individual
business income tax, property tax,
and property acquisition tax.
These exemptions apply during the
first five years o f a firm’s operation
in a zone, and a 50 per cent exemption applies for the next three
years.
Non-fiscal incentives include
simplified customs clearance procedures for imported capital goods,
raw materials and for exported
products.
Firms in these zones
are also exempted from most
statutes restricting commodities
that may be imported, provided
these commodities are not resold
domestically. Although such firms
are expected to export most of
their output, sale within the
Republic of Korea is sometimes
permitted. Electronics may not be
sold domestically and for other
goods local sales are limited to a
maximum of 30 per cent o f the
previous year’s exports. Intermediate goods, rather than final
consumer goods, receive the most
favourable treatment in this regard.
A feature of great importance to
firms in EPZs is the existence o f a
centralized administrative office
with authority to intercede on their
behalf with the various government
departments.
This reduces the
administrative costs of the firms.
Firms are permitted to build
factories on rented EPZ land or to
rent space in the standard factory

buildings
that
are
provided.
Electricity is available at a 30 per
cent discount relative to commercial users outside the zone.
In respect of labour laws, EPZ
firms are treated identically with
essential public utilities. Unions are
prohibited and collective action
of all kinds is illegal. Remittance of
profit and dividends in full is
permitted at any time, subject to
approval, and remittance from the
local sale of capital equipment is
permitted up to a maximum of
20 per cent of the value of total
capital investment each year after

the third year o f operation. Finally,
firms that incorporate in the
Republic of Korea, as all firms have
done to date, are eligible in some
cases for concessional rates on
local borrowing.
Obviously the
incentive package offered to EPZ
firms is a favourable one. In fact,
the tax incentives and labour regulations outlined are more favourable
to investing firms than those offered
in the Philippines or Indonesia.
However, the Republic of Korea’s
wages
are
supposedly
much
higher.45
Although the zones were pro-

moted actively during the early
1970s, interest in attracting new
firms appears to have declined by
the late 1970s.
This contrasts
markedly with the present policies
of other low-wage countries promoting export processing zones,
such as the Philippines and Sri
Lanka. The explanation possibly
is that the expansion of EPZs is
no longer necessary for export
45

Peter G. Warr, “Korea’s Masan
Free E xport Zone: benefits and costs” ,
The Developing Economies (Tokyo),
vol. X XII, No. 2 (June 1984), pp.
169-172.

Box II. 8. Trade facilitation
While the instrum ents of trade
policy discussed above largely determine the financial incentives for
engaging in international commerce
either for export or im port, the conduct of such commerce is often
conditioned by a variety o f procedures
and the requirem ent that certain
docum ents be com pleted. All countries, developed or developing, require
that foreign trade transactions satisfy
certain procedures and that parties
involved submit certain docum ents
pertaining to these transactions.
The
requirements vary from
country to country and have been
prom pted by a number of objectives.
These include gathering statistical
inform ation, control over the quality
of products, collection of taxes and
duties, prevention o f foreign exchange
leakages and even protection of
domestic economic activity. Administered by different agencies, the number
of required docum ents has tended to
rise over time and th e procedures
become increasingly complex.
For
instance, it has been shown that the
export of tea from Sri Lanka requires
the com pletion o f nearly 20 different
docum ents, many o f these in multiple
copies; it also involves 15 different
activities starting from th e registration
o f contract with the Sri Lanka Tea
Board to the final negotiation of
docum ents for obtaining payment.
This is by no means atypical and
similar examples can be found in many
other countries in the region.
Today, there are unprecedented

variety and volume in the w orld’s
shopping basket. Purchasers and their
banks enjoy instant communication
w ith world markets, while technological advances in air and sea transport,
cargo jetlines, and container ships,
have led to unparalleled improvements
in capabilities to deliver goods quickly
and efficiently. However, one of the
few aspects of international commerce
in which such efficiency is conspicuously lacking is in gaining actual
possession of the goods in question
because of th e need to conform w ith
cumbersome procedures, regulations
and docum entation.
Excessive paperwork delays the
receipt of shipments, raises their cost,
jeopardizes profits, discourages trade
expansion and adversely affects both
industry and government. In most
countries, the cost of such unnecessary
trade-related
procedures
is
conservatively estimated at 10 per cent
o f th e value o f goods traded. The cost
o f paperwork in international trade
world-wide is estimated at around
$US 40 billion per annum.
This cost can be greatly reduced
through trade facilitation measures by
securing: the reduction of formalities
to the absolutely necessary minimum;
the simplification of procedures; the
alignment of docum ents w ith the

a Elmo I. de Silva, “Case study on
controls, com mon to most developing
countries” (mimeographed) (December
1985).

United Nations Layout Key fo r Trade
Documents; the introduction of “oneru n ” systems o f docum entation; and
the use of m odern methods o f data
exchange. Past experience has shown
that where such measures have been
im plem ented, the cost has been
reduced by a t least 50 per cent.
The gravity of th e problem has
not gone unrecognized. Several countries in the region have adopted the
United Nations Layout Key and considerable progress towards reduction o f
costs o f paperwork has been achieved
in th e Philippines, Sri Lanka and
Thailand.
However, unilaterally a
single country can do no more than
improve its own im port or export procedures and docum entation.
The
intercountry nature o f foreign trade
opens wide avenues for international
co-operation.
UNCTAD attends to
problems of trade facilitation a t the
global level. Countries o f the region,
while pursuing efforts to improve
national trade facilitation measures,
may wish to set up a regional
mechanism for co-operative action in
trade facilitation. Such a mechanism
could provide a focal point for the
dissemination of inform ation on trade
facilitation m atters, monitoring the
implem entation of trade facilitation
measures, providing inputs to the work
in the international trade facilitation
netw ork, and providing opportunities
for consultation, training and technical
co-operation among countries o f the
region.
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growth in the Republic o f Korea
and that rising real wages have
reduced its comparative advantage
in the labour-intensive light manufacturing activities that the zones
usually attract.
Nevertheless, the importance
o f EPZs in gross exports can be
placed in perspective by comparing
them with the Republic of Korea’s
other large industrial estates. In
1980 the value of total exports
from the five largest of the industrial estates (including EPZs)
amounted to 21 per cent of total
exports in that year. Of the total
of 21 per cent, 18 per cent were
accounted for by Masan EPZ and
3 per cent by Iri EPZ; Chang Won
Industrial Complex accounted for
7 per cent, Gumi Industrial Complex for 23 per cent and Korea
Export Industrial Complex, Seoul
and Inchon for 49 per cent. Exports from the Masan and Iri
EPZs comprised 4.4 per cent of
total exports and the other industrial estates 16.6 per cent of
exports in 1980.46
The first EPZ in Thailand on
the outskirts of Bangkok opened
in 1983 and preparations were
under way for a second zone on
the eastern coast.
In general, the impact of
EPZs does not seem to be quantitatively large in the overall growth
o f manufacturing exports. EPZs
may constitute a helpful adjunct to
the overall policy designed for
export promotion but they are
unlikely to function as a major
tool o f international trade policy.
In improving the functioning of
EPZs, it would be necessary to
take into consideration the unique
conditions and requirements of
individual
host
countries.4 7
Further, EPZs should be viewed as
somewhat in the nature o f “infant
industries” needing protection in
initial staees. but growing to
46

Ibid., p. 173.

47

Lee, e d ., op. cit., pp. 258-259.
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maturity and international competitiveness over time.
For this
purpose, host Governments may do
well to review periodically the
various tax concessions and other
privileges extended to EPZ firms
with a view to withdrawing those
that have become redundant or
counter-productive and eventually
integrating EPZ firms into the
economy. Naturally, measures of
this nature can be expected to be
taken first in developing countries
with well-established EPZs. Their
example may prove useful to other
developing countries that have
recently set up EPZs or are aspiring
to do so.
E. AN EVALUATION
Many questions loom large in
the evaluation of trade policies for
development. Some of these were
raised in Chapter I of this study.
It is impossible within the scope of
the present exercise to even a ttempt to evaluate the net effect of
the complex set of trade policy
instruments, including exchange
rates, import controls and export
incentives, on various development
objectives.
From the limited
perspective of trade promotion, the
primary question of interest is
whether the incentive structure
generated by trade policy instruments discriminates between sales
in home markets and abroad. The
effective rate of protection, which
measures excess returns to domestic
factors of production in consequence of a trade policy regime
over returns with world market
prices of inputs and outputs, as a
proportion o f the latter, is a widely
used summary measure o f the
effectiveness o f some o f the trade
policies.48
If, for instance, the effective
rate of protection on production
for exports is lower than on import substitutes, the implication
would be that trade policies
militate against production for

exports.
Export earnings under
such circumstances in all probability would be less than with higher
effective protection for exports.
Imports would be reduced not
only because o f greater incentive
offered
to
import-competing
domestic production, but also
because of the close correspondence between exports and imports
as noted in an earlier chapter.
Moreover, a wide dispersion in the
effective rates of protection on
different activities is indicative of
allocative inefficiency and of scope
for gains through the reallocation
of investment.
Another summary measure
often used to estimate bias in trade
policy is the ratio of the effective
exchange rate for exports to that
for
imports.
The effective
exchange rate for exports is defined
as the units of domestic currency
that can be obtained for, say, a
dollar’s worth of exports, taking
into account export duties, special
exchange rate applicable to exports
and other compensation (e.g. duty
drawback on inputs used in export
production). Similarly, the effective
exchange rate on imports is defined
as the units of domestic currency
paid for a dollar’s worth of imports
taking into account tariffs or
tariff equivalent of quotas, surcharges, interest on deposits in
advance and others. If the ratio
of the first upon the second is less
than unity, the implication is that,
4 8

The estimation and interpretation
o f effective protection rates are fraught
w ith many conceptual and statistical
problems. Nevertheless, these are useful
guides to identification of bias in trade
policy and of allocative inefficiency. See
J.N. Bhagwati and T.N. Srinivasan, “The
general equilibrium theory of effective
protection and resource allocation” ,
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(Amsterdam), vol. 3, No. 3 (August
1973), pp. 259-281.
See also J.N.
Bhagwati, Foreign Trade Regimes and

Economic Development: Anatom y and
Consequences o f Exchange Controls
Regimes (New York, National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1978), chap 5.

on average, production for export
is less profitable than importcompeting production for the
domestic market.4 9
Not much information is available regarding the effects of recent
changes in trade policy on incentives for producing for home and
foreign markets. In Bangladesh,
studies based on 1976-1977 data
have shown that the incentive
structure as measured by ERP was
less favourable for exports than for
imports.50
Moreover, high-cost
industries were receiving higher
effective rates o f protection than
others.
The Government of
Bangladesh has since undertaken
a major study on trade and industrial policy reforms with the
objectives of rationalizing the
overall tariff structure and identifying and developing new export
products.
In India, data for the mid1960s show that a higher effective
rate of protection for the production of importables provided
disincentives to produce for export.51 Effective exchange rates for
several categories of exports in
India during the period 1968-1971
and
1979-1980, estimated by
adjusting nominal exchange rates
by the addition of net receipts in
other forms, e.g. cash compensatory support, show a decline.52
The recent report o f the Committee
on Trade Policies concluded that

Table II.25. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Effective rates of protection, various years
Effective rate o f protection
(Percentage)
Average

Minimum

58
61
9

-24
-9
-24
-35

4 315a
4 315a
411
15

65
55

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n a. .
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n a. .
n.a.

Indonesia (1975)
Importables
Im port competing
Im port non-competing
Exportables

-2

Malaysia (1982)
Non-exporting
Exporting
Im port non-competing
Im port competing

42
24

n.a.
n.a.
n .a .
n.a.

Philippines (1974)
Non-exportables
Im port competing
Import non-competing
Exports

61
37
148
4

n.a.
n.a.
n a. .
n .a .

47
12

Sri Lanka (1979)
Importables
Exportablesb
Exports

39
23
0c

Indian Economy: Performance and Prospects, J. Sandesara, ed. (Bombay,
University o f Bombay Press, 1974).
52 Panchamukhi, op. cit., p. 37.

Report o f the Committee, p. 84.

Note that th e effective exchange
rates are also adjusted for domestic price
changes to estimate real rates or for
domestic price changes relative to price
changes abroad to estimate purchasing
power parity rates.

50

The Integration o f Tax Planning
into Development Planning in the
ESCAP Region, Development Papers
No. 3 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E .84.II.F.3), pp. 29-30.

51 V.R. Panchamukhi, “A quantitative analysis of trade policies in India” ,

-68
-24
-23

Maximum

400a
83
42a

10
15

19
13
11

Source: Neil Roger, “Trade policy regimes in developing countries” (World
Bank, Washington, D.C.) (mimeographed) (February, 1985).
a
Range extended by cases o f negative value added in world prices.
Domestic
b
market sales only. c Simple average excluding cases of negative value added in world
prices. n.a. = N ot available.

“the relative profitability o f producing exportables is lower than
that of producing importables. . . .
The present regime of export
promotion policies is mostly a
compensation for disadvantages
faced by the exporter on account
of domestic economic policies,
and the element of incentive, if
any, is very small indeed” .53
In Indonesia, it has been
observed that though the average
level o f effective protection, based
on 1974 data, is relatively moderate,
the rate varied extremely widely
(Table II.25). The trade regime also
tended to accord much greater protection to high-cost domestic
market-oriented industries than to
labour-intensive production for

49

Number o f
sectors

53

India,

Ministry

of

Commerce,

export.
Batik industries, for
instance, received the highest negative protection. Exportables, on
average, received negative protection. The overall effect of reforms
introduced since then has not been
analysed yet.
In contrast, in Malaysia 1982
data show that exportables received
positive protection. Though dispersion of the rate among activities is
not known, the difference between
the rate for the export and the
import sectors is relatively small.
In Pakistan, there is evidence
that effective rates of protection
have declined over time, though
substantial intersectoral dispersion
remains.
The average nominal
rate of protection in the manufacturing sector was 89 per cent in
1983-1984. This average conceals
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variations between 0 and 300 per
cent.
The structure of nominal
protection has been quite cascaded, i.e. 49 per cent for intermediate goods, 80 per cent for capital
goods and 130 per cent for finished
goods.54 This structure of nominal
protection has given rise to very
high effective rates of protection
for some activities, and negligible
or negative rates for others. The
rate of effective protection exceeds
100 per cent in more than half the
industries, while it is close to zero
or even negative in a quarter of
the industries.55
Furthermore, in Pakistan the
overall effect of changes in the
exchange rate, tariffs, quota restrictions and export incentives during
the period 1970/71 to 1983/84
shows bias against exports compared with imports.
This bias,
although persistent throughout the
1970s, has gradually declined. For
example, the effective exchange
rate (against the United States
dollar) for exports in 1977/78 was
two thirds of that for imports; it
was one half in 1973/74. The
change has been brought about by
lower export duties and incentives
in the form of compensatory
rebates. However, since 1977/78
the bias has been on the rise again.
The effective exchange rate for
exports went down in 1978/79 and
has been more or less consistently
declining since then. In 1983/84
the effective exchange rate on exports was 56 per cent of that on
imports.
Some of the causative
factors were a significant increase
in the surcharge on import duties
and the removal of the compensatory rebate on yarn.
Besides,
though the real effective exchange
on exports increased significantly
following the devaluation in 1972,
54
Kemal, “Incentive structure . .
p. 10.
55 Pakistan, Finance Division, Paki-

stan

Economic

(Islamabad, 1985).
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Survey,

1984-85

it was subsequently eroded by
domestic price increases.
By
1982/83,
the
real
effective
exchange rate on exports was
practically
the
same
as in
1971/72.56
In the Philippines, the structure of protection in 1974 (Table
II.25), though characterized by
much lower protection for exports
than for importables (especially
non-competing imports), showed a
lower dispersion of rates than in
1969.57 The implementation of a
tariff reform programme in the
early 1980s resulted in the further
reduction of the overall effective
rate of protection and the dispersion o f rates.
Export-oriented
activities, however, especially a
number o f agricultural and mineral
exports subject to export tax,
remained less protected. The nonexport-oriented industry group gets
four times the level of protection as
export-oriented sectors. Further,
reviews were envisaged after 1985
to bring about adjustments in the
structure of protection for agricultural and other export-oriented
sectors.58
In the Republic of Korea,
the effective rate o f protection on
the manufacturing sector averaged
a low 5 per cent in 1978. Though a
few high-cost industries did receive
a high level of protection, on the
whole, the incentive structure left
little room for excess profits and
gross inefficiencies.59
In 1982,
the
structure
of
protection
remained broadly similar to that in
1978, with a slightly narrower
range. It has been further noted
that the system of protection
56

A.R. Kemal, “Role o f external
trade and trade policies in economic
development o f Pakistan” (mimeographed) (July 1985), pp. 6-9.
57
R. Bautista and others, Industrial

Promotion Policies in the Philippines
(Manila, Philippine Institute for Development Studies, 1979), pp. 36-40.
58
Philippine Tariff Commission,
“ Tariff reform program . .
pp. 5-6.

generally favoured import substitution.60 However, the degree of
bias is clearly far less than in most
other developing countries.
The findings o f a recent study
on Sri Lanka also indicated that the
trade regime clearly favoured the
production o f import substitutes
over exportables.6 1 While this was
true on the average, it also was
noted that there were many
instances of import substitutes
that received little protection and
some exports that received high
protection.
The intersectoral distribution
of effective rates of protection in
Thailand in 1974 indicated that
export sectors such as food processing or textiles received much
less
protection
than importcompeting sectors such as consumer
durables and car assembling. However, distortions in Thailand are
generally not as severe as in many
other developing countries and,
partly as a result thereof, manufactured exports grew quite rapidly
during the 1970s.
On the basis o f this somewhat
fragmentary and in some instances
outdated evidence, it can be suggested that the trade policies of
developing economies in the
ESCAP region contain a considerable degree o f bias against exports
and in favour o f production for the
home market. Some o f the recent
changes in policy noted earlier,
involving exchange rate depreciation, a degree o f import liberalization and export promotion, may
59

Ulrich
Hiemenz,
“Industrial
grow th and employment in developing
Asian countries: issues and perspectives
for the coming decade” , Asian Developm ent Bank Economic S ta ff Paper No. 7
(Manila) (March 1982), p. 58; and Dong
Ho Lee, “Domestic resource cost of
major industries in K orea” , Asian Economies (Seoul), No. 41 (June 1982), pp.
5-23.

60 Kim, op. cit.
6 1 A.G. Cuthbertson and Mohammad Zobair Khan, Effective Protection
to Manufacturing Industry in Sri Lanka
(Colombo, 1981).

have reduced such bias. Nevertheless, a close and continuing examination of the level and structure of
protection is necessary to identify
changes in policies for trade promotion that are consistent with
other clearly perceived national
goals under changing domestic and
international economic conditions.
Such examination could give indications of the extent of bias in incentive structures favouring production
for the home market as well as of
the scope for gains to national
economies through the reallocation
of investment.
F. DOMESTIC POLICIES FOR
EXPORT STABILIZATION
Several developing countries
within the ESCAP region have long
attempted to moderate the adverse
impact of swings in prices of and
earnings from primary commodity
exports. While policies designed
towards improved supply management, encompassing, among
others, incentives for the adoption
of modern technology, and policies
regarding the prices of inputs and
outputs contribute in the longer
run towards stability, export tax
constitutes the principal trade
policy instrument used in developing economies in the region to accomplish it in the short run. The
principal objectives o f stabilization
in this context appear to be to
reduce the uncertainty of income
of primary commodity producers
and to minimize the impact of
cyclical swings in prices/earnings
o f primary commodities on the rest
of the economy.
In a number of countries,
export tax policy for stabilization
appears to be in the nature of ad
hoc responses to particular situations.
In 1979 Indonesia, for
instance, imposed an additional
export tax, previously levied on
palm oil, on several other products
including coffee, coconut products
and sawn timber. Export taxes on

some of these products were
reduced in 1980/81 in response to
falling world prices.
Similarly,
Pakistan imposed an export duty
on several items after the devaluation in 1972.
Export
levies
formulated
expressly for counter-cyclical purposes are well established in Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand, as well
as in Papua New Guinea and some
other South Pacific island countries.
The former three countries rely
largely on ad valorem export taxes
of which the rates vary62 in order
to moderate swings in earnings and
to collect duties for government
revenue. In the South Pacific, the
export stabilization schemes are
typically administered by statutory
authorities and comprise both collections on a graduated scale during
an upturn and subsidies or bounties
to producers in a depression.
Revenue from rubber export
taxes and cesses in Malaysia
increased heavily over the commodity export boom of the early
1970s. From about 4 per cent of
the value of rubber exports in
1971-1972, it jumped to 11 per
cent in 1973-1974. During 19761980 the proportion ranged from
17 to 25 per cent.
In Sri Lanka, export duties as
a proportion of export values range
more widely in the cases of rubber
and coconut than of tea, partly on
account of different degrees of
progressivity in the rates of tax on
the three commodities. The potential for stabilizing earnings from tea
has been partly blunted by the
gradual shift away from an ad
valorem levy at the auction point to
a specific duty collected at the
export point.63 Under the changed
export tax system, discretionary
62

Tax rates themselves would rise
with higher prices and fall with lower
prices.

63 Central Bank o f Ceylon, Review
o f the Economy, 1978 (Colombo 1979),
p. 247; and Annual Report fo r the Year,
1978 (Colombo, 1979), pp. 54-57.

intervention is necessary whenever
stabilization objectives are sought.
The feasibility of providing an
export tax system with a slidingscale ad valorem rate structure
deserves careful consideration in
Sri Lanka, as well as in other
developing countries in the region
that have retained specific export
tax rates.
The rubber export tax in Thailand incorporates a graduated ad
valorem schedule, and compared
with receipts during 1975-1976,
duty receipts increased by about
600 per cent during 1977-1980,
when export earnings from rubber
increased by about 350 per cent.
Rice is also subject to an ad
valorem export duty. A far more
important additional levy, in terms
of revenue yield and countercyclical impact, used to be the rice
export premium.
This tax had
operated with a frequently adjusted
specific rate structure, except
during 1967-1968, when it had
been experimentally converted to
fixed ad valorem rates.64 The rice
premium achieved mixed success
as an instrument of stabilization
policy for a variety of reasons,
including its specific rate structure
and hence its inadequate synchronization with changes in market conditions.
To cope with cyclical instability in commodity export prices and
earnings, several South Pacific
island countries have
institutionalized tax subsidy arrangements.
These arrangements are in the form
of national industry or marketing
boards for coconut products,
banana, cocoa, coffee and certain
other commodities. These bodies
significantly determine prices to
local producers by regulating the
amount o f stabilization levy to be
collected and the subsidy to be
granted per unit of export output
of the relevant commodities under
changing market conditions.
64

A fixed ad valorem rate does not
change with price changes.
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The institutional framework
for the stabilization of prices o f and
earnings from principal agricultural
export commodities in Papua New
Guinea is perhaps the most
elaborate within the South Pacific
subregion. Export price stabilization is carried out through levies
collected or bounties distributed by
the Copra Marketing Board and the
Cocoa and Coffee Industry Boards.
The marginal rates of progression of
the relevant levies/bounties were
increased substantially after a restructuring and simplification of the
schedules during 1976-1978. They
are 50 per cent o f the excess of
actual over reference export prices
in the case of cocoa and coffee, and
reach 60 per cent at peak prices for
copra.65
Mining companies in Papua
New Guinea are subject to an
excess profits or resource rent tax
levied at the marginal rate of 70 per
cent when corporate profits exceed
a certain specified threshold. The
tax proceeds are channelled to the
65 The reference levels represent the
average of monthly export prices in real
terms o f the last 10 years.
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Mineral Resources Stabilization
Fund, whose Board then determines the amount o f annual outflow from the fund to the budget.
The operations of export
stabilization institutions and policy
measures in the main primary commodity-exporting countries among
the developing economies in the
ESCAP region have been discussed
and evaluated in detail in recent
years.66
It is only necessary to
emphasize here several issues of
direct relevance to the success of
domestic policy responses.
First, it was noted in an earlier
chapter that, on balance, shifts in
external demand exerted a stronger
influence on the patterns of export
earnings instability experienced by
producers of 17 primary commodities of significant importance to
the developing economies in the
region.
National stabilization
66 See, for example, Survey, 1982,
pp. 182-188; and ESCAP, Domestic

Stabili2ation o f International Trade
Instability in the South Pacific (ST/
ESCAP/222), pp. 11-76.
See also
UNCTAD, “Compensatory financing of
export earnings shortfalls” (TD /B/1029/
Rev. 1), pp. 12-15.

efforts, however well designed, cannot, therefore, directly address one
o f the principal causes o f export
instability.
The co-operation of
consuming countries is thus vital to
the success of policies adopted by
producing countries. Secondly, to
the extent instability is attributable
to oversupply, national measures
are likely to be of limited success
unless they are harmonized and
co-ordinated at the international
level. Such co-ordination is essential to ensure that the reduction in
output in one country with attendant adjustment costs is not counteracted by increased output in other
countries. Thirdly, most developing countries, particularly those in
the Pacific island subregion, have
very limited financial and human
resources for the effective implementation and monitoring of a full
stabilization programme.
The
holding of a relatively high level of
surplus financial resources in stabilization funds has an opportunity
cost.
Developing countries can
hardly afford to bear such costs
entirely on their own. International
support measures, therefore, deserve
priority attention.

VI. TRADE EXPANSION AND INSTABILITY:
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

A. INTRODUCTION
n the preceding chapter the
focus of attention was on policy
instruments adopted by developing
countries in the ESCAP region for
trade expansion and on some
national responses to problems of
instability. The efforts of developing countries to expand trade
to be fruitful require a supportive
external environment. The latter
subject is the focus of this chapter.
It deals with access to markets in
developed market, developing and
East European socialist economies
in turn. The last section contains
an examination of some international measures addressed directly
or indirectly to problems of instability connected with exports of
primary commodities.

I

B. DEVELOPED MARKET
ECONOMIES
1. An overview
(a) Tariff barriers
The rounds o f multilateral
trade negotiations (MTN), ending
with the Tokyo Round formally
concluded in 1979, have brought
down average tariff rates in developed market economies. Subsequently, non-tariff measures have
largely replaced tariffs as a major
instrument of protection in world
trade.
However, the favourable
impact of reduction in tariffs in
developed market economies on
exports of developing countries is
diluted by several factors.

First, in so far as reductions in
tariffs apply to imports from all
sources under the principle of most
favoured nation (MFN) treatment,
the width of the preference margin
accorded to exports from developing countries under the generalized
system of preferences (GSP) (discussed later in the chapter) is
curtailed. For instance, if the tariff
rate applicable to an import from
developing countries was 10 per
cent under GSP and that applicable
to the same product from other
countries was 25 per cent prior to
MTN, developing countries enjoyed
a preferential tariff margin of 15
per cent. If the post-MTN tariff on
the product is 15 per cent, the
preferential margin narrows to 5
per cent.
Secondly, in a recent analysis
of categories of products (excluding
mineral fuels) of export interest to
developing countries, the average
MFN tariff rate in the developed
market economy countries was
calculated to be 9.2 per cent when
originating from developing economies, 8.2 per cent from developed
market economies and 7.8 per cent
from the socialist economies of
Eastern Europe.1 This structure
o f tariffs discriminates against
exports from developing countries.
Thirdly, tariff structures are
characterized by escalation in the
sense that the tariff rate increases
with the degree of product fabrica1 UNCTAD, “Protectionism, trade
relations and structural adjustment”
(TD/274), p. 9.

tion. This practice raises effective
rates o f protection accorded to
domestic producers o f manufactured goods against competing
products from exporting countries,
providing a bias against the processing o f primary commodities for
export in developing countries.
The escalation effect is reinforced
by differences between the elasticity of demand for processed and
unprocessed products.
In the
United States the average elasticity
of demand for processed leather,
for instance, is more than three
times that for hides and skin.2
Therefore, a given reduction in a
tariff rate would increase the
purchase of processed products
proportionally much more than of
primary products. A reduction in
tariffs on higher stages of processing, therefore, is much more
attractive to the exporter than an
equivalent reduction on lower
stages.
(b) N on-tariff measures
There is a consensus that over
time, non-tariff measures have
come to assume far greater importance than tariff measures in limiting exports of developing countries.
The range of practices is wide and
varied. Some o f these measures,
such as price surveillance, countervailing duties, price investigation or
sanitary regulations, while legitimate in themselves and perhaps not
formulated initially with a view to
2

Ibid., p. 10.
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restricting trade, have come to be
used in ways that restrain trade.
Other clearly identifiable non-tariff
measures
include
quantitative
import restrictions, “voluntary”
export restraints specified in terms
o f quantity or value, “voluntary”
export
price
agreements and
quotas. The proportion of imports
o f agricultural commodities and
manufactured products from developing countries affected by nontariff
measures
in
selected
developed market economies is
shown in Figure II. 11.
The information contained in
Figure II.11 shows first, that, in

virtually all developed country
markets, a far larger proportion o f
imports of manufactured products
from developing countries than
from developed countries is affected by non-tariff measures. In
EEC, the proportion of imports
from developing countries so
affected is nearly four times that
from industrial countries. In the
United States it is twice as large.
Secondly, it is shown that a larger
proportion of exports of agricultural products than of manufactured products of developing
countries is restrained by these
barriers. The United States is a

notable exception in this regard.
Of profound concern to developing countries in the ESCAP
region are the non-tariff barriers
limiting textile exports. The barriers to
textile exports are
contained
in
the
Multifibre
Arrangement discussed at some
length later in this chapter. While
the Multifibre Arrangement represents the most blatant example of
continuing
restrictions
against
labour-intensive
manufactured
exports from developing countries,
other products also have been
affected from time to time. For
instance, the United States reached

B ox II. 9. Transnational trading corporations in the E S C A P region
The creation o f an international
environm ent conducive to the expansion of the trade o f developing
countries is o f critical im portance to
them . However, the ability o f each
country to forge ahead in such an
environm ent is contingent upon its
ability to identify the cheapest sources
o f im ports and the most profitable
m arkets for exports.
Transnational
trading corporations may have an
im portant role to play in these tasks.
Transnational trading corporations are defined as companies which
have trade as their major line of
business and which maintain operations in more than one country. They
play a prom inent role as intermediaries
in world trade.
Such corporations
from developed market economies
participate actively and extensively in
foreign trade and other activities
throughout the Asian and Pacific
region.
They are involved in the
export and im port of most o f the
region’s major traded goods. Their
share in to tal foreign trade varies
among countries, b u t it seems to b e of
the order o f 10 to 20 per cent in India,
Malaysia, Nepal, the Philippines, the
Republic o f Korea, Sri Lanka and
Thailand. Transnational trading corporations appear to play a more im p ortant role in the foreign trade o f
South-East Asian and the South Pacific
subregions than in other parts of the
region. The bulk of th e trade handled
b y them has been w ith th e developed
market economies rather than within
the developing Asian and Pacific region
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Asian and Pacific economies,
which in general abstain from regulating activities o f transnational trading
corporations include Hong Kong,
Singapore and some South Pacific
countries. Most countries in th e region
follow a policy of regulating such
corporations by placing restrictions on
some or all o f their activities. Hardly
any country in the region, however,
has completely prohibited their participation in foreign trade. While foreign
enterprises solely for the purposes of
trade are not perm itted to operate in
some countries, particularly in a
number of South Asian countries,
including India and Sri Lanka, they
operate mainly through liaison offices
and/or local agents. A less restrictive
approach is practised by a number of
other countries.
The Republic of
Korea, for instance, generally bars
transnational
trading
corporations
from importing in their own name and
restricts their involvement in exports.
The different types o f transnational trading corporations operating in
the region have evolved quite differently w ith respect to their role in
international trade and other activities.
There are at least five distinct types:
Japanese general trading companies,
Western com m odity traders, buying
offices o f large retailers, im port agency
houses and marketing affiliates selling
only the products o f their parent com pany.
Japanese general trading com panies, or the sogo shosha ,a as they
are called, are in many ways th e most

im portant among the different kinds
o f such corporations in the region.
The Asian and Pacific region is one of
the most, if not the m ost im portant
region in th e global operations of the
sogo shosha. During 1981-1982, the
sogo shosha handled two thirds of all
th e exports o f these corporations and
80 per cent of their im ports in the
four countries Malaysia, the Republic
o f Korea, Sri Lanka and Thailand. The
nine leading sogo shosha maintained
over 200 offices in Asian countries
other than Japan. They were represented in nearly all ESCAP member
countries and areas except for a few
least developed countries and some
S outh Pacific countries. India hosted
the largest number of sogo shosha
offices in th e early 1980s. The share
o f the nine largest sogo shosha in total
trade of th e region is estimated to be
around 18 per cent.
The bulk o f the transactions of
a

They normally refer to Japan’s
nine largest trading companies: Mitsubishi Corp.; Mitsui & Co. Ltd.; C. Itoh
& Co. Ltd; Marubeni Corp.; Sumitomo
Corp.; Nissho-Iwai Corp.; KanematsuGosho Ltd.; Toyo Menka Kaisha
Ltd.; and Nichimen Co. Ltd. The nine
largest sogo shosha handle about 8
per cent o f world trade. In terms of
sales, they range among the w orld’s
largest companies. See, Transnational

Trading Corporations in Selected Asian
and Pacific Countries (ESCAP/UNCTC
Publications Series B, No. 6, 1985),
pp. 18-19.

Figure II.11. Selected developed market economies. Proportion of imports affected by non-tariff measures, 1983

sogo shosha affiliates in Asia was
carried out on a commission basis,
implying that the sogo shosha were not
the actual exporters or importers in
their host countries,
but
rather
collected a commission for finding
buyers for exports and identifying
suppliers for imports.
Apart from
export and import activities, the sogo
shosha have diversified into numerous
other trade-related activities. Financing of trade and production is one of
their major activities.
Even more
important is their involvement as
joint-venture partners in companies
engaged in production activities in
the host country. By 1981, the top
nine Japanese general trading com panies had established more
than
450 joint ventures in developing countries in th e ESCAP region.
Sogo
shosha affiliated joint ventures play an
important role in the modern economic sectors of Indonesia and
Thailand.
Considering both exports and
imports, transnational trading corporations, including sogo shosha seem
to enjoy an advantage over local
trading companies in several preas,
including quality control, contact with
foreign buyers and suppliers, marketing
in the final market and trade financing
in a broad sense. These advantages
provide legitimacy to controls over
the activities o f these corporations.
The growth of local trading companies
may be stifled in the absence o f any
regulations on transnational trading
corporations. However, it needs to be

recognized that the establishment of
international networks by local trading
companies will be costly and timeconsuming.
In the long run, the
capabilities of local traders in respect
o f quality control could be enhanced
through training courses, improved
access to laboratories and related
measures. International quality control companies could be mobilized to
provide assistance to local trading
companies, thereby improving the
acceptability of local traders’ certification to foreign trade partners. The
superiority of transnational trading
corporations in trade financing may
turn out to be somewhat difficult to
overcome. One remedial measure may
be to encourage close co-operation
between
trading
companies
and
financial institutions for the very same
reasons which have led many transnational trading corporations to tie up
with financial institutions in their
home countries. In the interim, an
important question that confronts
many developing countries in the
ESCAP region is how to make use of
the expertise available with transnational trading corporations to achieve
greater efficiency in their foreign
trade transactions and to increase the
marketability of their products, w ithout hurting the growth o f local trading
enterprises.
It may be worth-while
exploring ways to foster co-operative
arrangements between these corporations and local trading companies
within clearly defined legal frameworks.

“orderly marketing agreements”
with the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan (province of the People’s
Republic of China) in 1977 in
respect of footwear exports. These
restrictions were allowed to expire
in 1981. Canada imposed a global
quota on imports of footwear in
1976 and moved to bilateral
“voluntary” agreements in late
1977.
The United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
imposed quotas on imports of footwear from Taiwan Province in 1977
and a “voluntary” restraint on
exports o f footwear from the
Republic of Korea beginning in
1979.
In electronics, the United
States negotiated “orderly marketing agreements” on colour television sets with the Republic of
Korea and other countries in 1979.
Bilateral agreements fixing quotas
on imports of television sets were
imposed by France, Italy and the
United Kingdom in the late 1970s.
These limits affected exports from
developing economies, including
some in the ESCAP region. Restrictive practices also threaten exports
of products such as steel and shipbuilding, in the production of
which China, India and the Republic of Korea are acquiring a new
comparative advantage.
A variety of domestic measures,
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including price supports, purchase
programmes and health and sanitary regulations, limit exports of
agricultural products from developing countries. Explicit or implicit
export subsidies also are offered in
developed market economies. For
instance, the United States employs
target price payments for export
crops, Canada has special export
credit programmes and EEC practices export restitution programmes
within the framework of its common agricultural policy.3
Partly in consequence of these
restrictions, the share of developing
countries in world trade in several
agricultural products has been
declining steadily. For instance,
prior to the Second World War
developed
market
economies
exported 60 per cent of world
wheat exports, and by the early
1980s their share exceeded 90 per
cent. During the same period, the
share o f world export of coarse
grains originating in developed
market economies increased from
less than 20 to over 80 per cent.
These
economies
have
also
increased greatly their share of the
world export of soybean and
sugar.4
These facts testify to the
unmistakable deterioration in the
trading environment for exports o f
developing countries. Even if the
quantitative impact of some o f the
restrictive measures is not significant
for some countries, the very fact of
their prevalence casts a dark spell
on the desirability of pursuing
policies to promote exports. The
practices introduce an additional
element of uncertainty to planning
and investment decisions. There is
little purpose in producing for
export if markets are to be restricted
by unanticipated actions.
3

Dale E. Hathaway, “ Agricultural
policy for the 1980s” , Trade
Policy in the 1980s, William R. Cline, ed.
(Washington, D.C., Institute for International Economics, 1983), p. 444.
trade
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Ibid., pp. 435-453.

2. Selected trading arrangements
(a) Generalized
erences

system

o f pref-

The generalized system o f preferences came into operation in
1971 as an innovative instrument of
policy to promote developing countries’ trade. GSP provides increased
access for exports, mainly o f manufactures and semi-manufactures
originating in developing countries,
to the markets o f preference-giving
countries through preferential tariff
treatment. Under the scheme, 19
developed
market
economies,
including members o f EEC and six
socialist countries of Eastern
Europe, grant such preferential
treatment. A distinctive feature of
GSP is that it stipulates no reciprocity, and developing countries are
not required to reciprocate the
preferential treatment to their
exports with corresponding preferential treatment to their imports
originating in preference-giving
countries.
In principle, developing countries can derive significant benefits
from GSP. To the extent that the
tariff structure of preference-giving
countries is cascaded in nature,
implying that the nominal tariff
rate rises with the degree of processing, their domestic producers
enjoy a higher effective rate of
protection. Preferential treatment
o f manufactured or semi-manufactured imports erodes such protection and hence developing countries’
exporters gain greater competitiveness vis-a-vis producers in the
preference-giving countries. Moreover, since imports from nonpreferred countries would still
remain subject to normal rates of
import duty, preference-receiving
countries’ producers would be able
to better compete with suppliers
from non-preferred countries.5
Several developing countries in the
region have derived substantial
benefit from GSP, as shown in

Table II.26. Another of those, not
shown in the table, is Sri Lanka.
However, the potential benefits of
GSP have not been fully realized by
developing countries because a
variety of restrictive provisions in
the schemes of virtually all preference-giving countries limit the
realization of this potential. In the
following paragraphs is described
the impact of some major restrictive measures on the trade of
developing countries in the ESCAP
region.
(i)

Country coverage

Although the natural implication o f the generalized nature of
GSP is that preferences would be
granted by all developed countries
to all developing countries under a
common system, the evolution of
GSPs has not been along that path.
Schemes administered by each
country differ in their coverage of
beneficiary countries. Criteria for
the exclusion o f certain developing
countries also differ from scheme
to scheme. For instance, Canada
would exclude countries not entitled to MFN treatment, whereas
socialist countries of Eastern
Europe reserve the right to exclude
those developing countries which
discriminate against them in trade
and/or had an income per capita
higher than their own. Political
considerations also enter the determination of exclusions.
Table II.27 shows the developing countries in the ESCAP region
excluded
by
preference-giving
countries on
political and/or
economic considerations. As of the
early 1980s there were several
developing countries so excluded.
Further, a few least developed
countries in the region were also
affected by such exclusions. In

5 For further elucidation, see Tracy
Murray, Trade Preference for Developing
Countries (New York, John Wiley &
Sons, 1977), pp. 23-27.

addition, China, which had been
included in the GSP of several
developed market economies since
the late 1970s, has remained
excluded from the GSP of the
United States.
(ii) Product coverage
Advantages accruing to exports
o f developing countries under GSP
were modest right from the beginning. Since the advantages are in
the form of preferential tariffs,
products entitled to duty-free import in preference-giving countries
cannot enjoy any additional advantage under GSP. On the basis of
1970 trade flows, 58 per cent of
the exports of developing countries
to 18 preference-giving developed
market economies were entitled to
duty-free treatment before the
emergence of GSP. These comprised mostly raw materials. In
addition, 14 per cent of the exports
of developing countries comprising
dutiable agricultural and fisheries
products also were excluded. Thus,

Table II.26. Selected developing econom ies in the ESCAP region. Exports
under GSP, various years
(Millions o f US dollars)

Indonesia

Year

Importing markets

1980

11 OECD countries

Malaysia

1980

Pakistan

1982/83

GSP exports
375.6

11 OECD countries

873.4

All GSP-granting markets

500.5

Philippines

1980

11 OECD countries

Republic o f Korea

1982

United States

1 081.9

Singapore

1980

11 OECD countries

1 207.6

Thailand

1980

11 OECD countries

582.5

Sources:

930.0

National sources.

when GSP came into force in 1971,
nearly three fourths of the exports
from developing countries were
excluded from benefit under GSP.6
In addition, preference-giving countries have considerable leeway in
excluding selected manufactured
products from the scheme to
protect domestic producers. Many
of the products excluded are precisely those in which developing

countries have demonstrated comparative advantage. These include
textile and leather products and
plywood and electronic articles,
which are labour-intensive in
production. The range of excluded
products differs among countries.
Differences in the degree of exclusion in the administration of GSPs
of
selected
preference-giving
countries can be seen from Figure
II.12 (overleaf). In several cases,
50 per cent or more of dutiable

6 Ibid., p. 34.

Table II.27. Exclusion of selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. GSPs of selected preference-giving
countries, as of the early 1980s

Bhutan

x

Fiji

x

Iran (Islamic
Republic of)

x

Lao People’s
Democratic Republic
Malaysia
Republic o f Korea
Viet Nam

x
x
x
x

x

x
xx x

Source: UNCTAD, Operation and Effects o f the Generalized System o f Preferences (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.82.II.D.10), p. 20, annex I.
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Figure II.12. Selected preference-giving countries. Excluded products as
percentage o f total most favoured nation dutiable imports from all beneficiaries, various years

imports from beneficiary countries
have been excluded. These exclusions limit the scope for gain by
developing countries.
Apart from such outright
exclusions, there are a variety o f
mechanisms by which preferencegiving countries restrain imports
subject to GSP.
For instance,
Japan and EEC protect their
domestic producers through a

system of ceilings. These ceilings
on imports subject to GSP are fixed
annually on a product-by-product
basis. Imports beyond the ceiling
are subject to the MFN duty rate.
Prima facie, therefore, the ceiling
does not limit imports, but simply
determines the tariff rates applicable.
In the final analysis,
however, the benefit to the exporter
depends on the level of the ceiling.

Table II.28. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Number
o f products affected by ceiling/maximum amount limitation
GSP administered by
Japan
(Ceiling)
1978

EEC
(Maximum amount)
1980

50

21

Indonesia

50

1

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

50

India

Malaysia

2

Pakistan

4

Philippines

50

8

Republic of Korea

50

38

Singapore

4

Sri Lanka

2

Thailand

50

7

Source: UNCTAD, Operation and Effects o f the Generalized System o f Preferences (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.82.II.D.10), annexes III and IV.
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In some products, the ceiling is
lowered in successive years and as
a result, large amounts of imports
eligible under GSP in one year cease
to remain so in the subsequent
year.
The schemes of both Japan and
EEC impose an additional quantitative restraint through the practice
of what is known as maximum
amount limitation. The maximum
amount provision limits imports
under GSP from a single beneficiary
to 50 per cent of the ceiling for
each product. Imports, from any
one beneficiary, in excess of 50 per
cent of the ceiling are subject to the
MFN duty rate. Other beneficiary
countries will continue to export
the same product under GSP. The
rationale for the maximum amount
limitation provision is to diversify
beneficiaries so that benefits from
GSP accrue to a larger number of
developing countries. However, in
practice, after the maximum
amount limits are reached by the
principal suppliers, often there are
few others in a position to benefit
by filling exports to the ceiling.
Moreover, EEC has fixed the maximum limit well below 50 per cent
for a number o f products. In the
past, the ceiling has been the more
restrictive practice under the
Japanese GSP, whereas maximum
amount limitation has been the
more restrictive under the EEC
scheme.
Table II.28 shows the
number o f products o f selected
developing economies in the
ESCAP region affected by these
restricting clauses.
Under the competitive need
criterion in the GSP of the United
States there is provision for the
automatic withdrawal of preferential treatment whenever imports of
a product from any one beneficiary
country in any year exceed 50 per
cent of the total imports o f that
product or a certain dollar value,
which is adjusted annually. Some
o f the developing countries in the
ESCAP region affected by this

criterion in 1979 were Bangladesh,
India, Malaysia, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea and Thailand.
Nearly 35 per cent o f imports into
the United States from Malaysia,
the Philippines and Thailand otherwise eligible for inclusion under
GSP were excluded in 1979 after
the application o f the competitive need criterion.7
(iii) Other restrictions
Roughly similar restrictive
practices are put in force under
GSPs administered by other countries. In addition, there are certain
other restrictive measures. One of
these is the rule of origin requiring
a certain degree of minimum processing in the beneficiary country;
another is complex documentation
7 Based on UNCTAD, Operation
and Effects o f the Generalized System
o f Preferences (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.82.II.D.10), p. 23.
annex V.

procedures. Under the graduation
principle, beneficiaries who have
demonstrated a “sufficient degree
of competitiveness” in exporting
products eligible under GSP are
phased out. All these limit the
scope for trade expansion under the
benefits of GSP.
(iv) Impact
Within these restrictions some
improvements, though modest,
have taken place in the administration o f GSPs of several countries.
Particularly noteworthy are special
measures in favour of the least
developed countries. In absolute
terms, imports under schemes of
preference have shown an increase
from $12 billion in 1976 to about
$32 billion in 1982, with about a
quarter of the increase attributable
to trade expansion induced by
GSP.8 However, “after more than
13 years of operation... GSP

Figure II.13. Selected countries. Percentage shares of preferential imports
in total imports, MFN dutiable imports and GSP covered imports

imports account for a small portion
of dutiable imports from beneficiaries and a yet smaller portion of
total imports from beneficiaries” ,9
as can be seen from Figure II.13.
(b) The Multifibre Arrangement
Historically, the textile sector
has played a pioneering role in the
process o f industrialization in many
countries. As shown in Chapter II,
there are several economies in the
region for which textiles occupy a
significant position in their manufactured exports. Moreover, this
sector is a large employer within
manufactures (Figure II.14). Thus,
a retardation in the rate of growth
of exports of textiles, in which
developing countries enjoy a clear
comparative advantage, would have
severe consequences not only for
trade expansion, but also for
employment and eventually social
stability.
A large part of textile exports
from developing countries falls
outside the ambit of GSP. The
entire textile and clothing sector is
excluded from the GSP of the
United States. EEC accords preferential tariff treatment, subject to
quotas, to those countries which
have entered bilateral restraining
agreements.
In the schemes of
other developed market economies
textiles are subject to tariff quotas
(e.g. in Australia and Japan) and/or
enjoy partial tariff reductions.10
Thus a large part of developing
countries’ export of textiles is
deprived of the preferential tariff
privileges envisaged under GSP and
has come to be regulated by the
M n ltifib re A rra n g e m e n t.
8
UNCTAD, “ Review of the implementation, maintenance, improvement
and utilization o f th e generalized system
of preferences” (TD/B/C. 5/96), p. 2.
9
10

Ibid., p. 2.

UNCTAD, International Trade in
Textiles, with Special Reference to the
Problems Faced by Developing Countries
(United Nations publication, Sales No.
E. 84.II.D.7), p. 10.
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The special framework of rules
for international trade in textiles
has evolved over a quarter century.
For over three decades, the textile
industry in major industrialized
countries has been adversely
affected by shifts in comparative
advantage.
One cause for the
closure of plants and a fall in
employment in this industry was
readily perceived to be imports.
Hence the pressure for restraint on
imports.11
Though originally
conceived as temporary measures
to allow some breathing time for
the textile industry in the major
industrial countries to adjust to
new circumstances, the special rules
for trade in textiles “foreign to
those o f the multilateral trading
system embodied in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade” 12
have acquired a semi-permanent
status. The Multifibre Arrangement
had its precursor in the Short-term
Arrangement on cotton textiles
drawn up in 1961 and transformed
into the Long-term Arrangement in
1962. This was superseded by the
Multifibre Arrangement in 1974
covering not only cotton but also
wool and man-made fibres. At
present, world trade in textiles is
largely regulated by the 1981
protocol extending the Multifibre
Arrangement up to 31 July
1986.13 By the end of December
1984, the third extension of the
Multifibre Arrangement had been
accepted by 42 signatories including 13 developing economies in the
ESCAP region (Bangladesh, China,
India, Indonesia,Malaysia,Maldives,
Pakistan, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea, Singapore, Sri
11
Bhagirath L. Das, “The GATT
Multi-fibre arrangement” , Journal o f
World Trade Law (Twickenham), vol.
17, No. 2 (March-April 1983), p. 95.

12

UNCTAD, International Trade
in Textiles . . . (United Nations publication, Sales No. E .84.II.D.7), p. 1.
13 An earlier (1977) protocol extended the Multifibre Arrangement up
to 31 December 1981.
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Figure II.14. Selected developing economies in the ESCAP region. Employment in textiles and clothing as share o f employment in manufacturinga
employment, 1974

0
10 20
30 40 50 60 70
a All manufacturing excluding beverages and tobacco, petroleum refineries and
non-ferrous metals.

Lanka, Thailand and the United
Kingdom on behalf o f Hong Kong).
(i) Restrictions under the
M ultifibre Arrangement
The nature o f restrictions on
imports and the circumstances
under which these can be imposed
within the framework o f the Multifibre Arrangement are too elaborate
to be comprehensively examined
within the scope o f this analysis.
The following paragraphs briefly
indicate some o f the salient features.14
a.

Base level

The base level is the annual
volume to which the quantity o f
exports o f a particular product is
restricted.
The principle incorporated
under the Multifibre
Arrangement was that the base level
of export in the year restraint was
first imposed could not be lower
than the highest annual level o f that
14

For details, see Bhagirath L.
Das, op. cit.; UNCTAD, International
Trade in Textiles . . . (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E .84.II.D.7); and
GATT, Textile and Clothing in the
World Economy (Geneva, July 1984).

export in the past. The third extension o f the Arrangement provided
for departure from this principle,
subject to certain rather imprecisely
worded qualifications.
b.

Growth rate

If the restriction were to continue beyond one year, the Multifibre Arrangement provided for
growth over the level o f the previous
year. The minimum growth rate was
prescribed as 6 per cent. However,
it could be lower than 6 per cent
under three conditions: (a) where
there were clear grounds that market disruption would occur; (b)
where market disruption would be
exacerbated; and (c) in case of
damage to the minimum viable level
o f production in countries with
small markets, exceptionally high
levels of imports and a low level of
domestic production.15 The third
extension o f the Arrangement
incorporates substantially the same
provisions. However, concessions
to importing countries on account
of condition (c) above, have now
15 This has applied traditionally to
Nordic countries.

been extended under the flexibility
provisions discussed below.
c.

Flexibility

The Multifibre Arrangement
provided for three types o f flexibility to countries facing export
restrictions: swing, carry forward
and carry over. A “ swing” permits
a degree of substitution between
export products during a particular
year. Thus the restraint level of a
particular product could be exceeded up to a maximum of 7 per
cent provided there was a corresponding decrease in another
product. In some cases, the swing
would be limited to 5 per cent.
“Carry forward” and “ carry over”
permitted adjustments to exports
of the same product between years.
If actual exports of a product were
likely to exceed the restraint level
in a particular year, there was
provision to carry forward this
excess not to exceed 5 per cent of
next year’s quota of the same
product. Under “carry over” , an
unutilized quota of a previous year
could be used to cover exports of
the current year. The two adjustments together could not exceed
10 per cent of the quota. The third
extension
of
the
Multifibre
Arrangement permits departures
from these flexibility provisions
subject to “mutually acceptable
arrangements” between exporters
and importers.
However, while these provisions
provide the broad framework of
restraints, actual trade in textile
products is subject to bilateral
agreements negotiated with major
importers, notably EEC and the
United States, under article 4 of the
Arrangement. These arrangements
generally set up negotiated restraints
on exports of specific items and
usually include mechanisms for
additional restraints or for the
imposition of unilateral quotas if
certain conditions are m et.16
Terms of bilateral agreements are

elaborate in both the nature of
restrictions and product coverage.
The general features of the restrictive mechanisms under bilateral
agreements are indicated below.
(ii) Bilateral agreements under
the M ultifibre Arrangem ent
EEC
EEC textiles policy follows
different approaches with respect
to different categories of suppliers.
Five such categories are identified,
of which the category “Multifibre
Arrangement developing exporting
countries” is mainly relevant to the
present analysis.
The bilateral agreements negotiated by EEC with the Multifibre
Arrangement signatory developing
countries contain a global quota of
imports into EEC as a whole,
especially in the case of “ultrasensitive” products. Each global
quota is divided among member
States of EEC according to a
burden-sharing formula.
Bilateral agreements determine
the volume of imports to each
member of EEC from each Multifibre Arrangement developing country. The ceilings for seven out of
eight categories of ultra-sensitive
products in 1983 were less than in
1982.
EEC bilateral agreements
generally provided for rates of
growth ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 per
cent for cotton fabrics, much lower
than envisaged under the Multifibre
Arrangement. EEC has also succeeded in obtaining the agreement
of exporters to an anti-surge
mechanism which provides a high
degree of leverage in suspending
flexibility provisions wholly or in
part, or setting ad hoc limits within
quota on a community or regional
basis. Further, EEC bilateral agreements provide a “basket extractor”
16 UNCTAD, International Trade in
Textiles. . . (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.84.II.D.7), p. 11.

mechanism under which EEC may
open consultations to restrain
imports when imports of a product
category not subject to specific
limitations reach a certain percentage of the previous year’s total
imports of products in that category.
The percentage differs
according to product group. The
exporting countries are required to
suspend or limit exports from the
date o f notification of request for
consultation. In the event of not
reaching a satisfactory solution
within two months of such notification, EEC is empowered to apply
unilateral restrictions.
United States
The United States bilateral
agreements in respect of import of
textiles generally contain a detailed
list of products covered.
Most
products are subject to either
specific quantitative restraint or
consultation levels.
Quantitative
restraints
are
applied generally to product categories for which import penetration
is considered high by the United
States. Annual growth rates are
usually set at 7 per cent. However,
in agreements with particular countries for specific products, lower
growth rates have been fixed.
There have been instances of 1 per
cent or even zero growth rates.
Most agreements provide for swing,
carry forward and carry over, but
the limits of flexibility in some
cases are less than those indicated
in the Multifibre Arrangement.
Consultative levels of imports
are those at which consultations
must take place before there can be
further imports of the category
concerned. An exporting country
wishing to export beyond the consultative level also may request a
consultation, and in some cases,
import levels have been adjusted
upwards. “Designated” consultative levels are usually somewhat
above the existing levels of imports.
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“Minimum” consultative levels are
those up to which imports may be
permitted before the United States
requests consultations on further
imports in that category.
A summary picture of restrictions under bilateral agreements
between
selected
developing
economies in the ESCAP region on
the one hand and EEC and the
United States on the other, which
were in force in the early 1980s,
can be seen in Table II.29. It
should be noted, however, that not
all textile products are subject to
these restrictions.17

(iii)

The impact and the rationale

The Multifibre Arrangement
and the bilateral agreements concluded under its cover primarily
seek to restrain the volume of
imports from developing countries,
in doing which there has been
remarkable success. In terms of
square yard
equivalent, total
imports of apparel plus other
17 For details o f restrictions by
product categories, see the sources
quoted at the end of Table II.29.

Table II.29. Restraints in selected bilateral agreements under the Multifibre
Arrangement
Nature o f restraints in importing marketsa
European Economic Community
China

United States

Q, RQ

C, S

Hong Kong

E, Q, R

E, S

India

Q ,R

D, D+, M+, S

Indonesia

R

Malaysia

Q ,R

Pakistan

Q ,R

D, M, M+, S

Philippines

E, Q, R

S

Republic o f Korea

E, Q, R

D, E, S

Singapore

—
D, D+, M+, S

Q, RQ

D, D+, M+, S

Sri Lanka

Q ,R

M, S

Thailand

E ,Q ,R

D, D+, S

Sources:
United States Department of Commerce, International Economic
Policy, Office of Textiles and Apparel, U.S. General Imports (TQ 2010, 2210 and
2310); and Official Journal of the European Communities, various issues as quoted in
UNCTAD, International Trade in Textiles, with Special Reference to the Problems
Faced by Developing Countries (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.II.D.7).
a

The following codes refer to the restraints applied:
EEC
E
= EEC restraint resulting from the “basket extractor” mechanism.
Q
= Quota on an EEC basis, established in bilateral agreements.
R
= Regional restraint resulting from the “basket extractor” mechanism.
It can refer to restraint in one or more EEC regions (member States).
RQ
= Quota on a regional basis, established in bilateral agreement. It can
refer to a quota in one or more EEC regions (member States).
United States
C
D
D+
E
M
M+
S
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= Category subject to consultations (without a minimum level).
= Designated consultation level.
= A designated consultation level has been increased.
= Subject to an export authorization system.
= Minimum consultation level.
= A minimum consultation level has been increased.
= Specific limit.

textiles into the United States grew
at the rate o f 2.9 per cent per
annum from 1976 to 1981. However, the rate of growth of imports
from developing economies was
higher at 3.8 per cent from Hong
Kong, the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan Province as a group, 3.5
per cent from Latin America and
7.4 per cent from other developing
countries, excluding China. The
rate of growth of aggregate imports
of products covered under the
Multifibre Arrangement into EEC
has been slower, and there has been
a diversion of sources o f imports
away from countries with bilateral
agreements.
During 1976-1981,
total imports into EEC, in metric
ton equivalence, grew at the annual
rate o f 2.1 per cent. Imports from
industrial countries grew at the rate
o f 3 .9 per cent per annum and
imports from countries with which
EEC had preferential arrangements
(including Greece) increased by 9.6
per cent per annum.
In sharp
contrast, imports from countries
with bilateral agreements grew at
0.9 per cent per annum during this
period.18
The effect of the Multifibre
Arrangement has been to bring
about a sharp break in the growth
of textile exports from developing
countries. Their share in imports
of textiles into Western Europe and
North America, which was 15 per
cent in 1963, remained unchanged
in 1980. As regards clothing, their
share increased from 19 per cent in
1963 to a peak of 40 per cent in
1976 and has since then been
declining.19 The conclusion of a
recent review o f the operation of
the Multifibre Arrangement undertaken by the Textile Surveillance
Body (TSB)20 is worth quoting:
“ . . . the TSB finds that:
— restraints under the MFA
18

Martin Wolf, “Managed trade
in practice: implications o f the textile
arrangements” , William R. Cline, ed.
op. cit., pp. 4 6 4 -466.
19

Ibid., pp. 468-469.

tion;
have, since its inception, been
applied almost exclusively to prod— the brunt of such more
severe application o f the MFA’s
ucts from developing countries;
—
under MFA III, restraintsprovisions had been borne by
exporting countries which, in some
introduced
pursuant
to
the
cases, have had their production
Arrangement have been more
and marketing adversely affected,
extensive and in many cases more
even though the MFA explicitly
restrictive. Most importing counrecognizes the need for developing
tries, in restraining imports under
countries to receive special treatthe MFA, had recourse to extensive
ment;
invocation either o f “exceptional
— while some progress may
circumstances” or o f the need to
have been made during the life of
maintain minimum viable producMFA III with respect to the orderly
20 The Textile Surveillance Body set
development of world trade in textiles and to the increase in export
up in GATT consists o f an independent
chairman
and eight members to
earnings o f developing countries,
constitute a balanced membership of
little or no headway has been
countries participating in the Multifibre
made in the objectives o f achieving
Arrangement. Its main functions are to
the reduction of barriers and the
review all restrictions, whether unilaterally imposed or bilaterally agreed to
progressive liberalization o f world
and to provide a forum for settlement of
trade.”21
disputes.
For 1984, members were
Before concluding this disnominated by Brazil, Canada, EEC,
India, Japan, the Philippines, the
Republic o f Korea and the United
States.

cussion on the Multifibre Arrangement, it should be noted that with
the possible exception of Hong
Kong and the Republic of Korea,
the share of individual developing
economies in
the markets of
importing countries is quite small
in comparison
with those of
developed countries (Table II.30).
Yet developing countries face a
formidable array of restrictions.
The justification often provided is
the loss of
employment in
importing countries under the
weight of imports. This claim does
not seem to stand the test of
evidence. It was concluded in a
study that the loss of employment,
between 1980 and 1990, consequent upon the abolition of all
restraints under the Arrangement,
would be less than 1 per cent of
the labour force in the United
States and EEC.22 Moreover, the
welfare
cost of protecting such
21
Quoted in GATT, GATT Activities 1984 (Geneva, June 1985), p. 67.
employment is quite high. The

Table II.30. Selected exporters o f textiles and clothing. Import shares in selected markets, 1981
(Percentage)
Import shares
European
Economic
Community

All
markets

Austria

Canada

38.56

70.32

12.64

Japan

5.63

0.88

4.41

1.30

United States

4.73

1.18

40-52

3.19

Bangladesh

0.29

0.01

0.26

0.12

Hong Kong

7.50

2.83

9.20

India

2.15

0.87

1.96

Indonesia

0.18

0.01

0.05

0.11

0.05

0.41

0.02

0.41

Malaysia

0.54

0.18

0.63

0.34

0.16

0.74

0.16

0.59

Pakistan

1.07

0.30

0.52

0.75

0.36

0.66

0.64

1.20

Philippines

0.80

0.25

0.97

0.45

0.19

0.25

0.16

2.94

Exporters

Finland

Sweden

Switzerland

United
States

46.49

39.52

65.65

9.80

0.84

1.25

0.83

7.41

2.42

4.45

1.65

0.01

0.10

0.07

0.80

5.51

3.34

7.20

7.12

19.56

2.20

1.07

1.86

1.80

3.65

A. Developed economies
European Economic Community

55.97

B. Developing economies

Republic o f Korea

6.86

1.86

8.45

3.52

2.01

3.78

1.43

14.14

Singapore

0.66

0.21

0.58

0.43

0.08

0.93

0.24

1.62

Sri Lanka

0.21

0.04

0.09

0.13

0.11

0.22

0.07

0.85

Thailand

0.76

0.17

0.32

0.61

0.42

0.79

0.16

1.05

Source: UNCTAD, International Trade in Textiles, with Special Reference to the Problems Faced by Developing Countries
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.II.D.7), p. 38.
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third extension of the Arrangement is due to expire on 31 July
1986. It cannot be expected that
there will be any relaxation; on the
contrary a renewal would probably
be the occasion for further restrictions on exports of textiles of
developing countries.
C. TRADE AMONG DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
1. Rationale
It was shown in Chapter II of
this study that there has been a
growth in trade among developing
countries in general, and among
developing countries in the ESCAP
region in particular. There has been
a remarkable increase in trade with
oil-exporting West Asian countries
and among countries in ASEAN as
well as countries participating in
the Bangkok Agreement. Several
countries have been able to significantly increase their trade with still
other developing countries within
and outside the ESCAP region.
There is a variety o f reasons for
which developing countries in the
region may wish to promote trade
both among themselves and with
other developing countries. The
slow-down in the rate of economic
growth in developed market economies after the recent recession,
coupled with successful claims for
protection from exports from
developing
countries,
provides
important reasons for intense
efforts to promote trade among
developing countries.
There are
other justifications as well.
First, trade among developing
countries can serve as an effective
instrument for broader economic
co-operation.
The widening of
contacts and the exchange of
information through trade would
help co-operation in such other
22

Donald B. Keesing and Martin

Textile Quotas Against Developing Countries, Thames Essay No. 23
Wolf,

(London, 1980).
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areas as investment, finance and
technology and in the promotion of
collective self-reliance.
Secondly, prevailing patterns
of trade, though changed over time,
still carry the legacy of historical
links with previous colonial powers.
In consequence, the flow o f trade
among developing countries has
been less than can be justified by
differences among them in factor
endowment and skill level. Greater
trade among them based on static
comparative advantage may confer
substantial benefits.
Thirdly, there is evidence that
exports of developing countries to
other developing countries tend to
be more capital- and skill-intensive
than their exports to developed
countries.23 It is argued therefore
that the deliberate promotion of
trade among developing countries
would encourage the emergence o f
patterns o f specialization away
from the production of labourintensive goods in which the comparative advantage of developing
countries is supposed to lie. There
is the argument, on the contrary,
that when the production o f capital- and skill-intensive goods has
taken place under protective cover,
production for export reduces
average cost by permitting economies of scale. More important,
the export of such goods confers
dynamic benefits of learning by
doing and skill development.24
These latter arguments emphasize
that emerging competitiveness of
newly industrializing economies in
skill-intensive goods such as ships,
23

Oli
Havrylyshyn,
“ Empirical
evidence on patterns o f trade directionality: factor-content differences,
export performance differences and
intra-industry trade” , a paper presented
at th e World Bank Seminar, Brussels, 29
February—1 March 1984, pp. 62-112.
24 Alice Amsden, “ The directionality o f trade from an historical perspective and ‘second generation’ exports: an
overview o f South-South trade” , a paper
presented at the World Bank Seminar,
Brussels, 29 F e b ru a ry -1 March 1984.

machine tools, precision instruments etc. cannot be explained by
an abundance o f skill in the sense
o f endowment, as with natural
resources; the supply of skilled
labour is typically the outcome and
not the origin o f production of
skill-intensive goods.
Fourthly, there is a body of
thought according to which trade in
manufactured
products, unlike
trade in natural resource intensive
goods, is determined not by
differences in factor endowment,
but by similarity in patterns of
demand. The fact that a much
larger volume of the trade of
developed countries takes place
with other developed countries is
cited to substantiate this point of
view. By the same token, there
should be substantial room for
trade among developing countries.
Fifthly, it is argued, especially
in a regional and subregional context, that trade with neighbouring
countries
would
substantially
reduce transport costs.
A final argument for promotion of trade among developing
countries rests on the proposition
that capital goods exported by
developing countries to other
developing countries are likely to
be more appropriate to their factor
proportions.
However, there are arguments
to the contrary. Developing countries whose trade with other developing countries has expanded are
the same as those whose trade with
developed countries has expanded
as well. Therefore, what is likely to
bear fruit is a broad approach to
trade promotion and not simply
trade with developing countries.
The strength of this argument is
that it is important to ensure that
benefits from trade creation resulting from expanded trade among
developing countries are not eroded
by costs of trade diversion, with
due allowances for identifiable
dynamic gains.
These qualifications notwith-

standing, the case for the promotion of trade among developing
countries appears strong. It was
estimated that on the assumption
o f an annual growth rate o f 2.4 per
cent in the developed market economies during the 1980s and the
prevailing structure o f trade, the
growth rate o f developing countries
would be no higher than 3.7 per
cent per year. Significant reorientations to increase trade among
developing countries could increase
the growth rate to 4.8 per cent per
annum.25
The findings of a recent
examination o f markets for and
sources o f supply for increased
South-South trade in 28 industrial
branches o f the manufacturing
sector are worthy of note.26
Under the scenario of a moderate
increase in South-South trade, it
was estimated that the cumulative
increase in GDP during 1979-1990
attributable to South-South trade
would be 2.5 per cent for North
America, 1.8 per cent for Western
Europe, 3.1 per cent for Japan, 3.3
per cent for other developed countries, 11.7 per cent for Latin
America, 4.7 per cent for tropical
Africa, 4.3 per cent for the Near
East (which includes the Islamic
Republic of Iran), 10.1 per cent
for South Asia (called the Indian
subcontinent in the study and
includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Burma, India, Nepal, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka) and 10.7 per cent for
East Asia (which includes Fiji,
Guam, Hong Kong, Kiribati,
Malaysia, Maldives, Nauru, Papua
New Guinea, the Philippines, the
Republic of Korea, Samoa, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Thailand,
Tonga, Tuvalu and Viet Nam).
Under a scenario of intensified
South-South co-operation, benefits
25 UNCTAD Bulletin, No. 196 (O ctober 1983).
26 UNIDO, Industry and Develop-

ment

Global Report 1985 (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.85.II.B.
1), pp. 43-124.

for all groups of countries could be
considerably higher. It also was
pointed out in this study that there
would be a need for increased
external financing to meet the
balance of trade deficits of countries in the South whose imports
from the North would have to
increase to avoid costs of trade
diversion. Under intensified SouthSouth co-operation, the South’s

total imports of manufactured
goods would increase by about 35
per cent by 1990 over the 1979
level, about one half of which
would be supplied by the North.
These would be mainly intermediate and capital goods.
These
studies indicate that gains from
intensified
South-South
trade
would accrue to developed countries as well.

B ox II.10. Global system o f trade
preferences among developing countries
One major mechanism through
which developing countries seek to
prom ote trade is through th e adoption
of a global system of trade preferences
among developing countries.
The
Conference on Economic Co-operation
among Developing Countries held at
Mexico City in 1976, while adopting
a
comprehensive
programme
of
measures for economic co-operation,
listed as the first item under “trade
and related measures” the establishment of GSTP with the objective of
“ promoting
the
development of
national
production
and
mutual
trade” . Since then there have been a
series o f discussions on the subject in
th e forums o f the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development and the Group o f 77, the latest
being a Meeting of the Ministers of
interested member countries of the
Group of 77 held at New Delhi in
July 1985.
There are many challenges to the
establishment of a global system. It
m ust avoid inequitable and disrupting
impacts on the balance o f trade and
structures o f production of individual
developing countries. It must be able
to meet with the fact that in many
developing countries import duties
comprise a sizeable share of government revenue.
In spite of these and other
problems, the New Delhi Meeting
succeeded in reaching a consensus on
the general approaches for the establishment of negotiations on the global
system. The Meeting agreed th at in
addition to the traditional productby-product approach, the following
complementary elements should be
considered for the elaboration of

techniques and modalities for the
first round of negotiations on the
global system:
(a) An across-the-board tariff
reduction through a preference margin
o f up to 10 per cent;
(b) The removal or reduction o f
non-tariff barriers, including an undertaking by participating countries not to
raise new non-tariff barriers or intensify existing ones, in respect o f products on which tariff concessions have
been negotiated, except in accordance
w ith agreed producers;
(c) The selection of sectors of
significant socio-economic importance
to participating countries, such as
processed tropical products, nontextile
handicrafts,
textiles
and
agricultural products for an integrated
treatm ent in regard to the totality of
tariff,
non-tariff
and
para-tariff
barriers;
(d) Consultations on products
should be organized to promote trade
and development through a greater
degree of processing, distribution
and marketing in developing countries.
For this purpose, modalities such as
long-term contracts, joint ventures and
joint initiatives in marketing should be
explored.
It was further agreed that the
first round of negotiations among
participants should commence no later
than 1 May 1986 and be concluded
no later than 1 May 1987. A successful conclusion o f negotiations on
th e global system o f trade preferences
incorporating the above elements in
accordance with the agreed time
schedule would be a historic step
forward in promoting trade among
developing countries.
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2. Problems and selected responses
There is evidence in the preceding account to show the potential
for substantial benefits from trade
among developing countries. However, many constraints need to be
released for the realization of the
full potential. These constraints
relate to inadequate facilities in
banking, trade financing,insurance,
transport, communications, marketing, trading channels and clearing
houses for information o f various
sorts, including those on technology, and tariff and non-tariff
barriers to trade practised by developing countries for a variety of
reasons.
Within the region, there have
been only limited efforts to ease
some of these constraints. The
ASEAN Industrial Joint Ventures
scheme provides one example of
joint venture investment activities
with preferential market access to
products. There are several other
instances of joint venture activities
involving developing countries in
the region.
The Asian Clearing
Union founded in 1973, the Asian
Reinsurance Corporation which
began underwriting business in
1980, and currency swap arrangements among the ASEAN central
banks represent some of the other
responses.
Attempts have also
been made to deliberately foster
trade among groups of countries by
tariff reductions under preferential
trading arrangements. Two wellknown arrangements o f this nature
are the ASEAN Preferential Trading
Arrangement (PTA), and the Bangkok Agreement which has been
ratified by only five countries in
the region. Their experience may
be instructive for the future development of trade within the region.
(a) A S E A N Preferential Trading
Arrangement
The ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangement was signed in
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1977. It provided for tariff preferences to partner countries’ products, liberalization of non-tariff
measures on a preferential basis,
long-term commodity contracts,
preferential interest rates to finance
intra-ASEAN trade and preferences
in government procurements. PTA
has been intended to promote intraASEAN trade in basic commodities
and industrial products, and has
thus been complementary to instruments of industrial co-operation
such as ASEAN Industrial Projects
and ASEAN Industrial Joint Ventures and co-operation in basic
commodities. The output of joint
industrial ventures to be established
under agreements in both public
and private sectors were to be
admitted to markets on preferential
tariff concessions under PTA.
Tariff preferences have been
the most important operational
part of the Arrangement so far.
Initially, a commodity-by-commodity approach was adopted, under
which each country was to voluntarily offer items for tariff negotiations under PTA. By 1984, PTA
covered more than 18,000 items.
Beginning in 1980, the item-byitem approach was supplemented
by an across-the-board method for
items whose imports were below a
certain value, with provision for the
exclusion o f items which were
considered sensitive. The ceiling
was first set at $50,000 and subsequently raised to $500,000 and
then to $10 million in 1984. The
ceiling was decided upon the basis
of 1978 statistics of imports. The
margin for preferential tariff cuts,
originally set at 10 per cent, has
been successively raised to 20 and
25 per cent, and in some instances
to 50 per cent.
The value o f intra-ASEAN
trade flows has increased 3.2 fold
between 1977 and 1982, compared
with a slightly over twofold in
ASEAN countries’ global trade.
In
1982
intra-ASEAN
trade
constituted 24 per cent of ASEAN

global trade compared with 16 per
cent in 1977 (Table II.31). How
much of this expansion of intraASEAN trade is due to the tariff
concessions and how much to
normal growth is difficult to ascertain. According to one source,27
trade actually conducted under
PTA amounted to a total export
value of $25.87 million in 1982,
which as a percentage of total intraASEAN exports was 0.15 per cent.
It is widely believed that tariff
cuts under PTA have so far had a
marginal impact on intra-ASEAN
trade. There are several reasons for
this:28
(a) The
product-by-product
approach followed in earlier years
was time consuming and open to
pressure group influences.
It
resulted in negotiating tariff preferences for items which were
either not traded at all in the
ASEAN subregion or traded only to
a limited extent.
(b) The across-the-board approach being implemented offers
greater promise, but its impact is
diluted by long lists of excluded
items.
(c) Tariff preferences
are
heavily concentrated in a few product categories, namely, machinery,
organic chemicals and inorganic
chemicals. Most ASEAN countries
are not very competitive in these
products.
(d) Tariff cuts are probably
not deep enough to induce any
27 F.G. Valeda, “The ASEAN experience w ith regional economic cooperation”
(mimeographed),
paper
presented at th e International Conference on South Asian Regional
Economic Co-operation, Dhaka, Bangladesh, January 1985.
28 See John Wong, “ ASEAN’s experience in regional economic cooperation” , Asian Development Review (Manila), vol. 3, No. 1 (1985), and
Wilfred Lutkenhorst, “ Im port restrictions and export prom otion measures
in South-East Asian countries” , ASEAN
Economic Bulletion (Singapore), vol. 1,
No. 1 (July 1984).

significant expansion in trade.
However, in the longer run,
the commitments under PTA and
other arrangements under the aegis
of ASEAN have generated a good
deal of opportunity for contacts
at various levels and interest in
expanding intra-ASEAN activities,
including trade, which, more than
tariff cuts, may explain the surge
in intra-ASEAN trade. The trade
pattern in the ASEAN region is
dominated by Singapore, which
accounts for more than 40 per
cent of ASEAN trade flows. Major
shares of the intra-ASEAN trade of
each country, especially of Malaysia
and Indonesia, are with Singapore.
In 1981, more than half of intraASEAN imports consisted of items
of food and live animals (SITC
section 0) and another one quarter
of mineral fuel and lubricants

(SITC section 3). Self-sufficiency
in food recently reached by
Indonesia (a major importer of rice
from Thailand) and Malaysia, and
an increase in the domestic production of energy as in Thailand and
the Philippines, as well as recent
declines in petroleum prices, are
likely to cause the value of intraASEAN trade to fall in the years
immediately ahead from its recent
record high levels. Boosting intraASEAN trade in future years
would require additional effort
under PTA, including the extent
and depth of tariff cuts, liberalization of non-tariff measures and
perhaps the use o f other provisions
of PTA.
(b) Bangkok Agreement
The First Agreement on Trade

Negotiations among Developing
Member Countries of the Economic
and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (Bangkok Agreement),
which was ratified by five countries, Bangladesh, India, the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic, the
Republic of Korea and Sri Lanka,
came into force in 1976. Following
the initiation of the Asian Trade
Expansion Programme under the
Kabul Declaration of the Council of
Ministers on Asian Economic Cooperation, the Agreement was
initially signed by the Philippines
and Thailand which did not subsequently ratify the Agreement.
The Agreement provided, inter alia,
for the exchange of tariff and nontariff concessions with special
treatment in favour of the least
developed participating countries.
Through the adoption of mutually

Table II.31. ASEAN exports, 1977 and 1982: intra-ASEAN and global
(Millions o f US dollars)
..............

From

To

Brunei Darussalam
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
ASEAN
(Percentage o f ASEAN)
World total
Intra-ASEAN as
percentage of world

Brunei
Darussalam

Indonesia

Malaysia
1977
25.5
18.8

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

A SE A N

6.7
209.0
183.4
10.7
214.3

40.7
b
58.6
11.9
111.2
( 2 .1 )
1 612.9

126.0
1 003.6
4.5
1 154.9
(21.4)
10 852.6

75.9
969.4
85.8
1 175.4
( 2 1 .8 )
6 079.3

64.3
8.7
126.4
(2.4)
3 124.1

230.6
2 181.2
(40.5)
8 241.6

624.1
(11.6 )
3 450.9

153.3
783.6
1 453.8
330.8
2 310.2
341.5
5 373.2
( 100 .0 )
33 361.3

(6.9)

( 10 .6 )

(19.3)

(4.0)

(2 6 .5 )

(18.1)

(1 6 .1 )

20.8

1.1
22.4
29.9

120.0
533.4a
1 179.0
118.2

Percentage
o f ASEAN

2.9
14.6
27.0
6.2

43.0
6.3
100.0

1982
Brunei Darussalam
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
ASEAN
(Percentage of ASEAN)
World total
Intra-ASEAN as
percantage o f world

39.8
38.5

4.5
55.0
177.8

359.5
2 815.0a
3 673.5
323.5

8.1

b
14.0
77.8
227.5
97.4
416.7
(2.4)
3 808.4

59.1
292.8
3 120.9
26.3
3 499.1
(2 0 .6 )
22 293.3

128.2
3 004.6
442.0
3 653.1
(21.5)
12 026.7

111.5
14.4
363.2
( 2 .1 )
5 020.6

798.4
7 969.9
(46.9)
20 788.0

1 098.6
(6.5)
6 956.8

411.9
3 093.1
4 288.3
857.3
6 971.5
1 378.5
17 000.6
( 100 .0 )
70 893.8

(10.9)

(15.7)

(30.4)

(7.2)

(38.3)

(15.8)

(24.0)

184.6
363.9
35.0
507.0

2.4
18.2
25.2
5.0
41.0
8.1

100.0

Source: ESCAP, Foreign Trade Statistics o f Asia and the Pacific, 1977, and 1982, Series A, vols. XVI and XXI; and Series B,
vol. XIII.
b
a
Less than 1 million.
Indonesia’s imports from Singapore.
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Table II.32. Exports (intra-group and global) from countries in the Bangkok Agreement, annual average 1977-1979
and 1980-1982
(Millions o f US dollars)
From
To

Bangladesh

India

Republic o f Korea

Sri Lank

Intra-group

...

Percentage
intra-group

Average 1977-1979a
Bangladesh
India
Republic of Korea
Sri Lanka
Total intra-group
(Percentage intra-group)
World total
(Percentage o f intra-group in
world total)

67.2

39.4
61.6

3.1
6.9
0.4

5.3
0.3
5.3
10.9
(3.3)
607.2

34.9
85.3
187.4
(57.4)
6 381.1

16.6
117.6
(36.0)
12 530.6

10.4
(3.2)
860.6

(1.9)

(2.9)

(0.9)

( 1 .2 )

109.7
73.8
35.6
107.2
326.3

33.6
22.6

10.9
32.9

100.0

( 100 .0 )

20 379.5
( 1 .6 )

Average 1980-1982b
Bangladesh
India
Republic of Korea
Sri Lanka
Total intra-group
(Percentage intra-group)
World total
(Percentage of intra-group in
world total)

Source:
a

90.6 c
8.5

3.4
28.6
0.5

13.5
(1.9)
690.3

52.5
85.5
228.6
(32.0)
7 529.2

52.5
439.4
(61.5)
21 056.6

32.5
(4.6)
1 032.7

(2 .0 )

(3.0)

(2 .1)

(3.1)

2.2
2.8

162.7
355.3
55.2
140.8
714.0

22.8

49.8
7.7
19.7
100.0

( 1 0 0 .0 )

30 308.8
(2.4)

ESCAP, Foreign Trade Statistics o f Asia and the Pacific, various issues.

For Bangladesh, average 197 8-1979. b

beneficial measures, the Agreement
aimed at promoting economic
development by the furtherance of
economic co-operation and trade
expansion among developing member countries of ESCAP. This
objective, however, was not to be
pursued by restricting trade with
countries outside the Agreement.
The Bangkok Agreement offers
a negotiating forum. It has gone
through a period of evolution
during which lists of concessions
were exchanged among member
countries.
A second round of
negotiations started in 1985, of
which the first session was held in
Seoul in June and a second session
is scheduled for December in
Bangkok. The second round has
the objective of the enlargement
of the Bangkok Agreement trading
area and the extension of coverage
of concessions, which stood at a
total of 56 products (at CCCN
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68.7c
318.2

For the Republic o f Korea, average 1980, 1 9 8 1 ,1 98 3 . c 1 9 8 0 o n ly .

4-digit level).
Twenty special
concessions, however, were granted
to Bangladesh and the Lao People’s
Democratic Republic.29 This promising preferential trading arrangement
among
the
developing
member countries of ESCAP has
been receiving enthusiastic attention, as evident from the attendance in the first session of the
second round of the representatives
of eight countries not yet participating in the Agreement.
Trade among countries signatory to the Bangkok Agreement
appears to be subject to wide
year-to-year fluctuations.
Moreover, not much information is
available regarding trade transac29 Michel
Kostecki,
“ Bangkok
Agreement: a review o f its operations
and implications of its enlargement
during the second round of negotiations”
(mimeographed)
(UNCTAD,
Geneva, February 1985).

tions of the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic.
Table 11.32 contains
intra-group trade data of the other
members, based on the annual
average of three-year periods. Trade
among these countries rose from
$326 million in 1977-1979 to $714
million in 1980-1982. This represented 1.6 and 2.4 per cent of total
exports of the group in the two
respective periods. Available data
show that the two more advanced
and diversified economies together
account for the major part of
trade flows within the group.
Thus, during 1980-1982, nearly
two thirds of intra-group exports
were accounted for by those from
the Republic of Korea, most of
which went to India. The Republic
of Korea’s and India’s exports
accounted for more than 93 per
cent of intra-group trade.
The
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka intakes
from India and the Republic of

Korea have been much larger than
their exports to them. Based on
the value of imports of products
under concession in 1981, 1982
and 1983, it was found that these
constituted 6-9 per cent of their
total imports within the Bangkok
Agreement countries.30
These modest results of the
first round of negotiations have
been attributed to (a) limited
membership; (b) relatively small
number of products under concession and belated implementation of
the concessions; (c) low levels of
preferences effectively granted; (d)
erosion
of
tariff preferences
through the lowering of MFN
tariffs; (e) existence of non-tariff
barriers on products under the concessions; and (f) lack of other forms
of co-operation.3 1
During the first session of the
second round of negotiations, the
participating States of the Agreement declared their continued intention to endeavour to achieve
more equitable trade through removal of imbalances; and to expand
trade among themselves not only
through exchange of tariff concessions, but also through the preferential relaxation of non-tariff
barriers and other forms of trade
co-operation. They recognized the
benefits and opportunities that
could be derived from the expansion of trade among developing
countries in the region through
co-operative
arrangements,
to
which the non-participating States
also attached great importance.
These developments may be viewed
with optimism against the background of the continuing difficulties that the developing countries in
the region face in their external
trading environment.
30
“ Report of the second round of
negotiations among developing countries
o f the region on its first session”
(mimeographed), Seoul, 18 June 1985,
p. 4.
31

Ibid.

D. TRADE WITH COUNTRIES
OF EASTERN EUROPE
The trade of developing countries in the ESCAP region with
socialist countries of Eastern Europe
has declined over time in relative
terms.
This relative decline is
largely due to faster growth in
trade within the region and with
the West Asian countries. However,
in absolute terms there has been a
substantial increase. The present
low volume of trade itself may
be a pointer to the possibilities
of expanded trade co-operation
with countries of Eastern Europe.
A perspective on this may be obtained from the fact that countries
of Eastern Europe with a quarter of
the world’s industrial output32
account for about 2 per cent of
the trade o f the developing countries in the ESCAP region. Besides,
the foreign trade of countries of
Eastern Europe has been growing
fast. Their imports from the rest
of the world grew at an annual
average rate of 12.4 per cent during
1976-1980.
Their imports from
developing countries as a group
grew at a faster rate of 15.5 per
cent. The corresponding figures for
1980-1981 are 9.6 and 20.3 per
cent.33
These numbers indicate
the considerable potential for increasing exports from developing
countries in the ESCAP region to
countries of Eastern Europe.
A part of the explanation for
the relatively low levels of foreign
trade between the two groups of

32

“Trade between developing countries of the ESCAP region and socialist
countries of Eastern Europe: current
trends and long-term perspectives” ,

Economic Bulletin for Asia and the
Pacific (Bangkok), vol. XXXII, No. 2
(December 1981), p. 84.
33 UNCTAD,
“ Trade
relations
among
countries
having
different
economic and social systems and all
trade
flows
resulting
therefrom”
(TD/280), p. 9, table 2.

countries
is
attributable
to
transport costs. For instance, one
can hardly see scope for any
dramatic increase in trade between
Pacific island countries and the
countries of Eastern Europe because transport costs may turn out
to be prohibitive. However, there
are other explanations as well.
A striking fact is the overwhelming
dominance of India in the trade of
the developing countries in the
ESCAP region with East European
countries.
As of 1980, India
accounted for over two fifths of
such trade, declining from over one
half in 1965.34 The predominance
of India suggests the importance of
institutional
arrangements,
a
favourable political climate and
traditional ties in trade with these
countries.
There are several elements
which indicate that the scope
for expanded trade relations between these regions may improve.
As noted above, the predominance
of India has somewhat declined.
Some other countries, such as
Bangladesh, Malaysia, Pakistan, the
Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand,
have developed important trade
links with the countries of Eastern
Europe. There has been a gradual
weakening of the role of traditional
ties and an increase in the importance of mutual economic
interests.
There have also been
efforts to develop institutional
linkages to promote trade with
countries of Eastern Europe.
Several countries of the region have
entered into bilateral trade agreements (see Table II.33 overleaf). In
addition, there are several joint
economic commissions in existence.
These explore, among other areas
34
See, “Trade between developing
oountries of the ESCAP region and
socialist countries of Eastern Europe:
current trends and long-term perspectives” , op. cit. In parallel, the share of
India’s exports to and imports from
these countries has also declined. See
Tables II.6 and II.7 in Chapter II of
this study.
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Table II.33. Trade agreements between the countries o f Eastern Europe and selected developing economies in the
ESCAP region

Bulgaria

Bangladesh
Burma
Indonesia
Malaysia
Nepal
Philippines

Czechoslovakia

3.3.1972

27.10.1972

27.4.1967

8.10.1971

German
Democratic
Republic
24.7.1972

Hungary

Poland

5.4.1972

21.6.1972

1966

9.1.1970

8.5.1968

11.3.1975

1974

5.7.1974

20.5.1968

20.11.1972

1979

2.2.1970

7.11.1970

9.3.1977

7.12.1977

14.10.1976

12.2.1976

1980
2.5.1975

Romania

4.3.1972

USSR

31.3.1972
16.6.1972
23.3.1974

22.3.1969

10.6.1966

3.4.1967
6.8.1970

12.4.1975

2.6.1976

Singapore

1968

1967

7.4.1975

Sri Lanka

26.12.1975

7.1.1975

1975

1974

19.7.1974

1975

25.3.1977

3.3.1970

20.9.1978

11.1980

15.9.1978

1980

18.9.1978

25.12.1970

Thailand

2.4.1966

Source: UNCTAD, “ Trade and economic relations between some Asian developing countries and the socialist countries of
Eastern Europe” (TD/B/857).

Box II.11. State trading organizations
State trading has long been
associated with the foreign trade activities o f the centrally planned economies.
However, during the last two decades
b oth developed market economies as
well as developing economies have
witnessed a parallel development. It
has been estimated that not less than
10-15 per cent o f international trade in
the late 1970s took the form o f state
trading.
This excluded government
procurement, which is purchases made
by government for its own consumption (i.e. arms, office equipment).
State trading is a common phenomenon in the international markets of
agricultural products and minerals. It
is estimated that about one third of
the international trade in agricultural
commodities
is
conducted
by
marketing boards, food agencies and
other state trading organizations.
About 95 per cent of the international
a M.M. Kostecki, “State trading in
industrialized and developing countries” , Journal o f World Trade Law
(Twickenham), vol. 12, No. 3 (May/
June 1978), pp. 187-207.
b Alex McCalla and Andrew
Schmitz, “State trading in grain” ,

State Trading in International Markets:
Theory and Practice o f Industrialized
and Developing Countries, M.M.
Kostecki, ed. (London, MacMillan’s
Press, 1981), p. 55.
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trade in wheat involves state traders as
exporters, importers or both.
The importance o f state trading
organizations in the developing countries in the ESCAP region differs
widely.
In the centrally planned
economies, such organizations undertake practically all foreign trade
transactions. Even in many of the
mixed economies, they play a substantial role. In Bangladesh, the role
of those organizations in imports has
been considerably reduced, but a large
part of its staple exports, raw jute and
jute goods, is handled by them. In
India, they are responsible for two
fifths o f the country’s exports and
nearly three fourths o f imports. The
principal
agricultural
exports
of
Pakistan, cotton and rice, are marketed
by such organizations; so is tea in Sri
Lanka. In Malaysia, the Philippines
and the Republic of Korea, state
trading organizations essentially supplement trading done by private firms.
Nevertheless,
there
is significant
involvement o f the Rice Board and the
Federal Land Development Authority
in the export/im port o f food items in
Malaysia, o f the International Trading
Company of
the Philippines in
expanding trade with socialist countries and o f the office of supply in the
Republic o f Korea in th e bulk import
of mineral and raw materials required
by state enterprises. Marketing boards
in the Pacific island economies play a

large role in the export trade of
primary commodities in their countries.
Developing countries have found
it useful to establish state trading
organizations for a variety o f reasons.
They have facilitated expansion of
trade with socialist countries. They
have been used as instruments to
import essential commodities such as
food grains, cement, fertilizers and
fuel and to ensure their distribution
at fair prices. Besides, these organizations
have
contributed
towards
prom otion of non-traditional exports
and have given assistance to small
export producers through the provision o f short-term finance and services
with regard to the procurement of
raw materials, quality control and
marketing of products.
They also
strengthen a coun try’s ability to
negotiate with large-scale suppliers
and buyers in the international market.
With growing restrictions in access
to markets, it is being increasingly
recognized that developing countries
can raise their bargaining capacity
through co-operation among state
trading organizations.
Besides, such
co-operation can prom ote SouthSouth trade. Accordingly, the Association of State Trading Organizations
of Developing Countries was formally
set up in October 1984. By June
1985, it had 30 members from 21
developing countries.

of economic co-operation, possibilities for trade promotion.
The socialist countries tend to
view trade promotion as a part of
wider economic co-operation at an
intergovernmental level.
Many
instances of such co-operation are
visible: in infrastructure development, including the construction
of roads, railways and port facilities, in geological surveys and in
establishing joint ventures, among
others.
As these forms of cooperation intensify, closer trade
links are likely to be fostered.
Finally, there appears to exist a
fair measure of complementarity
in production structures of countries within the two groups that
could increase trade between
them.35
Traditional
instruments of
trade promotion, such as the
reduction of tariff and non-tariff
barriers, play a relatively minor
role in promoting trade with
socialist countries. When such
trade expansion is beneficial, efforts should be directed towards
building and strengthening institutional linkages and developing
wider economic co-operation between Governments, state trading
agencies and similar other bodies.
E. INSTABILITY

The general concern of the
international community about the
need to tackle problems of instability associated with trade in primary
commodities is on account of
several factors. First, primary commodities account for a large share
of the exports of developing
countries, including those in the
ESCAP region, as shown earlier.
Instability in this sector, therefore,
is often the major source of
35

For a detailed product-by-product
and country-by-country analysis, see,
UNCTAD, “Trade and economic relations between some Asian developing
countries and the socialist countries of
Eastern Europe” (TD/B/857).

instability in overall foreign exchange earnings and national
income. Secondly, primary commodities in general are subject to
greater instability in price and/or
earnings
than
manufacturing.
Thirdly, short-term fluctuations in
foreign exchange earnings do not
merely stifle growth in developing
countries but also create balance-ofpayments difficulties with wider
ramifications for stability in the
international trade and payments
system.
This section examines
selected international responses
which deal mainly with causes or
consequences of instability in prices
of and earnings from the export
of primary commodities.
1. Integrated Programme for
Commodities
The Integrated Programme for
Commodities, adopted at the
fourth session of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development held in 1976 represents a
major response of the international
community to tackle the trade
problems confronting the commodity
dependent
developing
economies. The Programme covers
18 commodities: bananas, cocoa,
coffee, cotton, hard fibres, jute,
bovine meat, oil-seeds and oils
and cakes, natural rubber, sugar,
tea, timber, bauxite, copper, iron
ore, manganese ore, phosphate rock
and tin. Of these, 10 were chosen
as core commodities, including
some of great importance to developing economies in the ESCAP
region. These are sugar, rubber,
jute, tin, timber, tea and coffee.
The importance of these commodities and few others in the trade of
these countries with the outside
world can be seen from Table
II.34.
The major objectives of the
Integrated Programme for Com-

Table II.34. Developing ESCAP economies in the ESCAP region. Share in
world export of selected commodities, 1978-1983
(Percentage)
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Q

93.9
94.2

96.5
97.0

95.6
96.4

96.1
96.8

95.6
96.5

96.7
97.0

Saw logs and veneer
V
logs (non-coniferous) Q

67.4
81.1

74.2
79.6

70.4
77.2

68.7
75.9

70.8
77.0

68.9
75.5

Coconut oil

86.4
88.1

90.3
91.2

89.9
92.3

90.3
92.2

86.0
89.0

89.9
92.0

89.5
91.7

92.9
94.4

90.7
92.7

91.8
93.8

93.4
94.8

93.7
95.0

95.2
95.8

94.3
94.5

94.1
94.4

93.3
94.2

93.2
94.2

94.1
94.7

67.1
65.9

67.4
66.4

68.7
68.8

70.0
69.9

65.9
66.2

65.5
63.4

8.4
13.5

10.0
15.6

11.1
14.2

11.6
12.9

13.4
16.7

10.1
14.8

75.0

76.9

78.4

76.5

74.8

79.0

9.2
11.3

9.3

10.0
11.4

9.6
11.6

9.3
11.7

9.7
11.5

Jute and bast fibres

V

V

Q
Palm oil

V

Q
Rubber

V

Q
Tea

V

Q
Sugar (total, raw
equivalent)
Tin metal
Coffee (green and
roasted)

V

Q
Q
V

Q

10.2

Sources:
ESCAP, “Consideration of major development issues and problems:
commodity issues and problems; international trade; transfer o f resources; and ECDC”
(TRADE/PRE-UNCTAD (VI)/3); FAO, Trade Yearbook 1983: FAO, Computer printouts dated 24 November 1983; FAO, Yearbook o f Forests Products 1983: and International Tin Council, Statistical Bulletin, various issues.
V = Value. Q = Quantity.
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modities are as follows:
(a) Stabilization o f prices;
(b) Stabilization and increase
of export earnings;
(c) Long-term commodity development objectives which include:
(i) Improved market access and supply reliability;
(ii) Increased
competitiveness vis-a-vis synthetic substitutes;
(iii) Improved
market
structure for raw materials;
(iv) Improved marketing,
distribution and transportation systems.
The Programme addresses itself
directly to the problems faced by
commodity dependent developing
countries in the ESCAP region, as
elaborated in Chapter IV of this
study.
It envisages the creation
of a number o f mechanisms to
achieve its objectives.
Apart
from provisions relating to compensatory financing, processing,
marketing and distribution, two
other principal mechanisms are international commodity agreements
(ICAs) on individual commodities
and the Common Fund for Commodities.
(a) International com m odity agreem ents
A number of ICAs are already
in force.
However, agreements
have not covered all 18 commodities included in the Integrated
Programme for Commodities nor
even all the core commodities.
Most of the agreements in force
seek to achieve one or more of the
Programme objectives, in particular
that o f price stability. In recent
years, however, there have emerged
several ICAs without any price
regulation mechanism.
To this
category belong the existing agreements for wheat, olive oil, jute and
tropical timbei, of which the first
three aim at longer-term commodity development measures with
only indirect implications for stability.
Among ICAs with price
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stabilization as the principal objective are those for cocoa, coffee,
natural rubber and tin.
With regard to price stabilizing
agreements themselves, a relevant
question that often arises is
whether price stabilization also
yields stability in earnings. On the
basis of a priori reasoning, one
cannot foretell with any firm
assurance the magnitude or the
direction of the impact of price
stabilization on earnings.
The
impact depends on elasticities of
demand and supply, the degree
of risk aversion, the presence
and degree of monopoly power and
a variety of other factors.
One simulation analysis based
on econometric models of 13 commodities included in the Integrated
Programme
for
Commodities
showed that price stabilization
would also reduce instability of
earnings for producing countries as
a whole for all but three of the
commodities. For these three commodities, earnings would be no
more unstable with price stabilization than without it. It was further
indicated that there would be considerable
gains
for countries
producing eight core commodities
from price stabilization. The gain
would amount to one third of their
total export earnings from those
commodities.36 These benefits, of
course, do not necessarily accrue
to all producing countries. The
evidence on gains to individual
producing countries is somewhat
mixed, but indicates that price
stabilization is unlikely to aggravate export revenue instability
and could possibly reduce it.37
During the price recession of
the early 1980s, commodity agree36

J. Behrman, “Commodity agreem ents” , Proposals fo r a New Interna-

tional Economic Order: A n Economic
Analysis o f Effects on Rich and Poor,
William R. Cline, ed. (New York,
Praeger, 1979) quoted in UNCTAD,
“Compensatory financing o f export
shortfalls” (TD /B /1029/Rev.l), annex
VII, p. 45.

ments contributed significant benefits to producing countries. By
September 1982, the proportion of
world export supplies held off the
market as a result of buffer stock
operations or the implementation
of export quotas was one third
for coffee, over one quarter for tin,
about 10 per cent for cocoa and 4-5
per cent for rubber and sugar. It
has been estimated that without
such measures, the producing countries’ export earnings from these in
1982 would have been some $6-7
billion less.38
The consuming
countries also stand to gain from
price stabilization measures. Reductions in fluctuation in price, and
consequently supplies, would reduce the need for maintenance of
large inventories.
Large upward
fluctuations in primary commodity
prices generate significant inflationary pressures in importing
countries.39 The subsequent deflationary response causes loss of
output and employment. Moreover, price stabilization measures
sustain
producing
countries’
capacity to import manufactured
products from the consuming countries by contributing to their export
earnings.
One of the major problems
that needs to be addressed in ICAs
is the provision of adequate
mechanisms and resources for the
effective adjustment o f supplies to
changing demand conditions. The
general reliance on buffer stocks
37 UNCTAD, “ The role o f international commodity agreements or arrangements in attaining the objectives o f the
integrated programme for commodities”
(TD/B/C. 1/270), pp. 31-32.
38 UNCTAD, “ Commodity issues: a
review and proposals for further action”
(TD/27 3), p. 15.
39 On this point see R.N. Cooper
and R.Z. Lawrence, “The 1972-1975
commodity b o o m ” , Brooking Papers on
Economic Activity, No. 3 (1975); and
N. Kaldor, “ Inflation and recession in
the world econom y” , Economic Joufnal
(Cambridge), vol. 86, No. 344 (December
1976), pp. 703-714.

alone, especially when such stocks
are either excessive or inadequate
in relation to excess supply, cannot
be effective. In the case of cocoa,
for instance, buffer stock operations supported by inadequate
financial resources failed to create
any credible impact on the market
and, in consequence, destabilizing
speculation tended to further
weaken prices.
In contrast, the
1980 tin agreement, in spite of
many problems owing to nonparticipation of the world’s largest
consumer, the United States, and
the fourth largest producer, Bolivia,
succeeded for quite some time in
defending floor prices by supplementing buffer stock operations
with export quotas.40 Hence the
need
for
providing adequate
mechanisms supported by appropriate financial resources to achieve
price and/or earnings stability
within the framework of any ICA.
The need for international
collaboration in securing the participation of at least the major
producers and consumers cannot be
overstressed.
In the absence of
such broad-based participation, the
policies of non-participating countries could frustrate the objectives
of any ICA. Among all ICAs, the
rubber agreement in 1979 is viewed
as having achieved the best success
in stabilizing prices. This is
attributed to a variety of factors:
the relatively small number of
major producers and consumers, a
high degree of cohesion among
producers and others, not the least
of which is a fair measure o f commitment and shared perceptions on
the part of major producer and
consumer countries, most of whom
are participants in the agreement.4 1
The brief discussion above
brings into focus the following
prerequisites for the successful
40

However, in October 1985 trading
in tin was temporarily suspended on the
London Metal Exchange following the
depletion of resources to maintain buffer
stocks.

operation o f ICAs:
(a) Mechanisms to respond to
changes in market conditions;
(b) Financial resources to ensure that the mechanisms provided
for in ICAs can produce a credible
impact in the market;
(c) Broad-based participation
by producer as well as consumer
countries.
In view of the benefits likely to
accrue to producing and consuming
countries alike, as indicated earlier,
the international community needs
to renew efforts to strengthen the
price stabilizing role of existing
ICAs and to bring into force new
ones so as to cover all commodities
included in the Integrated Programme for Commodities. Conflicts of interest pertaining to
individual commodities have often
bedevilled negotiations. The resolution of these conflicts would be
facilitated if the overall balance of
benefits from the Programme as a
whole were taken into consideration.
(b) Common
modities

Fund

fo r

Com-

A major element of the
Integrated Programme for Commodities is the Common Fund for
Commodities.
By
providing
finances for operations on buffer
stocks in price stabilizing ICAs, the
Common Fund could act as a
catalytic agent for the speedy
negotiation of ICAs. Past experience
suggests that one of the major
constraints
to
the successful
negotiation
of
ICAs is the
inadequacy of funds to support
buffer stock operations on an
adequate scale.
The Common
41

See Richard Stubbs, “The internanatural rubber agreement” ,
Journal o f World Trade Law, (Twickenham), vol. 19, No. 1 (January: February
1984), pp. 16-31; and UNCTAD, “The
role o f international commodity agreements or arrangements. . .” (TD /B/C.l/
270), p. 20.
tional

Fund could help relax this constraint, not only by providing direct
support through its first account
but also by raising funds from
international financial agencies and
the banking system.
Moreover,
the Common Fund could take a
broader view of the world commodity problems and thus help
resolve perceived conflicts between
producer and consumer countries.
In addition, the Common Fund
envisages a second account to
address problems in such areas as
research and development, marketing, processing and diversification.
Some of the price stabilizing ICAs
also incorporate similar objectives
as do the ICAs primarily aiming at
longer-term commodity development,
mentioned
earlier.
In
principle, these agreements could
improve the stability of earnings in
the long run by responding to one
or more causes of instability. In
practice, most of these agreements
do not possess adequate mechanisms or resources to achieve their
objectives. Here again, the Common Fund could both provide
direct support and act as a catalytic
agent for raising funds from other
sources. The Common Fund is yet
to come into force since the
required capital subscription has
not been made.
2. Other arrangements
In addition to the arrangements discussed in the preceding
section, there are other arrangements intended to moderate the
adverse consequences of instability
in foreign exchange earnings. Two
of the more well-known of these
are
the
IMF
Compensatory
Financing Facility and STABEX
operated by EEC.
(a) Compensatory Financing Facility
The Facility was introduced in
1963.
As it has emerged after
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shortfalls or cereal import excesses
that are temporary in nature and
are due largely to factors beyond a
member’s control. The coverage of
the Facility was expanded in 1979

several relaxations and revisions,
it aims at providing assistance to
IMF
member
countries
experiencing balance-of-paymenfs difficulties resulting from export

Table II.35. Summary o f major features o f STABEX
I.

Access
Eligible countries

64 ACPa States and overseas countries and
territories.

Exports covered

Individual exports o f 46 agricultural products t o :

Thresholds

(a)

EEC from 51 States;

(b)

The world from 13 States.

Dependency: the com m odity m ust account for
at least 6.5 per cent o f to tal earnings from
exports to all destinations (5 per cent for sisal
and 2 per cent for th e 35 States classified in the
Lome Convention as least developed).
Fluctuation: shortfall in export earnings from
trade with EEC (with all destinations for 13
States) a t least 6.5 per cent below reference level
(2 per cent in the case o f least developed countries).

Formula for shortfall
II.

Reference level: average nominal export earnings
over four years previous to shortfall year.

Modalities
Conditionality

1.

On eligibility o f transfer:

(a)

Before 31 March of year after shortfall
year;

(b) Fall in earnings from exports to EEC must
no t be due to national trade policy.

Repayments

III.

2.

On uses: none, but some indication of
probable uses given before transfer agreem ent signed and report on actual use due
w ithin 12 m onths o f signing.

1.

Two-year grace period, repaym ent w ithin
seven years, in five equal instalments.

2.

Required if b oth unit value and quantity
higher than respective average o f four
preceding years and if earnings are a t least
106.5 per cent o f relevant average.

Special concessions for
some countries

The 35 States classified in th e Lome Convention
as least developed receive grants.

Conversion o f loans into
grants

May be converted if loan not repaid in seven
years and after consideration o f balance of payments, exchange reserves and external indebtedness.

Resources
Origin

EEC member State contributions.

Structure

Fixed revolving fund, five equal annual instalments.

Amount

ECUb 550 million (1980-1984).

Source:

UNCTAD, “Compensatory financing of export shortfalls (TD /B /1029/
Rev.1), annex VII, pp. 27-28.
a
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Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific.

b European Currency Unit.

to include earnings from services
(e.g. tourism) and workers’ remittances, and in 1981 to include
cereals imports. The amount that
a member is entitled to draw is
governed by the calculated shortfall, a certain percentage of the
member’s quota in IMF and the
requirements of “ co-operation”
with IMF.
The calculated shortfall is the
amount by which export earnings
in the relevant year fall short of a
five-year average centred on the
year of shortfall.
A member’s
maximum outstanding drawings in
respect o f either export shortfalls
or cereal import excesses cannot
exceed 83 per cent o f its quota.
Total outstanding drawings on
account o f both considerations
cannot exceed 105 per cent of
quota.
Several points regarding the
administration o f the Facility
deserve mention. First, the estimation of shortfalls is complicated by
the problems of projecting export
earnings for two years following the
year of shortfall. Secondly, the
maximum
outstanding drawing
limit was decreased in 1984 to 105
per cent from 125 per cent earlier.
Thirdly, the requirement of “ cooperation” introduces a degree of
conditionality which may not
always be acceptable to developing
countries experiencing a shortfall in
export earnings.
Though all IMF members are
eligible to draw on the Facility, an
overwhelming proportion of drawings is accounted for by developing
countries.
Some 17 developing
countries in the ESCAP region
have drawn on Facility at least once
during the period 1976-1983.
However, in many cases, drawings
were less than the shortfalls. As
for its effectiveness as an instrument of mitigating the adverse consequences of instability in export
earnings from primary commodities,
it is best to quote from a report of
an expert group which reviewed the

Facility in some detail: “As a
facility which provides short-term
balance-of-payments assistance to
maintain import capacities of countries affected by export shdrtfalls,
it addresses one of the effects of
instability . . . in terms of the macro
development of developing countries. While this is in itself
important, such a facility is not
designed or intended to address
the specific problems of sectoral
instability or to attack its causes.
In fact, as a semi-automatic
mechanism, the specific actual uses
of funds are left to recipient
Governments. It could play a role
in assisting to stabilize commodity
sectors if Governments could
finance their stabilization efforts in
the firm anticipation of being able
to recoup through drawings on the
Facility. But since eligibility and
the size of drawings are not entirely
predictable, Governments would be
restrained in undertaking sectoral
commodity stabilization activities

based merely on potential financial
assistance from this source. Thus,
the Group felt that the IMF
Facility, while useful in its own
context, is not an appropriate
mechanism for tackling commodity sector instability problems” .42
(b)

STA BE X

The EEC scheme for stabilization o f export earnings of developing
countries (STABEX) is designed to
provide financial support to countries in Africa, the Caribbean and
the Pacific (ACP States) in the
event of a shortfall of a certain
magnitude in export earnings from
selected agricultural commodities.
The basic features o f STABEX are
presented in Table II.35 and were
dwelt upon in an earlier S u rvey43
42

UNCTAD, “ Compensatory financing of export shortfalls” (TD/B/1029/
Rev.1), pp. 16-17.
43 Survey, 1983, p. 149.

STABEX has no doubt played
a very useful role.
During the
period 1975-1982, the system
allowed a total of 761 million
European currency units to be
made available to 44 ACP countries.
However, certain inadequacies need to be pointed out. It
is a regional arrangement and,
therefore, cannot be expected to
cope with commodity problems on
a global scale. Within the ESCAP
region, beneficiaries are confined to
the Pacific.44 Besides, for most
countries covered, assistance is
limited to export shortfalls arising
out of trade with EEC members
only. Its financial resources have
also been inadequate. For instance,
53 per cent o f eligible claims were
paid in 1980 and the proportion
declined to 43 per cent in 1981.
44

It is learned that a decision has
been taken to extend its coverage to
the Asian least developed countries as
w ell.
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VII. SUMMARY A N D CONCLUSIONS

A. INTEREST IN TRADE
QUESTIONS NOW
nternational trade has induced
economic growth in several ways.
Growth in exports is a net addition
to aggregate demand. Trade between nations provides opportunities for exchanging domestic goods
and services with others on terms of
mutual advantage. Among these
goods and services are capital
equipment and technology, which
developing countries need to
raise productivity and output,
intermediate goods to maintain
output and some goods to satisfy
consumer demand.
After rapid
growth, trade among countries
entered a period o f slow-down
about 10 years ago. This decade
has been marked by several severe
shocks to the international trading
environment and to the world
economy. These shocks included
two large and sudden increases
in the price of petroleum, high
inflation and low growth in the
major trading nations of the world,
a marked recession in the world
output and international trade, a
collapse in commodity markets,
a severe interruption to the flow of
credit to developing countries and
a completely new exchange rate
regime.
At the same time, the
largest partner in international
trade has turned very rapidly from
a creditor to a debtor nation.
International capital markets have
come to be marked by unprecedented high rates of real interest
and very close integration.
These changes, although taking

I
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place in distinct markets, are not
unrelated.
The slow-down in
growth in developed trading nations
has reduced the demand for exports
of developing countries. High rates
of unemployment in these economies have tended to strengthen the
clamour for protecting domestic
economic activity. The fall in the
demand for exports and the prices
of
primary
commodities has
reduced the capacity o f borrowers,
especially developing countries, to
service international debt and repay
when due.
Attempts to adjust
speedily to changes in a fairly
unfamiliar world of economic relationships and policy regimes have
caused much hardship to people in
all countries, more severely felt by
those in low-income groups.
For these reasons, matters
relating to international trade are of
deep concern to policy makers and
economists everywhere.
In this
inquiry the focus is on the evolving
patterns of trade during the last
decade, on opportunities, policies
and policy instruments for trade
expansion, on measures to reduce
instability in prices of and earnings
from primary commodities and on
the fall in terms of trade. No attempt has been made to bring
international trade negotiations
into the discussion.
There is a strong perception
among many policy makers and
economists that a more rapid
expansion in international trade is
linked to faster economic growth.
Empirical evidence lends support to
the hypothesis that countries with

higher rates of growth in exports,
facilitating the import o f raw
materials and capital goods, achieve
higher growth rates o f output as a
whole. Though this association is
sufficient neither to establish a
causal relationship, nor to claim
primacy for trade policies as prime
movers of economies, there is
evidence to show that exportoriented policies promote the more
efficient allocation of resources,
service higher factor productivity,
and possibly promote domestic
savings while encouraging the
inflow of foreign capital. The relationship between orientations in
trade policy and the development
of indigenous entrepreneurship or
innovation and technical change is
much less distinct. Yet the typical
mix of past policies for import substitution, combining overvalued
exchange rates, highly sheltered
domestic markets and cheap capital
goods, cannot be justified on these
grounds. Such evidence as there is
does not constitute a damning
indictment against import substitution.
What is critical is to
choose a combination of efficient
export promotion and efficient
import substitution.
In general, export promotion
tends to promote employment.
Income distribution is determined
predominantly by factors other
than trade policy.
B. PATTERNS OF MERCHANDISE TRADE
Developing economies in the
ESCAP region gained considerable

expansion in trade over the last two
decades or so. Their share in world
exports, excluding that of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, a large
exporter of oil, increased from
about 6 per cent in 1965 to nearly
10 per cent in 1982. The change in
imports has been of a similar
magnitude.
There are obvious
limitations in interpreting these
trade data, which include oil,
are valued at current prices and are
converted to a common currency at
ruling exchange rates. However,
the data on volume also indicate
that the average annual rate of
growth of exports from and imports into South and South-East
Asian countries from 1965 to 1982
exceeded the growth rates of world
exports and imports.
This rather better performance
notwithstanding, there are several
points of concern.
First, the
developing countries of the region,
which contain more than half the
population of the world, export
only about 10 per cent of all
exports of the world. Secondly,
total exports from some of the
region’s large and celebrated
exporters are much less than from
some of the smaller countries in
Europe. For example, the exports
o f Belgium-Luxembourg are now
approximately two and a half times
those of the Republic of Korea and
six times those of India. Thirdly,
the rather impressive growth rate
for the region as a whole masks
considerable differences among
countries.
Higher performance
remains very much the preserve of
economies in East and South-East
Asia.
Fourthly, expansion in
exports of most countries slowed
down considerably in the late
1970s through the early 1980s; and
in 1982, in many countries there
was a sharp fall in exports. These
adverse consequences were due
partly to the global recession and
partly to increased protectionism
in
their
traditional
markets.
Finally, changes in the value and

volume of imports closely follow
those of exports. However, most
countries found it difficult to
compress imports in response to the
deceleration in the growth of
exports, and the trade balance
tended to deteriorate in many
countries.
The extent of the
deterioration was limited by the
reserves that could be drawn
upon and the extension of credit
and investment from abroad. Some
countries were more successful than
others
in
attracting
foreign
resources in this fashion. But the
consequences of continued borrowing brought great hardship to
some countries, while others had
forebodings about the future.
In the commodity composition
of exports, there has been some
increase in the share of manufactured exports from the sample of
24 economies for which there are
data. Yet only in seven (Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Nepal,
Pakistan, the Republic of Korea
and Singapore) do manufactured
products account for 50 per cent or
more of total exports. If textiles
are excluded, the number of these
economies dwindles to two (Hong
Kong and the Republic of Korea).
In most developing economies of
the region, a narrow range of primary commodities (mineral fuels
and/or food-related agricultural
products)
dominate
exports.
Nearly the reverse is found in
imports: manufactured products
dominate non-fuel imports.
The principal changes in the
direction of trade flows are the
following. There has been a substantial increase in trade among
developing economies in the
ESCAP region, their share in
exports rising from 20 per cent in
1970 to 27 per cent in 1983. The
corresponding figures for their
share in imports were at 19 and
23 per cent. Developed market
economies remain the most important trading partners for the
majority of economies in the

region, more pronouncedly so as
markets for their exports. Several
economies in the region have been
able to expand their exports
significantly to countries in Western Asia. The share of the region’s
trade with the socialist countries
of Eastern Europe and with
developing countries in Latin
America and Africa continues to
be very small.
The diversification of both
markets and of the commodity
composition of exports are of first
importance to developing countries
in the region. It is necessary to
identify those markets that grow
faster than others. The rate of
growth of markets is determined
by both the rate of growth of
income in each market and the
income elasticity o f demand for
each commodity or category of
commodities exported.
For instance, if recent trends continue, as
is most likely, there may not be
expanding opportunities for international trade in cereals for food.
However, as per capita incomes rise,
in the intermediate term there will
arise markets in the region for
cereals as animal feed. Exports of
beverages such as tea also may do
well in the intermediate term as
incomes per capita rise. In contrast, the markets for industrial
raw materials are much less certain.
There has not been sufficient work
yet to establish the nature of the
demand for the main industrial
raw materials exported from
developing countries in the ESCAP
region. It does seem that progress
in material sciences and technological changes will tend to make
growth in the demand for most
metals and rubber sluggish in world
markets. It would be most helpful
for member countries if the
behaviour of the demand for these
commodities in the recent past
were studied and the future
demand for them assessed.
In
diversifying into manufactures, the
identification of markets for the
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export of manufactures is of great
importance. In this context, opportunities for trade among developing
countries can be of much benefit.
It is feared that if growing
numbers of developing countries
were to export manufactures, there
would be increasingly fierce competition for markets, which might
prove counter-productive to all.
Prospects for the expansion of
trade in manufactures (compared
with that in primary commodities)
tend to be much brighter in the
long run than is assumed in this
argument. Production for exports
itself
creates
markets,
since
developing
countries
do
not
generally export to invest abroad
but to pay for exports from other
countries. The consequent shifts in
comparative
advantage
require
economies to be more flexible than
they have been in the recent past.
Some recent evidence of such
change is available from the
ESCAP region. Japan, as a “firstgeneration” trader, and the rapidly
and newly industrializing economies of Hong Kong, the Republic
of Korea and Singapore, the
“second-generation” traders, have
lost, or are about to lose, their
comparative advantage in labourintensive
manufactured
goods
production to Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines and Thailand, which
are the “third-generation” traders.
Several of the “third-generation”
traders, in turn, have begun to feel
the heat of competition from
several South Asian economies and
China, among others.
By and
large, competition among exporters
of manufactures has yielded, and
will continue to induce, intensified
efforts to discover profitable
“niches” in the external markets as
well as to shift export production
towards higher value added and
more sophisticated manufactured
goods as countries move up the
ladder with capital formation and
skill development. Other countries
will take advantage of such changes
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in comparative costs.
What is of considerably greater
importance is the probability o f the
protection of markets in developed
economies. In order that the intensity of a probable threat to markets
in developed countries can be seen
in perspective, it is necessary to
examine its magnitude.
For
example, the share o f imports from
developing countries in the total
supply of machinery and other
manufactures as well as in ferrous
and non-ferrous metals in North
American markets ranged between
1 and 2 per cent; in rubber and
chemicals,
wood
and
paper
products,
non-metallic mineral
products and transport equipment,
the proportion was less than 1 per
cent.1 At the same time, the rates
of growth of imports o f categories
of manufactured goods (except
textiles and clothing, and hydrocarbon products) imported into North
America from developing countries
were between one half to four
times faster than imports from
all sources during 1982-1983. The
rates of rubber and chemicals,
wood and paper products, nonmetallic mineral products and
transport
equipment
imports
ranged from 31 to 53 per cent.
These high growth rates during a
recession in demand in 1982 and
uncertain recovery in 1983 are
evidence of the distinct comparative advantage of comparable
categories o f manufactured goods
from developing countries in competition with imports from the
rest of the world. The high rates
of growth are also because of a
low starting year figure. Developing countries supplied only 2 per
cent of the supply o f manufactured
goods in North America in 19801981, up from 1.5 per cent during
1976-1977.
In absolute terms, imported
manufactures
from
developing
1

UNCTAD,

Trade and Develop-

men t Report, 1984 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.II.D.23), p. 20.

countries met less than $95 billion
(or 2 per cent) o f the combined
consumption
of
manufactured
goods worth $4,744 billion in North
America, EEC and Japan during
1980-1981.2 The total import of
manufactured goods into these
economies amounted to $629
billion in 1981. Of this amount,
about $61 billion of manufactured
goods were supplied by the newly
industrializing economies in the
ESCAP region,3 $6 billion from
ASEAN,4 $4.5 billion from India
(1980 only) and $2 billion from
three other South Asian countries.5
One general conclusion that
can be drawn from the figures
reviewed above is that the market
for
manufactured
goods
in
developed economies is sufficiently
large to absorb a much bigger flow
o f manufactured products from
developing economies in general
and from the ESCAP region in
particular.
Besides, other things
being equal, a modest income
growth of, say, 2 per cent per
annum would enlarge apparent
consumption in North America,
EEC and Japan by $76 billion;6
the extra demand for imported
manufactures, which tends to be
income elastic, could be worth at
least $10 billion, of which well over
$1 billion could be met by exporters in the ESCAP region
under existing patterns of trade.
2

UNCTAD, Handbook o f International Trade and Development Statistics
1984 (United Nations publication. Sales
No. E /F .84.II.D.12), p. 476.
3
The am ount rose to $67 billion
in 1983.
4

The value became $6.6 billion in

1982.
5 The value o f manufactured exports from Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka remained largely unchanged
in 1982.
6 Assuming conservatively, a marginal propensity to consume o f 80 per
cent and a moderate income elasticity
of demand for manufactured goods.

Within the developing economies of the ESCAP region, the
large bulk of manufactured exports,
around 80 per cent, come from the
newly industrializing economies,
the relative shares of others being
9 per cent from ASEAN, 6 per cent
from India and still less from the
other three South Asian countries.
There thus appears to be considerable scope for expansion of
manufactured exports from SouthEast and South Asia, especially as
the newly industrializing economies
shift toward skill-intensive and
more sophisticated manufactured
goods to exploit more fully their
emerging comparative advantage.
Given a moratorium on the erection
of further trade barriers in the
industrialized countries and facilitated by suitable domestic industrial, financial and trade policies,
the prospects for a considerable expansion in exports of manufactures
from the developing economies in
the ESCAP region are quite good,
although unlikely to rise to the
same rates as in the period 19601975.
The break into and the development o f markets in developing
countries, both within and outside
the ESCAP region, will be matters
of great moment to developing
economies in the region.
The
infrastructure necessary for these
purposes is still in short supply even
in the more sophisticated of these
economies. Market studies from
the point of view of the producer
would be extremely useful in these
economies. However, whereas large
enterprises in developed economies
continuously undertake this work,
this mechanism is unlikely to work
satisfactorily in developing economies,
where
enterprises
are
characteristically small and inexperienced. Other agencies, including those of government, could play
a very useful role. Much more
imaginative use of trade representatives could also bring high rewards
by way of export promotion.

There is yet much room for
efficient import substitution. Since
the aim o f import substitution is
not to reduce total imports but to
change the composition of imports,
efficient import substitution will
require all developing countries to
be both more efficient in the use
of resources and able to adjust the
composition of exports to respond
to the changing patterns of imports of others.
C. TRADE IN SERVICES
Throughout the 1970s and
early 1980s, most developing
economies in the region incurred
persistent deficits on both services
and merchandise accounts in the
balance of payments. Indonesia
and Malaysia are the only two
major countries in the region with
a sizeable surplus on their merchandise accounts, while Fiji, Nepal and
Singapore have had significant
surpluses on their services accounts.
The rest of the countries had
sizeable deficits on both accounts.
The factors accounting for
large deficits on the services
account vary widely among countries. In East and South-East Asian
countries (excluding Singapore),
deficits on the investment income
account constitute the most important element of the overall
services deficit, reflecting in part
their growing burden of debtservice payments. In South Asia,
the services deficit arises mainly
because of payments for non-factor
services such as transport, shipping
and travel. This pattern is similar
to that in Pacific countries. However, in Fiji and Papua New Guinea,
the deficit on account o f investment income is quite large.
Most developing economies in
the ESCAP region have been incurring large and increasing deficits
on account of trade in non-factor
services during the period 19751983.
Singapore and, more
recently, the Republic of Korea

have been the major exceptions.
One of the reasons for this continuing deficit has been that, in
spite of the acquisition of sizeable
merchant fleets by several countries, much of the region’s trade is
carried in foreign fleets.
The
Pacific island countries are particularly disadvantaged in the conduct
of foreign trade because of high
shipping costs. Travel and tourism
is the major non-factor service
component that contributes a
surplus to the balance of payments
of most developing economies in
the region. The principal exceptions are Indonesia and Malaysia,
where the deficit occurs not so
much from the low level of exports
as from the high level of imports.
Receipts from tourism in the
developing economies of the region
were a mere 6 per cent of world
receipts in 1964 and rose to 10 per
cent in 1982. In recent years, there
has been a deceleration in the
growth of receipts from tourism in
the major tourist economies in the
region, especially in Singapore, the
highest earner of tourism receipts,
and in Hong Kong.
While trade in services had
been considered a minor part of
trading activities among countries,
it is likely to undergo some substantial changes in the intermediate
term for two major reasons. The
first of these is the rapid and
substantial growth in services in the
developed economies that are
trading partners of developing
economies in the region.
The
second is the transformation of
these services from non-tradables to
tradables by means of new techniques and equipment. While these
changes have provided advantages
to developed countries, little of
such change is observable in the
developing economies of the region.
Since service activities in developing
economies are still in their infant
stage and dominated by large employers of skilled labour, such as
banks, insurers and data processing
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enterprises, there are likely to be
difficulties in opening the markets
for these services widely in the
developing economies in the region.
D. INSTABILITY AND
GROWTH IN TRADE
The pattern of growth and
instability in the merchandise trade
of developing economies in the
ESCAP region during the period
1969-1983 displays several features.
First, instability in the international
trade of developing economies in
the region is considerably higher
than in that of the developed economies.
Secondly, within the
region, there are considerable differences between subregions. In
descending order of instability, the
subregions would be as follows:
Pacific island economies, least
developed countries, China plus
ASEAN, South Asia together with
the Islamic Republic of Iran and
the newly industrializing economies. Thirdly, groups with higher
instability generally experience
lower secular growth in trade.
These findings at the subregional
level are confirmed by crosssectional analysis o f individual
country patterns of instability and
growth in merchandise trade.
Two major determinants of the
severity of instability appear to be
the extent of the commodity
concentration of exports and the
commodity
composition
of
exports. There is a high positive
coefficient o f rank correlation
between export concentration indices
and
instability indices.
Agricultural commodity exports
contribute proportionately more to
instability and less to secular
growth in export earnings than
manufactured products.
On the disaggregation of the
patterns of growth and instability
of 17 primary commodities of
major export interest to developing
economies in the ESCAP region,
there was a secular decline in the
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prices of most of these commodities during the period 1964-1983.
The unit values have shown greater
instability than export quantities,
implying that, generally, external
demand variations rather than
domestic supply factors have had
a stronger influence on instability
in earnings from these commodities. Many economies in the region
have suffered from a persistent
deterioration in commodity terms
of trade, especially from the mid1970s. In a sample of 16, the
number o f such economies doubled
from 5 during 1964-1973 to 10
during 1974-1982. The explanation lies in rising import prices,
particularly of fuel, as well as in
falling
prices
of
commodity
exports. However, most o f these
economies succeeded in improving
income terms of trade by significantly increasing export volumes.
India and the Philippines, with very
sharp deterioration in commodity
terms of trade, as well as Sri Lanka,
recorded a decline in income terms
of trade as well.
Many developing economies in
the region have suffered considerable loss in potential income owing
to deterioration in terms of trade.
Confining one’s attention to 17
primary commodities, it is estimated that the producers of these
commodities suffered a loss in
potential income amounting to
$3.0 billion during 1964-1974. It
more than doubled to $6.1 billion
during 1974-1983, far outstripping
the increase in official development
assistance to, and nearly equalling
the increase in debt-service payments by, the region.
While it is in the nature of
market forces to bring about variations in prices and profit margins
and signal the allocation of
resources among competing uses,
sudden and wide fluctuations are
destabilizing for both the producer
and the consumer. Changes in the
supply of commodities, which cannot be stored except at exorbitant

cost, and sudden shifts in demand
for these commodities, have contributed to the unreliability of
incomes and earnings from the
export of primary commodities
by developing economies in the
region. It is necessary to adopt
policies to stabilize incomes and
foreign exchange earnings in the
short run without disguising signals
for the long-term allocation of
resources away from the production of commodities for which
demand tends to fall over the long
term. Some of these responses are
discussed in the following two
sections.
E. TRADE EXPANSION AND
INSTABILITY: NATIONAL
RESPONSES
There is a great variety of trade
policy instruments adopted by
developing economies, and these
can be put in three categories:
(a) exchange rates, (b) tariff and
non-tariff measures for the control
of imports, and (c) incentives for
the promotion o f exports, including export processing zones.
An evaluation o f trade policy
instruments is a dauntingly complex task for several reasons. There
is an infinite variation in the ways
different countries apply these
instruments, which are used to
achieve multiple objectives of
development. There are also many
interactions, mutually reinforcing
or contradictory, between trade
policy instruments and other policy
instruments (e.g. monetary or fiscal
policies) and among them. The
focus in this Survey has been on
trade policy instruments alone,
from the limited perspective of
trade expansion and instability.
From the early 1970s onward,
two major changes in exchange
rate policies have stood out. First,
most countries have shifted from
an exchange rate regime pegged for
long stretches of time to a regime
under which the rate is allowed to

float, though not freely. Consequently, there is greater flexibility
in using the exchange rate as an
instrument rather than an objective
of policy. Secondly, against the
backdrop of empirical findings that
“realistic” exchange rates form a
component of a package of policies
promoting exports, practically all
developing economies in the region
have allowed their currencies to
depreciate, at least in nominal
terms.
In several cases, though,
such depreciation has been negated
and sometimes even reversed by
domestic inflation.
In many developing economies
in the region, non-tariff measures
rather than tariffs constitute the
more important tool for restraining
imports. As regards tariffs, average nominal rates continue to be
generally higher in South Asian
than in East and South-East Asian
economies.
However, in most
countries the ad valorem incidence
of tariffs is much less than indicated by the simple average o f
tariff rates partly because a substantial proportion of imports enter
duty free. Generally, there is a
fairly wide year-to-year variation in
the ad valorem incidence o f tariffs.
In a sample of 14 economies, 9
show a declining time trend. In
addition, in many economies tariffs
have been reduced and rationalized.
There also has been a relaxation of
licensing requirements and other
quantitative restrictions on imports.
The extent of liberalization in
imports achieved through the sum
total of these measures cannot be
quantified, but the trend is quite
real and is likely to continue.
In order to compensate at
least partially for disincentives to
export products on account of high
exchange rates and controls on
imports used for production in
exports, most developing economies in the region have introduced
an assortment of incentives specifically designed to promote exports.
These include a selective higher

exchange rate, duty drawback on
imported materials and capital
goods required for production of
export, tax rebates on income
earned from export and preferential access to concessional credit.
In addition, several economies in
the region have set up export processing zones, which are generally
exempt from normal customs and
other economic regulations (e.g.
labour laws) and which receive
subsidized
infrastructure
and
services and are administered under
simplified procedures.
The complex configuration of
trade policies indicated above
makes it extremely difficult to
evaluate their net impact on trade
expansion.
In addition, the
evidence available in the form of
effective exchange rate and effective rates of protection are fragmentary and somewhat outdated.
The tentative conclusion on the
basis of this admittedly inadequate
information is that there probably
remains considerable bias in trade
policies in favour of production for
the home market rather than for
export. The degree of bias may
have been reduced, in some
measure, by recent changes in
policy.
Export taxation appears to be
the principal trade policy instrument
adopted
in developing
economies in the region, either in a
systematic manner as in Malaysia,
Sri Lanka, Thailand and several
Pacific countries, or as an ad hoc
response to particular situations
in most of the other economies, to
moderate the adverse consequences
of instability arising from trade in
primary commodities. The effectiveness of such policies is
inherently limited because it cannot
directly affect what appears to be
the more important cause of
instability, i.e. swings in international demand.
Besides, many
countries, especially the Pacific
island countries, have considerable
limitations in financial and human

resources to administer stabilization
programmes effectively. These and
other factors underscore the need
for international support measures
to tackle the problems created by
instability in trade in primary commodities.
There is much scope for the
improvement and adoption of
policies to create an economic
environment conducive to the promotion of exports and the more
efficient use of resources generally.
It is important that in designing
such improvements there be coordination between trade policy
instruments and other instruments
of macro-economic management.
Many of the worries in instituting
policy reforms arise because each
instrument is often considered in
isolation.
For instance, import
liberalization may not create
domestic pressure on the balance
of trade if suitable exchange rate
policies simultaneously raise the
domestic price of imports and
promote exports. A reduction in
tariffs need not necessarily cause a
fall in revenue from custom duties
if export incentives lead to an
increase in exports and thereby an
increase in the volume of imports.
A devaluation does not have to
cause inflation if appropriate monetary, fiscal, wage and income
policies are pursued. The exact mix
o f policy changes will differ among
countries, depending on economic
and institutional features as well as
social and political conditions. It
is also important to ensure that
policy improvements do not
become a one-shot exercise. The
international trading environment
and domestic economic conditions
undergo continuous change in
response to many autonomous and
induced forces at work. There has
to be sufficient flexibility in policymaking to respond to such change.
For instance, there is evidence that
exports of some economies in the
region were adversely affected by
the volatility in exchange rates
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following the breakup of the
Bretton Woods system.
These
adverse effects could have been
moderated through a more effective
management
of floating
exchange rates.
The proper
management of policies is all the
more difficult because o f the
volatile international environment,
in which the tasks of national
policy-making have become far
more complex than earlier. Many
developing economies in the region
may require technical assistance to
identify, collect and analyse data
required for designing and sustaining appropriate policy changes.
International assistance and
co-operation are also needed on a
number o f other fronts. Attempts
to bring about structural change
in the international trade of developing countries will require new
investments, a reallocation of
resources, the acquisition of new
skills and technology and other
measures. All these require additional financial, material and
human resources, which cannot be
met from within the domestic
economies of developing countries.
The terms and the institutional
mechanisms under which these
resources are transferred are of
special importance. The cost of
funds is o f immediate relevance in
view of mounting debt-servicing
problems and the restrictions they
impose on the import capacities of
developing countries.
F. TRADE EXPANSION AND
INSTABILITY: INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Several rounds of multilateral
tariff negotiations have brought
down average tariff rates in
developed market economies. Subsequently, non-tariff measures have
emerged as the principal barrier to
exports
from
developing
to
developed countries. The potential
benefit to developing countries
from the reduction in tariffs has
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been diluted by several factors. To
the extent that tariff reductions
apply to imports from all sources,
the margin of preference accorded
to exports from developing countries under the GSP is reduced.
Cascading in tariff structures such
that rates increase with the degree
of processing has created a bias
against the processing of primary
commodities in developing countries.
The GSP, which came into
operation in 1971, was intended
to grant preferential access to
markets in developed countries of
exports from developing countries
through non-reciprocal tariff cuts.
Several countries from the region
have gained substantially from its
operation. However, a number of
factors have limited the full realization of benefits. Country coverage
is less than general and some
developing countries in the ESCAP
region are excluded from the
schemes of one or more preferencegiving countries.
The product
coverage is quite restrictive. In the
late 1970s, products that were
excluded as a percentage of
dutiable imports from all beneficiaries amounted to over 30 per
cent in the case of Japan, nearly
40 per cent in the case of Canada
and EEC and nearly 70 per cent
in the case of the United States.
Besides, other restrictions embodied in “ ceilings” , “maximum
amount”, “competitive-need criterion” ,
“graduation
principle” ,
“rules of origin” etc. limit the export of products that otherwise
would benefit under the GSP. In
consequence, actual preferred imports fall short o f GSP-covered
imports and shorter still of dutiable
imports.
As regards non-tariff measures,
in virtually all developed countries
a far larger proportion of imports
of manufactured products from
developing than from developed
countries is affected by these
measures.
Besides, a still larger

proportion of exports of agricultural products from developing
countries is subjected to nontariff restrictions.
Some of the
manufactured products severely
affected by non-tariff barriers are
precisely those in which several
developing economies in the
ESCAP region have a clearly
demonstrated comparative advantage.
These products include
textiles, electronics, footwear and
steel.
Of particular concern to Asian
economies are the restrictions imposed on access of textile exports
into developed countries. In many
of the Asian developing economies,
the textiles industry accounts for
a considerable share of total employment
in
manufacturing.
Special rules for trade in textiles,
foreign to those of the multilateral
trading system embodied in GATT,
have been institutionalized in
the Multifibre Arrangement.
A
formidable array of restrictions
imposed on textile exports through
bilateral agreements concluded
under the
Arrangement have
severely restrained the growth of
exports o f textile products from
several developing economies in the
ESCAP region. These restrictions
continue even though research has
indicated that their total abolition
would cause a loss of employment
equivalent to less than 1 per cent
of the labour force in EEC and the
United States and that the welfare
cost o f protecting textile products
in developed countries is very high.
There are considerable gains to
developing countries from an increase in trade among them. However, there are many constraints to
the expansion of such trade on any
significant scale. These relate to
facilities in financing, insurance,
infrastructure, information as well
as trade policies of developing
countries themselves. Two major
institutional instruments currently
in force in the region to deal with
some of these constraints are the

Preferential Trading Arrangements
among countries belonging to
ASEAN and the Bangkok Agreement.
The direct quantitative
impact of these on the expansion of
trade among developing economies
in the region has been small. However, they have provided opportunities to promote contacts at
various levels among the relevant
economies, which partly explain
the surge in trade among them.
However, there remains considerable scope for strengthening these
institutional arrangements through
increased membership, greater product coverage, deeper tariff cuts, etc.
Similarly, there is scope for
the expansion of trade between
economies in the ESCAP region,
especially the Asian ones, and the
socialist economies o f Eastern
Europe. Progress in this regard will
depend largely on efforts directed
towards building institutional links
and wider economic co-operation
between Governments, state trading
agencies and similar other institutions rather than on conventional
trade policy.
Three
major
international
responses to deal with causes and
consequences of instability in the
prices of and earnings from primary
commodities are embodied in (a)
the Integrated Programme for
Commodities adopted by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development at its fourth session
held in 1976, (b) the Compensatory Financing Facility of IMF
and (c) STABEX. Two principal

mechanisms o f the Programme to
deal with instability-related problems are the international commodity agreements on individual
commodities and the Common
Fund for Commodities. The operation o f many international commodity agreements has been
plagued by a lack o f adequate
mechanisms and financial resources
as well as the absence o f broadbased participation of producer and
consumer countries. The Common
Fund is yet to come into force
since the required capital subscription has not been met. The Facility
and STABEX have both played
useful roles in their own context,
but have not proved adequate for
tackling problems of instability
associated with trade in primary
commodities.
G. EPILOGUE
The value o f both domestic
and international measures for
expanding opportunities for trade
among nations is well brought out
by the experience o f the developing
economies in the ESCAP region.
The rapid growth in the exports of
several
developing
economies
during the two decades ending in
1979 highlights the value o f
domestic measures. The dramatic
slow-down in the growth o f exports
in the first half o f the 1980s points
to the need for focusing attention
on the international measures
that can enable the growth of
trade
and
prosperity
among

nations. Whether such measures
are domestic or international, their
coming into being depends on the
willingness o f sovereign States to
enact the necessary laws and implement them.
International
measures are distinguished by the
requirement that more than one
sovereign State will act in concert
to bring them into existence. In
either case, the nature and extent
o f the changes that can be
brought about depend on the perception among Governments as to
how their interest would best be
served under the altered circumstances. In the short run, economies that open themselves for
imports will gain because o f lower
prices and lose because some labour
and capital will lie idle. In the
medium and long run, these economies will not only pay lower prices
but also redeploy these resources
o f labour and capital to other
productive uses. Those economies
that can satisfy the demand for
imports will raise both output and
productivity.
Where inefficient
production is protected, high employment and high prices may be
at the cost o f efficiency and flexibility in the longer term. Yet cheap
imports in the short term may be
at the cost of longer-term growth
and development where potential
comparative
advantage
exists.
Wisdom in determining international trade policies will consist,
in the major part, in deciding on
the tradeoff of benefits, assessed
from different perspectives of time.
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